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e H A P T E R XXIX.

Aflairsof theGiiECiAN Settlements in Sicily and Italy; from

theAxiiENiAN Invasion, to the Settlement of the Syracusan

Government under Dionysius and Htpparinus.

S E C T I O N I.

Authorities for the Sequel of Greeian History. Sicilian Affairs

following the Athenian Invasion. Administration and Legislation

of Diodes at Syracuse.

WHOEVER may ingagc in the investigation of Grecian history

among the original authors, whether writing for others, or only

reading for himself, cannot but feel, at the period where Me are now

arrived, the loss of regular guidance from those cotemporary with the

events, citizens of the repuhlics they describe, conversant with the

politics and warfare of the time, eyewitnesses, or generally acquainted

with eyewitnesses of the facts they relate. After the death of Epamei-

nondas, with which Xenophon's narrative ends, the only account of

Grecian att'airs, aiming at connection, is that of the Sicilian Diodorus,

who lived above three hundred years after, in the time of Augustus

Vol. IV. - B Ctesar.



HISTORY OF GREECE. Chap. XXIX.

Caesar. In this long interval, the establishment, first of the Macedonian,

and afterward of the Roman empire, had so altered and overwhelmed

the former politics of the civilized world, that they were no more to be

gathered hut from books, in the age of Diodorus, than at this day.

Many Aaluable works of elder writers were indeed extant, of which

a few sentences only, preserved in quotations, are nov/ known to exist.

Very interesting portions of Sicilian history were publislied by men of

eminent abilities, whose means of information were not inferior to those

of Xenophon and Thiicydides, but whose interests and passions, accord-

ing to remaining report, more tinged their narratives. Diodorus, who

had these materials before him, was a scholar of some eloquence, and

apparently a well-meaning man ; but very ill qualified, either by expe-

rience in politics and war, or by communication among statesmen and

military men, or by natural acuteness of judgment, to sift the truth

from the various falsehood and sophistication in which party-writers

would studiously inwrap it. The circumstances of his age also led

Diodorus to prejudices. Roman liberty, never assured by a good con-

stitution, was, after many bloody struggles, then just finally crushed

by a military despotism, pervading the civilized world. Men of let-

ters, indio-nant at the event, were compelled to silence about it; yet

when none could any longer oppose openly the gigantic tyranny, a

kind of masked war was waged against it, in treating sometimes of

early Roman, but oftener of Grecian history. This purpose, which

may be observed extensive among the writers of both nations, in the

first ages of the Roman empire, is conspicuous in Diodorus. Warm in

the cause of civil liberty, he has adopted, without discrimination, the

party prejudices of those whom he supposed animated in the same way
;

tho their principal object lias too often been only to promote the interest,

or veil the crimes, of a faction. In abridging then, as his extensive

plan of universal history required, often he has evidently missed the

meaning of political and military writers whom he proposed to follow:

but, far worse than this, he has often omitted leading and connecting

facts, the most necessary toward a right understanding of following

matter. In remark, rarely deserving attention, he is sometimes even

puerile. His honesty nevertheless gives him value; and even the con-

3 tradictions,



Sect. I. AUTHORITIES,
tradictions, into which, in collecting materials from different authors,

he has fallen, tho vexatious and disgusting to a hasty reader, yet

while, to a careful observer, they often evince his honesty, they some-

times also show those trutlis which a more ingenious writer, with the

same prejudices, would not have afforded opportunity to discover.

For the deficiencies of Diodorus's generally concise, and frequently

broken narrative, Plutarch offers, for detached portions of history, the

most copious supply remaining. Plutarch, living about a century and

half later than Diodorus, possessed yet probably all the stores of for-

mer knowlege undiminished. But while, in Sicily, men versed in

civil and military business were induced, by the interest they felt in the

wars and revolutions in which they bore a share, to transmit accounts

of them to posterity, another description of writers arose and flourished

m various parts of Greece. The numerous schools of philosophy had

long been the seminaries to prepare youth for high fortune through

political or military eminence. They had lately opened means for the

acquisition of great wealth, by meerly teaching eloquence and po-

litics. Ingenuity, incited by the desire of gain, proceeded then to

find new channels, and litterature itself was made a trade ; a branch

of which, perhaps the most profitable, Mas something very ana-

logous to modern news-writing. The prineipal difference was that,

as the news of the day could not be circulated by M'riting as by the

press, the writer M-as obliged to take a more extended period; and like

our monthly and annual publishers of news, to digest his matter with

more care, whence his work became dignified with the title of history.

But nothing more invites the curiosity of the many than the private

history of eminent persons. Panegyric will have charms for some: but

satire of eminent living characters, managed with any dexterity, is al-

ways highly alluring to the multitude, and forces the attention even of

the calumniated and their friends. Greece then, divided into so many
states, jealous each of its separate jurisdiction and peculiar jurispru-

dence, afforded extraordinary opportunity for safety to libellers ; and

safety not only against penalties of law, but also against that convic-

tion of falsehood which, by overthrowing reputation, might ruin the

author's trade; because, while, in every republic, curiosity was alive to

B 2 accounts
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accounts of persons eminent in any other, means to sift the truth of

any account were generally wanting. Writers of m hat was calkd the

history of the times, thus became vcr}' numerous, and men of great

talents and acquirements were induced to ingage in the business. As
then the general licentiousness was excessive, the falsehood, most invi-

diously and wrongfully attributed by some Roman authors to Grecian

history without reserve, has been fairly enough charged against those

of the ages after Xcnophon, wlio might perhaps be more fitly called

news-writers and anecdote-writers than historians.

With such materials abounding before him, Plutarch, in the leisure

of the Roman empire, under the benignant government of Trajan, con-

ceived the design of showing the principal characters of Grecian

history in advantageous comparison with the most eminent of the Ro-

man. Viewing then with just regret the degraded state of mankind

under the existing despotism, and from horrors recently past, not-

withstanding the advantageous character and conduct of the reigning

prince, foreboding the probability of a renewal of them, his purpose ap-

pears to have been to spread, Mith the fame of his own nation, a spirit of

revolution and democracy. It has been, injuriously for him, too exten-

sively held, among modern writers, that he was to be considered as an

liistorian, whose authority might be quoted for matters of fact, with tlie

same confidence as that of Thucydides or Xenophon, or CtKsar or

Tacitus. Sometimes indeed he undertakes historical discussion, or re-

lating different reports, leaves judgement on them to his reader. When

truth thus appears his object, his matter is valuable for the historian.

But generally to do justice to his great work, his Lives, it should appa-

rently be considered that, next at least to panegyric of his nation,

example, political and moral, was his purpose, and not historical in-

formation. Indeed he has in plain terms disavowed the office of histo-

rian : he writes lives, he says, and not histories'. But to produce

striking characters, his constant aim, he appears much to have sought

private history. Authorities hovever for this are rarely to be found of

any certainty; and little scrupulous as he has shown himself about

transactions the most public, concerning which he often contradicts,

without
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Avithout reserve or apology, not only the highest autliorities, but even

himself, it can hardly be supposed that he would scrutinize, with great

solicitude, the testimonies to private anecdotes, if even sometimes he

did not indulge his invention'. With the same political principles,

and prejudices and purposes as Diodorus, far more ingenious, he has

been however, in political and military knowlege, equally deficient.

Diodorus, tho a zealot for democracy, or what, having never seen it,

he supposed democracy to be, has sometimes described its evils in just

and strong colors. Plutarch is still more unequal and uncertain. When
led by his subject to exercise his judgement, he could see that civil

freedom can be no way secure but through a balance of powers in a

state ; or possibly he may have followed Cicero's authority in asserting

that a combination of democracy, aristocracy and monarchy, would Plut.v.Dion.

make the best government ; for at other times we find him an incon-
v. Themist.

siderate and even furious advocate of the pure democratical cause. & Timol.

The partialities then of these two M'riters being considered, together

with the indifference of one of them to historical truth, when illustra-

tion or panegyric was his object, we may generally gather -where to

trust, and where to doubt them. When they report facts adverse to

their known partialities, which happens often from the honesty of

Diodorus, and sometimes from the carelessness of Plutarch, credit will

of course be given them. But when the tale, conformed to their pre-

judices, bears appearance of exaggeration, distortion, or invention,

whether their own or of others from whom they have gleaned, we must

inquire if it accords with the course of history, with well-attested

events and well-attested characters ; if it is consistent with all that the

author himself has related ; and more especially if it is iu any degree

either suppoited or contradicted by those earlier extant writers, some

» Plutarch's deficiencies, as an historiun, ' a I'ordonnance. Cet liistoricii (Plutarch)

can escape none who may liavc occasion to ' ne rasseinble dcs fails que pour doniierdes

examine him critically. Tiie notice taken ' lemons, & neraconte que pour avoir rocca-

of them by some writers has been mentioned ' sion et le droit de reflechir. Un pareil

on former occasions. I will add here that ' plan ne peut 6tre quefort nuisible al'exac-

o£ a learned and acute critic, the baron de ' titude. Quelle confusion aussi ne trouve-

Sainte Croix. ' Personne n'ignore que les ' t-on pas dans Ics dift'crens recits de cet

' vies dcs hommes illuslres sont dcs tableaux ' historien !' Examen critique des historiens

' peu corrects; ou I'expression estsuperieure d'Alexandre, prem. sect.

of
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ot'tlipm cotemporary with the transactions, from whom we gain occa-

sional and sometimes large assistance; such assistance must always be

of high value.

One more writer, Justin, may require notice liere, only because he

is commonly quoted with the others. His general abridgement is too

scanty and imperfect to be of much use to the historian, and his selec-

tion of more detailed matter, to inliven it, is too commonly of extra-

vagant tales, unknoMTi or uncredited by other authors.

Among the deficiencies of historical materials, not least to be re-

<5:relted, is the failure of means for tracino- the causes of the wonderful

prosperity of some of the Sicilia.v cities; a prosperity so extraor-

dinary, that we might perhaps reasonably deny belief to report of it,

the best attested, if monuments yet existing, which have survived, some

of them two thousand years, the ruin of those cities, did not afford

proof incontestable. And here strikingly appears, what before we

have had occasion to observe, how much misfortunes, and crimes, and

miseries ingage and force the notice of the cotemporary recorder of

events, more than blessings and virtues, and the happiness of nations.

The sources of the calamities, for which the Sicilian, even more than

most of the other Grecian settlements, were remarkable, are in large

proportion opened to us; but to account for their prosperit}', more

wonderful from the frequency and magnitude of interfering troubles,

we are left to conjecture, and even for conjecture sometimes hardly

find probable ground.

"We have formerly observed tlie Grecian settlements in Sicily divided

into many small republics, and the same consequence resulting as in

Greece itself, the inability of each to maintain the independency which

was the favorite object of all. Syracuse A\as generally the leading

state of Sicily, as Laceda;mon of Greece. When all the Grecian in-

terest in the iland was threatened Avith subjugation by the imperial

democracy of Athens, the government of Syracuse v as democratical,

and, perhaps as nearly as any ever was, a pure democracy. The neces-

sity for new subordination, arising from the pressure of the Athenian

arms, produced some improvement of so licentious a constitution, and

1 placed
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placed Hermocrates son of Hermon, at the head of affairs. But as a

keen feeling of great evil, and anxious fear of greater impending, alone

brought the soverein many to that temper which inabled so excellent

a man to take the lead, so, immediattly as calamity and alarm sub-

sided, others prevailed against him. In vain he opposed the nefarious Diod. 1. 13.

decree for the death of the Athenian generals, and for the atrocious
^' ^^'

cruelty which followed to the captive ainiy. The author of that decree

was Diodes, already eminent for his favor M'ith the multitude, ac-

quired b}' turbulent forwardness in asserting their absolute sovereinty,

and violent invective against all in pow<;r. Success led to farther

success, and Diodes quickly overthrew the government established

by Hermocrates, which Aristotle has described by the respect- Aristot. Po-

able title of polity, and restored that tumultuary government, jj,.
•"• l-^- <=•*•

which the Syracusau affairs had been administered before the Athe-

nian invasion. Under such circumstances a forein command would

be for Hermocrates a refuge. Accordingly he promoted a decree for

the Syracusan state to pay its debt of gratitude to Laced^Emon, by
joining in offensive war against Athens; and the armament was in con- BeforeChrist

sequence equipped, which we have formerly seen earnino- honor for its ^}?- .,,.,... ° Olympiad
country under Ins orders m Asia. 92. 1,

The result however, as we have also formerly seen, Avas unfortunate ch 19 s.s

for himself In his absence his adversaries so prevailed in Syracuse, of this Hist.

that, within the twelvemonth, he was superseded in his forein com- g q
mand. Still parties were so balanced that his friends 'presently procured Ol. 92.2.

his restoration. But soon after a more violent effort of party not only

deprived him again of his command, but condemned him, and those

most attached to him, to banishment. The principal officers of his

army were included in the sentence, and numbers of the citizens at

home, whether by a positive decree, or by fear of consequences,

were also driven from their country

The power of the party adverse to Hermocrates being thus

established, and the deficiencies of the new or restored govern-

ment being abundantly obvious. Diodes took upon himself the Diod. 1. 13.

office of legislator. The dcmocratical form was retained as the basis ^- 53-

of his constitution. Of his laws one only remains reported, denouncing

Vol. IV. , B 4 death
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death against any wlio should enter the place of civil assembly 'n arms.

This law exhibits a strikinj>- feature of democracy, and it appears to

mark in the legislator a zeal for that form of government, accompanied

M'ith a conviction of difficulty and almost impossibility to carry it

Aristot. Po- through in practice. Aristotle evidentlj' considered the change from
It. .J. c.

.
j^jjg constitution of Ilcrmocrates to that of Diodes as a change

greatly for the worse ; and Diodorus, not a panegyrist of Diodes

himself, tho a friend to his parly, speaks of the new code as remark-

able for nothing so much as the severity with which it was executed.

To keep order in a democracy may require more severity than in other

forms of government ; and there seems ground for believing that the

constitution of Diodes was not without ability adapted to the purpose.

It is evident that he established some constitutional restraint upon

popular extravagance: it appears even that he raised a kind of aristo-

cratical body to great weight in the government; and, how far it was

provided for by law, we know not, but he so managed that, in fact,

one chief held the supreme executive authority, civil and military,

and lie was himself that chief.

SECTION II.

Divisiotis amo7ig the Sicilians. Carthaginiaji Invasion under Hannibal.

Sieges of Sclinus and Himcra. Return of Hermocrates to Sicily.

But whatever may have been the merits of the legislation of Diodes,

the revolution, M'hich gave occasion for it, produced very unfortunate

consequences for the whole Grecian interest in Sicily. Under Her-

mocrates that interest had been united. ^Vhen the democratical party

prevailed against him in Syracuse, tlio the aristocratical would in other

cities be shaken, yet it did not equally fall; Syracusan influence could

no longer hold all united, and the Grecian cause was broken,

rii. 18. of A war, it will be remembered, between two little republics at the

farther end of the iland, led to that scourge of Syracuse and of Sicily

the Athenian invasion. The people of Egesta, overborne by the

people of Selinus, who obtained assistance from Syracuse, were without

resource but in external aid, which was sought and received from

Athens. While then the Atlienian arms pressed upon the Syracusans

and

this Hist.
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and their allies, the Rgestans Avcre relieved; but, vith the catastropjie

of the Athenian forces, followed by the downflil of the influence of

Herniocrates, their situation became even more perilous than before •

inasmuch as the exasperation of their enemies was increased, the hope

of liberality from Syracuse was lessened, and all prospect of a protectino'

pow cr anywhere among the Grecian states was done away. One glimpse

of safety only remained : tho all chance of Grecian protection failed,

yet it might be possible to obtain the patronage of a barbarian power;

and this was a resource which had not been scrupled sometimes by

people of purer Grecian blood than the Egestans, who were a mixed Ch. 5. s. 2,

race. The rival city itself, Selinus, tho boasting a population com- ^ ^''•- '0•

^ . , , , , ^ ,
s. 1. of this

pletely Grecian, had been, as we have formerly seen, the ally of Car- Hist.

thage against Syracuse; and it was the resort of an expelled party from Ch. 10. s. 1

Himera, also a Grecian city, to the same barbarian power, that pro-
"' ""* ^^'*''

duced the formidable invasion which was repressed by the memorable
victory, obtained under the conduct of the illustrious Gelon.

Since that victory, now above seventy years, the Carthaoinian o-o-

venmicnt had made no considerable exertion for the recovery of its

dominion in Sicily. The protection of its suffering allies, of Eo-esta seems

to have afforded now no unreasonable pretext for interfering- aoain in

arms. In the third summer after the conclusion of the fatal expedition b. c. 4 10
of the Athenians against Syracuse, a Carthaginian army arrived, not ^'- -^~- f-

less powerful, perhaps, than that wliose defeat raised Gelon's military chronrxen.

fame. The historian Ephorus, following apparently the more extra-

vagant of the accounts which passed into Greece, ventured to state the

infantry alone at two hundred thousand ; the horse he called four thou- Diod. 1 i.i

sand. But Timanis, a Sicilian, likely to have had means of informa-
*^-^*—53.

tion, without partialities of a kind to induce him to underrate the

Carthaginian number, reckoned the whole fgrce little more than one
hundred thousand. With this account Xenophon's judgement led him Xen. Ilel.

to concur, so far that, in cursory mention of the expedition, he calls ';
,'" ^'" ^'

the Carthaginian army a hundred thousand men. The commander-in-
chief was Hannibal, grandson, according to Diodorus, of liamilcar, Diod. I. 13.

who fell in tlie battle of Himera. The force brought from Africa Mas *=• ^^'

landed at the western extremity of the iland, near Lilybanim. Ilan-

Vor.. IV. C nibal
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nibal was presently joined by the Egcstans, together with the Sicilian

subjects of Carthage, ami he proceeded to revenge its allies by march-

ing against Selinus. The port^ situated at the moutli of the little river

Mazara, yielded, to his first assault, and siege M'as laid to the city.

AVhat Selinus Mas remains to this day testified by ruins, among the

most magnificent of human works existing, tho, two thousand years

ago, Strabo described it as a town destroyed, and the place almost a

desert. How a people commanding so narrow a territor}', without fame

for commerce, any more than for politics or Avar, acquired means to

raise such works, we find no information. But we learn that the

public wealth, which, to a large amount, whencesoever arising, they

certainly possessed, was employed more in public ornament and po-

pular luxury, than in M'hat should liave given strength to the state.

Temples, baths, processions, and festivals, consumed what should have

raised fortifications and maintained military discipline,, which might

have gi\en security in more moderate injoyments. Aware of the in-

sufficiency of their own means to resist the might of Carthage, the

Selinuntines had implored help from all the Grecian cities of their

iland ; urging, with evident reason, the interest of all to save them

from the threatened ruin. But tho their solicitations were kindly re-

ceived, and the justness of their representations acknowlegcd, yet the

many independent republics feared each to give its single assistance,

and to bring them to cooperation was a comi)lex business and slow.

Agrigentum and Gela, tho marked by situation for the next attack,

waited for Syracuse ; and Syracuse waited to collect the force of all

the towns in which it had command or infiuence, as likely all to be

little enough for the occasion.

While succour was thus delayed, after a siege of only nine days, the

walls of Selinus were forced.- The greater part of the men in arms,

assembling in the agora, were overpowered, and put to the sword.

Amid rapine and every sort of violence, an indiscriminate massacre

followed, of both sexes and all ages. On such an occasion, an army

composed, after the common method of Carthage, of troops ingaged

by hire from various barbarous nations, Mas not to be readily restrained.

The humanity ofthe general however was neither slowly nor iueftcctually

exerted,
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exerted, and j^et sixteen thousand persons are said to have been slain.

'Five thousand men Avere nevertheless spared as prisoners, and orders Diod. 1. 15..

for abstaining from all violence tOM'ard the multitude of women and
^'

chikhen who had sought refuge in the temples, were duly respected.

Between two and three thousand, of both, sexes, escaped by flight to

Aojrio-entum.

Information of the fate of Selinus struck terror throughout the Gre- Dlod. 1. 13.

cian cities of Sicily. The Agrigentine and Syracusan governments ^' ^

agreed in the resolution to try negotiation. A mission from them,

liberally received by the Carthaginian general, failed however of its

object. The subjugation of the iland indeed seems to have been

Hannibal's purpose; in the prosecution of which, however, his conduct

was that of the officer of a great and civilized state, and not of a leader

of barbarians. The Carthaginians appear to have been not strangers to

the generous policy, M'hich we have seen ordinary among the Persians,

for holding a conquered people in subjection. Tliere was a party

among the Selinuntines, apparently subsisting from Gelon's age, dis-

posed to friendly connection with Carthage, and averse to those mea-

sures, whatever they were, which, with the vengeance of that powerful

state, had now superinduced the ruin of their city. Enipedion, a prin-

cipal man of that party, was among those who had fled to Agrigentum.

Upon the failure of the mission from that city and Syracuse, his fellow

fugitives desired to commit their interests to him. They found them-

selves then not deceived in their hope of Plannibal's liberality. All

were restored to their homes and possessions ; required only to pay an

annual tribute to Carthage, and forbidden to restore the demolished

fortifications of their city.

Among the many Grecian republics in Sicily, claiming indepen-

dency, it was seldom that some one, either through illiberality of the

government, or lawlessness of the people, was not, by some injustice,

offending the Sican and Sicel tribes, which still held the center of the

iland. Generally therefore those unfortunate barbarians preferred

a connection with the powerful state of Carthage. The Sicans, who
held the western parts, had mostly joined Hannibal on his arrival. His

success against Selinus brought the rest, with many of the Siccls, to

c 2 solicit
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solicit that they also might be admitted to alliance. Strengthened

\\itli their forces, lie proceeded to lay siesre to Ilimera.

Tho Syracuse held at this time no decisive lead aniruig the Sicilian

Greek cities, yet, in the pressure of danger, all looked to it M-ith a

disposition to respect its claims to authority as the most powerful state.

Diodes, possessing the civil supremacy there, commanded of course

Diod.1.13. the means for adding to it the military; and thus became general-in-

chief of the combined forces «'hich marched to relieve Himera. On
c. 60. 6]. his arrival he ventured a battle, in which, with some slaughter of the

enemy, he was however finally unsuccessful, and forced to seek shelter

within the city walls.' Rumor there met him, that the Carthaginian

fleet was gone to Syracuse. In \ ehement alarm, probably apprehensive

of some party movement not less than of the forein enemy, he resolved

to lead his forces home. Fearing however the pursuit of the victorious

Carthaginians, if he went by land, he commanded the attendance of

the fleet, consisting of twenty-five triremes, from different cities of the

confederacy, which lay in the harbour. In vain the wretched Hime-

rteans solicited the continuance of that protection which it was the

purpose of the allied cities, furnishing the fleet, to afford them. In vain

it was urged to him that the bodies of many Syracusans remained on

the field of battle unburied. The insufficiency only of the vessels to

receive at once his whole force, induced him to leave half of it till the

fleet could return. Some of the wives and children of the Ilimeiieans

however were taken aboard, lie sailed himself with the first division.

This desertion of the man charged with the supreme care of the

Grecian interest in Sicily, seems to have produced that kind of disso-

lution of military discipline and civil order among the unfortunate

Himerasans which made the defence of the place impossible. On the

same night on which Diodes fled in safety by sea, numbers of the

llimera-an people ingaged in the hazardous attempt to fly by land;

and it appears that many succeeded. Nevertheless the remainder de-

' In this unsuccessful battle, for such it 1. 13. c. 60. We might excuse some mode-

is acknowleged to have been, six tliousand rate exaggeration in Timteus as a Sicilian, but

Carthaginians were asserted by Timaeus to the extravagance of Ephorus in stating num-
liave fallen, and Ephorus did not scruple bers, on this and other occasions, cannot

to »ay more tlian twenty iLousaud. Diod. but a little weaken his general credit.

3 fended
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fended the town through the next day. On the following morning,

the fleet returning, after having- landed Diodes, was already in sight,

vhen the Carthaginian engines harl made a breach in the wall sufficient

for storming, and assault through it was successful. The same horrors

insucd as on the capture of Selinus, only less extensive, as the town

was smaller, and the population lessened by flight.

The authority of Hannibal, however, again generously exerted,

stopped the slaugliter. Too often we find the Greek not less than the

Roman M'riters venting most illiberal invective against the Carthagi-

nians, and especially imputing atrocious cruelty. In loose imputation

Diodorus is as vehement as an}- ; but his honesty in narrative, correct-

ing the injustice of his declamation, shows eulogy due where he directs

his invective. What he proceeds to relate, however, may be not un-

founded. Hannibal, he says, diligently inquired for the spot where his

grandfather, Hamilcar, fell in the battle with Gelon; and with solemn

ceremony he sacrificed there three thousand prisoners. Exaggeration

may be suspected in the number; but the principle, Ave are M'ell

assured, M'as familiar, not only with the Carthaginians, but with the

early Greeks, and something very like it with the Romans even in

their highest civilization. Establishing garrisons for the security of

the country he had subdued, and of the people who had ingagcd in

alliance with him, Hannibal then returned to Carthage.

It was in these critical circumstances that Hermocrates, furnished

by the generous satrap Pharnabazus with money for the express purpose, Xen. Hel.

1* 1. 0. 1.

according to Xenophon, of procuring a naval and military force that
g. 22.

might reestablish him in his country, arrived at Messina, Avhere the

government was friendly to him ; and it appears probable that intelli-

gence of this had contributed to decide Diodes to his hasty and uncre-

<litablc flight fr(nn Ilimera. The name of Hermocrates, alarming to

Diodes and his immediate partizans, gave new hope to numbers, before

despairing of the Grecian cause in Sicily. Those Himera^ans Avho had

succeeded in the h.azardous measure of flying by land, instead of going

to Syracuse, whither the fugitives, favored by Diodes M'ith the passage

by sea were conveyed, preferred putting themselves under the protec-

tion and command of Hermocrates at Messena.

So
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So far the uncommon virtue of this party leader has hccn rewarded

w ith uncommon good fortune, that writers of all parties have borne

testimonv to his merit, and not one has imputed to him an evil action.

The troops \\ho served under him in Asia were ready to go all lengths

Avith him .ngainst the party in Syracuse which had driven him into

banishment; but he declared to them his resolution to use no violence

against the existing government of his country, however unjustly he

and his adherents might have suffered from it. Not only Xenophou,

who esteemed him highly, bears this testimony expressly, but Diodorus,

Diod.l. 13. whose prejudices were stroug in favor of the opposite party, shows that

a resolution so becoming a virtuous statesman of inlarged views, and so

singular among Grecian patriots, controled the measures of Hermo-

crates. At Messena, favored by its government, he built five triremes,

and ingaged about a thousand soldiers for paj'. About an equal num-

ber of fugitive Ilimerceans resolved, v.ithout pay, to follow his fortune.

He hoped that the mecr reputation of this force might have the effect

of inabling his numerous friends, in Syracuse, to regain the ascendancy

in the general assembly; but, that hope failing, he turned his views

another way, still vith the same purpose of inabling his friends to

prevail against his adversaries, in legal course, through the interest

that he might acquire by essential service to his city against its forein

enemies, without violence against itself.

This view was opened to him through his antient interest, among

the Grecian cities, among the Sieels, and, in general, throughout the

iland. Hannibal, in returning with his victorious army to Africa, left

the tOAvn of Selinus to those of its citizens, with Empedion at their head,

who had shown a disposition to the Carthaginian connection. The

more eminent and active of the opposite party were in exile; the for-

tifications in ruin. We have seen it a common policy of the Athe-

nians, for holding conquered places in subjection, to demolish their

walls ; and such seems on this occasion to have been the policy of

the Carthaginians. The need of Carthaginian protection would

make those M'ho held Selinus, a faithful, though a weak garrison for

Carthage.

On a knowlege of these circumstances Ilcrniocrates formed his plan.

While
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While it was yet winter he marched by the less practised inland road, and

coming upon the town unexpectedly, entered it unresisted. The exiles

were of course restored. No violence appears to have followed to

Empedion's party, except that, of course, the powers of government

passed into the hands of the friends of Herniocrates. For security

against the Carthaginians, fortifications would now be indispensable.

Cut the numbers that could be trusted -were unequal to the defence of

the wide extent of the old city. A convenient part only therefore was

refortified, and thus a strong hold was provided for the friends of ths

Grecian cause, on the verge of the Carthaginian part of the iland.

Hermocrates proceeded then to carry hostility against the general

enemies of the Greeks. He plundered successively the Motyene and

the Panormitan territories; and the people of each risking action

with him separately, he defeated both. After this, no force venturing

beyond the protection of walls to oppose him, he plundered and ravaged

the whole of the country acknowleging the sovereinty or alliance of

Carthage. Laden thus with spoil, he led back his troops highly gra-

tified, both those Avho ingaged gratuitously in adventure with him, and

those to whom he was bound for pay, to injoy themselves for the rest

of the winter in Selinus.

It appeared, to the Sicilian people of all descriptions, an interesting-

phenomenon, that the united Grecian interest, with the powerful

Syracuse at its head, should have been unable to prevent the overthrow

of two principal Grecian cities by a forein power, and that, immediately

after, an exile from Syracuse should not only recover one of those

cities, but carry war successfully through the enemy's country. An
impression strongly in favor of Hermocrates followed, throughout the

Grecian states and in Syracuse itself. He resolved to improve the

impression, especially in Syracuse. Early in spring, he went to b. c. 408-

liimera, and inquiring diligently for the spot where the Syracusan ^
I,'/'!'"

troops under Diodes had fallen, he caused the bones to be carefully Diod.l. 13.

collected. Placing them on carriages splendidly decorated, in funereal

stj'le, he conducted them, with a strong escort, to the Syracusan

/border. With ostentatious respect then for the laMS of his country,

avoiding'
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avoiding to go himself any farther, he committed the procession to

others not involved in the decree of banishment.

The arrival of this extraordinary funeral pomp at the gate of Syra-

cuse excited strong feelings in the city. The people assembled. Diocles

endeavoured to evince the absurdity of paying honors to relics sent by

an unhallowed exile, which might be those, he said, of other exiles, or

of any rather than of loyal Syracusans. He could not however over-

come the popular sentiment, which was so excited, that not only a

public burial was given to the relics, the whole people attending, but

. Diocles was obliged to abscond. An effort was then made by the

friends of Hermocrates to procure a decree for his restoration ; but the

artful eloquence of the partizans of Diocles prevented. The merit

Diod. utant. of Hcrmocrates they did not deny; but a great superiority, even

of merit, they afthnied was dangerous in a democracy. If, while an

exile, by his single authorit\- and influence, he could raise a force to

do more against the Carthaginians than all the Sicilian cities together,

what could oppose him in Syracuse, were he once reiidmitted there?

It was evident that he not only could, but would, and to secure him-

self, perhaps must, they said, assume the tyranny.

Again thus disappointed, Hermocrates persevered in the resolution

to avoid all violence, and m ithdrew quietly to Selinus. But it is un-

likely that his friends in Syracuse, after what had passed, could rest in

quiet there. It is unlikely that his opponents would remain satisfied

with their civil victory, so hardly gained, and not follow it up with

measures against their adversaries, which might secure their tottering

power. The friends of Hermocrates therefore urgently claimed that

assistance and protection which the force at his command inabled him

to give. Their intreaties and remonstrances at length induced him to

march three thousand men through the Geloiin territory to the Syra-

cusan border. Still hoM e\cr he would not enter the Syracusan territory

with any appearance of hostility ; but leaving his troops on the frontier,

he went, attended by a few friends only, to Syracuse. His friends

tliere had taken care to secure his entrance by the gate of Achradina;

but it seems to have been his own resolution still to avoid force, and

trust
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trust liimself to the assembled people. That he had not miscalculated

his interest with the people appears from the mode of opposition used

by his adversaries. In defiance of the law of Diocles, an armed body

entered the agora, and Hermocrates was killed. Many of his friends

fell with him, and the rest saved themselves only by flight or conceal-

ment. An assembly of the people, such as might; be where an armed

force commanded, was then held, and decrees of death or banishment

were issued, as the authors of the successful violence directed.

Whether Diocles was personally concerned in these transactions,

we have no diicct information, nor does any mention occur of him

after the death of Hermocrates. We can only on conjecture there-

fore attribute to this time the remarkable account given of his

death by Diodorus, in treating of his legislation.. Diocles M'as

leading the Syracusan forces out of the city, says the historian,

not mentioning against what enemy, when information was brought Diod. 1.1.3..... . . c 33
him of tumult in the agora, with indications of sedition. In

alarm lie hastened thither, armed as he was, thoughtless of his own
law, by M-hich tlic penalty of death was decreed against those who
should enter the agora with arms. Some one obser\ing to him that he

seemed to scorn ids ow n statute, he was so stung with the reproach,

that, with an oath averring he would show the force of his law, he

drew liis sword, and killed himself This story is such as, with or

without ground, his friends would be likely to propagate, if he fell, as

seems not improbable, in the tumult which deprived Syracuse and Sicily

of the invaluable life of Hermocrates.

Nevertheless, gathering as we best may from the uncertain light

afforded by Diodorus, Diocles seems to have been a man of more
honest zeal in the cause of democracy than was otten found among
leading men in the Grecian republics; and thence perhaps the party-

writers of the times, M'hom Diodorus and Plutarch followed, have

reported his actions with less warmth of panegyric than those of some
others professing the same principles, Avho, with less real deference to

them, promoted more the private interest of their supporters. His po-

litical successes however appear to ha\e been more owing to a forward,

active, undaunted and indefatigable boldness, than to any great talents.

Vol. IV. D and
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and as a military coniinander he was clearly deficient. Very unequal

to the lead of the affairs of Syracuse .and of Sicil}-, in the existing

crisis, yet of a temper incapable of acting under a superior, his death

seems to have been rather a relief than a loss, perhaps even to his own

party.

SECTION III.

f

Second Expedition of Hannibal into Sicily. Prosperity ofAgrigentum.

Siege of Agrigentum.

By the death of Hermocrates, the fair hope of union among the Sici-

lian Greek cities, which, with peace within might have given strength

against enemies without, was instantly dissipated, and all the advan-

tages which his exertions had gained to the Grecian cause were pre-

sently lost. Selinus and llimcra fell again under the dominion, or
B. C. 407 ^ .

o'l. 9*3. h
' into the interest of Carthage. Report came of ntnv preparations in

Diod. 1. 13. Africa. Alarm arose everywhere, and nowhere was found a man on
c, 7Q.

Avhose talents and character there was any public disposition to rely.

The Syracusans sent a deputation to Carthage, to deprecate war.

Prayers arc not commonly efficacious for such a purpose. The Car-

thaginian government dismissed the deputies with a dubious answer,

and the preparations went on. Presently after a multitude from Africa

was landed on the Sicilian coast, at a place called, irom some springs

of hot water, Therma, Avithin the Selinuntine territory, now subject

to Carthage, but on the border of the Agrigentine. No hostility was

committed, but it was alarming enough to the Greeks, and especially

the Aari<rcntines, to find that this multitude was to establish itself

there as a Carthagmian colony*.

Soon however it became manifest that the purpose of the Carthagi-

nian government was not limited to this peaceful way of extending

empire. Information arrived of a vast army collecting, in the common

* Piobably the CartUaginians had another till the first word came to be, for colloquial

name for their colony. The Grecian appel- convenience, used alone, as a name. We
latiuu diffta iiiajti, was rather a description, read of another Therma, near Himera.

a way
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way of Cartliaginiau armies, from the various shores to which the

Carthaginian commerce extended, of Africa, Spain, Gaul, Italy, the

Balearic ilands, and perhajjs Sardinia and Corsica, tho, of the ilanders,

the Balearians only were of fame. A large fleet was at the same time

])reparcd, and the whole armanient was committed to the orders of

Hannibal, who had commanded the late expedition into Sicily. Age Diod. 1. 13.

and growing inflmiities, it is said, induced that general to desire ^' ^^'

excuse, hut lie obtained indulgence only so far that his kinsman

Imilcon'^son of Ilanno, was appointed his second in the command. We
are hov.'e\cr too much M'ithout information, equally of the state of

politics and parties, as of the interests of individuals at this time at

Carthage, to know how to appreciate the little remaining from Dio-

dorus about them. "What became notorious to the Greeks was the

destination of tliis great armament for Sicily.'

Among the Grecian cities of that iland, political connection was

far too defective for any adequate preparations against the threatened

storm. Measures of'precaution indeed were not totally neglected, but 01. 93. ^

they appear to have been taken under no clear or digested plan. A ^- ^-
'^ '

fleet of observation was sent out, chiefly of Syracusan ships. Off the I^'od. 1. 13.

headland of Eryx it fell in with a Carthaginian fleet of nearly equal

force. A battle ensued ; the Syracusans were victorious, and took

fifteen ships ; and yet this event, as a decided beginning of war, seems

to have diflused more alarm than incouragement among the Sicilian

Greeks.

* Wc find this name Imilcon variously appear to have, for their root, the Hebrew
written in our copies of Diodorus, where the word Melck, now in .'Vrabic Metk, or Malk,

same person is unquestionably intended. It signifying King. The name which, from

is first Imilcon, then Imilcas, then Amilcas, Carthaginian pronuntialion,tiieGieekswrote

then it becomes again Imilcas, and finally 'A»tuii, and the Romans Ilanno, seems to be

resumes the first form Imilcon. Diodorus the same with that which from Hebrew pro-

has probably, in gathering his narrative nuntiation they wrote "lwa»»>j;, and Johannes,

from different writers, copied the different John. Bal, Baal, or Belus, was an added
attempts of Grecian pens to represent one title of dignity, signifying /ore/; so thai Ilan-

,ind the same Phenician name, which the nibal was equivalent to Johannes dominus,

Romans wrote Amilcar or Hamilcar, dif- lord John, and Asdrubal to Esdras dominus,
fering only in the use or omission of lord Esdras.

the prefixed aspirate. All these forms

D 2 Impelled
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Impelled by the pressure of circumstances, the Syracusaii govern-

ment now assumed a lead in the direction of the political and military

concerns of the iland. This was facilitated by the prevalence of the

democratical cause in most of the cities, as in Syracuse, and by a

sense of the same pressure in all. ^Ministers ^^'cre dispatched to every

Diod. 1. 13. one, to e.xhort, says the historian, and incourage the nmltitudc*.

'^•^'- Embassies were sent also to the Italian slates and to Lacediemon;

urging the former as implicated in the danger, the latter as the patron

state of the Greek, and especially of the Dorian name. These measures

appear to have been, in a general view, what the circumstances re-

quired ; but the able mind, capable of conciliating adverse interests,

arranging and simplifying complex and divided businesses, ingaging

confidence, and inciting energy, was wanting, and so the eflect Mas

small. Meanwhile the naval victory gained by the Greeks had, accord-

ing to intelligence, not at all checked the Carthaginian preparations
;

Avhich were of a magnitude indicating that the purjjose could not be

meerly to support the new colony, and defend the present possessions

of Carthage in Sicily, but rather to make the conquest of the whole

iland sure.

Numerous circumstances marked Agrigentum as the city likely first

to feel the coming storm. Agrigentum was among those phenomena

of political prosperity, concerning which we should most desire, and

least possess, information. Far more known to historical fame than

Selinus, yet the wonderful relics of its ancient magnificence are not

needless testimonies to the truth of what history, silent, or little better

than silent, about its means of acquiring, has told of its wealth and
Diod. 1.13. splendor'. The fertility of its soil, and the good management of its

oliveyards and vineyards, are mentioned, without being described.

More however certainly was wanting; there must have been commerce

of some other kind, to draw the concourse of freemen resident in

' Arduus inde Agragas ostentat maxima longe

Moenia, magnamiiiOm quondam generator equorum. Virg. .£n. 3. 70-V.

Agrigentum,
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Ao-rio-entum, ^vbo were not Ae-rio-entii.e citizens. If \vc may trust

Diodorus the free inhabitants nere two hundred thousand ; of wliom

the citizens were only a tenth part. If the slaves then were only four

hundred thousand, the proportion would he lower than in many other

Grecian republics; but we are given to believe it was higher than in

most. Such then was the public wealth, tliat the public buildings, not

even now wholly destroyed, exceeded all that had to that time been

seen in Grecian cities. The pillars of the temple of Jupiter Avere so Diod. I. 13.

vast that a man might stand in the flutings. This M^as esteemed the

most magnificent of the edifices of Agrigentum, tho wanting a roof,

vhich the insuing misfortunes of the city prevented its e-ver receiving.

An artificial lake, without the walls, as a luxiiry singular in its kind, Diod. 1. 11.

had particular celebrity. It was six furlongs in circuit and thirty feet I

deep; fed by aqueducts with jjcrpetual springs; stocked with fish,

and aquatic birds, especially swans. While thus it contributed largely

to the public banquets, it was for the exercise of swimming, and for

the amusement of walking on its banks, a favourite place of public

resort. Agrigentum was also remarkable for a kind of building of Diod. ibid,

most important use in great cities, which yet seems to have been little

common in Greece. Not however the novelty only, but 'the magnitude,

and excellent construction of its sewers brought fame to the architect

Phceax, 'so that his name became the common Grecian term for a

sewer.

While the public wealth of the city was thus advantageously employed,

the magnificence of individuals among the citizens furnished anecdotes,

not only to incite panegyric in their own day, but to ingage the notice

even of those who lived amid all the extravagance of public splendor

and private luxury in the last days of the Roman republic and the first

of the empire. The hospitality of Gcllias was celebrated by poets and

historians. His house had numerous apartments, appropriated to the Diod. 1. 13.

reception of strangers, and servants were employed to inquire for those

who were not fortunate cnou2,-h to brin<i; a recommendation to the

magnificent owner. Where hospitality was so extensive, men on mili-

tary service would not fail of attention. A body of five hundred horse Diod. ut sup.

arriving once from Gela, in a violent storm, Gellias not only entertained

all,
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all, but supplied every man vilh a change of clothing*. Tliis anecdote

Diodorus has related on the authority of TiniEus, a Sicilian writer

nearly cotemporary. Another quoted by him, Poiycletus, had per-

sonally profited from the hospitality of Gellias, on being called by

military duty to Agrigentum. In a history of his time, wliich he after-

ward wrote, he described the extraordinary extent of his magnificent

host's cellai-s, excavated in tlie rock on vhich tlie town was built, and

the prodigious quantity of wine stored in them'.

Gellias seems to have been unrivalled in the permanent splendor of

his establishment ; but instances are recorded of extraordinary occa-

sional magnificence in others. Antisthenes, at his daughter's wedding,

entertained all the Agrigcntiue citizens, and invited beside the persons

of higher rank from the neighbouring cities. INIore than eight hun-

dred carriages went in tlie nuptial procession. The time, as usual, was

evening twilight. In the moment of the bride's moving, attended by

innumerable torches, at a signal given, all the altars in all the temples,

Diod 1
1" '^"'^ those, which were numerous, in the streets, fraught with the supper

c. sti. for the multitude, blazed at once, producing a splendor as gratifying

as it was uncommon. The return of Exa:netus, victor in the chariot-

race of the ninety-second Olympiad, six years only before the Car-

thaginian invasion, was celebrated in a manner showing rather extensive

wealth among the Agrigentines than his own magnificence. Of very

numerous carriages in the procession, no less than three hundred were

drawn by white horses ; a color particularly esteemed for parade, and

therefore sought at high prices.

There seems indeed to have been, within the narrow bounds of the

Agrigcntiue state, as formerly in Holland, an excess of private wealth,

beyond reasonable objects of expenditure ; 'and the indications of it

were not of a passing kind, like the Dutch tulip-gardens, but, in the

spirit of the Greek passion for lasting fame, calculated to bear testi-

mony for centuries. The public magnificence, guided by that just

• Tho this may appear to the modern ' According to Poiycletus, three hundred

reader a most extravagant wardrohe, it cisterns, cut in tlie rock, were commonly
was, according to Horace, far below that of kept full of wine.

LucuUue.

taste
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taste which was, in this age, national among the Greeks, raised those

monuments, of which ruins, sufficient to mark Avhat they once M'cre,

yet exist. But architects and statuaries derived also great incourage-

nient from the wealth and taste, and in one remarkable instance, from DioJ. 1. 13.

the capricious fancy of individuals. It became common to raise

splendid monuments, in the public burying places, to the memory of

favorite brutes ; not only horses, Avhich might have acquired a renown,

with the reputation of something sacred, by victory in the public

games, but birds and various domestic animals.

In an independent state, consisting of a vast city, commanding a

territory scarcely equal to one of our smallest counties ; with a public

so wealthy and individuals so extravagant, twenty thousand citizens

soverein over a hundred and eighty tliousand free subjects, sove-

reins and subjects both having individually under them slaves un-

numbered, what was the government, how property was secured, how
justice administered, how faction and civil disturbance obviated, we
inquire among ancient writers in vain. In the endeavour to gain some

idea from analogy, if we look to Athens -we find many resembling cir-

cumstances, but many characteristical diiferences also. That Agri-

gentum however had Avise institutions, ably adapted to circumstances,

cannot be doubted. The amount of its prosperity may alone prove it

to have long injoyed civil quiet, rare of any duration among Grecian

cities. Hence a philosopher-poet of the age, celebrating the splendid

hospitality of Gellias, called his house ' the respected resort of strangers,

* which evil had never reached'".'

But, in a state where the citizens were so wealthy, and, compared

with the Avhole population, so few ; where the distinction between a

citizen and a free inhabitant not a citizen, involved, in regard to some

important points, a total separation and even opposition of interests ;

Avhere citizens, and free inhabitants not citizens, were equally served

by slaves more numerous than both; how was public defence to

be provided for ? How were the wealthy citizens to be made soldiers,

or those not citizens, or not wealthy, to be trusted with aims.'' The

"Siw* aiJorot ?\ijii,hif, xaxmlot aviifot, Emped. ap. Diod, I. 13. c. 83.

expediency,
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expediency, or necessity, for the wealthy to be guardians of their own

l)roperty, was obvious and generally admitted ; and in the pressure of

war they might be brave and diligent: but to bear, or to be liable

continually to therequisition for bearing, the fatitfue and restraint and

privations incident to a soldier's duty, they might as well not be rich.

Accordinglv, on being put to trial, the inconvenience arising to the

service from the indulgences which.the Agrigeiitines on military duty

would provide for tliemselves, was such as to make a law necessary

specially to restrain it. It was decreed that no s.ddicr, on night duty,

shoukl have a bed more furnished than with one mattress, a bolster and

pillow, a blanket, and a curtain". This, says Diodorus, being reckoned

the hardest manner of resting to be required of a private soldier ou

duty, it may be guessed what was the attention to ease, and the refine-

ment of luxury, where not so limited.

Such, as far as may be gathered from accounts remaining, was the

internal state of Agrigentum. In regard to external |)olitics the Agri-

gentines appear to have stood at this time much insulated among the

Sicilian Greeks. Their government liad maintained close connection

with the Syracusan, while Syracuse was under the administration of

Ilcrmocrates, and both cities were connected with LacedaMnon. Rut

when Ilcrmocrates was banished, the connection between the Syracusau

government and the Lacedaemonian seems nearly to liave ceased. At

the time of which we arc treating, Dexippus, a Lacedaemonian, charged

with the care of the Lacedaemonian interests in Sicily, was residing

at Gela". From the same period the Agrigentine government had

no cordial connection with Syracuse; but its connection with La-

cedannon remained unimpaired, and its communication with the

" Perhaps a moscniito or gnatiief. Laccd.Tinoiiian commissioner in Sicily, all

'* Diij(lorusBa\> xa-ar«Si»; iiri Sffaxoua-iwi, that precedes and all iliat followg, in his own
1. 13. C.93. ' stationed at Gcla by ilie Syra- history, combine to show that the fact was

cusans.' This he has gained probably from otherwise. It is observable that AVesseling,

his partial guide Tim^pus, whom he before in his Latin translation, has passed by the

quotes for an account of Dexippus, c. 8j. phrase vjro j:up»itoi7-it», which he has neverthe-

Beside the improbability that tlie Syracusan loss noticed in a note, and yet has not a

government, in its circumstanceii at the word to account for his onu5§ion of it in

time, could direct the residence of the translating.

Lacedaemonian
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Lacedcemoniau minister in Sicily, uninterrupted. When therefore the

Agrigentines found themselves particularly threatened by the prepara-

tions at Carthage, they applied to Dexippus, who gave readily his personal

services. He accepted a commission for raising a force of mercenaries,

for which the Lacedaemonian name would at that time afford great ad-

vantage, and with a body of fifteen hundred he passed to Agrigentum.

W'efind, in this age, Italians, under the iiame of Campanians, commonly Diod. var,

loc
adventuring for hire in the Sicilian wars. Eight hundred, who had

been in the Carthaginian service, were now ingaged by the Agrigentines

for their defence against the Carthaginians.

The army under Hannibal and Iniilcon at length landed on the Diod. 1. 13.

c 85
Sicilian shore, entered the Agrigentine territory unopposed, and in- 01 ^'3 i

camped near the city. The historian Ephorus did not scruple to report b. c. 406.

it three hundred thousand men; but the Sicilian Tim^eus, with more '" • • '^*

respect for probability, reckoned it only a hundred and twenty thou-

sand. The first measure of the Carthaginian generals, however, was

not of hostility: they sent a deputation to the Agrigentine govern-

ment with the liberal proposition of alliance and society iii arms; or-,

that being unacceptable, peace and neutrality. How far a magnanimous

and provident policy, or how far party interest decided the Agrigen-

tines, wc have no means to discover, but both the proposals were

rejected.

Impi-ovement in the art of attacking fortifications was much re-

strained among the Greeks by the general public poverty of their

numerous little states. The Carthagiirians were not so limited. A
principal species of that artillery, which tire Greeks afterward improved,

and the Romans perfected, was, according to Diodorus, already familiar

with them. IVIoving wooden towers, and battering-engines were accoi'd-

ingly prepared to force the walls of Agrigentunr ; but the garrison, iu

one successful sally, destroyed them all. Measures were inrmedialcly

taken for replacing tliem ; but a pestilential sickness arising in the Diod. 1. 13.

besieging army checked exertion and destroyed numbcis. Hannibal ^' '

himself fell under it; but Imilcon nevertheless, as far as the weakened

state of his army would allow, continued to pi-ess the siege,

Tho between the Agrigeirtine government, arrd those who, since the

expulsion of Hermocrates, hud ruled Syracuse, there was no cordiality,

Vol. IV. E yet
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yet the storm which was fallino- on Agrigcntum too nearly threatened

Diod, 1. 13. Syracuse to be obsen'cd with iiulift'ercnce there; nor probably could

*^' *'"
the Syracusan administration avoid censure among the Syracusan

peo|)le, if they Avholly omitted, in the existing crisis, to support the

antient pretension of their city to be the head and protectress of Sicily.

Communication was therefore held with all the Sicilian and Italian

cities, which had been accustomed to act in subonlinalion, or were

tlisposcd to act in concert, with Syracuse. Auxiliaries came from

Messena, and from some of the Italian states. Reinforced by these,

the Syracusan army marched under the orders of Daphmcus. The

Camarintean and Geloiin troops arranged themselves under him as he

passed their towns. And with a force thus altogether, it is said, of about

thirty thousand foot and five thousand horse, Daphnajus hastened to

relieve Agrigentum.

o. 87. The Carthaginian army was, after all the loss by sickness, if we

may tmst the historian, still so strong, that, without any interruption

of the siege, Imilcon could send a force outnumbering the Greeks to

meet them. A battle iasued at the passage of the river Ilimera, on

the border of the Geloiin territory. The Greeks, completely victorious,

pursued the Carthaginians to their own camp, througli which they fled

for refuge within the besieging division's lines. Daphna;us occupied

the camp thus deserted by the enemy, and thence commanded com-

munication with the city.

For the deliverance of Agrigentum now, a pause of civil strife only,

and some military subordination, seem to have been wanting. Uut the

Agrigentine constitution, adapted to the sunshine in which it had

been nurtured, was imfit for a season of storms. The triumphant arrival

of the relieving army, under dcmocratical leaders, incouraged the

party in opposition to that which actually held the government; and

the popular mind, impatient under the evils of the siege, was prepared

for irritation. When the flight of the enemy's defeated army was

observed from the walls, the exulting multitude was impatient to be

led out to share in the honor of victory. Admonition of danger from

the superior force of the besieging army, watching opportunities from

within its lines, was heard with indignation. Even the authority of

Dexippus, supported as it was by his military reputation, with the

3 added
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added dignity of the LacedEenionian name, could hardly inabie their

generals to restrain them. Repressed at length for the occasion, in the-

first intercourse with the relieving army, this temper, (how far instigated

by party art we are uninformed,) broke out again with violence. Cor-

ruption was imputed to the generals. Dexippus supporting them, his

character was reviled with theirs, and such tumult followed that civil

rule and military command failed together. At length, whether from

the habit of attending to debate, or through influence of the democra-

tical leaders, Avho might see opportunity for directing the tempest, the

riotous croM'd took some regularity of form as a popular assembly. A
stranger, Menes, commander of the Camarina^an forces, was the principal

speaker. In a violent invective he accused the Agrigentine generals

of treachery. In vain they desired to be heard in their defence;

clamor overbore their voices; noise presently led to action; four -were

massacred on the spot, and the fifth was spared, it is said, only in pity

of his youth.

After this infuriate act of popular despotism, the multitude were not

readily to be brought again to the moderation which their instigators

wow desired. Elated at the same time with the success of the relieving d\oci_ j jg^

army against the forein enemy, and with their own triumph over their *^" ^^•

unfortunate generals, and jealous of all superiors, they would submit

to no restraint. If there were any public stores, they were spent

without economy ; and what individuals possessed, none ventured with

any authority to inquire. Nor does there appear to have been any

combination in effort with the relieving army, which, under the orders

of DaphnjEUs, was active and sometimes successfid, in harassing the

besiegers. Imilcon, nevertheless, within his lines, which the Greeks

dared not attack, prosccilted his M'orks regularly and steddily; so

that, in the eighth month of the siege, winter being already set in, oi. 93. 3.

they were completed. b. c. 406.

Thus, suddenly, want came' upon the city, when means of supply by
land were stopped. The sea however was yet open, and the Syracusan

government did not neglect allies whom, more particularly since the

massacre of the generals, they considered as their ])artizans. A large

convoy of provisions was seat; supposed in security under escort of

E 2 the
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tlie SviMCiisan fleet, because it was uiKlerstood tliat the Cailliairinian

fleet Mas laid up in the harbours of Motya and Panormusfor the winter.

But Imilcon, watchful of events, had ordeicd his fleet round. The

Greeks, as the}' ap[)roached Agrigentnni, were attacked by a superior

force: eight of their ships of war Mcre suid-c, the iCst forced ashore,

and the whole convoy was taken.

The besieging army, before suffering from scarcity, was relieved by

the prizes made, and the state of the besieged was rendered hopeless '^

Neitlier the mercenaries, nor the Italian auxiliaries, together no incon-

siderable portion of the military force in the place, appear to have had

cither share or interest in tlie massacre of the generals and the revo-

lution insuina;. Of course thev reckoned themselves not bound to bear

famine for those with whom the}' Mere little satisfied, in a cause now

become forlorn. Accordingly the Campanians deserted to the Car-

thaginians, M-ith M-honi they had formerly served. The Italian Greeks,

observing opportunity for retreat yet o])en, marched to their several

homes. Dexij)pus at the same time M'ithdrcM'. The retreat of the

Italian Greeks is said, and not improbably, to have been concerted

with him; but report Mas farther circukted that he took a bribe of

fifteen talents, (about three thousand pounds) from the Carthaginians,

for this service. But the circulation of such a leport was a mode of

party warfare so easy, and, among the Greeks, so ordinary, that the

meer circumstance of its circulation cannot intitle it to credit, and

other motives for the conduct of Dexippus are obvious. After the

assassination of the Agrigentine generals, not only his situation as an

individual must have been uneasy, but in just consideration of his

public character, it might be necessary for him to quit Agrigentum.

The force hoM-ever still in the place was equal to the defence of the

walls, and more easily to be subsisted and more at the disposal of

those M ho had obtained the lead, for the absence of those Mho had

quitted it. The scarcity hoMCver being notoriously such as to threaten

" Tho we may readHy believe there was aggerated, for the sea was always open to

some scarcity in the Carthaginian camp, yet Imilcou's ileet, as the land was also to his

DJodorus's account o( it is evidently ex- army.

famin,e,
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famine, the popular will no longer opposed inqifny about the remaining

stock, and it was found insufilicient for the support of the remaining

numbers for many da3's. Favorable terms of capitulation, little usual,

were unthought of. Flight, however, under cover of a midwinter

night, appeared practicable. It was resolved upon by the leading

men, and seems to have been ably conducted. Obviating opportunity

for public debate, Avith neccssit}' for their ])lca, and fear for their

instrument, they announced, in the day, that the city must be eva-

cuated that very evening. The desire of saving life, tho with the loss Diod. 1. 13.

of all besides, operated upon the multitude; and the greater part of the
^'

citizens, with their families, those able to bear arms forming a strong

escort, arrived in safety at Gela. Some, however, infirm through age

or sickness, were unavoidably left behind; and some refused to move;

preferring death, according to the historian, from their own or frientlh^

hands, with all the comforts of their former state yet about them, to a

precarious life in exile and indigence. Most of these seem to have

been of the higher ranks, and of the party of the massacred generals

;

little hopeful of just measure, had they joined in the emigration, either

from the ruling party of their own fellowcitizens or from the demo-

cratical republics to which the flight was directed. Possibly indeed

participation in the flight was denied to them. The wealthy and Avorthy

Gellias" was among those who could not or would not fly. With
some friends he repaired to a temple of Minerva, not without hope

which might be founded on experience at Selinus and Himera, that its

sanctity, or rather the humane consideration of the Carthaainian

general for unarmed suppliants, would protect them. "S^iolence how-
ever being threatened, possibly from the unruliness of Spanish, Gallic,

or Numidian troops, in the first moments of victor}', they themselves

set fire to the place, and perished with it.

The honesty of Diodorus, amid his prejudices, shows Imilcon as

little in any other quality as in cruelty, that barbarian which the illi-

berality of the Roman writers would represent all the Carthaginians.

All valuables, of any considerable bulk or weight, had been necessarily

left by the fugitives. Statues and pictures, by the best Grecian artists,

'* ri?v>iia», To» yrfuTiVtiiTa Tut vnXtTuv trXoiru xccl xaXoxayaOia. Diad, 1. 13, f. yO.

abounded
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abounded in Agrigentiim. The most esteemed of these were selected

by Imilcon to adorn Carthage. The town he carefully preserved for

v'inter quarters for his army.

SECTION IV.

Consternation of the Sicilians. Rise of Dionysius. Change of the

Administration of Syracuse.

Diofl. 1. 13. Intelligence of the fate of Agrigcntum spread terror through the

^' ^^' Grecian towns of Sicily. The second of the iland having fallen, it Avas

generally apprehended that there could be security nowhere, unless

perhaps in the first, and hardly there. Many sent their families and

moveable property to Syracuse, and many, for surer safety, to the

Grecian towns of Italy. Fear then being more apt to be impatient

than wise, there appeared everywhere a disposition to criminate past

conduct of public affairs, but nowhere any just measures, or hardly

proposals for a better course. The Agrigentine refugees had been

removed from Gela to Syracuse; where, amid their wants and depen-

dency, they were vehement in invective against their leaders, for M'hom

they had massacred those under whose guidance they had prospered.

Meanwhile the Syracusans Mere everywhere courted and everywhere

unpopular; all concurring in blame of the Syracusan administration,

while all, through consciousness of inability to defend themselves,

were anxious for Syracusan protection.

Nor was Syracuse itself more united or more satisfied. So were

those at the head of affairs aware of their own insufficiency for the

existing crisis, that all avoided a leading part in popular debate. They

waited the orders of the sovercin people, and the people, unadvised by

any in whom there M'as general confidence, could give none. Nor per-

haps should this be considered as marking any great deficiency, either

of ability or courage, in the individuals; for in the actual state of pair-

tics it would be difficult for them, even with very considerable abilities,

to hold that leading influence among the Sicilian cities, that command-

ing situation with regard to the common politics, without which, to

conduct
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conduct the common concerns of the Grecian interest advantageously,

must be impossible. Hcrmocrates Avas on the point of uniting Sicily,

Avhen, by his death, his party lost an influence which their opponents

did not gain, and the Grecian interest through the iland remained like

limbs without a head.

Fortunately the Carthaginians thought it necessary for their mer-

cenary troops, not less than the Greeks usually for their citizens, to

rest from warfare during winter. While then, observing the hesitation

and indecision of those accustomed to hold the lead, all sober men in

the Grecian cities looked forward with much anxiety for the events

of the coming spring, a youth of Syracuse, named Dionysius, by the

boldness and fluency of his eloquence, drew attention and acquired,

consideration in the assembly there. Born in the middle rank of

citizens, Dionysius had been very well educated". At the age of

only twenty-two, he had attended Hermocratcs on the unfortunate

occasion when he lost his life, and had himself been then so severely

wounded as to be left on the spot for dead. Possibly this circum-

stance saved him from the general proscription of the friends of

Hcrmocrates, and consideration for his youth may have assisted toward

his conaplete pardon. In the following year he served in the Syracusan

army under Daphnasus against the Carthaginians, and distinguished Diod. 1. 13.

himself by his activity, courage, and military skill. Among the

friends of his earliest youth was Philistus, a youth nearly of his own
age'*, of one of the wealthiest families of Syracuse. Philistus was c-^i-

indowcd with talents military, political, and litterary, but not with

powers of eloquence to command a popular assembly. Dionysius,

" Bonis parentibus atqiie honesto loco riit; nai rot! ti';)^o>'I(!{ l^iurov. 1. 13. c. 36. It

natus, ctsi id qiiidcm alius alio niodo tra- seems cciuully improbable that his birth was
didit. Cic. Tiisc. 1. 5. c. 20. Aton/crtof, either very high or very low; but that his

7ro^^o^o; ut 'Zifuxuvviuy, xai tu yltst, xai T^ education was of the best, and his intro-

Jo'|>) xit Toij a\Aoi;. Isocr. ep. ad Philipp. duction early to tlie society of the first men
p. 350. t. i. cd. Auger. So Oliver Cromwell of Syracuse, appears unquestionable,

migiit be described as ffoX>.orc«. Demos- ' The age of Philistus may be nearly

thenes, disposed to revile Dionysius, calls gathered from that of Dionysius, whom he
him y^a^^aTiu;. Or, in Leptin. p. 50(). ed. oulived several years,

lleiske, Diodorus describes him U yf«/*;«a-

tlnough
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through his abihty for supplying- this deficiency, was inabled, at the

age of twenty-four, to stand forvard ahiiost at once as leader of a

party, in opposition to those actually at the head of affairs.

Neither the common practice of the Grecian republics, nor the

example of the opponents of Ilermocrates, nor the usual temper of

his years, would lead Dionysius to moderation in his opposition. He

daringly imputed to the Syracusan generals corruption from the enemy;

and with advantage, and probably with truth, he turned against them

the accusation which they or their party had been wont to urge against

Diod. utant, Hermocrates. ' As for the cause of the many,' he said, ' it is but a

' pretence for acquiring power, and they had long abandoned it.

' Power, and the advantages of military and civil eminence, are their

' objects. These attained, democracy, oligarchy, monarchy, all are

' equal to them; they will scrui)le nothing that may promote their

' individual interests.' Such invective, assisted by the general acknow-

Icgement of necessity for new and improved measures, made an impres-

sion on the public mind, -which incouraged the young orator to a very

bold attempt: 'Imminent,' he said, 'as the ruin is which threatens

' Syracuse and all Sicily, while Sicily is looking to Syracuse for

' preservation, the regular expiration of oflice and command ought not

' to be waited for. Not a moment longer should the welfare and

' existence of the state be trusted to weak and corrupt hands. If

' Syracuse and Sicily are to be saved, the people must exert their

* unquestioned power, and the present generals must be displaced.

' Their successors then should be chosen, not among those, or the

' friends of those, already tried, and found unable or false; they should

* be known friends of the people, taken from among the people''.'

"^ It has been supposed, by some modern stances known to us. Dionysius, for him-

writers, that Dionysius, who confessedly self and his partizans together, souglit po-

began life in the party of Hermocrates, pularity against a party which had risen by

changed sides when he came forward as an popuhirity; just as with us, in the two first

Orator, because he professed himself advo- Georges' days, the Tories, in opposition,

cate for the power of the many, against the asserted Whig principles, while the Whigs,

men in administration. But for this there in power, were accused of Tory measures

;

seems no antient authority, nor is the con- the parties remaining still the same,

jecture at all warranted by tlie circum-

Against
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Against this violent proposal the generals and magistrates exclaimed,

as not only, in its tenor, seditious, but a direct breach of a positive

law. A prosecution was accordingly instituted against Dionysius, and

he was condemned to pay the fine which the law imposed for the

offence. He was however so supported by his party, that not only the

fine was immediately paid for him, but he was incouraged to repeat

his invective in the next assembly, and even to renew the offensive

motion. His party gained strength : the generals were compelled to

yield their situation, and Dionysius, the leading orator of the assembly,

was appointed among their successors.

Such is the amount of information, all derived from writers adverse

to Dionysius, of a revolution, by which that party in Syracuse was

overthrown, which had been powerful enough to drive Hermocrates

into banishment, to give a new constitution to the republic, and to

Tiold the government now for five years. In this partial information

however is fully implied what honorably distinguishes this among

Grecian revolutions, that neither bloodshed attended it, nor expulsions,

nor any violence upon the constitution''. The just, humane, generous,

and truly-patriotic spirit of Hermocrates appears to have survived among

his friends, and to have influenced all their measures. The next trans-

action of which we have notice, was a measure of beneficence adapted

to strengthen their new power, so as to obviate the necessity for

severities so usual among the contests of Grecian faction. Numbers

of the party of Hermocrates were yet living in exile. To move their

recall in the general assembly, where their opponents had so lately

borne the sway, was undertaken by Dionysius. 'Those unhappy men,'

he said, speaking of it as a known fact, ' had evinced the sincerity of

' their patriotism, by refusing very advantageous offers from the Car-

' thaginians. How much then their assistance in the existing crisis

'* The worst irregularity that the defeated That Philistus would be so imprudent seems

party could impute, was that Dionysius re- Unlikely enough ; and that such a course

peatedly incurred the penalty for proposing would produce, as the simple Diodorus

the removal of the generals before the ex- affirms, the abandonment of the prosecu-

piration of their term, and that Philistus lion by tiring the prosecutors, cannot appear

had the insolence to declare himself ready very likely.

to pay it as often as it might be incurred.

Vol. IV. F ' was
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• was wanted to oppose the danger impending from the enemy of the

' Grecian name, was too strongly and universally felt to need that he

' should inlarge upon it. The very fact, that the aid of all the Grecian

' states around, as far as Italy and Peloponnesus, liad been importuned,

' would alone suffice for proof. It could not therefore but be most

' impolitic to deny to citizens of approved merit their anxious wish to

* Join in the defence of their country and of the Grecian cause.' The

arguments of Dionysius prevailed, and the measure Mas regularly and

quietly carried.

If indeed we mioht believe Diodorus for the character of the recalled

exiles, they were worthless vagabonds, the lowest of mankind. But

the tenor of his own narrative suthciently shows that this description,

copied from TiniJEUs and others, deeply interested, and therefore violent

in opposition to the party of Dionysius, is utterly unjust. Such per-

sons could have been introduced to the rights of Syracusan citizens

only to support violences, which are not imputed, or to produce a

change in the constitution, which evidently was not made. The po-

pular constitution, and the jurisprudence adapted to such a constitution,

by Diodes, after the expulsion of Hermocrates, remained, as far as any

accounts tell, unaltered. We cannot but regret the want of the history

of Philistus, tho it would probably have its partialities, to confront

with these accounts. In collating however all that remains to us, even

from the opposite party, we find it satisfactorily shown, tliat the prin-

cipal supporters of Dionysius were the principal persons of the party

of Hermocrates, and that the exiles restored by him, were all or

mostly banished for their attachment to that party, and for some

eminence in it''*

'* Diodoiiis hiiiist-lf relates the banishment of the friends of Hermocrates, aud we Lave

BO account of any other e.\i!es.
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S E C T I O N V.

Faction at Gela; Lacedaemonian Authority there superseded by Syra-

cusan. Violence of the Opposition Party in Syracuse. Dionysius

and Hipparimcs elected Autocrator-Gciicrals of Syracuse.

The new administration having thus attained some stability, it M'a-i

among their most pressing duties, and indeed the very pretence and

purpose of the change, to look around Sicily, and, using with diligence

and prudence the state of parties in the Grecian cities, to form a con-

federacy under the lead of Syracuse, that might suffice to prevent the

further progress of the arms of Carthage. On the Agrigentine, the last

conquered territory, bordered the Geloiin. At Gela, on retiring from OI. .03. 3.

Agrigentum, the Lacedaemonian minister, Dexippus, had resumed his ^;^-400.

station. But his authority did not suffice to still the storm of faction c. 93.

there. lie seems indeed not to have been a man of talents equal to

his situation. The mercenary force he commanded, instead of pre-

serving peace, was a principal cause of disturbances. The failure of

pay, due from the late Agrigentine government, was tlie ground

of uneasiness and pretence for tumult; while, not only to ])revcnt

disorder, but to have that force, if possible, zealous in the Grecian

cause, was highly important ; for Gela, next in course for attack, could

ill hope, with its own strength, to withstand the Carthaginian arms.

Dexippus urged to the Geloan government the pressure of circum-

stances, which required the liquidation of the debt, confessedly just

in the demand, tho not precisely due from them. One party among

the Geloan people admitted the reasoning; but their opponents per-

suaded a majority of the short-sighted multitude to disregard the

policy, and considering the naked right only, to reject tlie demand.

The situation of Gela now became most critical. Threatened by a

forein foe, of such preponderant power that successful resistance could

hardly be hoped from the best united efforts of its people, not only they

were divided among themselves, but had, M'itliin their walls, a body

of mercenaries readier to join the enemy than assist them. In these

F 2 distressing
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distressing ciicunistances some of the principal men addressed tlie

Syraciisan government, as the old and natural head of the Sicilian

Greek interest, soliciting its exertion for the preservation of a city so

important to the Grecian cause.

Tiio unnoticed by the historian, yet it appears probable that the

Syvacusan government was already prepared for the event. Dionysius

was appointed commissioner to assist in settling the aft'airs of Gela,

and a force of two thousand foot, and four hundred horse, was

placed under his command for the purpose. On his arrival at

Gela an assembly of the people was summoned. Both Dionysius

and De.\ippus attended, but we have no information how far either

interfered, while, apparently in all constitutional form, a number of

Geloan citizens were accused, condemned, and executed. The party

which had su])ported Dexippus in his requisition for the arrears due to

the mercenaries was thus clearly established in power, and a decree of

the people followed, directing that the property of the seditious, who

had been executed, should be confiscated for the purpose.

The business of the commissioner of Syracuse, as head of the Grecian

interest in Sicily, on such an occasion, would be of great diftkulty and

delicacy. It was most important to court popularity. If he could

obviate violence by soothing, it were well ; but he must not directly

and openly thwart the popular inclination. He had then another

difficulty, to reconcile his authority with that of the LacedtEnionian

commissioner, Dexippus, who was sent by liis state to assume a

[superiority over every other stranger, in every republic of the iland.

In this alone he was unsuccessful. The proud Sj)artau, vexed appa-

rently at his own experienced inability to carry his own important

purpose, so connected with the safety of Gela, and of the whole

Grecian interest in Sicily, vexed at his obligation to a Syracusan,

whose superiority, however disclaimed, was too unavoidably apparent,

but especially vexed at the gratitude demonstrated by his own mer-

cenaries, for justice obtained through the interference of the Syracusan,

vhich he, a Spartan, had insisted upon for them in vain, returned all

civilities with coldness, and even with indication of disgust. The

(ieloiin people, or at least the party which obtained the rule in Gela,

1 carried
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carried far their demonstrations of satisfaction with the conduct of

Dionysius. After having decreed him great honors in their own

city, and transmitted to Syracuse testimonies of their approbation, the

most unqualified and most flattering, they proceeded to evince their

confidence in him, by requesting that he would himself stay among

them, to direct the defence of their city against the formidable attack

expected. Circumstances in Syracuse would ill allow this; but he

assured them of his readiness to return, in the first moment of their

danger, and of his hope that it might be with a force sufficient to give

them security.

Of the collegues of Dionysius, remaining vested with the supreme ^. ,

executive power in Syracuse, a majority were not his friends. The B. C. 406,

failure of extant antient writers to name any of them, tends to indicate ^'o^- ^- ^^^
J '

c. 93, 9^.

that none were of great eminence. Their actions are equally unnoticed,

and remain indicated only by what is reported of the conduct of

Dionysius on his return. His invectives were vehement, imputing

to them at the same time weakness and treachery ; and he went

so far as to declare that he could no longer hold community

of councils and responsibility with them ; either they must be

removed, or he must resign his situation. In an assembly of the

people, held for debate on these important questions, the contest of

oratory was so long and so equally maintained, that decision was

referred to the morrow. The superiority of the party of Dionysius at

length becoming manifest, some of his adherents exclaimed, 'that the

' dismissal of the other generals ought not to satisfy the people ; they

* should be prosecuted for their misdeeds.' Dionysius liimself however

and his more intimate friends, holding the principles of Hberality and

moderation M'hich had always characterized the party of Hermocrates,

objected to this :
' Hasty prosecutions,' they said, ' were apt to involve

* injustice. Nor was the present a season for inquiries which wanted

' leisure, when an enemy, powerful as the Carthaginians, might be

' daily expected at their gates. A remedy for existing evils, which

' experience recommended, was in their power; it was no more than

' to appoint one etificient general, with full authority ; not to be

' thwarted in his measures for the public good by perverse or corrupt

' colleirucs,.

^ .•>.«T<?if>Q
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' coUegues. So it was that their forefathers, under the illustrious

' Gelon, had defeated the countless host of Carthage at Himera.'

This motion was received with acclamation. Indeed for example of

a single person at the head of the Syracusan affairs, civil and military,

it were needless to seek back so far as Gelon, had not the popularit}"

and glory of his name invited ; for a complete precedent seems afforded

in the administration of Diodes. The existing board of generals M^as

abolished ; but, whether the authority of others checked the popular

extravagance and his ambition, or his own prudence, Aveighing the

objections to his youth and mediocrity of birth, and the advantage

to be derived from an associate superior in years and family conside-

ration, lie was not raised alone to the first magistracy ; Hipparinus,

first in rank and property among the Syracusans, was appointed his

collegue. To them together the supreme power, civil and military,

was committed, with the title of autocrator-generals; a title and power,

Avhich we have seen not uncommon among the Grecian republics,

and especially in arduous and threatening circumstances".

The state of parties at Syracuse now appears to have been nearly

this. The friends of Hermocrates, some with more, some with less

favor toward a youth of five and twenty, who had so extraordinarily

risen to the head of them, supported the new government. The party

of Diodes, of whom Daphnajus, the late general in chief, M'as among

the most eminent, submitted to it, with minds most hostile. Dionysius

*" Diodorus makes Dionysius sole auto-

crator-general, under the circumstances of

popular election, related in the text, with-

out any mention of Hipparinus. We owe

to Plutarch the positive information that

Hipparinus was his collegue, without which

the mention of their political connection by

Aristotle would be less certainly intelli-

gible. The appearance of negative evi-

dence, ID the account of Diodorus, will

be enough known, by those who may
have compared his narrative with those of

Thucydides or Xcnophon, to be of no

weight. Indeed it is little likely that Plu-

tarcl), who has so labored his panegyric of

Dion, son of Hipparinus, and his invective

against Dionysius, would have reported so

close a political connection between his fa-

vorite hero's father unci tlie object of his

obloquy, unless the authority for it not only

was good, but generally known, and not

to be discredited. This my from tlie bio-

grapher, incidentally thrown on a dark, yet

interesting portion of Grecian liistory, is

indeed of high value, as it assists our judge-

ment not a little in proceeding among shapes

often of uncouth and often of uncertain ap-

pearance, in the narrative of the only re-

maining historian.

had
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had won from them the favor of a large majority of the many, whom

Diodes had so successfully courted". It became of course their

imputation against the new government, that it was supported only

by a worthless or infatuated multitude. Calumny, so ordinary a mode

of civil warfare now throughout the republics, would tinge the reports

of Sicilian affairs passing to Greece, the exact state and character of

which would be little likely to be very well kno>v'n anywhere. Nor

have Ave means to appreciate the intimation of Aristotle, that Hipparinus Aristot. ut

was led by the embarrassment of private affairs, produced by extra- ^"'•

vagance, to associate himself in political situation with Dionysius.

But the Sicilian historian, honest amid his prejudices, shows, in his

narrative of facts, that a generous and mild spirit, becoming the suc-

cessors of Hermocrates, guided the measures of the new administration.

Severity against opponents was avoided. None were even driven to

flight. It appears to have been the purpose, on the contrary, by ex-

tensive conciliation of friends, to obviate the necessity for violent

repression of even the most determined enemies. In the general

assembly Dionysius proposed an increase, Diodorus says a duplication,
j^j^j [ j^

of the ordinary pay to citizens for military service. The measure, c. 95..

gratifying to the many, was readily carried. This indeed was a kind

of extensive bribery. But it had many examples among republics,

wealthy enough to have means for it, and by no statesman perhaps

had been carried farther than the great Pericles ; nor can we be

at all certain whether it was more calculated to produce political evil^

or rather, in the existing circumstances, whether it might not be

beneficial, and even necessary.

Such measures having been taken for quiet within Syracuse, the

administration proccetled in those begun for establishing such

order throughout the Grecian towns, as might best give them means,

to oppose the forein enemy. The Leontine territory Avas held by a

mixed Grecian population, of A\hich the unfortunate refugees from

*' Ta)(u il run TroXAwv, uaittf Uuiaait, lit) the fuct, if corroboration indeed could be

TO x^i(t>v piTTotluv, Aion/(n<i{ u7riifi}(6-/i rparijyo; wanted, that Dionysius now was supported

uvToxfdrup. c. 9+- This foul slur upon de- by tiie great body of the Syracusan citizens,

mocracy, provoked from a zealous partizan which formerly supported Diocles.

of democracy, strengthens the evidence to.

Agrjgcntum.
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Agrigeiitum were now perhaps the largest part. It formed a separate

republic, under that uncertain kind of subordination to Syracuse,

which we have seen so common among the smaller Grecian states.

Its affairs requiring the interference of the superintending government,

Dionysius marched from Syracuse with an escort, and incamped mid-

way for the night. Before morning" he was attacked by a force from

which he was compelled to fly, and being pursued, he took refuge in

the castle of Leontini. Intelligence of his danger quickly reaching

Syracuse, a powerful body arrived next day, and his assailants dis-

persed. The enemies of Dionysius afterward asserted that this nightly

attack was a meer fiction. The story altogether is the very counterpart

of that of the similar attempt against Peisistratus at Athens, and the

result was the same. The Syracusan people believed the assault to have

been real, with the purpose of assassination and revolution ; and to

give security to their commander-in-chief against future attempts, they

voted him, in general assembly, a guard for his person, to the amount,

it is said, of six hundred men. This mode of security to men in the

first situations in the commonwealth, tho affected to be considered,

by writers of the opposite party, as marVcing Dionysius thenceforth

decidedly a tyrant, was however neither then new, nor afterward

considered, as we shall have occasion very particularly to see, an

example unfit to be follo\ved, or involving in any discredit the most

zealous assertors of freedom. The late attempt then being considered

as proof that the liberality of the new government had gone beyond

prudence, and that stronger measures were necessary to obviate the

plots of the disaffected, some officers, who had been of the adverse

party, were removed from their commands in the Syracusan troops*',

and a body of mercenaries Mas brought from Gela.

Diod. 1. 13, These measures of precaution being taken, a capital prosecution was

^- ^^- instituted against the two principal men of the opposition, Daphnasus

*' Diodorus relates the story of the night- some parts where it is intelligible, very im-

ly attack, as if he had found it told so as probable.

not quite to suit the purpose of the *' Diodorus says, all were removed who
enemies of Dionysius. Apparently in the were not of known attachment to the ruling

desire to improve it, he has made his de- party; but in the sequel he shows, as we

tail very iDcohcrent and indistinct, and, in shall see, that it was not so.

and
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and Demarchus. What specific crime was alledged against them, the

account coming only from the friends of their party, is not indicatedj

but, from that partial account, it appears to have been in all constitu-

tional form that they were tried, condemned, and executed. According

to the same account, they were the first who suffered for their political

conduct after Dionysius came into power; and they suflFered now, not

in consequence of the revolution, but for measures directed to the

overthrow of the new government, already legally and without any

violence established.

It was discovered that Dexlppus, the LacedEemonian minister, had

taken part in the plot of Daphnteus and Demarchus. That his

connection with them was new is evident from his conduct in the

Agrigentine war, and it appears to have been unautholized by his

government. The Syracusan government required him immediately

to quit Sicily ; and this strong meastire, far from producing resentment,

seems to have led to a renewal of the old connection of LacedEemoii

with the party of Hermocrates. The alliance of the Lacedaemonian

government with the Syracusan under Dionysius we shall find lasting.

At the early age of four or five and twenty, Dionysius had now showa

himself, in eloquence and in political business, the first man of Sicily,

and perhaps of the time ; and he had given promising hope of those

military talents, of which the war impending from Carthage would

pressingly want the exertion. To his party he was, no doubt, neces-

sary, as his party was necessary to him. It seems therefore to have

been not without the purpose of binding them more closely together,

that two weddings, at any rate very creditable to him, were about

this time concluded. He himself married Aiete, dauohter of Her- Diod. 1. 13.

tnocratcs, and he gave his sister to Polyxenus, brother of the Avidow puu. vit.

of that revered patriot. l^'""* ""'•

Vol. IV. G
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CHAPTER XXX.

Affairs of the Greeks in Sicily and Italy; from the Set-

tlement of the Syracusan Government, under Dionysius

and HipPARixus, to the Restoration of the Syracusan
Supremacy over the Sicilian, and its Extension over the

Italian, Greek Cities.

SECTION I.

Siege of Gela by the Carthaginians ; Evacuation of Gela and

Caniarina. Atrocious Violence of the Opposition at Syracuse. Peace

Ziith Carthage.

B. C. 405. OCARCELY was the government of Syracuse brought to some con-

^^sistency under the administration of Dionysius and Hipparinus, and

a rallying point thus provided for the Grecian interest in Sicily, when

the movement of the Carthaginian army from Agrigentum spred

alarm throughout the Hand. Imilcon, if we should believe Diodorus,

in quitting Agrigentum, increased the general terror by a measure

apparently adapted to that only purpose, and little consistent either

with the common policy of the Carthaginians, or with bis own previous

conduct, lie is said to have completely destroyed the city. The

direction of his "march, not deceiving the apprehension long enter-

tained, was to Gela.

The fortifications of this city were probably sufficient for its defence

against any ordinary Grecian power; but its government was aware

that they were not equally to be trusted against the force under

Imilcon, provided with an artillery far superior to what was common
among the Greeks. It had therefore been resolved that the women
and children should be sent, for better security, to Syracuse; and as

soon as the movement of the Carthaginian army and the direction of

its march were ascertained, measures were taken for tlicir removal.

But
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But the apprehension of separation from the male- part of their families,

to be committed to the care of strangers, operated upon the minds

of the women so nmch more forcibly than the fear of sharing their

fate, that they resisted v.-ith vehemence and even with tumult. As-

sembhng in the agora, cUnging about the altars, and urging intreaty

with Mailing- and tears, the feeling excited, and a just aversion to the

use of violence, prevailed against a resolution dictated apparently by

a just prudence, and they were allowed to remain.

The Syracusans meanwhile liad not neglected preparation for the Diod. 1. ix

common defence of themselves and the Grecian interest in Sicily ;
^- ^^5'

and it appeared that the estimation of their government abroad was

not diminished by the revolution of the preceding winter. Auxiliary

forces were obtained not only from all the Sicilian, but from several of

the Italian Greek cities, and the army which marched under Dionysius

to relieve Gela was, according to some writers, fifty thousand strong.

We may however, on this occasion, perhaps better believe the enemy

of his fame, Timasus, who reported the foot thirty thousand, and the

horse one thousand. A fleet of fifty shi])s of war attended the move-

ments of the army.

Such however was the force under Dionysius, and Such the knoWft

superiority of the Grecian heavj-'armed, that the Carthaginian general

with his less regular troops, tho numerous and brave, would not meet

them in the field, but, secure within his lines, continued to press the

siege. During twenty days, Dionysius, with the patient prudence of

a veteran, abstaining from attack, directed his measures to intercept

supplies, while he Avatchcd opportunities. The temper of a part of his

army then compelled him to change his plan. For arms seem to have

been denied to no Syracusan citizen : the new administration ap-

parently hoping that, however experience had shown the inconve-

nience of their first lenity and liberality, the' recent execution of the

chiefs, Daphnscus and Demarchus, might suffice to deter farther

sedition. But the quiet watching of an enemy's motions we have often

seen borne by the troops of the Grecian lepublics with an impatience

subversive of discipline, and the chiefs of the opposition were sedulous*

in using the opportunity for fomenting the rtady discontent.

G 2 Dionvsius
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Dioiiysius was tluis driven to the necessity of quick decision against

the enemy, to obviate opportunity for sedition and mutiny among his

own people. Having determined then upon the hazardous measure of

attacking the superior numbers of tlie Carthaginians M'ithin their

lines, his disposition for it seems to have been able. Three assault*

•were to be made at once by the infantry of the army, and a fourth by

Diod 1 13 ^^^^ crews of the fleet, while the cavalry was to protect retreat, should it

c. 110, become necessary. But either through mistake, or rather, as the sequel

shows probable, through treachery, concert was not duly kept. The

Italian Greeks, faithful to their ingagenient, forced the Carthaginian

lines on the side next the sea. Failing however of expected support, they

were overpoMcred and driven out again; more than a thousand were

slain, and, but for relief from the fleet, all would have been cut oft^ A
body of Sicilian Greeks, attacking on the land side, was equally over-

powered, and, after losing six hundred, compelled to withdraw into

the town. The cavalry stood, looking on, till the enemy approached

them, and then they also withdrew within the walls". Dionysius, with

the body under his more immediate orders, when all opportunity of

advantage was clearly gone, was the last who retired.

Tho his attack was really defeated, yet the state of his own army?

rather than any amount of advantage the enemy had gained, made his

circumstances now highly critical. Avoiding therefore to notice any

misconduct, Dionysius assembled his confidential officers, together

with those principal men of Gela, in whose fidelity he trusted, and it

was unanimously agreed to be inexpedient to persevere in defending

the town. Capitulations, in any degree favorable to a besieged place,

were then little known ; but it seems to have been held a part of the

law of nations, among the Carthaginians, not less than among the

Greeks, to grant a truce, upon solicitation from the enemy, for buriat

of their slain. On this was founded a plan for evacuating the city.

In the evening a truce for the next day was applied for, to which

** Comparing Diodorus's account of the their inaction on the former occasion arose

conduct of the cavalry in the battle and from the same motive as their exertion

after it, there seems ao room to doubt but afterward,

Imilcon
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Imilcou consented : in the same night the whole Geloan people moved

under escort of the army, and, while two thoufand light-armed, re-

mainino; in the town, deceived the enemy by lighting fires and indus-

triousl}' keeping up the appearance of population, they reached Syracuse

unmolested: Dionysius marched to Camarina. Thither at morning

dawn the troops left in Gela followed, leaving the unpeopled town to

the Carthaginians. Staying only to see Camarina evacuated, which,

under terror of the Carthaginians, Avas done in zealous haste, Dionysius

proceeded, with the people under his escort, for Syracuse.

The calamity thus befalling two Grecian cities, which Dionysius

was sent to protect, afforded opportunities, industriously used, for

exciting discontent in the army. Misery, among both sexes and all j);^^ j i,_

ages, abundantly occurring to observation, was attributed to the am- ^- ^^^'

bition, or the negligence, or the corruption of Dionysius. There was c. 112.

a set of men among the cavalry, as the historian, friend of their

cause, avows, who proposed to assassinate Dionysius on the march

;

but, tho he avoided any show of precaution, yet the attachment and

attention of a large majority of the army deterred the attempt.

It seems to have been his humane care of the unfortunate Cama-

rinsans which afforded opportunity for enormities not to be foreseen

or suspected. Disappointed in their purpose against his person, the Diod.utant.

conspirators hastened to Syracuse, and finding nothing prepared to T'"'"
^'""

resist them, went directly to his house, forced their way in, and

directed their worse than brutal vengeance against his wife, the un-

fortunate daughter of Ilermocrates, to whom calumny itself has left

no ill imputed. The insult with which they abused her was so

shocking, (historians have avoided the disgusting report of particulars)

that, unable to bear the thought of again meeting her husband and

friends, according' to Plutarch, she destroyed herself : Diodorus only pint. vit.

says, that she was destroyed. It is remarkable that such an abominable ^'"^•

„ ,
Diod. 1. 14.

tale comes to us from the revders of Dionysius, advocates for his c. 44.

enemies, advocates even for the detestable authors of the horrid atrocity,

as friends of liberty and patriots.

When Dionysius was informed of the secession of certain persons

from tlie army, whom he had occasion to suppose unfriendly, he

2 collected
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collected instantly a select body, and proceeded to Syracuse, a distance

of nearly fifty miles, it is said, without halting. About midnight, ar-

riving at the gate of that quarter of Syracuse called Achradina, he

found it shut against him. Hostility was thus enough indicated, but

there appeared no sufficient guard to oppose his entrance if he could

force the bars. At hand was a large pile of dry reeds, collected for

burning lime, and with these he made a fire against the gate, which

destroyed it. MeanAvhile the infantry of his detachment arriving, he

entered the town with a force which, added to that of his friends

Avithin, sufficed to overbear what his enemies had been able to collect.

The tragedy within his own house however was already complete. The

conspirators were endeavouring, in various parts of the extensive city,

to gain the people to their party. Information that he had made his

way in, spred alarm among them, and they hastened to assemble in the

agora. There, after an ineffectual resistance, the greater part of them

was put to the sword. Some smaller parties found in arms in other

parts of the town, met the same fate. When opposition ceased, the

most eminent and active of the survivors Mere sought in their own

houses, or wherever they might be found, and some were put to death.

But, in the tumult unavoidable, and amid passions, so provoked, the

bitterest enemies of the successful party (and it is still from their

enemies only that we have the account) seem to have found no ground

for imputing to them any cruelty or excess of vengeance. It was

only then, at length, tliat they, who had so long had a majority in the

general assembly, retaliated, even in a constitutional way, upon such

virulent opponents, by procuring a decree of banishment against the

more eminent of those who had escaped the swords, which they had so

incited to vengeance.

This mad eflFort of the defeated party, so wild in plan, so abo-

minable in fact, that, if it did not come reported by their decided

friends, we might perhaps reasonably witlihold our belief of it, seems

to have been singularly calculated for putting all Sicily at tlie mercy

of Carthage. Even the talents of Dionysius might have been

unable to maintain the Grecian cause, had not a pestilential sickness

broken out ia the Carthaginian army, so rapidly fatal, that Imilcon

was
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was induced to make overtures to the Syracusan government for an
j^i^^^ j J2.

accommodation. Dionysius gladly met the proposal ; and a treaty of c- n*-

peace was concluded, imbracing all the interests of the iland. Selinus,

Agrigentum, and Himera, remained under the Carthaginian dominion;

Camarina and Gela were restored to their former possessors, to hold

Minder their oMn laws and government, but paying a tribute to Car-

thage, and forbidden to restore their fortifications ; the Sicans were

to remain under the protection of the Carthaginian government

;

neither Greeks nor Carthaginians were to controul the Sicels ; the

Leontines, as well as the Alessenians, were to be independent ; Syracuse

was to remain subject to Dionysius. The last article is expressed

evidently in the phrase of faction ; the historian's own narrative abun-

dantly showing that Dionysius's power in Syracuse never depended

in any degree upon any support from Carthage, but, on the contrary,

was always the greatest obstacle to the extension of the Carthaginian

dominion in Sicily. For the rest the treaty went to establish nothing

but what circumstances had produced. Selinus, Agrigentum, and

Himera, would of course remain subject to Carthage, because the

Greeks were too much divided immediately to reclaim them. The

return of the Camarinteans and Geloiins to their towns, situate at a

distance from the other Carthaginian possessions, could not be pre-

vented without a force constantly employed for the purpose, such that

the stipulation for tribute, as the price of their future safety, was a

more advantageous bargain for Carthage. The civil strife in Syracuse

best secured the independency of Leontini, Mcssena, and tlie

Sicels *'.

" One must live among republics, or at intelligible through the far greater part of

kasi ill a free country, to understand the Europe ; best understood in England, and

language of party among republicans. Dio- little generally even there. France, in her

dorus did not understand it. Formerly the late revolutions, has done much toward

republican Greek political dialect was un- illustration of it.
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SECTION 11.

forf/fication of the Port, and hnprotement of the Naval Arsenal at

Syracuse. Division of Lands. Extensive Combination against th^^

Administration of Dionysiits. Siege of the Citadel of Syracuse,

Defeat of the Insurgents. Catastrophe of Entella.

The deliverance of Sicily being thus, to a degree beyond recent liopc,

effected, two pressing cares remained for the Syracusan administration.

While they were to provide means for resisting future attempts of the

forein enemy, the urgency was still greater for them to secure them-

selves against the measures of the defeated faction, and obviate the

repetition of enormities, which, as the care of civil, social, and moral

order, and the peace of their own families and of those of their fellow*

citizens, were their duty, it was incumbent upon them to the utmost

of their power to prevent. Diodorus, following Tima'us and other

party-writers, has imputed to Dionysius the formed design to render

liimself tyrant of his country, from the moment of his appointment to

be general ; and the actual exercise of monarchal authority and

assumption of loyal state, from the dismissal of his first collegues and

his elevation to the dignity of general-autocrator ; or, at least, from

the decree of the people for a guard for his person. This imputation,

with every added calumny that party could invent and propagate,

suited the purpose of Plutarch, when, wanting the character of a

Grecian hero and patriot to compare with the celebrated IMarcus

Brutus, he selected that of Dion, son of Ilipparinus, who became the

principal opponent of the family of Dionysius. But hitherto, in the

strange mixture of narrative so candid, with invective so illiberal, as

those of Diodorus, we do not discover one evil action fixed upon

Dionysius, while on the contrary there appears in his conduct, and that

of his party, a liberality and clemency, unheard of in contest of faction

among the Greeks, since the time of the magnanimous Pericles. It

will be still the business of the modern investigator of anticnt history

not
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not to be led by declamation, but to pursue facts and unfold them, so

that thence a just estimate may be formed of characters.

The naval force of Syracuse had formerly been very considerable^

and to give any security to Sicily against an enemy so powerful by sea

as Carthage, a na\"al force M'as now absolutely necessary. To this B. C. 404.

point therefore the administration dilio;entlv directed their attention. ?'''',^", ^'
'

. .
Diod. 1. 1 1.

The great port of Syracuse, even for modern navies, is one of the c 7.

most commodious in the world. For fleets of the antient construction,

the galley kind, drawing little water, and moved by oars, the little

harbour, with all its circumstances, especially when the object was

defence against an enemy of overbearing power, had singular advan-

tages. Separated from the great harbour by the iland, the site of the

original city, it might be entered by two passages, but both so narrow

that they might be defended by a small force against the greatest,

and it was capable of containing sixty of the largest men of war of

the age. The iland itself had singular advantages for the site of a

citadel, to protect the naval arsenal and both the ports.

To improve these natural advantages art Mas diligently and ably

employed. In the iland a strong citadel was built, provided with

whatever might best inable a garrison to sustain a protracted blockade.

Barracks, sufficient to lodge a large force, were particularly admired

for their porticoes or covered galleries ; highly important, in a hot

climate, for the health of numbers in confined space. From the

citadel, a bridge or dam Mas throM-n across the inner entrance of the

little harbour, by M'hich it communicated M'ith the great port. The

entrance from the sea was secured by gates, admitting one vessel only

at a time; and a M'all M'as carried from one entrance to the other, on

the mainland side, so that the vessels in the port were in fact M'ithin

the garrison. The navy, M'hile measures M-ere thus taken for its security,

was itself diligently increased by the building of new ships.

I'hese measures the Mriters under the Roman empire, to whom mc

OM'e all account of them, have mentioned as singularly calculated to

rivet the chains of the Syracusans, and sufficient of themselves to

mark the tyranny of Dionysius. But Ave have abundant assurance,

from the far better authority of those Mho lived among the republics,

YOL. IV. H that
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that the just inference is directly the reverse. At Athens, at Corinth,

at Argos, everywhere in Proper Greece, the dcmocratical party always

desired to make the state a maritime power, and wovUd, with great

fxpcnce and labor, connect the city with its port, generally at some

distance, by fortifications. The oligarchal party, on the contrary, always,

and tyrants, unless the tyrant were a demagogue, endeavoured to

M illihold their people from maritime afliairs, and were highly averse to

long walls, as they were commonly called, for connecting the city

with its port. At Syracuse therefore, a residence, not in the iland in

the midst of the seafaring multitude, which was the place appointed for

the generals, but rather in Epipolee, or on the height of Euryelus,

would have been their choice. A navy, on its own account, they would

have dreaded ; but still more, as its e.xpence would necessarily very

much lessen their means for maintaining a great land-force, of assured

fidelitj', which alone could give security to tyrannical power.

The next measure of Dionysius and his party, was a division of lands

among the people. This has been generally a favorite measure of

democracy, tho involving the grossest violation of property, and of

every principle on which civil freedom can have any secure foundation.

Whether property was taken from any, on occasion ol*the division of

lands at Syracuse, is not said: the historian's expression is simply, that

much land was given. Confiscated estates perhaps there were, of

DaphnjEus and Demarchus, who had been executed, and others, slain

or banished, in consequence of the sedition through which the unfor-

tunate Arete perished. Probably also there were lands distant from the

city, unoccupied, because occupation would have been too insecure,

till now, by a better administration, security was provided. This

measure took place a little before Critias divided the lands of Attica,

under that scheme of atrocious and narrow policy, of which we have

seen the overthrow and punishment. Far from any similar project,

the party of Dionysius persevered yet in avoiding even that extent of

banishment most ordinary in civil contest among the Grecian republicsi

pursuing still their fornu^r purpose of obviating the necessity for ex-

tensive severity by the better policy of conciliating frirnds enough to

overbear disaffection, and by creating an extensive interest in support-

i ing
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ing the existing government. The lands were given to citizens, to

domiciliated strangers, and to manumitted slaves; to citizens evidently

of all parties; for even the partial Mriters, from whom Diodorus drew

his materials, appear to have furnished him with no other ground for

invective against Uionysius on the occasion, than that his friends

obtained the fairest portions. Nevertheless, after having assigned

several periods for the beginning of the tyranny, he finishes with this

democratical measure of the distribution of lands. Thenceforth, he

says, Dionysius was supported only by a mercenary army, but, with

his usual honesty, he proceeds immediately to show that it was other-

wise, and that the liberality of the Syracusan administration still

overstepped its policy.

An interest in the contest between the parties of Hermocratcs and

Diodes had been extended, as we have seen, widely among the Grecian

cities of Sicily. The revived contest in which Dionysius, Ilipparinus,

and Philistus, were opposed to Daphnajusand Demarchus, had hitherto

shown itself almost only in Syracuse. But the party of the latter had

meanwhile been neither inactive nor unsuccessful among the other

cities of the iland. The focus of the strength of the party however

seems to have been the city of Rhegium in Italy. It was probably Diod. 1. u.

through measures taken there that the neighboring Sicilian city of '" '

Messena, where formerly a party so warm in the interest of Hermocrates

prevailed, M'as gained to their cause. Nor Avas it, apparentl}', without

support from these two states, that the Syracusans, who fled on occasion

of the sedition in which the unfortunate daughter of Hermocrates

suflered, had established themselves in the town of ^tna, on the

southern side of the vast mountain of that name. Thence they held

communication with the neighboring Siccl tribes, and maintained

xrorrespondence with those of their party remaining in Syracuse.

These measures were so little suspected by the Syracusan govern- /

ment, that when some inroads of the Sicels for plunder produced the

resolution to send an army against them, no selection was used in

inrolling citizens for the service. Ordinary as it was among the

Grecian republics to deny arms to a defeated party, the liberal admi-

nistration of Syracuse admitted all citizens, M'ithout distinction. The

H 2 army
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army marched, and, on approaching the Siccl territory, the generals

were assassinated. Throiigli previous concert the refugees of iEtna

were at hand. Those loyal to the existing government not put to death

•were completely awed; new generals were elected, and the army turned

its march directly back to Syracuse. So well had matters been concerted,

or so fortunate was the coincidence, that, just on their arrival, a fleet of

eighty triremes from Messena and Rhegium entered the great harbour.

The land force, proceeding immediately against Epipoku, the strongest

andmostcommanding, but least populous quarter of the city, took it with

little opposition. The surprize was such that Dionysius, and the prin-

cipal men of his party, uncertain how far the spirit of disaffection might

have been prepared among the large and various population of Tyche

and Achradina, withdrew within the strong fortifications of the iland,

where they were presently blockaded by land and sea'*.

Of the population remaining in the three large mainland quarters of

Syracuse, a great part, and perhaps the greatest, was unfavorable to

the party of the insurgents. Strang and rapid measures were therefore

necessary for the completion of that success which their able conduct and

good fortune had already carried far. While therefore they prepared

to press the siege of the iland, they proclaimed rewards for the assassi-

nation of Dionysius and the chiefs of his party, with assurances of kind

treatment to all others mIio would desert him. This nefarious mode of

warfare however, seems to have been as ineffectual as it deserved to be.

On the other hand, what Dionysius and those with him wanted, was

time to look about them, and means to communicate with those welt

disposed toward them. Proposing capitulation, their proposal was

** Pursuing and arranging, not without honest intention, but from deficiency of

difficulty, the facts which Diodorus appears judgement in collecting and assorting his

to have honestly recorded, and dismissing material,'-. Ho attributes the war against

his observations, we get a tolerably con- the Sicels to Dionysius, and assigns, as the

sistent account of this sudden overthrow of cause of it, that they cooperated with the

a triumphant administration, which, on a Carthaginians; and yet we find him fre-

fnst view of his narrative, is apt to appear quently attributing the power of Dionysius

utterly unintelligible. In the course of the in Syracuse to the support of the Carthagi-

narrative however we find remarkable proof nians. The absurdity of the latter imputa^
of the inconsistency, so usual with him, tion is obvious.

which seems to have arisen from no dis-

attended
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attended to, whether with any fair purpose by those whose advocates

have avowed their incouragement to assassination, may perhaps not

unreasonably be doubted". The purpose of Dionysius probably was

only to gain time. It is said, he asked permission to quit Sicily with

his friends^', and it was granted that he should go in safety with

persons and effects, as far as five triremes might carry. During the

negotiation, opportunities were gained for communication, while,

among the besiegers, not a regular army, but a collection of volunteei'Sj Diod. 1. u,

relaxation of effort, and remission of watchfulness grew. Meanwhile ^^'

a body of Campanian horse, to the number of twelve hundred, which

had been trained to war in the Carthaginian service, passed to Agyrium,

a Sicel town near the Syracusan border, whose chief, Agyris, was

friendly to Dionysius. Opportunity being then taken for proceeding

by a rapid march to Syracuse, the town was entered by surprize, and

the way forced (not without slaughter of some ^\ho attempted oppo-

sition), clear through into the iland, the gate of whose fortification was

opened to receive the welcome strangers. Soon after, three hundred

foot, ingaged by Dionysius, found means to reach him by sea.

These reinforcements, especially the cavalry, M'ere important; less as.

*^ The expression of Diodorus would

ratlier imply that the treaty was concluded.;

but the sequel of his narrative more clearly

implies the contrary.

*' Who were the confidential advisers of

Dionysius, and what their characters, might

be known, tho what each said, on critical

emergencies, would be little likely to come
very exactly reported to the public. Thu-

cydides and Xenophon, who had opportu-

nities superior to most men for information,

rarely undertake to report any l)ut public

orations of their cotcniporiuies; but writers.

Creek and Roman, who lived three, four,

or five centuries after, have not scrupled to

give words spoken in private, as if they had

taken them in writing on the spot. Diodorus

attributes to a poet, Hcloris, on this distress

of Dionysius, wliat we find, by a much earlier

and more authoritative writer, ascribed to

an unnamed person on a later occasion. It

was consulted, among the friends of Diony-

sius, whether safety should not be sought

either by flight, or by a composition with

the enemy. Heloris, or some other, ob-

served, that ' a royal station was a noble

sepulcher;' and Dionysius was confirmed

in his resolution to maintain his post. It

seems likely that the saying originated

rather among the enemies than the friends

of Dionysius, in conversing on the obstinacy

of his defence ; that the story, whatever may
have been its foundation, was improved in

Greece to become sucii as, in the next age,

it was reported by Isocrates; and that, three

centuries after, when Diodorus took it up,

it had received the fartlier ornament of a

speaker's name, the poet Hcloris, and the

siege of the iland had been preferred as ths

fittest season for it.

mcrease
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increase of garrison to the Hand, than as they would give means to

carry war out of it ; and especially as the knowlege of the acquisition

would afford incouragement to numerous friends yet living in the

quarter of the city possessed by the enemy. Some of these began now
to venture the expression of sentiments, not of attachment to the party

of Dionysius, but of dissatisfaction M'ith the conduct of those who

ruled them. The sieg'e of tlie iland, they said, was vain and ruinous.

Treaty should be opened again with those who held it, and more

liberal terms offered. The spirit of discussion, put in motion, quickly

pervaded the people, and contrary opinions were contested with heat.

The popular disposition being thus tried, and the strength of parties

nearly ascertained, information of the state of things was communi-

cated to the iland. Dionysius then led out his forces, in time and

circumstances so well chosen, that, with little resistance, he became

master of the city. The slaughter on the occasion, says the historian,

as candid in relating f;icts as illiberal in vilifying characters, was not

great ; for Dionysius rode about forbidding it. More than seven thou-

sand thus escaped unhurt to iEtna.

After this rapid and great success, it was among the first cares of

Dionysius to have all the slain, without distinction of friends and

enemies, buried with due funeral pomp, as fellowcitizens. The piety

of this act was what Grecian minds would be very generally ready to

acknowlege : its generosity, uncommon, as we have had too much

occasion to see, could not but be striking, and its policy is obvious.

Singularly adapted to soothe Grecian prejudices, and not less wanted

perhaps to soften the vindictive spirit of the party friendly to him than

to allay the apprehensions of their adversaries, it was a most advan-

tageous preparative for conciliation, inabling him to extend to the

living the generosity which had been shown to the dead. All the

fugitives were invited to return to Syracuse, with assurance of pardon.

Most of those mIio had families and possessions, accepted the offered

boon ; and none, says the historian, found occasion to repent of their

confidence in the faith of their opponents. Nevertheless some in the

bitterness of party spirit, and some in the spirit of adventure, adverse

to setllement under a regular government, rejected it, and replied to

the
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the arguments of those commissioned to press their acceptance of it,

with indecent insult. ' The favor,' they said, ' which Dionysius had

' shown to their slain comrades, in granting them burial, was precisely

' that which they desired he should receive ; and they prayed the gods

' it might be soon.' Whether this passed exactly as related, or, not

without some improvement, became a popular story, its circulation

tends to mark the temper of those with whom Dionysius had to deal,

and from whom almost alone any account of him has reached posterity,

Jifet even from those Mho cherished such a story, Me learn that he had

magnanimity enough still not to shut the door of mercy against the

scorners: on the contrary he continued, not indeed directly, but ob-

liquely, to invite their repentance*'.

Matters being composed, the Campanian cavalry Avere to be dis-

missed ; and they left Syracuse well satisfied M'itli the reward they

received. Accustomed however to adventure, and probably to M'aste,

they seem to have had no mind to return home to subsist on their

scanty savings. Possibly therefore hoping to be received again into

Carthaginian pay, they returned toward the Carthaginian settlements at

the western end of Sicily. On their way they M'cre received, as friends, Diod. 1. u.

into quarters in the Sicel town of Entella. Whether then quarrel

arising Mith the unfortunate people, or the simple desire of possessing

what belonged to others, instigated, they slew all the men, took the

women for their wives, divided the slaves and other booty, and

settled themselves in the place.

*• Wc have no intimation from Diodorus siderable candor; but the remarks seem to

that he ever followed Philistus, or any writer have been drawn from a declaimer, intent

friendlj- to Dionysius. Nevertheless his nar- only on good stories and strong expressions,

ralive, throughout his Sicilian history, from and regardless of foundation for his invec-

tho Ather.ian invasion to the death of Ti- tive. The declaimer, nevertheless, has pro-

iDoleon, is so at variance with his remarks, bably been eloquent, and his work in esteem

whether he eulogizes, or whether he detracts, for that merit ; and thence probably, for it

that they can hardly have been collected is diificult to account for it otherwise, the

from the same sources. The narrative has obloquy of Dionysius, in the works of Cicero,

evidently been taken, for the most part, tho Seneca, and other Latin writers,

from a party-writer, yet from one of con-
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SECTION III.

Ministers from Laccdxinon and Corinth at Syracuse. Sedition at

Syracuse. Measures for the Security and Prosperity of Syracuse.

Refugees e.vpclled from JEtna.

B. C. 404. It was in the same year in which these great and rapid turns of
01.94. 1. fortune in the contest of parties occurred in Sicily, that in Greece the

Peloponnesian war was concluded by the surrender of Athens to the

Lacedemonian arms. The Lacedaemonian government then extended

its interference, with the purpose of extending command or influence

to every member of the Greek nation. Aristus was sent as its minister

to Syracuse. The assumption of authority, such as Lacediemon, ex-

ercised among the smaller Grecian states, was not there attempted ; no

title of harmost was assumed : the business of Aristus seems to have

been precisely that of a modern forein minister, to cultivate a good

understanding with Dion3sius and his party, Mhich was the party of

old connected with Lacedccmon, and to which a good understanding

now with the Lacedicmonian government, the proud head of the Greek

nation, could not but be flattering and advantageous.

But, in the moment when all those republics which had formerly

been adverse to Laceda;mon were brougiit under its supremacy, a

Ch. 21.S.3. disposition to enmity and resistance began, as we have observed in its
& cli 2-i. s, ^

of this ilisu proper place, to grow among those which had formerly been most

attached to it, and especially in Corinth. That respect which the

people of S3racuse had always a disposition to pay to Corinth, as their

parent city, we have also formerly had occasion to notice. In Corinth

then, under all the existing circumstaY:'ces, some jealousy of the inter-

ference of Lacediemon at Syracuse coiild not fail ; and in Syracuse

the party adverse to that which was connected with Laccda?mon

B. C. 403. would of course become the Corinthian party. Accordingly, in the

Diixl. l.'i*.
yC'i'" following that in which the Peloponnesian war was concluded,

'^- '^- we find Nicoteles, a Corinthian, residing in Syracuse, apparently not

without some public character. He ingaged deeply in the politics of

the
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the city, and he endeavored to gain Aristus to the party in opposition

to the existing government. Aristus thus obtained information of

sedition, which he communicated to those in administration, and,

whatever privilege Nicoteles might claim, whether as a minister, or

simply a Corinthian citizen, he was condemned to death and executed.

Hitherto a scrupulous respect for all the forms of a free consti-

tution, according even to the accounts of the most adverse writers,

and a lenity singular among Grecian governments, had marked the

administration of Dionysius. After such repeated experience of the

inefficacy of a generous forbearance to conciliate the disaffected, or

induce them to rest, measures more coercive were judged indispensable;

but still the extensive executions, and even the extensive banishments,

50 ordinary among the Grecian republics, were avoided. To obviate

necessity for these it was resolved to disarm the disaffected. For this

strong measure the season of harvest was chosen. It was usual for the

great mass of the population then to leave the city, and live, for the

time, in the fields. In some of the southern parts of Europe tha

harvest management is nearly the same at this day. Farm-houses,

as in England, are not seen ; even villages are rare. In a good soil

and favoring climate few hands do the business of a A'ery imperfect,

and yet not unproductive husbandry, till harvest. Then the towns

pour forth their inhabitants ; the corn is cut, and the grain, imme-

diately trodden out by cattle in the field, is alone brought in. This

opportunity then being taken, a general search '" for arms was made

through the city, and all found M'cre carried to the public armory,

to be given out in future for use only under the direction of the

government.

It was so usual, among the Greeks^ for every party in a state to assume

exclusively the title of the I'EOrfcA ^"^ to stigmatize as tyranny every-

thing adverse to their own power, that, without adverting to these

circumstances, no just estimate can be formed of the value of such

expressions as those with which Diodorus and Plutarch would charac-

'" Diodorus says that all the Syracusans were deprived o£ arms; but he sown after

•hows that it was not so.

Vol. IV. I -terizc
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terizc the administration of Dionysius. Looking to the facts related by

them, and especially by Diodorus, the systems of law and of magistracy,

established by Diodes, appear to have remained little if at all

altered ; nor is any essential diftcrence marked between the power of

Dionysius in Syracuse and that which Pericles held so long in Athens.

One material change indeed had been growing among the Grecian

republics, but not at all peculiar to Syracuse, or the government of

Dionysius, the employment of mercenary troops, instead of trusting

military service to citizens only. This change was indeed threatening

enough to the freedom of all Greece ; and yet advantages attended it,

•wherever the government was liberally administered, so satisfactory

to individuals on the score of present ease, that danger in distant and

uncertain prospect was disregarded. A force of mercenaries at the

disposal of the administration of a republic, inabled them to avoid

pressing upon their friends for military duty, and it inabled them also

to be lenient to their foes. For where parties were nearly balanced in

a republic, the government could hardly go on. Those who held the

administration must be watchful, as if a forein enemy was within

th.eir Malls, and thence the frequent resort to those extensive banish-

ments which we have seen so ordinary. But if a mercenary force was

maintained, always ready at the orders of government, the adverse

might be deterred from moving, tho the friendly citizens rested. In

consonance then to the practice of all the republics, the mercenary

troops in the Syracusan service were increased, and perhaps not un-

necessarily, for the purpose of resisting the attack threatened from

Carthage. The power of the ruling party would of course, by the

same measure, be rendered more secure, and the double purpose was

farther ])romoted by the addition of a, second wall to the fortifications

of the citadel. .:,.

The attention of the government meanwhile was directed, and it

seems to have been urgently required, toward those most imj)lacable

enemies, the refugees in iEtna ; formidable apparently not by their

own numbers, but by their connection with IMesscna and Ilhegium,

and by their situation overhanging the Syracusan territory. They
had, however, ill measured their means altogether, when they added

contumely
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contumely to scorn of their adversary's clemency. Their fortress was

besieged and taken. What befel themselves the historian, their friend, Diod. 1. 14.

has not said, and we may thence safely conclude that it was no M'ay

uncreditable to Dionysius. From the sequel it appears probable that,

upon surrendering the place, they were allowed to withdraw, and that

they were mostly the same persons M'ho will recur to historical notice

as Syracusan refugees, settled in Rhegium.

SECTION IV.

Farther Extension of the Aiithoritj/ of Syracuse in Sicily. fTar of

Rhegium and Messena against Syracuse. Estahlishmeut of the

Syracusan Empire among tlie Sicilian and Italian Cities.

The distinction of the Dorian and Ionian branches of the Greek

nation, as we have formerly seen, M'as maintained in Sicily ; and in

Sicily, as in Greece, a superintending power, to lead in Mar, to arbitrate

in peace, among so many little independent governments of one people,

was found, with whatever inconveniences and dangers attended, to be

often necessary. Accordingly, the Dorian cities, Camarina excepted,

were generally ready to concede the supremacy to Syracuse, as the

most powerful of the Dorian name ; but the Ionian, called also com-

monly Chalcidian, as having originated mostlj'from Chalcis in Euboea,

were generally jealous of this, and often adverse to it. None, however,

of the Ionian cities was eminent enough to pretend itself to any

supremacy; whence, for the common defence of the Grecian interest

against an enemy powerful as Carthage, if circumstances appeared

at all threatening, and the Syracusan government at the time was of

a character to command respect and confidence, they were readier to

acquiesce. Circumstances aftbrdcd leisure now for the Syracusan

government to attend to this point, M'ith which domestic troubles

had hitherto greatly interfered.

Of the Ionian cities Leontini was nearest to Syracuse, bordering on

its territory. The government favored the Syracusan opposition and

the refugees, but there was an opposing party friendly to the Syracusan j> q^ 493.

administration. Dionysius led an army to the Leontine border, in the O'- ^••- -•

. Diod. 1. 14.

I 2 hojJC c. 14.
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hope that his appearance only would suftice to inable the friendly to

acquire the superiority in the popular assembly. Being however dis-

appointed, he proceeded to the Sicel town of Enna, where a strong

party was adverse to Acimnestus, whom Diodorus calls tyrant of Ennaj

and through their disputes he became master of the place. He put

the popular party in possession of the government, and delivered the

tyrant to their niercy, and then, to their great surprize, led his army

away without requiring a contribution, which they concluded to have

been, as usual with the Greeks, the principal object of his expedition.

The temper of the writers from whom Diodorus drew the materials

of his Sicilian history, for he seems to have had little original opinion,

may be gathered from his observations on these transactions. The

merit of the conduct of Dionysius, in deposing a tyrant, restoring a

i'ree government, and forbearing to use the power in his hands for

taking, after the common practice of the Greeks, his own reward, he

could not but acknowlege
;

yet he denies all merit to the man; be-

cause, he says, his conduct was founded on no regard for justice, but

meerly on a view to future advantage, from the credit to be acquired,

and the confidence that would accrue. It is obvious that virtuous

motive might on the same pretence be denied to all the virtuous deeds

of men ; nor should it escape observation, that deposing a tyrant to

establish a popular government could hardly be a tyrant's policy, but

rather marks the popular leader of a popular government.

This liberality, likely to extend the reputation and influence of

Syracuse, appears immediately to have produced its just reward.

Dionysius proposed terms to the town of Erbita. Archonidas, its

chief, opposed the reception of them, but they were grateful to a

D.ofi. 1. u. majority of the people. Archonidas migrated with those particularly

* *' ' attached to him, and founded a new state at Alcsa, which, from him,

took the name of Archonidium. The terms proposed by Dionysius

were then acceded to by the Erbita;ans, and they were numbered

among the allies of Syracuse''.

'' Diodorus says that Dionysius made sentences after he shows that Dionysius's

peace with the Erbitxans, after an unsuc- purpose was fully answered, as related in

ceuful attempt agaiost them ; but in a few the text,

Catana
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Catanaand Naxus, the two principal cities in Sicily of the Ionian^

name, were the next objects of the Syracusan general. He succeeded

in negotiation with both, Diodorus says, through corruption of their

generals. Here first we find reported of him measures of rigor which

might give some countenance to the invective, with which his fame

has been sullied. The adverse party of the Catantean and Naxian

people were sold to slavery. The town of Naxus was destroyed, and

its territory given to the neighboring Sicels. In Catana a colony of

Campanians was established ; the town and territory probably being

given them as payment for military service, to hold untler the supre-

macy of Syracuse. The historian has omitted to say what became of

that party among the Cataniaus and Naxians who had supported their

generals in acceding to the Syracusan terms, but it may apparently be

gathered from what he proceeds to relate of the Leontines. The re-

putation and the power accruing to Dionysius from his late successes,

and his liberal conduct amid them, seem to have inabled the friendly

in Leontini to gain proselytes to their party, so as to obtain a majority

in the general assembly. The policy of Dionysius then was the same

which we have seen formerly practised by Gelon. He abolished the

Leontine government, and admitted the people to the rights of citizens

of Syracuse. Excessive virulence of faction, which ajjpeavs to have

been the common ground of this policy, may have produced tlie cir-

cumstances concealed by the historian, or rather perhaps by those

from whom he drew, which occasioned the rigorous treatment of the

adverse Catanians and Naxians. In a small city, with contending

parties of nearly equal strength, no man could sleejj secure. The
removal of the whole population to such a tow n as Syracuse, would

remove in a great degree the objects contended for, and a powenul

superintending government might repress the ebullitions of ordinary

virulence. But Grecian history will give readily to conceive a spirit

of party so violent, and provocations so immoderate, that nothing less

than separating the parties completely could prevent fatal consequences;

and the general spirit of the policy of Dionysius, as appears even in

the accounts of writers so adverse to his fame as those from

whom
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•\\lioni alone we ha\c report of it, would not lead liim to useless

severities '\

1). C. 402. To the same adverse pens also we owe all account of the unexampled
01.94 3. prosperity Avhich Syracuse, under the administration of Dionysius,

c. IS. about this time attained ; a prosperity which, even in their account,

sufficiently marks that his administration must have been, not only

able, but liberal, beneficent, and such as altogether clearly infused a

general confidence, both among those living under it, and among

forein states. Nothing, indeed, among the deficiencies of Sicilian

history seems so much to be regretted as the failure of information of

the measures that produced this prosperity ; which, in the loss of

memorials from the party friendly to Dionysius, might have remained

AvhoUy hidden from us, but for the evils following from the revived

ambition of Carthage. In relating the effects of that ambition, and

the resistance to it, some display of the power and resources of Syracuse

M'as unavoidable. It Mas generally believed, among the Sicilian

Greeks, that a pestilential sickness, desolating Africa, had occasioned

the delay of attack upon them, long ago threatened. The Syracusans,

already injoying a prosperity M'hich was the envy of surrounding

people, were aware that, as they had most to lose, so it behoved them

to e.\ert themselves most in guarding against the impending evil.

Powerful as they were among (Jrecian states, their infciiority to the

force of Carthage was such that defensive war must obviously be their

business, and even the means of maintaining a siege should be among

their first cares. Pressed by these considerations, they very generally

looked to Dionysius as the only man who had shown himself qualified,

by his talents and energy, to direct j)ublic measures in such threat-

ening circumstances. Accordingly the authority of general-autocrator,

which had been committed to him for the purpose of quelling sedition

" Diodorus speaks of die selling of theCa- followefl, was a title 011I3' for those of their

tanians and Naxians, as if the whole of both own party. That it was so on this occasion

people were sold; but, as we have already the iiislorian himself shows, for he mentions

had frequent occasion to observe, the people, the friends of the generals, who were Cata-

i« the language of party-writers, whom he nians and Na.xians of the opposite party.

at
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at home, and giving peace to Syracuse against Grecian enemies, was

now continued to him for the purpose of providing defence against the

formidable forein foe. At what time he lost his collegue Hipparinus

we find no mention ; but this we gather Mith certainty, that his friendly

connection with the family of Hipparinus remained uninterrupted, and

that, within his party, there was no schism.

The works that were executed, under his direction, at the expence

of the Syracusan commonwealth, were of a magnitude before un-

known among Grecian states. Provision had been made, as we have

already seen, for the security of the iland, with its jjort, naval arsenal,

and citadel, the last resource in misfortune. It remained to give

safety to the population occupying the three large quarters of the town

on the mainland, which experience had shoM^n to be very insecure.

Dionysius had observed that the craggy hill of Epipola% overhanging

tlie town on the northern side, might either give the greatest advantage

to a besieging army, or most eftectually prevent a complete blockade.

Toward the country its height was hardly accessible. Its less preci-

pitous parts wanted fortification, and security for its communication

with the rest of the town was an important point. The best military

architects of the age, wherever to be found among Grecian states. Mere

ingaged to design the plan and direct the execution. Sixty thousand

Syracusan citizens, if Diodorus might be credited for the number,

gave their voluntary labor to the business of building onh', while

another multitude wrouo-ht the stone, and attended six thousand yoke

of oxen employed in drawing it. Dionysius, laying aside the severity

of manner and tone of dignity Avhich, in the office of general he

usually assumed, was indefatigable in the difficult task of directing

just arrangement, and preserving regularity in the distribution of work

among such numbers
;
present wherever difficulty occurred, careful to

provide ready relief for the tired, and bearing, together with liis friends

and associates in the administration, every hardsliip, wlictlicr of fatigue

or weather, incident to the business of ordinary overseers. Such zeal

altogether was excited for the accomplishment of the work, that many
of the laborers would not cease with daylightj but continued their toil

throuo'Ii
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throiiijh a part of the niglit. Thus in twenty days a -wall of squared

stones, sufficiently lofty, and of thickness to defy battering-engines,

with towers at sliort intervals, was carried the length of thirty

stadia (between three and four English miles) and then the city

was supposed impregnable. If there is here some exaggeration

of the hands and of the dispatch, the testimony however to the

ability, and still more to the popularity of Dionysius is liable to no

suspicion".

The quiet of Syracuse and of Sicily was now so far established, that,

for the 3'ear following tiiat of the fortification of Epipolje, distinguished

by the expedition of the younger Cyrus against his brother the king of

Persia, we find no transaction within the iland recorded; and for the

year aftef again, only a work of peace and prosperity, the founding of

a town by Dionysius, at the foot of mount ^^tna, which, from a temple

of some previous fame there, was called Adranum. That prosperity,,

whicli afterward became remarkable among the Sicilian Greek cities in

general, already thus overflowing in Syracuse, seems to have been,

*'Tlie fortifying of Epipolae having been

not only popular, bat a work effected only

through an uncommon amount of popu-

larity, it is obvious that the previous forti-

fying of the iland could not have been the

result of tyranny, or any indication of it.

Diodorus has had no purpose of deception,

or he would have reversed the order of his

Btory; for had he related that Dionysius,

having acquired an undeserved popularity,

first led the people to approve and promote

zealously the fortifying of Epipolae, and

then, throwing off the musk, had fortified

the iland to secure the tyranny, it would

have been so far not inconsistent ; but the

incongruity of the contrary course is such,

that it seems to be accounted for only by

the probable supposition, that Diodorus fol-

lowed one writer for one transaction and

aaother writer for the other.

Rollin has been excMdingty puzzled by

the utter discordance of numerous facts,

reported by Diodorus and Plutarch, with

the invective against Dionysius, in which

those writers abound. To make his own
narrative consistent, it was necessary to

chuse between them, or it would be impos-

sible not to contradict the character he

has given of the tyrant by report of his ac-

tions. Whether tragical effect then allured,

or he was in any degree biassed by a dispo-

sition to decry monarchy, which long ago

began to infect men of letters in France, he

has adopted all the invective and omitted

most of the good actions reported of Dio-

nysius; but he could not omit all without

leaving his narrative offensively bare, so

that he has not at last avoided great incon-

sistency. Indeed, in this part of his work

we no longer see the faithful and even judi-

cious liislorian, which he has sliown himself

in his account of the earliw Itmct of the

republics.

m
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in this season of leisure, extending itself, with the popularity and

consequent power of Dionysius, tho in progress, as commonly happens,

it escaped the notice of historians. The extent of his power, and of

his popularity, to which he owed his power, is marked hy Diodorus in

tlie title which he attrihutcs to him where he reports the extraordinary

works which confessedly his popularity in Syracuse inahled him to

accomplish there. He calls him not simply tyrant of Syracuse, hut

tyrant of the Sicilian Greeks '*.

Nevertheless those violent partizans of the administration of Diodes

and Daphnteus, now in exile, whom no invitation could conciliate, no

generosity soften, had heen, with the merit, at least, of courage, zeal,

and activity, not wholly unsuccessful in exciting enemies to the now

flourishing government of Syracuse. The ruling party in Rhegium,

one of the most powerful of the Italian Greek towns, appears always

to have favored their cause. The Rhegians were a mixed people, Ch. 5. s. 2.

Dorian and Ionian; and, as by their Dorian blood they esteemed them-

selves allied to the Syracusans, so by their Ionian, derived from Chal-

cidians of Euboea, they held as kinsmen the expelled Naxians and

Catanians. Common misfortune tlien uniting the Dorian exiles from

Syracuse, and the Ionian from Naxus and Catana, their joint influence

decided the Rhegiau people to assert their common cause against the

existing Syracusan government, and especially against Dionysius, as a

tyrant, whose growing power it behoved them, for their own security,

to check before it became irresistible. In the neighbouring city of

Mcssena a large majority were satisfied with the Syracusan alliance;

but some men who held leading situations undertook, through wliat

appears to have been really a conspiracy, to bring their state to con-

nection with Rhegium against Syracuse.

Matters being concerted, the Rhegian army crossed the strait into

Sicily, to the amount, according to Diodorus, of six thousand foot

'* 'o tun Sixi?nuTai» Tifayttx;. Diod. 1. 14. given tilles as he found them in the works

c. 18. The Gr^ks distinguished- between from wliich lie gathered, where they would

ItmXiwTiK and £ix(X^;, the formet meaning vary accordii\g to tht^, author's party. His

always a Greek, and the latter the old Sicel most common description of Dionysius is

inhabitants of the iland, wlio were not ' tyrant of the Syracusans,' but sometimes

Greeks; a distinction in which the Latin he substitutes the title of dynast, Zt/^aKUo-itif

language failed. Diodorus seems to have ivtarm. 1. 14. c. 103. & 107.

Vol. IV. K and
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and six hundred horse, a fleet of fifty triremes attendino;. The Mes-

senian leaders, aware of the unpopularity of war with Syracuse, and

fearing, even now, to propose it in the general assembly, ventured,

Avith the authority of office alone, to order the people under arms.

The order was obeyed ; about four thousand foot and four hundred

horse marched, and thirty triremes joined the Rhegian fleet.

On the march, however, before they reached the Messenian border,

opportunity occurring for communication, the dissatisfaction gene-

rally felt at the arbitrary conduct of their generals and magistrates

•was made known from one to another, and at length the army

assumed to itself to be the popular assembly, whose authority the

o-enerals and magistrates had taken upon themselves to supersede.

Laomedon, the principal speaker on the occasion, urged so impressively

both the illegality of the order for their assembling and marching, and

tlie inexpediency of the proposed war, that the resolution was taken to

refuse obedience to the generals, and to return home. The measure

M'as executed as soon as resolved upon. The Rhegian chiefs, disap-

pointed thus of their expected support, no longer hoped to prevail

against the power of Syracuse, and ministers from both cities were

sent to treat of accommodation. Dionysius, following still a wise and

liberal policy, readily forgave, and persuaded the Syracusan people to

forgive, the injurious conduct of the Rhegian Many and the IVIesse-

nian Few. The historian's silence implies that no severity was insisted

on, even against the refugees, those inveterate enemies who excited

the mischief His whole account of the treaty is comprized in three

words of large expression, ' Peace was made.' The result apjjcars to

have been that the influence of the Syracusan government, under the

administration of Dionysius, or, in the phrase which has been com-

monly used to express a similar influence of the Athenian and Lace-

da-monian governments, the Syracusan empire, was extended very

generally over the Grecian towns of Italy ; and thence Dionysius, in

his capacity of autocrator-general of Syracuse, has been called some-

times tyrant, and sometimes king, of Sicily and Italy.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

Affairs of the Sicilian and Italian Greek Cities, from the

Establishment of the Syracusan Empire to the Death of

DlONYSIUS.

SECTION T.

Motives and Preparations for War with Carthage. Marriage of

Dionysius with the Daughter of JCenetus of Locri. Injurious

lVeat}7ient of the Carthaginian Subjects in the Grecian Towns.

Successful beginning of the JVar.

THE \\\\o\t Grecian interest in Sicily being- thus placed in circum- B.C. 400.

stances of tranquility and prosperity, each city holding its separate ^^- ^J- 1-

popular government under the superintendancy of the Syracusan

administration, and the confederacy strengthened by extension to the

Italian cities, alarm nevertheless remained and was increasing from

the power and the policy, the liberal and seducing policy, of Carthage.

For tho it appears that the advantages were great, and among the

Greeks uncommon, which the administration of Dionysius provided

for the Sicilian towns within the (irccian line, yet numbers of Greeks .^^
^ ^^

were induced by greater advantages, or more flattering hopes, offering c. 41.

in the towns under the Carthaginian dominion, to establish themselves

there. It is interesting to find from a prejudiced adversary, for such

Diodorus was, to the Carthaginians as well as to Dionysius, this sub-

stantial and unsuspicious testimony to the liberality and good faith of

a great people, m hose fair fame, not probably exempt from real stain,

has however suffered singularly from invidious and base detraction.

Had the history of Philistus remained to us, we should probably

have gained information of other circumstances which induced or

impelled Dionysius to disturb the tranquility, to check the prosperity,

and to risk the utter overthrow of the Grecian interest in Sicily by

K 2 beginning
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beginning war with Cartilage. In the want of this there might appear

sonic Mildness of uniustifiable ambition in the measure, if the omission

of Diodoriis, and all other writers, to impute any blame to him on the

occasion, did not carry with it strong implication that they had

nowhere found any imputed, and that none was imputable.

Diod. 1. u. Carthage, according to Diodorus, was still weak, from the pestilence
*^"*''

which had widely desolated Africa; and there was, throughout the

Sicilian Greek towns, a strong disposition to ingage in the war, Avith

c. 44. a desire that Syracuse should take the lead in it, and that Dionysius, who

was universally popular, should command the forces. Thus, in the avowal

of liis enemies, there appears to have been enough to invite ambition-

Bat there was probably farther cause. The power of Carthage, growing

abroad bv policy, even during its weakness at home, could not but hold

out incouragement to ambition for those who obtained the direction of

it. Meanwhile the Greek cities, the more they flourished, were, under

popular government, the more difficult to be kept in order. If then

popular discontent grew, as tjie historian's account indicates, at the

migrations to the Carthaginian towns, war might have followed from

the indiscretion of some one state, which must in the end have in-

volved all, or left the Grecian interest weakened by the loss of one or

more members, which would have indangered all.

But whatever were the aggregate considerations, Dionysius resolved

to use the concurring opportunities of the weakened state of Carthage

and his own popularity in Sicily, with the general disposition of the

Sicilian Greeks toward the measure, for attacking rather than await

attack. lie did not however involve his country in a measure of so

much hazard, without the most careful circumspection, and the most

1 dili<>-cnt exertion of his own uncommon abilities in preparation. Fron\

DioH. 1. 14. all parts of Sicily, Italy, Greece, aod even from the Carthaginiaii

'^*'*''
dominions, were invited men of science to devise and direct, and

artizans to execute, whatever might give superiority to the Syracusan

armies and fleets. All the porticoes or public galleries, all the gym-

nasia or places of exercise, and even the vestibules and opisthodomes,

of the temples were filled with such men and their works. Two great

improvements in the antient art of war, one for the land service and

one
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one tor the sea, according to Diodorus, had lience their origin. That

artillery which afterward so much promoted the victories of the Roman
armies, machinery for shooting darts and stones of size far beyond

the strength of man's arm to throw, (Diodorus calls it the catapeltic)

was now either invented, or first perfected, so as to be valuable for

practice. Dionysius is said himself to have devised the last great

improvement of the antient marine. Holding to the principle of the

trieris or trireme, hitherto the most powerful vessel of war, against

which no other could stand in contest, by an improved application of

it, he added still two benches of oars on each side of the galley. Thence-

forward the trireme could no longer resist the impulse, superior both

by weight and swiftness, of the penteris or quinquereme. Timber was

brought from ^Etna, whose sides, at this day nearly bare, then abounded

with pine ; and from Italy, a country yet affording in plenty the finest

oak, of which France, partly owing to greater population, partly to its

colder winters, requiring larger supply of fewel, has been long ex-

hausted. Syracuse possessed a hundred and ten ships of war. These

were put under repair, and the construction of two hundred more,

some of the superior rate, was at once undertaken. Already a hundred

'and fifty receptacles, for securing the ships of the republic from injuries

of weather, a sort of larger boathouses, were among the conveniencies

of the naval arsenal. To make the increased strength of the navy

lasting, a hundred and fifty of superior construction, and mostly

capable each of containing two ships, Avere now added. Syracusan

citizens were appointed to make half the complement of this great

fleet; the other half it was proposed to supply by mercenaries.

While these things, under favor of a most extraordinary zeal among R. C sr)e^

the Syracusan people, were proceeding rapidly, Dionysius directed his ^l-y5|.

view diligently to all the Greek towns of Sicily and Italy, and was

generally succes.sful in cultivating their friendship". His greatest

anxiety,

" Diodorus, in his account of prcpara- zeal to act under iiis onk'rs : *A«-a»li»

tion for viaT with Carthage, drops many o-iriuJovToif T\i<rcn to rnayjx.itot womJi ftij

itrong expressions, showing the popularity ijn; iy'xmo TocratTt, attivh tok v>.ii^icrn

of Dionysius in Syracuse and tinougliout JuTriTlwxn, 1.14-. c. 18. 'Zvfi.vrfo^vjA.oviA.iiut H rut

the Oreek towus uf Sicily, and tbe general Xv^atiavcitit t^ -mv AntvirUu n^»»>fi<ru, imMit
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anxiety, as his greatest difficulty, Mas to secure the fidelity of INIessena

and Rhegium to the common cause of the Greeks ; having great reason

to suspect that the party in those towns, connected with the Syracusan

refugees, would not scruple to join the Carthaginians '*. He succeeded

with the Wessenians by giving them a considerable tract of land (from

Avhom acquired the historian hath not said) as an addition to their

territory. No similar opportunity being open for cultivating popu-

larity among the Rhegians, he proposed to form a connection of

interest with them in a very different way,

cb. '26. s. 2. We have already had occasion to notice that republican jealousy

which restrained social communication among the Greeks, and, espe-

cially by the interdiction of n)arriage between those of different

republics, insulated the people of each, and made all more than is

common between great nations, even of diftierent languages, foreiners

to each other. Such illiberal jealousy, and every prejudice tending to

produce it, could not but operate to the hindrance of the political union

necessary to maintain a nation in independency, and especially neces-

sary now to support the Grecian interest in Sicily against the threaten-

ing superiority of Carthage. It seems to have been with a view to

prepare for a union of the Sicilian and Italian Greek cities, that

Dionysius proposed to set an example for diffusing family connections

among them. 'Whether the Olynthians, in their yet infant confederacy,

gave the example, or whether they owed it to Dionysius, is a question

involved in the same obscurity with many much more important, which

occur to reasonable curiosity, about both the Olynthian and Syracusan

<rt/»f'€ain yf»£(Sai T>i» ptA.oTi/i!a», c. 41. Zi/yKot- '* We c.innot but give credit to Diodorus

raittvi; TxaSi Totj Xvfaxovcicvi;, c. ^5. TaK for SO honestly confessing that his favorite

xari rijr »5(ror wo^ttri fi?ia»6fiu7riu{ irfttrtfifno, party was guilty of that very crime which

T>i» titoia.; avTui Ux<i>.ovyiitiii;, c. 44. Xvicr- he SO repeatedly and so inconsistently im-

farivotio yap avru Trfofiiftwj uTratlif, c. 47. putcs to Dionvsius. The confession is ex-

These sentiments, if they were his own, or plicit enough : Toij ^i Piij-itoti? t« xai Mi<7~

these expressions, whenccsoever borrowed, o-iii'iett ifaJt Ixxtrit Itimiiit 'i^otla; o-t/»li1ixy/xf»i)»,

are evidently of a different source from the IvXuSttro i^ri vort rut Kaf;^>iJ»»i»)> iia^iilut

obloquy with which he abounds against in £ixi%iai', ixiiroi; rtfoaQutlxi. 'a &ri h,'tat

Dionysius. It seems as if he had quite iyunit o ^utia-iciy T«r( MfcnTurioit i^uxi n-oAXni'

forgotten his foregoing assertion that the t!< o^o^ov X'^f"' '^^'""f ^vl^vf xaTctaKiua^ut Ta>;

Syracusans showed tlieniselves ready to bear it/tfyttiatf. Diod. 1. 14. c. 44.

anything rather than obey the tyrant.

3 governments.
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governments. Nearly twenty years however before that war which pro-

duced the overthrow of the Olynthian confederacy, and gave occasion

to all the information remaining to us concerning it, Dionysius made Diod.l. 14.

a formal application to the Rhegian people for permission for himself
strab.l. 6'.

to marry the dauehter of a Rhegian citizen. Without having observed P- 2J8.

how unusual the thmg was among the Greeks, it might appear to us Dion,

efjually strange that such application should have been necessary, and

that it should have met, as we are assured it did, M'ith a denial. But

tho it was in Rhegium that he particularly desired to cultivate an

interest, yet he might promote his general purpose by taking a wife

from any of the principal Italian Greek cities. Applying therefore at

Locri, he found more liberality. Nevertheless there, equally as at

Rhegium, the people were to be assembled, and their decree was to

authorize the permission. This being obtained, Xenetus, the most

illustrious of the Locrians, readily betrothed his daughter, Doris, to

Dionysius. While all the writers from whom we have mention of these

remarkable transactions call Dionysius tyrant of Syracuse, every cir-

cumstance in their report indicates a studied deference to popular

government.

Dionysius also married Aristomache, daughter of Ilipparinus, the

most illustrious, wealthy, and powerful of the Syracusans, his coUegue

in the high office of captain-general. The story seems to have been

some ages after popular, that he married both these ladies on the same

day; but tho adopted both by Diodorus and Plutarch, whose pre-

judices it suited, it appears higlily improbable. The marriage with the

daughter of his colleguc, the. first man of Syracuse in family dignity,

if no prejudices were shocked, if offence of no kind were given by

peculiar circumstances attending it, would of course carry those

advantages which one in the situation of Dionysius would seek. The

extension of nuptial connection, to other cities also, tho against the

general habits and prejudices of the Greeks of his own day, was but a

revival of what was enough known to have been the practice of their

forefathers of the heroic ages; and a great and liberal policy is obvious

in it, such as, according to all accounts, would be likely to be the

policy of Dionysius. The writers who report this bigamy mention no

violence
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violence attending it, no offence taken at it. On the contrary, m'c

learn from them tliat the families of both the ladies continue<I to be

always upon good terms with Dionysius ; that by one match he actually

strengtliened his interest in Syracuse, and by the other in Italy. We
learn from them also that children followed immediately his marriage

V'ith the Locrian lady, and, not till after some years, another family

came by the daughter of Hipparinus. It seems then altogether every

way probable that Doris, the motlier of the younger Dionysius, was

dead before the nuptials took place with Aristomache, mother of the

younger Hipparinus; and that the story of the bigamy originated,

from something perhaps at first loosely said, in the violence of the

party heat which we shall see, some years after the death of the elder

Dionysius, afflicted Syxacuse, and through Syracuse, all the Grecian

interest in Sicily ".

Another imputation against Dionysius seems better founded, being

in some degree confirmed by the venerable Athenian rhetorician his

cotemporary, Isocrates. Like Themistocles, a love of splendor was

the weakness of his great mind. Probably however this has been

exaggerated; tho the gilt galley which is said to have brought one

bride from Locri, and the chariot with four white horses, which con-

<luctcd the other from the house of her own family in Sjracuse, imply

nothing that will appear to the modern reader either very invidious or

very extraordinary. We might therefore excuse the writers, who dwell

on these matters, their omission of all information about the sources of

private income which could supply the magnificence, if they woidd

have given us some account of the public revenue which afforded

means for the vast preparations, naval and military, at the same time

made, and incouragcment to undertake the various expences of the

arduous war to insue. But on this interesting subject also the infor-

mation remaining is unfortunately defective. Such as it is, it may
be best reserved for future notice.

'" Should it be reckoned that a supposi- b.arrasscd, unless some warrant of anticnt

tion howsoever supported by probabilities, authority can be found, I would refer to

ought not to be maintained against tlie Cornelius Nepos, wliose account of Diony-

positive assertions of Diodorus and Plu- sius appears clearly to involve a virtual

tarch, with whatever improbabilities em- contradiction of the bigamy.

According
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According to the explicit declaration of Diodorus himself, Dionysius

was, at this time, in no shape or degree tenant, in the antient, any

more than in the modern sense of the word. The guard for liis person,

formerly decieed hy the people, was evidently but a temporary resource,

usual among the Grecian democracies, and which the necessity of the

moment justified. As general of the republic, now Milhout a guard, Diod. 1. I4.

and without any pomp, he superintended the business of the fortifi-

cations, the dockyards, and the armories, conversing familiarly with

the artizans, receiving those of superior merit at his table, inciting

thus a zeal and diligence of which even his enemies spoke with wonder,

commanding general respect through meer superiority of character,

and establishing a popularity such as Grecian history nowhere else

exhibits, not even in the great Pericles. In circumstances thus B. C. 398.

favorable, preparations bein«: sufficiently forward, bv virtue of his ^'-^.^'.t-
' * ^ " •' ' .-

^
Diocl. 1. 14.,

office he summoned the people to assemble, and proposed war with c. 45.

Carthage :
' It was a war,' he said, ' not of ambition, but truly of

' self-defence, to whicli the critically advantageous opportunities of

' the moment invited. For that ambitious republic was yet weak
' through the ravages of the pestilence, and its command over the

' conquered Grecian cities, loosely held, might, by a vigorous effort,

' be snatched from it. But its purposes of conquest, necessarily in-

' tcrmittedj were not abandoned, and the means of opposing them,

* which the present moment offered, if now neglected, might never

' recur.' Tlie Syracusan people, predisposed to the sentiments of their

general, assented with zeal, and the decree for war was voted '*.

On

Si>fx9rpo6i/f«ou^!va» Si xai t2» Supaicoueriuf rof; s'Aafei Taiif Sv^sxet/ciou;, C. 45; that the

TiT T»v Aio»«o-iot/ trfoaifiirtt, x. t. t. c. 4 1

.

general zeal to obey his directions and gra-

The incongruity into which Diodcirus has tify his wishes was extraordinary, c. 18;

here bren led, apparently in collecting nar- that ihe mildness of government was ex-

rative of fact from one writer and invective tended to all, without distinction of party;

against Dionysius from oihers, is often cu- tliat all the citizens were armed ; that Dio-

rious, and not least so here. After dcclar- nysius avoided to use the authority of his

ing that the govermiient of Syracuse, under office for iiigaging mercenary troops, till the

Dionysius, was perfectly mild and highly moment when they were wanted against the

popular, A9ri1i6iTo yap r.^rt to wir.fit T?t Tvfat- forein enemy ; and, finally, that the great

»ij«5, xai, /xiTafaMoftiKjf £i{ iViiixfiav, ^i\at5^u- object of all his preparations was war with

woTjje* /j^Xi Toi* i7roTiTc.7;ii'»wi',

—

Ta^v s^nyxariit Carthage; after all this the hiilorian pro-

Voi. IV. L ««^'^»
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On the dismissal of the assembly then, after having thus exercised

their soverein authority in legal form, the ill-thinking many, feeling

their power above law, with heated minds, would exercise it in their

own way. Many Carthaginian traders, residing in Syracuse, had

large property in their warehouses, and many Carthaginian vessels,

richly laden, were in the harbour. Warehouses were forced, vessels

were boarded, and Carthaginian property, Avherever found, was the

prey of unprincipled rapacity. This violence of the Syracusans was

as a signal for the other Grecian towns of Sicily ; and in many places

the people, not confining themselves to robbery, treated the persons

of the Carthaginian traders and residents with wanton and extreme

cruelty. It Mas not indeed the proper soverein that did this; for then

ceeds to tell us, that Dionysius owed his

power in Syracuse to liis army of mercena-

ries and the support of Carthage ; that the

SjTacusans acceded to the proposal made
by him for war with Carthage, because they

haled the Carthaginians for supporting him,

and because they hoped that, as Dionysius

allowed iheni arms, tlio chance of war would

furnish opportunity fur recovering their li-

berty.

Tlie inconsistencies of Diodorus, where the

thread <jf history depends upon his narrative,

are often very vexaliously perplexing, and,

in his general business of abridging, he rarely

avoids some confusion, but still more, when-

ever he undertakes to compound, a mass of

incongruity rs apt to result, Nevcrlliclcss

as in copying he seems always to have been

faithful, not only he shows often plainly

what a more artful writer, with his preju-

dices, would have concealed, but sometimes

he furnishes a thread's end, discoverable on

careful examination, to help toward some

unravelling of his incongruities. Such a

thread's end appears in bis observation, that

the Syracusans hoped, with the possession

of arms, to find, among the chances of war,

opportimity for recovernig their liberty

:

"HA»i§(» iavltiif, HVfiiv7»n»i 'irfwt, few i Tilpjn

iu xai^of, arIiXi:4^Edai t^; lAcfSc^ia;. Applied

to the Syracusans generally, there is no

guessing what this can mean in any con-

nection with what has proceeded : it is as

incongruous as the notion that Dionj-sius

depended upon Carthage for his power in

Syracuse, while he was taking measures

for war with Carthage, and that be would

quarrel with his suj>porters to give oppor-

tunity for resistance to his dominion. But

if we take the term Syracusans to mean
only tiic relics of that party in Syracuse

which had been so obstinately and bitterly

opposing him, who, in the way of part}',

would call themselves eminently the Syra-

cusans, and if we take the term liberty t«

mean, as it so generally did, the power and

prevalence of the party, then the observa-

tion will be found probably just ; and the

inference will be that numbers of the adverse

party were yet living in Syracuse, and that all

were trusted with arms. Combining it then

with wliat precedes, we gather, that while

all joined in pretending union in political

sentiment with the majority of their fellow-

citizens, and satisfaction with the govern-

ment administered by Dionysius, the gall

of party remained in their minds, and they

were slill always ready for seditiou.

only
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only the people, in a regular democracy, were properly soverein, when

thev were assembled according to law, and voted according to law;

but it was so large a portion of those in vthom the soverein power was,

without limitation by the constitution, vested, that restraint upon them

Avas impossible. Biodorus, wlio, with the too-commonly illiberal spirit

of both Greek and Roman patriotism, seems rather to have approved the

villainy, allows Dionysius credit for a share in it no farther than that

he took no effectual measures of prevention.

This gross violation of the law of nations and of common honesty

did not inmiediately lead to actual war. Probably some negotiation

followed, and some apology was made by tlie government for the

lawless violence of the populace, tho Diodorus says no more than that

Dionysius considered of sending ministers to Carthage. In the next

spring a herald was sent formally to announce to tl:e Carthaginian j, q 3g-_

government the decree of the Syracusan people for war; proposing, as Ol. 95. 3.

the only condition on which it might be avoided, the renuntiation of <;. 4-7.

all claim over Grecian towns in Sicily. This minister, notwithstanding

the atrocious conduct of the Greeks, was received by the ('arthaginian

government as became the government of a civilized and great people.

He was allowed to deliver the Mriting he bore to the executive ma-

gistrates, who regularly communicated the contents to the senate and

the popular assembly. Deliberation was held on the contents; the

proposal was rejected, and the herald was dismissed.

On the return of the herald to Syracuse, regular war began. The c. 47.

forces of all the Greek cities, of the eastern part of the iland, were

assembled under Dionysius, as commander-in-chief, and marched by

the southern coast; a fleet of two hundred ships of war and five hun-

dred store-vessels attending. Tlie measure had been prepared for by

well-conducted neootiation amona; the towns over which the authority

or influence of Carthage had been extended, so that all were prepared

to concur in the Grecian cause. The strength of Camarina, CJela,

and Agrigentr.m, joined Dionysius as he passed ; that of Ilimcra

crossed the iland to meet him. Even Sclinus Mas gained, and the

Sicels seem to have contributed largely to swell his iunnbcr.s, Mliich c. 5.^.

are said to have amounted to ei';hty thousand foot, with more than

L 'Z three
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three? thousand horse. The purpose was evidently no less than to

drive out tlie Carthaginians, and make Sicily completely a Grecian

Hand. At the approach of so formidable a force, no succour appearing

at hand, all the Sican tribes hastened to make submission, and the

town of Eryx surrendered on the first summons. ]Motya, however,

prepared for firm resistance. This town, singularly well built,

strong by situation on a small iland, connected with the main by a

causeway six furlongs in length, was the principal residence of

the wealthy traders of Carthage in Sicily. Dionysius, having dis-

posed everything for the siege, left tlie prosecution of it, with a

sufficient landforce, to his brother Leptines, commander-in-chief of

the fleet, while, with the main body of his army, he marched to collect

plunder; Mhich, to his own day, from those of Homer, had continued

to be generally not less a measure of necessity for maintaining an

invading army, than of policy for distressing the enemy. Having

overrun, without resistance, tlie territories of Ancyrte, Solus, Egesta,

Panormus, and Entella, he returned to press the siege of Motya.

Diod. 1. 14. It api)cars that Dionysius had not less well chosen his time than well

**'*^'
arrangctl his measures. Carthage \i-as not yet prepared to meet his

extraordinary exertions. But Imilcon, again appointed commander-in-

chief for the Sicilian war, showed no small degree of spirit and ability in

the conduct af an inferior force against him. Instead of pressing to the

point attacked, while he could give no effectual relief, he sent ten ships

to surprize the harbour of Syracuse itself, while the fleet was absent, and

-the bokl attempt succeeded. Much shipping was destroyed, and the

assailing squadron withdrew little injured. Probably he hoped for

crcater efiect from his success. But Dionysius was too well assured

of the people at home, too well prepared with his plans abroad, and

altogether too firm to his purpose to be diverted from it, as Diodes

had formerly been from the relief of Himera. Imilcon then, having

collected a hundred ships, resolved to attempt the relief of Motya.

But for this also management and surprize were necessary ; he could

•not yet face the Grecian fleet at sea. But he found opportunity to

fall upon a detached division of it at anchor, of which he destroyed

a part, and disabled most of the rest. Seizing tlien the favoring

moment,

c. 49.
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moment, he boldly pushed into the harbour, where, according to the

usual way of the antients, the rest of the galleys of war were hauled

upon the beach. All the ability of Dionysius was wanted, so complete

was the surprize, to repel this well-conducted attack upon a very

superior fleet, within ready reach of support, from a powerful landforce.

His resource, instead of risking to launch his galleys, and get his crews

aboard amid the tumult of action, was to bring his landforce, sup-

ported by his new engine the catapelt, down to the shore ; and under

cover of these to drag his vessels to the other side of the causeway,

where his crcM'S might be collected and naval action prepared for, in

some leisure. His engine is said to have been of great service, by the

execution it did, and still more by the alarm of the enemy at a power

so new to them. Imilcon, disappointed in his daring attack by the

effect of tliis new implement of war, ami by the mode of retreat

adopted by Dion3'sius, and justly judging it imprudent to wait till

so superior a naval force could be brought round against him, with-

drew, and returned to Africa.

The Motyenes,''thus left to their own strength, defended the place

through the summer. Toward winter, through the improved art of

Dionysius, seconded by abundant force, it Nvas carried by assault. "^' ^^'

The cruelty of the Sicilian Greeks then spared neither age nor sex.

By the confession of their fellowcountryman and panegyrist Diodorus,

it was enormous. Dionysius exerted himself to restrain it, but every

attempt to interfere, directly by authority, proved vain. Nevertheless,

not abandoning his humane purpose, he sent heralds around, proclaim-

ing to the troops, that the plunder of the town, from Mhieh their rage

for blood had hitherto diverted their attention, was theirs, and at the

same time directing the wretched suppliants and fugitives to the

temples which the Greeks were most likely to respect. Thus a miserable

remnant of the Motyenes was saved from slaughter, but only to be sold

to slavery. Some CJ reeks, found bearing arms for the Carthaginians^,

Avere crueified.

Dionysius seems to have had little credit w ith hjs fejlowcountrymen .

for his humanity toward their enemies, but his liberality and judge-

ment •
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niciit in rewarding merit, wherever it had been conspicuous iu his own

army, were acknowledged. Having arranged other matters, he trusted

the care of Motya to a garrison composed mostly of Siccls, but under

a Syracusan commander. A hundred and twenty ships of war were

left under the orders of his brother Lcptines, with a landforce for

the blockade of Entella and Egesta. With the rest of the army and

fleet he returned home for the winter.

SECTION II.

Great Preparations of Carthage. Cavipain in Sicilj/. Destruction

of Messena.

If Diouysius, iu beginning the war under no more pressure of im-

mediate necessity than Diodorus has stated, may appear to have

miscalculated the resources of Carthage, \\c ought not perhaps tliere-

fore to think lightly of his abilities or foresight. Political arithmetic

then had not the grounds which the circumstances of modern Europe

afford, and even in modern Europe events have often baffled all previous

B. C. 396. calculation. In the spring folloM'ing the taking of J\Iotya, the Cav-

O'- ii'T- tha"-inian government had collected a force greater than was probably
Diod. 1. 14. =' ^

T^. , T , , . r-

c. 5i. supposed vithin their means. Diodorus has been desirous of credit

for the report, wliieh made the troops for the Sicilian war three hundred

thousand foot and four thousand horse ; tho he confesses that the

cotemporary Sicilian writer, Timsus, reckoned the army which passed

from Africa only one hundred thousand, strengthened hoMCver after-

ward by thirty thousand Sicilians. Imilcon, still the commander, M'as

raised on the occasion to a dignity familiar to the Carthaginian

constitution, which the Greeks often expressed by their tcnu which

corresponds with our title of King ".

While this great armament was yet preparing, Dionysius opened

the campain by marching again to the Mcstcrn end of the iland, and

'• Isocrates says, that in Carthage, as in Laccc'xmon, the civil government was oligar-

cbal, the military kingly. Nicocles, p. 118, ti.

repeating
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repeating or extending plunder and waste of the territories yet holding ^

tor Carthage. The Halicyseans obviated the evil by offers of submis- <. 5i.

sion, which were accepted. The collection of booty having been

carried as far as conveniently might be, he sat down before Egesta,

of which it was much his object to become master. But the garrison

was determined, and the operations of the siege were greatly checked

by a well-conducted sally, in AS'hich fire was so spred about the station

of the cavalry of the besieging army, that most of the horses perished

by the flames ^''.

IMeanwhile the passage of the Carthaginians to Sicily had difficulties c. 55.

peculiar to the antient naval system. The ships of war and the ships

of burden, from the wide diflerencc in their construction, were ill

qualified to keep compan}'. The former, long ships, as they were

called, all row-gallies, could go any way at pleasure in a calm; but a

wind the most direct in their course, unless very moderate, was for-

midable. On the contrary the latter, round ships, as the Greeks

termed them, in form approaching our vessels for ocean navigation,

Aranted wind, and could bear it. Imilcon sailed with a favoring

breeze, suiting both his long ships and his round ships, and it was

the more necessary for them to hold company on account of the ex-

treme deficiency of burthen of the long ships, Avhich denied room for

almost the smallest quantity' of stores. But the wind shortly increased,

so that the ships of Avar could no longer safely keep their course. The

fleet therefore separated. The ships of war, bending eastward, ranged

the African shore ; which, with shelter from the blast, gave them also

smooth water. The ships of burden, meanwhile, profited from the

gale to cross the deep. But, to reach the Carthaginian harbours of

Sicily, all on the northern coast, they must pass Motya, now tlie

station of the Grecian fleet; and in the want of the compass it Mas

hazardous not to assure themselves of their course by sight of the

western promontory, before they turned eastM'ard for Panorm us, their

*° Ti^y y iirTTiiu* Ji 7r^£^rol TaT; (rK))»ai'; <ri*yxa- (ire Surrounding tliein is well known; and

T£)!«u9ii<rav. Rhodoman has ventured to ren- it seems little doubtful but the cojiy of the

der \nwitit, by the word cquorum. Wessel- original, and not the Iranslution, wanted cor-

ing has ill altered this by substituting tqui- rcclion.

turn. Thfi difficulty of saving horses from

appointed
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appointed port. To see they must of course risk being seen, and
Dionysius, watcliful, at all points, obtained intelligence that they were

approaching, unprotected by ships of war. Leptines, with a ready

squadron, hastened to intercept them. Had the weather fallen calm,

he might probably have given an im])ortant check to the Carthaginian

expedition. Adverse as the roughness of the sea was to his operations,

he sunk some of the ships by the stroke of the beak, but the greater

part sailed from him with ease. On the first abatement of the wind,

Imilcon followed with a force too great for the Greeks to meet, and

he joined his transports and storeships in the harbour of Panormus.

The very fame of the arrival of such a force made a great change in

Sicily. The fidelity of the Sicans to their new ingagemcnt with the

Syracusans was at once shaken ; the Halicya:ans haslened to atone for

their recent defection by demonstration of zeal to renew their connec-

tion with Carthage. These advantages having thus accrued without

effort, Imilcon directed his first measures to the recavery of Rlotya,

critically situated for communication with the African shore, or, in an

enemy's hands, to prevent communication between that shore and all

the Carthaginian possessions in Sicily. Dionysius was still pressing

the siege of Egesta. Imilcon passing almost in sight of that place,

in marching to Motya, gave him no disturbance. Hasty decision by

battle was not necessary to either general, as commonly among the

little republics of Greece; and Imilcon, not less than Dionysius, seems

to have been avare of a superior mode of warfare.

But the very superior force of the Carthaginians, by sea and by land,

while the people of the western end of Sicily, always disposed to a

preference of the Carthaginian to the Grecian connection, wanted only

such incouragement to declare it, at once reduced Dionysius to great

difficulties. He could not relieve Motya without a battle, in a country

now to a great extent hostile, against a force which he could not pru-

dently attack. The reduction of Egesta, if he might hops for it,

would no longer answer his former views. The Sicans having uni-

versally declared for the Carthaginians, some of the Siccl tribes would

be likely to join tl:e rising poM-er, and, in all the Grecian towns, the

party adverse to the existing administration, a party which, as we have

5 seen,
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seen, in some places held communication M'ith the Cartliaginians,

would be moving. Under these and piobably still other considera-

tions, Dionysius resolved to raise the siege of Egesta; and leaving

IMotya to its fate, in whose garrison of Sicels perhaps he had no perfect

confidence, to direct his more immediate care to the eastern parts of

the iland. IMotya then soon yielded to the Carthaginian arms; nor

is any retaliation for the cruellies exercised there by the Greeks,

imputed by the Greek historians.

Free communication with Carthage being thus restored, Imilcon Diod. I. u.

resolved to proceed, as immediately as conveniently might be, against

Syracuse itself, whose fall M'ould involve that of all the rest of Sicily.

The situation of the Carthaginian possessions led him to take the road

of the northern coast, on which they extended near half the length of

the iland. His vast fleet attended the motions of his army. The sub-

mission of Himera, ofllered on his approach, Avas favorably received.

Cephaledion, Solus, and some other small places, weve little capable

of resistance. All the northern coast of the iland fell to him almost

without a blow, and the Messenians at its extremity, debated whether

to follow the example of Himera. After warm contest, the resolution

to resist prevailed.

This resolution however seems to have been founded on no just

consideration of means. Long ill-governed, and distracted by party,

Messena Avas very deficiently fortified. On the western side indeed,

by Avhich the Carthaginians approached, the mountain-ridge of Peloris

formed a very advantageous rampart, leaving only one practicable pass,

another Thermopylae, against the sea. That pass was occupied, but to c 5*.

little purpose; for Imilcon, halting his army, sent his fleet forward,

which entered the harbour of IMessena unopposed. The previous

removal of families and efltects fortunately had made the defence of

the town of less importance. In the vain attempt a few only of the

remaining garrison fell. The greater part escaped by flight to the

neighboring mountain-fastnesses. Above two hundred, whose retreat

by land was intercepted, threw themselves into the sea, with the pur-

pose of swimming to the Italian shore. About fifty succeeded; the

rest were drowned.

Vol. IV. M The
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Diod. 1. 11. The superiority of the Carthaginians being thus substantially dcmon-
'^'^**

stratcd, tlie Sicels hastened to follow the example, already set not

onlv bv the Sicans but by so many even of the Greeks, to make terms

for themselves; the Assarine tribe alone holding faithfully their ingagc-

ments with the Syracusans. Three-fourths of the iland might now be

considered as subdued. The possession of the harbour of Messcna gave

great opportunity for intercepting succour to the remaining Greek

fh. IS. S.3. possessions, not only from Italy, but, according to the ordinary course

of this Hist.
(,f Grecian navigation, also from Peloponnesus. The means of Syracuse

for defence were thus so narrowed, that its fall seemed nearly assured.

Dionysius meanM'hile had been diligent in arranging the means yet

remaining in his power. The policy of Pericles, in the Peloponncsian

war, voluntarily to abandon the country, and confine all measures of

<lefence to the walls of Syracuse, could not be his policy. However

the walls might resist assault, the superiority of the Carthaginian fleet,

excluding supplies by sea, would make such resistance finally ineffec-

tual. But tlie Syracusan territory, larger than that of most of the

states of Proper Greece, was not open, like many of them, and without

refuge for its people but within the walls of the capital: it abounded

with castles for the protection of its fields; each capable of strong

resistance, with a very small garrison, against great numbers using the

antient manner of attack. These he supplied largely M-ith provisions.

The Syracusan territory, including the subject lands of Leontini,

Catana, and Naxus, was also advantageously bounded for defence.

Dionysius therefore gave his particular attention to the northern

border, where the mountain of iEtna divided it from the Messenian,

whence attack was expected. He carefully strengthened the citadel

of Leontini, as a central ]>ost, and made it a magazine whence other

places might be supplied. He persuaded the Campanians, whom he

had established in Catana, a place ill- fortified, and, as a post, less

important, to remove to the town of /Etna, lately the strong hold of

the Syracusan exiles. He was not equally fortunate in maintaining

his influence with the Sicels, to whom he had given the town of

Naxus, critically situated near the point where the northern root of the

great mountain meets the sea. For, as Imilcon's power was alarming,

13 so
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so liis liberaJity was alluring; and, at his invitation tliey broke

faith with Dionysius, and, moving from Naxiis, a place of little

strength, they fortified for themselves a post on the neighboring ,

heiohl of Taurus. Hence originated the town afterward called Tau-

romeniuni, now Taormina. To obviate then, as far as might be, the

evils of this defection, Dionysius took his own station at Naxus, with

an army said to have been of thirty thousand foot and three thousand

horse ; and the fleet, of a hundred and eighty ships of war, attended

to cooperate with him.

Imilcon, pursuing his purpose against Syracuse, moved his fleet and Diod. 1. u.

army at the same time from INIcssena southward. But, before lie
'^'

reached the Naxian territory, an eruption happened from iEtna, and

tlie fiery matter pouring toward the sea, completely stopped the march

of his troops. He was thus reduced to the necessity of parting com-

pany with his fleet, to make a long circuit round the mountain's base,

whose complete circumference is estimated one hundred miles.

In choice of dangers, an opportunity was thus offered to Dionysius,

beyond his hope, tho yet little aflbrding any fair prospect of success.

He nevertheless resolved to take the advantage, such as it might be,

for ingaging the enemy's very superior fleet during the army's absence.

Leptines, commanding, led the charge with a courage that earned the c Go.

eulogy of those bitterest of enemies, party-enemies; but the unfortu-

nate result gave ground for blaming his conduct. He was defeated,

with the loss, it is said, of no less than a hundred ships, and tM'o thou-

sand men. Catana was immediately occupied by the conquerors, and

made their naval station, whence, more conveniently than from the

greater distance of Messena, operations might be carried on against

Syracuse. Messena, whether to punish any ill-faith of the people, and

hold out an example of terror, or with what other view mc little

gather from remaining accounts, was, with singular accuracy of de- c. :>«.

struction, according to Diodorus, levelled with the ground*'.

*" In the narrative of Diodorus occurs dift'erent views and different prejudices, lie

frequently what may indicate that, after never revised liis worli. lie says Imilcon

gathering indiscriminately from difteretit au- was anxious to take iMess«na for the singular

thors, telling the same story, often with convenience of its port and its situation for

j;j 2 purposes
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SECTION III.

Siege of Syracuse. Retreat of the Carthaginians.

Diod. 1. \\. In addition now to contention witli a force very superior by land, and
' ^'*

coniplettly victorious by sea, all the difficulties inciilent to federal

armies, voluntary service, and popular governments, pressed upon

Dionysius. A part of those under him, dreading the waste of their

lands and the certain evils and incalculable dangers of a siege, were

earnest for trying the fortune of the field against Imilcon's very supe-

rior numbers. But Dionysius, considering the hazard that Mould hang-

over Syracuse from the enemy's fleet, even while a victory might be

<vaining by the army, and the certainty of its fall, should the event of

a battle be less than victory, resolved to risk all the inconveniencies

of withdrawing within those fortifications vhich, Avith so much ex-

pence and labor, he had made, in common opinion, and he hoped well-

founded opinion, impregnable. The result probably he in some degree

foresaw. Immediately his command over a considerable part of his

army ceased. Some hastened to their several cities : some threw them-

selves into the forts of the Syracusan territory, for the better chance,

which they hoped for there, of means to chuse their farther measures,

than if they went to Syracuse, where they expected immediate

blockade. lie prudently avoided to attempt any violence upon their

inclinations. Confident in the attachment of suftieient numbers,

through their own clear interest, for the garrison of the city, he

had taken hostages only from the Campanians who held iEtna, a

select body of whose best soldiers he also required to march with

him to reinforce the garrison of Syracuse.

purposes of importance to his views; and before possession was taken of Catana: and

then proceeds to tell that, as soon as lie was it seems very unlikely that Imilcon then

master ot it, he would not let one stone apprehended that Greeks or others could

stand upon anotlier, lest it might be of fu- make any use of Messena which he should

ture use to the Greeks. It is more likely disapprove,

that this destruction took place after, thau

INIeanwhile
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Meanwhile the general conduct of Imilcon was not that of a mer-

ciless barbarian, but of a mild and politic conqueror. Having made

the circuit of ^Etna with his whole army, on arriving near the town of

the name, he sent proposal of very liberal terms to the Campanians in

garrison there, and referred them to their fcUowcountrymen settled

in Eutella ibr testimony to the good faith of tlie Carthaginian

government, and the advantages injoyed under its protection. The
Campanians, well-disposed to accept his offers, Mcre restrained by

consideration for their hostages in the hands of the Syracusaus.

Avoiding to M-aste time on small objects, Imilcon left the Campa- Diod. I. i-i.

nians in their strong hold, pursued his march to Syracuse, and incamped
'^'

Avith his numerous army about two miles from the city. His fleet,

entering the great harbour unresisted, seemed to fill its ample space.

He had hopes that Dionysius might be rash enough, or that the

people's impatience would force him, to come out and venture a battle.

But the Syracusans appear to have been, under the administration of

Dionysius, not subject to passionate counsels, as when the Athenians

first invaded their country. The' patience of a people under reverses

is indeed the best test of the popularity of a government. Not even

the actual ravage'of their territory, which Imilcon gave up for plunder

to his army during thirty days, overcame their i)rudeut forbearance.

The siege was then regularly formed, and, before long, the division of

Achradina was taken by assault.

We want the history of Philistus to do justice to the conduct of

Dionysius in these arduous circumstances; but even in tlie account of

Diodorus we see much foundation for that eulogy of it by the great

Scipio Africanus, which Polybius has reported. Early in the pressure
p^,]^,,^ , j^

of his affairs, under the overbearing force of the Carthaginian arma- p- 7'-i-

ment, he had sent his kinsman Polyxenus through the Italian Greek
cities, and on to Corinth and Lacedtcmon, to solicit assistance; urging

them, for their own sake, to exertion for preventing the threatened

overthrow of the Grecian interest in Sicily by a barbarian power.

Polyxenus succeeded so far only as to collect about thirty triremes

from different states, but with the advantage of a Lacedemonian of

lank, Pharacidas, for the commander; and he was fortunate enough

to
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to avoid opposition from tlic Carthagiuian fleet, while lie conducted

them into the small harbour.

The Achradina was lost, the fortifications of the other parts of the

city seemed capable of resisting the combined force and art of the

besiegers, so that famine was the evil principally to be guarded against.

This wa.s a point of so much importance, and at the same time of so

much dilhculty, as to induce Dionysius to leave the charge of the city

,to others, while he went himself with Leptines to bring in a convoy.

In their absejice, a vessel, laden with corn for the enemy, being ob-

served ap|>roaching without any ready protection, five triremes pushed

out from the little harbour, and took possession of her; but before

tliey could recover their port with their prize, they were attacked by

a superior force. Further assistance however hastening to them, while

none was equally ready for the enemy, they Mere finally victorious,

and brought in their prize in triumph'".

Under the privations, hardships, and alarms inseparable from a

siege, uneasiness among the people, such as produced a temporary

disgrace for the great Pericles in the beginning of the Peloponoesian

Avar, tho Athens was not actually besieged, could not fail to press

upon Dionysius. His adversaries endeavoured, in his absence, to

profit from the late naval success for party purposes: ' The pretence,

they said, ' that his talents were necessary for the republic's service,

' was now demonstrated to be unfounded. His permanence in the

' oftice of gencral-autocrator was not only unconstitutional, but evi-

' dcntly disadvantageous to the conduct of public affairs, and injurious

' to better men.' The same opportunity of his absence was taken to

• Such are the probable circumstances liut, unsatisfied with this reasonable good

in the wild Account of Diodorus, which has success, they went into the great harbour,

evidently been gatliered from some most and provoked the vast fleet there to battle;

unconscionable party-writer and puffer of and, so were the Carthagiuiaus astonished

the Greeks. Tho a conbiderablc part of the at the heroism of which they liad just been

half-ruined fleet of Syracuse, in its best witnesses, that they feared to stir; and all

state very unefjual to Uie Carthaginian, was this heroisn> was owing to the absence of

absent with Dionysius and Lcptints, yet the Dionysius. We shall sec- presently the tes-

small remainder, according to Diodorus, not timony of the same author to what his pre-

only took the Carthaginian admiral's ship, sence could do.

and destroyed or took twenty-four moire,

excite
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excite dissatisfaction and alarm at the employment of some gold taken

from the temples for the public exigencies. ' How could the divine

' favor,' it was asked, ' be expected for the republic's arms, under the

' conduct of an impious man, notoriously guilty of sacrilei>;e? The
* force of united Sicily flying from an enemy ; iMotya, Himera,

' Mes.sena, taken ; the Sican and Sicel alliances lost; the fleet defeated;

' Syracuse itself besieged, all these clearly indicated the indignation

' of the gods against the individual commander, while the victory

' just obtained, under others, by so small a force against so vast an
' armament, satisfactorily proved their kind disposition to the com-
' monwealth, if separated from the individual.' Pericles, we have tIju—d 1 "^

seen, gave his sanction to the application of the gold of the statue of ^'- '^'•

Minerva to public purposes, and had the good fortune to escape, pro- of this liist.'

bably not the invective of faction at the time, yet all censure from

posterity. Dionysius, not fortunate enough to find equal candor in Cic.de nat.

posterity, was happy however, it appears, in a popularity which inabled „ S3 si.^"'*

him to overbear the invective of the day. On his return, learning

Y'hat had passed, he summoned, in virtue of his office of general, the

people to assembly. In addressing them, he liberally praised those

who, in his absence, had restored the oppressed glory of their country's

arms. He commended all for their patience under the unavoidable

evils of the siege; a patience which had saved the city, and of which

the advantage would soon be better seen; for he had already knowlege

of circumstances, and a view to measures, wliich, he Mas confident,

would shortly give them complete relief.

The reply made to him by a leader of the inimical party, Theodorus,

reported by the Sicilian historian, marks very satisfactorily the state

of the Syracusan government at the time ; showing completely that,

far indeed from being tyranny, in the hands of Dionysius, it was on

the contrary a popular government, open to all the licence of

Athens in the age of Pericles. Theodorus did not fear to use the most

illiberal invective, or to make the most hostile propositions, against

the gcneral-autocrator : he called him the wickedest of citizens, the

bitterest of tyrants, tlie most cowardly of generals ; and, in conclusion,

moved for his banishment, and that of his principal supporters. The

popularity
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Diod. 1. \i.

c. Go.

populaiitv of Dionysius, it appears, inabled him to consider foul

words ag-ainst him as vain breath. His revenge, and tlie whole con-

sequence of the transaction, is reported by Diodorus himself thus :

* After this, Dionysius made himself familiar M'ith the ])eople in easy

' and obliging conversation, and some he honored with presents, and

' some he invited to his table*'.'

Meanwhile Imilcon, master of Aehradina, found the skill of his

engineers unavailing against the strength of the other quarters of the

city, and the vigilance of its defenders. Dionysius, harassed him

with frequent and often successful sallies, and the fortifying of Epipolas

had made a complete blockade difficult, if, for his numbers, it was

not impossible. Nevertheless the introduction of provisions, sufficient

for the numerous population -wilhin, could hardly be eflected by land,

V'hile a superior army was watchful 'without. To prevent supply by

sea, was what principally required the attention of the besieging army.

The same views therefore led Imilcon to fix his camp and fortify posts

on the unwholesome ground along the bank of the Anajms and the

shore of the great liarbour, which had directed Nicias to the same

measure seventeen years before. The same calamity followed ; an

epidemical sickness, produced by the alternacy of the suffocating mid-

day heat and chilling nightly damps *+; but its violence far exceeded

*' Diotiorus has reported Theodorus's propose his baiiishment and that of all his

speech at some length, and it is an inge- principal associates in the administration,

nious and wellwritten piece of party-ora- Dionsbius could overbear lliis through tlie

tory. But the story altogether is among fear in whicli his mercenaries held an armed
tlie most inconsistent of the many incon- and high-spirited people, irritated by the

sistent ones of tliat historian. The tyrant pressure of the war, and at the same time

himself, as he always calls Dionysius, sum- flushed with recent success, and yet he no

moned the assembly, in which such licence way revenged hunself against this virulent

miglit be used, and such propositions made, opponent and his supporters but by the op-

If the peoj)le was soverein, and Dionysius posite kind of conduct related in the text:

constitutional general, this was in course; Mito. Ji raila, ipiAa.S^-iJwo/j ^oyoi? x?^<^^l*"''i'

but a tyrant who could, as Diodorus often xa8o/xi^ti t« wxifiei, xai Ti»at ^it ^a-jiii; tTi^a,

says, the he is continually showing it was Tuij Si i^-i ra c-wo-irlTia wa^Aa^faH, Diod.

otherwise, tommand all by his mercenaries, 1. 14, c. 70.

would surely have done no such thing. nfiro* ftt», wjij ?Aio» i,arTiXai, i>u Ti»

Theodorus then, amid abundant invective ^vx;^6TriTa xi. ix t?; ii^af fttra Mrut, pjixn

against his conduct could call Dionysius xarhx' ra o-i^/xara, xara. h tJi» ^tEcDi/tC^ia* i

«-oXiTr» ft>t irotn^oTaTor, li^anot il irix^Toirot, 6tei*nni ivnyi, C. 70.

r{»TJ)yo» h teitlut uyntiruTot, and proceed to

Avhat
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what the Athenians had experienced. The liistorian describes it be- Diod. l.u.

ginning generally m ith a catarrh and a swelling of the throat. An '^' '
'

eruptive fever followed, often attended with dysentery. The aoony

•was extreme, and the patient commonly died on tl)e fifth or sixth day.

The supposed malignity of the disorder soon deterred both attendance
*^

upon the sick and burial of the dead ; for either of which the general's

orders, among hired trooi)s of various nations, might, in such circum-

stances, be difficult to inforce. The putrifying corpses thus, tainting

the air, not a little inhanced the evil, and the mortality was very

great.

Perhaps Dionysius foresaw this calamity, or possibly had intelli-

gence that it was already begun, when he ventured to promise the

S}"racusaus speedy relief from the siege. Informed however now hov/-

the besieging army was weakened, and what discontent and despon-

dency pervaded the \m\t yet healthy, he formed a plan of complex

attack, that seems worthy to have been described by Xenophon or

Thucydidcs, and, even in the account of Diodorus, marks in no small

degree the able commander. The fleet, now amounting to only eighty

ships of war (we may gatlier how little competent it could have been

to brave the unimpaired strength of the Carthaginian fleet in the

absence of Diony.sius) M'as committed to Leptines conjointly with the ^-T^-

Lacedaemonian Pharacidas. Dionysius took himself the command of the

landforce. A dark night was chosen. He marched out by the gate fiirthest

from the Carthaginian camp, and, dividing his forces by the way, his

infantry reached the enemy's lines about daybreak, nearly at the same

time in two important points, considerably distant from each other.

The surprize was complete, and the cavalry keeping the Carthaginians

in check in the intermediate space, the attack was successful in both

places. Cooperation had been so well concerted, that, in the critical

moment when unexpected assault, on the landside, had ingaged all

the attention of the enemy, the fleet, from the little harbour, had

already entered the great harbour, and, raising the shout of battle,

attacked the Carthaginian fleet in its station.

Success in this point being the great object of Dionysius, he had c 73.

taken upon liimself the direction of that division of the army which

Vol. IV. N was
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•was more immediately to cooperate with the fleet. While then Lcptines

and Pharacidas M'erc eftectually assailing many of the ships at anchor

n'ith the stroke of the beak, his troops set fne to a division of forty,

hauled on the shore. In vain a Carthaginian force, ample to have

defended that division, was quickly assembled, and exerted itself to

extinguish the flames ; for the conflagration, favored by the wind, spred

to the ships at anchor, and a large part of the fleet was destroyed.

The success, at the same time, against the debilitated landforce,

surticed to incourage Dionysius, instead of withdrawing again within

the city walls, to incamp overngainst the enemy, near Olympieium.

Such altogether were the effects of this well-concerted action, that

the Carthaginian general's hope to take Syracuse was gone, and

it became a pressing consideration how to avoid, for himself

and those under him, the calamitous fate of the Athenians under

Nicias and Demosthenes. His fleet was no longer sufiicient to convey

his landforce, nor could it any longer command the sea, but must

make its way either by flight or by doubtful contest. To reach the

« Carthaginian settlements by land, there was choice between a moun-

tainous way through the Avild country of the Sicels and Sicans, and a

circuitous way by either coast; the shortest of considerable length,

the easiest of various difliculty, and both of abundant hazard. Under

all these considerations, Imilcon resolved to propose treaty. Dionysius

gladly listened to him ; but the Corinthian party in Syracuse, now the

principal party in opposition, stimulating the ready propensity of the

popular mind to pass from despondency to jMCSumption, made nego-

tiation difficult. Nevertheless a treaty was concluded, in pursuance

of which Imilcon paid three hundred talents, (about si.\ty thousand

pounds sterling) for permission for his armament to withchaw, in-

gaging to quit intirely the Grecian part of Sicily. The conditions

appear such as prudence should have rejoiced in. But the leaders of

opposition inciting, such became the fury of the multitude to destroy

the Carthaginians, as they had formerly destroyed the Athenians, that

Dionysius was unable to provide for the exact performance. For-

tunately the fleet remaining to Imilcon sufficed to carry all the

Africans,
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Africans, the first objects of Syracusan vengeance *'. Imllcon,

cautiously concealing, as far as might be, the intended time of his

departure, imbarkcd by niglit ; and yet the inflamed Syracusans,

watchful of his motions, without any regular authority, launched

some triremes, pursued him, and damaged some of his vessels. In the

same night the Sicels and Sicans profited from their knowlege of the

country to outstrip or elude pursuit. But a large remainder of the

army was at a loss which May to fly. The Spaniards declared firmly

their determination not to quit their arms while they had life ; but

they were willing, they said, with their arms, to serve the Syracusans.

This proposal was accepted, and they were taken into Syracusan pay.

The various other troops surrendered themselves to Dionysius; who,

tho unable wholly to restrain the usually greater licentiousness of

the Grecian marine, had kept order in his army; and, as nothing is

said farther of their fate, it was probably, for the character of the

times, not severe**.

' The historian's account ])roves that the

Africans were the principal objects of ven-

geance, tho the party-writers, guides of his

faith, have led him to insinuate tiie contrary.

narrative of facts, that licentiousness was

the great enemy to freedom in Syracuse

;

that the regular government, even under

the administration of Dionysius, was not

** The treaty with Imilcon was an event always strong enough to prevent great dis-

«l>parentl3' considered by the enemies of order; that the mob was the real tyrant of

Dionysius as affording very favorable oppor- Syracuse, and Dionytius the steddiest eue-

tunities, which they did not fail to use against my of Carthage. Nevertheless it seems

him. Diodorus, following the writers of the likely ihat the outline of the story may have

party, says, that Dionysius received a bribe been true, tho with a shadowing and coloring

of three Imndred talents from Imilcon; and wholly false. That Imilcon would desire to

has undertaken to know what Dionysius an- treat rather with one able man, like Diony-

swered to the proposal, privately made, and sius, at the head of affairs, than with the

when and how the money was conveyed; wild assembly of the Syracusan people, i$

but he has totally omitted to say where he perftctiy probable; and that he would

got information so little probably authen- propose to pay for quiet retreat is not im-

ticated. A remark which follows, strength- possible. But that the treaty was public,

ens the indication, which the story bears and that Dionysius communicated with the

within itself, of having been a party fabri- general assembly of the Syracusan people

cation. Dionysius, says the historian, de- and their allies, before anytiiing was con-

sired to prevent the complete overthrow of eluded, Diodorus has himself clearly shown;
the Carthaginian power in Sicily, that the for he says, ' Dionysius informed Imilcon

Syracusans, in continual fear of it, might ' that the Syracusans and their allies would

not have leisure to recover their liberty. ' not consent to permission for the quiet re-

It appears meanwhile, from his own honest • treat of the whole army, but for ihe Car-

N 2 ' thaginiau
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S E C T I O N IV.

Difficulties of the Syracusan Administration. Mercenaries settled in

Leotitini. Pelopofinesian Messenians settled in Sicily. Messena

restored. Jl'ar of Rhegium with Syracuse. Defeat of Dionysius

at Tauromenium.

B. C. 396. When Syracuse, and the Grecian interest tlirougliout Sicily M'ere

01.96.1. thus fortunately delivered from subjugation or extermination, at one

time seeming their only alternative, no small difficulties remained for

those at the head of the government. The first and most pressing

business was to satisfy and discharge the large body of mercenary

troops, whose valor and discipline had contributed greatly to the happy

result. Diodorus states their number at ten thousand. Many of them

were Grecian citizens from the mother-country, and a Lacedsemonian,

Aristoteles, commanded them. There is perhaps no one point for

which we should more desire and less can gather information, than

the revenue, which inabled the Syracusan government, under Dionysius,

to do more than the Athenian under Pericles, when Athens conmianded

tribute from every iland of the ^Egean, and almost every town of its

surrounding shores; and the want of such information is the more to

be regretted, because strong presumption of the merit of the financial

management arises from the failure of censure of it, among writers

eager to seize every pretence for calumniating Dionysius. The merce-

naries would of course rate their services high, in some proportion to

the final success ; and they might also have some view to their own
Diod. 1. 14. strength in forming the computation. Aristoteles, with apparently some-

what of that arrogance which we have seen common at this time amongC.78.

' tbaginian citizens it would be allowed,' thing more than the party-language of the

c. 75. This sentence of his own, suflices to day, which he has adopted. If we want

show that all lie has said of the tyranny of farther evidence, we find it in his account

Dionysius, and the slavery of the Syracu- of the lawless pursuit of the Carthaginian

3ans under his administration, has been no- fleet, which Dionysius could not prevent.

Lacedaemonians
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Lacedasmonians in forein conimanc], incouraged tliem in extravagant

pretensions, and menaced the Syracusan administration. Dionysius

checked the mischief hy the bold measure of sending away Aristoteles

to Lacedaemon, to account for his conduct. The mercenaries at first

showed some indignation, and tlireatened violence. But it was much
to have deprived them of a Lacedajmonian leader. There remained

none equally supported by the reputation of the government whence

he derived his authority, nor any who could fill the large void by his

personal reputation. Dionysius therefore soon found means not only

to pacify but to conciliate them. The town of Leontini, with its rich

territory, wanting inhabitants and cultivators, was given them for a

settlement. Thus mucli and no more the historian tells us. But it is

obvious that such a present could be little advantageous for military

men, without the addition of means to use it; slaves and cattle must

have been given, or money which might purchase them*'.

This difficult and hazardous business however being successfully

adjusted, the Syracusan administration had leisure to direct their

attention to external concerns, which, for the security both of Syra-

cuse itself, and of the general welfare of the Grecian interest in"'

Sicily, pressingly required it. A great change in the state of politics

everywhere had insued from the Carthaginian invasion. In those

towns of the northern coast, which yielded to the Carthaginians, the

party most adverse to Syracuse would of course be most favored by

the conquerors. In the more populous and powerful cities of the

southern shore, the extreme suft'ering and expected ruin of Syracuse

*'' Diodorus says, that, after disbanding Jie had introduced among the Syracusan

these mercenaries, to the amount of ten citizens, together with his sure popularity,

thousand, Dionysius immediately ingaged alone could give security to them or liiin

others, in sufficient number to hold the against such a force as that said to have

Syracusan people in unwilling subjection to been under the conmiand of Aristoteles, and

himself as their tyrant. But, having told that, when that force was disbanded, it was

us before that the whole Syracusan people impossible tor him to raise such another

were armed, he should have informed us without the approbation of the armed Syra-

Low Dionysius held his authority when tlie cusan people. But writers of the day would

mercenaries were mutinous, and what gave call their freest armed fcUowcitizens, of an

him means to send their powerful com- adverse party, mercenaries ; and this would

mander out of the iland. It is evident that suffice for Diodorus.

the practice of arms and discipline, which

would
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wouTt? give great advantage to the same party. When, on the retreat

of the Carthaginians, Syracuse, without aii}- change of administration,

•was restored to a condition to aspire again to the lead of the Grecian

interest, this party Avas not insulated in every town, but connected

through all. It seems however to have been least proportionally strong

in the cities of the southern coast. Of these therefore, on account of

the weakness of the party, and of those on the northern coast, on

account of the inferiority of the cities, none could pretend to a general

supremacy. Eut Rhegium in Italy, which, not having suffered, had

perhaps profited from the Carthaginian expedition, became the liead of

the interest adverse to the Syracusan supremacy.

Under this consideration, among otliers, it was a great object for

the Syracusan government to restore Wessena; a work of charity

which, had any common charity for one another prevailed among the

Grecian cities, or any just consideration of the opposition of Grecian

to barbarian interest, could not but have had also the advantage of

popularity. But the Messenian people, as we have seen, were them-

selves much divided in politics, and a large part was inimical to

Syracuse, and closely connected with Rhegium. The Syracusan

administration then, adhering still to their liberal principle of avoid-

ing the extensive proscriptions, so common among the Grecian

republics, would nevertheless, in restoring the Messenians generally,

provide for the preponderance of their friends. On the recent con-

Diod. 1. 14-. elusion of the Peloponnesian war, six hundred families of descendants

of the antient Peloponnesian Rlcsseuiaus had been expelled, by the

Laceditmonians, from their settlements at Naupactus and in Zacyn-

thus. These unfortunate wanderers Dionysius collected, and esta-

blished them, as a valuable accession of population and strength, in

tlie Sicilian Messcna.

Had the Rhegians alone objected to this charitable measure, some

reasonable ground for their jealousy of it would be obvious. But the

eflicacious persecutors of the miserable vagabond Messenians were

still the Laceda;monians, at this time lords of Greece. They objected

to the estabHbhment of only six hundred homeless families, in a place

so distant from them, because its port was of uncommon excellence,

3 and

K. 78.
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and because, for the sake of their antient country, an influence might

attach to them which, it was apprehended, tliey would use against the

interest of Laceda;nion. Dionysius conceded so far to the wishes of

the Lacedaemonians, his powerful and steddy allies, as to remove those

Messenians from JVIessena. But he gave them a territory to themselves,

on the northern coast of Sicily, overagainst the Liparean ilands, where

they founded a new city, which, with some reference apparently to

some antient tradition concerning their original Peloponnesian coun-

try, tliey called Tyndaris, or Tyndarium.

Adversity, it appears, had not depressed, but, on the contrary,

stimulated the vigor of mind, while it chastened the manners, of these

unfortunate people. With superior military knowlege and practice,

gained in long service with the Athenians against the LacediEmonians,

they appear to have brought a spirit of civil order and a habit of

regular administration, far above what was common in the Sicilian

Greek cities. The advantages of that order, which made at the same

time their strength and their happiness, inabled them to increase their

strength by extending the same happiness to others. They were not

afraid to admit numbers, who desired association, to the rights of*

citizens of Tyndarium, and shorti}' they had more than five thousand

able to bear arms. But, with this military force, possibly their

justice toward their Sicel neighbours, whom they called barbarians,

may not have equalled their liberality and punctuality among Greeks.

They made frecpient inroads upon the Sicel lands, and they took the

Sicel towns of Smeneum and ISIorgantinum. With some of the Sicel

tribes, however, they made treaties and kept faith. Enna, one of the

principal towns of the Sicel nation, was put under their dominion by

a party among its people, induced by the joint consideration of their

general fair conduct, and of aversion to their own actual rulers.

The Greek towns of Cephaledion and Solus, which had yielded to

Imilcon, and perhaps were still governed by a party in the Cartha-

ginian interest, passed to them in the same way. This account

of the Messenians of Tyndarium, not unworthy at any rate of place

in a history of the Grecian republics, becomes the more valuable

from the extreme deficiency of remaining information concerning the

other
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other measures, by which Dionysius proceeded to restore empire to

Syracuse, and prosperity among the Grecian towns of Sicily. The

B. C. 395. year next after the retreat of tlie Carthaginians apjiears to have been
01. 90. i- employed, without material interruption from forein or domestic

c. 78. enemies, in preparing that prosperity. In the year following we find

01' r T^'*' ^''^ influence extended as far as Agrigentum.

Diod. 1. J4. But the restoration of Messena, notwithstanding the removal of the
^'

Pcloponnesians, gave great uneasiness in Rliegium. The return of

the people to repossess their lands and rebuild their town, M'as not a

matter of avowed dissatisfaction : the Rhegian government might

hope to establish its own authority over its weak neighbour, and thus

profit from his future convalescence, as well as his past misfortune.

But the measures taken, under the patronage of Syracuse, to make

Messena flourishing, and especially the restoration of its fortifications,

gave them great offence. Nor was this a sentiment of party only : it

was popular among the Rhegians. Often, indeed, we find difticulty

to decide how far blame should attach to the appearance of envy and

narrow spirit among people so uneasily situated as the Greeks in their

little republics. IMessena had often been a troublesome neighbour to

Rhegium ; sometimes a dangerous rival. The great superiority of its

port gave it advantages which its proximity made annoying; and

altogether its fall could not but be relieving to the Rhegian people,

and its restoration alarming. The liberality therefore of the govern-

ment of .Syracuse, under the administration of Dionysius, not only

far above that of the Rhegian, but superior to what we have seen

ordinary in the Athenian and Lacedaemonian, in promoting the

refortification of a city possessing the second port of the iland, if

indeed their own was the first, cannot but earn our esteem.

The leaders of the party in Rhegium then, finding incouragement

in the state of things around, resolved to use the spirit of resentment

toward Syracuse for ingaging their people in measures, not immediately

of avowed hostihty, but which could scarcely fail to bring on war.

It was probably expected, that the might of Carthage would not long

acquiesce under its late heavy disappointment ; or perhaps it was

known that preparations were already making for revenging it..

Meanwhile
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Mf;uiuhile tlie arms of S^'racuse M'ere iiig-n<.>-e(l in a little but trnuble-

sonie M-ar, in whicli tlu'v had been battkil beyond all expectation.

The Sicels '.\ho had received the fair settlement of Naxus from the Ch. 30. s. 4,

bounty of the Syracusan government, and then, deserting to the
oflhis libt*'

Carthat>;inians, had seized the strong and commanding post of Tauro-

Tneniuin, refused still, after tlie retreat of Iniilcon, to quit that post.

Probably they were not without incouragement both from the Cartha-r

ginian ofticers in Sicily and from the Rhegian government. The Rhe-

gians, however, resolved to profit from the circumstances, and professing

the purpose of rivalling the Syracusan government in generosity and

charity, they asscmhled the dispersed Catanians and Naxians, whom
Dionysius had expelled, and established them at Mylai, on the western

verge of the Messenian territory', in a situation to intercept the com-

munication of Messena with the new colony of Tyndarium. This

measure being executed without opposition, and the Sicels resisting

still succcssfull}' in Tauronienium, the Rhegians judged the season

favorable i'or proceeding to open anil ofl'ensive M'ar, in which they

invited, by proclamation, all banislsed Syracusans to join them. To
demonstrate then liow much they meant to make conimon cause with

the Syracusans adverse to the existing government of their own city,

they elected a Syracusan, Ileloris, distinguished for the vehemence of

his animosity against that government, to command their forces.

\Vilhoiit loss of time they crossed the strait, M'ith all the strength they

could raise, and laid siege to the yet incompletely fortified Messena.

hill 1 dionysius, notwithstanding the trouble which the Sicels gave,

did not neglect to send assistance to the Messenians. The besieged,

tlnis reinforced, attacked the besiegers, and put thcin completely to

rout. Marching then to I\I\ laj, and offering at once liberal terms to

the new settlers, who were yet ill-prepared ta resist them, they recovered

the place. Thus the ill-concerted hostilities of the Rhegians only

served to extend and confirm the influence of Syracuse in all that

part of Sicily next the strait.

Nevertheless the obstinate defence of tlic Sicels in Tauronienium Diod. 1. w.

disappointeil, and in some degree distressed, the .Syracusan govern- *^- ''^"

ment. 1 1 had been expected that nun bred in the warm temperature

Vol. IV. O of
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of the Sicilian plains would be unable to persevere long through the

M'inter season, ill-provided as they were, in a station occupied in haste

on a bleak mountain summit. Midwinter however came, and no

di.^position to surrender appeared. Dionysius then, to relieve his

troops from the pressure of a winter campain, resolved himself to lead

an attempt to surprize and storm the place. He chose a dark tem-

pestuous night, with snow falling. The first outwork on the hill-side

was carried ; but such was the change of atmosphere in ascending,

and so violent the storm, that, in proceeding up the steep, not only

his people suffered, but his own eyes received lasting injury from the

chilling assault of the driving sleet. Nevertheless he persevered in

his purpose, till, leading an attack upon the enemy, he received a

blow which felled him. His armour turned the weapon, so that the

wound was itself unimportant, but he narrowly escaped being made

prisoner. Compelled then to retreat, under the complicated disadvan-

tages of craggy ways, snow lying, storm beating, and an enemy

occupying commanding eminences, more than six hundred men were

lost, and the rest, for easier flight, mostly abandoned their arms. Him-

self saved only his cuirass. Report of this discomfiture, spred with

exaggeration, excited everywhere the hopes and the industry of the

party adverse to the Syracusan administration ; and in Agrigcntum

that industry was so successful that a revolution was effected*'.

*• In our copies of Diodorus Messena is soon following, we find it always indicated

added; but we fiud, in the sequel of his that the governnnent was in the hands of

narrative, strong reason to believe that the the party friends to Dionysius, and nowhere

name has been corrupted in transcription; lliat any change had taken place.

for, in the repeated mention of Mtsscna,
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SECTION V.

fFar renewed hy Carthage against Syracuse. Insubordination in the

Si/racusan Army. Able Conduct of Dionysius ; and Peace zo'ith

Carthage. Reduction of the Sicels of Tauromcnium. Settlement

of Mercenaries.

Since the retreat of Imilcon from Syracuse, the energ)'^ of tlie Car- Diod. 1. i\.

thaginians in Sicily had been checked b}' troubles ia Africa. But '^^ ^^•

IMagon, to M'hom the chief command was left, appears to have been

Avell qualified for his difticult situation. Humane and liberal, as well as

politic, (for to so much even Diodorus, vehement generally ia undis-

tinguishing invective against the Carthaginians, gives testimony)

l\Iagon preserved the attachment of the greater part of the Sicels.

Inal)led, with their assistance, to raise a sutiicieut army, he marched B. C. .''93.

into the Messenian territory, ravaged it, and withdrew with the booty. ^^ -^'^" ^'

Dionysius, having collected the Syracusan forces, followed him into

tlic territory of the Abacene Sicels, v.here a battle insued, in which

the (i reeks were comjdctely victorious. Present security being thus

given to the allies of Syracuse in Sicily, Dionysius sailed with a

liundred ships against the Rhegians, his implacable enemies. Failino-

in an attenii)t upon the city, he however iuriched his armament with

the plunder of the territory, collected without resistance. Wants on

both sides then produced a truce for a year, and Dionysius returned

to Syracuse*'^.

In the next spring, the Carthaginian government sent such large B. C. S9'i.

reinforcement to IMagon, as to put the Grecian interest in Sicily again ^'- «5- t-

in danger. But Dionysius had ably profited from the delay of this

*' It is little among llio inconsistencies of giniatis. In tlic sequel we find him im-
honcst Diodorus tliat lie accuses Dionysius j)Uting war with the Carthaginians to the

of connection with the Carthaginians, while ambition of Dionysius. That the Rhegians,

lie shows it to have been really the great the irreconcilable enemies of Dionysius,

object of his jjolitics to oppose the Cartha- had coiuuction with the Carthaginians, is

ginians, and that to liiui in truth was owing fully implied in his narrative,

that Sicily was not subdued bv the Cartha-

02 measure
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measure for preparing obstacles to its success. In giving liberal

.issistance toward the restoration of the Grecian towns, which had

suffered in the invasion under Iniilcon, he had so extended the

influence of Syracuse, that the Grecian interest was now more united

than ever before, perhaps, since the time of Gelon ; and, not confining

the liberality of his policy to those of the Grecian name, he had suc-

<?eeded against the ability and liberality of Magon in conciliating the

greater part of the Sicels.

Against this policy, now with more powerful means, IMagon directed

his first measures. Instead of makirrg his way toward Syracuse, as

Hannibal and Imilcon formerly, by the line of Grecian towns oh

either coast, he proposed first to gain to his interest or under his

authority the whole midland country, whence he might chase how he

would direct operations against any of the Grecian settlements around.

The allurement of his promises, assisted by the fear of his poAvcr,

succeeded with most of the western Sicels, but he was not equally suc-

cessful with tiie eastern, lie resolved therefore to carry his arms

against Agyris, chief of Agyrium, the principal potentate of the

eastern hills, whom he found immoveable in his ingagements with

Dionysius.

R C. 302. The Syracusaii general hastened to sup])ort so sleddy an ally, in

whose uprightness he had so much confidence that he did not fear to

trust himself, ^^•ith a very few attendants, within his garrison, ior the

purpose of concerting measures'". It was resolved between them to

avoid a battle, and direct all their operations to cutting oft' the enemy's

supplies. In both purposes they succeeded, and iNlagon v/as reduced

to distress. But the same diilieulties wliieh had often pressed upon

Jlermocrates when in the same oflice, still bore upon Dionysius ; the

r)i(Ki. 1. 14

'" Diodorus describes Agyris as a tyri.nt,

who amnssed weallb by the murder of tlie

richest men of his little dominion. Proba-

Lly he had authority for this from writers of

the opposite party, and he murks, in some

degree, Uiat the imputation is slanderous,

and at tlic same time abates its venom, by

ihowing the confidence of such a person as

Dionysius in the integrity of Agyris, and

the zeal of liis own people in liis service.

If these facts were true, the color given to

them in the report of parti2ans of Agyris

would bo, thai disturbers of the public peace

were justly executed, and their property

justly confisculed,

soverein
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soverein people in arms would not always obey their general. The
apparent want of energy in his conduct, the real wisdom of which they

could not see, afforded opportunity for the adverse party to excite and

spread discontent. The outcry became extensive against this tedious

and inglorious warfare; ' they Avould be led to battle,' they said, 'and
* conquer and go home.' Dionysius firmly refusing to yield to tlieir

rash requisition, a large body actually seceded, and returned to

Syracuse. Dionysius, avoiding all violence against the mutineersj

employed his diligence to incourage the sound remainder, to increase

its real strength, as far as circumstances would allow, and, to obviate

as far as might be, the evils^ of deficiency by keeping up appearances,

which might assist to hold the enemy in check, lie firmed a number

of slaves, according to Diodorus, those of the seceders, promising them

the rank of citizens as the reward of good conduct. The measure

very completely answered his purpose. Magon, fearing to force au

action on disadvantageous ground, and unable to procure supplies for

his army, sent proposals for peace; and thus Dionysius, without any

effusion of blood, obtained the effect of victory. A treaty was con-

cluded, by which it was stipulated that Carthage should interfere no

more among the Siccls, and for the rest things remained nearly as

before the Avar ".

The. immediate danger from the forein enemy being thus obviated,.

Dionysius returned to Syracuse, and seems to have been not less suc-

'' ''Hctcv oE iTvy^Kxat ra jKsyi^Xa va^a-!T>^i(T!ui Sicels to the Grecian alliance ; of the other

riT; trs^iiou, S/xsXoy; h hit uro Aion/c-ic;' T£t«- he has not given the tenus.-

yjiat. Tliose from whom Diodorus took Diodorus calls the seceders from the armv

this account, if they used the phrase ino at Ac,ynam the Si/racusaiis, a,s ii ihoywevti nil

Aiojufftoj' re-rxx^'i't d" have meant no other the Syracusans of the army. If so, the suc-

subjection of the Sicels to Dionysius than cess of Dionysius against the Carthaginians-

such as that of the Corinthiiuis and other wouhl have been indeed extraordinary. But,

allies to Lacedienion, the head of their con- in the mean time, if Dionysius was the hated

federacy. With regard to former treaties, tyrant, as Diodorus seems to hiive been

to which the first member of the sentence persuaded to believe, what prevented a re-

may refer, two have been already noticed ; volution in Syracuse he has totally omitted

one with Hannibal, after the taking of Gela to show. It is evident that a large majority

and Camariua, and the other with Imilcon, of tiie Syracusans supported Dionysms, and

previous to his retreat from Syracuse. The the historian has used the language of the

former, according to Diodorus, left the minority.

ccssful.
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cpssful in repressing' the movements cf faction, without violence and

without sexcrity. He not o'.ily avoided ail harsli measures at^ainst

those who iiad so irregularly withdrawn from the army at Agyrium,

but, according- to Diodorus, he restored them their slaves ; how con-

sistently with Ids promises to those unfortunate men is not said by the

historian, who nevertheless has not imputed to him the blame of a breach

of ingagement. The quiet of Syracuse, however, appears to liave been

completel}' preserved, so that the government having leisure to direct

ail its encrg}' against Tauromenium, the Sicels there, deprived of

assistance and hope from Carthage, were reduced before the end of the

same summer. A grant of the place, vi'ith the surrounding lands,

rewarded the service of the mercenaries in the Svracusan army, who

seem well to have earned it by the share winch their courage, discipline,

and fidelity, had contrihuted to tlie successes of the war.

S E C T I O N VI.

Peace throitghoi't Sicily. Confederacy of the Lucanians against the

Italian Greeks. Ill-constituted Conjederacy of the Italian Greeks.

IJ'ar of Thurium with the Lucanians. Thurium gained to the

Si/racusan Confederacy. War of Jihegium and Crotona with

Syracuse. Generosity of Dionysius. Siege of Rhegium.

B. C. 301. During the year following the treaty of Agyrium and the taking of
oi. 9i 1- Tauromeniumj the quiet of Syracuse and of the Grecian interest through-

out Sicily, under the administration of Dionysius, seems to have

denied materials to the historian of wars and troubles. In the next

B. C. .190. year, aftairs in Italy called the attention of the Syracusan government.
' ^' The Greek settlements, both in Italy and Sicily, had been, as we have

formerly seen, by forcible intrusion upon the former inhabitants.

These, in Sicily, surrounded by forcin establishments, Greek or

Carthaginian, had been reduced to an impotence from which they had

no means to emerge. But in Italy they had larger range : and w hile

every Greek city, in captious jealousj', even of fellowcountrymcn,

insulating its political existence, would be an independent state, the

Lucanians, rohbcd of their coast, and confined to their mounlains,

8 but
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but improved in policy by the necessities of their circumstances, and in

military art by practice against the intruders, had instituted a con-

federacy such that no single Grecian city of Italy \vas anj' longer able

to contend with them.

Polybius attributes the first example of confederate government Po!>b. 1. 2.

among the Grecian republics, not such as that of LacedaMiion, Athens,

and Thebes, where one was supreme and the others subordinate, but

confederacy upon equal terms, to the Achaians of Peloponnesus. la

imitation of these, and borrowing their laws of union, he says, the

Crotoniats, Sybarites, and Caulonians of Italy formed a confederacy,

and for the place of their assembly dedicated a piece of ground with

a temple to Homorian Jupiter, the Jupiter of those who lived within

one common boundary. Whether the historian speaks of the antient

Sybaris, destroyed by the Crotoniats, or of a remnant of its people

of a faction friendly to the Crotoniats, and settled elsewhere under

tlieir protection, is not clear ; but from Diodorus it appears that after-

ward other confederacies were instituted, of the most poM'crful of

which PJiegium was a principal member. Here, however, we find

nothing of the wisdom of the Achaian constitutions. Widely and

variously as the governments of the Grecian republics differed, tl^ey

seem to have had this almost universally in common, that, in time of

war, the commander-in-chief was first-magistrate. Among the Italian

republics then, a very extraordinary responsibility M'as imposed upon

those military first-magistrates : if any republic of the confederacy

was attacked by the Lucanians, the generals of all the others were to

answer with their lives for the omission, or even delay, of assistance.

The strange confusion of powers, here indicated, is perhaps less to be

attributed to deficient penetration or deficient judgment in the leading

men than to the inherent and irremediable inconveniencies of the Greek
republican system.

Rhegium we have seen always vehemently adverse to Dionysius.

The Grecian confederacy in Italy next in power was that of which

Locri was the head, and there Dionysius had always maintained

friendly connection. Among these circumstances arose causes, not

explained to us, which induced Dionysius to lead an armament against

Rhegium.
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Rbegiiun. lie (lobaiktd and pltiiuleietl the territory, but a storm so

injured liis fieet as to disable liim tor besieging the town. The expe-

dition nevertheless was not fuiiliess. W'itiidrawing to Messena, lie

entered into nc(>;otiatioii with the Liicanians, who, it appears, were

not altogether averse to tricndiy connection with Greeks, and an

alliance resultetl.

14.. It was abont the time of this transaction that the Lucanians invaded

and ravaged a part ot the Thurian territory, perhaps esteeming the

wiiole pro|>erly their own. Thurium was a member of the Khegian con-

federacy, but, being al)le to take the tield, it is saitl, with fourteen

thousand foot and a thousand horse, the people, impatient for revenge,

would pursue the Lucanians without waiting i'"or their allies. Entering

tlie Lucanian country, they took a fastness, where they found consi-

derable booty. Not however thus satisfied, but rather incited, they

resolved to proceed to the enemy's yjiincipal hold among the moun-

tains, where they expected great j>lan(ler. Entering incautiously a

K. 102. nairow valkv, they were at once o[)p.)sed in front, and attacked iir

fiank from every height that commanded the way. More than ten

thousand are said to have been killed, either on the spot, or in their

flight, which was directed toward the coast. The remainder reaching

ad\antagcous ground near ti\c sea, were incouraged to vigorous re-

sistance by the sight of a fleet at hand, supposed to be of their

Rhegian friends. A small number, by a bold eftbrt, gaining the shore,

s\\am aboard, but, to their utter consternation, found it the Syracusan

tlcct, und'T the command of Lejjtines. That gallant ojticer, htjwever,

presently calmed their fears. Not only lie received them Mith kind-

ness, but immediately interposed his friendly oftices with the Lucanians,

in favor of their conuades, w ho were yet defending themselves, but

without hope of sustaining tJie contest much longer. The Lucanians

consented to their redemption as prisoners, at a ndna a head, and

Lcptines generously ingnging for vlie payment, the Lucanians were

satisfied, and the prisoners were set at liberty. The opportunity thus

afforded by a very extraordinary and most unexpected emergency, to

extend the credit an<l inlluence of the Syracusan government, Leptines,

with equal readiness of ability and liberality, seems to have profited

from
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from to the utmost. Mediating between the Lucanians and the

Thr.rians, he established peace between them ''. Thurium thus Mas

gained to tlie Svracusr.n alliance ; but Rh.egium not the less persevered „

in enmity, in viiich it was seconded by Crotona, the mo3t populous c. 103.

and powerful of the Italian Greek cities".

Of the state and views of parties in those ciiics, and how party-

connection extended thence through the Grecian cities of Sicily,

some idea may be gathered from the circumstance that tlie govcrn-

incnts of Rhegium and Crotona concurred in appointing to the chief

command of their united forces, not one of their own citizens, not an

Italian Greek, not even one whom former success could recommend,

but the Syracusan Heloris, vho had already been defeated in the

attempt against Messena, and whose merit seems, in the account of

Diodorus, to have consisted wholly in the vehemence of his animosity

against the existing administration of Syracuse. But the specific

objects of the Rhegian and Crotoniat governments the defective

narrative of Diodorus does not unfold. It is however evident that

the friends of Syracuse in Italy were threatened, vhcn, in the B. C. ssg.

spring of the year following the defeat of the Thurians by the PJ' -?''; ^^
. .

° -^ Dioil. 1. 14.

Lucanians, Dionysius led a powerful armament for their protection, c. 103, 104,

Stopping at Messena, he detached his brother Thearitles to the

Liparean Hands in quest of a Rhegian squadron of ten ships, which

were all taken, with their crews. Passing with his army then into

Italy, he laid siege to Caulonia, a tov/n on the coast, between

Locri and Scyllacium. licloris marched to its relief with superior

•* Diodorus says Dionysius was so dis- excellent policy of Leplines, and we shall

satisfied with his brother for this liberal and see Leplines again in iiigh command under

truly politic conduct, that he removed him his brother. That the fleet, or a division of

Irnm the command of the fleet, which was it, was committed to another brother, as we
committed to another brother, Tiiearides. shall see it was, for a particular expedition,

It was tiie desire of Dionysius, he adds, for is jio proof of any quarrel with Leplines.

the purpose of holding the Italian Greeks " Rhegium was in the territory called by
at his devotion, to have unceasing enmity the Roman writers Brutium or Bfultium.

between them and the Lucanians, But all Diodorus extends the Lucanian name over
this is sufficiently contradicted by the sequel that country, tho, in the sequel of his his-

«f his own narrative. We shall find Diony- tory, (1. 16". c. 15.) he relates the origin of
sius presently following up the everyway the name Brutlium,

Vol. IV. P numbers.
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•Tmmi"bers. Dionysius, ^vell provided with intelligence, attacked him

on the \\"ay, vith such circumstances of advantage that Hcloris was

killed, and his army put to flight. A large body gained an eminence

where it could not easily be forced. Dionysius disposed his troops

in blockade around, and so rested. The Rhegians and Crotoniats^

destitute of both food and Mater, sent next day to treat for their

surrender. Dionysius required that it should be unconditional. At

this they hesitated; but toward evening, worn with hunger, and

still more with thirst, they submitted themselves to his mercy. Being

commanded to march in regular order down the hill, their numbers

were ascertained, as they passed, to be more than ten thousand.

When all were assembled at the bottom, Dionysius addressed them,

and to their surprize scarcely less than to their joy, told them ' that

' he should neither detain them prisoners nor require ransom ; they

' were all free.'

This generosity, so superior to anything heard of hi his own, or

reported of any former age, procured him at the time the credit its just

r)ioH. 1. li. due. Thanks the most cordial and panegyric the most sincere were

profusely poured ; and golden crowns, often given, as it became popular

to remark, to other conquerors by those for whom they conquered,

yvere i)rcsentcd to Dionysius, with grateful hearts, b\^ the conquered

themselves. His generosity to individuals he proceeded to follow up

by liberality to their several cities, granting favorable terms of peace,

without an attempt to press upon their independency. Ikit this

humane and magnanimous policy, so much above the common temper

of his age, is not all that we have to admire on this occasion in

Dionysius. We want information how he found means to exert virtues

which perhaps others in eminent stations possessed, unable eciually to

sliow tliem. We have seen Athenian generals cruelly called to account

by the soverein people for very inferior generosity, and we have seen

the Syracusans perhaps exceeding the Athenians in illiberality, and

even Hermocrates unable to lead them to a better temper^*.

The

** Diodorus, iho often before candidly re- conduct of Dionysius,\vhile he wascallinghim

porting the generous, humane, and popular a crutl and detested tyrant, seems nevertiie-

7 less

c. 105.
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The generosity of Dionysius seems to have subdued the enmity of Diod. 1. 14-

all the Italian Greeks, except the Rhegians. Closely connected with ^' ^^ '

the Syracusan exiles, they persevered in hostility till threatened with

a siege. Aware then, as the historian their partizan confesses for them,

that, should they persevere farther, and finally be overcome, no pre-

tence to ask for mercy Mould remain, they resolved to endeavour to

use Avhat opportunity might yet be open. Even now tlicy did not

hope that a proposal for negotiation upon any equal terms could claim

attention. They addressed therefore an humble petition to Dionysius,

invoking his humanity, and leaving the conditions for him to name.

He required all their ships, with three liundrcd talents, (about sixty

thousand pounds) for the expences of the war, and a hundred

hostages.

Dionysius staid the M'inter in Italy, to make the various arrange-

ments likely to be wanting toward the permanence of civil order and c. lor.

political union among so many independent cities, with two parties

in every one, each holding communication through all. He removed ^' ^^'^' ^'^'^-

the people of the two small towns of Caulonia and Hipponium to

Syracuse, and gave their territory to the Locrians. We have observed

many similar instances of removals, and we have yet no more than

ground for some conjecture about the general policy of them. No
severity lias on this occasion been intended to the people removed, for

they received not only the rights of Syracusan citizens, but the

privilege of exemption from taxes for five years ; a privilege of which,

not less than of the policy of the removal, we should desire an expla-

nation, which the antient writers have not given.

But the measures of Dionysius for insuring the peaceful conduct of

the Rhegians, apparently did not suffice. Diodorus, copying his tra-

ducers, says that he made peace with them only witli a view to break

less here astonished at what he had to re- ways before giving Dionysius the title of

port, and laboring for expression that might tyrant, he has avoided it here, and con-
obviate the appearance of gross inconsist- dudes tlie account with coldly remarking,

ency, while he honestly related facts, with- that ' this was esteemed altogether the finest

out retracting his opinion of character, which • action of Dioiiysius's life.' Indeed 1 believe

they so directly contradict : K«i vd!\w> ailSu a parallel to it is not to be found among all

iinr.^tVQflup t> Snfuhi, x. T. s. c. lOi. Al- Plutarch's worthies.

p 2 it,
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it, vlicn, through the possession of their ships and hostages, he could

make war on them more advantageously. But al! ihc facts, v>hich he

proceeds honestly to report, continue to mark good faith and liberality

in Dionysius, and to throw every suspicion of ill faith on those who
kd the Rhegians. Diodorus avows that against compact they refused

a market for the Syvacusan troops, while the peace was yet unbroken

;

and, on tl.e contrary, Dionysius, when he resolved upon renewing

kostilities against them, not only showed himself anxious that his

measures should appear just and dignified in the public eye", but gave

a, new instance of uncommon generosity, in restoring to them all their

hostages.

The Rhegians meanwhile had so provided themselves that they seem

not to have been without ground for some reasonable confidence of

being able to resist successfully the siege of their town, whicii was

presently formed. In one of their many vigorous sallies, Dionysius

was so severely wounded in the groin with a spear, that his recovery

was slow, and for some time doubtful. His perseverance however was

firm ; and r.lwut the eleventh month provisions began to fail in the

place. A bushel of wheat had been sold for five mines, (about fifteen

guineas) and was now no longer to be bought. The horses and all

domestic animals were consumed. The despair, nevertheless, arising

from consciousness of having forfeited all claim to mercy, still incited

to resistance, while leather was sodden for food, and all herbage withia

the place failing, men would occasionally venture out, at the risk of

their lives, to snatch the grass and weeds on the outer foot of the

vails. This however was no sooner observed than the besiegers de-

stroyed the resource by turning cattle under the walls at night. Thus

at length worn out, the besieged surrendered to the mercy of the

conqueror. In number more than si.\ thousand, they were sent pri-

soners to Syracuse; but not, as former prisoners, condemned to perish

by slow torments in the stonequarries, all were allowed to redeem them-

selves at the price of a mina (scarcely three guineas) each. Those

unable to raise so small a sum, little able of course to find an honest live-

" £^<9Tit TfofaiTtf TvAoyor, ^i' n{ iv naqa, rrit a£iai T^gi' li'ta> io^it AiXi-icii'ai ra; viitiiKat,

lihood
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liliood in freedom, where hire for labor was rare, were sold ta

slavery '*. Phyton, who commanded during the siege, was alone

reserved for a severer fate. If Diodorus might be -believed, he was

put to death under the immediate direction of Dionysius, with circum-

stances of cruelty, not only the most illiberal, but tlie most impolitic;

for it v,'as such that his own soldiers were shocked at it. What cruelty

may not have been retorted, on such an occasion, by a democratical

army or a democratical assembly of the people, the tenor of Greciaa

history, and especially of Syracusan history, will make difficult for

satisfactory conjecture; but the tenor of the conduct of Dionysius,

and the result of his conduct, as reported by, unfortanately for his fame,

his only remaining historian, show it very improbable that any cruelty,

but especially such impolitic cruelty, could be fairly imputed to him".

109

''' We find mention of the sale of the

Rhcgians, by Aiislolle, with thi; addition

that it was against his word given, Aristot.

(Econ. 1.2. p. 688, t. 3. ed. Paris. That

such report might pass to Greece from the

enemies of Dionysius is quite likely, but the

Sicilian historian's account appears ample

refutation of it.

" It is remarkable enough, in the ac-

count of Diodorus, that tlie first instance of

cruelty in Dionysius, which, in following the

writers adverse to him, he has been able

to specify, is llie destruction of the vegeta-

bles under tlie towuwall of Rhegium ; and

the manner in which that historian has

noticed the fact, especially if we observe

what has preceded and what follows, is

truly curious :
' So far,' he says, ' was Dio-

' nysius from pitying those whose sufferings

' drove them to such resources, tliathesent

' cattle to consume their hist remaining re-

' lief. Thus, overborne by distress, they

• surrendered themselves and their city to

' the tyrant's mercy.' He proceeds then,

with simple honesty, to show that the ty-

rant had mercy, which not only the Syra-

cusan but tlie Athenian democracy too often

wanted, as he had before i>Lo\Tu how litllg

those with whom the tyrant had to deal

often deserved mercy. For this honesty we

cannot but give him credit, even while we

recollect that he has related the horrid

treatment of the daughter of Hermocrates

without expressing any disapprobation, and

the massacre of the Carthaginians of both

sexes and all ages in Motya as matter of

When after the death of Dionysius, it be-

came the object of a powerful and at length

triumphant party to vilify his fame, exces-

sive animosity against the Rhegians was

ascriljed to him, and attributed to a very

puerile cause. When he applied to the

Rhegian people for leave to take a wife

among them, it is said, he received for

answer, in pursuance of a vote of their as-

sembly, that he might have their hangman's

daughter. The story perhaps is as little cre-

ditable to the Rhegian people as to Diony-

sius; but beside its inherent improbability,

the omission of all notice of it by Diodorus

in its proper place, and the insertion of it

afterward, seems to mark that he had not

found it in any reg\ilar history, but among

some popular anecdotes only. Nevcrtlielcss

it may have been not wholly groundless.

A pai-
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Peace throughciit the Grecian Settlements of Slcili/ and Italy. Piracy

of the Tui'cans repressed. Invasion of Sicily and Italy by the

Carthaginians. Treaty xcith Carthage.

By the reduction of Rhcgiiim, the power of the party which hanislied

Hermocrates and murdered his daughter was suppressed'^, and the

result V, as peace, internal and external, for all the Grecian cities of

Sicily and Italy. It was about the same time that the treaty of An-

talcidas gave a short and imperfect repose to Greece''. Prosperity

attended the better tranquility of the Italian and Sicilian cities. Even

Rhegium, however the historian's account of its capture may appear

to imply its desolation, flourished, as Me learn from the sequel of his

narrative, under the administration of that party among its citizens

which was friendly to Dionysius. The extensive popularity of the

Syracusan administration meanwhile is evinced by the effects which it

produced. Formerly the advantages of living under the Carthaginian

government was alluring even to Greeks. Now, on the contrary,

even old allies and subjects of Carthage showed a preference for the

Grecian connection, and some actually entered into negotiation for

ingaging in it.

A passionate speech of a violent partyman,

in the assembly or out of the assembly, at

the time or long after, reported from mouth

to mouth, may have been gradually, and

yet perhaps rapidly, improved into the story

which has been transmitted to us. The real

object of the Rhegian war appears in the

result, fairly enough, tho defectively, re-

ported by Diodorus.

" The murder of the daughter was the

immediate act of only a few, but the man-

ner in which it is mentioned by the writers

friendly to the party, too strongly marks a

general concurrence of that party in the dis*

position and principles which led to it.

'* Diodorus places the peace of Antalci-

das and the taking of Rhegium in the same

year. Dodwcll, in his Xenophontean chro-

nology, ascribes the negotiation of.^ntalcidas

at the Persian court to tlie year to which

Diodorus gives the taking of Rhegium, and

the establishment of the peace in Greece to

the following year. Diodorus adds to the

remarkable events of this year the sack of

Rome by the Gauls,

How
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How far Dionysiiis was honest or how far politic in the incourage-

ment which he is said to have given to tliis disposition among the allies

of Carthage, Avhich would scarcely fail to superinduce a new rupture

with that preponderant power, the very defective account of Diodorus

vill not inahle us to judge. But as it was scarcely possible but rupture

vith that power, M'hatever caution were used to avoid it, would sooner

or later come, Syracuse and the whole Grecian interest of Sicily and Italy

seem to have owed much to the abilit}^ tlie diligence, the provident

circumspection, with whicli he sought and used every opportunity for

providing means of eifectual resistance. Among these the most important

bj;^ far was that \vhich also most contributed to the prosperity and hap-

pines's of the Greeks among themselves, namely, the concord produced

and maintained among all their establishments throughout Sicily and

Italy, which brought that high eulogy remaining to us from the co-

temporary Athenian, the patriotic Isocrates, contained in the proposal

of Dionvsius as an example for Philip kin": of Macedonia to follow for ^^"'^- °''- ^^

the benefit of Greece. After this, what appear most prominent, in

remaining accounts, are his measures for raising the Sicilian navy to a

force unknown before among the Greeks. To promote this he had

established a colony at Lissus, on the Italian shore, where naval stores

abounded. He cultivated alliance with the Illyrians of the opposite Diod. 1. 15,

shore of the Adriatic, whose country M'as fruitful in similar produc-

tions, and he extended still the Syracusan interest, on that continent,

by cooperating in the restoration of Alcctas, the expelled prince of the

JNIolossians.

Meanwhile the relics of the party of Diodes, active still in slander,

when impotent for other exercise of enmity, endeavoured to excite

alarm by representing it as the purpose of Dionysius to gain access '• 13-

for a large army which he M'ould send from Sicily to plunder the

temple of Delphi. The simple historian, who believed this absurd

calumny, proceeds fairly to show what the real purf)ose was, by relating

uhat was really done, and what afterward follov.cd, marking the just

policy which directed the measures. The advantages derived from the

colony of Lissus, gave means for building two hundred shiphouscs,

around the Syracusan harbour, and 5hi[)s to occupy them, while the

colonics
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colonies and connections in Italy, and on the opposite shores of Epirus

and Illyria, ooniniamled the communication with Greece; which, in

any case of pressure from Carthage, provided the temple of Delphi

"U'cre respected, and public faith maintained M-ith the principal Greciau

republics, might be of incalculable advantage.

W'c have had occasion formerly to observe that the Tuscans Averc

principal pirates of the western parts of the I\Iediterrancan. As the

trade of Syracuse increased, their depredations becoming more annoy-

ing, Dionysius undertook himself an expedition to suppress them. He
was successful, and, after the ordinary manner of antient war, muck
booty was taken. In the course of the expedition a temple, of some

Eicd.uiEup. fame for its wealth, was plundered by his troops. Hence occasion

Arijtot
^'"'^^ taken, by the enemies of his fame, to spread report in Sicily and

in Greece, that tlie sacrilegious robbery, meditated against Apollo at

Delphi, had been actually executed against the rich temple of Leu-

cothca in Tuscany. That the man who had united under his command

the Sicilian and Italian Greeks, repressed the might of Carthage, made

Syracuse the first city of the Grecian name, and prepared the way for

the very uncommon political tranquility M'hich we shall see follow,

would leave to others the care of his great interests at home, for the

little, uncreditable, and- perhaps impolitic purpose of plundering a

temple on the Tuscan shore, seems too little probable to need refutation*'.

The pillage, which we may believe to have been sacrilegiously taken

by a licentious part of his army, his command over the sound, we

arc told, inabled him to make them surrender; but whether his farther

ttcoij. 1.2.

*° The passage, coining from such a re-

viler of Dionysius, who had just before

stated robbery and sacrilege as the only

purpose of tUe colonization on the Adriatic

shore, is, in its own language, very remark-

able :

'OvTOi (5 Aioyi^rio;) ujnMioir a7r<^a^>:l»; i<? Ton

A'^/iCcy ov TroAAcr? 9r^cTi^o» i'Tirt/, iKltKuf r,» T*:*

To» irt(i)SaKo> fiiyiTO' T<5» E^^)!^lJ'i,•» iroXiur, x*-

TiffKivctvi oi xa* yy/*>as7ia ^lyaX^ irct^oL row

AtaiTQtf 7roTa^o>, -Jiuf tg idtcff v.xTto'Ktvaai, r.a^

It is sometimes the unfortunate fancy

bf learned men to show their talents by

maintaining absurdities : the very learned

Cellarius would have it that this description

relates to l.issus, a new colony in a wild

country. Wcsseling has well observed that

.Syracuse alone can be, and most clearly is,

intended.

disposal
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disposal of it was honorable or otherwise, remaining accounts will

hardly warrant any judgement*'.

In the scarcely avoidable clashing of the Grecian and Carthaginian B.C. 383.

interests in Sicily, a new rupture with Carthage was now impending, ^l"^,^-,^- ,
. . .

I o Diod. 1. 15.

Diodorus attributes this to the incouragement given, by the Syracusan c. i5.

government, for the allies and subjects of Carthage in Sicily to desert

the Carthaginian for the Grecian connection; which implies that

the Syracusan government bore at least the character of mildness

and beneficence. A requisition was made by Carthage, with which the

Syracusans refused to comply, and war was declared. INIagon, who had

succeeded Imilcon in that high rank which the Greeks described by

the title of king, took the command of a very large force, with which

Sicily and Italy were at the same time invaded. Dionysius provided

effectual resistance in both countries. He himself opposed Magon in

Sicily, and, the armies coming to a general action at Cabala, he

gained a complete victory. Magon was one of ten thousand said to

have been killed ; and five thousand are reported to liave been made

prisoners. Nevertheless the power of Carthage inabled the son of Diod. 1. is.

]Magon, in the same summer, according to the historian, to revenge ' '

his father's deatk He met the Greeks at Cronium, and directing his

great effort against the Aving commanded by Leptines, brother of

Dionysius, he overpowered it, and Leptines himself fell. Dionysius,

unable either to protect the defeated part of liis army, or to oppose

effectual resistance to the conquerors, retreated, and the Carthaginians

giving no quarter, the Sicilian slain are said to have been fourteen

thousand. The loss of Leptines, whose great and good qualities

seem to have been universally acknowleged, would alone have been

heavy to the Grecian cause in Sicily, and especially to Dionysius, in

whose confidence none equalled him, unless perhaps Pliilistus. It Diod. 1. 15,

seems however probable that the battle was very obstinately fought, *^" "• ''
•

'

and that the loss of the conquerors also was great; for, instead of pur-

suing success, the Carthaginian general withdrew to Panornms, and sent

proposals of peace. These Dionysius readily met, and a treaty was soon

•' Further notice of the passage of Aristotle, mentioning this sacrilege, will be found iu

a note shortly to follow.

Vol, IV. Q concluded.
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concluded. If we may trust Diodorus for the terms, Selinus, and that

part of the Agrigcntine territory which lay westward of the river

Halycus, were yielded to Carthage : the Grecian interest was confirmed

where else it had before extended ; but a thousand talents (about two
hundred thousand pounds) were paid to the Carthaginians for the

expences of the war.

SECTION VIII.

Peace of Sixteen Years. Syracuse inlarged aitd embellished. Si/ra-

cusun Revenue. Litteratiirc incouraged. Assistance from Syracuse

to Laccdivmon against Thebes. JVar reneaed between Syracuse

and Carthage. Truce. Death oJDionysius.

Tiio the historian's account of what led to this treaty of peace is

very defective, yet his report of the terms, as an outline, carries the

appearance of being reasonable and correct, and we derive from him

testimony of very high value for what followed. The Grecian cities

of Sicily and Italy, united under the superintending administration

of Syracuse, injoycd, during the long period of sixteen years, such

quiet, that a perfect void in the military and political history of those

countries insiies: for their prosperity only we find them noticed by

antient writers. The circumstances arc unparalleled in Grecian

history, and, for the tranquility alone, had we no evidence of the

prosperity, might be esteemed a phenomenon of the rarest, and most

worthy of admiration. In the loss of all accounts from the party

friendly to Dionysius, Ave owe to the method only of Diodorus,

arranging his narrative in the way of annals, the unsuspicious infor-

mation that a period so fortunate, and of such a length, existed.

Without this bort of negative history, the allusions to such a golden

age, found among other writers, and especially the cotemporary

Athenian Isocrates, would have appeared inexplicable.

But able, active, and intrepid as Dionysius, according to all ac-

counts, was in war, it is yet not liglitly indicated that he had a stronger

3 inclination
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inclination for the arts of peace. Among all the troubles of his pre-

ceding administration M^e find him executing great works for the im-

provement of the town of Syracuse. Bat hitherto the principal object

necessarily was to give it strength : now he could attend to its embel-

lishment. Flourishing in peace, it acquired that extent M'hich vestiges

even at this day show, and that population which made it the wonder

of those and of aftertimes. Under the direction of Dionysius temples

M'ere built, and whatever else, in the historian's expression, for conve-

nience or for splendor became the greatness of the citj% was done. Diod. 1. 15.

Nor did the wide circuit of the walls suffice for the public edifices

:

magnificent places of exercise, of the kind called by the Greeks

gymnasia, ^vere raised without it, on the bank of the Anapus. In

extent altogether of buildings, in extent of fortifications, in population,

in lumiber of ships of war, and in every convenience of ports and

naval arsenals, Syracuse, under the administration of Dionysius, was

unecjualled throughout the countries occupied by the Greeks.

The revenue, through which such mighty things were done, in peace

and war, by a state of very narrow empire, is much an object of

curiosity, for which remaining means of gratification are very scanty.

Xenophons treatise on the Athenian revenue, M-hence best a general

idea of the financial systems of the republics may be gathered, has Cli. ci.s. 1.

been formerly noticed. The little work on public revenue, remaining

from Aristotle, not a treatise, but rather notes for a treatise, principally ^^"stot. CL-

con. 1. 2.

of expedients used in emergencies by many diftcrent governments,

contains some of Dionysius of Syracuse. Of the ordinary revenue of

the Syracusan state unfortunately no mention is made. When public

purposes required money, beyond what the ordinary revenue supplied,

recourse, it appears, was had to the general assembly. Thus it is fully

indicated that the government, under Dionysius, was democratical '^

^V'c have already seen largely, in the history of Athens, and the sequel

Ai«>t/<7io( Xvfa.tioicrto^, |3ou^o(i£l'0t p^fijAura 'Ovu Ivwcfui Ji ifyv(u>u, >aMi7^« iXo4'E Kao'^iTifov,

fvvccyayiit, txxAiicrigt g-oi^trg;, ifr,trt> ' Tpia- )>»i ^t»*7»yw> (xu^ntrlat, ircK\a tow y.tKoixjj.stiau

^5>5 h >a:iKYty>i<Tnr (/iWifc», 'tiJii cti tioi^oiTo ro/Air/xctTo; iivt(t~vti '. 5i J' 'f^npi^xtTo^ Al'istot.

yjril*a.Tiiii, ZxKfiTiffitu it, ciitayayuv, ifn CEcon, 1.2. p. 688, t. 3. ed. Varis.

Q 2 will
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will yet largely show, how difficult was the task of the minister of a

democracy, Mhen pulilic exigencies required that money should be

raised from the people ; how hardly consent could be obtained for any

burden upon the people at large ; what heartburnings arose in conse-

quence betM'een the rich and the poor ; what evasions were practised

by some of the wealthy ; what frequent and violent oppression fell

upon others. With this we have seen also another inconvenience; how

rarely the secrcsy could be preserved, in communication with friendly

states, or in purposes against the hostile, which, for any reasonable

hope of success, was often indispensable. The measures reported by

Aristotle of Dionysius, as worthy the notice of future politicians, are

all of a tendency to obviate these inherent evils of democracy, without

trenching upon democracy itself.

A poll-tax appears to have been a common expedient of the Syra-

cusan government in emergencies. This concurs with other circum-

i stances to mark that, tho the form was democratical, the higher orders

had considerable weight in the Syracusan government ; for a poll-tax

is comparatively light on the rich, and heavy on the poor; but it brings

money immediately, and in amount nearly certain. Dionysius therefore

wanting, apparently for the Carthaginian war*', some command of

such a resource for emergencies, had recourse to an artifice. Assembling

the people, he told them that opportunity offered of most important

advantage for the state, no less than to gain a considerable city to the

Syracusan confederacy, if the treasury might be sufficiently supplied

for the purpose; and he accordingly desired a contribution of two

staters (perhaps two pounds sterling) from every citizen. His argit-

ments and his character prevailed : the decree for the contribution

passed, and the money was paid. A few days after, assembling the

people again, he told them that adverse circumstances, not to be fore-

seen, had defeated the project, but every contributor should imme-

diately have his money returned; and this was done punctually. None

could tell what had been really in view ; but the consequence was a

•* Tfiijitj iiavirr>yi<n» /*l^^«», is the want assignetl by Aristotle.

general
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general confidence in Dionysius**, such that, in following emergencies,

without disclosing the secrets of administration, a poll-tax could always

be obtained.

But, in a republic, to obtain from the wealthy their reasonable share,

without resorting to the violences practised at Athens, artifice seems to

have been x>ecessary. At a time therefore when money was much wanted

for public purposes, Dionysius declared, in the general assembly, that

he had seen the goddess Ceres, who recjuired that the women sliould

deposit all their jewels and golden ornaments in her temple. The

women of his family, he said, had already obeyed the divine behest,

and those who failed would assuredly incur the goddess's anger. Ge-

neral obedience to the injunction being thus obtained, he made a solemn

sacrifice, at the conclusion of which he declared that the goddess had

kindly consented to lend the dedicated valuables for the use of the

republic. The ground thus gained then he proceeded to use as foun-

dation for a permanent tax, in its kind certainly the least possibly

oppressive, inacting that women, who Avould wear costly ornaments,

should pay to the goddess a sum equal to their value.

Free gifts also, as at Athens, were in use at Syracuse. But it was

the misfortune of this mode of taxation, especially in a governmeiit

less arbitrary than the Athenian, that while real patriots paid, the

disaffected avoided payment. Free gifts being proposed, many, of

supposed wealth, pleaded poverty. Dionysius gave out that he also

was poor, but he M'ould nevertheless find means to contribute to the

support of the commonwealth. Accordingly directing the most valualile

of his moveable eft'ects to be put to auction, the pretenders to poverty

Avere fountl to be among the purchasers. It was then ordered that

the price paid should go to the public treasury,, and the goods back to

Dionysius's house ".

la

* AnxT^ffiasTo ToJi B^^lTaf. A Stronger of the man to whom jjublic confidence was
phrase, to express general popularity, the so great an object, and so successfully at •

Greek language itself would hardly furnish. tained, as is indicated in the preceding ex-
" It is obvious that such a measure, as ample. But used against a disaffected or

applicable generally to the citizens, if at all disingenuous few only, it would obtain ready

practicable, could not be within the policy confirmation from the decrees of a majority

in
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In a time when a real scarcity of money prevented the necessary

exertions of government, he proposed a coinage of pewter, to pass at

the v^hie of silver. IMuch argument was necessary to prevail upon

the assembl)' to ratifj^ this measure : the people, says Aristotle, chose

rather to have silver than pewter ; but nevertheless Dionysius at

length obtained the decree he desired. Perhaps in no other way,

that the circumstances of the age admitted, could lie equally

have attained, for the Syracusan state, the modern advantage of

paper-money. If, on another occasion, to pay a public debt, he

used the more exceptionable method of requiring the current coin to

be taken at twice its former value, it should be considered what the

difliculties of administration must have been in the pressure of a

Carthaginian war,

A tax on cattle, which of course would excite uneasiness among the

landowners, appears, in the philosopher's account, to have carried

more impolicy than any of the others. Several successive regulations

became necessary to obviate great inconveniencies, and even to make

it productive ; but, in the end, it should seem that Dionysius suc-

ceeded. Such a tax, levied in the way of tithe, and bearing the

name, seems to have been, ordinarily among the Greeks, imposed only

on conquered countries'*. Possibly this tax, however regularly laid

by a decree of the general assembly, and however necessary toward

in the general assembly. So it may be ol> writer's purpose, in a collection of notes, it

served also of a measure of military 'iisci- sufificed to mention the soldit-rs or sailors

pline, afterward reported by Aristotle of generally. But such a measure, calhng a

Dionysius, on occasion of the plunder of a whole armament to account, would evidently

temple in Tuscany, by his troops, already have been impracticable. Of course there-

noticed in the text. He commanded that fore the words must be taken as appl) ing

every man should deliver up one half of only to a dissolute part of an arrnamtnt

what he had so irregularly taken. The plun- whose general good disciphne and good dis-

derers, hoping, from the terms of the onlor, position alone could give means for carry-

that they should not only escape punisliiiient, ing such a measure into execution against

but be allowed to retain the oilier half, witii any part.

more or less exactness obeyed the requisi- ** Aristotle reckons this tax in that

tioii. But Dionysius, having tlius gained class which he disiiVguishes by the title of

a considerable amount of the information 'Otxofeftia aax^ias-txi, of which is i am tut

he wanted, tlicn issued a second order for Bo^xig/^artit, ivtxafnia xai AEKA TH xuMvunn.

the other half to be lirought in. For the

preserving
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preserving all the lands of the Sicilian Greeks from such an impost

under the arbitrary order of a Carthaginian general, may have con-

ti ibuted largely to extend the title of tyrant, as a common addition to

the name of Dionysius.

Among the reports Nvhich passed to Greece from the adverse party,

it was said that distress only, arising from waste of private fortune,

induced Hipparinus to connect his political interest with that of

Dionysius. It is not improbable that the pride of Hipparinus may Aristot. Pol.

have been hurt at finding it expedient, A^hether fiom private or e'd.'pavis"

political necessities, to become in a manner dependent upon the

abilities and popularity of one so inferior in years and in family

importance. Nevertheless, the silence of the adverse historian, and

the still more adverse biographer, not lightly implies that no discord

between the autocrator-generals interrupted public business. The

marriage of Dionysius with the daughter of Hipparinus, unless his

consent to that also should be attributed to private necessities, which

other accounts, especially Plutarch's, tend to contradict, would mark

rather private esteem, as well as political concord. When Hipparinus

died we do not learn ; but it seems likely to have been before his son

Dion was of an age to warrant any pretension immediately to offer

himself for popular choice, to succeed to the first civil and military

office of the republic. Former precedents were rather in favor of one

than two together in that high situation ; those especially of Gelon

and Hieron formerly, and lately of Diodes and Dajjhntcus. Dionysius,

however, after the death of Hipparinus, remained without a collegue in

the supreme magistracy. If in this invidious situation he had cause

to fear the interfering pretensions of any, Dion apparently Avould be

the foremost object of his jealousy. Nevertheless that he remained

the friend of the family of Hipparinus, that he was kind to Dion,

that, whatever may have been the derangement of the father's

afl'airs, the son inherited and injoyed a very large jiatrimony, and

was put forward, by the surviving general-autocrator, in ci\ il and in

military office, is allowed by the most adverse writers and denied by

none.

Dionysius
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Dioiiysiiis had a strong propensity to litterature, and the busiest life

commonly affords portions of leisure, in which an active mind will

still be employed, and the change of employment serves for relaxation

and rest. He delighted particularly in poetr)'-, and was himself a poet.

The weakness of his character seems to have been, like tiiat of the

great Themislocles, vanity and ostentatiousness. Like his predecessor

in command, Hieron, he Avould send his chariots to the Olympian games.

Sirab. 1.5. If we might believe Strabo, tlie power of his arms by sea and land so

P^'-^^- commanded the Adriatic sea and its shores, that he had his principal

breeding stud in the Venetian territory. But this, in itself improbable

enough, is rendered more so by what the geographer also relates, that

p. 241. Ancona was a colony of Syracusans who withdrew from his tyranny;

s
"

of this
unless indeed they withdrew with his consent. But Ancona, like Lissus,

chap. on tiie same coast, was settled under the protection of the Syracusan

government.

But he is said to have been most anxious to shine as a poet ; and

probably his poetical talents were considerable ; for Isocrales mentions

Diod M5^ that a tragedy of his composition won the prize in the great field of

f.Z-t. contention for poetical fame, the theater of Athens. At Olympia he

was less fortunate, having apparently sent both his verses and his

horses thither in untoward season, when politics would be likely to

interfere with the decision on poetical merit ; for those who then held

the Eleian government, and swayed the Eleian people, were, with the

greatest part of Peloponnesus, highly hostile to Lacediemon, then

in close alliance with Syracuse. If beside litterary fame, and the

simple glory of a victor in the games, he had a political purpose, which

is probable, he was not in that cither successful ; for an invective

against him, composed by Lysias, the celebrated rhetorician, and

pronounced before the meeting, falling in more Mith the political

sentiments of the majority, he Mas abused as a tyrant, and his poetry

was reviled.

Fond however of the conversation of lettered men, he gathered

about him all the principal litterary characters of the time ; who Mere

drawn perhaps less by his munificence than by the superior quiet and

security of the residence of Syracuse in that troubled age. A most

improbable
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improbable story is told of his treatment of Plato, who was among

the visitors he most honored. In consequence of offence puerilely

taken, it is said he caused the philosopher to be exposed in the

common slave-market, and actually sold. But the accounts of the same

writers show tliat the society of litterary men remained in Syracuse,

and about Dionysius ; and that, as far as the influence of his admini-

stration extended in Italy as well as in Sicily, the towns were seats of

learning, more, with exception for Atliens only, than any others of the

Greek nation. The tale, indeed, involves its own contradiction ;

proceeding to say that Plato was redeemed by a subscription of philo-

sophers residing in the Sicilian and Italian cities ; of course under

the protection of that superintending government, by the chief

administrator of which it is pretended the injurious violence was

committed '^

It is for these sixteen years of settled peace and prosperity, which

I'Z!

" The story of the sale of Plato, as given

by Diodorus, has such confirmation as it

may derive from the letters attributed to

Plato himself, and printed with his dialogues.

Those letters seem to have been acknow-

leged by Plutarch, and thence probably

have obtained credit among the modern

learned. Barthelemi has admitted them

implicitly, note, p. 548. 13 ed. Svo. Their

authenticity, so siijiported, it cannot but be

hazardous to question; and yet, the charac-

ter of spuriousness they exhibit, being to

my mind convincing, I should be wanting

in the duty I have undertaken, if I at-

tributed any authority to them, and per-

haps if 1 wholly declined saying why I re-

fuse it. , Not however to enter into long

argument, it should stem, that to Diodorus,

the he tells the same story of the sale of

Plato, they were either unknown, or known
to be spurious: for they tell of three voyages

made by Plato to Sicily, and Diodorus be-

lieved in only one. But the very inanity

of those letters seems enough to mark them

for supposititious. Considering tlie person

pretended writing, the persons addressed,

Vol. IV.

the subjects of the letters, and the circum-

stances of the times, it is surely impossible

to read them vi'ithout the utmost disappoint-

ment. Is it imaginable that such letters

could have been written by Plato, not con-

taining one syllable of information that

might not have been written as well four

hundred years after, by any sophist the most

ignorant, not only of the private affairs of

the individuals concerned, but of the public

circumstances of Sicily and Greece in their

time ? Between the ages of Diodorus and

Plutarch, to arrain arbitrary power directly,

we know was necessarily to be avoided (

but oblique attack, a kind of velitatio, under

the mask of Grecian story, was much in

vogue. The letters then are in consonance

with Plutarch's purpose, in his life of Dion,

and with Barthelenii's, in his Anacharsis,

But the whole story of the sale of Plato,

and his redemption by the philosophers, un>

mentioned by tiio cotemporarics Xenophon,

Aristotle, or Demosthenes, and virtually

contradicted by Isocrates, seems too absurd

almost to deserve even the notice that has

here been taken of it.

R the
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the malice of disrippointed faction seems to have resented more than

actual injury, that Ave especially want the history of Philistus. Of
political and military occurrences within Sicil}' or Italy, during the

term, no information remains. In Greece the pause of arms, produced

by tlie peace of Autalcidas, immediately preceded it. That pause of

hardly three years, tho there was not settled peace throughout the

republics, was, for that country of troubles, an uncommon period of

quiet. Soon after the settlement of the peace of Sicily, it was par-

tially interrupted by the war w hicli Lacedtemou carried against

Olynthus ; and presently all was embroiled again, through the seizure

of the citadel of Thebes by the Lacedajmonians, producing, in a long

series of complicated hostilities, the fatal consequences, which we have

seen, to Lacedajmon itself.

Sicily and the Grecian settlements in Italy, had already injoyed six

years of tranquility, when the Liicediemonians, pressed by the united arms

of Thebes and Athens, and fearful of the preponderance of the Athenian

navy, and the extension of the Athenian influence among the ilands of

B. C. 373. the western sea, applied to Syracuse for assistance to prevent them;

urging not only the claim of an allied power, but the clear interest

of the Sicilian Greeks as requiring it. Ten ships were accordingly

sent to reinforce the Lacedaemonian fleet at Corcyra, nine of which

^}}\".^;f:^- Mere intercepted, immediately on reaching the iland, by the able

Athenian commander Iphicrates. Soon after tills the Athenians

renounced the Theban alliance, and ingaged in confederacy with

Laccda^mon against Thebes. Then Syracuse also seems to have

become the ally of Athens. Dionysius was so received into favor

by the Athenian people, tho we are uninformed on what precise

Ep.Philipp. occasion, that the privileges of an Athenian citizen were given to

iDtnioldj.^'' himself and all his posterity. Of any farther auxiliary force, sent from

Syracuse, no notice occurs till about eight years after, in the heavy

pressure upon Laceda,mion, after the fatal battle of Leuctra, and its

sequel, the invasion of Laconia, when Epaminondas a second time

B. C. 3Ci8. entered Peloponnesus, with the assembled strength of the Theban

o'tott- confederacy. Faithful then to its antient ally in distress, the Syracusan
Ch. ','7. e.4. .

•' ^1,1.
oi" this Hist, government sent twenty triremes and a body of foot and horse; the

foot
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foot Spaniards and Gauls, possibly those which had been received into

the Syracusan service on the retreat of the Carthaginian besieging

army ; the horse probably native Syracusans, wiio compensated the

smallness of their number by their activity and the superiority of their

discipline.

About two years after, when Greece was in that confusion of war and j] Q' 3g~g^

politics which preceded the embassy of Pelopidas to the Persian court, war ^'- 'Oj.i.

broke out again between the Sicilians and Carthaginians. Diodorus and

Plutarch impute the calamity to the ambition of Dionysius ; careless of l>iod. I. i.).

reconciling this with their imputations against him of dependency upon
p^'ij \. ^-^^^^^

Carthage. Diodorus however acknowleges the pretence at least of p-693.

a just cause, in the incursions from Carthaginian settlements upon

Grecian lands; and Plutarch proceeds to assert, what cannot but be

considered as involving eulogy of the Syracusan administration, that

the Grecian forces, which it could now assemble and carry into action,

amounted to a hundred thousand foot, ten thousand horse, and five

hundred ships of war. Diodorus states the armament, which actually

moved under the orders of Dionysius, to have consisted of thirty

thousand foot, three thousand horse, and three hundred ships of war,

which may perhaps be no great exaggeration. Selinus, Eryx, and

even Entella, which had formerly batlled his efforts, now yielded to

him. In an attempt upon Lilybaium he failed ; and the stormy season

then approaching, its dai^gers for the antient vessels of war induced

him to remand the greater part of his fleet to Syracuse. The Cartha-

ginians, in an unexpected attack upon the squadron left in the port of

Eryx, took several ships. In the course of the winter negotiation was

opened, which produced a truce ; soon after which Dionysius was seized

with a disorder, of which he died.

R
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APPENDIX TO THE THIRTY-FIRST CHAPTER.

Of the Character of the elder Dionysius, and of his Governmeyit.

Tho it has been carefully cndevoied, in the three last chapters,

to give the fairest account, that could be elicited from antient

memorials, of an interesting portion of the Grecian republics, during

an interesting period, yet it may not be wholly unnecessary, both

toward establishing the faith of the foregoing, and clearing the

way for the coming narrative, to take some farther notice of

obscurities left, and extravagancies warranted by writers of high

authority, through which this part of history has been singularly

clouded and disguised. We have already seen much, and in the

sequel much more will appear, of the origin of those odious pictures

of Dionysius which have been transmitted, incidentally however only,

and without historical connection, by most respectable antient authors.

It must be observed, and occasion will occur to repeat the remark,

that, even under the republics, while history was scanty, and books

altogether rare, the numerous philosophers, and even the greatest,

wanting a statement of facts, for ground, or for illustration of an

argument, took ordinarily any popular report, without care of its

authenticity. When books afterward multiplied, the despotism, first

of the successors of Alexander, and then much more that of the

Roman empire, stopping the political career which was before open,

the busy-minded, educated for that career under the philosophers,

turned their talents and their ingenuity to idle disputation. Stories

invented by party malignity, offering the highest-colored pictures,

seem, without regard for their origin, generally to have been preferred ;

and, for this merit, those disseminated by the enemies of Dionysius

appear to have earned singular favor. Even Cicero, we find, gave into

Cic. lie Orat. this practice of the philosophers, with whom he was fond of associating

I)e Clar or
'^''^-^^'^^ ^"'1 example of it remains from him not a little remarkable.

^85. Philistus, the friend, the assistant in peace and war, and the historian
De Divin. ...
1. I.e. 20. or Dionysms, is mentioned, in his didactic and critical works, as

1

1

among
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among the first historical writers; not only admirable for his style and

manner, but worthy of confidence for his ability, diligence, and means

of acquaintance with the facts he related ''^ Nevertheless, when, among

his philosophical questions, he wanted an example of a horrid tyrant,

setting aside Philistus, he gives, from the opposite party- writers, with all

the deformit}' of their coloring, the odious pictures that his immediate

purpose required. He does not indeed profess to write history ; he

meerly draws example, such as he found to his immediate purpose

among historical writers, and not without aeknowlegement that

different representations existed. These stories, thus related by Cicero,

afford very satisfactory evidence that they were in his time extant, in

works of litterary merit enough to have fame, but none that he gave

them credit against the contrary testimonies also extant.

Plutarch's account however must certainly be otherwise considered.

Not professing to write connected history, he professes nevertheless

to extract from it the lives of eminent men, and represent their

characters fairly. Of the public conduct of Dionysius, how he

acquired his power, how he administered the complex affairs of a

state or confederacy composed of all the Sicilian and Italian Greek

cities, how he managed its revenue, how he combined and directed

its force, so as to excite the admiration of the great Scipio Africanus

at his success in the wars with Carthage, and to draw confession, Polyb. 1. 15.

even from Plutarch of the singularly flourishing state of Syracuse P-^^i-

under him, Plutarch appears to have thought himself not at all bound

to show. But he has entered into the private life, the domestic affairs

and the closet conversations of this extraordinary tyrant, which he has

undertaken to know, without at all saying how they became known. Tlie

man whom Scipio professed to admire as one of the greatest men, not only

of his own but of any age, who, in the testimony of Cicero, governed Cic.Tujf.

Syracuse eight-and-thirty years, who, having defended his country in

*• Syracusius Philistus, qui, cum Dionysii turn hoiniucm et diligentem, et sequalem
tyranni familiarissimus esset, olium suum toniporuin ill«rum. De Divin. 1.1. c.20. Ca-
consuiiipsit inhistoriascribenda.maxinicquc toncm turn Philisto et Tluicydicle compa-
Thucydidem est, sicut mibi vidciur, iiuita- rares ? quos enimniae Grscis quisquam
tuf, Cic.de OnU. 1.2. c. 13. Pbilistum, due- iiuitari potest. De Clar. or. c. 85.

arms
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arms against the most formidable power then upon earth, maintained

it in a peace and tranquility unknown elsewhere among the Greeks, and

provided so that this happy period should extend far beyond his own
life, this man Plutarch represents as a compound of the foulest vices

Plut.v.Dioii. and basest weaknesses. ' So suspicious,' lie s^ys, ' and fearful of all

* men, was the first Diouysius, that he would not allow scissars to be

* used about his head, but his hair was kept in form with a burning

* coal. No person, not his brother, not his son, was allowed to come
* into his presence, without first stripping himself before the guard, for

' assurance against secreted weapons. His brother Leptines, for titking

' a spear from an attending guardsman, to point out the situation of

' places in a country which was the subject of conversation, incuried

' his heavy displeasure, and the guardsman was put to death for parting

' witii the spear. IViarsyas, whom he had raised to a high militar}'

' command, relating that he had dreamed of having killed Dionysius,

' was executed for the evil disposition so indicated.'

Aristot. Pol. To refute such tales it is har<lly necessary- to refer to the account of

Ditnloius, confirmed by Aristotle, of the popularity by which Diony-

sius acquired his power, and of his free and confidential communication

with all ranks of people when in full possession of it : the poet's reason,

formerly noticed, miglit suffice against the ])hilosopher's extrava-

SopKocl.CEd. gancies, ' Is it not absurd to aim at sovereinty without friends and
' " ' ' without popularity?' What little circumstances may have assisted

invention for such tales, it were waste of time to inquire. One only,

reported by Cicero, for its intrinsic merit, through which it has ac-

quired a just celebrity, may deserve notice, that of the feast of

Damocles. If, in conversation at table, Dionysius only said, ' Could

'you, Damocles, injoy the most delicious feast, in tlie most ingaging

' company, w ith a sword suspended over your head by a single horse-

' hair?' the foundation would be abundant for tlie ingenious story which

has been transmitted to posterity.

From the earlier and more impartial Roman biographer, we have not

a life, but a character of Dionysius, which may deserve to be reported,

Cor. X(>p. dc as nearly as may be in his own w ords— ' Dionysius,' he says, ' was among
° * ' the princes known to history most eminent for the glory of their

' actions

;
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' actions; a brave soldier, an able general, and what, is rarely found in

' a tyrant, above the temptations of lust, luxury, avarice, and every

' other vice, except the third of soverein power, which led him to

' cruelty. In his constant purpose of strengthening his authority, he

'spared the life of none wliom he suspected of plotting against him.

' Nevertheless the tyranny which he acquired by his virtue and
' bravery, he retained with extraordinary felicity, and, dying at

' the age of more than sixty years, he left behind him a flourishing

' kingdom.'

Here Me find a man described, who might defend Sicily against

Carthage, and gain the admiration of a great Roman. Yet it seems

due to the character of Dionysiiis to observe, that, in the whole detail

of the Sicilian historian, often imputing cruelty in general terms, and

showing clemency, liberality, and generosity in specilic instances, no

instance of cruelty is specified, but in the vcr^' doubtful case of

Phyton, general of the Rhegians, where exaggeration is evident. If

then M'e add the total failure of all notice of the cruelty of Dionysius

by the very eminent cotemporary writers, by whom we find him men-

tioned, Xenophon, Isocrates, Demosthenes, and Aristotle, and to this

negative testimony join that which is rather positive, so strongly

implied in the recommendation of his example by Isocrates for the Epist. ad

common benefit of Greece, the inference seems but reasonable that '
''''^'

the tales of that excavation among the quarries of Syracuse, still

called the ear of Dionysius, and all those which Cicero, and Plutarch,

and Seneca, and philosophical fablers of later ages have reported, of the

singularly tyrannical character of his government, however become

popular and almost proverbial, have originated only in the malice of

party-spirit.

It is obvious that there M'ould be always, among the Sicilian and

Italian Greeks, a party desirous of i)ropagating opinions of Dionysius,

such as Plutarch has transmitted, aiul that party we shall see becoming

the ruling party ; but how the disposition passed, as in a certain degree

evidently it did, to Athens, and extensively over Greece, is not so

obvious. There remains, however, from a most respectable cotemporary

writer, what will not only throw light on this subject, but assist toward

a just
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a just general view of the politics of the age, and a just estimation of

the accoiinls transmitted by later authors. The discourse of Isocrates,

known by the name of the Panegyrical Oration, really a political

pamflct, was written when the conduct of the Lacedjemonians in the

punishment of IMantineia, in the seizure of the citadel of Thebes,

and in the wars, which presently followed, with Phlius and Olynthus,

excited just indignation and alarm among thinking men throughout

Greece; and hence it was an object of general patriotism to excite

opposition to their ambitious views and oppressive measures. Syracuse,

the antient ally of Lacedtemon, continued to be such while Dionysius

directed its government; and, of course, throughout the extensive

party among the Grecian republics adverse to Laceda^mon, there would

be some fellowfeeling with the party in Italy and Sicily adverse to

Dion3^sius. Of this temper Isocrates endevored to avail himself in

that oration. Among a labored collection of reproaches against

Lacedaemon, deduced from earliest history, he asserts it to have been

through the cordial cooperation of the Lacedemonian government

that Dionysius made himself tyrant of Sicily. But when the Thebau

democracy, after having successfully resisted oppression, aspired to a

tyrannical command over other states, friendly connection being then

formed between Athens and Lacedaemon, Dionysius, already the ally of

Lacedaemon, apparently became also the ally of Athens; for the freedom

of the cit}', as already mentioned, was given to him for himself and all

his posterity. Then an Athenian might eulogize Dionysius, tho a tyrant.

' He found the rest of Sicily,' says a cotemporary rhetorician, ' desolated,

* and Syracuse severely pressed by war. Every danger he met and averted,

' and made Syracuse the greatest of Grecian cities*'.' Isocrates did not

scruple to avow correspondence with Dionysius, ' when he held the

' tyranny'";' and must surely have depended, not meerly upon his own

opinion, but upon some extensive estimation of the beneficial conduct

of the tyrant, when he ventured to propose it among examples to be

followed for the common good of Greece. Nevertheless, wherever

•» The tract called Nicocles, transmitted not carry the authority of his name, seems,

among the works of Isocrates, if it should however, intiiled to that of his age.

the
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tlie Thcbaii interest prevailed, the name of Dioiiysius, as the friend of

Lacedicmon, avouUI iie still unpopular, and ail the prejudices and all

the calumnies of the ['arty adverse to him, in Sicily ar.d Italy, Mculd

find ready iece]>tion.

It miglit he much an object to know what that government really

was, evidently superior, at least in point of administration, to any-

thing common with the Greeks, which, among so many cities, habi-

tuated eacli to its separate republican independency, and mucli

liabituated to political contest and sedition, could maintain concord

during sixteen years, and still hold all so ready and zealous to cooperate

in war, as to form a sufficient balance to the power, and an effectual

check to the ambition of Carthage. In Proper Greece, since the

Trojan times at least, such union had not been seen, nor had any

influence been able to collect and direct such a force as that Mhich

inabled the Sicilian Greeks to withstand the Carthaginian invasion.

Should Plutarch be believed, a nieicenary army held the Sicilian

(irccks in absolute subjecli;)n. Eut how a mercenary army could be

niaintaincd, sufficient at llie same time to hold the Greeks in subjec-

tion and to defend them against the Carthaginians, was, in his plan of

iiistory, needless to explain. The less artful Sicilian compiler Diodorus,

however, sufficiently shows that the fact was otherwise. The citizens

in arm-;, and especially the Syracusans, it is evident from his account,

formed the great body of tlie armies that opposed the forein enemy.

Indeed the very amount of the military force of Syracuse, stated by

Plutarch iiimsclf, may be esteemed no small degree of evidence that

the citizens must have borne arms. Mercenaries were beside enter-

tained, as they M'ere by the Athenian and almost every other principal

republic of the age. L'ut, as we have had occasion often to observe,

among the Greeks a naval force was always held highly adverse to the

security of either oligarchy, or tyrannical monarchy. When Critias

proposed to make liimself lord of Athens he renounced maritime

power. Among all the maritime republics it was the constant object

of the democralical party to hold the city connected with the fleet; of

the oligarchal to keep them separate. The Lacedaemonian government,

often compcUetl to mix in maritime war, and c\cn to take a lead in it.

Vol. IV. S never
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never persevered in any effort for raising a Lacedemonian navy; and

among the reasons for this, gathering from what we see common in

G recian polities, probably not tiic lowest was that they saw danger in it to

their oligarchy. Rut Dionysius evidently lived in no fear of what Thu-

cydidcs calls the nautic multitude; a description of men far difl'erent

from the British seaman, whose home is on the ocean: the Greek sea-

man, if he ought to be called so, fed and slept ashore, and went aboard

almost only for action. But in the midst of that generally troublesome

multitude, in the iland, which separated the two harbours of Syracuse,

Dionysius chose his residence. At one time wc have seen a part of

that multitude breaking loose from just authority, to act as in the

impulse of the moment they thought the good of their country re-

quired : at another time we have seen a part of the Syracusan people

in the land-service more directly and more perseveringly disobeying

the commander-in-chief. But as far as Dionysius ruled, legally, or

with authority more than legal, it seems to have been always through

the support of the great body of Syracusan citizens, who composed the

fleets and armies of the republic. In Syracuse he assembled a vast

population, rcn-.oving thither the people of other towns of Sicily and

of Italy. To govern by a force of mercenaries, he should rather have

divided them. Tor keeping order in the mixed multitude, the mer-

cenaries might sometimes be useful; an<l to relieve the friendly party

in restraining the adverse, they would probably be sometimes employed;

but not to hold in subjection that party, by which Dionysius acquired,

and without which he could not maintain his power. For it appears

on numerous occasions, that not only all the forms of republican

government were constantly maintained, but that the exercise of

soverein authority by the general assembly gave continual opportunity

for opposition to the administration of Dionysius.

The whole executive government however, Avith powers not likely

to have been very accurately delined, was apparently directed by the

gcneral-autocrator. He was regularly accountable to the assembly of

the people ; but that assembly must have been a most unwieldy body,

little fit to execute the powers, either of legislation, or of controul over

an executive government, extending over numerous cities, holding

8 each
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each its separate legislative power. One man therefore, at the same

time first civil magistrate and commander-in-chief of army and navy,

for all those cities, popular and politic, the greatest general, and the

greatest orator of his age, in such a government would and must hold

the effectual exercise of absolute power ; and thus Dionysius seems to

have been not untruly called, in the original sense of the term, Tyrant

of Syracuse and of Sicily and Italy.

S 2
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CHAPTER XXXII.

Affairs of tlie Grecian Settleriients of Sicily and Italy,

from the Death of the first Dionysius to the Rcsloiatioii

of the second Dionysius.

SECTION I.

Election of the second Diouysius to the Dignity of General-Autocrator.

Peace of Eleven Years. Parties in Opposition under Dion and

Heracleides. Banishment of Dion and Ilcraclcides.

nr"* II E discussion of tlie d)aract?r of the cider Dionysius and of his

^ government, longer perhajjs and moie particular than would

g'cnerally heconic historical composition, seemed viirranfed and even

lequired hy the importance of the portion of history, and hy the

ohscurity and contradictions in which that portion of history hath

been ir.wrappcd; nor may it he less necessary toward exhibiting in

just light an important sequel.

On the death of a man who had presided over ih.e government so

many years, with uncommon ability, and perhaps yet more uncommon

.-ucress, it was matter of most serious consideration for all the Sicilian

and Italian Greeks, but especially the Syracusans, and most espe-

cially those who had been his princi[)al sn])porters, how and by

whom the administration should be in future directed. To preserve

jKace and union, and means for common exertion against a threatening

connnou enemy, among so many portions of the little em])irc, long

habituated to discord within each and among all, it seems to have

been extensively felt that one chief, with some permanence of power,

was necessary, and that, for such a chief, eminence of birth was an

important qualification. With these views the family of the late

gencral-autocralor would stand among the foremost for public notice.

Dionvsius
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Dionvs'uis hafi left by Doris, daughter of Xenetus of Locri, a son also

namerl Dionysius, already a<lvance(l in manhood, and by Aristomache,

dauo-hter of Hipparimis, his late colicgue in the olTice of gcneraJT

autocrator, two sons, Hipparimis and Narsarus, yet under age. Hut

the elder llipparinus liad also left a son, Dion ; and the family of

Hipparinus was the first, or among the first of Syraeuse. Dion then

was some years older than the younger Dionysius; with considerable

talents, cultivated under the first pliilosophers of the age, and especially

Plato; lie h.ad the farther advantage, derived from liis late brother-in- Diod.

law's favor, of having been versed in high employments milihiry and

civil, and to these he added that of possessing the largest patrimonial

fortune of the Sicilian Greeks. Thus eminent, lie aspired to the first

eminence, and, before the death of the ehler Dionysius, he had begun <^""'''^- ^^P-

by secret practices to prepare the way tor stepping into hi9 place.

The younger Dionysius was not his equal, either in ability or in

ambition. I'ut Dion had made liimsclf obnoxious by a morost" and

liaughty temper. Dionysius was more popular among the many by his

father's popularity, and more agreeable to the principal men for bis

])leasanter manners. Philistus csjiccially suppoitcd him'", lint the

important election was to be made, as in a democracy, by the voice of

the soverein people. The general assembly was convened. Young n p ^^
Dionysius, addressing the multitude, solicited that goodwill, v/liich Ol. ;§}.*.

he said he liojjed, little as he had yet had opportunity to earn it, would ,. j,^_"

attacli to him for his father's merits, and pass to liim as an iidicrilance.

Of any opposition, on th.e occasion, we iiavc no account.

The silence of the adverse Nvriters conccining transactions in Sicily,

during eleven years after the accession of the younger Dionysius to

" 'Ihc btory told by I'lutarth of Diouy- llonian times, or Cuctl;, uI'Ilt Llic to;i(iucs.t

sins liavijig given ihe tyriinny of Syracuse ol llit- Pcrsi.m eniiire. For tho age o I Dio-

Hiid Sicily by a testamentary devise, is so nyf-iu;-, he should still havt; attended to the

little consonant with what was either usual tragic poet's inforniatujii of what tyniuiiy

among the Greeks, or likely to have hap- was, and huw to be actjuired, with which

jieiied in his particular circunislalices, that tlie ac ount of Diodorns pcrtc ctly accords,

the clear testimony of Diodorus to a more The pln-ase nfurov ru ^rXiiSri (rvvxyuyut, but

probable and ordinary course of things, is indeed the whole account of Diodorus, show

hardly necessary J;^ its refutation. I'lu- tlial not only the form, but the nalityof

larch's idea seems to have been diawn l":oin popular soven inly reniuincd.

tlu-
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the supreme power in Syracuse, forms no small eulogy of his admini-

stration, and reflects very great credit on that of his predecessor, who

had established the advantageous order of things, -which gave means

for such a phenomenon in Grecian history. While the mild temper of

the government provoked no enemies, the naval and military force,

ready at its command, deterred aggression. Respected abroad, and

cherished at home, the only murmurs, noticed even by the adverse

writers, were of restless spirits, who reprobated that want of energy,

as they called it, which allowed the Carthaginians to hold their Sicilian

possessions ; while sober men could not but consider the maintenance

of peace with that preponderant power, unsullied by any degrading

concession, as indicating political conduct the most beneficial and

praiseworthy. In the uncommon peace thus injoyed, the Sicilian

towns, and especially Syracuse, flourished beyond example ; and the

benefits appear to have been in no small degree extended to the

Italian cities, which acquiesced under the superintending authority of

the vounger, as before of the elder Dionysius. The many self-governed

cities, thus united under one executive administration, in the manner

nearly of the Athenian confederacy under Pericles, formed a state alto-

gether the most powerful at that time existing in Europe'*. The peace

of Sicily appears to have remained wholly undisturbed. In Italy

hostilities occurred only with the Lucanians. The Syracusan govern-

ment undertook the conduct of the war, and Dionysius has the credit

of having commanded in some successful actions, which brought the

enemy to submission. The moderation and generosity which restrained

ambition and rapacity, and gave easy terms to the concpiered, were

taken, by the ill-aftcctcd, as ground, apparently in the scarcity of

other ground, for invective against the administration. Except in this

liltle war, the growth of piracy, in the Adriatic, alone gave occasion

for any use of arms. That evil was repressed by the Syracusan fleets

;

and to prevent more effectually the renewal of maritime depredations

in those seas, two towns were founded, in places commodious for naval

stations, on the coast of Apulia.

** Miyiri) Tiir xBTa Tfl> Ivfuirnt ivtaruZf af}(ii, Diod. L l6. C. 5. Tn^niJi irao'St iiri^n-

j-aTaTU x«t tuyirr, Plut. v. Tiiuol. p. 242.

The

-lA
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The advantages however of the administration of tlic younocr

Dion3'sius appear to have been little owing to his own clraiacter,

but much to the able men who had been his fatlier's fiiends and

assistants, and especially the venerable Philistus. If Dionysius had

himself talents for business, he had little disposition to use them. lie

seems indeed to have had all his father's passion for litterature, but with

an excessive propensity, which, if his father ever had, his great mind

overbore it'"', for pleasure and dissipation. That he had some quickness

ofjudgement as well as of wit, mucli good humor, and a temper not

easily ruffled, appears from anecdotes of his later life, preserved with a

purpose very wide of flattery. Easiness and generosity are also marked

in him in the course of the narrative of Diodorus, and remain attested
Arist Pf'hr.

even by his cotemporary enemy Tima?us. But his dissipation, and 1.5. c. lO.

especially his drunkenness, made him contemptible.

With such a character at the head of a government, whether tyrannv,

aristocracy, or democracy (the the government of Syracuse seems clearly

to have been compounded of the three, with the addition, from the

Sicilian and Italian cities, of a large portion of what has been called

tiederalism) it may well be wondered that quiet could be maintained so

long, but not that troubles should at length arise. Philistus, \\lio

seems chiefly to have directed things, would be sometimes ill-sup-

ported, and always envied. Two principal men opposed him, Dion and

Heracleides. The former, maternal uncle of Dionysius, was, in cha-

racter, the reverse of his nephew, ambitious, active, austere, singularly

austere, and haughty. He had some popular virtues; and, for the sake

of power he cultivated popularity; but his political princi|)les were piut. v.Dion.

aristocratical, and his temper, perhaps yet more than his political prin-

ciples, were adverse to the acquisition of any extensive and dangerous

popularity. Heracleides was more of the courtier. With much am-
bition, nuich courage, much activity, he had a tcnipcr that could

accommodate itself to accjuire the favor equally of prince and people.

Through the favor of the general-autocrator, he was next in militarv

command under him : through the favor of the i)eople he was the most

dangerous man in Syracuse to his government.

" Miniiiic libulinosuR, noii luxuiiosus, uou avarus. Corn. Ncp. dc reg.

Of
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Of Ileiacle'ules we have\eiy litlle account ; and of Dion, in some

respects, too lillle, in other, more tlnin enongh ; for much from

Plutarch is evidently fable. Nevertheless, by comparing Plutarch

w ith the honest the prejudiced Diodorus, and both, as means ofTer,

with other writers, Me are inablcil in a great degree to appreciate what

is related by all. It seems probable that the elder Dionysius had taken

measures for securing to his son the succession to the high rank which

liimself held, by the favor both of the principal men and of the multi-

tude. We owe to the Roman iiiographer, less a party-writer than

Corn. Nep. eillicr Diodorus or Plutarch, the information that Dion, even before

his brother-in-lav»^'s death, ingaged in secret measures for supplanting

his nephew. Tho tliis was discov;ered, yet the easy liberality of the

younger Dionysius forgave it, and Dion was not only still admitted to

his society and counsels, but was among the most respected and favored

in both. It Avas at the instance of Dion, it is said, that Plato was

invited to revisit Syracuse, and assist in improving the laws and con-

stitution. However doubtful the accounts of Plato's voyages to Sicily,

and of the circumstances of his residence there, yet this may deserve

notice concerning them: iflhey are true, it follows that the govern-

ment of Syracuse remained in a great degree popular under each

Dionysius; for the very purpose for which the philosopher is said to

Iiave been invited was to arrange a free government. Rut if the

accounts are fictitious, they show that the author of a fiction which

has obtained so much credit, either was aware that the government of

Syracuse was free, or considered it as general opinion, wliich, to make

his Hction popular, it would be necessary to respect.

It is likely nevertheless that Dion had reason to be dissatisfied with

iiis nephew's conduct, as it tended to weaken and expose to ruin the

well-combined system of government, ur.der m Inch Sicily had so long

flourished; and it is likely that his haughty and austere manner in

remonstrance might make his counsels daily less acceptable to the

general-autocrator. Philislus then injoying the greatest favor with

the first magistrate, and Hcracleides with the people, Dion with much

uneasiness found himself in an inferior situation, wlicre he reckoned

he ongh.t to have held l!;e lir^t. Thus disappointed and soured, lie was

led
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led to a line of conduct which nothing could justify: lie ingaged in

secret correspondence with the governor of the Carthaginian settle-

ments in Sicily. Some of his letters were intercepted and delivered to Plut. v.Dion.

Dionysius. From these it was discovered that, while formal commu- ^ '

nication was carried on by the Carthaginian governor with the

Syracusan administration, as a blind, secret negotiation was going

forward with Dion. Of the tenor of this negotiation antient writers Plui.&Com.

have omitted to inform us, but that the purpose was the ad- D^od.^ if."'

vancenient of Dion's power in Syracuse, to the overthrow of that of

Dionysius and his immediate friends, is clearly implied. Dionysius,

before aware, as the Roman biographer says, that Dion excelled him

in talents, and was gaining upon him in popularity, now saw that it

was no longer possible for both to live in Sicily.

We have heretofore observed it to have been too much the way of

writers of the ages of Diodorus and Plutarch, deficient in their accounts

of public affairs, to relate secret transactions and private conversation,

the most unlikely to become known, with as much confidence as if they

had been present at them. Plutarch has undertaken to say what passed

between Dion and Philistus concerning the intercepted letters, and he

has reported, in still more detail, a conversation between Dion and

Dionysius on the same occasion. What might be known, and concurrent

testimonies speak to it, is that Dion was detected in a conspiracy for Aristot. Po-

overthrowing the existing administration of Syracuse, and establishinsr ll' j
,'^;!*'"°

_

°
.

Diod. 1. 16.

himself in the chief authority ; that he was in consequence banished, Com. Nep.

and that Heracleides was banished about the same time. It seems jnon.

'

probable that the sentence against both was given, with all con- ^'^'"'•

stitutional formality, by a decree of the people; the interest of the
oi'. i05. *.

administration, directed more by the able and active Philistus than by

the dissipated general-autocrator, overbearing the divided causes of the

leaders of opposing parties.

The generosity of Dionysius, on this occasion, remains authenticated

by the unsuspicious testimony of a cotemporary historian of the adverse

party. To soften the fate of his uncle, as far as might be consistently Timx-us, aji.

with his own safety, he ordered a trireme for his accommodation, to p
'^63 ngT'

carry him to Greece, and Corinth, the mother-city of Syracuse, was the 9(}5.

Vol. IV. T place
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place he chose for his residence. Thither his large income was regularly

remitted to him, andheissaid to have lived in a style of princely splendor,

new in Peloponnesus. Meanwhile his wife and children, remaining in

Syracuse, Mere taken by Dionysius into his own house, and treated

with the kindness and respect becoming such near relations.

SECTION II.

Measures of Dion for JFar against Dionysius. New Settlement of'

Naxus under Andromachus. Return of Dion to Sicili/ in Arms.

Return of Heracleides in A?'ms. Dionysius besieged in the Citadel.

Death uf Philistus.

The gratitude of Dion, even according to his panegyrist, did not at

all correspond with the liberal generosity of Dionysius. Proposing to

use the means, which he owed to it, for raising troops to make war

Plut.v. Dion, against his benefactor, it is said he consulted Platoon the subject,

^' whose scholar and friend it was his boast to have been. Plato strongly

dissuaded, but Dion nevertheless persevered. At this time more than

a thousand Sicilian exiles M'ere living in Greece. It seems probable

that the greater number, or perhaps all, were a relic of the party in the

several cities of theiland, whicli we have seen so virulent and inflexible -

in animosity against the elder Dionysius. Scarcely thirty could be

ingaged to follow Dion, who had been so many years a principal

person of the opposite party. IMany of them seem to have been

of those expelled from Naxus; and these, holding together under an
.

eminent man of their own city, Andromachus, whose Mcalth inabled,

as his talents qualified him, to be a chief in adventure, drew many

others M'ith them. The colony establislied in the Naxian territory, after

the expulsion of the rebellious Sicels, seems, in the neglect of the

Syracusan government, distracted through the dissipated character of

the general-autocrator, to have been at this time in decay. Andro-

machus, using a favorable opportunity, and Avell seconded by the zeal

of his followers, possessed himself of the height of Taurus, where the

Sicels so long resisted the elder Dionysius ; and, from that commanding

1

1

situation,
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situation, lie vindicated for his followeis in a great degree the possession

and injoyment of the whole Naxian territory. His .circumstances

made the lofty fastness preferable to the otherwise far more convenient

situation of the old town of Naxus below it, and under his able direc-

tion, his settlement, retaining the name of Tauromenium, quickly

became a florishing republic. Tim^eus, whose Sicilian history, now
unfortunately known only by the quotations of other writers, has

already occurred for notice, was a son of the founder of the republic of

Tauromenium.

JMeanwhile both Dion and Heracleides had been levying foi'ces in

Peloponnesus, for the purpose of reestablishing themselves in Syracuse;

and as the deranged state of the government there had afforded in-

couragement and opportunity for Andromachus, so his success would

aftbrd incouragement and promote opportunity for the Syracusan

exiles. Intelligence of their preparations, and of the actual seizure of

Tauromenium by Andromachus, alarmed the Syracusan administra-

tion. The direct passage from Peloponnesus across the Ionian sea to

Sicily, was rarely ventured by the antient ships of war: they commonly,

as we have had occasion 'formerly to observe, ranged the coast of

Epirus, till opposite the lapygian promontory, and then proceeded by

the Italian headlands to the Sicilian shore. The occupation of Tauro-

menium, if its occupiers were in concert, as might reasonably be

apprehended, with Dion and Heracleides, would give facility to inva-

sion on that side, and perhaps might afford opportunity also to detach

some of the Italian cities from the Syracusan alliance. The danger

appeared so threatening, that Dionysius and Pliilistus went together to

Italy to provide against it.

Meanwhile Dion, far less successful than Heracleides in ingaging J}. C. 358.

Sicilian refugees, yet having collected some mercenary tr()oi)s, and ^'- '^^* ^^

holding intelligence in Sicily, resolved upon a measure w Inch has been

celebrated for its novelty and boldness. The direct passage, very

hazardous for the antient ships of war, was far from being equally so piut. vit.

for the ships of burthen. Dion therefore imbarked his troops in mer- j^j^^^l'
j j^

chant- vessels, and steered to the south of Sicily; but, avoiding the c. 9-

«< • I 1111 1 • « /• • ,• 11-1 1 • JMut, V.Dion.
drecKin towns, lie lick! on ins course to Ainca, xorced thither, as his

T 2 friends
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friends gave out, by the wind. Thence however he proceeded, not to

any Grecian settlement, but to Alinoa, a Carthaginian garrison in the

Agrigentine territory. There he was received as a friend by the Car-

thaginian governor, wlio gave him important assistance for the prose-

cution of liis purpose. Dion hastened his march, witli his small force,

toward Syracuse, and the Carthaginian governor meanMhile managed

for him the conveyance of arms, which he had brought to distribute

among his partizans in the iland. The friendship of Carthage more-

over would procure him the friendly aid of all the Sicans, and probably

some of the Sicels, and perhaps even some of the Greeks; for few of

the Grecian towns, especially of the west of the iland, were without a

Carthaginian party ^'. But every wliere all who were adverse to the

ruling party, and all who apprehended that the administration of

Dionysius was tottering, would be half prepared to join him. In a

proclamation adapted to the general temper, or to the temper of a large

part of the Sicilian Greeks, Dion declared that his purpose was to give

liberty to all; and before he reached Syracuse, he had collected as

army, it is said, of twenty thousand men.

Probable as it is that with all the advantage which Dionysius had,

in the able advice of Philistus, there would be considerable errors in

h's administration, it is remarkable enough that none regarding public

measures, are specified by the adverse historians. They pry into his

house and his family for accusation against him. When Dion's purpose

of bringing war against his country was ascertained by open prepa-

ration, in revenge for his ingratitude and perfidy, they say, Dionysius

compelled his sister, Dion's wife, to repudiate her husband and take

another. The credit due to such an account from an adverse faction,

whether for the manner and circumstances, or for the fact itself, is very

difficult to estimate. But the administration, in the absence of Diony-

sius and Philistus, remained certainly in hands either weak or faithless.

" It seems probable that if the history terwork this that the accusation was re-

ef Philistus had remained to us, we should torted, evidently enough without founda-

bave seen that the Cartijuginian connection lion, aud yet ingeniously enough to have

was the popular topic, urged by the party perhaps some effect upon the popular miud

nf Dionysius, that pressed most against at the tiuie, agaiust the elder Dionysius.

Dion ; aud it seems to have been to couu>

Dion
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Dion became master of the city without a blow, the iland only ex-

cepted. The numerous populatio.n, some part always disposed to Dion, Diod. 1. \6.

c 10
a o'reater part indisposed to the existing administration, and expecting

the desired arrival of Heracleides, some swayed by tiie alarm of the

moment, and some by the incouragement, ail tlockcd out to meet, and

earn the favor or allay the resentment of the rising power. Dion, in a

sort of royal, or as it would be called by an adverse party, tyrannical piut. vit.

state, conspicuous for his fine armour, and surrounded by a body-

guard of foreiners, addressed the obsequious multitude, and recom-

mended the immediate election of commanders, lit, he said, in the style

commonly used for alluring the nmltitiide, to lead them to the ovei"-

throw of tyranny and the establishment of freedom. The choice, under

the existing circumstances, could not be dubious; universal acclama-

tion raised Dion and his brother Megacles to the high office of autocrator- Plut. vit.

generals, and a body-guard was allowed them, as appertenant to that £.

dignity. No symptom of opposition appearing, they led the way, in

a kind of triumph, througli Achradina to the agora. Sacrifices, D'oJ. 1- iS-

thanksgivings, festivals, whatever might incourage among the people

the hope and imagination of great advantages in the revolution, fol-

lowed ; and while the informed and serious looked with anxious

apprehension to the future, the thoughtless multitude injoyed for the

moment a real happiness, for which they paid Dion with the grossest

flattery, equalling him with the gods.

I3ut that government which had made Syracuse the greatest city of

the Greek nation, the capital of the florishing settlements of Sicily

and Italy, and had been able to maintain it so many years in so

uncommon a tranquility, tho thus violently interrupted, and put in

imminent danger, was not so to be in a moment overthrown and

annihilated. Dionysius and Philistns, returning not till seven days

after Dion had been in possession of the city, found themselves never-

theless, by the command of the strong fortress of the iland, by the

attachment of the fleet, and by an interest yet among those who had

submitted to Dion, in circumstances to propose an accommodation

by which civil war might have been avoided. But Dion, haughty and

unbending, for so much even his panegyrists allow, would accede to

na
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no equal terms, and yet feared the unpopularity likely to be incurred

by the refusal of them. To obviate this, his partizans imputed insin-

cerity to their adversaries in proposing negotiation. Arms then being

resorted to, and Dion, while his troops were roughly handled, being

himself severely wounded, his partizans reproached Dionysius for

Diod. 1. 16. breach of faith, as if a treaty had been going forward or even con-
*^' ''• eluded. Nevertheless Dionysius again invited negotiations, M'hich

c. 13. Dion persevered in avoiding, while he diligently prosecuted works for

blockading the fortress. Composition, even his encomiasts avow, was

not his purpose; he would compel Dionysius either to surrender at

discretion or quit Sicily.

The rapidity and the amount of Dion's first success had brought

unexpected credit to his cause; but when the extent of his design

became more manifest, and men had leisure to reflect a little upon the

probable and even necessary consequences, of a revolution, his progress

w-as presently checked, and it appeared that an adverse party, or even

more than one adverse jiarty remained, capable of contending with him

for superiority. The fleet continued faithful to the old government,

and Philistus, passing again to Italy, where also its interest was yet

good, he procured from Rhegium alone, florishing tinder the party

established in power by the elder Dionysius, -five hundred horse. He

did not fear then to return to Syracuse by land ; and-, Leontini having

declared for Dion, he made a vigorous assault upon it. He M'as repelled,

but he proceeded without any check to his march, and joined Diony-

sius in Uie citadel.

Meanwhile in the city tilings had taken a new face. Dion had

quickly ceased to be the god who could command the minds of all

men. Already symptoms of dissatisfaction had appeared among the

nuiltitude when Ikracleides arrived from Peloponnesus, and was

received with extensive satisfaction. He pretended the same zeal with

Dion for what they called the popular cause, against Dionysius ; but

•with little disposition to coalesce with Dion, and none to act under

his orders. He had found among the Sicilian exiles, and in the

Peloponncsian states, a favor which Dion could not obtain. He

brought a force with him considerably greater; and the popularity of

his

16.
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his character seems to have produced sliortly some desertion in the

Syracusan fleet, which Dion had vainly tempted. Nor was Heracleides

supported only by the multitude. Those of higher rank, either disgusted

with the haughty mauner, or fearing the imperious temper of Dion, Corn. Nep.

concurred in the policy of supporting a rival. Dion was compelled to
p]j,j ^, Dion.

concede, so far that, the command in chief of the landforce remain- P- 9' 2*

ing to him, Heracleides was appointed, by a popular decree, to the

independent command of the fleet. Dion had assumed a guard for com. Nep.

his person, and a similar guard was, by a vote of the people, allowed "• ^'o"^-

to Heracleides. Jointly they seem to have been deficient in nothing

that might give them, equally at least with either Dionysius, a claim

t-o the title of tyrants of Syracuse.

Heracleides soon collected a fleet such that he could ofi^er battle, and

he gained a decisive victory. The veteran Philistus, who commanded

against him, fell. Plutarch has related his fate as reported by Timo-

nides, an associate in arms of Dion, to his friend the philosopher

Speusippus in Italy. According to liis account, Philistus was made

prisoner in the ship in which, now in bis eightieth year, he had bravely

fought. Neither his age, nor the courage which at that age he had piut.v.Dion.

demonstrated, nor the universally-acknowleged merit of fidelity to P-^^o, 976.

principle and sleddiness in friendship through so long and active a life,

moved any spark of generosity in his illiberal victors, the friends of the

reporter. Stript naked, his body, shrunk and shrivelled with years, while

his mind remained so vigorous, was exhibited to the derision of the

thoughtless multitude,, and, not till they were sated with the abomin-

able jok^, he was deliberately put to death. Boys Avere then inconrage<l

to drag the corpse about the city, and the odious scene was conciiuUd

by tumbling it, denied the rites of burial, into the stonequarries. It

marks a strong stain in the character of the times, pcrliaps even more

than of the man, that such a person as TimaMis, son of the respectable piut ibiJ.

chief of Naxus, giving a similar account of this base revenge, testified

u malignant satisfaction in it, which has drawn censure even from

Plutarch. The historian Ephorus, also a cotemporary, seems to have Dio«i. 1. 16.

been unwilling to allow that Philistus, whose character he admired, autl
"^^^ '^•

M'hose fate he lamented, would submit to be taken alive. Diodorus,

apparently
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apparently following his account, says that Philistus, seeing resistance

useless, and escape impossible, to avoid the indignities expected from

such rancorous enemies, destroyed himself Concerning the scandalous

insults to the dead body, avowed as matter of triumph by the victorious

party, all have agreed. The superiority of character of the venerable

suiferer seems to have been hardly less generally acknowlegcd. The

cause indeed, in which his talents were exerted, would of course bring

on him reprobation from its opponents; yet his high merit with the

party with which through a long life he acted, has been admitted by

alP*. The loss therefore of his history of Sicilian affairs, which Cicero

esteemed highly, for style and manner, as well as for the matter, will

be esteemed among the greatest that we have suftered from the barbarism

of the middle ages".

SECTION III.

Declining Popularity of Dion ; advancing Influence of Heracleides.

Retreat of Dionfrom Syracuse. Ill-Success of Heracleides. Recall

of Dio7i, and Failure again of Popularity. Interference of the

Laced(iemo7iians. Surrender of the Citadel to Dion.

By the defeat of the fleet, and the loss of the man vho, equally for

politics and war, was his ablest and most faithful adviser, Dionysius

was reduced to a situation of extreme peril and dilhculty. Immediately

he a"-ain tried negotiation; founding perhaps some hope in the know-

leo-e of dissention among his enemies. Dion, pressed by the popularity

of Heracleides, was now disposed to moderation toward Dionysius.

Claimino- to be the deliverer of Syracuse, he had demanded public pay

for more than three thousand mercenaries ingaged in his service; but,

thwarted by the influence of Heracleides, he could not obtain the

"nxiiri»!t*"xa'/*«y'i-atx/i»'«!»«f>'<'X''/*»»<>« gcoteiii. De Diviii. I. 1. c. CO. Catonem

ToK rvfittoiu wiroraToj Ji run (pixut T«r? Sv,i- cum Philisto & Thucydide compararcs ?—

rai( ytyotu(, Diod. 1. 16". c. \Ci. Quos eiiim nee Graccis quisquam imituri

»» Philistum, docluni homiuem & dili- potest. Dc Clar. or. c. 85.

necessary
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iicccssar}' sanction of a popular vole. His situation, in consequence,

pledged as he was to the troops, became highly distressing-. ' In this d[oc{. i. ig.

state of things Dionvsius offered a sum equal to five months pav for *^- ^^'•

the mercenaries, and to surrender the iland and citadel upon condition

of being allowed to pass to Italy, and injoy there, under security of

the Syracusan government, the revenue of his lands in Sicily. Dion

exerted his influence to have the proposal accepted; but, in the debate

on the question in the general asscuddy, free vent was given to the

harshest invective against him and his forein troops, to which the

people so listened that he was unable to carry his proposal. The tricks

to which democratical government is peculiarly liable, were, if liis

panegyrist may be trusted, resorted to for bringing farther discredit

upon him. A man named Sosis, in the course of a bitter harangue, Plut. v,Dioi>,

accused him of aiming at the tyranny. The next day the same man P'-^'**

came bloody into the agora, asserting that he had been wounded by

Dion's forein soldiers, and hardly escaped assassination. Freedom of

speech, he said, and all freedom Av^ould shortly be banished from

Syracuse, if such crimes went unpunished. Inquiry being immediately

instituted, the falsehood of the story Avas fully proved, and Sosis, in

due couise of law, vas condemned to death for the attempted impos-

ture, and executed. Whether, however, we suppose Sosis false, or

Plutarch prejudiced or misguided, the story assists to mark the state

of Syracuse at the time. Its happy days Arere gone by; and the time

•was come for citizens to be liable to insult and violence from forein

troops, and for the soverein assembly to be misled by impostors.

But the popular suspicion of Dion, and dislike of his forein troops, p. 973. F.

did not die with Sosis. While he was in vain endeavouring to obtain

an allowance from the public that might inable him to discharge his

ingageincnts, a measure was proposed, which miglit straiten his piivate

means. Citizens, it was said in the general assembly, who had deserved

well and were in want, should be provided with the necessary, before

forein mercenaries were rewarded, A division of lands was accordingly

decreed, how far to the injury of legal property, and how far to the

particular injury of Dion, who seems to have been the greatest landed

jiroprietor among theSyracusans, Ave have no information. A measure

Vol. IV. U followed.
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followed, however, which depiivcd Dion of all official authority: it

Avas decreed that there should be a new. election of generals, and that

instead of one, or two, there should he no less than twenty-five,

lleracleides \^•as chosen of this numerous board, but Dion was-

omitted,

Dion's situation was now highly critical. Fortunately for him,

while the favor of the Syracusan citizens so failed, the conduct of his

adversaries but rendered it the more necessary for his mercenary armv
Dind. 1. U). to make common cause Mith him. Confident in the superiority whicir

riut. ut ant. discipline and practice in war would give to their small number over

the Syracusan multitude, habituated to a relaxed military system in an

uncommon length of peace, they proposed to right themselves and their

commander by force. But Dion would not, witli a band of forciners,

begin hostilities against his country, whose deliverer it had been his

boast to be. He persuaded his little army to abstain from violence,

and march under his orders to Leontini, where he could insure it a

favorable reception. Probably Heracleides was unable to keep equal

order among the Syracusans ; taught by himself to believe that they

had a right to exercise soverein authority under no rule but their fancy.

Under no regular command accordingly they ])ursued Dion; and

treating with scorn his admonition to forbear violence, they made it

necessary for his troops to chastize their injurious aggression. He
interfered, with politic humanity, to check the slaughter, while they

directed their precipitate flight to Syracuse, and he pursued his march

to Leontini.

The dissention among those who claimed to be assertors of the

liberties of Syracuse, had afforded some relief to Dionysius and his

I)io(i. 1. 16. friends in the iland. The blockade indeed Avas continued, so that a

failure of provisions tlireatened; but notwithstanding the enemy*

decided naval superiority since the battle in which Philistus fell,

opportunity was found for Dionysius himself to go, in quest of sup-

plies, to Italy, where his interest was yet good. The command of the

garrison meanwhile was committed to his son Apollocrates; and its

numbers and fidelity, with the natural and artificial strength of the

place, sufficed to make assault vain. Want however became pressing,

a and

C.17
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nnd a negotiation for its surrender, was going forward, when a conv-oy

from Locri came in sight. The Syracusans launched and manned

their triremes, and proceeded against it as to a sure prey. But -

Nypsius, a man of approved valor and talent, who commanded it,

conducted the contest so ahly, against a very superior force, that, tho

he lost four triremes, he carried in his whole convo}'.

Heracleides is said to have heen supported by a considerable number

of principal men'', but all accounts indicate that the power whicli

inabled him at the same time to contend M'ith Dionysius and drive Dion

from Syracuse, was acquired principally by excessive indulgence and

flattery to the multitude. Tlie people, in consequence, became utterly

unruly ; they would consider the<lestruction or capture of four triremes,

in the late action, as a victory important enough to be celebrated by a

public festival; and their generals, whether accommodating themselves

to tlie ])opular fancy, or following their own inclination, are said to have Diod. i. 16.

joined in the dissolution of moral order and military discipline, so as to
pi'^'Joj,,,,

have disabled themselves by inebriety. Nypsius, watchful, and supplied p. VTi, 5,
0",

with intelligence, sallying in a critical moment with his whole garrison,

became master of the two quarters of the city adjoining to the harbour"^.

'Jlic friends of Dion who had remained in Syracuse, incouraged by

this misfortune to the government of Heracleides, now ventured again,

in conversation and in debate, to push the interest of their party through

that of its chief. It was become evident, they said, that there was but

one man capable of averting from Syracuse the horror of returning

under the odious tyranny of Dionysius. Another indeed in his circum-

stances might think only of revenge for the gross ill-usage he had

received; but Dion's magnanin)ity and patriotism, it need not be

doubted, would forgive the offence of the Syracusan people, and receive

them as repentant children. The defect of the policy of Heracleides,

'' Ncque is minus valebut apud opti-. Nypsiiis's troops ixltogcllicr baibarians. But

mates, quorum consensu prjeerat dasai. Diodorus's narrative, and the tenor even of

Corn. Nep. v. Dion. I'lutarch's account, marks tlieni to liave

'* Plutarch, who commonly paints with a Ijclmi mostly Sicilian and Italian Greeks;

broad brush, regardless of nice distinctions, tho possibly, with the Locrian troops, there

and oftnn indulges in a very indiscriminate may hayo been some Liicanians, and pos«

use of hard names and foul language, calls sibly a few Gauls or Spaniards.

U 2 just
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just before experienced in prosperity, now equally showed itself in

adversity. He was obliged to concur in an invitation, in the name of

the people, for Dion to return to Syracuse. There could indeed be no

reasonable doubt of Dion's readiness to grant the request, which was,

v'ith the restoration of his property, to raise him again to the first

situation in the commonwealth". To obtain such advantages hi*

])roud mind did not disdain a compromise with Heracleides. The

board of twenty-five generals M'as dissolved of coursej Dion wa*

elected general-autocrator with Heracleides, as the elder Dionysius had

formerly been with Hipparinus, and it was settled that the landforce

should be under Dion's orders, and that Heracleides, still the popular

character, especially with the seamen, should have the independent

command of the fleet. Dion immediately proceeded to use the well-

disciplined troops which had returned with him against Dionysius>

and with such effect that Nypsius vas soon compelled to abandon his

conquest, and withdraw again within the iland^*.

The zeal of Dion's friends, on his return, but still more on this

success, broke out in gross extravagancies. They paid him divine

honor.s; Diodorus says as a hero, or demigod: Plutarch, to whom,

under the Roman empire, the absurd profaneness was familiar, says

they called him a god. Such extravagance could not but maintain

and increase jealousy among the friends of Heracleides. It was

indeed an ill-fated city whose internal peace depended upon the

" Plutarch describes much good acting he has introduced, on clemency and mag-

on the occasion, with considerable stage naniniity. Yet however admirable such de-

effect, but the story is not fit for serious clamation may be, to foimd it on the demo-

history, lition of the truth and even probability of

" Plutarch pretends that Dion's return history, is a practice surely not without

was opposed by Heracleides, who was made inconvenience ; and the invective which we

prisoner by him, and owed life and liberty find against Heracleides, as a popular leader

to his generosity. His own account of on one hand, and against either Dionysius,

transactions, confused and sometimes con- as tyrants, on the other, is so marked with

tradictory as it is, however shows this very malignity, and, as not only Diodorus and

little likely ; and from Diodorus and Nepos Nepos, but more respectable writers also,

it appears clearly untrue. But without such Isocrates and Polybius, show, so unsupported

improvement of the genuine accounts of by fact, that even tlie moral tendency alto-

Pion's life, I'lutarch would have wanted gether of the tale seems at best ve)7 quts-

ground fur some fine declamation, which tionable.

agreement
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agreement of rival chiefs, supported by parties old in mutual animo-

sity. Dion M'as still bent upon that scheme of an improved consti- Pint. v.Dion.

tution, said to have been concerted with Plato. For whatever cause P' ^^^' ^'

this was disapproved by the first Dionysius, under whom it seems to

have been conceived, or by the second, to M'hom Dion, accorfling to

his panegyrist, would allow no rest for his urgency to cany it into

execution, it was not a plan for increasing, but for checking the

popular power. After his master, Plato, Dion called democracy not a piut. ibid.

government, but a market for governors, or, if a cant phrase, the only

apposite one our language affords might be allowed, a jobmarket.

But the power, and of course the safety of Heracleidcs and his prin-

cipal supporters, depended upon their influence among the great body

of the people. Any check therefore upon the authority of the' general

assembly, they were led by the most pressing interest to oppose. Dion, piut.v Dion.

supported by his mercenary army, resisted the execution of the decree ''• ^'^^ ^•

v'hich had actually passed, for the partition of lands and di^tribution

of houses. Perhaps his end was just and patriotic, but his measure

appears to have been violent and tyrannical. He could not conceal

his dissatisfaction with the appointment of Heraclcides to the inde-

pendent command of the fleet. A phrase of Homer, much noticed in Cm -^^p^

anticnt and in modern times, was frequently in his mouth, which Pope "•'• ^"^"•

has well, tho strongly, turned, ' That worst of tyrants, an usurping

'crowd;' and this, with the comment which ingenious opponents

could add, did him great injury in popular estimation.

With two parties, thus only not at open war within the city, and a

third, against which both carried arms, in the citadel, Syracuse could

not be the flourishing and commanding state which it hud been under

either Dionysius; and yet among the Sicilian cities Syracuse was still

powerful. Among all those cities there Mas yet a relic of the party of

Dionysius. This being what had always been the Laceda;nioniau

party, geems, in its existing distress, to have ingaged the attention of

the Laccdamionian government, to ^hich it had been accustomed to

afford assistance. Pharax, a Laceda-Muonian, as we learn from Plularch pi„t. v.Dion.

(in our copies of Diodorus, there occurs here an intermission of all notice P- i''^- ^'

of Sicilian affairs for near four years) charged with the interests of his

government
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government in Sicily, was inllie Agrigentine territory witli some troops

under his command. This was considered b\' the Syracusan government

as higlily threatening to their interest. Phitarch, commonly careless of

coherency, and here more than commonl\- defective and confused, assigns

1)0 cause for their alarm, but proceeds to relate that, ceasing to press

the siege of the iland, they sent the greatest part of tlieir force, the

army under Dion, the fleet under Heraclcidcs, to oppose Pharax*

Between such rivals however as Dion and Heraclcidcs, just cooperation

was little to be expected. Dion, compelled by the impatience of his

licentious army to fight at disadvantage, was defeated. Heracleides,

presently after, without communicating his purpose to the commander

of the landforce, sailed eastward. Dion, apprehending he was gone

for Syracuse, in extreme jealousy so hastened thither with his cavalry,

that, tho it M'as night before he moved, he arrived, by a march of

eighty miles, at the third hour of the next day.

This appears to have been esteemed by Dion's partisans a very meri-

torious exploiti' Whether it was on any fair ground to be justified, we

are without means to judge, but it was clearly a great party stroke, for

Heracleides, and his principal friends, were excluded from the city.

Nevertheless it was far from placing Dion and his party in any easy

circumstances there; deprived of all cooperation from the fleet, which

remained strongly attached to Heracleides. But the fleet felt the want

of the city, not less than the city of the fleet. The inducements to

accommodation being mutual, and a Lacedasmonian, Gtesylus,

becoming mediator, a reconciliation, for the present, between the rival

chiefs, was effected.

What was the policy of the Laceditmonian government at tliis time,

in resrard to Sicilian affairs, or what the views of either Pharax or

Giesylus, its officers and ministers, dees not appear. No consequences

of the victory obtained by Pharax against Dion are mentioned. The

conduct of Gacsylus however shows that the old connection of Lace-

da:mon with the party of Dionysius no longer subsisted, and that, on

the contrary its weight was rather given to the opposite scale. Pressed

then by sea and land, with former friends become adverse, and means

no longer occurring to avert threatened famine, ApoUocrates negotiated

with
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with Dion in preference to Hcraclcides for a capitulation. Surrenclerincj

then the iland and citadel, he was allowed to withdraw with his fol-

lowers to his father in Ital}'.

SECTION IV.

Poxcer of Dion. Measures for reforming the Constititiio7i. /Issas-

sinatio7i of Heracleides. Tyranny and Assassination of' Dion.

The reconciliation of Dion and Heracleides having been produced

meerly by political necessity, their contest for superiority began again

•when the necessity ceased. Dion represented to the people that the Plut.v.Dion,

expence of the fleet, which pressed heavily upon theni, might now be P- ^''^'^"

'

•

spared. The fleet was laid up, and its conunander reduced to a private

station, while Dion remained general-autocrator, without any other in

a situation to balance his authority ''.

Dion was now, as far as may be gathered from antient writers, not

less than either Dionysius had ijecn, king or tyrant of Syracuse, differ-

ing principally in the want of that popularity through which the first

Dionysius had executed such great things, in peace and in war, at

home and abroad, and extended the supremacy of Syracuse over the

whole Grecian interest in Sicily and in Italy, to the great advantage of

all; a popularity which, passing as a kind of inheritance to his son, and

adhering to him even under great deficiencies of conduct, maintained

him so long, and long so peacefully, in his high situation. Plutareli, V. Dion.

amid the most extravagant panegyric of Dion, has axowcd, in jjlain
l'--^''""

terms, tliat the Syracusans hated liini"". Dion was aware of his own

" In Plutarch's ciccount, the reduction ground his hero could pretrnd to thi' people,

of iho fleet is stated lirst, and the surrender or even with a view to his own intercstf. dc-

of the iland afterward; but he is always sire them to believe that the fleet was no
careless of any other order in his narrative longer wanted, while the close blockade of

than what may set a particular fact in a the iland was so great an object for all, and
striking point of view. He wanted to pass, without the fleet impossible,

at once from the surrender of the iland to '° 'T./^ic-ovinl* Aiuva., p..975. A. On oUicr

a display ot Dion's greatness and glory, and occasions Plutarch is generally a preacher

for this advantage he would dispense with of democratical doctrine, but here, to re-

any explanation to his reader on wliat venge his hero, he is severe upon democracy.

unpopularity,
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V.Dion. unpopularity, and j-et lie could persevere in, vhat can only be well

^'' ' ' done through the highest popularity, a reformation of the constitution.

So bent he was upon his project, that seeing his party weak, he endea-

voured to strengthen himself by forein aid. lie sought assistance from

Corinth, where the title of parent-city might-soften the prejudice that

would attach against any other forein power.

What may have been really the merit or demerit of his plan, we have

no information. It may however be not unreasonable to believe that

a man, as he was, of acknowleged talents, who had studied under one

of the greatest philosophers, and acted many years under one of the

greatest politicians of his own or any age, would, in altering, consi-

derably improve a constitution, such as was then the Syracusan

;

which, through interested flattery and indulgence to the multitude,

seems to have been sunk to a state not better than that in which we

saw it on the first rise of Hcrmocrates, at the time of tire Athenian

invasion. But in carrying his plan into execution, he was evidently

indiscreet ; highly indiscreet and highly arbitrary. He seems clearly

not to have profited from that admonition of the tragic poet, to which

Corn. Nip, -^ve have already more than once adverted. When alarm and indigna-

tion at his conduct were manifested among the people, instead of

endeavouring to appease he Mould overbear. Heracleides, reduced as

lie was to a private situation, found means to profit from Dion's indis-

cretion, so as to be still formidable by his popularity, which increased

as Dion's waned. M'hatcver the general-autocrator proposed in the

assembly was thwarted by the favorite of the people. Dion's proud

spirit could ill brook this revived opposition from a fallen rival, and

his philosophy was weak against the alluring proposal, to still the annoy-

JI^"'- T^. ance by the base crime of assassination. Heracleides was murdered in
I'lui. v.Dion. •'

p. yai. U. his own house, by persons commissioned by Dion for the purpose.

This atrocious deed, as even Plutarch has been fair enough to

acknowlege, excited great and general indignation in Syracuse. Yet

in the existing lawlessness, unless it should be rather called the existing

tyranny, no judicial inquiry seems to have followed. Dion, known as

he was for the nuudcrcr, proposed to allay the popular anger by a show

q{ respect for the dead body. It was buried with great pomp under his

direction,
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direction, himself attending. But liis panegyrist, to Avhom we owe

this curious particular, has been true enough to a better morality to

avow, that conscience of the wickedness imbittered all Dion's following

days'\

It has been apparently in tenderness for his hero's reputation that

Plutarch has omitted all account of transactions in Syracuse, from the

death of Heracleides to the completion of the tragedy by the death of

Dion ; a short but interesting period, reported succinctly by the more

impartial Roman biographer thus : ' No man any longer now thought

* liimself safe in Syracuse, when Dion, after the removal of his opponent,

' in a still more arbitrary manner than before, seized and divided amone
* his soldiers the property of any whom he supposed his adversaries.

' Nevertheless, with all the confiscations, the expences of this arbitrary

' government so exceeded the income, that he was driven to press upon

' the purses of his friends ; and thus dissatisfaction was extended among

the wealthy and powerful.' Information, much to be desired, fails

lis, what M'as become of the revenue, with which the first Dionysius

had done such mighty things. * But Dion,' continues the biogra-

pher, ' irritated more than admonished by the appearance of ill humor
' among all ranks, inveyed most impatiently against the unsteddiuess

' of men, now thwarting his best purposes, who a little before were pro-

' mising him every support, and equalling him with the gods. Such
' reproaches gained him no party ; and, when the dissatisfaction of the

' most powerful men became generally known, while the discontent of

' the military was made public by petulant clamors for pay long in

' arrear, the body of the people freely vented their sentiments, calling

' Dion a tyrant, no longer to be borne.'

Plutarch, desirous of softening the tyrannical character of his licro,

'* Bartlielemi, in his liJarned romance of Dion to the assassination of Heracleides

Apacharsis, has tai<eii up Dion as a favorite for the purpose of justifying it. His unfor-

hero, and even outstripped Plutarch in ex- tunate nephew has probably seen and felt

travaganre of panegyric, concealing many of enough not to be so fond of those principles,

the disadvantageous truths which Plutarch which the uncle, and his great patron the

has revealed. Thus far, were romance only duke of Choiseuil, contributed to spread ia

liis purpose and not history, he might be France,

excused. But he admits the consent of

Vol. IV. -J- X which
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which he knew not how intircly to conceal, says that, mistrusting and

scorning his fellowcitizcns, he sent for Corinthians to be his associates

in council and in authority ''. The reality and the character of his

tyranny are, even thus, largely shown. Yet the association of Dorians,

in the government of a Dorian state, would be less generally offensive

than the admission of lonians; and a Corinthian, as of the mother-city

of Syracuse, would be more acceptable than any otlicr Dorian. But from

Corn. Nep. Plutarch equally as from Nepos, we learn that Dion's most confidential

^, ^^'"",\- assistant, in civil and in military business, M'as Callippus, an Athenian.
Piut. V. Uioii. ' '' 11'
p. 962. His popularity was so completely gone, and his mistrust of his fellow-

citizens such, that he employed this man as a spy among them, to discover

and report their sentiments and their purposes. To inable a foreiner,

and one so known to have been in his confidence, to execute effectually

such an office, a plan of dissimulation was agreed upon between them :

Callippus was to pretend concurrence with those most dissatisfied with

Dion, who was equally to profess dissatisfaction with him. But, in the

course of this employment, Callippus seems to have found that, if he

remained faithful to Dion, he must probaidy fall with him, whereas by

betraying him, he might rise on his ruin. Daring, cunning, and unprin-

cipled (if we may trust the panegyrists of Dion, from whom alone

report of his character and actions hath reached us) he resolved upon

the latter. Example for assassination, a crime to which the Syracusans

were perhaps before but too prone, had been given by Dion himself.

A plot was formed against him, and there seems to have been a very

large number of persons so far ingaged as to give it their approba-

tion. Rumor of it got abroad, and reached Dion's family. Confiding

in his supposed friend, or at a loss for another in whom he might confide,

he would himself take no measures of prevention : but his Avife and

sister, it is said, communicated their suspicions to Callippus; nor would

be satisfied with his assurances of fidelity, till he had sworn it before

them in the temple of Proserpine, with every ceremony sujiposcd to

give firmest sanction to an oath, covered with the goddess's purple

robe, and bearing a flaming torch in his hand.

Dion, p.9Sl. C.

But
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But as Callippus was already too far advanced to retreat with any

safety, the discovery that he was suspected serveil but as admonition

to hasten the execution of the plot. A day of public festivity Avas

chosen, when the people would be collected where, it was known, Dion

would avoid attending. For security against commotion, commanding

points in the city were occupied, by troops in the confidence of the

conspirators, and a trireme was prepared in the harbour for ready flight,

if it should become desirable. IVIalters being thus arranged, some

Zacynthian soldiers went, without arms, to Dion's house, and i)rctcnd-

ing an errand to speak with him, on business of the mercenary troops,

pushed into the room where he was, and immediately shut the door.

His very guards, according to Nepos, had they had any disposition to

it, might easily have saved him; for the tumult was heard, while Dion-

for some time resisted his unarmed assailants ; but none moved to his

relief The business of murder was at length completed with a sword,

which Lycon, a Syracusan, handed to the forein assassins, tln-ough a R, c. 35-2,

window. Thus, with his life, ended the administration of Dion, about ^'- '"^"t-

four years after his return from Peloponnesus, and about the fifty-fifth
^'°f"

'"
^^*

of his age; a man whose eulogy among antien^writers has far exceeded Com. Nop,.

what any remaining account of his actions will justify.

• S E C T I O N V.

The Athettlan Callippus Gcncral-Aviocrator of Siiracuse. Hipparhtus'

Goieral-Autocrator. Ilt-Condilicn of the Grecuni Ci/ics of Skihi.

Quiet of the Italian Cities. Restoration oj' Dinnysius in H-i/racKsc.

Death of the IVulozcs of Dion and of the elder Dionysius.

Still as we proceed with Sicilian history, much as we feel the want of
such guidance as that of Thucydides or Xenophun, ncvertiuless, for

facts of a public nature, we find accounts, tho ill connected, and often

defective, yet consistent and probable, with little important variation

from one another. Secret history, in which the writers on Sicilian

affairs are more ample, of course should be received with caution, and
their panegyric and their invective those wiio seek truth will cipially '

^ 2 dihrcgard.
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disregard. The Syracusan constitulion is very lillle known to us, as

it existed under either Dionysius, or Dion, but the character of the

administration, under each, may be in a great degree gathered from llie

circumstances of the death of each, and what immediately followed,

Dionysius, as wc have seen, died in peace, at a mature Age, surrounded

by his friends, respected by his enemies, leaving his family florisliing,

and his countiy by far the most florishing of Grecian states. The

first following public measure was to assemble the people, and commit

to them the choice of a first magistrate. The accounts come only from

the enemies of the family, and yet no violence upon the public voice

is pretended : the general favor, which had attached so many years to

the father, passed as an inheritance to the son; so that a youth, of

uncertain merit, Mas, for the father's sake, raised to the first situation

in the commonwealth, and with circumstances so advantageous as to

retain it peaceably, notwithstanding great disadvantages of character

and conduct, during eleven years. When, on the contrary, Dion, after

liavingheld the administration four years, was cut off by sedition, the

circumstances of the state were far from florishing; empire gone,

jevenue gone, population diminished, faction raging. Instead then

of an assembly of citizens, an army of mercenaries decided tlie succes-

sion to the first magistracy ; and Callippus, a forciner of Ionian race,

an Athenian, of character stained with imputation of the murder of

Dion, ruled with soverein power during thirteen months '^ Callippus

was, no doubt, a man of talents, which he is said to have improved in

Athen. 1. 11. the school of Plato ; and wliat was his real guilt, seems ill ascertained.

vd508.
'^^ The family of Dion continued under his government tolivcin Syracuse,

and apparently might have lived secure, had they avoided plots against

it. Cut the relics of the i)arly moving sedition, they, as implicated in

the measures for disturbing the existing order of things, were compelled

to fly to Leontini.

That interest then whicli Dion, during four years at the head of

B. C. S;,].
affaiis in Syracuse, liad failed to acquire, the family of Dionysius yet

Oi. 106".
i. retained. Hipparinus, son of the elder Dionysius by Aristomachc,

'+ AaixiTfk J» xa. i<aTir;tt Taj Zvfay.Qieai. Pluv. V. Dion. p. 983. "Hfli /*?«« rfitrxutitia.

Diud. 1. 10". c.Jl.

sistejr
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sister of Dion, arriving in a critical moment when Callippus was aLsent Diod. 1. i6".

on some expedition, a revolution was effected in his favor, and he held piut.v.Dion.

the chief power two years. Cailippus, driven to wander with his nier- P-9S3.

cenaries in quest of new fortune, after an unsuccessful attempt upon

Mcssena. made himself master of Rhegium, but soon perished there by

assassination.

Of the government of Hipparinus in Syracuse, we learn no more

than that it \\*as neither florishing nor lasting. Nor was it succeeded

by a government either florishing or lasting. Syracuse, so long the

superintending state, being too much distracted to hold its superin-

tcndency, lawlessness and confusion pervaded the Sicilian Greek cities.

During five or six years of this confusion, we are without history of

Sicilian affairs. At length, in the third year of the hundred and eighth

Olympiad, answering to the three hundred and forty-fourth before the

Christian Era, eight years after the death of Dion, we find the state of B. C. 344.

Sicily, the result of his celebrated expedition for its deliverance, O'. los. f
'

riut. V. TiiTi,

described by his panegyrist, Plutarch, thus : ' Syracuse, under no init.

' settled government, but, among many competitors for the sovereinty,

' passing continually from tyrant to tyrant, became, through excess of

'misery, almost a desert. Of the rest of Grecian Sicily, through un-

' ceasing hostilities, part was absolutely depopulated and waste. The
' population of almost every town, which had a remaining population,

' was contaminated by a mixture of barbarians and mercenary soldiers,

' who, for want of regular pay, were driven to any venture for subsist-

' ence.' In the coloring of this picture, Plutarch has had in view to

prepare his readers for panegyric of a new hero; and yet that it is

little if at all overcharged, appears from other accounts, and from the

result, wliich seems not ill summed up in these words of Diodorus ;

' The Syracusans, divided into factions, and compelled to submit to
pj^^^j | jg

' many, and great, and various tyrannies, at length came to the reso- t-^'5.

' lution of sending to their mother-city, Corinth, for a general, who
* might command respect from all parties, and repress the overweening

'ambition of individuals.'

While Syracuse and most of the Grecian part of Sicily were in this

wretched situation, the Italian towns seem to have remained nearly in

8 the
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the slate of regular government and prosperity in whicli the elder

Dionysius left them. We hear of neither tyrants nor civil war among

them, except in the occupation of Rhegium by Callippiis, nor of any

popular discontent. There, on his expulsion from Syracuse, the

younger Dionysius had found an advantageous asylum. Locri, his

mother's native city, was mostly his residence. Little disposed to

activity, and little troubled by ambition, he would perhaps there have

passed the remainder of his days in as much ease as was commonly

injoyed under Grecian governments, if the importunity of friends and

partizans, suffering under the actual state of things in Sicily, and

expecting only increased oppression from any new prevalence of the

Corinthian party, had not again brought him into action. It was not,

however, on any light ground that he ingagcd in a new expedition to

Syracuse. His party there was so strong, and tilings had been so pre-

pared, that Nesiuus, who had acquired the lead in the government, was

obliged to retire before him. He was again elected gcneral-autocrator;

and probably became, in consequence of the confusion of all the regular

powers of government in the course of the long troubles, a much more

absolute soverein, tho within a much narrowed dominion, than when

he first succeeded his father.
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CHAPTER xxxnr.

A'flairs of the Grecian Settlements in Sicily and Italy,

from the Restoration of the younger Dionysius to the

Death of Timoleon.

SECTION I.

Expedition of the Carthaginians into Sicily under Ilanno. Grecian

Cities in Sicily under the Government of single Chiefs. Application

for Interference of Corinth in the Affairs of Sicily. Circumstances

of Coi'inth. Timoleon appointed to manage the Corinthian Interest

in Sicily.

FORTUNATELY for the Grecian interest in Sicily, the Car-

thaginian go\'ernment, M'hether prevented by domestic troubles,

or ingaged by greater views elsewhere, made no use of the oppor-

tunities vhich the weakness necessarily incident to an administration

of a man of the character of the younger Dionysius, and the

distractions which followed the expedition of Dion, for prosecuting

by arms any views of ambition there. Its policy, meanwhile, or at pj^j j jg^

least the conduct of its officers, Mas liberal and able. The attachment c. &l.

even of the Grecian towns in the western parts vas conciliated;

and it appears, from Diodorus, that those towns shared little in

the ruin, vhich Plutarch has represented as so universally sMccping piut. v. Ti*

over the iland. Since the decay of the great naval force which the
'""'•""'*

first Dionysius raised, the Carthaginians had held complete conunand

of the sea; and this, in the divided state of the Greeks, produced by

Dion's expedition, would be perhaps more advantageous to a commer-

cial people than any extension of territorial command. The first

warlike measures of the Carthaginian government were professed, and

apparently intended, not against the Greeks, but mcerly to repress thf

rapine of the Campanians, who lud, with such faiUjlcss violence, settled

tlieniselvcs
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themselves in Entclla, and, in Uieir settlement, retained, to the annoy-

ance of their peaceful neighbours, their habit of var, and appetite for

plunder.

Among the Grecian cities unconnected with Carthage, there seems

at this time to have been regularity of government, and security for

intlividuals, only where some one powerful man could hold soverein

sway. With his own party that powerful man had the title of governor,

prince, or potentate'*: by an opposite party he would of course be

called tyrant. His power indeed could be little defined by law; he

must necessarily act according to emergencies ; and the character of

his administration would be decided by his own character, and liis

sense of his owrt interest. His situation altogether nearly resembled

that of the feudal barons of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

Of those who thus held soverein sway in the Sicilian Greek cities,.

Dionysius perhaps was the most powerful : for tho Syracuse was

lamentably fallen, and in Syracuse itself his authority, tho little

regularly limited, Mas ill-settled, yet his interest in Italy gave liim

weiglit. Next, and perhaps for poM'er within Sicily hardly second,

-were Icetes of Leontini, and Andromachus of Tauromenium. Andro-

machus stood as head of that party, throughout the Sicilian and Italian

cities, which had always been adverse to tlie family of Dionysius; and

by his success at Tauromenium he had acquired the consideration of

restorer, or, in the antient phrase, second founder of the interest of

that party in Sicily.

Icetes had been a confidential friend of Dion, on whose death,

accompanied by the mercenary force wliith had served under him, and

those citizens who desired to avoid the new power in Syracuse, he had

Pint. V.Dion, withdrawn to Leontini. That place had always been, more than any
^' "^ ' other in Sicily, well disposed to Dion. Thither therefore his widow,

and his sister, widow of the elder Dionysius, had retired from tlie

government of Callippus. At first they were treated witli apparent

Plut. V.Dion, tenderness and respect; but, after no long time, they were imbarked

p. 983. & ^Qf Peloponnesus, under pretence of placing them in better security,

p. 252. and, under orders, it is said, from Icetes, murdered in the passage. It

is
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is among infelicities likely to attend haughty and morose tempcio,.

like Dion's, to fail in the choice of friends. But tho this tale of

horror comes from Plutarch., the panegyrist of Dion, it seems liable

to some reasonable doubt. The manner of the murder the bio-

grapher mentions to ha\e been variously reported. If then Icetes

directed it, he did not intend it should be known that he directed it;

and how it came to l)e known we are not informed. What temptation

even would lead Icetes to the crime does not appear. That the unfor-

tunate women perished in the passage, was probably of public notoriety.

If they |)erish.ed by accident, part}- calumny may have gathered oppor-

tunity from it to asperse Icetes. But they may have been destroyed by

the pirates mIio infested those seas; or, in the opportunity among the

Greek republics for the M'orst criminals to escajie, the crew, to whose

charge they were committed, may have been tempted to murder them

for the small riches they might carr}-. In the want of means to ascertain

the fact, if such tales of secret crimes want both authentication and

probability, they can rarely deserve regard in history; and accordingly

many such, even some of celebrity, have been passed unnoticed

liere.

But tho this shocking tale, related by the philosophical biographer,

the panegyrist of Dion, is of very doubtful appearance, yet the character

of Icetes seems not to have been altogether creditable to Dion's choice

of him as a friend. A\'hen the return of Dionysius to Syracuse made

the residence of the more violent of those in opposition to him unsafe Pint. v. Ti-

er uneasy there, the most violent chiefly resorted to Leontini. ]\Ien of Dioii. i. iG.

quieter and more respectable character generally, and especially
^'- ^^•

those of higher rank, ])ieferred the refuge of Tauromenium, under

the government of Androinaehus. Other chiefs held an independent,

or almost independent authority in many of the smaller towns.

Dionysius, Icetes, and Andromachus stood as chiefs of three prin-

cipal parties, each in a state of war with both the others, and with

such a spirit of animosilj- pervading all, so inflamed and maintained

by opposition of interest, that composition between them Avas hardly

possible.

Vol. IV. Y In
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In circumstances so distressing for all mHo licUl property, or desired

scllk'd life, among the Grecian possessions in Sicily, the rumor of

preparation at Carthage for a new expedition, tho the Campanians of

Entella, who had given sufficient occasion for it, were alone its avowed

object, excited great and reasonable alarm. Union, under the lead of

any man, or any city of Sicily, appearing beyond hope, it was proposed,

amon"" the refugees in Tauromenium, to solicit the interference of

Corinth, the mother-city of Syracuse and of a large proportion of

the Dorian Greeks of Sicily, as vhat alone could be of authority to

bring the adverse spirits to the coalition necessary for the safety of all.

Precedents of such a measure were numerous. It was generally, among

the Greeks, held reputable, and pleasing to the gods, for colonies, on

important occasions, to desire a leader from the mother-country. The

Syracusans themselves, no longer ago than the Athenian Mar, had

admitted Corinthians to chief commands in their forces. From Tau-

romenium therefore communication being managed in S^-racuse and

other towns, numbers were found to approve the proposal"*.

But Corinth itself was at this time distracted by contest of

factions. To resist aggression from Argos, the government had been

Cli. cs. s. 3. driven to the resource, which we have seen it formerly using, of

"* '^ employing an army of those adventurers, or, they might perhaps be

called, traders, in military business, commonly distinguished, after the

Latin phrase, by the name of mercenaries. Under the able and spirited

Diod.l. ifi. conduct of Timophanes, of one of the most illustrious families of

\ Tiniol.
"

' Corinth, success rather beyond hope had attended the Corinthian.

arms. His popularity, before extensive, was thus greatly increased,

and with his power, accruing from conmiand of the mercenaries, gave

him great means for purposes of ambition. A\'hat the real merit

'" Both Diodoriis and Plutarch mention cusans, in and out of Syracuse, would call

this measure as the act of the Syracusans. themselves, and be called by tlieir friends,

' They do not however say it was, and it the Syracusans. It is, in the sequel, speci-

cannot be supposed, a regular act of the ficd by Diodorus, that the communication

Syracusan people, under the newly restored with Corinth was conducted by the refugees

administration of Dionysius. But every ju Tauromenium.

partv of Syracusans, every knot of Syra-

r of
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of the contest of parties was, accounts remaining not only are too

defective, but too contradictory, to iiiable us now satisfactorily to

•>atlier. The historian's expressions however imply that the party through

which Timophanes was formidable, was the democratical. ^Vhat we

learn with certainty is that the contention in Corinth -was at this

time, as we have seen it formerly, in the authentic account of Xeno-

plion, violent; and that the party in which Timophanes had been

bred, considered him as not only betraying their cause, which alone

they would allow to be the cause of their country, but, by the combined

powers of popularity, and his influence over a standing army, aiming

at sovcrciu command, or, in the Grecian phrase, the tyranny, of

Corinth"'.

Timoleon, younger brother of Timophanes, disapproved his conduct

and purposes. Failing in remonstrance and dissuasion, and seeing

the constitutional powers, or the powers of liis party, unequal to contest

with the extensive popularity of Timophanes, heingagcd in conspiracy

against him. ^\'hether better means really became desperate, or the

familiarity of the age with assassination so lessened its horror that it

was adopted meerly as the readiest and surest, assassination was resolved

ujjon. For the manner of the crime, as would be likely for a fact of

the kind, accounts difller, agreeing about the result. Diodorus says

that Tiliioleon killed his biolher v ith his own hand, |)ublicly, in the

agora. For a diflerent account Piutarch has cjuoted three authors,

Timseus, Fphorus, and Theopompus, ail cotemporary with the event.

According to them Timoleon introduced the assassins into his brother's

house, under pretence of desiring a friendly conference; but, tho he

considered the murder as a patriotic duty, yet he yielded so far to

nature as to turn his back while tlie deed M'as done. The Roman Com. N^p.

biographer, contrary to ijolh thc-e acccjunts, relates .that 1 imoieon ^- l"""'-

acted indeed in concert with the assassins, but \\as not i)resent at the

*^ The phrases irottifoldnvi; "x'^' f*£6's«''1'''> favor. Arislotlp, in cursory mention of

& x«Ta Til ccyofuv iriftrn, Iv 7rpo(7woio'i';i*>»o? Tiuiophnnes, attributi s Jiis acquisition of

I'ti rifayvo; ici, Jlidii. I. 1 ()'. c. ().). ( learly the tyranny to his command of mercenaries,

indicate a hum raising hiiuselt by popular Aristot. I'olit. 1.6. c. 6.

Y 2 assassination,
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assassination, being employed elsewhere in preventing opposition to

their purpose*'.

Corinth was still in tlie ferment M'hicli this atrocious act produced,

when the Syracusan deputies arrived''. One party was extolling

Tinioleon as a virtuous tyrannicide, vhose magnanimous patriotism

was above all praise : the other execrated his deed as a parricidal mur-

der, for whicli the laws of gods and men demanded expiation by his

just punishment. The petition of the Syracusans afforded opportunity

for a compromize, in which, with a wisdom and temper, oftener found

perhaps in Corinth than in other Grecian cities, both parties agreed.

Timoleon's birth and rank were eminent; his great talents had been

proved in politics and in war ; and, according to one party, he had

shown himself peculiarly fit for the honorable office of delivering Sicily,

by the very act which, according to the other, made him unfit to live

in his own country. His friends and his enemies therefore concurred

in his appointment; with the condition, according to Diodorus, required

by the latter, that, provided his conduct in Sicily corresponded with

*' Plutarcli, in his usual way, has under-

taken to describe the dark scene in Timo-

phancs's apartment, as if it had been acted

before liim. The difference of writers about

this assassination, tlie circumstances of

which, as it was gloried in by tlie perpe-

trators, and their whole party, were as

likely to be ascertained as those of such

deeds commonly can be, may add to the

lessons already gained in the course of the

history, to be cautious of giving credit to

the pretence of exact reports of any of

them.

•* This is the account of Diodorus, who

seems always to have meai.t to be accurate,

especially in dates. Plutarch, on the con-

trary, ever straining to make the best story,

unsolicitous about the consistency or con-

nection of history, reports ihatTiraolcon i)ad

been livmg twenty years in solitude and re-

pentance, when he was called upon to under-

take the deliverance of bicily from tyraals.

But tho we find Diodorus often detected by

the learned and sagacious Dodwcll in con-

founding the chronology of a year or two,

yet, for these times, when historians and

annalists abounded, he would hardly err,

concerning so public a fact, so widely as

twenty years. If Diodorus however could

want support against Plutarch, we gain for

him what is pretty satisfactory from the

omission of all mention of these remarkable

matters by Xenophon. .According to Dod-
well's exposition of Xenophon's chronology,

it was in the twentieth year before the mis-

sion of the Sicilian Cireeks to Corinth, that

tiie Corinthians, with the approbation of the

Lacedsmonian government, made their se-

parate peace with Tliebcs. Xenophon's

history is contiiuied some years after, and has

not a word about Tiraophanes or Tinioleon,

or any circumstances of Corinthian aflairs

suited to their story,

his
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his pretensions to political virtue, he should be forgiven the offence to

the laws of the city and to humanity ; but otherwise, if ever he returned

to Syracuse, he should suffer the just punishment for parricide. Plu-

tarch has censured it as a weakness in Timoleon, the only weakness

of his great mind, that he felt contrition for his brother's murther.

The Roman biographer has less affected a philosophy like that of the

modern French; and relating apparently nothing without authority

from elder writers, he says the persevering refusal of Timoleon's

mother to see him after the fact, and her invective and imprecations

against him, of which he was informed, made a most severe impression

on his mind. Thus he was prepared for such a proposal as that from

the Sicilians; which he seems to have rejoiced in, hoMTver offering a

field only for almost hopeless adventure among abounding dangers and

difficulties, having formed his resolution never to return to Corinth..

SECTION II.

E.rpedition of Timoleon to Sicily. Opposition of Greehs and Cartha-

ginians to the Interference of Corinth in Sicily. First and second

Canipains of Timoleon. Final Retreat oj' Dionysitts.

The fulsomeness of panegyric, which we find among the later Grecian

•writers, csi)ccially Plutarch, is perhaps not less injurious to a great

character than the malevolence of invective, which abounded among

those of the age we are ingaged with, and which Plutarch, for the

advantage apparently of contrast in his pictures, frequently adopted

It may be not less disadvantageous to Timoleon's fame among sober

inquirers, that we know him only from writers ever straining for eulogy,

than to that of the elder Dionysius, that all detailed accounts of him

come from his traducers. Timoleon's history altogether bears the

character more of the tale of a hero of the times of the Seven before

Thebes, than of the authentic narrative of the actions of a cotemporary

of Xenophon, Isocrates, and Aristotle. Nevertheless, involving a very

interesting portion of the history of the (Jrecian republics, curiosity

cannot but be awake to it; and, in the circumstances of Timoleon and

of
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of Sicily, the real character of adventures, sentiments, and conduct,

might have some tinge of the romantic. On careful examination,

moreover, we find generally those principal matters of fart which might

be of some public notdriety, not unsatisfactorily unfolded.

To the outfit of Timoleon's adventurous expedition, the Corin-

thian government would contribute little or nothing beyond the

credit of its name; and what could reach Corinth, from Sicilians

friendly to the cause, was probably very small. His own credit would

assist, and possibly his private fortune. Put the force with Avhich

B. C. 343. he let\ the Grecian shores, including three triremes furnished by the

Diod 1 i(i
Corinthian colonies of Leucadia and Corcyra, with which he sailed,

c. 66'. professinsr the purpose of dtliverins: the Sicilian cities from tvrannv,
Plut. V. Ti- ^ *

. . ^ . .
*

. "

mol. p. csp. and avenging the Grecian cause against the Carthaginians, consisted

of only ten ships of war anti seven hundred soldiers. In failure of

transport ships, he put his laudforce into four of his triremes; aa

incumbrance which disabled them for naval action, so that his effective

fighting ships were only six''.

To iiifuse then into his little armament an inspiration it was likely to

want, he had recourse to that superstition of which, we find, the ablest

commanders of Greece and Rome most availed themselves. The

priestesses of Ceres and Proserpine in Corinth gave him iheir valuable

assistance, in a declaration that those goddesses appearing to them in

their dreams, had given assurance that they would accompany Timoleou

to that great and fruitful iland which was peculiarly sacred to them.

Timoleou hence took occasion to consecrate his best ship to the

goddesses, and call it by their name. A meteor, more brilliant and

lasting than common, was seen iu the sky during his voyage. He

termed it a lamp, held out by the gods to guide him; aud the story

•° Diodorus alone has given this detail of renily the learned commentator has not

Timoleon's naval force. Plutauh ai^rees suffitiemly followed up the historian's nar-

wiih him in stating it at ten triremes, rative, or he would have seen, I think, that

Wesseling has supposed that Anst« lie, in Aristotle has mther re)err\d to the fleet

his episUe to Alexander, on rhetoric, has stated by him to have been aiierward sent

had Timoleon's fleet in view, where he says by the Connthian government, as we shall

that th-; Corinthians sent nine triren.es to see in the s»quei. ii r the immediate pur-

Syracuse against the taribaginians. Appa- pvse of opposing the Larthaginians.

afterward
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afterward passed, that this celestial lamp directed his course across the

Ionian Sea and up the Tarentine Gulph,- to his proposed port, Meta-

pontum. Probably he desired to pass unseen from the land, and for

this advantage must give up that, so important for antient navigation,

and especially for the antient ships of war, of seeing and being near the

land ; whence incouragement from confidence in divine protection

niisjht be more wanted for his people.

Intelligence reaching Leontini of the negotiation put forward from Diod. 1. 16.

Tauromenium, and of preparation at Corinth for interfering with arms pjm'^ ji-

iu the affairs of Sicily, Icetes, who had interest with one party among ™ol-

the Corinthians, sent ministers to counterwork the measure. Mean-

wliile the Carthaginian army under Hanno had crossed from Africa, Diod. 1. 16.

and began operations with the siege of Entella. Conquest, such as ^- ^^'

Hannibal and Imilcon formerly sought, seems not to have been the

purpose of Hannos expedition; yet, in securing the Carthaginian

command or influence, to extend thein would probably be in his view.

Icetes held friendly connection with Carthage, which we have seen

not uncommon among the Sicilian Greeks. The interference of the ^'

Corinthians in Sicily, highly obnoxious to Icetes, Mas likely to be an

object of jealousy to the Carthaginian government. In consequence

therefore of concert between Icetes and Hanno, a Carthaginian

squadron was sent to watch the movements from Peloponnesus. It

seems however not to have been Hanno's purpose to provoke hostilities.

A single trireme, sent to Melapontium, met Timoleon there. The

Carthaginian remonstrated against the purpose of the Corinthians to

interfere with an armed force in the aft'airs of Sicily, where they had no

possessions. Timoleon, little regarding argument, resolved to use the

opportunity yet left open, by the moderation of the Carthaginian com-

mander, for reaching a friendly Sicilian port, and hastened to proceed

on his way. Nevertheless an invitation from Rhegium, to assist in

putting the govtrsiment of that city into the hands of the party

friendly to him, appeared of too much importance to be neglected. c.Gs.

lie went thither, and the object v,as gained; but he had not time to

sail again before a Carthaginian squadron, of twice his force, entered

the harbour. The conduct of the Carthaginian commander was that

of one iubtructed to promote peace and respect the rights of others.

No
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No wav using the power in his hands, he went asliore to meet tlie

Rlief;ian people in assembly, and argue, in their constitutional method,

the matters in question between his own government and the various

parties of the Greeks. This respect, from a Carthaginian commander,

for Grecian laws and customs, Timoleon regarded only as it afforded

opportunity to profit from disingenuous artifice. As soon as the debates

had begun to ingagc all attention, nine of his ships proceeded to sea;

and then, slipping away himself unobserved, he followed in the remain-

ing one. The Carthaginian, indignant as soon as the deceit was made

known to him, hastened in pursuit; but night was already advancing,

and Timoleon reached Tauromenium williout obstruction. Andro-

niachus, and the Syracusan refugees, the first promoters of his expe-

dition, greeted his arrival.

B C. .'543. ^^ seems to have been late in the summer for beginning military'

Ol. 10S.4. entcrprize; but things had been singularly prepared, by war between

those airainst whom Timoleon meant to direct his arms. Icetes had

Diod. 1. 16. besieged Dionysius in Syracuse, but making no progress, withdrew.

^:^^'
„,. Dionvsius pursued. Icetes, turning, defeated him, entered the city

mol. p. '2n. with his flying troops, and became maslcr of all except the iland.

Against the extraordinary strength of that fortress he would not waste

his exertions, but he proceeded to besiege Adranum, the colony of the

elder Dionysius, now holding connection w ith the refugees in Tauro-

menium.

Information of these circumstances decided tlic measures of Timo-

leon. IMarching to relieve the Adranites, he attacked Icetes, m ith such

well-planned surprize, that, \\ ilh very inferior force, he put him presently

to flight. In tiie instant of victory then he decided his next mea.>ure.

Proceeding immediately for Syracuse, he marched with such speed, it

is said, as to outstrip the Hying enemy; and arriving wholly unexpected,

he became master of the two quarters wliich he first approached, Tychti

and Epipola'. The strong separate fortifications of Neaj)olis and

Achradina made farther attempt unavailing; but he retained what he

had acquired; and tluis the unfortunate city was divided between tliree

powers at w ar with each other.

Winter now put that stop, which was usual among tlie Greeks, to

farther military operations. The season of leisure for arms seems

however
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however to have been diligently and ably employed in negotiation. The

numerous garrisons of small fortresses, scattered over the Syracusan

territory, began, in the existing circumstances, to despair of the cause

of Dionysius, to which they Avere attached. They were vehemently

averse to Icetes, and little inclined to Andromachus; but to a general

from the parent-city Corinth, unversed in Sicilian quarrels, if he might

be able to protect them, they had no particular objection. Timoleon

was ready with fair promises, and most of them made terms M'ith him.

This success prepared matters for a greater acquisition. The chief of

Catana, Mamercus, bears, among antient writers, the title of tyrant.

But Timoleon, ^ve find, never disdained friendly connection M'ith a

tyrant, if it might be useful ; and IMamercus, beside that he was a brave Diod. 1. i5.

and able soldier, with a well-trained little army under his orders, was, piut. v. Ti-

in the biographer's phrase, powerfully wealthy'". The accession there- ^^^-F- 2^1.

fore of tliis chief to the Corinthian interest was altogether considered

as a highly fortunate evenf*.

But in thefollowing spring, AvhileSyracusewas yet divided between the B. C. 342.

three contending parties, Dionysius holding the iland, Icetes Achradina 01-4-o4- 1-

and Neapolis, and Timoleon Tyche and Epipolse, a Carthaginian fleet,

under Ilanno, entered the harbour, and landed an army, stated at fifty Aristot. ep.

thousand men. It was expected that Hanno would have the cooperation
j^i^g^ j. g

of Icetes, and their united strength seemed far too great for either of ^'o"^- !• ^^'

their opponents to withstand. Energy indeed, for Avhatever it might

effect, was not wanting to the Corinthian party; and Mamercus, and

the Syracusans of the country garrisons, showed all zeal in their new
ingagements. The party in Corinth, which supported Timoleon, had

been also prospering, or report of his first successes had extended his

interest there; for in the existing crisis nine Corinthian triremes, filled Aristot. ut

with soldiers, arrived to act under his orders. Still he was, in extreme ^"P- ^
' Diod. utsup.

anxiety, looking round for opportunities of attack and means of

defence, when he was relieved by the sudden and unaccountable retreat

of the Carthaginian armament. Whether news from Carthage, or

*' n<iAi/i»ri{ ii»>!f, xui p(^frii/,avni IfpuiAtvoi. Plut. V. Timol. p. 241.

** 'A»e^7r^ro^ tt/Tf^'*'. Plut. V. Timol. p. 242,

Vol. IV. Z intrigue
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intrigue ably managed by Timoleon, or dissatisfaction with Icetes (which

following circumstances indicate as probable) or what else may have

influenced llanno, historians have not undertaken to say. The Greeks,

on all sides, observed the departing fleet with astonishment, and

Timolcon's troops, from expressions of growing despondency, passed

to joyful scoffing and ridicule.

This inexplicable conduct of the Carthaginian general produced

advantages for Timoleon, which might not have accrued had no

Carthaginian force appeared at Syracuse. 'The Messenians, who had

refused any intimacy of connection with Icetes, and nevertheless had

formed alliance with the Carthaginians, now, conceiving themselves

deserted, listened to proposals from Timoleon, and joined that which

appeared the prospering cause. Icetes, pressed by an enemy on each

side, hopeless of assistance from Carthage, and fearing blockade from

the increased and still growing strength of Timoleon, abandoned

Diod. 1. 16. Syracuse with his adherents, no small portion of the remaining popu-
C 72

lation of the city, and withdrew to Leontini.

MeanMhile Dionysius, no longer, as formerly, possessing a fleet

commanding the sea, but shut within his iland fortress, had been losing-

interest in Italy, while, with apparently ill-planned and ill-conducted

ef!brt, he was endeavoring to serve his friends, and recover his property

and influence, in Sicily. Ease and pleasure, according to all but the

most evidently malignant reports, far more than power and pomp, were

the objects of his prevailing passions. A knowlege of his disposition,

as Avcll as of his circumstances, seems to have been the foundation of a

negotiation, into which Timoleon entered with him in the course of the

winter after the departure of Icetts. Corinth itself was proposed for

Corn. Nep. the place of his retreat. The Corinthian state had obligations both to

his father and to himself. Some among the principal citizens M'ere likely

to be well affected toward him ; and that city, whose graver society

had ihgaged the prefefence of Xcnophon's elderhood, might still more,

B.C. 341. ^y ''•^ gaieties, invite the yet vigorous age of Dionysius. In the

01. 109. i. foUowin"' spring tlie iland and its citadel were surrendered to Timo-
Diod. 1. lb. , , , . n .

leon; two thousand mercenaries of its garrison ingaged in service

under
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under liini; and Dionysius, with his immediate friends, passed to piut.&Corn.

Corinth- ^X""^"

SECTION III.

Desolation of Syracuse. Difficulty of Timoleon to reward his con-

quering Troops. Provocation to Carthage. New Invasion of Sicily

by the Carthaginians. Mutiny in Timoleon's Army. Battle of the

Crimesus. New Measures of the Carthaginians. Measures of

Timoleon. Peace with Carthage.

SvKACUSE, thus bronght completely under the authority of Timoleon,

was still, in buildings, the largest city of the Greek nation, but, in

population, compared with its extent of buildings, it appeared a desert.

With this great unpeopled town, and what territory he could vindicate

with it, at his disposal, it was incumbent on Timoleon to reward the

services of his now large force of mercenary troops, and to provide for

those Syracusans of the Corinthian party, who did not prefer a residence

under the approved good government of Andromachus in Tauromeniura.

To this then, if to any period, would apply Plutarch's description of

desolation in Syracuse ; such that the cavalry actually grazed in the

agora, while the grooms indulgently slept upon the luxuriant swarth. v. Timol.

The biographer and the Sicilian historian in concurrence ascribe to this P--**^* 247.

period Timoleon's legislation for the Syracusans. But at this time, by

their concurrent account also, beyond the troops to whom he issued

his orders as a military commander, there were few for whom to

** However, in collating Diodorus with assault upon it. Plutarch, a hundred and

Thucydides or Xenophoii, we may be dis- fifty years after Diodorus, and near five

gusted with liLs deficiencies, yet, compared hundred after Dionysius, without either

with the wildness of Plutarch, we find reason vouching any authority or impeaching any,

often to be gratified with his sobriety, clear- boldly says that 'rinioleon, witliin fifty days

ness, and consistency. From Diodorus we after his arrival in Sicily, took the citadel of

have a cohereat account of tlifi transactions Syracuse by assault, with Dionysius in it.

of two sunmiers and two winters after the Timoleon's first success, after his victory at

arrival of Timoleon in Sicily, before he Adraniun, against a part of the vast city

became master of the citadel of Syracuse, held by Icetes, without approaching the

v/Licli he says was managed by capitulation iland, held by Dionysius, seems to have

with Dionysius, without mentioning any served as founcUtion for this romance.

2 2 legislate.
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legislate. His employment for the M'inter seems to have been the

assignment of deserted houses and lands to his followers; to his mer-

cenaries instead of pay, which he had not to give, and to the Syracusans

of the Corinthian party in proportion to their zeal in the cause. With

this, some civil arrangement would be necessary, and it seems every

way probable that he adapted it ably to the circumstances.

But it was beyond his ability to convert at once soldiers by trade,

and men habituated to revolutions, into sober citizens. Good houses

for the winter would of course be gratifying ; but the lands he gave

•were little valuable without slaves and cattle to cultivate them. With

spring therefore it became necessary for him again to seek war. Nor

was this difficult to find ; for between his followers and those w hose

lands and houses they had seized, tho there might be cessation of

hostilities, peace could not easily be established. He therefore led his

B. C. 340. restless people first against Icetes in Leontini ; but finding little hope

Ol. 109. y. of ready success there, he quickly turned against Leptines of Engynne,
Diod. 1. 16.

^
, . / . . . . .

c, 73. another of those tyrants or chiefs, to whose rise Dion's expedition had

mol'^ given occasion. Leptines, less able to resist than Icetes, came to

Diod. 1.16. terms similar to those made with Dionysius: surrendered his town,
c. 72. .

and passed to Peloponnesus. Meanwhile Icetes had confidence enough

in his strength, or hope enough in a remaining party, to make an

attempt upon Syracuse, but was repelled with loss.

The expedition against Leontini having been unprofitable, and

Engynne not aftording enough for the existing need, it was necessary

Diod. 1. 16. foi" Tiniolcon still to seek a war. Among the Cirecian settlements no

*•/''• „. advantajjeous opportunity offered: those which had not claim for his
Plut. V. Ti-

. .

mol. p. 248. protection being able to resist his power. To provoke the might of

Carthage seems to have been rash, yet it might be popular; and so,

Avant pressing, he sent his mercenaries to find among the jjcople of the

western end of the iland the large arrears which he owed them. Taction

among the Campanians of Entella perhaps invited to the measure, and

seems certainly to have afforded the means for bringing under the power

ofTimoleon a place whose strength had baffled the arms of the first

Dionysius. The manner in which he then arranged its affairs was thus : he

caused fifteen principal men to be put to death, for having been faithful

to

A
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to those ingagements in M'hich, whether from necessity of circum-

stances, or choice as a free people, the Campanians had bound them-

selves and their state to Carthage. With this admonition how they

should discreetly use the gift, he presented the Entellite people, in the

historian's phrase, with liberty. Nevertheless in a country where the

want of the advantages of civil government had been so severely

felt as in great part of Sicily, where the expedition of Dion, in

Strabo's strong phrase, had caused universal disturbance by setting

all against all'*, the order which Timoleon's energetic and steddy

command established, and the degree of security which it gave, would

be extensively beneficial and satisfactory^ As soon therefore as it

became recommended by the appearance of power to maintain it, not

only many of the Grecian towns looked to him for patronage, but, if
'

we may credit his panegyrist, several of the Sicel tribes, and some even

of the Sican, solicited his alliance.

Whether Timoleon had foreseen a storm approaching from Carthage,

or his aggression drew it, is not to be gathered from the very deficient

historians of his transactions. In the next year however a very power-
j^ q 030

ful armament passed from Africa to Sicily. The landforce, Africans, Ol. ijf. *.

Spaniards, Gauls, Ligurians, Balearians, together with the troops c.73.

before in the iland, is said to have amounted to seventy thousand foot,
^ 77

and ten thousand horse ; the fleet to two hundred ships of Mar. If

the landforce has been exaggerated, still Timoleon's means were very

unequal to meet it. In the florishing state of Syracuse, under the first

Dionysius, when hands were wanted, for M'orks of peace or deeds of

war, at the call of that popular leader sixty thousand Syracusan citizens

with forward zeal took either spade and mattock, or spear and helmet.

The voice of all Grecian Sicily, and it is not from his friends that we

have the account, called and almost compelled him to take the com-

mand for war with Carthage. But now, when danger so threatened

from that enemy, represented continually by the later Grecian and all

the Roman writers in such odious colors, Timoleon, as his most zealous

panegyrist acknowleges, could persuade no more than three thousand

'* ET«fa|6» ixciiltii B-fJj aiTHflai. Strab. 1.
0". p. 255.

Syracusans
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Plut. V. Ti- Syraciisans to follow his standard ''. Nevertheless of whatever acti-

Q '^' '
' vity and courage and policy might do in his immediate circumstances,

Timoleon seems to have failed in nothing. Not scrupling to try nego-

Diod I i6
tiation with Icetes, now no longer connected with Carthage, he iiigaged

c- 77. him to cooperate against the Carthaginians.

But with all his exertions, some of them successful thus beyond

<=- 78. reasonable hope, adding to his force of mercenaries, with the auxiliaries

from Icetc's, every Syracusan citizen that he could persuade, he was

unable to collect more than twelve thousand men. Nevertheless, witli

this very inferior force, he resolved to seek the enemy rather than await

attack. Indeed a choice only of great difiiculties seems to have been

before him. His maroding expedition among the Carthaginian settle-

ments and dependencies, notwithstanding the acquisition of Entella,

had not inabled him to settle accounts with his mercenaries. Large

arrears were yet due to them. The promise of great and ready plunder

allured them to march; but, in proceeding by the road of the southern

coast, every new report, as they passed the Grecian towns, made the

Cai-thaginian force more formidable, the prospect of hard fighting

greater, and the hope of ready plunder less. Irritation being thus

added to irritation, in apjjroaching the Agrigentine territory they

broke out into complete mutiny. ' It was intended,' they said, ' they

' found, that instead of plunder they were to be paid with wounds, or

' a final settlement was to be made by their destruction: they would

' return to Syracuse ; and when it was known the Carthaginians were

' following, they did not fear but there they should obtain tlieir just

' demands.'

Fortunately the rest of the army had no conmion interest with the

mercenaries. Even tOM-ard these, however, Timoleon wisely avoided

*» We have here a curious instance of ness of the numbers that would follow Ti-

Flutarch's carelessness of consistencj or moleon's standard, and the making of Syra-

arrangement or explanation. He had just cusan citizens in great numbers, we may in

before given an account of sixty thousand a great degree gather tiie value of the terms

• new citizens added to Syracuse by Timoleon. the Greeks, and the Syracusiuis, as often

Jt is probable that tliis making of Syracusan used by Diodorus and Plutarch to dis-

citizens took place mostly at a later period, tinguish the partizaus of Dion and Timoleon

But from the two circum»taDces, the small- from iliose of Dionysius.

harshutfts.
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haisliness. In addressing persuasion and promises to them, he could

little point out a-ny clear prospect of the future, hut he managed to

interest them hy talking of their past successful fellowship in arms. At

length he prevailed upon three-fourths of them to proceed under his

orders. About a thousand persevered in mutiny with Thrasius, the

leader of it, and returned directly to Syracuse. Timoleon made light

of the loss. ' They had foolishly,' he said, ' deserted glory and large

' reward, to which he should, in great confidence, hasten to lead the

' army. It was nothing impossible, or improbable, or unex]>erienced,

*^that he promised to them and himself. Why should the victory of

' Gelon, over the same enemy, be the only instance of the kind'*.?' A
drove of mules, laden with parsley, the abundant wild growth of the Diod. 1. 16.

country, commonly used for the soldier to sleep on, Avas entering the
pj^f"^, Yi-

camp. Everything among the Greeks was an omen of good or evil, mol. p. 24S,

and the same thing, according to circumstances or fancy, might por-

tend either. Parsley was the material of chaplets usually hung at

funerals over the graves. Timoleon was alarmed. The mules lading-

might make an impression on the soldier's mind of the most fatal '

tendency. But parsley was also the material of the chaplet that

distinguished the conquerors in the Isthmian games. With ready

recollection therefore he cried 'Omen of Victory, I accept you!' and

causing a chaplet of parsley to be immediately woven, which he put on

his own head, animation pervaded the army, while all followed the

example '^.

9* To the vehemence of Plutarth's zeal fusing confidence by showing confidence,

for his hero's military fame, we are inrlcbted and using periiaps the most powerful argu-

for most unsuspicious testimony to the ty- ment, in his circumstances, to prevent do-

rannical character of his administration, sertion. But Plutarch represents Timoleon

which was supported by four thousand absolutely deligiited witli the desertion of a

mercenaries, when his popularity was so thousand men, exhibiting tlnis rather a fool

deficient that lie could obtain no more than tlian a liero, and doing injustice to a charac-

three thousand citizens for his expedition, ter which, tbo very far from faultless, appears

The strained panegyric afterward degene- to have had much of the truly heroic,

rates into puerile absurdity. The reply '^ It was not till four centuries after, near

which 8hai<espear puts into the mouth of Plutarch's time, that pine-leaves were made
Henry tlie I'ifth, before the battle of Agin- the material of the Isthmian crown, paisley

court, to the wish expressed for reinforce- remumjug still tliat of the Nemcan.
ment, admirably paints the real hero, in-

the
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The confidence of the Carthaginian general in his very superior

numbers, led him to seek that quick decision which Timoleon's cir-

cumstances particularly required. While the Greeks occupied a brow

overlooking the valley through which the river Crimesus flowed,

supposing they would await attack in their advantageous post, he did

not scruple to cross the stream in their sight. Timoleon seized a critical

moment, M'hen the Carthaginian army Mas divided by the river, to

attack the advanced body; and tho he met with strong resistance, he

broke it at length, and put it to flight. But in the meantime the rest

of the army made the passage, and advanced in good order against his

flank. In dan2:er of beinsj surrounded, his utmost ability mia:ht have

failed against well-conducted numbers, when a violent thunderstorm

came on. Amid repeated flashes of lightning, hail, of uncommon size,

beat full in the faces of the Carthaginians. Unable to meet the storm,

they were pressed by the M'eapons of the Greeks, not equally impeded

by it. Confusion arising, and resistance at the same time to the assault

of the elements and of the enemy appearing impossible, all became

anxious to repass the river. Numbers hastening in one direction,

while the noise of thunder overbore the voice of command, and the

alternacy of gloom and vivid flashes disturbed the sight, and the hail

and the wind impeded action, against an enemy pressing on in a man-

ner as the associate of the storm, among the various nations composing

the Carthaginian army, an uncommon kind of tumult arose. Unable

to turn or even to look around against the enemy, some by mistake,

and some perhaps in anger, fought one another. Still all pushed for

the glen, anxious to pass the river. But the foremost, contending first

with the swoln current, and afterward with the opposite steep, could

no longer advance with suflicient speed to make way for those Mdio,

pressed by the pursuing Greeks, were still descending. The crowd in

the bottom became in consequence intense. IMany were overthrown,

trampled on, and drowned, and many suffocated by the meer pressure.

To restore order was no longer possible : the rout was complete, and

the slaughter very great. Report made more than ten thousand of the

Carthaginian army killed, and fifteen thousand prisoners. The extra-

vagance of this however is indicated by another report, recorded by the

1

1

same
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same writers, that only one thousand horsemen's cuirasses, and ten

thousand shields, from slain and prisoners together, couUl be collected.

The roundness of the numbers, even here, might excite suspicion of

exaggeration; tho it was said that the larger part of the shields of the

slain were carried away by the torrent. It is however far likelier that

many more shields were found than bodies; for, in flight, to throw

away the shield was common'', and, in the authentic account of

Xenophon, we have seen a Grecian army compelled, by the meer Ch. 3b". s.(i.

violence of a storm, where no enemy pressed, to abandon the incum-

brance. The victory however was complete; the Carthaginian camp

was taken, and the booty was rich enough to afford gratifying reward

for the conquerors.

The consequences of the victory of the Crimesus were very great.

Timoleon's credit, however, in the divided state of the Sicilian Greeks,

his force might be feared, was before very dubious and little extensive.

A small party, long considered as outcasts, lately indeed receiving

accession through the distractions of the country, but still apparently a

small party, acknowleged him as the representative of the parent-city of

Syracuse, commissioned to liberate Sicily. Among far the greater

part, even of the Syracusans, and even of those still residing in Syra-

cuse, he was regarded either with horror, as the patron of their worst

adversaries, or with suspicion and fear, as the leader of a band of mer-

cenaries and adventurers. But, by the victory of the Crimesus, he

acquired a solid foundation for the claim to be the protector of the

Greeks against barbarians ; and the zeal of his partizans would appear

not wholly unreasonable, when they extolled him as a patriotic con-

queror, rivalling, in merit and in glory, the first Dionysius, or even

GeloiL Trophies, taken in the battle or found in the camp, were sent

to all the principal Greek cities of Sicily; and the ostentatious compli-

ment paid to Corinth, of transmitting a selection of them thither,

appears to have assisted the promotion of Timoleon's interest there.

Nevertheless the accession to his party, whether from gratitude for

his benefits, or fear of his power, was not such as to inable him to pro-

*' "
• Non bene relicta parmuli, is Horace's well known confession.

Vol. IV. A a sccute
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sccute conquest against the might of Carthage. On the contrary, to

hold his tooting in Syracuse required the most dihgent exertion of his

abihties, and, as his measures sliow, the utmost stretch of liis authority.

The crime of tlie mutineers demanded his first attention. On their

secession from the army, he had, with ready prudence, provided for the

quiet of the city, by forwarding directions to pay their arrears, and to

avoid whatever might exasperate them. He had now no longer to fear

what they alone could do ; but it behoved him still to consider the

interest tliat his more faithful mercenaries might take in their fate.

Diod. 1. 16. HJs severity against them therefore went no farther than to require

their immediate departure from Sicily. Not that this was, in effect, a

light punishment. For the business of service in arms for hire, now

hecome almost as regular a trade among the Greeks as any other,

required, like all others, character to support it. A body which had

earned the reputation of fidelity, as well as of valor and skill in arms,

would of course be preferred. Untried men would be the next choice.

Those who had once proved false to their ingagements woidd be

avoided. Thus arose some security to the employers of mercenaries,

from the interest such troops had in a character. The simple dismissal

of the mutineers by Timoleon, with loss of character, involved their

ruin. Unable to find a reputable service, and little inclined to peace-

ful industry, they turned to piracy. Going to Italy, they possessed

themselves of a town on the coast of Brutium. But, quickly blockaded

in it by the collected Brutians, they were overpowered, and to a man
destroyed.

Meanwhile the Carthaginians were preparing to revenge their defeat

by measures founded apparently upon just information of the state of

things in Syracuse, and throughout the Grecian cities of Sicily. In-

stead of sending for troops, as formerly, from the distance of Gaul or

Spain, they resolved to use the opportunity which the long and violent

,._ 81. distractions of the Grecian interest furnished, for extending the policy,

not wholly new to them, of employing Greeks against Greeks. For

means to oppose this policy, Timoleon's interest in Sicily, notwith-

standing the glory of the victory of the Crimesus, seems clearly to have

failed. Either mistrusting the Sicilians, or unable to induce them to

1

1

trust
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trust him, he imported five thousand colonists from Peloponnesus",

among whom he distributed the lands and houses of the Syracusans,

who had fled or been expelled. This was an effectual addition of that

number to his mercenary army: the lands and houses were instead of

pay. Thus strengthened, he entered into treaty with the Carthaginians,

and apparently conducted it ably; for he obtained terms not unworthy

of the fame of the conqueror of the Crimesus. The country westM'ard Diod. 1. u>.

of the Lycus (apparently the same as the Halycus^ the boundary pre- '
*"

scribed in the first treaty with the elder Dionysius) being ceded to the

Carthaginians, they ingaged not to interfere to the eastward of that

river. This advantageous treaty confirmed the power of Timoleon in

Syracuse, and added greatly to his weight throughout the Grecian part

of Sicily.

SECTION IV.

Measures of Timoleon to reduce the independent Grecian Chiefs of

Sicily. Successes, and Cruelties. Measures to repeople the Country;

to restore Law and Order. Singular Magistracy. Despotic Charac-

ter of Timoleon's Administration. Extent of the Revolution. Pros-

perity of the new People. Fate ofDionysius and his Family.

As in making war against the Carthaginians Timoleon claimed to be

the asserter of Grecian freedom, the protector of the Grecian interest

in Sicily, so in making peace he claimed equally to be the patron of all

the Greeks of the iland. The Grecian interest, however, tho divided

so that it would have been weak against the power of Carthage, Avas

yet no longer in that state of utter confusion which Dion's expedition

had produced. Almost every town, still Under the direction of some

one powerful man, who bore regularly the title of archon, ruler or chief,

had, under such superintendency, a government of some regularity:

but, as everywhere were two parties, the party adverse to the chief,

*' Plutarch mentions an anlient writer, at ten thousand. The still more moderate

Athanis, who made the number fifty thou- report of Diodorus has been preferred lor

sand. He was contented himself to utate it the text.

A A 2 would)
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Avoulfl, in the common way of Grecian party-language, call him tyrant,

and be readv to concur in any measures for a revolution. Among such

governments, tho each seems to have had its sovercin assembly, some

would be corruj)tly and some tyrannically administered. We are how-

ever M'ithout information of any particular demerits, either of the

governments, or of those who presided in them, when Timoleon resolved

to abolish all.

No effectual confederacy existing among those governments, with

Diod. 1. 16. the smaller he had little difficulty. Nicodemus, chief of Centoripa,

tied at his approach, and the people received their law from Timoleon.

A message sufficed to make Apolloniades resign the supreme authority

in Agyrium. The Campanians of ^Etna, obeying no tyrant, governing

themselves under a popular constitution, but presuming to resist the

exterminator of tyrants, as Timoleon is called by his panegyrists, and

being overpowered by him, were utterly destroyed '°°.

With Icetes, chief of Leontini, Timoleon, as we have seen, had formed

friendly connection, and, in pressing need, had received from him im-

portant assistance. The pretence for hostility with that chief, according

to Plutarch, was a report that he had entered into new ingagements with

Plut.v. Ti- the Carthaginians. Diodorus has mentioned no pretence. In tender-

Diodl'ut ant. ncss apparently for a favourite hero, he has hurried over the abominable
I'lut. ui ant.

^^jg jj^ these remarkable words : 'Timoleon conquered Icetes, and buried

' liim.' From Plutarch's garrulity, notwithstanding his partiality, we

o-ain more information; and, however doubtful the character of the

conquered chief, the atrocity of the conqueror seems not doubtful.

Icetes, and his son Eupolemus, and the principal military commander

under them, Eulhymus, were made prisoners. Euthymus was a man of

such excellent character, so generally esteemed and respected, that

many of the zealous partizans of Timoleon interested themselves for

'him. But it was objected that he had once used a sarcastical expres-

sion in derision of the Corinthians, and this sufficed to make all inter-

ference in his favour vain : Icetes and his son, and their general, were

all put to death. Nor did the tragedy end so. The fate of the wives

"=» KmiAVettw's UvaXtofKnirat SUtp^ufi. Diod. 1. I6. c. 82.

and
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and daughters of these unforlunate men was submitted, nominally,

to the decision of that multitude, collected nioatly from beyond

sea, which was now called the Syraciisan people; and the miserable

women and girls perished by the executioner. Unable to excuse, and

unwilling to condemn, Plutarch says coldly, 'This was the most ungra-

' cious of Timolcon's actions'"'.'

Leontini being thus secured, it was resolved next to have Catana.

The pretence against Mamercus, as against Icctes, unless it were only

apology afterward, was connection with Cai thage. We are indeed at

a loss to estimate the value of such an accusation, so loosely stated as

we find it by Plutarch. Timoleon himself had just made peace M'ith

the Carthaginians; and it seems ver}' little likely that Mamercus, who

had joined interest with him against the Carthaginians, when his

circumstances were almost desperate, M'oidd, of choice, abandon him,

now become the arbiter of the Grecian interest in Sicily, to connect

himself with the Carthaginians. But if he saw it no longer possible to

hold Timoleon's favor or avoid his oppression; if he found himself, as

in the account of Timoleon's panegyrist he seems to have been, devoted

to destruction, then indeed he would probably seek support from

Carthage, or wherever it might be found. With crime thus proble-

matical, or rather with imputation undeserving of credit, his merits

are acknowleged. Amid the desolation of Sicily, when multitudes

were wanting security for private life, he collected a considerable popu-

lation in the deserted town of Catana, and made it a flourishing little

state. Of any discontent of the people with his government, we have

no information; and Timoleon himself seems not to have owed so much

to any one man, excepting perhaps Andromachus of Tauromenium, as

to Mamercus. Nevertheless Mamercus was driven from Catana. He
found hospitality with llippon, chief of Mcssena. But Timoleon,

claiming to give liberty to all, would allow none to injoy any liberty

but what he gave. Possibly there had been a party in Catana desirous

of rising to power and wealth on the ruin of the existing government.

There was such in Messena. Timoleon undertook its patronage, and

*"' The expression, as coming from a celebrated moralist, is curious enough to deserve

observation in its original language : Aoxir ^i t^i'to t«» 1 imoAio/Ioj tfyw ax,»(^rQT» to» ittai.

laid
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laid siege to the town. Hippon, pressed at the same time by sedition

within, and by an enemy of overbearing power without, attempted

Plut. V. Ti- flioht by sea, and was taken. It is not from an adverse pen, but from

the panegyrist of Timoleon, that we have the account. The unfortunate

Hippon had, fike the elder Dionysius, been moderate enough in the use

of power to avoid extensive banishment against the party adverse to

him. lie was now delivered by Timoleon to that party. They pro-

ceeded then to put in execution against him a kind of democratical

law, which must have had, in some degree, Timoleon's approbvition,

and is not marked with any reprehension by the moral biographer.

Hippon was carried to- the great theater of Messena, and all the boys

from all the schools were sent for to take the lesson of atrocity, while,

M ith the most studied indignities, he was tormented to death.

Meanwhile Mamercus, in some confidence, apparently, of merit,

both with Timoleon and with that multitude, which, not without

important assistance from him, was become the Syracusan people, had

surrendered himself; stipulating only for allowance to plead his own

cause freely before the general assembly of Syracuse, -with the condition

annexed, that Timoleon should not appear as his accuser, Timoleons

accusation however was unnecessary: his interference to preserve some

decency of proceeding might have been creditable to him. So was

the assembly composed, and so regulated, that Mamercus could not

obtain a hearing. Shouts and scoffing drowned his voice. In a mixture

of indignation and despair, throwing off his cloak, he ran violently

across the theater, the place of trial, with the purpose of destroying him-

self by dashing his head against the wall. He was however taken up

alive, but, being considered as sufficiently tried and condemned, he

was put to death in the usual way of execution for those convicted of

theft. Not an evil deed has Plutarch found to impute either to

Mamercus or Hippon. Nevertheless that admired moralist relates the

shocking tales of their fate as if they did credit to his hero, and con-

ned, eludes, exultingiy, 'Thus Timoleon abolished tyrannies, and destroyed

' his enemies.'

Yet it seems probable that Timoleon never wholly wasted cruelty :

his atrocity, of which he was, ou occasion, not sparing, was always

subservient
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subservient to his policy. As lie repressed an adverse party by his

executions at Entella, so he riveted an associated party by conceding

Icetes, Hippon, and Mamercus to their vengeance ; not nieerly thus

gaining their uncertain goodwill, but increasing their dependency on

him for protection against exalted animosity and hatred, and making

any union of the Sicilian Greeks against him more impracticable.

Their final reward, as likely in such circumstances, was more propor-

tioned to their desert than to their hope. The mercenary soldiers and

adventurers from Corinth and various parts of Greece, who had no

interest in Sicily but Avhat they owed to Timoleon, were his principal

care. Paid for their services with forfeited lands and houses, the

Syracusans were obliged to admit them to all the rights of citizens.

Ileartburninffs and disagreements arose between the new citizens and Aristot. Pol.... . 1 5 c. 3
the old, such that arms were taken and civil war insued. Of this

contest no particulars remain ; but that the newcomers prevailed, and '

that the lot of the remnant of Syracusans, resting on the mercy which

Timoleon's policy would allow, was more than before uneasy and

degrading, is sufficiently indicated.

Henceforward Timoleon treated Sicily as a conquered country; Diod. 1. 16.

for so it appears even in the accounts of those who extol him as the

deliverer of the Sicilian Greeks. It is remarkable that not a single

Sicilian is mentioned by them, in either civil or military situation,

under him. Corinthians and other foreiners are named, and Plutarch,

the most extravagant of his panegyrists, goes so far as to say that he piut. v. Ti-

could not trust the Syracusans'"'. How much of the large population, '"" '

which florished under each Dionysius, was extirpated or exterminated

in the troubles preceding Timoleon's expedition, and what he himself

*"'* Perhaps Plutarch, professing not to account of it accord with their panegyric

write history, might claim to omit historical of him as the deliverer of the Sicilian

facts at pleasure; and wilh Diodorus, from Grttks, must have been difficult. Vet what

carelessness and misjudge inunt, important Phitiirch has acknowleged, of the denial of

omissions are too ordinary. Neither has confidence to Syracusans, and admission of

noticed the war between Timoleon's mer- strangers only to power, possibly among the

cenaries and the Syracusan people, whose causes, would however Ije a ready and per-

support was the original pretence for Timo- haps necessary corisetiucnce of tlie war, of

Icon's expedition. Indeed to make any which we get information from Aristotle.

destroyed
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(leslroycd or expelled, history remaining- only from his pavtizans, -wc

liave no means of knowing, but the void altogether was very great.

This he determined to repair, and certainly he showed himself great

in the business of reparation, not less than of destruction. His first

B C 33" measure was to invite adventurers, by ))roclamation over Greece, with

Ol. no. i. the promise of lands and houses and the rights of citizens. To collect

numbers thus would not be difficult, from among the exiles always so

abounding in Greece; some always from every state, and from some

states sometimes half the people. On the immediate territory of

Djod. utant. Syracuse, it is said, he established at once four thousand fa)nilies, and

in an adjoining plain, called the Agyrintean, of great extent and extra-

ordinary fertility, no less than ten thousand.

The arduous business remained to establish civil order among a

mixed multitude, thus new in the country, and to blend his mercenary

soldiers with these fresh adventurers, and M-ith the remnant of Syra-

cusans, if any might be, into one mass of citizens. Nor was this

wanting for Syracuse only, but for almost every Grecian town of Sicily
;

all being now brought under his power, through revolutions more or

less violent and sweeping. In this very difficult business his principal

assistants are said to have been two Corinthians, Dionysius and Cepha-

lus. On a revisal of the old laws, those relating to property and the

rights of individuals, which had obtainetl under Dionysius, were found

so unexceptionable, that in them little alteration was found expedient.

The political constitution, which seems to have stood, under the two

tyrants of that name, nearly as it had been established by the demagogue

Diodes, is said to have been almost totally altered. Tlicre occurs

however ground for doubting the justness of this general assertion,

unattended with any account of particulars. For had there not been

merit in the institutions of Diodes, the first Dionysius, who seems

certainly to have had the power, surely would have altered them ; and

the alteration would have been matter for charge against him anjong

the adverse writers. Tliat under Dionysius the constitution was good,

the florishing state of the country under him, and for some years after

him, in regard to Nvhich all remaining evidence concurs, will at least

afford large presumption. But under the constitution of Timoleon also

the
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the country floiished. Diodes and Timoleon equally pretended the

warmest zeal for democratical sway ; the, provident, no doubt, of those

temporary injoyments for the multitude, which were necessary for

ingaging its favor, they profited from circumstances to rule with

severity; a severity for which Diodes mms famed, and Timoleon

appears to have deser\-cd fame, however his superior management, or

good fortune, averted the imputation with liis party and with posterity.

But it seems not probable that two governments of democratical form,

under each of which the country florished, could be, upon the whole,

very dissimilar. Timoleon indeed made an addition to the constitution

of Syracuse, the only one of which we have any particular inlbrmation,

well deserving notice. However his policy led him to avow liimself

always the champion ofdemocracy, yet, in settling the government of the

country, aware of the necessity for a balance to the soverein power of the

people, and of the impossibility of giving suflicient weight to any civil

authority for the purpose, he had recourse to the superstition of the age.

The raagistiate to whom he committed the salutary power of controul-

ing pojjular despotism, he called the INlinistcr of Olympian Jupiter.

^\'hat were the particular functions of this ministry, we are not informed

;

but its permanence, through many succeeding revolutions, and the

continuance of its high estimation, as we are assured by Diodorus, till

in his own time, near three hundred years after Timoleon, its authority

was in a great degree superseded, and its dignity in a manner over-

shadowed, by the extension of the privileges of Roman citizens to all

the Sicilians, are satisfactory indication of the wisdom with Mhich it

was adapted to the temper and circumstances of the people; that new or

mixed people which was thenceforward to be called Syracusan.

But Timoleon's care was not confined to Syracuse. Diodorus says Diod.l. 16.

' that he restored liberty to all the Sicilian Greek cities, rooting out
'-'' '^''

' tyrants, and receiving the people into alHance.' We learn from much
higher authority, in the course of Lacedo-moniun, Athenian, and Thcban

history, wliat such liberty and such alliance were. But Timoleon evi-

dently exceeded the ordinaiy despotism of Lacedromon, Athens, and

Thebes. Tiie accounts remaining iVom his panegyrists, of his intro-

duction of new citizens, aftbrds the best ground for estimating the

Vol. IV, , B B amount
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amount of his destruction or expulsion of the old. Scarcely in any

city does the chief power seem to have been trusted with natives.

In Syracuse, as already observed, we do not find a Syracusan in

any authority. Agrigentum Avas, under his patronage, occupied by

a colony of mixed people, among whom were a number of Agrigentine

refugees : but the leaders, those to whom he committed the commanding

authority, were two Eleians, Megellusand Pheristus. A similar colony,

led by Gorgus of the iland of Ceos, took possession of Gela. The

Camarina:ans seem to have been more favored; being only compelled

to admit a number of strangers to share with them the rights of

citizens of Camarina. Those Leontines, who neither suffered death

with their chief, nor banishment for their fidelity to the cause ia

which they had been ingaged with him, probably not numerous, were

removed to Syracuse. The first Dionysius, and Gelon before him,

had made many such removals; but a revolution so extensive and so

complete, in governments, in property, in population, as that effected

by Timoleon in Sicily, had not occurred among the settlements of the

Greek nation since the return of the Heracleids.

That the government of Timoleon, even in Syracuse, was highly

despotic, is evident from all accounts. Nepos calls him king, and his

Plut. V. Ti- command a kingdom "". Plutarch says ' he was beloved and venerated

A.
' '

' everywhere as a founder;' and then follows the proof; ' neither war

* nor peace was made, law inacted, colony established, or constitution

' settled, that was thought rightly done, unless he approved.' The

same authors furnish anecdotes, indicating the character of the admi-

nistration of this king and founder. We have seen in Athens, where

something nearer to pure democracy, than perhaps ever anywhere else,

had practical cff"ect as a lasting government, what licentiousness of

invective was used in the general assembly, and what libellous repre-

'°*Cum tantisessetopibus ut etiaminvitis most part, according even to the pane-

imperare posset, tantumautrmhaberetamo- gyrists of Timoleon, foreiners, brought into

rem omnium Skiilorum ut nuUo recusantc Sicily in the room of Sicilians, either de-

regnvm obstineret.—Quod cseteri rrges impe- stroyed or made outcasts ; and the love was

rio vix potucrunt, hie benevoleniia tenuit. of those who owed to him, and under him

Corn. Nep. v.Timol, Those whom the bio- only liad hope of holding, property taken

grapber calls all the Sicilians were, for the by violence from the owners.

sentation
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sentation in the theaters, against the truly great Pericles, in the fulness of

his power. Many anecdotes, mostly preserved with a view to defame the

elder Dionysius, show that, under his administration in Syracuse, public

debate was generally very free. But under that celebrated destroyer of

tyrants Timoleon, it was considered as an extravagance for any one to

think of opposing the executive power, either in the general assembly

or in the courts of law. Demcenetus is named as a remarkable instance

of a person venturing, in the general assembly, to impeach any part of

Timoleon's conduct, whose well-imagined reply shows how little he

had to fear opposition. Not deigning to enter into any refutation of

the charges, he said, ' he thanked the gods who had been propitious to

* his constant prayer for freedom of speech to the Syracusans.' Laphys-

tius was presumptuous enough to institute a suit at law against him,

and to require surety, in regular form, that he would stand the trial.

Timoleon's warm partizans were so indignant, that they excited tumult

and began violence. The wiser Timoleon restrained them : ' His very

* purpose,' he said, ' in all the toil and danger he had undergone for

* the Syracusan people, was that the law should be equal to all.'

But that Timoleon, pretending to give universal freedom, really

governed all with despotic authorit}, sliould perhaps less be attributed

as blame to him, than considered as, in some degree, a necessity imposed

by the general deficiency, among the Greeks, of any conception of prin-

ciples, on which that civil freedom might rest, for which they were so

generally zealous. The follo\A ing anecdote, in which, even in Trajan's

time, Plutarch seems to have seen nothing but Avise decision, marks a

deficiency of jurisprudential principle, Avhich even of Timoleon's age

might appear now hardly credible. Timoleon was ingaged with the

ceremony of a public sacrifice, when, in the crowd about him, one

man suddenly stabbed another, and fled. A third, hitherto a quiet by-

stander, instantly sprang to the altar, and, claiming asylum, declared

himself ready to confess all. Being told to speak out, and no harm

should befall him, he said ' he had been sent by Icetes, together with

' the man just killed, to assassinate Timoleon; and they were going to

* execute their commission, when his Comrade was stabbed ; by whom
' he knew not.' Meanwhile the effectual assassiii had been overtaken,

a B 2 and
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and was brought back, insisting 'that lie hud committed no crime;

' having taken only just revenge for liis father, who had been killed in

' Leontini by him whom he had now put to death.' It happened that

some persons present, recognizing him, bore testimony to the truth of

his account; upon which he was not only set at liberty without repre-

hension, but rewarded with a sum ctjual to thirty pounds sterling, for

having been, in committing one murder, so accidentally the means of

preveating another. Whether this story were in all points true, or the

confession was the invention of the partizans of Timoleon, to palliate

the cruelties used toward Icetes and his unfortunate family, M'hose

partizans could now little raise their voices for themselves, yet as

transmitted from Timoleon's age, and reported in Trajan"s, it must

deserve attention among indications of the cliaracters of government

and jurisprudence in both. Not only the principle of allowing private

revenge to supersede public justice is admitted, but incouragement is

held out for murder, by showing that as, in the chance of things,

benefit might result to the public, so instead of punishment, profit and

honor might follow to the perpetrator.

Nevertheless the result, for which we have satisfactory testimony,

shows the policy of Timoleon to have been very ably adapted to the

temper and circumstances of the mixed people, for whom he was to

legislate. The first evidence we have from history consists indeed in

its silence. That historians were not wanting we are well assured. That

they had nothing to report therefore of Sicilian aflfairs, during nineteen

Diod. 1. 19. years after the establishment of Timoleon's power, but some inconside-

rable hostilities between Syracuse and Agrigentum, and that at the end

of that period, -when new and great troubles called their attention, the

Sicilian Greek towns were florishing, nearly as under the first Diony-

sius, seems unquestionably to mark extraordinary wisdom in the insti-

tutions of Timoleon. Diodorus, if our copies give the number lightly,

says that he lived only eight years after his first arrival in Sicily, and

only two after his victory of the Crimesus. Plutarch is less explicit on

this subject. They agree in asserting that he became completely blind

for some time before his death; and accounts altogether appear to

imply that the period in which he was active in admiuistralion, and

the

C.3
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the period in M'hich he hved honored in the bUndness that in a great

degree incapacitated him, must together liave been considerably longer

tlian the historian has reported.

IF, however, the many who were indebted to Tinioleon for fair

possessions in Sicily, some instigated by gratitude, and all by interest,

would extol the living founder of their fortune, amplify his merit, and

extenuate his failings, still more M'ould his premature death, or even

that blindness which would render him in a manner dead to military

and civil business, call forth the voice of panegyric from the zeal or

regret of both friendship and party. Had a revolution quickly fol-

lowed, Timoleon's fame, turbid even in the accounts of his panegyrists,

might have been still more blackened than that of Dionysius or of

Phalaris. But the long peaceful prevalence of that party, to which he

gave possessions and power, secured his reputation. Andromachus,

chief of Tauromenium, tho we are nowhere given to see how his autho-

rity was more constitutional in itself, or less exceptionabl}' exercised,

than that of Mamercus, Hippon, or Icetes, nevertheless preserving

Timoleon's friendship, retained his own power. From the pen of his

son Tinijeus, therefore, one of the principal historians of Sicily, eulogy

only of Tinioleon could be expected. Either gratitude, or hope, or

fear, or all together, might prompt his exclamation, in the words of

the great tragic poet, reported by Plutarch, 'O ye divinities, what Sophocl. ap.

' Cyprian goddess, what god of desire, presides over all his actions !'
moip'o^J,

But recollecting the treatment of Mamercus, of Hippon, of Icetes, and,

beyond all, of the women of the family of Icetes, as reported by the

moral biographer his zealous panegyrist, we shall hardly agree with

that moralist of four or five centuries after, iuhis unqualified admiration

and praise.

While Timoleon's adventure was attended with such extraordinary

success in Sicily, it appears that the party, -witli which he was connected

in Corinth, prospered, so lat opposition was overborne, and the powers piut. v. Ti-

of government rested in t ^ir hands. The liberal treatment therefore n'"l-P-2-i2.

wliich Dionysius found, on "jrst taking his residence there, may reflect

some credit on Timoleon himself. By the Corinthians, and by others

resorting to that central city, the great emporium of tlie nation, the scat

of
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of the Isthmian games, Dionysius was treated with such consideration,

that he appears to have been the most distinguished person of Corinth

and of Greece. This however excited a jealousy that threatened his

safety : he found it prudent to avoid the attentions of considerable men
;

and, whether led more by considerations of expediency, or by his

natural disposition, he is said to have affected low company, and frivolous

or dissolute amusement, with a carelessness about serious concerns. But

Plutarch himself has had the candor to avow that many anecdotes pre-

served of tiim, marked a manly firmness under misfortune. He has even

Plut. V. Ti- reported several, which show very illiberal behavior toward him, and
niol. ut ant.

jyjygjj good temper, good sense, and ready wit in his manner of meeting

it. But all did not suffice for obtaining justice from the Syracusau

government or permanence of protection from the Corinthian. Whether

.still under Timolcon, or not till after his death, the stipulated remit-

tances to Dionysius ceased, and his consequent distress is said to have

Cic. Tiisc. driven him to seek his livelihood by the occupation of a schoolmaster;

for which probably both his litterary acquirements and his superior

manners gave him advantages. At one time he was compelled to fly

from Corinth. By birth a citizen of Athens, the privilege having been

given to his father, as we have before observed, for himself and all his

F.pist. Phi- posterity, the state of the Athenian government however was not such
hpp. ap.De-

^g ^^ invite him, and lie preferred retiring to the less polished regions

ed. Kciske. of Epirus.

It is difficult to judge what credit is due to Plutarch's mention of the

fate of the women of the family. It was in the Aray of democratical

party-spirit, among the Greeks, to glory in the most diabolical revenge

against an adverse faction ; and this spirit Mas cherished among philo-

sophers under the Roman empire, apparently with the same view with

which it was adopted by the French philosophers of the present age,

who have, in truth, been in almost everything copiers, tho in atrocity

they have at least equalled or perhaps outdone their masters ""*. It has

been

«»
q-jj-js spirit seems to have been early nent than in our iland, who undertook

caught, on tiie revival of letters, by some of the translation of the Greek authors; and it

those learned men, far more on the conti- has led them often to outgo their originals

1 ill
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been in this spirit tliat Plutarch has held out, ostentatiously, the punish-

ment which the younger Dionysius suffered, in the calamities of his

family, living to see the death of his wife and all his children. The

manner in which his sons perished is not said. The treatment of his

wife and daughters, mercifully concluded by drowning them, appears

to have resembled that which the unfortunate daughter of Hemiocrates

had suffered, many years before, from the same party. The story is

related with so much complacency, by the moral philosopher, that we are

left only to hope his favorite hero, Timoleon, was not implicated in the

atrocious wickedness. It was, probably, Avhen the family of Dionysius

Avere obliged to fly from Locri, that the destruction fell upon that city,

which we find obscurely mentioned by Aristotle.

Timoleon's history has assuredly deserved to be better known; and the

account of such a cotemporary as Timteus, however partial, could not

but have been of high value. Of Dion, who, in the geographer's phrase,

set all at variance with all, Ave should perhaps little desire to know

more; nor indeed of Timoleon for his works of destruction, which have

been so much the subject of panegyric. But we M'ant information how,

through a revolution so violent and so complete, he produced a prosperity

and lasting quiet, of which examples, in all history rare, occur, among

the Grecian republics, almost only under the administration of Sicilian

chiefs, and those mostly described by the title of tyrants,

in violence of expression, and to prefer the lators cannot but have known that rvfanu*

most injurious sense of every dubious phrase, does not necessarily nnply any scctera,

Thus Plutarch's, 'a J'iVfalt m^anut (5 and the context would rather imply refe-

Aiovi/o-io;) oXi iTraiti vnti(Qa.\Qjji.ivm, is rendered rencc to the splendor of the first years of

fcy Rhodunian and Wcsseling, Hie scdcra liis reign or administraliou,

iua supcraiit calamitatibus. Those trans-
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mol. p.242.

Ari»tot. Pol.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

Affairs of Macedonia, from tlie Reign of Perdiccas Son

of Alexander, to the Establishment of Philip Son of

Amyntas.

SECTION I.

Macedonian Constitution. Macedonian Territory. State oj"Macedonia

under Perdiccas Son of Alexander. Splendid and beneficial Reign of

Archelaus Son of Perdiccas.

WHILE among the numerous states of Greece, and their exten-

sive colonies, security for civil freedom had been vainly sought

in various forms of republics, and permanence of public strength had

equally failed in experiment of various systems of confederacy, there

remained, on the northern border, a people of Grecian race, who held yet

their hereditary monarchy, transmitted from the heroic ages. This, as

Ch. 2. s.c. we have seen formerly, in treating of the times described by Homer,

was a limited monarchy, bearing a striking resemblance to the antient

constitution of England, and, in his age, prevailing throughout Greece.

Of the countries which preserved this constitution, the principal in

extent and power, and the most known to us, was the kingdom of

^Macedonia; whose aflairs, for their implication with those of the leading

republics, have already occurred for frequent mention'. According to

Polyb. 1 5. the concurring testimony of antient writers, who have treated of

Arriaii. de Macedonia, the king was supreme, but not despotic. The chief

cxp. Altx. object of his oflice, as in the En<>lish constitution, i\as to be con-
1. 4. c. 11. -^ '

. .

"

Q. Curt. 1.6. servator of the peace of his kingdom; for which great purpose he was

l.ucian di-
1 ^'^^tcd with the first military and the first judicial authority; he com-

Ale.\.& riiil, manded the army, and he presided over the administration of justice.

• The principal passages, in the foregoing s. 2 & 5. ch.Q. s. 1. ch.l3. s.4. ch. 14. s.2.

history, relating to JNluccdonia, occur in ch.l5. s.2, ch.l6. s.2,4-, 5, 6. ch. 26. s.2,

rh.l. E.1&2. cli.6. s. 3. ch.7. S.3. ch.8. 3,4.

But
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But he was to command and to judge according to established laws.

He had no legislative authority but in concurrence with the assembled

people ; and condemnation, and the decision of all more important

causes, rested with popular tribunals ; in which, as among our fore-

fathers, in wliat thence bears yet the title of the King's Bench, the king

presided in person, but tlie court gave judgement. Even in military

jurisdiction his authority continued to be limited, even to the latest

times of the monarchy'"*. Thus far our information is positive and

clear. What mc Mant farther to know is, what was the compo-

sition of the Macedonian people ; whether there was any distinction

between one part and another, in the injoyment of rights, and par-

ticipation of power; and, what is not a little important in the estimate

of any constitution of those times, what proportion the number of

those who had civil rights bore to that of those who had none, or next

to none, the slaves. The silence of authors however, concerning these

matters, especially in accounts of civil wars in Macedonia, indicates

that the Macedonian government was little disturbed with those pre-

tensions to oligarchal privilege on one side, and to dcmocratical

despotism on the other, of which we have been observing the evils

among the republics ; in some of which, as Lacedremon and the Thes-

salian cities, honor and office Mere arrogated exclusively to a i'cw

families, in others, as Athens and Argos, the poor o[)presscd the

Avealthy, and in all a division of interests subsisted, frequently inter-

rupting the public peace, and always threatening the public safety.

How the gradation of rank, necessary in numerous societies, was

arranged, we are not informed, but equal law for all freemen appears

to have been, as in our common law, or Anglosaxon constitution, the

first principle of the Macedonian government"'; whence it has been

observed that the Macedonians were freer in their kingdom thnn the
t>

•«* De capitalibus rebus, vntusto Mace- remarkable instance of the restrici ion upon

donuiu n)oclo, inquirebat exercitus: in puce the military jurisdiction of the IMacedoiiian

erat vulgi. Nihil potestas regum valebat nii>i kings is related by Polybiiis, b. 5. p. .O? J.

prius valuisset auctoritas. Q. Curt. 1.6. c. 8. *'>' JEAc man fy Fokjiihles pyp^i 5«

s. 25. 'e| "Afyotf ;.? MaxiBwat r^Soj, Ivot eapme je Ciibij. This has been noticitl m
;3i« aWia tijAU M»Ki^<ttur afyoiin ^iiT!>t«-a». note () of the first section of tlic lourth

Arr. de Exp. Alex. 1. 4. p. 8(). D. A very chapter of this Ilittory.

Vol. IV. C c Greeks
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Greeks in their republics '°\ Time then, not meerly a destroyer, but

often an improver of human institutions, brought them an advantage

V hich seems hardly yet, in Homer's age, to have gained steddy footing

anywhere. That popular attachment to the constitution and to the

reigning family, the firmest support of political arrangement, the most

discouraging check to adventure in revolution, was established among

the ISIacedonians. The rules of succession to the throne, indeed, unfor-

tunately remained so far defective, as in England before the wars of the

Roses, that, within the reigning family, competition would often arise,

and produce civil war. Yet civil war, calamitous everywhere and always,

appears however to have been of a less atrocious temper among the Ma-

cedonians, in the struggle for a crown,, than among the republican

Greeks, in the contest for democratical, oligarchal, or tyrannical sway.

Haifa people banished or massacred are circumstances at least not

reported in Macedonian history. Against the constitution, and against

tlie rights of the royal family, as the keystone of the constitution,

the salutary prejudices of the people, the growth of ages, would allow

110 competition.

Nor was this steddier form of free government the only advantage of

the iMacedonians over their southern neighbors. In extent of terri-

tory the Macedonian kingdom far exceeded any of the republican

states, and it exceeded most of them in proportional extent of level

country and valuable soil. Its frontier indeed, except where verging

toward the sea, was of lofty and rugged mountains, but the interior was

mostly champain. As then the natural division of Greece, by high-

lands and gulphs, into small portions of difficult access, had contri-

buted much to its political division into very small states, so the free-

dom from such hindrance of connnunication in Macedonia, had pro-

duced, and gave facility for maintaining, the union of such an extent

of fruitful territory under one govcrnmerit.

These advantages however were not unattended with balancing

•"•
I have observed Arrian quoted for empire, was not intirtlj' free from their com-

this. I tiniik tlie observaiioii just, but not iiiou prejudice in favor of that liteutious-

exac lly Arriaii's, who, tho superior to most iiess of Uie republics, whence there was more

cf the Grecian writers under the Roman power to do ill than security in doing well.

evils.
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evils. The Macedonians were unfortunate in their continental situa,-

tion, nearly surrounded by powerful hords of the fiercest and most

incorrigible barbarians. If actual warfare was sometimes intermitted,

yet the danger of it was unceasing. Nearly excluded then from the

sea, their communication with the more polished parts of the world

was limited and precarious. Nevertheless the Macedonians appear to

have been not ruder than many of the republican Greeks, the Dorians,

the Locrians, perhaps the Arcadians; and no account shows them so

barbarous as Thucvdides has described the iEtolians. Under the first t., , , „
1 liucyd. 1. 3.

Amj'ntas, Avhen Darius invaded Europe, the Macedonian kingdom,

the unable to withstand the \ast force of the Persian empire, appears ot'this Ihs-

to have attracted consideration from the Persian commanders, as a '"'y-

civiHzed country, of some importance among the powers of the age; jjgrod 1 5

and this was increased under his son, the first Alexander, after the 6, and 7.

great defeat of the Persian army near PIat;jca. In the Peloponnesian

war the second Perdiccas, son of Alexander, seems to have maintained

its former consequence. Afterward, in the heat of party contest among

tlie republics, the foul language of democratical debate would some-

times stigmatize the Macedonians with tlic name of barbarians. Cut

this is not found from any others. Among the Greek historians their

Grecian blood has been universally acknowleged. Their speech was

certainly Grecian, their manners were Grecian, their religion was

Grecian ; with differences, as far as they are reported to us, not greater

than existed among the different republics '°°.

But a practice, apparently originating in the purpose of obviating an

immediate dilhculty, contributed much to disturb and v.eaken the

Macedonian kingdom. It was usual to provide for the younger

sons of the reigning family, by committing frontier provinces to their

government; where their situation resembled that of the lords marchers

'"' We find Isocrates putting the l\Ia- Iiy.Alaj rvfxinj, xa! tJ fSap^ccfu t?;, Affia;

redoiiian name in marked opposition to xparoiVli. I'anegyr. p. '2j0. t. 1. ed. Auger.

the barbarian, and the title of king of And this was when the king of Macedonia
Macedonia, in ecjually marked oppobi- was aUied with the enemies of Athens, to

tion to the titles of tyrant, and despot: oppose purposes which tlie orator desired

'AfAVtrct, Ta) MaxtJoird)* iSao-iAti, xai Aidtvtriui, tm to promote.

C C 2 of
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ot' the feudal times in western Europe. Tlie revenue of the province

supported the dignity of the honorahlc but troublesome and dangerous

oftice. The employment was worthy of the high rank of those em-

ployed, and suited the temper of a martial age. Nor was it probably

without its advantages to the state; the frontier territory being so

defended, the interior rested in peace. But, in progress of ages, the

multiplication of these appanages, which seem to have been generally

hereditary, might reduce the kingdom to weakness and insignificancy

;

so that it would be no longer able cither to resist forein enemies or

controul its own vassals. Accordingly we tind, from this source,

jarring interests arising, which not only produced troubles within the

kingdom, but aft'ordcd opportunity and even invitation for the intcr-

Ch. 15. s. 2. ference of forein powers. We have seen one of the subordinate princes,
ofthisUist. .,x, -,. 1 • • . • 1 1 1 /> I

Amyntas, son ot Phdip, becoming an nistrument in the hands or the great

monarch of Thrace, Sitakes, for overthrowing the supreme government

of Macedonia ; and wc have seen the leading Grecian republics, Athens

and Laceda?mon, by turns forming connection with those princes for

nearly the same purpose. It seems therefore to have been a wise policy

of Perdiccas son of Alexander, after having baffled the violence of the

Thracian monarcli, to rifunite those severed princijxilities M'ith tlie

kingdom, or bring them under a just subordination. In the prosecu-

tion of this reasonable purpose, he is said indeed, not to have been duly-

scrupulous of foul means. The measures by M-hich he acquired tlie

territory which had been the appanage of his brother Alcetas, if we

riat. Gor- should believe the story told by Plato, were highly nefarious. But in

^'*'*'
Plato's time, books being rare, and authentic history little extensively

known, if a statement of facts was wanted for illustration of moral or

political argument among philosophers, any report was taken, and

whether considered as true or supfKjsed, it ecpially served the purpose.

It is therefore necessary to be careful how we take reports, so stated, as

intended by the authors themselves to be taken for historical truths.

The character of Perdiccas, however, as represented by Thucydides, is

not pure. But in his purpose of reiiniting the severed principalities,

Ixing thwarted by the ready interference, sometimes of Laceda-mon,

sometimes
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sometimes of Athens, sometimes of Thrace, his success seems not ,,0

to have been complete. Nevertheless his administration was evi- j^ q 414^

dently altogether able, and, tho of various fortune, as of doubtful ^l- 9'- 3.

character, yet, at his death which happened about the time of the

defeat and destruction of the Athenian fleet and army under Nicias

and Demosthenes in Sicily, he appears to have left his kingdom alto-

gether improved to his son Archelaus.

It appears very uncertain what credit, or whether any, may be due

to report which apparently had currency many years after in Athens, of

the illegitimacy of this prince's birth, and of the crimes by which he

acquired or secured the throne. Thucydides, his cotemporary,"likcly Tlmcytl. 1. 2.

beyond others among the Greeks to know Macedonia, calls him son '^' ^^^'

of Pcnliccas, without mentioning illegitimacy, and speaks of him as

the immediate successor, without any intimation of interfering pre-

tensions. In a short summary then of his actions, he ranks him effec-

tually with the most illustrious princes. Archelaus son of Perdiccas,

he says, raised most of the present fortifications of the kingdom : he

formed strait roads, and he improved the military establishment, pro-

viding horses, heavy armour, and whatever else military use might

require, more than all the eight kings his predecessors '".

In the actual circumstances of Macedonia an improved military

was perhaps the first thing necessary toward all other improvement.

The Macedonians, like the republican Greeks, were all soldiers ; for so

tlie ever-threatening pressure of hostilities around recjuired : but they

did not live like the republicans, especially the democratical republi-

'** Tlie authority on wliicli tliis dtyLc is rent in Athens, anrl Plato appears to have

assigned for the accession of Aiclitlaus will iiurotluoed it in liis dialogue nieeriy for il-

be int-ntioned in a following note. lustration of moral argument, by supjHised

•" In Plato's dialogue, intiiled Gorgias, facts, which, whether true or feigned, would

one of the interlocutors mentions Archelaus, equally answer the purpose df illustration,

king of Macedonia, as the ilJegitiuiate son of What credit therefore Tiato himselt gave to

Perdiccas, and as having acquired thecroivn the story, winch has a mixture of tlie ridi-

by tlie murder of the proper heir, the legiti- culous with die shocking, does not appear;

mule son of their cunimon lather. Allien-vug but, on the other hand, in the same dialogue

has considered this as scandal, to which lie it is clearly indicated that Archelaus left

says Plato was iuldictrd. It is how ever likely behind him the reputation <ii' a i-.oweiful,

enough that a story of this kind was cur- fortunate, rich, and liberal prince.

cans,
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cans, crowdetl in towns, leaving the country to their predial slaves.

Confulent in unanimity, all ranks having'^Tu interest in the maintenance

of llic constitution, as well as in the defence of the country, they re-

sided on their e3tates ; and, having little commerce, their towns were

small and mostly unfortilicd. But the irruption of the overbearing

Ch. 13. s. 4. force under Sitalccs, during the rcign of Perdiccas, had made them feel

*
'°

' their error, or perhaps rather the misfortune of their continental situa-

tion. Unable either to withstand his numbers in the field, or to de-

fend their unwalled towns, they had been compelled, as we have seen,

to abandon their less moveable property, and seek shelter in their woods

and marshes.

The measures of Archelaus, possibly not unproductive of following

evil, seem to have been, at the time, in an extraordinar}' degree etTcc-

tual for their important object, the security and quiet of the country.

In a turbulent age, Jie found means so to obviate war as to maintain

peace with dignity. With the Athenian democracy indeed, the com-

Thucyd. 1. 1. mon disturber of states, as it is calleil by the great Athenian historian,

^' ^^'
he could not avoid hostilities. The Athenians excited the people of

B. C. 410. Pydna, a Macedonian seaport, to rebellion, and supported them in it.

oi. 9'2. 3. Archelaus did jiot then hesitate to use the force he had prepared; and

jc. 43. he was successful : he vindicated his kingdom's rights, and beseems

to have pushed the purpose of arms no farther.

The policy then, by which he proposed to secure to Macedonia so

valuable a possession as its only seaport, m ill deserve notice. We have

had occasion formerly to observe how very commonly, in early times,

the dangers of maritime situation drove habitation to some distance

from the seashore. But sj)Ots which the peaceful tillers of the soil

would avoid, seafaring adventurers would often in preference covet.

Hence the Macedonian and Thracian shores became occupied by

Grecian colonies, established, perhaps many, with little violence, and

some, tho not (juite in the spirit of Penn's settlement in America, yet

possibly without any violence. Peninsulas especially, hazardous pos-

sessions for the husbandman, unless protected by a government posses-

sing a powerful navy, were peculiarly convenient for men addicted to

piracy or commerce. Thus the Thracian Chersonese and the Chalcidic

peninsulas

\
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peninsulas became early Grecian land. Tlie settlers who emigrated with

Perdiccas from Argos to Macedonia would probably carry with them

some seafaring disposition, wliich would however be likely to he lost

among their progeny, led by the circumstances of their new country

to establish themselves within land. Such, even so late as the beginning Ch. 12. s. 4.

of the Peloponnesian war, was the superfluity of fruitful soil within the
° *

]\faccdonian tlominiim, tliat the prince then reigning, Perdiccas son of

Alexander, could furnish settlements for the whole population of

several (jrecian towns of the Chalcidic peninsulas, emigrating at once

to avoid the oppression of the imperial democracy of Athens. The

Macedonians therefore, invired by the ample opportunities and better

security of inland situation, appear to have neglected the coast, and

become almost intircly a nation of hunters and husbandmen. The

widely (Mflering pursuits and mode of life then of tlie inland and the

coastmen, led to a difference in liabits, in character, and in personal in-

terests, which producc<l acHsposition to separation and even opposition

in political concerns. Ihe inlanders lived scattered in villages, sub-

sisting from the produce of their lands, warmly attached to their

liomes, to tlieir country, to its constitution of government, which

insured tlu'ir private [iroperty and their public strength, and, for the

sake of rhese, if for nothing else, to onc-another. The coasters, on the

contrary, traders and navigators, assembled in towns, anxious for for-

tilicatiuns that might afl'ord security for collected stores, careless

otherwise of territory, even for subsistence looking to commerce or

piracy, averse to connection with any controuling government, ready

for communication with all the world, and little attached to any

country.

Such a people, so differing from the rest of the Macedonians, the

Pydna-ans appear to have been. Archelaus theretbre, when, after

their rebellion, he had reduced them to submission, was aware of the

diiliculty of assuring their loyalty to the Macedonian government,

'iiie policy of the Athenian niniblic, to obviate revolt among its

sui.jcet towns, often denied them the fortifications requisite for de-

fence against the ordinary dana,-ers of maiitime or anv limitary silua-

tion. The resource of Archelaus, violent it might appear now, but for

his
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liis age, mild and liberal, was to remove the town to the distance of

two miles from the shore. There it might be controulcd in rebellious

purposes by loyal armies, and not readily assisted l)y forein fleets.

Its conveniencies for trade would be somewhat lessened ; but they

might slill at least equal those of Athens, Megara, Corinth, Argos,

and most of the old maritime towns of Greece, placed, originally for

security, at a greater distance from the shore, and yet found capable

of florishing by commerce'".

But with talents for war, and a mind capable of the necessary exer-

tion, the delight of Archelaus, fortunately for his people, M'as in the

arts of peace. He had the just discernment to be aware that his

kingdom wanted internal improvement fur more than increase of

territory. Nor is it little that is implied in the cotemporary historian's

'I'luicvd. 1. "2, concise information, ' that he formed strait roads.' Till assured of

ability to defy invasion, through a military force prepared with attach-

ment to the government and country, as well as with discipline, no

prudent ruler of a country, situated like Macedonia, would make roads.

But security being provided and roads formed, improvements in agri-

culture, in commerce, in civilization, in provincial administration, and

in the general comforts of the people, would readily follow. Silent

however about these, antient writers have nevertheless reported what

still goes farther to imply them. Archelaus was sedulous to dispel

ignorance and rudeness, and promote science and the fine arts among

his people. He was the greatest patron in his age of the learned and

"* The urgejicy, formerly, to avoid ma- born, and Cowes of Xortliwood, or rather

ritime situation on account of piracy, is of Carisbrook, the mother-church of North-

strongly marked even in the circumstances wood. The Cinq Ports may seem some ex-

of llic English shores. All the existing ception: their maritime strength indeed

towns on the coast of Hampshire and the would assist for their security ; but old Win-

ile of Wight are, comparatively, of recent chelsra alone of them seems to have

origin. Not one contains the mother- trusted in its strength of hands: Hastings

rhurch, or gives name to the parish. Ports- and Dover depended on the protection of

mouth is in the parish of Kingston, in the their castles. Even at Plymouth, the very

middle of Portsea iland, where remains the superior situation of tlie present Docklown,

cluirch, deserted by its town. With cir- and tiie harbour of the Tamar, were neg-

cumstances nearly similar, Gosport is the lecled for the sake of better salety, some
parish of Alverstoke, Lymington of Bolder, way up the narrower water of the Plym.

Yarmouth of Freshwater, Newtown of Cal-

5 ingenious,
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ingenious, v,hom he invited from all parts of Greece. It cannot hut

be creditable to him to have invited Socrates, tho the philosopher's

refusal, recorded by Aristotle, has been taken by declamatory writers Arist. Rhet.

under the Roman empire, as ground of sarcasm against him. The ' •
*^'

•

invitation however which Socrates, for the sake of his fellowcitizens,

whose instruction he had undertaken as a sacred duty, not witliout

foresigiit of their ingratitude, refused, Euripides, the friend whom he

is said most to have esteemed, thought not unfit to accept. Euripides

lived long at the Macedonian court; which, by the assemblage of

talents there, as well as by the security injoyed under a well-administered

free government, seems to have been the most desirable residence, for

men of leisure, anywhere to be found in that age.

In the great deficiency of history concerning this interesting reign,

^Elian's anecdotes Mill have value; and the more, because his purpose

has not been the eulogy which they eifectually involve. He informs ^lian. var.

us that the celebrated painter Zeuxis, was among the artists entertained
c. ij,

at the Macedonian court ; and that his works, adorning the royal

residence, formed an inducement contributing not a little to occasion

the great resort of strangers, in the reign of Archelaus, to the capital

of Macedonia. It appears to have been in the same spirit with which

he entertained Euripides and Zeuxis in his court, that Archelaus in-

stituted games, in imitation of those of southern Greece; the Pythian Diod.l. 17.

rather than the Olympian, but apparently an improvement on both. ^' ^
'

Dedicating them to the !Muses, he chose for their celebration the town

of Dium in Pieria, the province to which the old Grecian mythology

assigned the birth and principal residence of the Muses. These games

were called Olympian, perliaps from the neighboring mountains of

Olympus, held equally the seat of the Muses and of Jupiter. The ad-

ministration must have been able that, in such a kingdom as Mace-

donia, could provide funds for all that Archelaus, within a short reign,

accomplished; fortifying towns; greatly improving the military;

repelling, when occasion required, but mostly deterring hostilities, and

thus maintaining peace with advantage and dignity; forming roads;

promoting littcrature, science and arts; and all so as to give eminence

Vol. IV. D D and
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and celebrity to Macedonia, among the Greeks of the time of Thucy-

dides and Socrates.

But, indowed as he was with great and valuable qualities, Archelaus

Aristot. Po- remains accused, on higli authority, of giving way to strong and

vicious passions, which brought him to an untimely end. Report

Diod. 1. li. indeed was transmitted, which Diodorus adopted, that he died of a

wound accidentally received in hunting. But Aristotle, to whom the

best opportunities, which the next gencratiin could furnish, must have-

been open, speaks of'a cons])iracy as undoubted, tho the occasion and

manner were so variously related, as usual of that datk krnd oftrans^

action, that he was unable to fix his belief of them. yUl that remains

B.C. 400.' ascertained is, that Archelaus, after a short but most beneficial reign,

Ol. 95. 1, vvas cut off, in the vigor of his age, by a violent death..

SECTION rr.

Dispuied Succession and civil /far. Acquisition of the Throne by

Jmyntas, Sen of Philip. Bardylis Prince of Illijria. Hereditarif

Interest of the Jllacedonian Royal Family in 2'hcssaly. Revival of

the Olynthian Confederacy. Antient Connection of Macedonia

with Athens revived and improved. Grecian Princes of Lyncestis.

Under the administration of four successive able princes, the Mace-

donian kingdom had acquired a consistency, and under the last of

them, with great increase of internal strength, a polish, that might

have given it splendor in the leading situation to which it was rising

in the civilized world. Archelaus seems to have prepared it for pro-

9 Our copies of Diodorus, as it h;i>. been teat'.i year before that of the ninety-fifth

well observed by the critics, are evidently Olympiad, to which he ascribes his death,

corrupted in regard to the number of years, Prideaux and Uodwell Itave agreed in fix-

only seven, assij;ned to the reign of Arche- ing upon the term of fourteen years as pro-

laus; for the historian mentions Arctielaus bably about the extejit of his reign ; and

as kin" when iiigagcd in war will) the Pyd- Wesseling assents to this conjecture, which,

fixans, supported by the Atiieuians, in the unable to mend,' 1 have adopted,

Uucing
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ducing its own liistoriaiis, when his death gave -occasion for troiiua'S

and confusion, in which all history of tiie country -was nearly o'.er-

whelmed, his own reputation, and even his birth thrown into doubt

and obscurity, and the succession itself of princes after him, when the

restored and increased sjjlendor of the monarchy excited new curiosity

about it, no longer to be exactly ascertained.

Orestes, son of Archclaus, was an infant when his father perislied.

The confusion however on the occasion, was not, such as immediately

to disturb the succession. But while ^Eropus, one of the royal family, AHstot. &

claimed the regency, Craterus, favorite of the late king, and autlior,

wliether by design or accident, of" his death, assumed it. V/ithin four

days Craterus was killetl, and the unfortunate boy Orestes did not long Plat. Akib d.

survive. iEropus, accused, by report, of his murder, ascended the j^j^^ \
^^'

throne, but little to injoy it. During four years who really held the ^•'•^''

sovereinty remains unascertained ; and indeed it seems probable that

the country was rather divided between several competitors than, during B. C. 395.

any part of that time, intirely governed by any one prince. In the fifth *-'''S^- -•

year, at length, Pausanias, of another brancii of the royal family, had

so far overborne the rest, as to be generall}' acknowleged soverein '°.
\

During these troubles of the Macedonian kingdom, the Upper

]\Iacedonian principalities, under the government of Dcrdas, and

Amyntas, tho probably in some degree affected, seem to have been

preserved from any violent convulsion. Amyntas, who, after being

dispossessed by the king his uncle, Perdiccas, as we have formerly

seen, had, under the patronage of Sitalccs king of Thrace, not only

recovered his principality, but contended with his uncle for the king- ch. 13. s.*.

dom, with fairer pretension now asserted his claim against Pausanias: ° J^

who, after a precarious rcign of scarcely a year, was assassinated. 01.96'. 3.

Report of the party adverse to Amyntas would of course impute to him ^'°^" ^'^'^'

participation, at least,' in the crime. All that seems ascertained is that,

in consequence of it, he became king of JNIacedonia, nearly about tho

time of the successes of Agesilaus king of Lacedsmon in Asia.

'° The curious reader may find, in Wesseling's Diodorus, two good notes, and in

Bayle, art. Archclaus, a third, on the uncertainties of this part of Macedonian iiistory.

D n 2 'Would
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^VouUl Ainyntas have been contented to have held his niountaiu-

principality in secnre peace, it was probably little in his power; and yet

the change to the more splendid situation, at the head of the Macedo»

nian kingdom, was only from smaller to greater troubles. Pretender^

Diod. 1. M. to the crown remained, holding, in parts of the country, considerable
'^'^"

interest among the people. None indeed was able by himself to assert

])is own cause, but there were neighboring powers, whose ambition or

rapacity were ready to profit from the distractions of Macedonia. Ori

its western border the Illyrians, in manners and character much

resembling the Thracians, tho apparently of different race and

language, had been brought more than formerly to union under one

dominion, by the power and popularity of a chief named Bavdylis.

Cic. de oft'. Venerated for his courage, activity, and military talents, Bardylis is

^"
said to have extended his power and influence still more by his dis-

covery of the value of a maxim, before little known among the Illyrians,

and not always duly estimated among the Greeks, that honesty is the

best policy: he was famous for iiis equitable division of plunder taken

D. C. S93. '^y '^'^ armies of robbers. By his military force, and his fair reputation

01.96.4. together, he had united under his authority all the lUyrian clans, so

c. <)2. that he was become a very formidable potentate. While this new power

thus grew on the west of Macedonia, the Olynthian confederacy, of

Ch. c6. S.2. which we have seen formerly the rise and the fall, by its alluring policy,

o» this Hist,
^^iii ^^Q,.g ^j^jj^ jjg military force, pressed the eastern. On that side,

the richest of the Macedonian territory, and the readiest for maritime

communication, w^re all its principal towns. Whether the policy of

Archelaus, in fortifying these, led to the dismemberment of Macedonia,

which followed, the defective relics of its history will not inable us to

say, farther than that it seems probable. While then Bardylis, avowing

himself the protector of Argaeus, one of the pretending princes, invaded

anil ravaged the country on the western side, many principal towns, oa

Xen. Hcl, the eastern, renounced their connection with the Macedonian kingdom,
1 5 c ** »

s. 11.
" to become members of the Olynthian confederacy. If, indeed. Me may

^. , , trust Diodorus, this was not wholly without the consent of Amyntas;
Diod. 1. u. *'

.

c. i)2. who ratiier chose that his people should owe protection to the Olyn-

1

1

thians,
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thians, than become subjects to bis rival, or to the Illyrian prince.

Unable, however, under all the circumstances pressing on him, to

i^iaintain himself in Macedonia, he withdrew into Thessaly.

Between the wealthy aristocracy, which mostly governed that frnitful

country, and the Macedonian kings, we have seen connection old and ^'.'•.^^•,f:^'

hereditary. One numerous and powerful family, the Alevads, a name Herod. 1. 7.

said to be derived from a king of the country', their reputed ancestor, ^-pj j jg^

was bound to the Ma,ccdouian royal family through the prejudice of

connection by blood, claiming the honor of a common descent from

Hercules. The frequent exercise of hospitality, to which the right on

both sides was also esteemed hereditary and sacred, upheld and made

efficacious this prejudice of kindred, reeil, or imaginary. The Thessa-

lian nobles were frequently entertained at the Macedonian court, not

Avithout some claim of right to be entertained there; and they esteemed

it equally a duty and a privilege to entertain the Macedonian kings

whenever they might visit Thessaly. Under these circumstances, no

struggle of faction in Thessaly could be indifferent to the Macedonian

princes, nor any contention for tlic Macedonian throne to the great

families of Thessaly. Teeming with inconvenience as such connection

might be to governments capable, by their own consistency, and the

force of the country under them, of maintaining complete indepen-

dency, yet for narrow territories, with defective constitutions, divisions

of one people under different governments, rather than distinct nations,

such might be the need of the advantages that they might overbalance

the evil,

"VVhctlier Amyntas was considered, by the Thessaliau nobility, as the

truer representative of tlie Macedonian branch of the family of their

common great ancestor, Hercules, or, in his mountain-principality, he

had better cultivated the connection, he found favor among them, such

as to incourage him to attempt the recovery of his kingdom. Probably

he relied also upon assistance from his kinsman Derdas prince of

El^ania, a brave and active soldier, always upon friendly terms with

him. '1 he dillicnlly seems to have been to obviate opposition from the Diod. I.i4,

Illyrian prince, whose acquiescence was however purchased. Arg£cus, c.f)'-'. &1. lo.

thus
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tluis deserted Iw the protector to wliom he owed his throne, was com-

pelled to fly, and Amyntas became again .sovercin of Macedonia.

But the richest and most populous part of his kingdom, the eastern

towns and their cultiv<ited territories, far more valuable than many

times the extent of ill-inhubited lands of the interior, was stiil held by

Diod. 1. 14. the Olynthian confederacy. He demanded its restitution, the historian
"^

says, according- to compact. But the Olynthians, already risen to that

Ch. 26. S.2. power, which Xenophon has described as alarming- to all southern

Crreece, far from disposed to restore acquisitions, were bent only upon

aggrandizement. Not only refusing therefore to surrender anything,

but ])roseeuting still zealously their plan of association, and supporting

everywhere political intrigue with military force, they gained Pella, the

largest town of Macedonia ; and Amyntas, as Xenophon intimates, was

again in danger of losing his kingdom.

It was an unfortunate eond)ination of circumstances, that made the

overthrow of the most liberal and advantageous system of republican

government, yet seen in Greece, necessary to the preservation of the

last relics of the patriarchal constitution, the balanced monarchy

of the heroic ages. The Lacedemonians, for so much Xenophon indi-

cates, would hardly have undertaken the war against Olynthus Avithout

assurance of cooperation from the Macedonian princes ; and, without

that cooperation, would have been little likely to have succeeded in it.

The Macedonian forces, which joined them, were commanded Ipy

Ch.2fi. S.4. tlie prince of Elymia, Derdas, who, as we have formerly seen, at the
ol this Ilisi.

],f.^j ^jC f])(, cavalry, did important service. On the insuing dissolution

of the Olynthian confederacy, the Macedonian kingdom arovered all

its towns. M'hcther then better to assure the controul of the general

government of the country over them, or meerly for a more advan-

tageous situation, readier for communication with the sea, and through

it, with all the more polished countries of the age, Amyntas moved the

F.xcerpt. ex seat of government from Edessa or JV.gx, where it had subsisted from
birab. p.33 .

j^j^^ foundation of the monarchy, to Pella, which was thenceforward the

capital of Macedonia.

It is almost only when, as in the Olynthian war, the affairs of

Macedonia
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Macedonia and of Olynthus have been implicated with lliose of the

leading- Grecian republics, that Ave g-ain any information about them.

From the dissolution of the Olynthian confederacy, therefore, till

some time after tlie battle of Leuctra, \^ hich so changed the circum-

stances of Greece itself, we have no particulars of their history. But

after that battle, Lacediemon being no longer able to controul Olyn-

thus, and Thebes of course disposed to support everywhere a ])arly

adverse to the Lacedasmonian interest, the Olynthian confederacy was

restored, and quickly so prospered as to become again formidable to

Macedonia.

We have seen much in.tercourse formerly, sometimes friendly,

sometimes hostile, between the ^Macedonian kings, and the Athenian

commonwealth. The event of the Pelopoiinesian war, depriving

Athens of tl>e dominion both of the iEgean sea, and of the

towns on the Macedonian and Thracian shores, removed almost all

ground for farther ])olivical connection between them. But with the

restoration of the Athenian marine by Conon, the pretensions of the

Athenian people to their former sovereinty over so many towns around

tlie iEgean, and to hold a controul over all the commerce of tliat sea,

being revived, Athens and .Macedonia became again interested in each

other's affairs ; and Olynthus, formerly subject to the imperial sway of

the Athenian people, and recently threatening the overthrow of the

Macedonian kingdom, would, in its new independent power, be looked

upon with jealousy by both. The peace of Autalcidas, however, vvhich

soon followed, controuling the Athenian naval empire, without estab-

lishing the Lacedaemonian, relieved Olynthus from immediate danger,

and diffused indeed over all the various members of the Greek nation,

severed by seas from those called imperial republics, a more reiil inde-

pendency than they had for ages known.

In the denial of dominion, to which the Athenian people were thus

obliged to submit, no portion of their former empire seems to have

been so much and so constantly regretted as Amphipolis on the

Strymon : a conquest, inasmuch as the territory was usuqwed by force

of arms, but otherwise a colony, first settled under the pn)tection and

at the expence of the Athenian government. The Lacedaemonians,

however, after it had yielded to their arms under the direction of

Brasid as,
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Isocr. or. ad Bnsidas, had added to its population a large body of settlers from the

Philip, t.i.
Q]-ecian town of Cvrene in Africa; and the conaress of Grecian states

p. 310.

lield at Lacedaemon, a little before the battle of Eeuctra, liad confirmed

the independency given to it by the treaty of Antalcidas. Athens was

a party both to that treaty and to the decrees of the congress. But

through the event of the battle of Leuctra, with the depression of Lace-

djEmon, the comparative importance of the Athenian commonwealth,

among the Grecian powers, was considerably augmented. Another

Ch. 27. s. 2. general congress was soon after held at Athens. Representatives of
ouhisllist.

^j^^pg^. ^11 ^]^g Grecian states attended, and, among them, a minister

from Macedonia, as a Grecian state". The professed purpose of this

congress, like that of the former, was to obviate the pretensions of any

that might aspire to be imperial people, and hold command over other

Grecian people, such as Lacedn;mon and Athens had alternately held

;

a revival of which both Lacedajmon and Athens now dreaded in

Thebes. With this view it was proposed to inforce the strictest exe-

cution of the provisions of the treaty of Antalcidas, confirmed by the

congress of Lacedaemon, which denied to every Grecian state the

jtschin. de sovereinty over any other Grecian state. The Athenian representative

hgat. asserted the claim of the Athenian people to hold the people of Amphi-

polis, their colony, as their subjects, to be a distinct case, and imputed

injustice to the denial of it. There appeared however little disposition

to allow the distinction. The Amphipolitans, it was contended, not

Athenian colonists only but Laceda'monian, Grecian people from

various parts, had the common right of all Greeks to be free.

It .seems probable that the political connection was already begun,

which we find afterward close, between Amphipolis and Olynthus, and

that the king of Macedonia found reason again to be apprehensive

of the growing power of Olynthus. His deputj'^ in the congress

;Escb. de contended strenuously in favor of the Athenian claim; vhich was at

^'^^^^'
length allowed by a majority of votes, principally obtained througli

his arguments and the Macedonian interest. The advantage result-

ing to Macedonia, not perhaps at the time generally obvious, appears

to have been very considerable. The acquisition of Amphipolis to the

f.^i1rlrou iraT^if, x«. «-i/*T»'» cCvt^fi» -Eschin. de legal, p. 210". ed Reiske.

Athenian
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Athenian dominion, except as a loss to the Olynthian, could not i)e

desirable foi: Macedonia. IJut tlie Aniphipolitans, regardless of the

vote of the congress, continued to assei t their independency success-

full}'. At the same time Amyntas gained the credit, among the Athe-

nian people, of being a valuable and beneficial ally. Communication

with tlic commanders of the Atlienian fleet, generally maintained on

some part of the Thraeian coast, Avas of course ready for him ; and

he formed a particular intimacy witli that eminent and highly ^scli. dn

respectable officer Iphicrates. These circumstances would be favor-

able to the maritime commerce of Macedonia; and the constant

hostility of Athens, toward Olynthus, would make both the arms

and the policy of Olynthus less formidable and less troublesome to

]\Iacedonia.

The power acquired by that extraordinary man Jason, tagus of

Thessaly, his military force and his avowed ambition, could not but

require the attention of a neighboring prince, and especially one so

connected as Amyntas with the principal Thessalian families. It

seems probable that Jason's interest was connected with that of those

families. Tor his great purpose then, the restoration to Thessaly of its

anticnt superiority among the southern republics, usurped, as the

Thessalians might term it, successively by Laceda;mon, Athens, and

Tliebes, peace on his northern border would be necessary. Circum- Diod. 1. 15.

stances however M'cre such, that not only peace but alliance was main-
'"^

tained between Macedonia under Amyntas, and Thessaly under Jason.

The practice subsisted in Macedonia, which, in the times described

by Homer, prevailed throughout Greece, and, as far as Homer's history

extends, through Asia, for princes generally to chuse their wives, with-

out their own dominions, among the daughters of other princely

families. Nor were princely families, boasting high Cirecian blood,

yet wholly wanting, among whom the Macedonian royal house might

chuse ; for others, beside the Temenids of Argos, driven to seek, among
the northern M-ilds, a repose, which the spreading republican sj-stcm of

the southern parts denied, had been fortunate enough to lind, how far

repose we know not, but honor there. The princes of Lyncus or Lyn- strab. 1.7.

cestis, a country bordering on Macedonia and Epirus, doubtful within P-^26, 327-

Vol. IV. Ee the
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Thucyd. 1. 2. tlic proper boinidaiy of wliich, but generally ackno-wlcging some sub-
^^^' ordination to the Macedonian Idngs. claimed tlicir oiig'.n from the

Ch.i. s.'2. illustrious house of the Bacchiads of Corinth. Of these princes we

~ ^ have seen Arrhabajus oppressed by the late king of Macedonia, Per-

of this Hist, diccas, and relieved by the generous policy of the Lacedaemonian

general Brasidas. Amyntas, in a milder way, succeeded better in the

Strab 1.7
purpose of establishing an interest in Lyiicestis, marrying Eurydice,

p. 327. grandaughter of Arrhabveus by his daughter Irra.

Farther of the reign of Amyntas, said to have been of twenty four

years, we gather only its general reputation of having been wise,

B. C. 370. vigorous, and beneficial. Dying in advanced age, he left, by his

Ol. 102. 3. queen, Eurydice, three sons, Alexander, wl.o succeeded him, scarcely

arrived at manhood, and Perdiccas and Philip, still boys.

SECTION in.

Reign ofAlexander, Son of Amyntas. Macedonian Interest in Thessaly

i]iaintained. Accession of Perdiccas, Son of Amyntas. 2 he Family

of Amyntas supported by the Ailienian General Iphicrates. Breach

of Alliance with Athens and Connection with J'hehes. Illyrian

Invasion and Death of Perdiccas.

When the youthful Alexander was called to the Macedonian throne,

circumstances produced by the recent assassination of the great tagus

of Thessaly, Jason, pressed for the attention of the Macedonian govcrn-

luent, and especially interested the royal family. In the administra-

tion itself perhaps of Jason, but very eminently in the events following

liis death, was manifested the danger of preponderant standing armies

to free governments. Jason indeed iiad ruled Thessaly with the con-

stitutional title of tagus, and, possibly, for history tells nothing to the

contrary, with the constitutional authority. His successors also, even

those for whom crimes opened the way, were raised to the same consti-

tutional title and power, as far still as history tells, in all constitutional

form. M'anting, however, possibly, Jason's inclination, and certainly

his
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his talents, to make their administration smooth through popular

esteem and respect, they soon recurred to the use of the means of

violence, which he had left to their hands. The worthy Polydamas of

Larissa, whom, even as an opponent, Jason had always respected, was Ch. 27. s. 1.

murdered, with eight of his principal friends: numbers fled; and the ° '"" '"'

tyranny insuing seems to have been among the most really cruel of the

many, among the various states of Greece, execrated by Grecian

writers.

But these Thessalian tyrants did not overlook the ordinary and

necessary policy of those who affected sovereinty in the Grecian

republics : they courted the rabble of the towns ; and their army, which

served equally by sea and land, was held at their devotion, through the

profits of a general piracy which they incouraged. The government

of Pheras, and its chiefs, appear then to have nearly resembled those of

the northern states of Africa in modern times. But the nobility, and,

in general the landholders, suffered under their administration. These,

therefore, looking around for succour, aj>plied to their hereditary ally

and host, the young king of Macedonia.

Alexander was not deaf to the calls of their interest and his own.

His measures were so well concerted and so rapid, that, tho the tagus, Diod. ]. 15;

apprized of his purpose, was prepared to give battle on the borders, c. 61.

the Macedonian army, evading him, reached Larissa, the principal seat q[ ^q,, ^

of the friendly party, without opposition. The tagus followed, but

found the united strength of his opponents such, that, avoiding action,

he withdrew again to Phcrte. The king, thus left at leisure to arrange

matters with his friends, placed a part of his force in Larissa, and a part

in Cranon, and, with the rest, having fulfilled the purpose of his expe-

dition without bloodshed, he returned into Macedonia. Pretence for

invective, nevertheless, was found by those who were disappointed by

his success. They exclaimed against what they termed the garrisoning

of the cities, not only as a measure of tyranny, but a direct breach of

faith, plighted to the Thessalians for their freedom. Diodorus, from

whom alone we have the account, has given credit to the historians of

their party. But we have seen enough of Grecian politics to be aware,

and the course of events, even in the account of Diodorus, shows, that

E E 2 another
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another party would not only aj)|)iove, but earnestly desire the measure,

as that without whicli their liberty, property, and life itself would be

utterly insecure.

Meanwhile in ^lacedonia the good government and tranquillity of

a few years, closing a reign, like that of Amyntas, begun iu a train of

revolutions and bloodshed, had not sufliccd for ridical correction of

the looseness of principle, political and moral, among the Macedonians,

which had given occasion to those evils, and M-hich such evils have in

themselves a strong tendency to nourish and inciease. Two pretenders

to the throne, Arga;u.s, who had been competitor with Amyntas, and

Pausanias, perhaps son of him by whose death Amyntas had risen, still

had each his party among the Macedonian people. The youthful

Alexander, soon-after his return from Thessaly, was assassinated. Con-

cerning the conspiracy, which produced this catastrophe, our only

trustworthy information, incidentally given by Demosthenes, amounts

to no more than that a citizen of Pydna was principal in it. That

cither of the pretending princes was implicated in its guilt is not said,

but both were at the time preparing to prosecute their claims to the

throne ".

Such was the clouded |)rospect under which the right of Alexander

devolved to his next brother Perdiccas, yet a boy. Pausanias hastened

to profit from the confusion likely to prevail among the young prince's

friends. Prepared with numerous adherents to his cause among the

people, he ingaged a force of Grecian mercenaries, and entering Mace-

donia, he quickly became master of Anthemus, Therma, Strepsa, prin-

cipal towns, and some others of less importance. The expected confusion

among those about the young king followed. Some, who had been

supposed loyal, went over to the rising power; the intention of others

became suspected, and the few of clear fidelity were at a loss for

measures.

'* The stories of Justin and .\dicna;iis, the orators indicate of Macedonian affairs,

dealers in wonderful tales of dark private an<l especially the 6i;uity but unsuspicious

history, seem unworthy of notice. The testimony of DemoslLenes, reported m the

account of Diodorus, in the want of better, text,

we must take, under correction from what

In
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In these distressing circumstances, when manly wisdom and courage

failed or were unavailing, the queen-mother. Eurydice, resolved to take

upon herself to act for her unfortunate family ; not by assuming an}-

manly ofllce, tho we have seen, in the foregoing histoiy, successl'ul

examples of such an undertaking, but in her proper character, as a

woman and a mother. Iphicrates then commanded an Athenian

squadron on the Thracian coast, for the general purpose of main-

taining and extending the empire of the Athenian people, but

more particularly for restoring their dominion over Amphipolis,

still asserting independency. The particular intimacy of the late

king, Amyntas, Mith that general, formed the ground of hope for

the distressed queen. She sent her supplication to Iphicrates, who

in consequence went to Pella. The interview insuing, which the

decency of antient manners required to be very public, remains shortly

and simply, but interestingly described by a cotemporary Athenian,

who was afterward ambassador from his commonwealth at the Mace-

donian court, the orator ^schines. The queen-mother, entering the

chamber of audience with both her sons, introduced the young king,

Perdiccas, to the hands of Iphicrates, and placed her younger boy,

Philip, on his knee. Addressing him then, in the manner usual among

the Greeks, as a suppliant, ' she conjured him, by the ties of that private

' friendship, borne him by the lale king Amyntas, who valued him no

' less,' she said, ' than as an adopted son, and by the claims of public

' alliance between the .Macedonian kingdom and the Athenian conimon-
' wealth, subsisting of old, with the forefathers of the children now
' presented to him, and especially cultivated by their lost father, to

* take those chil(h\n under his protection.'

The purpose of the queen's pathetic address, favored as it might he

by the generous feelings of the Athenian general as an individual,

Avould obviously i)e favored also by his consideration of the interest of

his commonwealth. In the circumstances, and with the views of the

Athenian government, it remained nmrh an object to hoKl its interest

in ]\!aecdon!a. With the family of Amyntas the connection Mas

already old : with the opposing families, it remained to be formed,

and probably they were already ingagcd with hostile powers ; Glynthus,

and
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and perhaps Thebes. Accordingly Iphicratcs interfered so effectually,

whether using the force under his command, or only his influence

and the terror of the Athenian name, that Pausanias abandoned his

cnterprize, and the government of the young king, Perdiccas, was

established over all Macedonia.

But when the authority and wisdom of Iphicrates were withdrawn,

troubles, in the existing circumstances of Macedonia too likely to

attend the minority of a reigning prince, arose. Female rule, we have

seen, M'as not unknown among the Asian Greeks : the examples of

Artemisia and Mania might afford incouragement for the attempt.

But the Macedonian scepter had never been borne by female hands.

The direction of the government therefore was committed to a prince of

the blood royal, named Ptolemy, and distinguished by the addition of

Alorites. Troubles of no small amount followed ; but what precisely

they were, and whether more arising from the ambition of Ptolemy,

or any perverseness of Eurydice, tho both are accused, while the pre-

tentions of Pausanias and Argffius, and the hostility of forein powers

appear to have been concurring causes, we have no trustworth}' in-

formation. It is still only where the Macedonian affairs have been

implicated witli those of the leading Grecian republics, that we find

light beaming upon them; and even that light, when given, as through

painted glass, by some celebrated writers of the later antiquity, espe-

cially Plutarch, with a dazzling splendor of coloring, shows too often

but imperfect, incongruous, and distorted forms'*.

' Trogus, or his abreviator Justin, for re.-il, could liardly have failed among the

historians, far over fond of tragical eflect, orators, especially Demosthenes, who, as

tell of strange intrigues, and horrid dark we liave seen, mentions the assassination of

crimes, in which Eurydice was deeply im- Alexander; and, for the succession of Pto-

plicated. Bat the tales, tho such as, in the lemy, it is clearly marked by /hschines to

violence of faction among the Greeks, ap- have been only to the regency. We find

pear to have been ordinary, were unknown the republican Greek wnttis fretiuently

to Diodorus and even to Plutarch, or, even careless in applying the titles Sa<riXiv< and

by them, thought unworthy of notice. Dio- Tt/a»»of, giving them inditieremly to kings, or

,dorus makes Pteleniy Alorites a son of to regents, or to men in commanding situa-

Amjntas (meaning apparently an illcgiti- lions who were neithei kings nor regents,

mate son) and tlie murderer and successor Hence apparently has arisen much of the

of the eldest legitimate son, Alexander, conli.sion, fouiid among later writers, con-

But some notice of this crime, had it been ceruing the Macedonian succession.

When
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When the Macedonian government, implicated in domestic tronblcs,

could no longer extend its protecting arm to the Larissteans, Phar-

salians, and otlier Thessalians, -who had resisted the tyranny of the

tagiis Alexander of PhcrcE, that tyranny threatened them again with

redoubled violence. Fortunately, however, about this time, a new

protecting power appeared on their opposite border, through the rise

of Thebes to a leading situation among the Grecian republics. Tlie

Theban government, with all the energy of recenth' acquired power,

was willing In inlerftre as a protectress anywhere, for the sake of ad-

vancing that power. Accordingly a strong army marched, as formerly Ch. 27. s. *.

related, under the command of Pelopidas, to support the Macedonian "' '

party against the tagus. Cooperation from the Macedonian govern-

ment was of course highly desirable, but the existing alliance of Ma-
cedonia M'ith Athens was adverse to a connection with Thebes; for

Athens had then lately Mithdrawn itself from the Theban alliance,

and become the confederate aoain of Lacedtemon in v.ar asjainst

Thebes. Such being the obvious dilHcult}', Pelopidas quitted his army

in Thessah' to act as ambassador from his republic at the Macedonian

court. In this office his conduct appears to have been able, not less

than in his famous embassvto the court of Susa: and the success \\a3

answerable. Not indeed that it could be a very hard task to show,

either the importance to Macedonia of preserving its Thessalian in-

terest, or the impolic}' of assisting so ambitious and restless and un-

scrupulous a government as the Athenian, to hold so counnanding a

place as Amphipolis on the Macedonian frontier. The promised sup- ^schin. ut

port therefore of the Theban confederacy, in opposition to the Atlie-
'*"'"

jiian pretensions, with perhaps some stipulated means for Alaccdunia

itself to hold a commanding influence in Amphijjolis (tor the sc(piel

shows this probable) induced the regent, Ptolcuiy, to desert the Atiie-

iiian alliance and ingage in the Theban.

But alliance Avith a regency, the regency too of an ill-settled king-

dom, could not but be precarious ; and Pelopidas desired to give jxr-

iiianency to the advantage of the Macedonian connection, which he

acquirctl for his country. It was already becoming a couiinon practice

among the Grecian states, for youths of weallhy families to go, tor

the
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the completion of their education, a\ herever any of those teachers, aftcr-

Isocr. (Ic ward dignified witli the title of philosophers, acquired fame. Athens

litiimiu drew by far the greater number. There the great tagus of Thessaly,

Jason, had placed his sons under the tuition of Isocrates. Thebes,

the no rival to Athens in litterary fame, was, for politics and war, the

I'lut. V. Pe- focus cf everything greatest in Greece, and at this time it is said to

have been also the residence of some eminent philosophers. To Ma-

cedonian prejudice it would be moreover a recommendation that Thebes

was the reputed birthplace of Hercules, the great progenitor of the

^Macedonian royal race. Opportunity therefore for the king's younger

brother Philip, with some other youths of the principal families, to go,

under the protection of such a man as Pelopidas, to complete their

education at Thebes, might be esteemed, by the queen-mother and

regency, an advantage highly desirable. It is indeed said they

accompanied his return from Pella, not voluntarily, but as hostages,

for insurance of due attention from the Macedonian court to the

imperial will, whether of Pelopidas or of the Theban people. But

however this may have been, it seems probable that the Theban gene-

.llschin. de vaVs able negotiation produced effects important and lasting. Per-
i'^d .p.^

, ^^i^.(.J^3.^^.)^p^J arriving at vcars of discretion, he assumed the govern-

ment, followed the line or policy taken by the regent for him in his

minority, and persevered in it. He supported the Amphipolitans in

their claim of independency; he sustained a war with Athens in their

defence; and that he was not unsuccessful in that war is evident from

the result ; for the Athenians made peace with him leaving Amphipolis

free ''. For the other circum.-jtances of this reign, certainly interesting,

A\e

'' Diodorus makes Perdiccas put Pto- the king pursued, after he had assumed the

Icmj' to death to get possession of llie go- government.

vernment. But the silence of the cotem- It should be observed that the oration

porary orator concerning such a matter, whence we gather all the circumstances

when relating the succession of Perdiccas mentioned in the text, was pronounced by

and its consequences, and mentioning Pto- jEschines in defence of himself, when it was

lemy in the situation of regent, renders this most important for him to conciliate the

more than questio able ; and the refuta- favor of the Athenian people, and avoid

lion is still strength* ned by the line of con- whatever might give them the least urn-

duct, which, as we earn from the orator, brage. Hence apparently he claims for

5 them
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we want authority like that of the cotemporary orator, which, as usual,

deserts us, in the moment when the Macedonian aftairs cease to be

implicated with those oF the leading Grecian republics. According-

to the shreds of information remaining, while the prince gave his time

to science and literature, corresponding with Plato at Athens, and un-

fortunately misplacing his confidence in an unworthy scholar of that

philosopher, the more important concerns of his kingdom, its military

force, its forein affairs, and its civil economy were misconducted or

neglected. Nevertheless, when necessity became pressing, he showed

no deficiency of spirit. A very inconvenient and disgraceful claim is

said to have devolved on him from his father. In the distressing

pressures, against which Amyntas had had to struggle, he had pur-

chased the friendship or forbearance of the lUyrians, by payments of

«17

Caryst. ap.

Athen. 1. II.

c. 15. p. 250.

vel508.

Diod, 1. 16.

c. 2.

them the honor of general success in a war

in which they were evidently, upon the

whole, unsuccessful, and imputes to tiieir

generous confidence in the uprightness of

their enemies, the disadvantageous terms

of the peace. Some partial success of the

Athenian forces may have given some

ground for his assertion ; but we knovi' that,

without ratification from the people, no

compact of their generals was allowed to be

valid. When therefore a disadvantageous

peace was made, we may apparently conclude

with assurance, that their success in the war

was not great.

The amount of evident romance, ex-

travagant romance, in Plutarch's Life of Pe-

lopidas, w hich has been noticed in a note to

the fifth section of the twenty-si.xth chap-

ter of this History, makes credit difficult

for any part, not in some degree confirmed

by other writers. 'I'iie succession of Per-

diccas, the regency of Ptolemy, and the op-

position of the Macedonian government,

under the regency and after it, to the Athe-

nian claim on Amphipolis, are amply au-

thenticated by the cotemporary orator

iEschines ; but for the transactions of Pe-

lopidas in Macedonia, where Plutarch

Vol. IV.

makes him do more with a word than Her-

cules with his club, and for Philip's journey

to Thebes and residence there, we wiioUy

want any comparable testimony. Diodo-

rus is the oldest extant author from whom
we have any mention of them. He places

the embassy of Pelopidas into Macedonia

(and here Plutarch follows him) in the

short reign of Alexander. But this, if it

was not refuted by the orator's better au-

thority, would ill accord even with his own
narrative, compared with his dates. Of
Philip's journey to Thebes he has given two

irreconcileable accounts ; an inconsistency

on which Wesseling has two good notes, in

the second volume of his edition of Diodo-

rus, p. 55, 8, and p. 82, 58.

It is remarkable that Nepos, supposed

cotemporary with Diodorus, neither in his

life of Pelopidas, nor in that of Epaniei-

nondas, mentions either Philip or Macedo-

nia; tho he speaksof the war of Pelopidas in

Thessaly, and of his captivity in one expe-

dition and his death in another. Never-

theless, that negotiation from Thebes was

carried into Macedonia, and ably and suc-

cessfully managed there, we seem warranted

by the account of itschines to believe.

F r nionev.
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money. Whether future payments were ingaged for or no, tlie Illy-

rians, whose profession was prcchitory war, founded, on past conces-

sions, new demands. These Perdiccas refused: the Illyrians were

indignant, and the veteran Bardylis, perliaps otherwise uuahle to

appease his turbulent and greedy people, led them into Macedonia.

Perdiccas took the lead of his forces, to repel the invaders, and, in a

battle insuing, was defeated and slain.

SECTION IV.

Accession of Fhilip, Son of Amiintas. Pretenders to the Throne.

Ifar and Negotiations with Illi/rians, Pa-onians, 'Jliracians, and

Athenians. Renewed Alliance of Macedonia with Athens.

B. C. 360. By this disasterous event, in the summer of the third year after the
Ol. 105. 1. ijattle of Mantineia, which was fought in autumn, and tlie second after

the death of Agesilaus, which happened in winter, the Macedonian

crown devolved to Philip, only surviving son of Amyntas. According

Caryst. ap. to the accouut, in itself by far the most jjrobable, and also the best

p. 249 vei authenticated, Philip was then settled in the government of a frontier

province, committed to him by the late king his brother as an appanage,

according to the antient manner of providing for the younger branches

of the Macedonian royal family. The recommendation of Plato, it is

said, who had conceived a high opinion of the young prince, and held

great sway with Perdiccas, overbore the obvious objections to such dis-

memberment ofthe kingdom. Here Philip had been diligent in training

the military strength of the country in a system of tactics, improved

upon the best practice of Greece ; and, from the advantage with which

he thus was prc])arcd, immediately on succeeding to the throne, for

meeting the various dangers pressing upon him, it became afterward

a favorite observation, among the schools of philosophy, that he owed
bis kingdom to Plato.

Nevertheless the circumstances around him were perilous in ex-

treme. More than four thousand Macedonians are said to have fallen

M'ith

«6';
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with their king in the hattle, and the victorious Illyrians were pursuing Dicd.uiant,

measures to profit from their success by extensive pUinder. Ex-

cited by the desire of sharing in advantages thus opened, the

Pseonians descended from their mountains upon another part of ]\fa'

cedonia. The unfortunate people knew not Mhich way to turn to

defend, if they might be at all able to defend, their property. Thus

hope arose for the former rivals of the family of Amyntas, and they

proceeded to put forward their pretensions. Pausanias, sup])orted by

the great soverein of the Thraeian hords, Cotys, successor of Sitalces

and Teres, prepared to invade the eastern bonier. Arganis had already

a party, not inconsiderable, in some princij)al towns ; and the Athenian

government, resenting the conduct of the late king Perdiccas in join-

ing the Theban confederacy, and opposing the Athenian claim on

Amphipolis, sent a fleet, with a landforce of three thousand men, under

Mantias, to support him.

Fortunately the young king wlio had to defend his own claim, and

the welfare of that large majority of the Macedonian people M'hich had

a common interest with him, against so many formidable enemies, was

in no ordinary amount qualified for the arduous undertaking. Blessed .^sch.'de

by nature with very superior powers of mind, and, in a degree ®^*^*

scarcely less uncommon, with that grace of person, which gives to

mental powers their best advantage in communication among man-

kind, these natural excellencies liad been improved by a very advanta-

geous education. How far this was gained at Thebes, whether at all at

Athens, and how far at Fella, among the learned Greeks, especially of

Plato's school, whom Perdiccas had entertained there, all information is

very doubtful; but that the opportunities must have been very advan-

tageous, the result, of which we have full assurance, amply .shows.

Even amon"' the Athenians, Pliilip's eloquence was allowed to be, not

only of the readiest, but of the most correct, and his manners were jegau

universally admired as singularly polished and ingaging'*.

These

" Considering tlie confidence with which rious nicnlion of liim in the yet extant

the residence ol I'hiiip, as a hostage, at writings of cotemporaries, /E»chines, De-

Thebes, is mentioned by Diodorus, as well mosthencB, and Isocrates, not a syllable

as by Plutarrh and other later writers, it should be found, indicating their kucnvlege

appears extraordinary that, in all the va- that hi; had ever been, iu his youth, at

J.
j. 2 Thebes,
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These qualifications, advantageous for all men everywhere, were

peculiarly so for a prince in Philip's circumstances, and in a country

vhcre the powers of government were distrihuled among all ranks.

And his hope rested wholly on the energies of his own mind, and the

attachment of his people to him, for he had no allies. He held fre-

Diod. 1. 16. quent assemhlies of the Macedonian people : how formed, and whe-

ther general meetings, or several assemblies in the several cities,

ve want to know. The fact however, such as it is stated, and the

phrase used by the historian, the same commonly ajiplied to the

aencral assemblies of a democracy amona: the Greeks '^ marks the

freedom of the Macedonian constitution. In those assemblies his

eloquence obviated despondency and infused animation; and wher-

ever he went, the manly confidence he expressed in his addresses to

the people, incouraged those attached to his cause, alarmed those dis-

posed to any adverse party, and won the inditl'erent. In his free and

extensive communication with individuals, the readiest affability, dig-

nified by justness of manner and obvious superiority of talent, ingra-

tiated him with all. Sedulously then he applied himself to spread

among the Macedonians generally that improved discipline, which he

had already established among the people of his little principality ; and.

hence is said to have originated the fame of the Macedonian phalanx.

Nevertheless, on a comparison of his own yet ill-prepared means with

the combined power of his numerous adversaries, aware of their in-

adequacy for contest with all together, he resolved, M'ith ready deci-

Thebes, or elsewhere in Greece. There is, • you.' Any personal acquaintance of

in the third of ttie extant letters of Iso- Philip with Isocrates however this leaves

crates to Philip, a phrase which Auger lias uncertain ; but that tiie prince's education,

translated as if the rhetorician meant to say whether at Thebes, at Alliens, or wherever

he bad never seen Philip; but the phrase else, was complettiy Grecian, and excellent,

is far from necessarily meaning so much: is unquestionable. We find jEschines re-

Ov yi^ crvyyiyerSc-Sai <roi vfirifdt. It re- proaching Demosthenes for low illiberallity

lates to seeing him within a particular time, in joking on Macedonian phrases which

when a particular purpose might have Alexander, a boy when Demosthenes was at

been answered by it, and may be para- the Macedonian court, would be likely oc-

phrasrd, ' I had nevei seen you between casionallj to use; but no opportunity was
• the time when you might first have pro- found for any such joke against Philip : his

• jected war against Persia, and the time speech was purely Grecian.
^ when I first wrot« to recommend it to

sioD,
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sion, M-liitber to direct the energy of his arms, and whither the policy

which might obviate the want of thein.

In the course of Grecian history occasion has frequently occurred

to see liow rarely the maintenance of conquest, or any use of a con-

quered country, was the purpose of antient warfare. The Illyrians

seem to have thought of no profit from their great victory but plunder,

will) the means to bear it off" unmolested, for injoyment in their own

country. If they carried their view farther, it was only to new and

extended plunder, or in their utmost refinement of policy, to being

paid for abstaining from plunder. Those rude conquerors therefore

being gone, the Pa^onians, who remained within the country, required

Philip's first attention. He threatened at the same time and nego-

tiated ; and, by many fair words, with, it was said, tho such assertions

must commonly rest on suspicion, a dexterous distribution of money

among their chiefs, without the shame of a public payment, he pre-

vailed upon them to return quietly home. Negotiation, upon the

same principle, would be the easier with the rude monarch of the

Thracian hords, because among them, we are told, it was held, nearly Herod. I. ,'(.

as among the Turks at this day, not less honorable for princes and great Tiiucyfi.1.6.

men to receive presents, than among other nations, to make them. A ^^''

suspension, at least, of the measures of Cotys in favor of Pausanias

•was procured ; and thus Philip was inabled to direct his military force

jntire against Arga;us and the Athenians, by whom alone he remained

immediately threatened..

But the power and the opportunities of these remaining enemies

were formidable. Methone, a Grecian colony on the coast of the

Macedonian province of Pieria, the key, on the seaside, to the richest

part of the kingdom, the nearest seaport both to Edessa, the antient,

and Pella, the new capital, at this time acknowleged the empire of

the Athenian people. There the Atbenian fleet under Mantias, landed

three thousand men, whom Argsus joined with the trooj^s be had col-

lected. In Edessa itself, a party favored the cause of Argceus ; and, in-

couraged by the powerful support of the Atbenian republic, its leaders

sent him assurance that, would he only show himself before the walls,

the gates would be opened to him. Under this invitation Argajus

and
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and his allies marched to Edessa, the distance about thirty miles ; not

^\•ithout prospect that I13' the acquisition of so important a place, Pella

itself, lying between Edessa and Methonc, might be brought under his

obedience, and that the submission of the rest of the kingdom must

follow.

But Philip's friends in Edessa, holding still the powers of govern-

ment, used them watchfully and ably in his cause and their own.

When Arganis appeared before the walls, his parti ans feared to stir,

and nothing was indicated but readiness for vigorous resistance. Dis-

appointed thus of promised cooperation, it became his care that, instead

of making acquisition, he might not incur loss, and he hastened his

retreat for Methone. But Philip, prepared to profit from contingencies,

attacked him on his march. Argteus fell, and the troops about him

fled. The Athenians, with those nearest in the line to them, altogether

a consiilerable body, retreated to advantageous ground, where they

repelled assault. Unable however to move, and unable to subsist

without moving, pressed at length by evident necessity, they surren-

dered at discretion.

A victory more complete or more critical was perhaps never won.

To use it was the complex and difficult task remaining. The most

formidable competitor for the throne was no more, but numerous and

powerful enemies remained. To obviate enmity by benefits, so as to

make the farther prosecution of the hazardous trial of arms, as far as

might be, needless, became Philip's object. To shoAv his disposition,

he began with dismissing all his prisoners without ransom. But among

his foes were Greeks and barbarians; and of the former, two powerful

states adverse to him, Athens and Olynthus, were so hostile to each

other, that peace with both Mas out of all hope. Could he chuse, he

could hardly hesitate to prefer the fnendship and alliance of Athens,

the old ally of his family, and less, through interference of near and

deep interests, necessarily an enemy than Olynthus'*. AVith youthful

' In ttie (icfecliv*! accounts remaining him in opposition to Arga;us whom .\thont

of this contebt for the Macedonian throne, assisted; and had Olynthus assisted I'liilip,

Olyntlius 18 not mentioned; but had the the notice of it, if faihng from historians,

actual government of Olynthus not been would hardly buve failed from the ora-

dversc to Philip, it would have ai>siited torj,

warmth
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warmth then he seems to have proposed to overbear the re]iugnaiice of

the Athenian people, by a liberaUty approaching extravagance. Hav-

ing, contrary to all common usage of the times, given unbouglit

liberty to all his prisoners, he distinguished the Athenian with peculiar

kindness, inquired after those losses of every individual, which are Demosth. in

incident to defeat in war and the condition of prisoners, caused resto- '
"^t"'^'-

ration to be made or recompence, and provided conveyance for all to

Athens. Knowing then that, of all their former empire, the Athenians Demostli. ib.

most coveted the recovery of Amjjhipolis, he sent inmiediate orders for ^^^'" ' '

a body of troops stationed there, probably from the time of his brother

Perdiccas, perhaps of Alexander, to be withdrawn, and, with this pre-

paration, he sent ministers to x\thens to propose peace, and, if a -iii

favorable disposition should be found, to cement it by alliance.

This generous policy was not unproductive of its proposed effect. -..i)

The infranchised prisoners, arriving at Athens^ sounded the praises of

the young king's liberality, affability and magnanimity, which they

had so to their surprize, and out of all common course, experienced.

Soon after came the account of the withdraM'ing of the Macedonian

troops from Amphipolis. It was difficult then, for those who had

been most forward for the support of Arganis against him, to contend

that the interest of the commonwealth required still opposition to him,

as successor to the politics of his brothers, who had connected them-

selves with the Thebans and supported the rebellious Amphipolitans,

rather than of his father, who had procured the allowance of the

common congress of the Greek nation for the Athenian claim of do-

minion over them, and of so many former kings of Macedonia, allies

and friends, bound in hereditary hospitality with the Athenian people.

A party nevertheless endevorcd to interpose impediments. The

right of sovereinty of the Athenian people over Amphipolis, they said,

should be formally acknowleged by the king of Macedonia. lUit

those who obtained the lead were more liberal or more prudent. In

return for conduct very unconnnonly generous, to demand of a victo-

rious prince to de!)ase himself in the eyes of all CI recce by a breach of

faith toward those whose common right of a CJrecian people, to the free-

dom they asserted, had been once declared by the conunon voice of the

1 nation,
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nation, and still existed in general opinion, a right of which the Macedo-

nian kings had long been protectors, they saw was not likely to produce

cordiality in a restored alliance. A treaty of peace and alliance accord-

ingly was concluded, in which all mention ofAmphipolis was avoided.

Matters being thus accommodated with the Athenians, Philip had

leisure to direct his measures against those of his remaining enemies,

whose deficiency of policy lessened the danger of their force. Of

these the Illyrians, the least tractable and altogether the most formi-

dable, were fortunately not disposed for new enterprize, wliile the fruit

of their former victory remained to be injo^'cd. Meanwhile the cir-

cumstances of PiEONiA attracted his attention. According to tradi-

Hippocr. de tion preserved by Hippocrates, the Paeonians were once a more civi-

^' '^""'
lized and powerful people than the Macedonians. But this seems to

Ch. 1. s. 4. of liave been in those very early ages, before Homer, when Thrace was
ihis Hist.

],p]j by a people capable of civilizing the savages of Greece; when

the river Ilcbrus, the vales of Pieria, and the mountains of Ha;mus

and Olympus were the favorite haunts of the Muses, while the Castalian

fountain and the heights of Parnassus and Helicon were yet less known

in song. When Thucydides wrote, part of Pjeonia M'as a province of

Ch. 13. s. 4. the Macedonian kingdom, within the bounds of that called the Lower

^lacedonia. VMietlier this had been separated, or they were the high-

land Paionians only, who, after the battle in -which Perdiccas fell, in-

vaded the plains, we are not informed. It seems however to have been a

powerful principality which, with the name of Pasonia, was then under

the dominion of a prince bearing the Grecian name of Agis. This

B. C. 359. piince dying, Philip suddenly marched into the country; and, without
Ol. 105. 2. resistance from the people, or claim of any heir to the principality, as

far as extant authors tell, annexed the whole to his kingdom.

The succinct and ill-connected narrative of Diodorus, with all the

little incidental information dropping from the orators, affords but a

glimpse of able and rapid measures, assisted by popularity of manners

and growing popularity of name, by which this acquisition was effected.

The very silence however of the orators, especially Demosthenes,

enough indicates that, in the opinion of the age at least, nothing in

the transactions was uncrcditable to the Macedonian prince. It is a

misfortune
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misfortune for history to be reduced to conjeeture, yet, in tlie failure

of direct testimony, itn>ay behoove tiie historian to ofler that for which

ground appears. The tradition then preserved by Hippocrates con-
'

cerning the Pceonians, and their settlement within the Lower ]\Iace-

donia, concur with the Grecian name of their prince, to imply that

they were a people of Grecian blood and language ; whether originally,

or tinough some colony, like those which had migrated from Argos

into Macedonia, and from Corinth into Lyncestis; and all the circum-

stances, here stated, together may perhaps warrant conjecture, that the

principality was th6 appanage of a jounger branch of the Macedonian

royal family, which became extinct with Agis. Thus, on his death, it

would be the right and the duty of the Macedonian king to reiinite

it with the kingdom; and by its reunion the scheme of policy of the

second Perdiccas, pcrseveringly directed to the acquisition of the

severed principalities, would be completed.

Threatened still by the lUyrians, Philip resolved, instead of awaiting dioj. i. x6.

their inroad, to invade their country. The veteran Bardylis headed ^- *•

the Illy rian forces, to oppose him; and, in a battle M'hich insued, ex-

erting himself with the spirit of youth, tho said to have passed his Lucian. de

ninetieth year, he fell fighting. Philip's victory was complete; and
^^^'^'°'^-

he so pursued its advantages, that, before the end of the next year, all Diod. 1. 16.

the lUyrian tribes, so formidable to his predecessors, were brought to n q 353
submit to terms of peace which he, in a great degree, dictated. The 01. 100.3.

Macedonian kingdom was extended, if not beyond all antient claim,

yet far beyond any late possession ; and a very advantageous barrier

was either acquired or recovered, in the lake Lychnitis, which was to be

thenceforward the boundary of the Illyrian lands against the Mace-

donian.

Thus this young prince, called to a throne nearly overwhelmed by

two forein enemies within his country, attacked by a third, threatened

by a fourth, and contested by two pretenders, each possessing an

interest among the people, had, before the end of the third summer,

not only overcome all the more threatening evils, by defending his

dominion, but by a considerable extension, had acquired for it new-

power, and, still more, new security. Uneasy circumstances yet rc-

VoL. IV. G G mained
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mained, for him and for his people ; hut, to prepare for an account of

them it will he necessary to revert to the affairs of the Grecian re-

jiublics, and cspeciall}' Athens''.

To^ 0* avofsia^ )txTti;f&L;fiivoi^. Dif>cl. 1. l6. C. 8.

Philip's popularity among his own subjects,

" allot a principality to Philip. There
" established, Philip formed a military

" force, with which, upon the death of

" Pcrdiccas," (riefJixxa; again justly,) "he
" came out prepared for the circumstances.'

to which Diodorus here gives testimony, ' Whether this was so,' says then Athenaeus

seems never to have been disputed ; but in for himself, ' God knows.' Now it appears

vindication of the account given of his ac- to me that Athenaeus meant this expres-

cession, it may be requisite to say somewhat sion to refer, not at all to the matters in

more than could, without inconvenient in- themselves of public notoriety, namely, that

terruption of the narrative, be inserted where Philip at the time of the death of Perdiccas,

the matter occurred. held the command of a territory appendant

The testimony to Philip's establishment in to the Macedonian kingdom, that he had

llie government of a Macedonian province,

at tlie time of his brother's death, has been

preserved by Athenaeus. For its probabi-

lity only, compared with the commonly re-

ceived Etory of his accession, taken from

Plutarch, it would deserve high considera-

there prepared a w-ell-trained military force,

and that, thence issuing, he proceeded to

assert his rights against his numerous ene-

mies ; the doubt expressed by Athenasu*

has been intended to relate to the private

history, only, Plato's interference in favor

tion. But it has been, in the opinion of of Philip, and the eflect of such interfe-

some critics, averse to the contradiction of rcnce ; but especially he meant it to relate

Plutarch, considerably invalidated by an to the concluding assertion of Speusippus,

expression of .Athenaeus himself; Totrti'uirif so flattering to the idle learned, that Philip

i^iiStia? i'x"' •^•°5 "' ''^"i. To gather the actually owed his kingdom to Plato. ' A\he-

just meaning of this expression, the tenor

of the author's discourse must be observed,

which relates not to Philip but to Plato, and

the piece of Macedonian history lias been

introduced but incidentally. The passage

runs thus :
' Speusippus asserts that Plato,

' ther this was so,' Atiienaus might well

say, ' God knows ;' tho he considered the

rest as undoubted fact, of general noto-

riety.

It may be farther observed, that everj'

circumstance of the account of Carystius
' who was most highly esteemed by Perdiccas carries evident probability. Tlie known
' king of ^lacedonia,' (for certainly we must favor of Philip afterward to Aristotle, assists

read Perdiccas instead of the careless tran- to warrant the account of AiheuLBus, of the

scriber's 'Apx«>"»w) ' was the cause of Philip's attachment of Perdiccas to Plato and his

' acquiring his kingdom. Carystius of Per- scholars; surcharged, perhaps, but no other-
' gamus, in his historical memorials, writes wise improbable. The well-attested ac-
' thus: "Speusippus, being informed that comi.lishments of Pliilip make it likely that,

" Philip had spoken disrespectfully of Plato, whether known from personal commimica-
" wrote in a letter, as if it was not generally tion or otherwise, Plato might think highly
"known, that Philip owed his kingdom to of him, and judge him an object for recom-
" Plato. For I'lato sent Kuphra?us of mendation to the king his brother's favor.

" Oreus to Perdiccas," (OipJixxay here pro- Nor is it unlikely that, in maturer years, a
perly) " through whom he i)er5uaded him to preference of Aristotle's very different man-

3 ner
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ner of treating philosophical, and especially

political subjects, might lead Philip to sp'ak

of Plato so far with comparative disrespect,

as to excite the indignation of a zealous fol-

lower of Plato, as Speusippus was, and in-

duce him to write a letter that might be

shown and published, slating the fact of the

rcconimendalion of I'hilip to Perdiccas, with

the advantageous consequences, namely,

that a principality was given to Philip,

which afforded him those opportunities

through which he was inabled afterward to

vindicate his kingdom.

But, instead of eliciting truth out of

the varying and contradictory accounts of

the later antient writers, giving credit only

where it may appear most justly due, it has

been a prevailing fancy of critics to employ

their ingenuity in torturing into accordance

those who have themselves evidently had no

purpose of accordance, or disposition at all

to accord. An instance in Wesselingmay the

more deserve notice, because he is generally

acute, and more than most others above

prejudice. Nevertheless, in one of his notes,

which I have, in a recent note of my own,

obscrvc'd to contain largelyjust criticism, he

makes Diodorus responsible for much more

tlian Diodorus has anywhere said. Dio-

dorus's account of Philip's escape from

Thebes reiilly wants no violence to make it

accord with the account of his establish-

ment in Macedonia, just given from Carystius

and Speusippus. ' On the death of Pcr-

' diccas,' he says, ' Philip, having esi aped
' from his confinement as a hostage, took

' upon himself the government of the king-

' dom. T»i/Tot< Js tUtfUKXtv) Trfo-ojlo?—(tiAnr-

* voi; cdfX^of, atxofui; Ik t^<; o/>ti?p£iaf, 'rraoiXccQe

* Ti» iSacriXtiai..' Diod. 1. l6". c. 2. But Wessol-

ing apparently holding Plutarch's tale in a

respect to which it is not intitled, speaking

of Diodorus, says, ' Auctordicit Philippuni,

* cogiiita frutiis cade, ex custodia Thcbano-
' rum elapsum, regni curam in se transtu-

' lisse;' thus implying that he did not leave

Thebes till intormed of his brother's death
;

which the words of Diodorus, well rendered

by Wesseling himself in his Latin text, are

far from warrantina.

Among extant antient authors Justin

alone tells of an infant son left by Per-

diccas, who succeeded him on the tlirone,

and for whom Pliilip long acted as guar-

dian and regent: P/iilippus diu non re-

gem, sed TUToiiEM pupitli cgit ; till at

length, compii/siis a popiilo, regnitm xmcepit.

The Delphin aiinotatur, Cantel, says boldly

to this, Errat Justinus: cum ciiim /lo.sfcs

imminereiit vndique, cuntinuo regia digiiitas

illi delata est. To judge from Justin,

even the great work of Trogus has been a

compilation of stories, selected for amuse-
ment and tragical effect, rather than a his-

tory, for which political and military trans-

actions were with any care investigated, or

with any judgement connected. Fnim Jus-

tin we have many horrid tales of the queen
Eurydicc, wholly unnoticed by earlier wri-

ters, and some of them directly contra-

dicted by tlie narrative of Diodorus.

Were there any truth in them, had they

even had any popular credit, we should

scarcely have failed of some intimation of

them from the orators. However then we
nuiy find occasion often to mistrust the

simplicity of Diodorus, yet Justin can de-

serve little consideration in the scale against

him, and Justin's talo of a son left by Per-

diccas, for wiiom Philip was regent, could

hardly be more positively contradicted by one

who could not foresee that it would be told,

than we lind it by Diodorus. That writer

declares his purpose to relate the manner of

Philip's accession, thus: (pi^iwwo;, 5 Aj^vvtov

ToiaJlaj ai1i»?. Mentioning then briefly his

being placed as a hostage, first with the II-

lyrians, then with the Thebans, and noticing

tlie death of .\lexander, of Ptolemy, and of

Perdiccas, he proceeds to say, ' that, on the

' death of Perdiccas, having escaped from liis

' confinement as a hostage, Pliilip look upon
' himself the adniinistrulion of the kingdom,

G G 2 ' tlien
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' then in distressful circumstances. The
' Macedonians were in the utmost per-

' plcxity; yet, notwithstanding the general

' consternation and the greatness of the

' dangers around, Philip was not dismayed,

' but proceeded immediately to the mea-

' sures which the crisis required.' The

whole account implies that the historian

understood him to have left Thebes before

the death of Perdiccas, and to have been

ready in Macedonia for the emergency ; and

tliere is not a hint of his having had, among

his numerous difficulties, those of a guardiaa

or regent.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

Affairs of Athens, from the general Peace following the Battle

of Mantineia, and of Macedonia, from the Establish-

ment of Philip, Son of Amyntas, to the Renewal of War
between Macedonia and Athens.

SECTION I.

Revived political Eminence of Athens. Increasing Defect in the

restored Constitution. Uneasy Situation of eminent Men. Oppor-

tunity for political Adventurers. Unsteddiness of Government.

Decay of Patriotism. Subserviency of Administratioii to popular

Passion. Decay of military Virtue. Tyranny of popular Sovereinty

over subject States.

WHEN the Macedonian kingdom, happily rescued from civil

strife and forein war, was placed in circumstances to grow

in prosperity and power, the Grecian re[)ublics remained in that state

of discord and confusion, of mutual animosity or mutual mistrust, of

separate weakness and incapacity for union, which we have seen, in the*

description of Xenophon, following the death of Epameinondas, and Cli. 28. s. 3..

which the orators sufficiently assure us did notecase. Demosthenes

describes the state of things, about the time of Philip's accession, in

terms very remarkably agreeing with Xenophon's picture : ' All Pelo- Demosth. de

' ponnesus,' he says, ' was divided. Those who hated the Lacediemo- tciriieiske..'^

' nians were not powerful enough to destroy them, nor were those who
' had formerly ruledi under Lacedaemonian patronage, able to hold their

' command iu their several cities. Pelcjponnesus, and, in short, all

' Greece, Avas in a state of undecisive contention and trouble.' But, iu

the full of the more powerful, the people of the inferior republics found

eonsolation,
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consolation, and even gratification ; as they were relieved from dangers,

and raised to new importance. For, as in the Grecian system, nnavoid-

ably some state must take a commanding part, those which had been

secondary rose to the first consideration, and the lower had their pro-

portion of advancement ; not in positive improvement, but in a flattering

comparison of power and consequence. Hence, among other causes,

there remained so extensive an attachment to that system, whence

unavoidably followed such national discord, with its infallible at-

tendant, national weakness.

"We have seen the Athenians, after the restoration of the democracy

by Thrasybulus, in the conscious feebleness of convalescency, generally

submitting their executive government to the direction of able and

moderate men. And fortunately, in this period, arose among them

men who would have done honor to any government in any age.

Thrasybulus, Conon, Iphicrates, Timotheus, Chabrias, valuable to their

country as statesmen, have become conspicuous in history principally

through their military achievements. The extraordinary estimation of

Niceratus, son of the unfortunate Nicias who perished at Syracuse, a

most steddy opponent of democratical power, and yet always highly

respected and esteemed by the people, has survived through the conten-

tions of the orators. Isocrates, by his writings, which have fortunately

reached us, has transmittetl his own fame. Under these men, while

Thebes was contending with Laccdccmon for empire by land, the mari-

time power of Athens so revived, that, tho the Syracusan navy might

•be superior in the eastern seas of Greece, nothing in the western could

contend with the Athenian. The strength of Lacedaimon then being-

broken by the arms and policy of Epameinondas, and the energy of

Thebes failing with his death, Athens remained, by her power, and by

the reputation of her most eminent citizens, the most respected of the

republics.

Unfortunately Athens had not a government capable of maintaining

a conduct, that could either hold or deserve. the respect which a large

pait of Greece was ready to pay. When, after overthrowing the

tyrannical government of the thirty, and of their successors tlie ten,

Thrasybulus refused to meet any proposal for checking, in the restored

democracy,
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democracy, the Mildness of popular authority, it seems to have been

because he saw no sufficient disposition to moderation among those Xen.llel.

who j)ut forward such proposals. The faults of both parties had
s.29.'^'

produced violence in both. The profligate tyranny of the former

democracy had been such (Isocrates ventured, in a chosen opportunity,

to aver the bold truth to the people in their restored sovereinty) that a

majority, even of the lower ranks, had voted for the oligarchy of the isocr. de

four hundred. Rut the tyranny of the thirty afterward so exceeded all ^.'^g^'
'''^^ '

former experience, that, in natural course, the popular jealousy, on the

restoration of popular power, would become, in the h.ighest degree,

suspicious and irritable. In this state of things it was a sense of public

weakness, while the power of Laceda;mon or Thebes threatened, that

inforccd respect for the counsels of such men as Conon, Thrasybulus,

Iphicrates, Timotheus, Chabrias, and Niceratus. Nevertheless, even

under these circumstances, sycophancy again reared its baleful head.

Wise men accommodated themselves, as they could, to the temper

of the times, endevoring «o to bend before popular tyranny as not

to sink under it. But Thrasybulus himself, as we have formerly seen,

tho honored as the second founder of the republic, did not escape a Ch.35. s.6.

capital prosecution. The great men who followed him, began, like the " '"^ '*'*

Lacedtemonian kings, to prefer military command abroad to residence

in the city. Giving their advice in the general assembly only M'hen

pressure of circumstances required, they avoided that general direction

of the republic's aftairs, that situation of prime minister, which The- Theopomp.

mistocles, Cimon, Pericles, and Thrasybulus himself had held. It has 1. Va. c. s.

been remarked that Conon chose to pass his leisure in Cyprus, Iphicrates ^'J, '

in Thrace, Timotheus in Lesbos, Chares in Sigcium, and Chabrias in Com. Nep.

l.gypt, or anywhere rather than m Athens.

This dereliction of civil situation by the great political and military

characters of the republic, incouraged the evil which produced it.

The field was left open for adventurers, without other recommendation

than readiness and boldness of speech, to take the lead in public affairs;

and oiatory became a trade, independent of all other vocations, ^ye

have seen Iphicrates, ajjpointcd by the voice, of the people to a great ^l''^^.\f-^'

military command, requesting a collcgue, and for that collegue a

popular
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popular orator, unversed in military coniiuaud, and not his friend.

Such a choice, which elsewhere would be most absurd, was, under such

a government as the Athenian, obviousl}' politic. The orator general

became responsible, with the rclil military commander, for all the con-

sequences of their joint conduct; and his popularity and talents, instead

of being employed for the ruin, must, for his own sake, be exerted for

the support and defence of his coUegue.' Perhaps Iphicrates drew, from

the prosecution of Thrasybulus, the warning that urged him to a measure,

which Xenophon's maimer of relating it shows to have been considered,

at the time, as extraordinary. But shoitly after, if not for the business

of the field, yet for that of the assembly of the people, the connection

of the orator and the general, the orator commamler-in-chief, with a

general under him (it is the phrase of Demosthenes) became quite

familiar '.

When the fear of Lacedajmon or Thebes, long the salutary check

upon this vicious government, was removed by the event of the battle

of IVIantineia, its extravagances soon grew extreme. The people in

general assembly being soverein, with power less liable to question than

that of a Turkish sultan, who dares not <leny his veneration for

IMahomet's law, or his respect for those appointed to high situations

under it, any adventurer in politics, who had ready elocution, could

interfere in every department of government. Ratification by the

people was required for every measure of administration. The most

Demosih. iV delicate forcin interests were discussed before the people at large, and

var. ill loc. ^^^^ contending orators abused forein powers and one another with equal

grossness. Unsteddiness then became a characteristic of the Athenian

Isocr. de government. Propositions rejected in the morning, says Isocrates, are
Pace, p..

. Qf(.gj-, ratified before^ night, and condemned again at the next meeting

of the assembly ; and we find even Demosthenes, the popular favorite

Demosth.pro of his day, complaining, that a measure decreed was as uncertain of

execution as if it had never been taken into consideration. Assurance

therefore for forein states, of any maintenance of public faith, was

impossible. As soon as a treaty was concluded, it was the business of

.the opposing orators to persuade the people that they had been deceived

PtiTVf riyinur, xa> rf»T^yh ivi litnu. DeDlOStll, «ri/>i Zt»l«|. p. 172.

and
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and misled. If the attempt succeeded, the consistency of government

and the faith of the republic were equally disregarded : the treaty was

declared null, and those who hfid persuaded to it, rarely escaping Xen. rcsp.

ca])ital prosecution, were fortunate if they could escape capital punish- j. ig.*^'"

inent. Seldom, therefore, tho ever\'thing must be discussed, could I^ocr. de
Pace p. iTo.

there be any free discussion. In the sovcrein assembly of Athens, Dem'osth.

as in democratical assemblies in England, a common hall of the city "^'/"
'''"''*'.•

of London, or a county meeting for political purposes, freedom of

speech often was denied ; the people would hear the orators only on

one side. Flattery to the tyrant, as we have seen the people in demo-

cracy often called among the Greeks, was always necessary. But

honest and ]3lain admonition, tending to allay popular passion, to

obviate mischievous prejudice, or even to correct popular misinfor-

mation, could rarely obtain attention, unless in times of pressing

public danger, and alarm among all parties'.

It seems to have been a liberal spirit that, on the restoration of the

democracy by Thrasybulus, gave the freedom of the city to all who had

borne arms in the contest for it. Nevertheless the precedent was

dangerous for a state wliere desjjotic power, the legislative, the exe-

cutive, and the judicial authority, was constitutionally vested in the

whole people. Formerly, tho the large patriotism, which should have

embraced the whole Greek nation, was rarely found among the republics, ,

yet that narrower political virtue, tire love of the city, was often seen

warm. But as, througli the successive alterations of the constitutions

of Theseus and Solon, security for property, and especially for landed

property, was weakened, and at length almost destroyed, attachment

to the Attic soil would proportionally fail. So many strangers to Attic

blood then, admitted among tiie citizens, Mould of course be desirous

that the purity of Attic blood should no longer be the honorable

distinction, and would be ready to vote, on all occasions, for

the admission of others, who possessed it no more than themselves."

Accordingly the freedom of the city became an ordinary favor, pro-

fusely conferred. Perhaps we should ascribe somewhat to joke in the Allien. 1.3.

story of the two youths, raised to the once envied dignity of Athenian •'• ^'^*

* A»j««Kfalia; oi!{r)if, otx Tr" Trafpcia. Isocr. de Pace, p. 176.

Vol. IV. 11 11 citizens,
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citizens, for the merit of their father, an ingenious cook, in the inven-

tion of some approved new sauces. But tlie reproach which the cautious

Isocrates ventured to address to his fellowcountrymen, will coniniand

IsocT.de credit: 'Boasting,' he says, 'that we hold our country from time

* beyond all tradition, we ought to aflFord example ot good and orderly

' government; hut, on the contrary, our administratitm is more irre-

* gular, and more abounding with inconsistency, than that of many
' newly founded colonics. Valuing ourselves upon antiquity of origin,

' and purity of Athenian blood, we give community in the rights of

' the city, and in all the honors of that origin and that blood, with

' less consideration and selection tlian the mountaineers of Thrace
' or Italy use in admitting associates to their clans.' Demos-

thenes, the flatterer and favorite of the multitude, has been led, in the

course of his pleadings, to declare, in still more pointed terms, the

amount and the manner of the corruption. Decrees of citizenship, he

Pemostb. has not scrupled to assert, were become an article of trade among the

p. 6S7.
* y<^^^^ orators ; to be procured for their forein or metic clients, at

prices proportioned to the labor, which deficient claim, or the discredit,

Avhicli bad character, might implicate with the undertaking.

Long ago Solon's laws, for promoting industry and disgracing

idleness, had been obsolete or ineffectual: a soverein multitude would
Xen. resp. j^qj \vork: thev Avould live by sacrifices, provided by the public trea-

oury, and feasts given by the wealLliy of their respective wards, or the

daily salary for attending the courts of justice. Clothed, many of
Xcii. rosp. them, as Xenophon assures us, little better than the slaves, so much

Aristoph. & more numerous than themselves, and uncertain even of their daily
^°'^''

food, they had nevertheless their favorite luxuries, with which they

would not dispense. Not the wealthiest individual,, says Xenophon,

Xen. resp. could have his baths, his dressing-rooms, his places of exercise, and
Alh. c. 2.

' o I

8.10. of meeting for conversation, of a splendor comparable to those erected

for the multitude of Athens. The magnificence of the theatrical enter-

tainments provided for tliem, as we can judge even from existing ruins

of the theaters, was what nothing in modern times has approached.

The excessive fondness of the Athenians, for these entertainments,

commanded of course attention from those to whom the favor of the

1 ISIany
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INIanv was necessarj'. Pericles is said to liave ))ecn the first ulio, by

an act of the people, M'hich he proposed, appropriate<I a part of the

public revenue to the maintenance of theaters, and the provision of

theatrical exhibitions. The example M'as found so commodious by

following orators, that, in process of time, almost the whole certain

revenue of the republic became appropriated to theatrical entertain-

ments, together with what at Athens were nearly congenial, the cere-

monies of religious festivals; and, vhen thus the means of former

orators were exhausted, bold ingenuity, pressed to a last resource,

procured the decree which has immcntalized the name of its mover

Eubulus, making it capital even to propose the application of the Demosth.

theoric revenue, as it was called, to any other purpose. It requires

remark, however, that Eubulus is represented as altogetlier one of the*

most respectable men of his age; the associate in politics of the most

approved patriots, and a sleddy op|)oneiit of the extravagancies of
],,,f,^^^'

^^„
^^

democralicai power. Some light will occur in the sequel on this !>einarcli. hi

, , , 1 1 1
• > Demostb.

curious, but altogether dark subject'. p.66.

When such was the subserviency of the Athenian government to

popular extravagance and folly, and such the luxuries which the mul-

titude, living in idleness, commanded, to expect that the Athenian

citizen would obey, as formerly, the call for military service abroad,

or even bear the restraint necessary for maintaining the antient dis-

cipline and skill in arms at home, would have been preposterous. The

antient law, of every Grecian state, required, that every citizen should

he trained to arms. Practice Avith weapons began in early boyhood.

From eighteen to twenty the Athenian youth formed the regular

standing garrison of the city and country; and thus, even in peace, had

that practice of acting in bodies, which prepared them advantageously

for reiil warfare. But in later times the voun^j; Athenians, or their

fathers, intent on more profitable employment for them, learnt to

obtain excuse very extensively from this duty. Formerly the service

of the panoply, or the phalanx, the first name describing the armor of

' Some modern writers have undertaken porary orators upon it, I must own, very

to pronounce judgement -very boldly upon dark to me, and I must add, I rather thuik

this law, and upon Ilubulus, its author, but to thcmstlves too.

they have left what remains from the cotem-

n II 'Z the
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the individual, the latter the formation of the body, was jealously vin-

dicated as the exclusive privilege of the citizen. The most laborious

service, and generally the most dangerous, but of overbearing efficacy,

it was considered as that on which rested tlie superiority of Greeks to

barbarians, the safety of every Grecian state against neighboring-

Grecian states, and even the security of dominion, in every one, over

resident foreiners, and th^' slaves which, generally in Grecian states, far

outnumbered the freemen. In the perjjetual wars of Greece, however,

the reiterated calls upon the citizen, to leave all his domestic concerns

for service to the state in arms, becoming more severely felt as

civilization, and the arts contributing to the comfort of private life,

improved, it is not wonderful that any expedient, which might obviate

such a pressure, became popular. The hazardous resource thus of

employing mercenaries, as we commonly find them termed from the

Latin, soldiers by profession, ingaged for hire, and forming what we

call a standing army, grew into common use among all the republics.

Men in the uneasy and perilous situation of generals, under a demo-

cracy, would be likely to approve and promote the change ; for an

army of soA'erein citizens, impatient of controul always, would in its

turn, of course, but indeed whenever it pleased, command and judge

its generals; whereas a liired army had no pretence but to obey while

paid, and, when dismissed, had no legal authority to command or judge

those who had been its legal commanders.

For about ten years after the restoration of the democracy by

Thrasybulus, Athens, without forein dependencies and unassailed at

Ch. 24. S.4.. home, had no occasion for military exertion. But her ingagement in

confederacy with Thebes against Lacedromou, and, still more, the

Ch. 25.S. 1. revival of her empire over other republics, resulting from Conon's
of this Hist. .

, , • ,- • 1 • i- - • 1 , 1

victory, produced necessity tor again employing forces or land and sea.

After so long a desuetude, however, when aflections had been ingaged

by domestic interests and the luxury of public entertainments, and

passions by political intrigues and the contentions and flattery of

orators, the call to arms was little satisfactorily heard by the Athenian

people. Instead of jealously asserting their exclusive right to the

honors of the panoply, they would make the metics, not Greeks only,

but
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but Lydians, Syrians, barbavians of various countries, share with them Xenoph.

its labors and its dangers, and, with these, of course, unavoidably its
"^^'^^ ''*

honors. For this change indeed tlie admission of so many strangers

to the rights of citizens, on the first restoration of the democracy, seems

to have prepared the way. Nevertheless, in the first wars, against the

Laced'afmonians, and then against the Thebans and their allies, tho

mercenary troops were mostly employed, yet a part still of tlie army Demosth.

was Athenian ; both citizens and metics served under Iphicrates and j^J^^'^ \

other generals in Peloponnesus. Gradually, however, the soverein 'fgat.

citizens more and more dispensed with their own service ; and when

the fear of Thebes and Lacedicmon ceased to press, they would, at least

on any ordinary occasion, serve no more. They did not so soon Xen.&Isocr.

refuse themselves wholly for the ordinary service of the navy; where *" '•'"'"'^ •

the labor and danger were reckoned generally less, and the hope of

profit through means accruing, as will be hereafter seen, from the

command which the Athenians possessed of the jEgean sea, was con-

siderably greater. But, in time, this also, through the same indulgence

of the soverein people to themselves, was extensively avoided. Thus

the glory of the Athenian arms, won at Marathon, at Salamis, and iu

so many battles since, by sea and by land, was in a manner renouncetl

;

and the maintenance and extension of the republic's empire abroad, if

not its defence at home, was committed to men ingaged for pay, from

whatsoever coimtry they could be collected.

Such, according to the remarkably agreeing testimonies of cotem- Xenoph.

porary writers, of different views and opposite interests, was the state of
ijemo^^h^'

tlie Athenian government, when the decline of the Lacedttmonian power, -^sch.

and the Theban energy, left Athens, principally through her navy, and

the revenue wliich it commanded from numerous little commercial

republics, the first potentate of Greece. While the contest between

Thebes and Lacedasmon lasted, Athens could disregard the treaty of

Antalcidas, and other following conventions, whose purpose was to

establish the independency of every Grecian commonwealth. That

purpose indeed was evidently enough impracticable. In universal

independency, the incessant strife, of each with its neighbors, was

found to produce greater evils than the admission of the superiority

of
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of one ; and partial superiorities would arise, Avhile the general siiper-

intending- power was denied. Piracy meanwhile, with the endless

opport^inities atForded, by the division of the ilands and sliores of tlic

iEgean among almost numberless sovereiu powers, threatened the

annihilation of maritime commerce. For it was not confined to the

private adventure of men in the situation of outla\\'s. There were

states, powerful among those of Greece, w Inch (like the barbarians of

Africa, who l)ave been tolerated to the shame of modern Europe)

avowed piracy. It was a trade that suited equally republics and

Demosih in tyrants. Of tlie former, Alopeconnesus particularly is mentioned as

p. 0'7 j. principally subsisting by it; tho Athens itself is not without its share

of imputation ; and Alexander, tyrant of Phera;, is said to have

Diod. 1. 1 j. acquired the wealth which inabled him to hold the tyranny, chiefly by

his share of the plunder of the Grecian seas and shores, for wliich he

sent out fleets and armies. The smaller maritime states, therefore,

feeling their insufrtciency for the vindication severally of their own

security, and little disposed to concede enough to one another for

coalition in any firm confederacy, were prepared for submission to a

protecting power.

In this situation of things, the conduct of such men as Conon,

Thras3'bulus, Iphicrates, Chabrias and Timotheus, acquiring the repu-

tation of liberality for the Athenian government, most of the ilands,

and many cities of the Asiatic and Thracian siiores, to liave the pro-

tection of the Athenian navy for their trade, and perhaps not less to

avoid its oppression, became again tributaries, and really subjects of the

Athenian people. The assessment of the just Aristeides was restored,

not without some degree of general satisfaction ; recommended, not only

by its moderation, but probably also by the advantageous regulation,

from which he had derived renown. Athens thus became again the

head of a great confederacy. Timotheus alone, in his various com-

mands, is said to iiave acquired to it scventy-tive cities, of importance

enough to have each its representative in the congress, or, in the ori-

ginal term syncdrium, which assembled at Athens. Nevertheless,

the little information remaining to us, on the interesting subject of the

constitution of this assembly, and the privileges of its members, as they

stood
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stood indeed at a somewhat later day, does not show them calculated to

give the security to the subordinate states, that could make the Athe-

nian empire satisfactory to those under it. To have protection against Demosth.

all enemies, they renounced the right of separate war and peace, binding

themselves by oath to have the same friends and enemies as the Athe-

nians. To provide for a just attention to their interests in the councils

of the soverein people, their deputies at Athens had their separate assem- ^Esch. de

bly to consult together on their common interests; and either in com- ^'^^^^- P-247.

mon, or severally, as occasion required, they communicated with the

executive council of the Athenian republic, the fivehundred. They

were admitted to the general assembly of the people, only with the

approbation and through the introduction of the fivehundred ; and only

under restrictions, nearly as forein ambassadors, they were allowed

occasionally to address the soverein people. But they had no vote;

and in all other points they were upon the footing of foreiners, excluded

from all rights of Athenian citizens. Nevertheless, for the readiness

with which so many little states appear to have admitted again the

supremacy of the Athenian people, tho abundantly indicating uneasi-

ness in their former independency, this restoration of empire, like its

original rise, was honorable to the Athenian nanie.

While Athens, with this empire growing beyond sea, Mas held in

check and alarm at home by Lacedajmon or Thebes, the administration

was so generally discreet, and the willing attachment of the synedriaii

allies was so obviously important, that the means of tyranny, which the

imperial rep\iblic held, seem to have been little used. Even tlie old

title of the subordinate ally, hypecoiis, nearly synonymous witli

subject, or dependent, a term familiar in the time of Thucydides>

appears to have been avoided. The Grecian word which mc render

ALLY, thus becomes, with the writers after the ag-eof Epameinondas, a

term often of double and often of doubtful import; being used indif-

ferently to imply independent soverein states, or the tributary allies.

Nevertheless we have formerly seen, while Thebes was successfully Ch.cs. s.4.

contending with Athens for the lead of the democratical interest
°' ^'"^ ^^^^'

through the Greek nation, and even aiming at a maritime rivalship,

three of the most powerful of the synedri<^n confederated states, whether

sufl'ering
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sufTering real evil, or seeking only prospective good, revolted. Thi>

possibly may have been taken as ground for new severity by the soverein

people, when the rebelling states were compelled again to submit to its

authority. After the battle of Mantineia, when the decay of Theban

influence over the confederacy, whose councils Epameinondas had been

able to guide, became manifest, an altered disposition toward the sub-

ject states appeared. Interested adventurers in politics quickly saw the

X'n. resp. Opportunity, and hastened in contention to profit from it. The former

s
'^^ & i^

empire of Athens, and the advantages which the body of the people

derived from it, became the favorite topics of declaiViation in the

general assembly. The people licard with eager attention, when it was

Isocr. de asked, * Whence was tlie want of energy, that the fleets brought no
Pace, p. 188 < treasures homc ? Why was free navigation allowed ? Ths Athenian

* navy commanded the seas. Why then was any repul)lic jiermitted to

' have ships, and maritime commerce, that Avould not pay tribute as

' formerly?' Thus wrought into fermentation, the public mind, with

Isocr.de a favorite object in view, would no longer bear contradiction. To

& loo!'
urge the injustice^of arbitrary exaction Mould have been dangerous for

the most popular orator. Even for showing the impolicy, without

venturing to name the iniquity of such measures, none could obtain a

hearing. Fleets therefore were sent out, under tlie imperial mandate of

the people, Mith general instructions to bring home tribute. For com-

mand in such iuterprize, military ability and experience Mere little

Isocr.de requisite; and, as the cautious Isocrates did not scruple publicly to
Pace, p. 2QC. /. i

•
i /-

aver, men or such meau estimation, that, tor managing any private

concern, none would trust them. Mere commissioned, m ith dictatorial

powers*, to conduct the affairs of the republic M'ith the Greek nation.

A soverein multitude, and the orators Mho, by flattery, ruled the

soverein multitude, would be likely to alloM- great indulgence to those

ordered, M'ithout limitation by any precise instructions, to extend

empire and bring home.money. Complaints insuing, endless, from the

Isocr. dc ~ injured allies. Mere generally disregarded. Money, judiciously distri-

Pace, p. 200.
ij^^^^] anionsi the officers of the courts which ought to take connisance

APn. resp. ^ •->

Ath.c. . s. . of such complaints, Mas generally necessary even to bring the matter

to
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to a hearing; and tlicn an}- justice in decision was very uncertain.

Eraud, rapir.e, all sorts of iniquity and violence not only went

unpimislicd, but the people often showed tluunselves even amused Isocr. utaut.

M'ilh the attested reports of enormities, committed by their tri!)Lite-

gathcring armanicnts.

SECTION II.

Projects for improving the Athenian Revenue. Affairs of the Athe-

nian Colony of Amphipolis. Produce of the Thracian Gold 3 lines.

Suminary of Affairs of the Olynthian Confederacy. Opposition of

Olynthian and Athenian Interest. Alliance of Olynthus with

Atnphipolis.

The renewal of the old tyranny of the Athenian republic, over its

allies and subjects, Mas professedly what gave occasion to that curious

treatise, formerly noticed, which remains to us from Xenophon, on the Ch.?(). s. i.

,. , , TT- 1
• f , 1 • 1 of this Hist.

revenue or Athens. II is plan, more immecuately concernmg the revenue,

as a necessary foundation for the rest, extended however to a general

improvement of the government. Far from visionary, like Plato's, it

might nevertheless have been dillicult, or even impossible to execute;

less from any inherent impracticability, than from its interference, reiil

or apprehended, with the existing private interests of powerful men.

That from which Xenophon proposed the greatest, or, however, the most

immediate advantage, was an improved management of mines of the

precious metals; and this appears to have been always a favorite purpose

of those who actually held the principal direction of the popular will.

I'ut thothe objects were similar, the principles, on which it was proposed

to pursue them, were widely different. Xenophon's first purpose, what

he considered as most important, Mas to obviate all necessity for that

oppression exercised by the Athenians against others ; not only as the

<jppression of others was abominable, but as the evil would recoil on them-

selves. His project therefore Mas confined to the mines of Attica. Unt

tl'.c individuals to whom the M'orking of these was already ingaged, not

Vol. IV. I I indeed
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infTced in perpetuity, but for terms of which they hoped renewal,

Moukl strenuously oppose any proposal for alteration of management.

The Attic mines moreover p;ave onlx^ silver, whereas those of the

Thracian mountains, in the neighborhood of Amphipolis, aflx)rded gold.

For the superiority therefore, real or imaginary, of the object, and for

avoiding interference with the private gains of feliowcitizens, perhaps

friends and relations, persons however whose votes and influence might

be important, they disregarded violence against any otiiers.

Cli. 12. 6.1. "We have formerly observed the Thracian mines furnishing the first

temptation for the Athenian republic, almost immediately on its rise to

empire, and while Cimon, son of >.Iiltiades, yet commanded its forces,

to oppress those whom it had undertaken, as a sacred duty, to protect.

The people of the little iland of Thasus were driven, by the injustice

of the Athenian government, to a renuntiation of alliance, M'hich was

resented and punished, as rebellion against the sovereinty of the

Athenian people. The Thracian mines Avere then seized, as the

proper possession of the Athenian people; and, to secure it, a colony

of no less than ten tiiousand persons, Athenians, and citizens of the

Thucyd. 1. 1. allied republics, was sent to occupy the neighboring territory. The

resentment of the surrounding Thracians, so exerted as presently to

produce the total destruction of this numerous colony, seems to mark

a sense of injuries, such as they had not experienced from the less

powerful danders of Thasus. The calamitous event however did not

deter the Athenian people from new pursuit of so inviting an object.

Under the able and benign administration of Pericles, the colony led

by Agnon, father of the unfortunate Theramenes, was apparently con-

ducted with juster policy; and the town which he founded, with the

name of Amphipolis, quickly became florishing.

But the people of this colony, collected from various parts of Greece,

respecting the Athenian government under Pericles, and attached to-

their leader Agnon, would be little likely to retain any firm attachment

to a government tyrannical and capricious as that of Athens afterward

Cli. i6. s. 4, became." Accordingly when Brasidas marched into Thrace, little more

liist.
\hiin ten years after the foundation of Amphipolis, disaffection was

ready ; and, M'ith the assistance of a large party among the citizens,

that
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that able soldier and politician gained this favorite colony from the

Athenian empire to the Lacedremonian. By the treaty of peace how-

ever, which soon followed, while the other Grecian towns on the

Thracian shore had their freedom assured, paying only the assessment

of Ariiteides for the maintenance of the Athenian fleet, Aniphipolis, as

an Athenian colony, was restored unconditionally to the dominion of

the Athenian people. Seventeen years it seems to have so remained,

when the battle of Aigospotami gave it again, with all the other trans-

iiiarine possessions of Athens, to be dependent on Laceda^mon.

According to Herodotus, who says he made inquiries upon the spot, Herod. 1. 6.

the Thasians drew, from their Thracian mines, a yearly revenue of from ^'
'
*'*

two to three hundred talents; at a medium perhaps fifty thousand

pounds; which he appears to have reckoned, for them, very consider-

able. It seems probable that the Athenian government, M'hile it held

Amphipolis, tho always intent upon the mines, yet distracted by

various troubles, nc\er worked them to any great profit. The Lacedaj-

jnonians, implicated w ith a great variety of new and great concerns,

and especially allured by prospects of golden harvests in Asia, M'cre

likely to be indifferent to adventure among the Thracian mountains,

of a kind for M'hich their institutions peculiarly unfitted them. We
Iiave seen them so neglecting even the highly cultivated settlements of Cb. 23. s. 1.

the Thracian Chersonese, touching almost on Asia, that they nearly of thisriiist.'

became the prey of neighboring barbarians. Towns therefore farther

•removed from the countries whither their principal solicitude was

directed, would still less be objects of any very earnest care. Thus

apparently the Amphi])olitans were left to make the most they could

of independency ; and it appears thc}' defended themselves against the

Thracians, and managed their intestine disputes, but were little able

to vindicate the possession, and carry on profitably the working of the

mines, which seem to have been abandoned.

It was in this deielietion, by the Lacedemonians, of their dominion

over the Thracian colonies, that the growth of Olynthus, which wc c1i.2(j. s.?,

liave formerly noticed, and the rajjid extension of its confederacy,
fi'^fni;"/

almost overwhelmed the IMaccdonian kingdom, and became formi-

dable to Laccdiemou itself. On the dibsolutiou of the confederacy,

1 I 2 which
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which the united arms of Laceiiaemon and ^Macedonia effected,

tlie towns, not before belonging to tlic Macedonian kingdom, received

the gift of nominal independency, each holding its separate govern-

ment ; but under conditions of alliance, which made them, with

Olynthus itself, effectually subject to Laceda;mon. Taught by expe-

rience then the importance of maintaining its interest in Thrace, the

Lacedsenionian govenlmcnt, to hold the Thracian towns in subser-

viency, resorted to the common policy of the age, giving their patron-

age to a party in each, wliieh, for the sake of that patronage, would

obey their commands. Perhaps then it was that, under Lacedajmoniau

Or. Isocr. ad patronage, new colonists, principally from the Grecian town of Cyrene

p.'aio!*!. 1. i'^ Africa, were established in Am])hipolis, in number so large, that

Kp. Piilipp. occasion tlience was afterward taken to call it a Lacedaemonian colony.
ap.Denioslli.

y.iCA. The Lacedajmonian authority was thus altogether so maintained in

those northern parts, that while so many of the southern republics

joined Thebes in war against Lacedasmon, a body of Olynthian horse,

C'li. cC. 3.7- as MT have formerly seen, ser\ed with the Lacedivmonian armies in
of this Hist, -p, ,

rcloponnesus.

B. C. 35 r. But when after the battle of Leuctra, fought about eight years after

Ol. lo'i. '2.
|]jg dissolution of the Olynthian confederacy, Laceda?mon, pressed by

the war with Thebes, became less and less able to stretch a commanding

arm to the northern shore of the ^Egean, those raised to power, under

Lacediemonian patronage, began to totter in their situations, and the

prospect of success in opposition to them invited ambitious, and per-

haps patriotic citizens. Olynthus, in its glory, had been the ally of

Thebes. The party which had then led its councils, would of course

seek to share in that patronage which Thebes, become the leading

state of Greece, was extending on all sides, and most ready to give

in opposition to Laceda^mon. Thus it seems to have been that

the administration of Olynthus reverted to that party. But Thebes,

separated by many intervening states, and possessing little naval

force, tho she might check exertions of Laceda^mon against them,

was little able herself to prevent the Olynthians from taking their

own measures in their own concerns. To restore their dis.solved con-

federacy therefore becoming their object, it was (juickly effected to a

very considerable extent ; how far upon the former model we do not

learn

;
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learn ; but so tliat Olyntluis became again a very powerful cily, willi

influence spreading over perliaps the whole of that fruitful part of the

continent called the Chalcidic, and most of the towns of the three

adjoining- peninsulas.

Olyntluis thus revi\ing in opposition to the decaying power of

Lacedffimon, while Athens, to check the alarming growth of the

Theban power, became the ally of Lacedcemon, the interest of the

Olynthian would be placed in necessary opposition to that of the Athe-

nian people. About eight years after the battle of Leuctra followed that

of Mantineia. In the state of things, after that event, the Athenian g q og.j

people, no longer, as before, restrained by the dread of Thebes, looked Ol. 104. 2.

for empire wherever their fleets could sail. Among many and greater

objects then, which their orators put forward in the general assembly,

in a manner more adapted to promote their own interest with the Many
than the popularity of the Athenian name in Greece, or indeed any

real interest of Athens itself, the recovery of their colony of Amphi-

polis became a favorite point. Jjut in two successive congresses of the

Grecian states, as ViC have formerly seen (for, in unfolding the compli-

cated interests of Greece, repetition is often unavoidable) the claim,

which the Athenian people asserted, of sovereinty over the Amphipo-

litan people, Mas denied. In a third congress it was at length allowed,

through the interest principally of Amyntas king of Macedonia, father

of Phihp. The Amphipolitan people nevertheless resisted, and being /Esdi. de

supported by the Olynthian confederacy, the able Ii)hicratcs was in
'''^'^^'

''' '"

vain placed at the head of an armament to reduce them to obe-

dience. It was among the imprudent boasts of the Athenian Drmosth.

orators, in flattery to their sovcrein the IVIany, that they had been •'

'

formerly lords, not of Amphipolis only, but of Olynlhus too.

Circumstances indeed abounded to admonish the Olyuthians, for

their ov/n safety, to support the Am|)hi|)olitans, and the Amphipo-

litans, if they would avoid the dominion of the Athenian people, to

profit from the ready alliance of Olyntluis. ]]ut ihe Amphipolitan

people, a recent colony, ^verc divided, less in the manner of the old

republics, into the parties of the Many and the Few, the rich and the

poor, than according to their yaricjus origin, as established under

Athenian
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Athenian patronage or Lacedfemonian, or accustomed to receive pro-

tection from Olyntbus or from INIacedonia. Now however the Athe-

nian interest had been ' long overborne; LacedaMnon was utterly

witliout means to support friends across the iEgcan ; the king of

^Macedonia had abandoned bis interest, in favor of Athens. Tims, for

those averse to the sovereinty of the Athenian people, the patronage

of Olyntbus only remained, and accordingly the connection between

Aniphipolis and Oljnthus became intimate.

SECTION III.

Armament under Timotheus. Expedkiou proposed to Axia ; diverted

to Samos. Jlleasures of Timotheus against Olynthus. Cooperation

of the King of Macedonia. Injurious Conduct of Athens toxvard

Macedonia.

B.C. 359. Affairs in Lesser Asia, the most favorite of all fields for military

adventure, drawing the attention of the leading men of Athens, gave a

temporary relief, from the pressure of their ambition, to the Grecian states

on the northern shore of the iEgean. Ariobarzanes, satrap of Phrygia,

having ingaged in that extensive revolt of the western provinces of the

Ch. 2S.S.8. Persian empire, which we have formerly seen excited by a Greek,
IS IS

. j^yjjgQ^ag Qf Cyprus, desired to strengthen his military with Grecian

troops. Evagoras was the ally, and adopted citizen of Athens. Ario-

Demosih. barzaues, forming connection with the Athenian people, accepted also

11. lyj. the honor of becoming one of them. The Athenian government, pro-

fessing to hold inviolate its peace with the Persian king, nevertheless

sent an armament to cooperate with the citizen-satrap in rebellion

;

and Timotheus, for so inviting a field as Asia, did not refuse the com-

mand. His instructions forbad, in general terms, whatever might be

Ch. 23. s. 2. contrary to the articles of the treaty with Persia; but it was common,

as we have formerly seen, for the satraps to make war effectually

against the king, pretending it to be only against one another.

Timotheus was on his way to join Ariobarzanes, when intelligence

reached

cil tins Hist.
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readied hiai of the dissolution of tlie confederacy of the revolted

chiefs. Tiie tide, thus turning in favor of the royal cause, produced

revolt on the other side. In the iland of Samos, as in many Grecian

states of the Asiatic main, was a party which prefei'red the patronage

or sovercinty of the Persian king to that of the Athenian people.

Cyprothemis, head of that party, assisted by Tigranes, the king's

commander-in-chief in Lesser Asia, effected a revolution, by which he

became chief of the iland. Timotheus was still on the Asiatic coast

when news of this revolt reached him. He hastened then to Samos,

overbore Cyprothemis, and, with the reestablishment of democratical

government, restored the dependency of the Samian upon the Athenian

people.

It was about this time that Philip, king of Macedonia, had com-
pleted his successes against the Illyrians, and established security

for his western border, hitherto so much threatened. Olynthus

and its confederacy remained his most dangerous and troublesome

neighbor. A plan was concerted, between the Athenian and ]\facedo-

nian governments, for the reduction of Olynthus by their combined

arms. But M'ith regard both to the leading circumstances, and to the

stipulations on both sides, m'c are left by anticnt writers M'holly in the

dark. Timotheus commanded still the Athenian fleet. For the Asiatic

service perhaps it was needless to put the republic to e.xpencc in main-

taining troops ; volunteers being probably ready for adventure, under

a general of the reputation of Timotheus, in a field where so many
Grecian soldiers of fortune had found large success. But for the war

in Thrace, where stubborn resistance was in near view, and far less

amount of gold even in distant prospect, volunteers would not be

found, without an expence which the orators dared not propose. For

that service, accordingly, we find Timotheus was without a landforce.

This deficiency, however, the king of Macedonia undertook to supply.

A Macedonian army and the Athenian fleet together laid sieo-e to Dcmosth.

Potideea, the contest for ^vhich had given birth to the Peloponnesian
y"^^*^'

war. Potidasa Avas so critically situated, near Olynthus, -as to give great

opportunity foj- intercepting its communication with the sea, and com-

pletely commanded the way by land into the fruitful peninsula of

Pallcne^
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rallcne, full of commercial towns, and altogether the I)cst territory of

the confederacy. Yielding to the Macedonian arms, it was conceded

to ihe Athenian general, and an Athenian garrison was placed there.

Toronc, the principal town of the neighhoring peninsula of Sithonia,

vas presently after taken by the confederate forces, and also received

an Athenian garrison. Olynthus was thus so circumscribed in territory',

reduced in strength, and checked in maritime communication, that its

ruin seemed hardly avoidable.

For the next event, tlie hinge on which the following history of

Athens and Macedonia turns, the historian wholly fails us, and the

orators, to whom we owe certain knowlegc of the important fact, have

avoiiled all detail and all circumstances. The purpose of Athens, in

the Olyntliian war, evidently Mas conquest; nor have the orators dis-

guised it. The views of Philip are less obvious. To reduce or even

overwhelm the power of Olynthus, which could not but be inconve-

nient and dangerous to Macedonia, would be among them; but to

establish the power of Athens, over the whole Macedonian coast, on its

ruin, without any recompense for Macedonia, would seem to be car-

rying to excess the generous policy, by which he had formed his first

connection with the Athenian government. Athens had long possessed

]\Iethone, the nearest seaport to both his capitals; and Pydna was the

Cli. .33. s. 1. only maritime town remaining to the kingdom, preserved, as we have

formerly seen, by the policy of Archelaus. But those who obtained the

lead in Athens had no disposition for liberality toward ^Macedonia. The

term of the commaml ofTimothcus seems to have been expired. \\'ho led

the Athenian fleet we are not informed. It went however to Pydna, and

T>piii.)9th. giving its assistance to that party, which we have observed generally
Vhil.i.p. 13.

p,j„.pj.f^,i jj, all ^[,e Grecian maritime towns, adverse to connection with

the government of the adjoining country, inablcd it to eftect a revolt,

and assured it of the support and protection of the Athenian people.

Theopomp. Philip sent ministers to Athens, to complain of the gross injury, and

buif^'''
^^ demand reparation; but lie could obtain none. It is obvious that a

change must have taken place among the leading men in the Athenian

administration ; and this indeed tjie exultation expressed by Demos-

thenes, in the acquisition to Athens and loss to Macedonia, while he

13 avoids
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avoids notice of all the circumstances, assists to prove. Justification of Demosth.

, , , , . ut ant.

the profligate measure seems to have been no more attempted at tlie time,

than by the great orator aiterward. But tlie forms of a democratical

government gave facility for procrastination, and for shifting respon-

sibility from shoulder to shoulder, while insult was added to the injury,

by professions made, in the name of the republic, of the purpose of stiU

honorably maintaining peace and alliance.

SECTION IV.

Expedition under Iphicrates against AmphipoUs. Supercession of

Iphicratc.s by Timotheus. State of the Thracian Chersonese. Ac-

quisition of AmphipoUs to the Athenian Empire. Honors to

Charidemus of Eub(eu,

Farther cooperation from the king of Macedonia, in making con-

quests for the Athenian people, being no longer now to be expected,

prosecution of hostilities immediately against Ol3'nthus was suspended
;

and it was resolved to direct the energy of the republic to the conquest

of AmphipoUs, in the hope apparently that, Olynthus, in its reduced

state, could not, and the king of Macedonia, notwithstanding the pro-

vocation given him, would not interfere. Eminent men, we have seen,

could not live at Athens in quiet: they must lend themselves conti-

nually, not only to public service, but to popular passion. JNIany

circumstances strongly recommended Iphicrates for the command

against AmphipoUs. None had more military experience, or higher

military reputation. He had then the extraordinary advantage of

close connection with the great soverein of Thrace, Cotys, the suc-

cessor of Seuthes, Sitalces and Teres, liy having received his sister in

marriage'. Among the Amphipolitans themselves, moreover, a

* Demosthenes calls Iphicrates xu^erri? tor's authority. But,' if the father of the

of Cotys (Or. ia Aristocr.) which is gene- Cotys, of whom ho spoke, was also named

rally understood to mean brother-in-law. Cotys, which seems not improbable, the

Cornelius Ncpos calls tlie wife of Iphicrates biographer's error would be only deficiency

daughter of Cotys. There can hardly be of explanation,

a doubt in preferring the cotcmporary ora-

VoL. IV. K K mixed
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mixed people, witli an Athenian party, a Macedonian party, an Olyn-

thian party, and aTliracian party, esteem for him was extensive. And

farther, for his important services formerly to the Macedonian royal

famil)', he M-^as likely to be respected beyond others at the Macedonian

court. Those then who led the Athenian counsels, while they evaded

redress of injury, desiring nevertheless to obviate obstruction to their

purposes from resentment, the popular vote directed Iphicrates to

take the command of the fleet on the Thracian station.

But the favoring party in Amphipolis was not such, that success

could be reasonably expected from a fleet alone, Mithout a landforce.

Troops therefore were to be provided ; and the command by land and

sea, being in the usual manner of the antients, committed to the same

officer, the levy, or rather the hire of a mercenary force, was to be

managed by Iphicrates. Of those who made the command of merce-

naries, ready to fight the battles of any state, iheir profession, Chari-

demus of Oreus in Euboea w^as eminent, and he was recommended to

Demosth.in Iphicrates by liis conduct, in a service already of three campains

p. 669.
under him. That ofiicer, with the body attached to him, was there-

fore ingaged, and the fleet and landforce proceeded together to Am-
phipolis.

The losses, and consequent weakness of Olynthus, the increased

and daily growing power of Athens, the formidable appearance of the

armament, the reputation of the general, and his popularity, had

together such an effect, that the Amphipolitans presently listened to

Demostli. ut negotiation. Terms were agreed upon; even the gate was named of
"'"• which possession was to be given to the Athenian troops, and hostages

were delivered by the Amphipolitans to insure performance of the con-

ditions. Through what jealousy or what intrigue the Athenian people

defeated their own fond hope, so long entertained, and now so nearly

fulfilled, we have no information. Timothcus, hastily ordered to

supersede Iphicrates, arrived in the critical moment. Alarm and hesi-

tatiixtt of course arose among the Amphipolitans. Their confidence

had rested, not in the Athenian people, but in Iphicrates, supposed

capable of answering for the Athenian people. The character of

Timotheus might perhaps have been not less respected than that of

Iphicrates

;
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Iphicrates ; but it Mas made iiielilicacious by a decree which pre-

sently followed liim, commanding- that the hostages, which had been

specially intrusted to the faith of Iphicrates, should be sent imme-

diately to Athens. This profligate decree however was rendered vain,

by the provident integrity of Iphicrates ; who, in surrendering his

command to Timotheus, had committed the hostages to the general

of the mercenaries, Charidemus ; and, apparently with the consent of

Iphicrates, we may liope also with the tacit approbation at least of

Timotheus, they had been restored to their friends*.

The ungracious office remained for Timotheus, to take up the nego-

tiation, necessarily resigned, with his command, by Iphicrates. But

the Amphipolitans Avould no longer treat with an agent of the Athe-

nian government, tho that agent was Timotheus. Force was therefore

again to be employed ; but the ready means of efiective force were

done away, by the same violent and improvident measures, which had

overthrown an almost concluded negotiation. It seems probable that

Charidemus, and the troops under him, had ingaged with Iphicrates,

whom they knew, for little or no present pay, under promise of large

profit from success in enterprize. Disappointed of hope nearly rea-

lized, and altogether dissatisfied with the Athenian government, they

refused now to serve under Timotheus, to whose personal character it

is little likely they would have objected. Meanwhile the Olynthians,

greatly relieved by the cessation of pressure from Macedonia, exerted

themselves to provide support for the remains of their confederacy,

against the arms and the policy of Athens. They ingaged large assist-

ance even from the Thracian hords ; and marching with the utmost

Grecian strength they could assemble, they were so superior by land,

that Timotheus found it expedient to inibark and withdraw.

' It is remarkable enough how, in re- nesty ; it sufiiceci to (Inscribe an honorable

lating these transactions, Demosthenes, the deed, adverse to the interest of the Athe-

lavorite orator and minister of the Athenian liian republic. It is then perhaps not less

democracy, has adoptt d and incour.iged remarkable tliat the fascination of his ora-

the profligate sentiments of the Athenian tory, even in the dead letter, has wrought

democracy. His olject beiig to inciuse upon some modern writers, especially the

the Athenian people against Chaiidemus, good Rolliii, all the cdhct tiiat could have

lie lias not imputed to him any dislio- been desired upon the Athenian multitude.

K K !2 It
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It behoved him then to find enterprize M'ithin the limits of his com-

mission, and not beyond his means, by which, if possible, he might

maintain his credit with his wayward soverein. Against Olynthus no

hope remained ; but tlie circumstances of the Thracran Chersonese,

formerly under the Athenian dominion, afforded some prospect. That

rich territor)', once lield by the celebrated MiU.iades, nearly as an inde-

pendent principality, afterward brought under the direct dominion of

Ch. 12. S.4. the Athenian people by the great Pericles, at this time acknowleged

a barbarian soverein. The principal object of Pericles seems to have

been to provide a resource, \\hich the circumstances of the Attic

government required, for occasionally disburthening the country of a

superfluous growth of free population. For where industry became

considered as the virtue of slaves, the number of citizens must neces-

sarilv be limited. Many then, who could not, or would not maintain

themselves by sober industry at home, might, in the Chersonese,

through adventure more suited to their disposition, find subsistence,

and some even affluence. Land highly fruitful was nearly open for

occupancy ; the Thracians valuing it the less, as the Greeks far the

more, for being nearly surrounded by the sea. The ready sword indeed

was necessary to guard the spot to which value might be given by

Imsbandry ; for the Thracian, little solicitous about the possession of land,

was in his vocation fighting for plunder. The wants then of warring and

mountainous Greece; and especially of rocky and restless Attica, made

cultivation profitable, wherever the soil was advantageous for produce,

and the situation for export, and means occurred for procuring slaves to

perform the labor. It was from the countries around the Chersonese that

the Grecian slavemarkcts were principally supplied ; and inroad, and

<tch.33,t.5. violence, and surprize, such as, in the course of this history we have had
of this Hist.

Q(.(.jjsio„ to notice as ordinary with the Greeks, would provide either

hands for husbandry, or an object of trade, for which, not in Greece

only, but in all the ricliest countries, within the spliere of Grecian

navigation, there was a constant demand. Agriculture, thus, in alliance

with commerce, florishcd, so that the Chersonese became, next to

Aristot. rhet. Euboca, the chief resource fof supplying Athens witli bread; and Sestus,

1.3. c.io.
the principal port for exportation, was called the corn-bin of Peiraeus.

15ut
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But tho the Chersonesites had a double advantage in their penin-

sular situation, which made the escape of slaves, as well as the ap-

proach of hostile armies, difficult, yet, through some deficiency in their

policy, they remained always unequal to their own defence against the

thirst of plunder and unceasing enmity of the Thracians, from whom

their country had been usurped. The gift of independency which,

on the conclusion of the Peloponnesian war, they received from Lace-

dcenion, brought them shortly in danger of utter ruin; from which

they were saved, as we have formerly seen, by the private adventure of Ch.sa. s. i.

a Lacedaemonian exile, Clearchus. That able and enterprizing soldier

of fortune being called by more alluring adventure elsewhere, their

dangers and sufferings recurred, and again they owed their relief to Cli.24. s. 1..

the voluntary exertion of a Laceda?monian officer, vested indeed with ° "^ '^^'

more regular authority, Dercyllidas. If then the Athenians, Avhen,

through Conon's victory, they recovered naval empire, were to require

tribute again, nowhere apparently, if protection were duly given in

return, might it be required on fairer claim than from the Chersonese

;

not only as its Grecian inhabitants were mostly settled under Athenian

protection, but as they never ceased to want protection. Little able,

with their own means, to profit from independency, again restored to

them by the peace of Antalcidas, it was fortunate for them that, tho

the barbarism of the Thracian people was little improved by any com-

munication with the Greeks, yet the Thracian princes had gained

better views of their own interest. They had discovered tliat more

profit might be made by |)r()lectiug, than b}' plundering the Grecian

settlements on their shores. The ('iiersonese was, in consequence,

without effort, as far as appears, revindicated to the Thracian domi-

nion; and the Grecian towns florished, while the Thracian monarch Dcmosih.

drew from their lands a revenue of thirty talents }early, and from

their trade three hundred; making together not Kss than six hundred

thousand pounds sterling.

This revenue, from a country colonized from Athens, and made
effectually Grecian, the Athenians, leaders and p(()i>le, might not

unnaturally see in the hands of a barbaiian prince with some mixture

of
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of iiuJignation and desire. But the barbarian prince, Cotys, had

acquired it apparently as riglufully, at least, as they had ever accjuired

any dominion beyond Attica ; and moreover tliey had admitted him

Demosth. or. to alliance with them, and even acknowleged benefits received from

him, by the double compliment of associating him in the number of

Athenian citizens, and presenting him with a golden crown. It seems

probable that Timotheus, however unlimited his commission to pro-

secute the interests of the Athenian people, was restrained by such

considerations ; and that two or three seaport towns, which, tho

destitute of landforce, he added to the republic's sovereinty, were not

torn from the dominion of the Thracian prince.

With the accomplishment of these acquisitions the term of Timo-

theus's Command appears to have ended. It is remarkable that, as in

reporting measures, contrary to all faith, against Macedonia, the orator,

tho extolling the deed, has avoided naming the doer, so in reporting

similar measures, which foUoM^ed against the king of Thrace, the name

of the officer, directing the business, is omitted. Attempts were
Demosth. in made bv the Athenian fleet, to gain some to\\'ns from the dominion of
Anstocr. •' ^

Cotys. Iphicrates did not scruple to take the direction of the fleet of

the king his brother-in-law, against the officer conmianding the fleet

of his own country, to oppose them, and he opposed successfully. In

the failure, which there has been so often occasion to notice, of histo-

rians, we owe some interesting facts to the very profligacy of the times.

The orators have little scrupled to avow matters indicating the grossest

ill faith in their party, if so the assertion of any claim to have promoted

tlic good of the Atiicnian people might be assisted. At the same time

it appears creditable to a large portion of the Athenian people, in these

profligate times, and yet marks a strange versatility and inconsistency

in the government, that Iphicrates, who, in the service of a forcin

prince, had so opposed the measures of an Athenian armament, could

presently after return to Athens, and without being called to any

account for his conduct, resume his former importance tliere. It seems

probable that, against the Thracian towns, as before against the

IVlacedonian, measures were ventured without regular instructions of

3 just
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just authority ; and failing of success, it was judged not advisable to

stir the question, how they had failed, in fear of exciting the farther

question, why they had been undertaken.

Charidemus, with the troops attached to him, lately serving under Demosth. in

Iphicrates, had passed into the Olynthian service, and a squadron of
'"^"^l^q^^'

ships was intrusted to his command. No battle is noticed by the

orator, from whom alone we have the account, when Charidemus was

made prisoner by the Athenian fleet. Vengeance against him, as a

deserter, apparently might be expected from the soverein many of

Athens, were they still under the same guidance as when he refused

to serve under their general Timotheus, and ingaged in the ser-

vice of their enemies, the Olynthians. But, on the contrary, he

was presently taken into the republic's service: he was even recom- p. C25.

mended to the people to be appointed to the command-in-chief in

Thrace; it M'as urged in his favor that he alone held that influence

with the Amphipolitans, which might draw them from the Olynthian

to the Athenian interest, and that he would effectually exert that

interest. Not long after, Amphipolis was actually brought over to

the Athenian interest ; but how, the orator, who desired that Chari-

demus should have no credit with the Athenian people for it, has

avoided to say. It seems likely that Iphicrates was the principal

mover, and Charidemus his dexterous instrument. Some treachery to

Olynthus is strongly implied in the orator's account; but, according

to the principles we find always asserted in his orations, treachery,

whence advantage accrued to the Athenian people, was no matter for

reproach to any one. That for some service Charidemus was esteemed Dcmostli. in

to have deserved highly of the Athenian people, we have direct infor-

mation from the orator his violent enemy. Testimonies in his favor, Demosth. in

transmitted to Athens by persons in the highest situations in the re- p"65o'^'^

public's service, or pronounced by them before the people, were nume- ^'J-''-

rous. Accordingly he was rewarded v.\t\\ the freedom of the city

:

but this, tho probably valuable to him, being become a vulgar honor,

lie was farther presented with a reward reserved yet, by the custom of

the republic, for merit in high station, a golden crown, placed on his

head before the assembled people, in pursuance of their decree. He
^vas
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^vas thought worthy of a particular privilege, to vhich t1ie frequency

of the crime of assassination among the -Greeks, gave high value

;

a decree making any person who should attempt his life amenable to

the Athenian courts from all the territories of the subject allies of

Athens^. Little as this may appear among us, or among any, familiar

only with the liberal government of modern Europe, it seems to have

required a far greater exertion of influence at Athens, and to have

been esteemed a much more extraordinary favor, not only than ad-

mission to the freedom of the republic, but than the honor of a golden

crown.

SECTION V.

Restored Extent of the Athenian Empire. Maladministration of

Athens. Growing Oppression of the Allies. Revolt of Rhodes,

Cos, Chios, and Byzantium, and JVar insuing, coynjnonly called the

Social or Confederate /Far. Revolt of Eubcea : Stimmari/ History

of Eubcea : Interference of Thebes in Euba:a. Expedition under

Timothcus, and liberal Composition of the Affairs of Euba-a. IVar

impendingfrom Alacedonia.

Isocr.Arciop. The empire of the Athenian people was now again approaching the

extent which it had obtained before the Peloponnesian wai. Their

navy was not less preponderant ; all- the ilands of the iEgean were

tributary. The cities of the Asiatic main indeed, preferring the more

liberal patronage of the Persian satraps, appear to have found that

patronage effectual, both for their security and their prosperity, and

far more favorable to their civil liberty than their former subjection to

the Athenian people. But on the Thracian shore all was subject to

^ Athens except Olynthus, which with the small relics of its confe-

' It is one only ampug numerous in- Amphipolis to the dominion or allianee of

stances of oversight or negligence iu Diodo- Athens, tho, in the sequel of his narrative,

rus that he lias omitted all mention of so he speaks of that city as actually recovered,

important an occurrence as the recovery^of

deracy,
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deracy, maintained a precarious independency : and the towns of tlie

Chersonese, m hich were under the patronage of the Thracian, nearly

as the Asiatic of the Persian king. Toward all these the ambition Demosth. in

of the Athenian people was continually excited by the leaders of the
oi"',[°"&^

high democratical party, and the Chersonese appears to have been the '"«f' o-yvV^. &
^ , .

'

Philip,
first object.

But with ambition in excess, the republic's affairs were now miscon-

ducted in excess. IMilitary commanders of high reputation led its

armaments; orators, among the most celebrated of antiquity, were

contending for popular favor, and yet who directed the administratioa

does not appear; or rather it appears that there was no regular admi-

nistration. Never Mas more complete democracy. Every measure

of executive government was brought before the assembled people.

Candidates for the first places in public favor were numerous, and

none held a decided lead. To flatter the multitude, and to flatter Xenoph. ut

excessively, was the burthensome, disgraceful, and mischievous office isocrat. ut

principally incumbent upon all. There was a constant canvas for ^"'•

/ , • 1 , , ,
Demosth.

popular favor, which nothing perhaps, in modern Europe, has resembled ,^^1 cuila^. &
so nearly as the contest for the representation of a county in England,

especially Middlesex. Amid so general and constant a fermentation of

the popular mind, Avhich those who liave had most experience of con-

tested elections in England m ill perhaps best, and yet but inadequately

conceive, the three great men, whom all the respectable part of the

community respected, and whose characters have been transmitted

singularly pure from so corrupt and calumnious an age, Iphicrates,

Timotheus, and Chabrias, unfortunately Mere not perfect friends : they

did not lead opposite factions, but they seldom completely coiilcsced

in public business. Their influence thus was not M'hat it ought to

have been. In public calamity and danger, the public mind would

turn to them ; but, in prosperity, those M'ho would flatter more Mcrc

better heard, and public affairs at least appeared yet prosperous.

In every Greciiin toM'n of the Chersonese, as in Grecian tOM'ns eveiy-

where, there would be an Athenian party, or a party ready for any

Vol. IV. Ll revolution;
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revolution ; but in every to\vn also were those, and perhaps mostly a

majority, interested in preserving tlie actual state of things. Expence

then, such as the repubUc, if not unable, was unwilling to provide,

would be necessary for the preparation an.d maintenance of a force equal

to the proposed conquest ; for the restless and iniperious Many of Athens

would neither serve nor pay, but rather recjuire distribution to them-

selves from the public treasury; and the M-ealthier Few were con-

stantly, and not unnecessarily, intent upon obviating or evading the

evils of the arbitrary and oppressive sytem of democratieal taxation.

Even the quiet and cautious laocrates, who never sought military or

civil honors, who had more extensive friendships and fewer interested

enmities than perhaps any man of his time, could not avoid the

pressure of the tyrannical law of exchange. Under authority of that

law, a person, required by a decree of the people to equip a trireme for

Isocr.de p€r- puj^iic service, called upon Isocrates, at the age of eighty-two, to take

the burthen from him, or make a complete exchange of property with

him. Perhaps Isocrates could afford the expence, better tiian many

others who had been compelled to bear it, and yet possibly not better

than the person who brought the action of exchange against him.

Isocrates however, as the less evil, took the burthensome office, while the

other, such was the inequality of that kind of taxation, escaped, for

the time at least, all payment, all risk, and all further trouble.

A people in the circumstances of the Athenian, possessing power to

tax others and s|bare themselves, would be likely, in the use of such a

power, to exceed moderation. When the assembled Many were told

that the treasury was empty, they would be indignant, and their indig-

nation was always dangerous. Those who managed the administration

at home endevored to put the blame upon those commissioned to

collect tribute from the allies abroad. Tiiey said there could be no
Isocr.de money in the treasury, .if none Avas brought in. Reproaches and

threats then commonly followed against the commanders of the tribute-

gathering squadrons. ' If there was not dishonesty,' it was insisted,

' there was negligence. The tribute should be more exactly collected :

5 the
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' the requisition should be extended : no state which had any niari-

' time commerce should be excused the payment: free navigation

' should be allowed to none who refused tribute.'

Against such effusions of popular sovereinty, the party for which

Xenophon and Isocrates wrote, and with which Iphicrates, Timotheus,

and Chabrias acted, vainly remonstrated. On the other side it Avas

urged that ' men Mhom the people might trust, men of their own sort, Dcmostli.

' ought to command the fleet, and direct the tribute-gathering busi-

* ness.' The people decreed accordingly, and oppression and insult

to the allies increased. The commander of the tril)ute-gatheriug fleet .Escli. De-

made his own terms with all the numerous maritime states of the cheixoh^
*',,.

shores of the JEgean. Paying him as he required, they were to 96.

have protection for their commerce : not so paying, they would be

open to depredation from pirates, especially the greatest of pirates,

the commander of the Athenian fleet. The peculation was reduced

to a system. Every man in the fleet, according to his rank, had

regularly his share. The treasury profited little: but every indi-

vidual seaman being interested in the corruption, and the fleet being

a large part of the commonwealth, not only to bring any to punish-

ment was seldom possible, but the peculator, through tlie interest he

acquired by allowing a share in peculation, was generally safer than

the honest commander, who would dare to deny to those under Jiini

the wages of corruption.

About six years before the acquisition of Pydna to the Athenian

empire, while the extravagance of po|)ular sovereinty was yet restrained

by the fear of Thebes, three of the most powerful of the allied states,

Rhodes, Chios, and Byzantium, nevertheless feeling the pressure of Cii. ;s. s. 4.

that sovereinty indignantly, had revolted, as we liavc formerly seen,

against the Athenian, and ingagcd in th.e Theban alliance. TJie

.same three states now, with the addition of the newly florishing isocr. de

commonwealth of Cos, united in confederacy to resist a dominion
\y^l'^,i i

j^-

Mliich they considered as intolerably oppressive and degrading; and <-. 'Ji.

they ingagcd in their alliance M-ausoius, prince of Caria, who sufiered

with thcui from Athenian exactions upon the commerce of his sub-

L lZ
'

jccts.
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B. C. 358. jects. Measures being then concerted, they joined in declaring to the
H>5.3. Athenian government, ' that they were resolved thenceforward to

' protect their own commerce with their own fleets, and wanting thus

' nothing from the Athenian navy, they should of course jiay no more
* triljiite for its support.'

This declaration was as a stunning blow to the public mind at

Athens. Felt as an injury it excited indignation ; but it e.xcited

also universal alarm. The multitude became furious, Mhile the

more serious and informed entertained perhaps more apprehension.

How to maintain the navy, necessary to the preeminence and M'ealth

of the republic, and whicli that very preeminence and Mcalth made

the more necessary to its safety ; how either to pay mercenary troops,

or persuade the people to take military service upon themselves

;

how to feed the numbers habituated to profit from the various

business of building, fitting, and equipping ships, and to share in the

exactions of the commanders ; and, what pressed perhaps not less

than all these, how to appease or \vithstand the popular indigna-

' lion, should the funds fail for public sacrifice and theatrical exhi-

bitions, were considerations urgently interesting all mIio possessed

property at Athens. The circumstances of the moment nevertheless

offered what, as the first emotions of alarm subsided, might not only

elate the Many, but incourage the ambition of leading men. Tiie

power and influence of Athens might be esteemed at this time predo-

minant among the Grecian states. Laceda:mon and Thebes Mcrc

become inert. The rising means of Olynthus were severely checked

by Athenian garrisons almost blockading the city itself; and Mace-

donia, hardly yet reckoned formidable, was, by the loss of Pydna,

nearly deprived of means to communicate with the sea, but at the

pleasure of the Athenian people. The interest of a party, powerful

among the Many, met these considerations, and the result of popular

deliberation was a decree, declaring ' that the rebellion of the allies

' should be repressed by arms.'

We find it the frefpient reproach of Demosthenes to the soverein

people of Athens, that they were quick and spirited in resolving, but

5
' slow
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slow and deficient in executing. Little seems to have been done in

prosecution of the decree against the rebellious allies, when the alarming-

intelligence arrived of a revolt still more nearly interesting the com-

monwealth. (H" all dominion beyond the bounds of Attica, that of

Euboea was most important to the Athenian people. On the produce

of Euboea Athens principally depended for subsistence. Nevertheless a

civil war among its towns, for sometime now going forward, had been

little noticed by the Athenian government, perhaps reckoning it rather

good policy to leave them at full liberty, if they had no other

liberty, to vent their passions and waste their strength against

one another. But as soon as it was announced that a Thebau force

had entered the iland, and there M'as great danger that the whole

would be subjected to Thebes, indignation, with alarm, pervaded

Athens.

Why the people of Euboea, the largest iland of the JEgesn sea, whose

principal city, Chalcis, so florished in the early ages, as to establish, in

Italy, Sicily and Thrace, colonies the most numerous of any one

Grecian state, were, through all the more splendid times of Greece,

mostly in a state of subjugation, and always of insignificancy, seems

not to be completely accounted for. The form of the country, indeed,

was evidently a contributing cause; divided, like the neighboring

continent, by lofty mountains into portions not commodiously acces-

sible from each other. Chalcis, on the Euripus, was, from early to late Strah. I. lo.

11 1 / 1 • I • • • 1 II p. ii(>, 7, 8.

times, the largest and most powerrul city, and it maintained generally

a fortunate harmony vith Erctria, its nearest neighbor, and next to

itself in importance. Oreus,.at the northwestern, and Car^stus at the

southeastern end of the iland, followed; and tho some smaller towns Demosth.

might claim indepei dency, the ^hole effectual dominion generally '" ^^^"''°'''''

rested with these four. Wars and seditions among the people probably

gave occasion to the early colonies from Athens, of which both Chalcis

and Eretria are said to have been. Before the first Persian inva-

sion we find the greatest part of Kuba-a was under the dominion of

Athens. In proof of the importance of that dominion, we have ob- ^'l'- i9- s.7.

I r,., ,•
,

. , , . ,
of ihis Hist,

served Ihucydides remarking that when, in the wane of the Athe-

nian
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nian aflfaiis, in the latter years of the Pcloponnesian Avar, among

the clisturhanccs of the revolution of the Four Hundred, Eubofa re-

volted, Athens was more agitated than by the news of the destruction

of all the best military and naval force of the republic, under Nicias

and Demosthenes, in Sicily.

^^'ith the reduction of Athens by the Lacedfemonian arms, Eul)oca

became of course, with all Greece, dependent on Laceda?mon; but

after Conon'i victory at Cnidus, it reverted again to the dominion of

Athens. The rise of Thebes to eminence among the Grecian states,

save much occasion to division amons: the Eubcean cities, but little to

any assertion of independency. Bordering as Euba^a was on Boeotia,

divided from it only by a water at times fordable, the discontented

under Athenian sovereinty would of course look to Thebes for patron-

age. Connection between some of the Eubocan towns and Thebes,

B. C. 357. appears to have been of long standing. So early as toward the begin-

01. 100. \.
i^iijo- of the war between Thebes and Laceda;mon, we have seen a party

Ch. 'lb. s. 8. ^
•f this Hist, in Oreus faithful even to Thebes in distres.s, and prevailing even while

a Lacedaemonian garrison held their citadel. With the advancement

then of the Theban power, under Pelopidas and E|)ameinondas, when

Theban patronage became extensively desired among the Grecian

Xen. Hfl, states, Theban influence spred over all Euboea. It had been under the

patronage of the Athenian democracy that Thcmison of Eretria l)ccame

the leading man of that city, witli power so preponderant and lasting,

that, with some Grecian writers, he had the title of tyrant of Eretria.

jEsdiin con Nevertheless, when the Theban democracy undertook the patronage of

p. 478. t. 3. those Athenian citizens whom the Athenian democracy had driven

ed. Bfeibke.
j^^j.^ banishment, Tliemison, in concert with the Theban government,

Cb.28. S.3. assisted the exiles to get possession of Oropus, an Attic town on the con-

fines of Boeotia, which they continued to hold under the protection of

Thebes. Afterward, however, when Thebes became less able to protect

and Athens more able to revenge, Tliemison seems to have had the skill

to make his peace witli the Athenian government, so that Eretria

returned quietly to its former dependency on Athens, llio Oropus

remained under the domiuion of Thebes.

But

1.7. CO
s. 1.

ot" tlais Hist
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But when the revolt took place among the allies, on the eastern side

of the iEgean, Euboea was ripe for a similar measure. The troublesome

and dangerous sea hetv/ecn tliem, however, with the command which

the Athenian navy held in it, made communication difficult, and mutual

support uncertain. The Euboeans therefore negotiated with Thebes

;

fallen indeed since the death of Epameinondas, yet still in power and

reputation considerable. The passage of the narrow strait separating

Euboea from Bceotia was easy. A Boeotian force was welcomed by the

two principal cities, Chalcis and Eretria ; and, tho there was, in every

town, an Athenian party, yet the revolters had the superiority through-

out the Hand.

On news of this rebellion, the Athenian people being hastily sum-

moned, consternation and dismay pervaded the assembly. The usually

forward talkers, accustomed to accuse the best men of the republic, and

arrogantly to claim all political wisdom and probity to themselves,

fearing now to be silent, yet feared to speak. Such circumstances

invite and urge forward conscious worth. Timotheus, so often the

leader of the republic's forces to victory, the surety of its faith in nego-

tiation, diffident generally and backward in debate, now mounted the

speaker's stand. 'What!' said he (we may perhaps trust Demosthenes Demosth. de

for the words, which he probablyheard) ' are the Thebans in the iland,
^Y'!*"'*

' and is there a question what should be done? Will you not cover the

* sea: with your ships ? Will you not, breaking up instantly this assem-

* bly, hasten to Peirasus and go aboard?'

This energetic address, from a man so respected, surprized the people

into animation and energy ; for so only now could the Athenian

government be directed. Tiie wisdom of the ablest, in cool argument,

availed nothing: sober reason were in vain applied to: the fate of the

republic depended on the popular passion that could be in the moment

excited. Fortunately the quick and just judgement of Timotheus, *

which could excite the feeling that the moment rc(|uircd, was able also

to conduct it to its proper end. Of the animating speech, reported by

tlie greatest of the coteniporary orators, the fortunate result remains

reported in panegyrical strain by his principal rival. * Only five days,'

says
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jEschin. con. says .^scliincs, 'after the Theioan forces landed in Euboea, the Athe-

P.T79.'
' "'''^"s were there. Within thirty the Thebans were compelled to a

' capitulation, under which they quitted the iland; and the Athenian

* democracy gave freedom to the Eubocan towns, which it was the

' purpose of the Theban democracy to inslave.'

We shall be aware that a Theban orator would have given a different

turn to his account of the same transactions. If his candor, or the

notoriety of the facts compelled him to admit all the success that the

Athenian orator claimed for the Athenian arms, he would still have

asserted the good principle of his own and the bad of the Athenian

democracy; he would have contended that the Thebans, solicited by

the Euboeans themselves, went to restore to them the freedom which

the Athenians had oppressed. For the reiil character of the Euboean

war, the account of Diodorus may deserve attention; apt as he is to

be misled by party-writers, but least disposed to partiality where

Diod. 1. 16. the Theban and Athenian democracies were in opposition. 'The
' Euboeans,' he says, ' torn by faction, called in, some the Thebans,

' some the Athenians. War pervaded the iland, in little conflicts,

' without any general action. After much slaughter on both sides,

' and Mar carried into every part of the country, the people, hardly at

' length admonished by their sufferings, settled into concord, and

* made peace with one another. Tiie Boeotians then witlidrew, and

' interfered in their affairs no more.'

Comparing this account with what remains from the orators, we

may gather that, while the Euboeans contended only among them-

p. 253, 4. selves, the Athenian government, as we have observed before, was

little solicitous about the event. Like some of the modern, oi", rather,

late Italian governments, as amends for the want of other liberty,

it indulged the people in that of killing one another. But as soon as

PluV
^

the Thebans interfered, jealousy became at once violent. Under the

wise guidance of Timotheus, however, prcponderancy being restored to

the Athenian interest, the Theban troops were reduced to such straits,

without any military action that caughf much the common eye, as to

be glad to have means, under a capitulation, to leave the iland. The

liberality
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liberality then, showii toward the vanquished party of the Euboeans, Demosth. d©

is eulogized by both the orators. Apparently the popular temper, ^'^,

chastened by alarms and dangers, restrained the noisy adven- ^nt.

turers in the field of oratory, and allowed a just influence to the

magnanimity and humanity of Timotheus. It was settled, that every

town should acknowlege, as formerly, a political subjection to Athens,

and, for the benefit of protection against each other, as well as against

foreiners, pay a tribute, but of fixed amount ; that, for the purpose

of a; regular and just superintendency of the general concerns of the

iland, every town should send its representative to reside at Athens,

and attend the council and assemblies, as occasion might be ; but, for

the management of affairs niccrly civil, each was to preserve its former

constitution, and its own independent administration. All then being

highly jealous of one-another, and the governing party in every one

jealous of another party among their fellowcitizens, all conscious of

the want of a superintending power, and no other more desirable and

sufficiently powerful appearing, allwere led to attach themselves again,

by a subjection in a great degree voluntary, to the imperial democracy

of Athens.

Thus the most pressing of the dangers, which had threatened the

republic, was averted, and hope began again to soar high in the popular

mind. Nothing was seen remaining to prevent the direction of the

full force of the state against the contumacious allies, whose resistance,

hitherto so distressing, could not, it was supposed, then be maintained

much longer. They being subdued, not only the empire of the Athe-

nian people might resume its former extent and splendor, but the public

view might, with fair expectation of success, be extended to farther

conquest. Such, as the cotemporary |)atriot Isocrates informs us. Mere r«oci-. dc

the intemperate purposes which a large part of the ill-judging muiti- ^*';''' ^^
'"

tude were, at this season, led to hold. On the return of the force

under Timotheus, from its truly glorious expedition, the city was

given up to gladness, and the greetings on the joyful occasion were

still going forward, when the vain hopes of the ambitious were checlced,

and the just gratification of the more moderate turned again into

Vol. IV, M m anxiety
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Demosth. anxiety and apprehension. Ministers arrived from Ampliipolis with
Olynili, 2.

^i^g alarming news, that Olynthus and Macedonia were united in

confederacy, to carry their arms against that favorite colony of the

Athenian people, so recently recovered to tlieir dominion, and that

it must fall, without that speedy support which they were sent to

supplicate.
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

Affairs of Athens and Macedonia, from the Renewal of

Hostility between them, to the End of the War between

the Athenians and their Allies, called the Confederate

or Social War.

SECTION I.

Alliance of Macedonia zcit/i. Oh/nihus against Athens. Negotiation

between Athens, Macedonia and Olynthus. Hostilities prosecuted.

Successes of the Allies.

1
N all Grecian history there is scarcely any period more interesting

than that with which we are now ingaged, and for that interesting

period we are almost without an antient historian. The Sicilian

annalist, Diodorus, fuller on the concerns of his native iland, assists,

for the general liistory of Greece, principally hy the ground he affords

for connection and arrangement of materials given by others, especially

the orators, but even for this he often fails. Occasional assistance we

gain from Plutarch, but the orators furnish incomparably the richest

mine. The testimony of an orator however must be received with

much caution. For facts indeed, of general notoriety among those

before whom he spoke, his first object, persuasion, would generally

forbid gross falsliood. But, whatever he might venture to disguise

would receive a coloring from the purpose of his argument: where lie

might venture to feign, even fiction may be suspected. Toward

ascertaining truth, adverse orators, in the scanty op])ortunities offer-

ing, should be compared ; the course of events, the character of

the times, the characters of parlies, the character of the orator

liimsclf, his purpose in the moment, and the rip])ortunity for answer-

ing him, should be considered. The task indeed of the modern

M M 2 witter,
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writer, on this portion of history, thus becomes laborious, and some-

times, from an unsatisfactory result after all labor, irksome ; but to

do any justice to the subject it must be undertaken. Those who, like

Rollin, and some others, give intire confidence to Demosthenes, may
produce an amusing romance, with touching panegyric and invective,

but their narrative will be very wide of real history '.

The war against Olynthus, prosecuted with such adrantage to Athens,

while she had the benefit of cooperation from the Macedonian arms, had

nearly slept since that cooperation had been repelled by the insolently

injurious aggression atPydna. The situation of Macedonia meanwhile

was such as could not but excite apprehension and anxiety in its

government, and among its people. After having lost Pydna, its last

seaport, it had seen Amphipolis pass, from the alliance of Olynthus,
Dernosth. under the dominion of Athens. We find Demosthenes rating the
i'l.il. II.

.

=

p.70. & importance of Amphipolis to the welfare of Macedonia very high.

'While the Athenians," he said, 'held Amphipolis and Potidiea, the

' king of Macedonia could not reckon himself safe in his own house.'

When with Amphipolis and Potidaa then, Methone and Pydna also

were subject to Athens, and all the rest of the Macedonian coast was

held by the Olynthians, against whom be had waged war for Athens,

the danger to himself and to his people must have been great indeed.

It was scarcely possible for two powers more to have interests una-

voidably interfering, jealousies in consequence necessary and extreme,

hostile disposition therefore ever ready, and real conciliation imprac-

ticable, than Macedonia and Olynthus: they were as Scotland formerly

and England, or even worse : they must be completely united, or ever

hostile. As then Olynthus was in a way to be subdued by Athens,

but not to be united with Macedonia, and, in subjection to the Athenian

' One cannot but wonder in what con- consummate patriot, admits, tho with pro-

lidence RoUiu has represented even the fessed regret, that his private character did

private character of Demosthenes good and not assort with his public reputation: ' Je

even perfect. Auger, whose translation ' suis fachc (he says) pour I'honncur de

of the orators has obtained wide e»timu- ' Demostl>ene, qu'il nous ait laissc lui-iiicme

tion, eulogizing, after the manner whidi ' des preuves de sa mjjlivaise foi, & de son

is not new with the French school, the po- ' defaut de probitc.' Note on his transla-

lilics of Demosthenes, and reckoning him a tion of the speech on the Embassy, p. 230.

3 empire
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empire would be still more dangerous than in independency, it seems

to have been fortunate for Macedonia, that the Athenian government,

by conduct apparently little less impolitic than profligate, prepared

the way for what was of all things most desirable, but otherwise most

impracticable. Terms of alliance with the Macedonian kingdom,

which the ambition of the Olynthian leaders, in the prosperity of their

confederacy would have scorned, were looked upon, in the present

pressure, with more complacency. Philip used the open opportunity.

Peace was made between the tv.o governments, and an alliance fol- Diod. 1. 1&,

lowed, the express purpose of which was to profit from the existing ^^^, „,

embarrassment of the Athenians, in unsuccessful war against their 01. 105. 3^

allies, for driving them intirely from the shores of Macedonia and

western Thrace.

This alliance appears to have been a complete surprize upon the

administration of Athens; who seem to have depended upon the specu-

lation, that friendly connection between Macedonia and Olynthus

was impossible. The occasion was fair for reproach to that party

Avhich had so embroiled the republic, and great contention of oratory

insued. Of the particulars no information remains ; but we find that

the result was not altogether favorable to those who, by the nefarious

aggression at Pydna, had forced a valuable ally to become a dangerous

enemy. Tho not driven from their leading situation, they were either

unable, or, in the existing circumstances, fearful to follow up their own

measures ; M'hich nevertheless they would not abandon. The decree

which the soverein multitude was at length persuaded to ratify,

declared, 'That no military force should at present be diverted from Demosth.

' the important purpose of reducing the rebellious allies; but that ^'•^' ''" *''

' negotiation be entered upon for ob\iating the injury threatened by

' the Olynthians and Macedonians.'

In pursuance of this decree, ministers were sent into Macedonia; Demostii,

and, in return,, ministers came both from Macedonia and Olynthus. ^'yiitli. 'i.

The Macedonians appear to have been received with some due respect;

but the spirit of freedom, in the republicans of Olynthus, was ill accom-

modated to the spirit of dominion in the republicans of Athens. These,

holding the Olynthians themselves as rebellious subjects, heard with

scorn
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scoru the arguments of their ministers in favor of the freedom of

Amphipolis, decreed by successive congresses of the Greek nation.

Theopomp. Philip's ministers are said to have ])roposed that the Macedonian forces

& Suid.
' should be withdrawn from AmphipoHs, provided Pydna Mere restored

to Macedonia. The Athenian administration however coming to no

conchision, yet pressing for a cessation of hostihties, Philip declared,

in a letter to the Athenian people, if an oration of the time, trans-

mitted among those of Demosthenes, may he trusted, ' tliat he would

' conquer Amphipolis for them *.' But the orator has carefully avoided

notice of stipulations, which Philip, taught by experience, when he

conquered Potida?a and Torone for them, would hardly fail now to

annex to such a promise. The proposals however, of which the orator

has avoided an account, appear to have excited serious attention, and

produced much discussion. But the party, bent upon war and con-

quest, provided that decision should be delayed, while ministers from

the republic went again into Macedonia ; and, they naming the

ministers, nothing was concluded'.

Meanwhile measures were put forward by the Macedonians and

Olynthians for confirming their alliance, of the need of which the

circumstances of their unsuccessful negotiation at Athens had

afforded abundant proof. In this business wc find Philip still pur-

• The cLaracter of the oration on Ha- and even perspicacity, wliich llollin has

lonesus, in which this is found, will occur shown in treating tlie early part of Grecian

for future notice. history, seem to have been bewildered when
' Should the reader, having perchance he lost those inyaluable guides, the cotempo-

It.oki d at the account of these negotiations rary historians. Tor Sicilian history he has

in HoUin's antiont history or in Leland's bowed to Plutarch, and for Macedonian he

life of Philip, suppose that I have not re- has been imbued with all the venom that

lated them so fully and clearly as antient Demosthenes could have wished to infuse

authorities would warrant, and especially into the Athenian multitude. Demosthenes

that I have been deficient in exposing the himself is no such unfair historian. His

wiles and falshood of Pliilip, I would re- credit and the ready means for conviction

quest him to look into Demosthenes, rather forbad. Guarding only against the fascina-

certainly into the original, but even Le- tion of his coloring, for facts necessarily

lai.d's translation, and sec whether even of public notoriety yte may trust him

Leland's Demosthenes will warrant half generally ; tho occasion will occur in the

what is to be found in Leland's life of sequel to notice some important and curious

Philip, for which the authority of Demos* excoj)tions.

thenes is there claimed. The good sense,

suing
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suing that system of liberality approaching extravagance, by which

we have seen him accomplishing his first connection with Athens, and

persevering while Athens allowed the connection to hold. Anthemus,a

principal town of Macedonia, in the neighborhood of Olynthus, had

formerly, in the early part of the reign of Amyntas, been among those

which renounced their connection with the distracted kingdom, to join

the then florishing Olynthian confederacy. On the dissolution of that

confederacy it was restored to the kingdom, of which, before its defec-

tion, it had been a member from time immemorial. Philip now, resigning Demosth,

his ri2;htof dominion, allowed it to become again a member of the con- ^''l''PP'
''•

° '

_

°
P- / 0.

federacy of which Oiynthus was again the head*. The knowlege of a

strong predilection among the Anthemuntines for the Olynthian con-

nection, was probably among Philip's inducements to such a concession.

On the other hand we are told that, among the Aniphipolitans, there

was a Macedonian party of such fervent zeal, that they paid divine

honors to Philip, as a hero or demigod, the lineal descendant of the

god Hercules. Among parties, extravagance is apt to be mutual:

a beginning on one side excites it on the other. Where it began

among the Aniphipolitans Ave are without information ; but it seems

to have pervaded them. The party adverse to the Macedonian interest, Diod. l.l()..

c. S
holding the principal power in the city, proceeded to violences, which

are no otherwise described by the historian than as very offensive, and

giving large and repeated provocation for the direction of the Macedo-

nian arms against them. Hence apparently, omittiilg, for the present,

the nearer concerns of Potida^a, Methone and Pydna, the united arms

of Macedonia and Olynthus were directed against Amphipolis.

For this interesting period much of our information comes from most

consummate politicians, the Athenian orators; but Ave wholly Avantfor

it Avriters Avith the military knowlege, as avcU as the candid impar-

tiality, of Thucydides and Xenophon. We learn however that the art

of sieges had been much improved since the Pcloponnesian Avar. Bat-

tering engines, then little known, or, from inartificial construction and

unskilful application, little cflicacious, Avere now brought to eonsidcr-

Thus I think the orator's phrase, AjOifioDjTa f.i» a1.Tc.r5 i^ui, may be, with most

exactness, represented.

able
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able perfection and into extensive use. Tlie siege of Amphipolis being

fornietl, by the united forces of Olyntbus and Macedonia, under the

orders of the Macedonian king, battering engines were applied against

the walls, and a breach was soon made. Some bloody assaults followed.

According to Diodorus, the town was taken by storm. The cotempo-

rary orator's words indicate a capitulation; where, his purpose being to

excite odium against both Philip and the Amphipolitans of the Mace-

donian and Olynthian party, he attributes the loss of the place to

treachery. The fact, as far as we may best gather it, seems to have

been that, when, after repeated assaults at the breach, defence became

at length desperate, the leaders of tlic Athenian party could no longer

hold their authority over the Many, less deeply interested in the event.

The friends of Macedonia and Olyntbus then, regarded as those who

alone could avert impending destruction, acquired a leading influence ;

and the surrender of course followed, which the orator, pleader for the

Athenian interest, equally of course called treachery.

On this occasion the humanity and the magnanimous liberality,

vhich had before shone in Philii)'s conduct, were again consj)icuous.

Executions, so common among the Greeks, and not least among the

Athenians, were totally avoided. The violent only of the Athenian

party either were banished, because they could not be safely trusted in

the place, or voluntarily withdrew, because they could not trust them-

selves among their fcUoMxitizens. According to Philip's custom, all

prisoners of war were freely dismissed. None of the remaining inha-

bitants suffered for party opinions or past conduct. The king's usually

ingaging afiability and civility were extended to all; but those who

had exerted themselves in the Macedonian cause were rewarded M'ith

marked attention. In uniting Amphipolis to the Maccilonian kingdom,

no violence ayjpears to have been put upon its municipal constitution:

it became a member of the Macedonian state nearly as our colonies,

holding their several constitutions, are members of the British empire.

The necessary arrangements being made in Amphipolis, Philip

marched to Pydna. A large party there had remained attachcil to

the Macedonian connection, and with this party matters had been so

prcpareil, that the Macedonian army no sooner appeared before the

town
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town than the gates were opened. This important phice l)elngthus

easily recovered to his kingdom, Philip proceeded, without delay, to

employ his military force and his military abilities where the interest

of his new allies- the Olynlhians most pressingly wanted them. lu

conjunction with the Olynthian forces he formed the siege of Potidtea.

A majority of the people were enough dissatisfied with Atlienian

sovereinty- to have renewed, long- ago, their connection with Olynthus,

but that an Athenian garrison restrained thepi. Presently tliertfora

after the united forces of Olynthus and Macedonia appeared before

the place, the Athenians and their friends found themselves obliged to

seek personal safety, by withdrawing into the citadel. The town imme-

diately opened its gates to the besiegers, and the citadel, being invested,

was soon reduced to surrender at discretion.

We have many times seen, and we shall again have occasion to see,

how very wi-etched, among tlie Grecian republics, commonly, was tlie

condition of prisoners of war, and how deplorable the lot of a town taken.

The elder Dionysius had been giving examples of liberality and cle-

mency, not only in forein but even inj civil war, fcarcely heard of

before among the Greeks. This is so uncontested, that it may seem to

have been in envy of Ids superior character that his reputation has been

otherwise so traduced. Philip, who appears at least to have equalled

him in nobleness of sentiment and conduct, has met with nearly aa

equal share of such malice. The clearest courage, and extraordinary

military talents have been his undisputed merits; yet, in the checkered

accounts of him, his generous anxiety to obviate, by a liberal policy,

the necessity for using arms, so shines through all the clouils of party

invective, that it seems to have been reiiUy the more prominent part of

his character. Conceding Potida-a, with all its appurtenances, to the „

Olynthians, he was careful to rei|uire that the Athenian prisoners should Oi^mh. 2.

be his; aware how necessary his interference would be ag-ainst the f' ;',,!,'.,

revenge of the Potidajans of the party adverse to* Athens, who had v-'^^^-

been held in a subjection so severe, that ue finfl it marked by a term

implying subjection ap])roaching to slavery. Philip not only gave

his prisoners present security, but liberally supplied their wants; and

then, wilhoiLl requiring anything of the ransom, M'hich we have secu

Vol. IV, N x the
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the republics, in tlieir utmost liberality to prisoners of war, requiring

of one another, he furnished conveyance for them to Athens '.

* Jlodern writers have sometimes made

antient history wonderful, on the claimed

authority of antient writers, who really give

tliem no warrant for miracles. Thus Leland,

in his life of Philip, says, ' The Amphipo-
' litans were obliged to surrender thein-

' selves to the mercy of the conqueror,

' wliom they had provoked by an obstinate

' defence, tho, by an unaccountable incon-

' sistency of conduct, they continued to pay

• him divine honors.' The wonder will

vanish when it is observed there were at

least two, but rather three or even four

parties in Amphipolis. Diodorus, tho not

always so clear and explanatory as might

be wished, has given here all necessary

explanation : Tot; /ih (t£» A^fnr»A>T«;»)

a^XoTpi«i{ ?rp5{ aiHop (t»» <t>i7iiT5ro») Jiaseiftitowt

It is obvious that the aTAtn^iui v(U «i^e»

J»axiif4s«oi would not be those who paid him

divine honors, and that the a^^!l^ were not

those who obstinately resisted him.

But, tho Leland seems to have resigned his

judgement often most weakly to the pre-

sumptuous liveliness of his French prede-

cessor in the history of Philip, yet we some-

times find from him sober criticism, appa-

rently his own, which does him credit.

* The revolt of Pydna,' he says, ' aftbrded

' Philip a fair occasion of marching against

' that city, to reduce it to his obedience.

' The siege was formed, and the Pydnanans,

' unsupported by their new sovereins' (the

Athenian people) ' were soon obliged to

' surrender. Libanius and Aristides have

' both asserted that, at the very time when

' the people were performing those solemn

» rites, by which the terms of their capitula-

« tion were ratified, Philip ordered his sol-

' du rs to fall on them without mercy, and

' thus cruelly massacred a considerable

7

' number of the citizens. But such an in-

' stance of barbarity would not, it may
* reasonably be presumed, have been orait-

' ted by Demosthenes, who represented all

' the actions of this prince in the blackest

' light; nor is it at all consistent with the

' tenor of his actions : for, altho his buma-
' nity was, on many occasions, made to

' yield to his policy' (even for this accusa-

tion, however, I must say I know not what

good authority is to be found) ' yet unneces-
' sary barbarity was neither consistent with
' his temper nor his interest. It seems
' therefore more reasonable to suppose that

' he accepted the submission of the iuhabi-

' tants without inflicting any extraordinary

' severities, and without disgracing his

' present to the Olynthians, to whom he
* now gave up Pydna, by putting them in

' possession of a city depopulated, and pol-

' luted by the blood of helpless wretches,
' who had laid down their arms and yielded

' themselves to his mercy.' Leland's life of

Philip, book 1. sect. 2.

It is enough indicated by Demosthenes

that Pydna was recovered to the Macedo-
nian kingdom through a party among the

people, without any great eti'ort in arms.

That no execution of rebels, whom all law

and policy would condemn, followed, were

too much to conclude from tlie nieer silence

of one habituated, like Demosthenes, to the

operation of the cruel law of treason of the

.Mhcnian and other surrounding republics;

but that the report of Aristides and Liba-

nius, if even it had such executions for some
foundation, was grossly exaggerated, Leland

seems with good reason to have judged.

Demosthenes, who, with all his fire and

vehemence, was a wise and discreet speaker,

would not risk the assertion of talslioods

»uch as Aristides, who had less eminence to

fall
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S E C T I O N II.

Cotys, King of Thrace. Expedition of Philip into Thrace. Acquis

sition and improved Management of the Thracian Gold-mines.

Affairs of Thessaly. Liberal Conduct of Philip in Thcssaly, and

Advantages insuing.

By these rapid measures the scheme of offensive operations, concerted

between the Macedonian and Olynthian governments, was completed.

The Athenian repubhc was deprived of every tributary dependency on

the northern shore of the ^Egean, from the border of Thessaly to the

Thracian Chersonesej unless some small seaports, strong on the land-

side by situation, and subsisting either by commerce or piracy, might

fall from, might hazard; but he was most

ingenious in the use of hints anrl half-sayings,

to raise or to confirm scandalous reports

that might promote his purposes, without

incurring the imputation of asserting falsely.

Such we find concerning those who served

Philip's cause at Anipliipolis and at Pydna:

Kat icras-i* (Si O.irGioi) k t 'A^^iito^itwf

Iveiriirt Toi/; vapaSotla^ aula t\\i mXn, xai

nt^KaiUf Til/; iTrch^af/.iiovq. Olj'nth. 1. p. 10.

' The Olynthians know what he did to those

' Amphipolitans who surrendered thtlr town
' to iiim, and to those Pydna^ans who ad-

' mittcd his troops.' If by such iiinls he

could excite any mistrust of Philip's frequent

friendly proposals to the Athenian people,

or obviate, in any degree, bis growing popu-

larity, it would be so much gained to his

cause, witliout risk. On this indeterminate

phrase of Demosthenes seems to have been

founded the story that Plutarch has pre-

served, of merit for its moral tendency, tho

utterly unlikely to be true. The Macedo-

nian soldiers, says the biographer, reviled

the Amphipolitans, who surrendered their

town, with the name of traitors. 'I'lie Am-
phipolitans complaining to Philip of this, he

told them ' they must not mind it: his sol-

' diers were plain men, who always called

' things by their names.' The inconsistency

of this with the deep and unremitted policy

so frequently attributed to Philip, is obvious.

But as the plain account of Diodorus, com-

pared with all that remains from the orators,

leaves no room for doubt but that it was a

party from of old friendly to the Macedonian

interest, that delivered Amiihipolis to Philip,

it does not appear that the imputation of

treachery could at all attach upon them.

Leland has followed the common reading

of the passage of Diodorus, which says that

Philip gave Pydna to the Olynthians. But

the su])position of Barbeyrac and VVesse-

ling, that Pydna has, in that place, been

inserted, by the carelessness of transcribers,

for PotidKa, is so warranted by Gemistius

Plelho, by the scholiast on Demosthenes,

citing Theopompus, and even by Demos-

thenes himself, who, in the second Philippic

(p. 70.) mentions Anlhemus and Potidaja as

given by Philip to the Olynthians, without

any notice of Pydna, that I have no scruple

in following their proposed correction.

N N 2 find
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find it nccefTary yet to respect the Athenian na\y, and hope it needless

to respect any otlier power. ]\Iean\vhile the Athenians had made no

progress in their distressing war with their allies. Philip therefore

proceeded to use the leisure, which the embarrassment of that war to

the Athenian government afforded him, for improving the acquisi-

Diocl. 1. 16. tions he had made; and he directed liis attention particularly toward

^- ^- those gold-mines, which seem to have given Amphipolis, in the eyes

01. 105.3. of the Athenians themselves, its principal value.

The Amphipolitans, even when supported by a close political con-

nection with Olyuthus, j^et always threatened by the claims and

groMing power of Athens, appear to have been either unable or fear-

fid to profit from the riches, which the mountains of their neighborhood

contained. In this neglect of the mines by others, the people of the

iland of Thasus, their first Grecian possessors, again directed adven-

ture to thcni, and had now a factory there. It seems i)robable (for, in

the loss of the many Grecian histories of the time, we are reduced to

rest upon probability) that the Thasians purchased the forbearance,

, and perha]^s the protection of the nearest Thracian princes, by the

payment of a tribute. Thus the Thracian mines, in the hands of the

people of Thasus, would produce a profit to those princes, which would

never have accrued through tl eir own people; and here appears pro-

bable ground for the war, which Grecian writers report to have

insucd, without noticing its cause, between the king of Macedonia,

and the soverein of all the Thracian hords, the successor of Seuthes,

Sitalces, and Teres, whom those writers have described by the name

of Colys*.

This prince is said, first among the Thracian kings, to have de-

viated from the anticnt rough way of living of his nation, of which
Ch. 23. ?. 6. ^ye have seen an authentic picture from Xenophon, and to have set

* The king of Macedonia, in liis letter to veral names, as tlie antient Romans, or se-

the Athenian people, tMunl among the veral lilies, assume ol the niodeni orif.ntals,

ivoiks of Demosthenes, calls this prime Si- or what el<e may havfe occasioned the va-

talces. Whfclher feillier Silalces or Cotys riety in the appellat'on, is forUmately of

may have- Ix'cn raiber name or title, or little consequence, the person being sufli-

whether the Ihraciuus may huve borne se- cieutly ascertaiued under either name.

the
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- the example of a soft ami enervating luxury. His purpose, however,

altogether seems to have heen good ; he desired to improve the

ignorance and rudeness of his peo])le, hy introducing Grecian science

and arts among them. But, whether aware of the gross corruption of

Grecian manners, and the extreme evils of Grecian politics, or hahi-

tually disliking confinement within the walls of a town, the finorite

scenes of his luxury, and even of the conviviality, in which, after the

disposition of his nation, he delighted, -were the banks of rapid streams

among shady woods, chosen, as the account indicates, with taste and

•judgement, and improved at great expence by art; probably, Grecian Theopomp,

art, having been what Greeks might admiie. The misfortune of a su- i.'^i. ^['toi.

pervening derangement of understanding, rather than any original defi-

ciency, secins early to have checked his improvements and thrown his

government into confusion. He is said to have fancied himself

inamorcd of the goddess Minerva, and sometimes to have supposed

her his bride. Athens, as her favorite seat, had a large share of his

respect ; and his disordered imagination led him to insist that he

would wait at table upon his brother-in-law Jphicrates, the general Theopomp..

of the armies of her people. These anecdotes, from a cotemporary, h'^.. p/lai..

tho given to the fabulous, are probably not wholly unfounded. An-

other from a far more respectable coteinporary, may deserve attention,

as it marks both the character of Cotys and that of the government

of the Grecian commercial colonies ; Ihowing the freedom of those

colonies, while tributary to the Thracian prince, and cxpccling protec-

tion from him. Wanting money to raise a force of mercenary troops,

Cotys applied to the rich citizens of the commercial town of Perinthus, Aristot.

on the Propontis, for a loan ^ This being refused, he recpiestcd t- at
*^'^°"-

'• ^"

the Perinthians would undertake to garrison some tOM'ns for him, so

that he might safely withdraw his own troops, for the service for which

he would otherwise want the new levy. The Perinthians, thinking they

saw here opportunity for advantage with little hazard, consented : once

in possession of the towns, they would keep them, or be paid tlitir

own price for restoring them. Pcriuihian ciiizcns accordingly marched

* Tliut Perinthus wiis among llic Iributury towns of llie clom.i)i( n of Cotys, is marked-

b^ Deuio&lhcncs, in the cr. ag. Aristoi.r. p. 6"/4, 075.

to
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to the several places. But Cotys obviated the perfidy by concealing

an overbearing force in every town, so that the Perinthians, on

entering, were made his prisoners. The plan being everywhere

successfully executed, he sent information to the Perintliian govern-

ment, that he had no purpose of injury to them or their fellow-

citizens; if they would remit him the loan he had desired, all shoulil

be released. Thus he obtained the money, and, on his side, was faith-

ful to his bargain.

Cotys however was no emulator of the military virtues of his an-

cestors. When Philip invaded theThracian territory, if we may believe

Plat, Plutarch for the anecdote, Cotys fled, and wrote him a letter. Probably
dpopi 1.

'Pej-ps and Sitalces could not write. The simple mention of a letter

from Cotys is said to have excited wonder and ridicule among the

Macedonians, already beginning to esteem themselves a superior

people. Of its contents we are no farther informed than that they

drew a smile from the polite Philip, who proceeded unopjjosed to

Onocarsis, one of the Thracian prince's favorite forest residences, on

whichmuch expence had been bestowed, and still found no resistance

prepared. His object then being not to oppress a weak prince, or con-

quer a M'ild country, but only to provide security for that territory

in the neighborhood of Amphipolis, containing mines of the pre-

cious metals, which he reckoned, as the Athenians had reckoned them,

an appendage of his new acquisition, he turned his march to Crc-

nidcc.

It would be under the impression rather of an opinion of possible

future advantage, than in any expectation of great inuncdiate profit,

that Philip proceeded, with his usual discernment and his usual libe-

rality, to take measures for an improved management of that much
coveted possession. No way oppressing the Thasian settlers, he

provided for them the protection, which they were likely to want,

against the fierce votaries of ^lars and Bellona around them, and

which they might be still more anxious to have against the abler

Diod. 1. 16. conduct of the tribute-gathering generals of Athens. By incouragc-

ment, he added greatly to the population of the place ; and, as a

pledge of future attention, he gave it, from his own name, that new

appellation of Philippi, under which it acquired fame, some ages after,

through

c. S.
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through the decision of the fate of the civilized world, by the victory

which Octavius and Antony obtained there, over Brutus and Cassius.

It was not without great expence that he improved the manner of

workina; the mines. The abundance of subterranean waters, increasing:,

as the veins of ore were pursued deeper, had confined the scanty means

of the Thasians to superficial labors, and to adventure daily less pro-

mising. In the want of the astopishing powers of the steam-engine,

which give such advantages to the modern miner, Philip did what might

be done by the best mechanical art of his age, assisted by numerous

hands, ^\'ith well-directed perseverance, he is said so to have suc-

ceeded at length, as to draw from his Thracian mines a revenue of a Diod. utant.

thousand talents, nearly two hundred thousand pounds, yearly. Small

as this sum appears now for great political purposes, the Thracian

mines seem supposed by some later antient writers, and have been

more confidently asserted by some modern, to iiave furnished a

revenue sufficient to give him a preponderancy among the potentates

of his time. But, from mention of the Macedonian revenue remaining

from Demosthenes, it appears that the king of Macedonia, at least till

late in his reign, could not be a very wealthy prince; and that the pro-

duce of the Thracian mines never made any very considerable part of

his revenue. The customs of some seaports in Thessaly are mentioned Drmosth.

as an important source: even his share of prizes made by his cruizers (^l.y"ih- 1-

was considerable to him: but of the mines no notice of any cotcmpo-

rary orator is found. Importance is attributed by Demosthenes to the Domostli,

possession of Amphipolis, only for the security of Macedonia. Indeed '^'^q^'*

it is obvious that, tho the produce might be considerable in the end,

the expence, at first, would greatly reduce, or perhaps even overbear

the profit; and after all, possibly, the plain between the mountains and

the sea, one of the most extensive and fertile of that fine part of the

M'orld, when duly cultivated under the protection of a benign and

steddy government, would be a more valuable accession to the Mace-

donian kingdom, than the mines at their utmost improvement.

In the next spring, while the Athenians were still ingagcd in doubt- p q 3,5-

ful war with those Grecian republics which they called rchcllious Ol. 105. i.

allies, and at the same time distracted by contests of their orators at

home,
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home, 'affairs in Thessaly called the attention of the king of Mace-

Ch. 34.. s. 2. donia. We ha\e seen his father, Amyntas, o-iving- iiis thione to his

hereditary interest among- the princi|nil famiUcs of that productive

Ch.34. s. 3. countrs', and liis cUlcst hrothei-, Alexander, repayinfi: the oblination l)y

protecting those ramnies against tiie tyranny of the tagus, Alexander

of Phenr. During the insuing troubles of Macedonia, the tagus had

again extended liis authority, among the townships where it had been

reduced to constitutional, or perhaps narrower than constitutional

bounds. With the restoration of tyrannical power, grievances were

renewed and augmented ; insomuch tliat the crime, by which the tagus

perished, gave general satisfaction, and a momentary popularity accrued

to the assassins. IJut the supreme dignity, to which they succeeded,

hazardous in the best-balanced government, would, in the defective

constitution of Thessaly, be hazardous in extreme. To carry the

necessary authority, and hold with it popular favor, would require the

greatest talents united with the greatest prudence. The new tagus,

Tisiphonus, and his brother Lycophron, who is said to have shared his

authority, were soon found not less tyrants, tho far less able rulers, than

Ch. 3+. 3. '2. Alexander. The Alevads, Avhom we have had occasion already to

notice, connected by hereditary hospitality and intercourse of good

olitices, and, as they flattered themselves, by blood, with the Macedo-

nian kings, looked with satisfaction toward one in whose conduct,

witli uncommon vigor and uncommon prudence, had been seen united

such uncommon liberality as in that of Philip. They solicited his

assistance, and he marched to their relief.

We have now seen too much of the Athenian democracy to be

surprized that it should make common cause with the worst tyrants

that ever oppressed a Grecian people. Nevertheless we must recollect

that, in Athens, Avere always two or more parties, and that not all

Athenians, and often not a ical majority, approved the prolligatc

measures, for which tlie authority of the soverein people was in legal

course procured. Often also the government became, through impo-

sition upon the folly of the sovcrein INIany, so implicated, that the best

citizens would be at a loss to decide between what its necessities, in

ihe actual state of things, required, and what should have been done

ia
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in circumstances of freer choice. The power of the king of Mace-

donia, growing, in a manner, out of the injustice of Athens, was

becoming an object of jealousy perhaps not wholly unreasonable.

That party which had excited the injurious conduct toward him, pro-

fessing to be the high democratical party, watchful of course of all his

measures, led the people to vote assistance to the Thessalian tyrants

against him ; but they were unable to procure effect to that vote, and Demosth.

none was sent. Diodorus, whose account receives support even from niod. 1. iS.

the hostile orator, relates what followed thus: 'Philip,' he says, '^^ ^*'

' marching into Thessaly, defeated the tyrants ; and acquiiing thus

* freedom for the cities, he showed a liberality which so attached

' the Thessalians, that, in all his following M-ars and political contests,

' they were his zealous assistants, and continued such afterward to

' his son.' Tisiphonus and Lycophron continued to hold the chief

authority in Pherse ; but in Pharsalus and Larissa, the principal seats

of the Alevads, and nearly throughout the rest of Thessaly, the king

of Macedonia was thenceforward looked to as the protector of the

constitution of the country*.

SECTION III.

Affairs of Thrace. Different Views of Parties in Athens concerning

Forein Interests. Aleasures for recovering the Dominion of the

Thracian Chersonese. Charidcmus of Euba:a, Citizen of Athens,

and Son-in-law of the King of Thrace. Assassination of the King

of Thrace, approved and rewarded by the Athenian People.

The Athenians had now been ingaged two years in war with their

allies, upon terms so equal, and with consequences so little striking,

that no account of the transactions has been transmitted. Indeed the

ambition and avarice of the people seems to have been so variously

• DemoBtlicnes himself has been led to ©jrlaXor?

—

Wt rnv rv^xmum oik!** iioihtr:.

confess, in plain terms, Philip's assistance Olynth. 2. p.22.
to the Thessalians against their tyrants:

Vol. IV. O O direaed.
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clirecled, in rapid succession, from one object to another, as this or

tliat set of orators prevailed, and occasionally interrupted in all by the

momentary prevalence of those who desired quiet, that, \vith much

undertaken, little was or could be done. But while great public

purposes were thwarted or neglected, each party would pursue its own

objects, amid all interruptions and disappointments, with persevering

ardor and watchfulness. Thus, tho the decree for assistance to the

tyrants of Thessaly produced them no assistance, and even the con-

federate war in a manner slept, yet the active spirit of Athenian politics

was busy. That party which had embroiled the republic, both with its

independent ally the king of Macedonia, and with its subject allies the

Chians and others, now found a new object to ingage a preference of

their attention. iMiltocythes, a prince of the royal family of Thrace,

raised rebellion against Cotys, the actual soverein, the ally of Athens,

who had been honored, by the Athenian people, with the two most flat-

tering presents yet in use toward foreincrs, the freedom of the city and

a golden crown. Notwithstanding this, and notwithstanding the

complicated circumstances and adverse events of wars, in which the

republic was already ingaged, that party, which had distinguished

itself as the war-party, persuaded the people to nndertake a new war,

in support of the rebel against his king, their ally and fellowcitizen.

Just ground for the measure the able advocate of the party, Demos-

thenes, has utterly failed to show. Nor did success immediately reward

the iniquity. The first commander commissioned to put it forward,

Ergophilus, was superseded before he had done anything of which

notice has reached us. The next, Autocles, was not only soon recalled,

but prosecuted, and condemned for deficient zeal in the dishonest

business. Successful in a measure so generally gratifying to the

Athenian INIany as the prosecution of an eminent man, the party were

still unable to procure the appointment of a commander hearty in their

cause.

After that train of mysterious circumstances, formerly noticed, the

capture of the chief of mercenaries, Charidemus, by the Athenian fleet,

the insuing acquisition of Amphipolis to the Athenian dominion, and

the honors that followed to the captive general from the Athenian

S people,
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people, that officer, vith his band of mercenaries, liad passed into the Demogth.

service of Artabazus, satrap of Bithynia, M'ho was in rebellion against p"^^"*
'^^'^'

the king: of Persia, Whether then the military adventurer was unrea- Aristot.

.
"

. .
,

CEcon. 1. '2.

sonable, or the satrap faithless, disagreement arising between them, p. 394.. t. 3,

Charidenuis was M'ithout means for the remuneration to his troops, for *^ '
'*"'^'

which they reckoned him responsible to tliem. The difficulty and

danger, immediately insuing, he obviated Ijy dexterous management,

through which he raised contribution from the towns of iEolia, which

were within the Bithynian satrapy. But in a wide country, witli the

government hostile, tho his small numbers, with superior discijjline,

might resist direct assault, he had to apprehend being at length starved

into a submission, which must be destructive to him. From these

threatening circumstances he was relieved by a new favor of the

Athenian people, a decree, directing their new commander on the Ilel-

lespontine station, Cephisodotus, to transport him and his troops to

the European shore. Such a decree would not be the measure of the

party promoting the rebellion again the king of Thrace, -which on the

contrary was ended by it : for Charidemus was taken, with his troops,

into the king of Thrace's service; and Miltocythes, seeing his rival

thus strengthened, and the Athenian people issuing decrees indicating

that he was to expect no more support from them, abandoned his cn-

tcrprizc ',

Charidemus, who, through the force of n) crcenaries attached to him

and his reputation for military and political abilities, had risen to be

one of the most important characters of the age, was, if we should Demosth,

believe the invective of Demosthenes, the son of a woman of Oreus '" Ansiocr.

p. 091.

in Euba:a, by an uncertain father, and began his military career in the p. (ius.

lowest rank in the lowest service, a slinger in the lightarmed. His first

eminence, according to the same authority, was in the command of a

small pirate ship, in which he did not spare the allies and subjects of

the Athenian people. The profits of his skill, activity and boldness

in that line inabled him to raise a considerable landforce, read}' for

9 TJic orator's wonis Tfi^;;o)i/ tt/wopff-«? Tap' suili a decree was obviously adapted to

ujjiut, Dt:niosili. in Arislocr. p. 67'2, seem produce that despair of Miltocyihe*, wbicli

fully to imply a decree of the people autho- he attributes to a decree of the Allieniail

rizing the conduct of Cephisodotus ; and people. Or. in Aristocr. p. 655,

O O 2 adventure
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adventure under his orders, in the cause of any state among the

ahnost numberless around the Grecian seas, whicli were now in the

habit of employing such troops. From the silence of the orator, his

vehement enemy, about any previous service, it should seem that the

first in which he ingaged was the Athenian, under that highly respect-

able general Iphicrates. The same orator's testimony, then, still in

the midst of invective, is positive to the advantageous circumstances

already noticed, that, after having acted three years under that great

man's orders, Charidemus was not only again ingaged by him for the

critical service of the siege of Amphii)olis, but trusted as his most confi-

dential friend ; that his services were rewarded, by decrees of the Athe-

nian people, with the freedom of the city, the honorary gift of a golden

crown, and the still more extraordinary favor of a decree of privilege

for the protection of his person against assassination. And the the

recommendation of him to the people for the high trust of commander-

in-chief of the republic's forces in Thrace was unsuccessful, yet that

the very proposal could be ventured, for one not born an Athenian,

largely indicates a superiority of reputation. The esteem, which it thus

appears he held with the aristocratical party in Athens, would no doubt

assist to recommend him at the court of Thrace; and such was his

estimation there, that, apparently to secure his services for the support

of a weak prince on a tottering throne, he received in marriage the

daughter of Cotys, niece of the wife of Iphicrates.

Imperfectly as the military and political transactions, of these times,

have been transmitted, yet the views and principles, of the contending

parties in Athens, remain largely indicated in the works, which we

have the advantage to possess, of an orator of each party, Isocrates

and Demosthenes. The party for which the former wrote, and with

which Iphicrates acted, adverse to the oppression of subjects, and to

injurious and insulting measures against independent allies, proposed

to repair, as far as might be, the error of alienating Macedonia, by

improving the old connection with the king of Thrace, and by sup-

porting the Thracian monarchy as a valuable balance against the

growing weight of the Macedonian. But the other party, whose

leading orator Demosthenes afterward became, Mere not discouraged

by
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by their defeat. The right of the Athenian people \o tiie rich doniinion

of tlie Chersonese, was a topic on \vhich ihey were likely to ht favor-

ably heard, and nearly secure against contradiction, which might afford

opening for the charge of corruption, or of disaffection to the popular

cause. The intrigues, however, of the party, its orator would not dis-

close. We can only draw conjecture concerning them from the events,

for which also we are nearly confined to those which his purpose in

public speaking led him to mention. The next transaction, of which

we find notice, is, that Charidemus besieged and took two Grecian

towns of the Chersonese, Crithote and Eleiis. The tenor of the orator's

information sufficiently indicates that a party in those towns, holding

correspondence with the war-paity in Athens, had led them to rebellion

against the king of Thrace, in hope of support from the Athenian

people'".

Not long after this, Cotys was assassinated, in the midst of his court, Demosih. in

such as a Thracian court might be, by two brothers, Heracleides and '^'^g^n'^'^'

Python, citizens of the Grecian town of iEnus in Thrace. Both

esca[)ed, and both found places of refuge for assassins. Python went

to Athens, presented himself to the assembled people, avowed the deed,

and, glorying in it, demanded the reward which the Athenians, uni-

versal patrons of democracy, had been accustomed to give for tyran-

nicide. The motive to the crime, according to the orator, was private

revenge for the death of the father of the assassins ; which however, for

any thing said to the contrary, might have been suffered in legal course

•* Demosthenes, in his oration against nance an act of notorious hostility against

Aristocratcs, having in view to incite the the republic. But if, as is probable, a

Athenian people to the utmost against Cha- powerful party in those towns remained

ridemus, speaks of these two towns as the always connected with that party in Athens

last remaining to the Athenian doniinion in of which Demosthenes became the leading

the Chersonese. But the t(^nor of his fol- orator, this would be ground sufficient fol-

lowing argument shows that the conduct of liis assertion, to the Athenian people, tliat

Charidemus, on that occasion, was not, at Charidennis had wronged them by reducing

tl;e time, considered as any act of hostility towns, friendly to Athens, under tiie domi-

against Athens. Indeed it appears that nion of the king of Thrace. In the sequel

Charidemus never ceased to hold his con- we shall find a Charidemus intimately con-

nection with that party in Athens with which ncctcd with Demosthenes, of which notice

he had originally been connected, which will be taken iu its place,

would not have ventured to couute-

and
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and for just cause. The Atlieiiian people however were persuaded

to adjudge tlie murder of the king, their feIlo\\ citizen, to be highly

meritorious. They decreed the freedom of the city both to the bold

petitioner and to his absent accomplice; and they added for each

the honor of a golden crown. Obviously the pari}' of Iphicrates

did not then guide the popvdar voice. It were indeed somewhat

saving for the general credit of the Athenian people, might we

believe, what the orator would not avow, but his account affords

ground to suspect, that a political purpose did combine with the

passion of revenge, in prompting to the atrocious deed, and that the

assassin confided in a party in Athens, from whose intrigues and incite-

ment, rather than from any general sentiment deliberately held among

the people, he derived his reward. Yet, on the other hand, when we

find the greatest oratbr known to fame recalling to popular recollection

both the assassination and the public approbation of it, solemnly given

in a decree of the soverein assemblv, when we find this brouoht

forward, not for reprobation, but as just and solid ground on which

public measures should thereafter be taken, it must be ditlicult to find

apology, even for the people. For the orator, it may be doubtful

Avhether the impolicy of Ijis doctrme should most excite wonder, or ita

flagitiousness indignation and disgust.
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SECTION IV.

Ccphisodotus Athenian Commander in Thrace. Political Principles

of the Athenian Administration. Rebellion incouraged in Thrace.

Admirable moral Principle of the Thracians. Athenodorus Athe-

nian Commander. Pressure upon the young King of Thrace.

Mission of Cbabrias to Thrace, and liberal Composition of Dif-

feretices.

When the unfortunate king of Thrace Avas murdered, his son and Demostb.

legal successor, Kersobleptes, was yet a boy. Those then who had '"
^J^''

^'^^°

persuaded the Athenian people to cherish and reward the assassins of

the father, were not slow in endevors to profit from the weak age of

the son. War with Thrace was not avowed; the pressure of the con-

federate Avar, and the strength of the opposing party, forbidding; but,

as before against both Thrace and Macedonia, while peaceful purpose

was still pretended, the most injurious and insulting hostility Avas

committed. In the Avealthy commercial tOAvn of Perinthus, oppor-

tunity, such as before at Pydna, in\'iting, Ccphisodotus led the fleet

tliither. Fortunately Charidemus Avas at hand to assist the councils

of the young king his brother-in-laAv; and to his abilities and superior

acquirements the Thracians had the moderation and prudence to defer.

He went to Perinthus; the party proposing veA'olt there Avas checked, p. 675.

and the purpose of the Athenians Avas defeated. Cephisodotus received

then orders to besiege Alopeconnesus, a town situated at the southern

extremity of the Chersonese, and, equally as Perinthus, Avilhin the

acknoAvleged dominion of the Thracian king. Nevertheless, in direct-

ing their otHcer to take possession of this town, the Athenian rulers

did not scruple to aver that the hostility was not at all intended

against the king of Thrace, but only against the pirates, robbers and

drowners, as the orator calls them, Avho found rcfuye there". Chari-

'* Tlio sunilarily of the French professions iu invading Egypt, and on other occasions,

cannot but occur to the reader.

demus.
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dcmus, however, judging lliat, wilhiu the Thracian dominion the

Thracian government sliould undertake the repression of wrong rather

than an Athenian officer, marched to Perinthus. Ccphisodotus, hope-

less of success through violence, entered into negotiation with him,

and a treaty was concluded. Of the terms we have no information,

except that they were dissatisfactory to the high democratical party,

who procured tlie recall of Cephisodotus, and brought iiim to trial for

his life. To institute prosecution against the officers commanding the

republic's forces was now become so ordinary, that of itself it seems

to involve no reasonable presumption of any guilt; but Cephisodotus

aj)pears to stand exculpated by the faihne of the orator to specify any

objection to the treaty, or misconduct of any kind in his command, if

the treaty was not objectionable. Nevertheless death, in the usual

form of Athenian prosecution, was the punishment proposed in the

inditement; and, of the multitudinous court, a majority of three votes

only saved his life. His condemnation to a fine, the delight of the

Athenian iNIany, to the amount of five talents, about a thousand

pounds, his friends were unable to pre\'ent.

The leaders of the party, at this time governing Athens, which

prosecuted Cephisodotus, proposed to oppress the infant monarch of

Thrace, and decreed high reward for the assassination of his father,

are not named by antient writers, but its principles, should we doubt

Isocrates, or did the facts reported leave them dubious, we learn from

authority, utterly unsuspicious, that of the great orator who became

its advocate. ' The troubles and jealousies of your neighbors,' we

find Demosthenes telling the Athenian people, ' are the best founda-

' dation and surest support of your power and dominion.' Mentioning

then the frequent wars and unceasing discord of the principal Grecian

cities, he says ' they are what Athens should always rejoice to see.'

Coming afterward to the consideration of the concerns of the Athenian

people in the aflfairs of Thrace, he docs not scruple to contend, in direct

terms, that Charidemus, brother-in-law of the Thracian monarch, and

trusted by him with the situation of his first minister and commander-

in-chief of his turccs, should nevertheless, being also an Athenian

citizen, have betrayed the king and people of Thrace to the people of

Athens

:
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Athens. ' Chariciemus,' he says, ' ought to have made the Chersonese

' 3'oiiis ; and not only so, but, when Cotys was assassinated, he ought

' to have consulted you how the Thiacian throne should be disposed

' of; and, in common with you, he should have established one king

' or several, as your interest might require.'

When talents, like those of Demosthenes, were prostituted to the

purpose of so instructing the soverein many of Athens, that the scepter

in its hands should be ill wielded cannot appear wonderful; nor will

candor attribute the vices of tlie government to anything in the natural

character of the people. Profligate conduct only could be expected,

when a party, avowing such principles, carried a majority of votes in

the general assembly. Accordingly, not only ratification of the treaty

made by Cephisodotus with Charidemus M'as denied, but Miltocythes,

who had before taken arms against Cotys, was now incouraged to

resume them against Kersobleptes. The Euboean adventurer was still

the support of the Thracian monarchy. He got possession of the

persons of the rebellious Miltocythes and his son. Aware then of a

deficiency in the Thracian policy, which, tho highly honorable to the

Thracian character, Mas of a kind to be highly dangerous to any

government, he committed his prisoners to the custody of the

Cardians.

After observing, in the Greeks, founders of science and fine taste

among mankind, the shocking deficiency of moral principle, and all

the horrors of practice insuing, which so darkened and deformed the

brightest days of that illustrious people, it is a phenomenon equally

surprizing and gratifying, a meteor, not surely out of the course of nature,

yet seemingly out of all analogy within human comprehension, that

we find among the barbarian Thracians : enemies of science and useful

industry, votaries of the horrid imaginary deities of war and rapine, they

held, in opposition to the Greeks, principles of the purest morality

and humanity, and carried them in practice even to excess. * Chari-

' demus knew,' says tlie same great orator who has reported wilh

complacency the murder of Cotys, and the honors granted by the

Athenians to his assassins, 'that, had Miltocythes been surrendered to

Vol. IV. +- P p * Kersobleptes,
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' Kersobleptes, his life would have been secure: bkcause the law
' OF THE THRACIANS FORBIDS TO KILL ON EAIS' OTH EU.' The

Thracians, it appears, not only abhorred that flagitious and base assassi-

nation, so familiar among the most polished of the Greeks, but all

killing of those who had been once admitted to friendship; so that

even treason against the state did not, in their idea, justify capital
'

punishment. Nothing can be found, in the history of mankind, more

honorable to human nature than such principles, followed up by such

practice, among such barbarians. Those eulogies of Scythian virtue,

which might otherwise appear extravagance of fancy, imagined, by

Greek and Roman writers, only for the purpose of reproaching, with

more powerful efi'ect, the profligacy of their own polished ages, seem

thus in, no small degree warranted. From such barbarians may seem

to have been derived that generous spirit of chivalry of later times,

which held it meritorious to seek combat everywhere, yet a sacred duty

to spare the lowly and relieve the oppressed ; and from such barbarians,

could we trace our origin to them, we might be proud to derive our

stock.

Whether Miltocythes was really more criminal or unfortunate, we

are without means to judge ; any farther than as the support of a con-

siderable party, among the Thracians, might speak in favor of his

pretensions, and, on the contrary, the total omission of so able an

advocate as Demosthenes to state them, implies their deficiency. The

conduct of Charidenuis, however, appears to have been prudent; and

nothing, even amid the orator's invective, affords fair presumption that

it was in any point unjustifiable. To have shocked the generous prin-

ciples of the Thracians, by <lelivering Miltocythes to the executioner

would have been impolitic ; but to have allowed the means of renewing

attempts against the actual government, would have been to betray

the high trust confided to him. The Cardians, to whom he committed

his illustrious prisoners, were distinguished for persevering assertion of

their independency, against all claim of dominion of the Athenian

people. Only obloquy would thus be earned from the Athenian

orators ; but it seems to warrant the presumption, that the Cardians

would
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would not ackuowlege the sovereinty of the Thraciaii kings but upon

liberal terms. It were however too much to expect that they should

be w'hollyfrce from the ordinary vices of the republican Greeks. In

revenge apparently for the purpose of reducing them under the sub-

jection which they abhorred, or perhaps judging it necessary for the

prevention of so great an evil, they put Miltocythes and his sons to

death. We have the account only from the great orator, who adds

that the execution of those princes was rendered shocking by circum-

stances of studied cruelty. Too consistent however as this is M'itli

what we find ordinary among the Greeks, it should perhaps not be

admitted without some allowance for the obvious and avowed purpose

of the oration, .to incense the Athenian multitude against those who

had disapproved the patronage gianted to Miltocythes, and the honors

to the assassins of Cotys.

The party in x\thens, however, which had so perseveringly coveted

the dominion of the Chersonese for the republic, or for themselves, was

not, by the death of Miltocythes, deprived of resources. The branches

of the royal family of Thrace were numerous; and most of them, like

Scuthes son of Sparadocus, known to us through the service of Xcno- Ch. c.3. s.6'.

pnon under nim, appear to liave lickl appanages, such as those or the

Macedonian princes, by which they might be formidable to the king

on the throne. Two of the blood royal of Thrace, Bcrisades and DemosUi.

Amadociis, were connected with Athens by marriage; a sister of the I'.!o'2k"

'

former being wife of Athcnodorus, an Atlienian, and two sisters of the

latter being married to Bianor and' Simon, Tlnacian Greeks by birth,

but adopted citizens of Athens ". These were now excited to rebellion

against Kersobleptes. 'What hopes were held out to them we do not

'^ Lcland has supposed, I know not on anlient author to warrant the supposition

what aulliority, that Berisades and Ama- that the kingdom of 'I'lirace was It^gally so

docus were younger brothers of Kcrso- diyisible. Younger brothers of Kersobleptes

Lh.-ptes, and intitled to divide the sovereinty eould not themselves have managed any
of Thrace with him. It is amply marked by such contest with him; for Demosthenes
Demosthenes, that they were not so nearly expressly says (or. in Aristocr. p. ()56.) that

related, either to Kersobleptes or to each Kersobleptes was a boy wiien l)is father was
other; nor am I aware of anything in any assassinated.

p p 3 • learn,
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Denioftli. learn, but \vc have explicit information of tlie purpose of the ru4iiig

p.o'j-i. P'lity J" Athens, -from the great orator wlio became one of its leading

members. It was, first, that Athens should gain the sovercinty of the

p. 676. Chersonese, and of all the Grecian towns, as far as the Euxine, and

then that even the wild remainder of the extensive country should

not be given to the two friendly princes, but divided between all the

three; tliat so, through their separate weakness and mutual animosity,

p. 65-i. all might be always dependent on Athens.

To carry this purpose into execution, the party obtained at length

the appointment of a commander-in-chief zealous in their cause, Athe-

nodorus; apparently him who had married a sister of the Thracian

prince. - They feared ho^^•ever to press their interest witli the people so

far as to ask the service of Athenian troops; and, if they obtained any

money, it was in very inadequate amount. A fleet, the Avcalthy as

usual being charged with the equipment, was reddily granted. For

raising and maintaining a landforce, they probably hoped that the

influence of an Athenian general, and the zeal with which Bianor and

Simon and Berisades and Amodocus would support him, might suffice

;

so that they might have the credit of making a great acquisition to

the Athenian empire, free of cost to the people. The measures seem

to have been ably concerted : a large force of mercenaries was raised

;

and Kersobleptes was so pressed, that he was reduced to treat about

the surrender of the dominion of the Chersonese to Athens, and a

division of the remainder of his dominions. If the orator might be

believed, the treaty was concluded. But from the sequel it appears

probable that, increase of troubles arising for the republic, Charidcmus

found opportunity to protract the negotiation. Evidently no sur-

render had been made, cither to the Athenian republic, or to the

Thracian princes, when the want of pecuniary supplies, which we have

seen, in better times, crippling or deranging the measures of the

greatest Athenian commanders, so disabled Athenodorus, that he could

p.C77- neither command nor persuade his troops to continue their service.

This being once known to Kersobleptes and Charidcmus, no surrender

was likely to follow.

The
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The sudden and total failure of the expedition under Athenodorus,

after great liopes raised, appears at least to have assisted to produce a

cliange of men and measures in tlie government of Athens. The sway

•reverted once more to that party which, with Isocrates and Xenophon,

always reprobated a policy oppressive to allies, and injurious to all

neigh.boring powers. Chabrias was sent, without any new force, to

take the direction of the republic's affairs in Thrace. He found

Kcrsobleptcs and Charidemus, as Demosthenes himself confesses, Demosth. '

disavowing tlie treaty pretended to have been concluded by them ;
'"^V'^^'ocr.

.but disavowing equally any purpose of enmity to the Athenian people,

and professing, on the contrarj-, arcddiness and desire to renew alliance

upon any equitable terms. Chabrias meeting them with only just views,

a treaty was presently concluded. What advantiiges were stipulated

for Athens, the orator, as the treaty was managed by those adverse to

•his party, would not say ; but he has mentioned as matter for com-

plaint, as of injury to the Atlienian people, that the dominion of the

Chersonese, with the undivided sovereiuty of Thrace, remained to

JCersobleptcs.

SECTION V.

Sloxcness of the Athenians in the Confederate JFar. Expedition under

Chares : Death of Chabrias. Characters of Chares and of the

Athenian People. Offensive Operations of the Allies. Exertion

^ of the Athenians. Relief of Samos. Trial of Timothcus and

Jphicratcs.

When the affairs of Thrace were thus, for the ])resent, composed, the

confederate war still held a threatening aspect. The states, combined

to resist the sovereinty of the Athenian people, had, not without some

thought and preparation, ingagcd in a contest in wliich failure, as

from all experience they must expect, would bring a lot the most

isevere. Ships, sucli as the antients used in war, being soon built and

equipped,
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equlppecl,-they liad raised a fleet capable of balancing the naval power

of the. imperial republic, and disputing with it the command of the

yEgean. At Athens, on the contrary, hitherto, through the opposition

of opinions, the contention of parties, and the fluctuation of a com-

manding influence in the general assembly, decrees for the prosecution

of the war were slowly, interruptedly, and at last defectively carried

into execution. To repair and augment the fleet, and to ingage mer-

cenary troops, would be necessary ; while the existing force could ill be

spared from the important business of awing the remaining allies and

Diotl. 1. 16. subjects, and preventing farther defection. Enterprize therefore,

01. 105. ^. through tlie first year, was confined to depredations on commerce, and

invasions without view beyond plunder.

At length, after the establishment of peace with Thrace by Chabrias,

some serious consideration, among all men, of the waning state of the

republic's affairs, appears to have led to a coalition of parties, appa-

B. C. 3.77. rcntly through concession of the moderate to the high dcmocratical,

01. ioj. 5. yj. ^\ ai-.paity. Chares, the most eminent officer of that party, was

appointed to the command ; Chabrias consented to serve under him '*,

and it was resolved to carry attack first against Chios

Assistance meanwhile for the Chians, from their confederates, Avas

rcddy ; and so powerful, that the meditated blow must be rapidly

struck, or it would be obviated, and before invasions and sieges could

be undertaken, the command of the sea would be to be vindicated.

The landforce, under Chares and Chabrias, being smalt, the cooperation

of the fleet was necessary to any measures against the city of Chios.

The resolution was therefore taken to force the way into the harbour.

In this enterprize Chabrias led ; and, not being duly supported, he was

overpoMcred. Others, ingagcd with him, found personal safety by

• Diixloius joins Chabiiasi in the com- however, would rather mark bini to have

mand with Chares, assigning i)ini however hi Id the command of his own triiemt'.wiiich

the second place. According to Ncpos, lie seems more probable. In comparison of

eervcdUis a private individual, but, even so, the commands to which he had been accus-

was n\ore re&pccted and more consnlted, tomed, he nii-ht in that situation be culled,
*

says the biographer, than any officer of the as the biographer calls liim, prhalus.

armament. The sequel of the account,

throwing
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throwing themselves into the sea. Thinking this an example at all

risk to be discountenanced, Chabrias refused to quit his ship, and fell

fighting. The loss of the Athenians, beyond the valuable life of

Chabrias, appears not to have been great, but the enterprize wholly

failed, and, in the course of that year, nothing farther of importance

was attempted.

Wanting a regular history of this time, it may be gathered, from

the scattered information remaining, that the loss of Chabrias to the

republic, in its existing circumstances, was as great as that of one man
could easily be''. The Roman biographer seems justly to rank him

amono: the first characters that Greece had produced. Aristotle has Aiisiot.

left an anecdote indicating the exalted estimation in which he was
^c.\o.

held, and whiqh yet had not secured him against a criminal prose-

cution. Even Demosthenes has been led to high eulogy of him ; and

it is remarkable that, in an age of such licentiousness, and sucb

violence of party-spirit, detraction of him is found from none; while

of Chares, whose associate and advocate Demosthenes afterward

became, no good remains reported even by his own party. Favorite

as he was of the multitude, and always the most eminent military

man of the high democratical party, yet we find him vehemently

decried by those later writers who have favored that party; while

his opponents, not Chabrias only, but Timotheus and Iphicrates

also, have received from them large eulogy. It is to the candor

'' Diodorus has related the death of same story more circuinstantialh'. For all

Chabrias among events of the first year of such matters I miss, in this part of tlie

the confederate war, Ol. 10). 3. but this is history, my valuable assistant for them in

hardly to be reconciled with what we have the former part, Henry Dodwcll. lleiske's

from the cotemporary orator concerning gleanings of chronology are little satisfac-

the transactions of Chabrias in Thrace, tory : Cvngcssi hunc indkem, he says, ex cb-

Indecd Diodorus seems often, in reporting senatis Sc/wlti, cS- Corsinii Sf Taijlori, in

matters summarily, to have gone on beyond scliedis. Unixersc prtsmnnendum diico /tos trcs

the year of which he was particularly treat- aiiilurfs iiiterdiim in minis discreparc ; alils

ing. Thus we shall shortly find him, in re- emicm cienta xxtustiora anno, aliis juniora

gard to the siege of Methoni-, stating its facicnfilms. Observing then that the Attic

beginning perhaps in the pro])cr place, but year began at mid-sununer, he says, those

proceeding immediately to relate its con- writers may seem to diticr by a year, when

elusion, which probably did not happen till they reiiliy difl'eronly by a mouti).

the ne.\t year, when he again relates the

of
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of Xcnoplion that the character of Chares is indebted for refutation of

the sarcasm, which Plutarch has not scrupled to attribute to Timotheus,

' that Chares was fit only to be a baggage-carrier.' Xenophon describes

Ch. ;?s. s. 3. him, HI his service in Peloponnesus, during theTheban war, an active,

of this Hist,
ejiterpiixing, brave, and able officer. Less equal to greater commands,

Theopoiiip. he was. nevertheless, according to the observation of a cotemporary

Ma/c!s. writer, more made for the times than his more virtuous and higher-

gifted opponents. It was probably not a discovery j)eculiar to Chares,

that, in the Athenian service, rciil merit little found its just reward or

credit : but he, less than most others, scrupled to take advantage of

the vices of the Athenian government; careless of the duties of

command, indulging himself to excess in the gratifications it might

furnish, and diligent principally in watching and flattering the fancies

and passions of the people. In figure, in bodily strength, and in spe-

ciousness of conversation, supported by boldness of manner, he con-

fessedly excelled. Confident thus in his power to maintain popular

favor, he even made a parade of luxury, carrying about with him, on

forein command, a train of musicians, dancers, and harlots. Public

money and private fortime he spent freely together, on the ministers of

]]is pleasures and the supporters of his conduct, the leading orators,

framers of decrees, and- all who gave their time to the courts of justice.

Thus not only he obviated resentment of his profligacy, but became,

and remained, longer perhaps than any other since the great Pericles,

the most popular man in Athens. ' And this,' says the same cotem-

porary writer, the Chian Theopompus, 'was no more than fair; for

' just so the Athenian people live themselves. The young men pass

' their time in hearing music and conversing with prostitutes: the

' elder in playing at dice, and other such dissipation ; and the peojjle,

' whose imperial voice disposes of the public money, require more for

' public banquets and distributions of meat, than remains lor all public

' services.'

M'ith such claim for public favor. Chares, notwithstanding his

failure at Chios, remained commander-in-chief of the republic's forces.

Zeal, however, for the prosecution of the war, seems to have become

less general, and e.\ertiou in consequence deficient. The allies mean-

while
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while were active. In the next spring, while Chares had only sixty ships, -B. C. 356.

they-j)iit to sea with a hundred, and proceeded to offensive operations.
Diy2°TV(j.

linbrusand Lemnus were Hands allon^ed, even by the peace ofAntalcidas, c. 7.

to remain under the dominion of Athens. These they plundered, and

then proceeded against Sanios, perhaps the richest of the republic's

remaining tributaries. The critical circumstances of the common-

nionM'ealth then either produced a renewal of the coalition, or gave it

new vigor. Iphicrates and Timotheus consented to serve with the

favorite general of the multitude. If we should trust the Latin bio- Corn. Nep.

grapher, Menestheus, son of Ijjhiciates, who had married a daughter ^^" iphicr,'

of Timotheus, was appointed to tlie command, and the illustrious

veterans imbarked M'ith him, only to assist with their advice. It

appears however that responsibility, and of course effectual command,

rested M'ith them. Sixty triremes were rapidly equipped, and hastened,

under their orders, to join the fleet of equal number under Chares.

The fleet of the allies then v/ould no more quit the harbour of Samos,

but lying there, assisted in the prosecution of the siege. The Athenian

commanders, judging attack upon it in its station too hazardous,

sailed for the Hellespont; which, of two desirable events, could hardly

fail to produce one : if the enemy followed, Samos would be relieved

;

if they did not, Byzantium might be assailed, weak in the absence of

its principal force at Samos. The result answered expectation. The

course taken by the Athenian fleet was no sooner ascertained, than

alarm, in some degree pervading the allies, was among the Byzantines

vehement; and' it was quickly resolved by all, to postpone enterprize

against their enemies, for protection of their friends.

They reached the Hellespont before the Athenians had entered it,

but found them in a situation to dispute the passage. It happened

that the M'iud became violent, yet not adverse to their .course, which

they resolved, at all hazards, to pursue; the disturbance of the

elements, if it should not become extreme, being favorable for their

])urpose of progress, and adverse for that of the enemy to prevent it.

The storm then did increase, so that Iphicrates and Timotheus

concurred in opinion, that the danger of attempting action over-

bore all reasonable hope of advantage from it. Cliares held, or

Vol. IV. Q ci affected
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affected afterward to have held, a contrary opinion. Action how-

ever was avoided, and the enemy passed up the Hellespont, molested

only by the storm. The project against Byzantium was then necessa-

rily abandoned, but the great object of the reinforcement for the fleet,

the relief of Samos, was fully accomplished.

Nevertheless Chares, thinking the opportunity favorable for ruining

his collegues, whom he considered as his rivals, resolved to use it. In

liis letters to the soverein people, he averred that the enemy's fleet

would have been destroyed, but for the failure of Iphicratcs and Timo-

theus in their obvious duty. The suspicious and irritable multitude

was inflamed : Timotheus and Iphicrates were recalled, and put on

trial for their lives. We have an anecdote from Aristotle, implying

the conscious integrity of Iphicrates, and the notorious profligacy of

Aiistot. his opponent: * My speech,' said the veteran general, whose rhetorical

c. 10.
' talents are noticed by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, * must take its way

Dion. Hal.
< through the middle of the actions of Chares.' But when a party-

liiLys. p. 85.
^

, .

' '

purpose was to be served, calumny of every kind was vented by the

accusing orators, with a licentiousness of which a conception can be

gathered only from perusal of their extant works. Aristophon, who

conducted the prosecution, averred that the accused generals had taken

bribes from the Chians and Rhodians. We find it asserted by a later

Dinarrli. orator, that Timotheus confessed having received money from the

Dtmosih. Lesbians. lie woidd however hardly confess a dishonorable transac-

tion. It was ordinarily incumbent upon Athenian commanders to find

supplies for the force umlcr them, by taking money wherever it could

be obtained. Such courts then as those of Athens could not always

enter into very accurate examination, and would not always require

the most regular proof. Bold assertion would suffice to excite suspicion,

and suspicion often, even where party-views did not warp, Mould suf^ce

to decide the vote. Not in the soverein assembly only, but in the

courts of justice also, freedom of speech was always liable to be over-

borne by the turbulence of party. Against such injustice Ij)hicratcs is

said to have provided himself in a way, which the licentiousness only of

Su-.Tm f'<^^"^oc''^<^y <"ould admit, and only the profligacy of democracy could in

2y. any degree justify. Some daring youths, wdicther of low or high rank,

is
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is not said, but known favorers of his cause, attended the trial,

M'ith daggers under their cloaks, which thej' managed to sliow, so

far as to intimidate his opponents. We have seen exactly the same

thing practised under the tyranny of the thirty, and it may very

possibly have been repeated in the lawlessness of the following demo-

cratical sovereinty. But in attending to such stories, even where the

fact may be perfectl}' credible, we must guard against the coloring

which may be given, by a cotemporary, through j)arty interest or

prejudice, and by a late writer, (and it is from a very late writer

among the antients that the story in question comes,) through utter

inexperience of the character of republican times. The result of

the trial however affords some presumption in favor of tlie report.

Iphicrates was acquitted ; M'hile Timotheus, than whose reputation hardly

a purer has been transmitted from antiquity, and who, if the averra-

tion of yEschines to the Athenian people was not exaggerated, had, in

the course of his long services, added to the republic's empire seventy-

five cities, of consequence enough to be represented by their several

deputies in the assembly of the allies, Avas condemned in a fme of

nearly twenty thousand pounds sterling. This operating as a decree

of banishment for life, he spent the remainder of an honorable old age

at Chalcis in Euboca "'.

2<J9

Ch.21. S.2.

of this Hist.

Corn. Nep.
V. Ipliicr.

& Tinioth.

^schiii. cie

legal, p. 247.

'^ Diodorus speaks of Timotheus and

Iphicrntes, Without discrimination, as con-

<iemned to pay many talents ; not specifying

the sum, nor mentioning any consequence.

But the acquittal of Iphicrates, positively

asserted by Nepos, receives confirmation

from Demosthenes, in his oration against

Aristocrates, so far at least as to show that

he was not driven into banishment; and the

biographer's account is farther supported by

the cotemporary orator, Dinarchus, who
mentions the amount of the fine on Timo-

theus. Dinarch. or. adv. Demosth. p. 11.

t. 4-. or. Gr. cd Reiske.

Q Q 2
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SECTION VI.

Deficient Supply to the Armament tinder Chares. Irregular Measure

of the Armament. Peace xvith the Coifederates.

B. C. S56. TiiE political victory of Chares was, for the moment, decisive: lie

01. 106. J. remained sole commander of the great armament on the Asiatic station.

But that great armament, of which the landforce Mas wholly merce-

nary, wanted great funds for its support; and his friends at home

either dared not ask the people for supplies, or could not obtain them.

He was therefore to find them, in the way to wliich we have .seen the

most renowned commanders before him driven, often to the great

interruption of the public service, by exactions from any states vveak

enough to be reddily compelled to pay them, or, like Athenodorus

latel}-, he must dismiss his forces. But those allies who had principally

supplied former commanders, were now the enemy, to contend with

whom the supplies were wanted ; and to dismiss his forces would have

been to ruin at once the public service, the power of his party, and

his own greatness.

An extraordinary resource happened to occur. The satrap of Bithy-

nia, Artabazus, whose rebellion against the king of Persia Charidemus

Diod. 1. i6. had assisted, was now again threatened with overbearing numbers,

marching from the interior provinces. Report made them seven

liundred thousand fighting men. Hopeless of resistance M'ith any

barbarian force he could collect, Artabazus saw his only safety \n

Grecian troops, could he obtain them timel}' in sufficient number.

Need thus pressing, probably his offers were high. The temptation

sufficed for Chares, who, with the whole armament placed under his

command for the reduction of the rebellious allies of the Athenian

people, Mcnt to Bithynia to assist Artabazus. Demosthenes, who

became afterward the leading orator of the party of which Chares was

the principal military character, bound to apologize for his friend, has

been reduced to plead his deficient authority over those he was

appointed to command, and even to hazard imputation against the

Athenian
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Athenian people. In the falhirc of remittances from home, he says, it Demostb.

was impossible to retain tlie unpaid and starving troops ; they -would '
• -r-

go into the satrap's service, and Chares did not lead, but was led by

them. The historian Diodorus, following probably some elder writtr,

calls it a very irregular measure'^. Chares however did not disappoint

the satrap's hope, or his own. The royal army was defeated; and the RiocJ.utantr

amount or reward tor the important service inabled him to conciliate ap. Athm.

so many orators, and so to gratify the Athenian people with sacrificial '*• P- '-'^'**

suppers, that he obtained, not pardon, but approbation and applause.

In this extraordinary state for a government to exist in, alarm arose

for all Greece, but especially for Athens. Report came that great naval

preparation was nuking by the Persian gSvernment in the harbours of

Phenicia. The purpose was not declared, but it was said that the

great king, incensed at tiie support given to rebellion in his dominion

by Charidemus, but more especially afterward by Chares, would send

his Phenician fleet, of three hundied ships of war, to assist the revolted

allies of Athens against their oppressors, and revenge the Persian name

for the defeats formerly suffered from the Athenian arms.

Under this disadvantageous impression negotiation was opened with Isocr. de

the hostile confederates, who seem to have made no difficulty of enter- '' '"

ing into treaty. IMinisters from their several states came to Athens, p. 178,

and a decree of the Athenian people authorized negotiation with them.

All the better men of the republic, and men of property in general^

desired to use opportunity, thus far opened, for making peace w ith all

powers, with whom the republic was at uar, and putting an cud to the

system of war and troubles. But Chares, and the orators his asso-

ciates, had acquired such command over the Many, that none in

opposition to them could speak in the general assembly. Disap- p. iGsi: i72

proving voices, and the tumult of overbearing numbers, prevented

their being heard. Denied, by this violence, their right of addressing

the sovcrein assembly in the way which the constitution prescril)cd,

the peaceful recurred to the resource, with us so familiar, of circulating

their oi)inions and arguments among the public by pamflets. In earlier

times, as we have formerly seen, vhen M'riting and reading were less

familiar.
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Ch.'i. p. 3. familiar, poetry was commonly uSed for such purposes. No\\' t'je form

Ch.ii. s 1. of an oration, such as might be spoken from the bema, was preferred;

&; CI1.16. s.o".
a,^,| Isocrates in this crisis published his oration intitled on peace: for

el this llisl. . . . . . ^ .

its matter one of Ihe most intercstrng, as it is also one of the most inge-

niously composed, and most exquisitely wrought and finished, of any re-

mainingfrom him ''. In this publication, managing argumentwith much

ai'tand delicacy, and introducing public facts to support it, he proceeds

by degrees to strong imputation against those, whom he describes only as

having possession of the public ear, and the direction of the affairs of

the commonwealth. Bad men he calls all; notorious drunkenness he

mentions of some, and peculation he repeatedly imputes to them gene-

rally. ' Ruin,' he says, ' must come upon the commonwealth, if coun-

Isocr. de
< scllors and measures arc not changed. The decree just made con-

Pace, p. 17s.
°

, /. . ^
' cerning peace will avail nothing, unless a general reformation follow.

' Peace should be made, not with the Chians, Rhodians, Colins and

' Byzantines only, but with all mankind ; and not upon the terms now
* offered for your consideration, but upon the liberal principle formerly

' established by the king and the Lacedasmonians,' (the convention

commonly called the peace of Antalcidas,) ' requiring that all Grecian

' states should be independent, and garrisons of the troops oF other

p. 184. * states allowed nowhere. Not justice only but the republic's interest

' requires it. "Were we just to others, we should neither have war Mith

* Kersobleptes for the Chersonese, nor m ith Philip for Amphipolis

;

* but when they see us never contented with what we possess, but con-

' tinually grasping at Mhat does not belong to us, they arc reasonably

' fearful of us for neighbors. Opportunity is abundantly open for

* increasing the power and wealth of the republic in better ways.

'Colonies might in many parts be established, as many have been,

' without injury to any ; and this would more become those ambitious

' of being esteemed the first people of Greece, than, what now is the

* favorite purpose, to be eminent by making continual war with hired

p. 186. ' troops. Far from such extravagance, it should be our care not

* only to make peace, but to maintain it. But this will never be till

•9 The oration on Peace has been a favo- powers and best manner in political dls-

rlte of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, who has course, in preference to tlie more artilicialiy

chosen it for exemplification of the author's adorned conqjositions of his earlier age.

4 ' WC
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' we aic persuaded that quiet is more profitable than disturbance,

' justice than injustice, the care of our own tlian grasping at wliat

' belongs to others. Of these things, nevertheless, none of your orators

' has ever dared to speak to you, while, on the contrary, some have not

' scrupled to contend that, tho injustice may be shameful, yet it is pro- Isocr. do

' fitable, and even nccefiary ; that uprightness, honorable indeed, is how- '^'^^'P-^9 '

* ever a starving virtue, beneficial to others rather than to its owner. It

* were easy to show such arguments as false as they are disgraceful '-°.

' The popular passion now is to command all the world, and yet p. 198,

' avoid arms ; committing the honor and safety of the republic to

* vagabonds, deserters, runaways for all crimes, reddy always to leave

' our service for better pay in any other. Hence we are obliged to

' indidge such miscreants as if they were our children. If complaint

' comes to us against them of rapine, violence, every kind of disorder,

' not only we do not resent their misconduct, but rather seem amused p. 200..

' with it ; and while in want, many among us, ourselvTS of daily neces-

' saries, we oppress our allies with exaction of tribute to pay these

' common enemies of mankind. Those of our forefathers who made
* themselves most obnoxious by their ambition, went to Avar however

* with a treasury able to support it, and they carried arms themselves;

* but you, poor as you are, and numerous as you are, will, like the great

' king, have your hired armies. They, when they sent out a fleet,

' employed forciners and slaves to pull the oar, and themselves took

* shield and spear; but now those who aspire to be lords of Greece go
' ashore, in forein parts, in the garb of galley-rowers *', while the vaga-

' bonds, whom I have described, bear the honors of the panojjly.'

The orator ad\erts afterward to the pains taken to persuade ihe 200—?08^

people that the desire of peace marked a disposition to oligarchy, wliile

the promoters of \i ar were all sure friends of democracy ; to theunsted-

diness of administration and frequency of contradictory measures; to

the carelessness and profusion Avith which the rights of the city were

*° We !^llall however in the fcciiicl fiiul the wherries on tlie Seine. Had Auger

Demosthenes avowing these maxims. ever been at Marseille, such a notion would
*' 'Twripio-tov s'xovlft

—

remwH in manibus surely have been corrected. Tlie uncer-

habentes. Anger. This seems the bold tainty of the meaning of the term iir))f«V(»»

guess of a Parisian, the ideii gained from lias been noticed in a former note.

given
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given to strangers; to the neglect of the important law, making it

death to give money for votes to obtain oliices, so that the most

important sitnation in tlie commonwealth, that of general, on which

rested not only the supreme military command, but the principal

direction of executive government, was obtained by the most notorious

briberv ; to the departure from antient practice in electing, to the same

exalted office, men incapable of speaking fi'om the bema, and dependent

upon professed orators to communicate with the sovcrein assembly for

them. ' It may be asked,' he proceeds to observe, " How, vith all this

' mismanaoement, do we exist ? How is it that we are inferior to no

* Grecian state in power?" I answer, because our adversaries are no

' wiser than ourselves. They make allies for us by their tyranny, as

* \ye for them by ours; and so we are lialanced.'

The most difficult subject, yet that on which he laid principal

stress, was the tyrannical empire which the Athenians asserted over the

^Egean ; requiring, from every iland and every shore, tribute for per-

mission to sail on the business of commerce, without interruption from

the Athenian fleets, maintained for the purpose of such interruption.

This he insisted ought wholly to be given up ; not only as the injustice

was glaring, but as the object was neither attainable, nor desirable;

and this he proceeded to show by arguments, supported, by reference to

all past experience, both of their own and of the Lacedtcmonian govern-

ment.

Drawing toward his conclusion, he spoke more at large of those

actually holding popular favor, and directing the republic's affairs.

Isocr.de ' Pericles,' he said, 'took the administration wlien the constitution
dce, p. .3 . , ^^.^^ alreddy injured considerably, yet he used his power in no degree

* for his private profit ; but, on the contrary, leaving his own estate, at

' his death, less than he received it from his father, he carried into the

' public treasury eight thousand talents (toward two millions sterling)

' exclusively of the dedications and sacred money. But these men .so

* differ from him, that while they dare tell you their care of the j)ublic

' interest is such as to prevent all attention to their own, we see those

' neglected affairs of their own so improving as formerly they would

' not have ventured to pray the gods for: while we, for whom they

' profess
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profess so much care, are farinq; worse than the i)eople of many states fsocr. de
. . Pace p. 25*^

under oli_u,archal government. None live in any ease, but the whole
p. jjV,'*

city abounds with complaint: some being obliged to declare publicly

their poverty and wants ; some lamenting them among their friends
;

all, who have anything, feeling the pressure of troublesome duties,

expensive oftices, requisitions for contribution to the treasury, or

demands for change of property ; altogether bringing so many evils,

that those of some estate live more uncomfortably than those in

absolute poverty.

' I wonder then you cannot see that there is no race of men more p. 2jiS.

evilminded toward the people than ill-principled orators and dema-

gogues. It is for their interest that, in addition to other evils,

you should be scanty even of daily necessaries. For they observe that

those who are able to live upon their own, are attached to the republic,

and look to better men for advice on its concerns ; but those who

depend for their livelihood upon the pay of juries, and general assem-

blies, and emoluments in whatever way thence arising, are compelled

by want to look up to them, and are always ready to thank them for

the accusations, prosecutions, sycophancies of every kind, which they

put forward. They would therefore gladly see all the citizens in that

penury, through which themselves are powerful. And of this you

have the most evident demonstration ; for you see all their measures

directed, not to provide an independent livelihood for the needy, but

to bring all, who possess anything, to one level of want.'

He finishes then with summing up his advice for mending the evil

state of things; reducing it to two points: 'First,' he says, 'with p- 253.

* regard to government at home, we must take such men, for advisers

* on public affairs, as we should desire for our private concerns; wc
' must cease to reckon sycophants friends of the people, and men of

' worth friends of oligarchy. Then, for forcin interests, we must treat

' allies as friends, and not, wliile we give them independency in words,

* permit our generals, in fact, to use them as they please ; knowing now
' from experience, that tho we are stronger than any one state among
' them, we are weaker than all united. We should show our equal

' aversion to all tyrannical power: wc should imitate and emulate

Vol. IV. R R ' the
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* the regftl p.uthoiily of Laceda-'uion ; wliere the kings arc more restrained

' from conimilting- injury than any private persons, yet so honored,

' tliat tliose who, in hattle, sho-.v any unreadiness, in their defence, to

' hise tlieir li\es, are suhjected to greater ignominy than those who quit

' their ranks and ahan<lon their shields. Sucli is the supremacy that

* it should be our ambition to obtain among the Greeks ; and it might

* be ours, woidd we show that our power is directed, not to their sub-

' jection, but to their preservation.'

This is a picture of the party of Clvares by an adversary, but by a

most respectable adversary^ checked also by the irritable jealousy of the

sovereiu people whom he was addressing; and it is contradicted by

nothing, but on the contrary supported by everything, remaining from

anticjuitv, tho far most remains from those partial to the opposite, as

more the democratical cause. There is appearance that this appeal to

the reason of the Athenian people had considerable eflf'ect, but it was

very far from having complete success. The party of Chares, that they

might not be compelled to treat, as the other party desired, with all

those with whom the commonwealth was at war, and thus aban-

don their system, hastened to make peace with the confederates.

Arrangement clearly would have been readier, friendly connection

and confederacy might more easily have been restored, could those

have had the direction, on the part of Athens, who had always

shown themselves adverse to the tyrannical system which hatl oc-

casioned the war. With those of the political principles publicly

avowed by the orators of the party of Chares, the allies would of

course treat with dilhdence, and not readily ingage in any new

alliance.

Accordingly the terms wne, for Athens, very disadvantageous and

even degrading. Every object, for which the war had been undertaken,

was abandoned. The claim of the Athenian people, ctpially to military

command over the forces, and to political autlK)rity over the states, of

Rhodes, Cos, Chios and Byzantium, was given up for ever. Ships were

no more to be required from them to swell the Athenian lleets, nor

pecuniary compositions instead. The Athenian tribute-gathering

squadrons were no more to visit their ports, nor weie their subjects

any
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any lousier to be liable to the iuloleiable inconvenience of being sum-

moned to the couits of Athens b}' others, or necessitated to gothitlier

to solicit jnsrice for themselves. Nor does it appear that, in return for

so complete a renunliation of long exercised sovcrcinty, together with,

what was far more important, the revenue which so contributed to tlic

])o\ver of the imperial republic, anything M-as conceded by the allies.

Demosthenes, afterward a])ologizing for the conduct of his friends on DcmosUi.

this occasion, admits that the terms of the treaty were not what the
''

republic might have expected ; but, he says, the blame was due to those

who terrified the peoj)le into acceptance of them, by spreading the

alarm, which he asserts to have been unfounded, of war threatened

from Persia. The success, however, of the part}' of Chares in their

principal purposes was complete. Not onl}' they obviated treaty for

peace with Macedonia, with Thrace, with Thebes, with any except the

revolted allies, but they so held their influence that they could soon

ingage the republic to pursue the purpose, to which Isocrates so ener-

getically objected, of conquest with mercenary armies. But circum-

stances meanwhile occurred, deeply involving the interest of all Greece,

to which it will be necessary to give some attention, before wc can

proceed with the particular history of Athens.

h U 'i.
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CHAPTER XXXVir.

Affairs of Greece during the first Period of tiic Contest for

Possession of the Temple and Treasury of Delphi, called

the PiiociAN or the Sacred Wak.

SECTION I.

Persevering Ambition of the leading Grecian Republics. Circum*

stances of the Council ofAiuphictyons. Summary History of Phocis.

Antient Sacred JFurs. Regulation of the Council ofAmphictyons

by Solon: Treasure deposited by Cra:sus King of Lydia. Subjection

of Delphi to Laced(tnion, and Depression of the Aniphictyonic

Authority.

w IIILE the Athenians were prosecuting schemes of ambition

and avarice, Avherever, among the Grecian republics and

beyond them, their naval strength might avail, neither the Thebans

nor the Lacedtemonians had abandoned their pretensions to an impe-

rial authority over the landforce, and a supremacy in the general

councils, of all the states of the nation. Much as a superintending

power, under just regulation, was wanted, and beneficial, even with

very defective regulation, as it had sometimes been, yet the continued

contest for it teemed with evil for almost every state, and could hardly

fail, in the end, to ruin the independency of all. IJeuce, in the next

year after that in which the Athenians made p?ace with their revolted

R C. 357. allies, a new war, originating with a people hitherto of little name,
Ol. 106". 2. quickly involved all the European continental republics, and led to

consequences most momentous, not fur Circece only, but for the whole

ci\ ihzcd world.

Ch. 3. s. 3.of Among circumstances of very early Grecian history, the council of
this Hist. Amphictyons has formerly occurred for notice ; hut, from the sacred

war
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war in which the great Athenian legislator Solon commanded the army of CL. 5. s. 5.

the god, as it was called, to the period at M'hich we are arrived, scarcely " "^ '^''

any mention of it is found among antient writers. Occurrences now
brought it forward to a new or revived importance ; Mhence a view of

its history, such as among the very deficient memorials remaining may
be obtained, will be neceflary for elucidation of the general history of

the nation.

The principal information extant on tlie subject is contained in an

oration of ^.schines, who was a member of the council, as representative

of Athens, at the time of its revived eminence. The very delail, however,

Avhlch the orator thought necessary to lay before the assembled Athenian

people concerning it, is among indications of the obscurity and disre-

gard into M'hich it had fallen. Its history, and even its constitution, tho

the Athenian people had always the right of representation in it, were

at that time, in Athens, it appears, little generally known. The orator

informs the assembly that the Amphictyonic people, M'hose cities par-

ticipated in the right of representation in the council, were twelve

nations or races. Of tlie tvvelve names, however, which he certainly

proposed to give, one has been lost from the extant copies of his works.

The eleven mentioned are, Thessalians, Boeotians, Dorians, loniuns,

I'crrhicbians, Magnetes, Locrians, (Eta;ans, Pluhiots, Malians, Pho-

cians. But two other dificrent lists are extant: one, from Pausanias,

has twelve names ; but among them two, Doloj)ians and jEnians, are not

mentioned by iEschines : in the other, from Ilavpocration, are only

ten ; and one of these, the Achaian, is found in neither of the others.

The list of yEschines will carry most authority for things as they

stood in his age. But it seems jjrobable that instances of depriving

an Amphictyonic people of its Ampliictyonic rights, and giving them

to others, not before admitted into the Amphictyonic association,

occurred in different ages, and warranted tlic example w liich we hhall

see in the sequel. Possibly also, in the diil'cient catalogues, the same

people may be designated under different names, or two races may be

included under one name. Very antienth', we are assured, the Ionian
•' "

r 7 1
CI1.3. s. Lot

name was very widely applied, if not even as generally as afterward the tiii^ nijt.

Hellenic ; and in Homer's time the Achaian had very extensive pre-

valence.
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valence. But far more important tliaii any difference in these cata-

logues, is tlicir agreement in one remarkable point, the prevalence of

Thessalian interest, indicated in all of them. Every name, in each cata-

logue, the Locrian and Phocian only excepted, ii of people scaled, or de-

ii\ipg their origin from thei'e seated, on the Thessalian side otThermo-

pyliv'. For the loniaus, Dorians, and Boeotians, tho the celebrity of

Cii..5. s. i.of
tliose names w as accuiired in settlenicnts to the southward, weie, accord-

llus Hibi. '

_

ing to the gcogn'.pher, all emigrants from Thes.saly ; and the Achaian

name always remained among the Thessalian people. Hence it ap-

pears that the distribution of the right to a scat in the council of Am-
phictyons, has been originally accommodated to the extent only of

that territory over which, according to tradition, thus not liglitly con-

in nitd, the sons of Deucalion, king of Thessaly, reigned ; and that

tliis distribution, whether always subsisting or at whatever time

restored, was standing, little if at all altered, in the time of /Esciiines.

We inquire in vain what were the regulations made by Acrisius

Stru\). 1. y. king of Argos, on which, according to Strabo, the constitution of the

V-*'^^- assembly at one time rested. Rut a king of Argos, interfering with

power enough to make essential regulations, would hardly have failed

to provide that, during his time at least, or during the i)ermanence of'

his power there, more of a balance against Thessaly should rest in the

southern, and especially the Peloponnesian states. From Homer, as

formerly observed, we have no notice of the Amphictyons : whence it

seems probable that the power of the council sunk, at least in southern

Greece, with the expulsion of the princes of the Perseid line; and that

under Pelops and his posterity it was insignificant, or limited, as in its

original constitution, to the affairs of the northern states, formerly

members of the Thessalian kingdom. The Dorians, however, who,

under the Heracleids, expelled the Pelopid princes, carried with them,

into their new settlements, the claim to be an Amphictyonic people.

But the wars, quickly insuing among themselves, and rarely inter-

mitted, left them little leisure or means for interfering with much

effect, in an assembly of states on the border of Thessaly ; while the

northern people, holding the principal sway in the Amphictyonic

council, might equally be impotent, or careless, to interfere in quarrels,

which
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which httlf disturbed any ijevoiul liic houncis of PeKoponnesiis. Thus,

tho all the Peloponnesian Uoriaus always maintained their claim to Am-
phictyonic rights, yet the patronao-e of the assembly would revert to

the Thcssalians ; while Iphitus king of Elis, to supply its deficient Cii.3. s.4. of

means or deficient disposition to answer the ])urpose3 of its institution "*" ^ '^'"

within the petitnsala, established tlic Olynipian meeting- there.

It appears indeed enough, in tlu scanty documents of Thcssalian Herod, l. s.

history, scattered among- antient writers, that the Amphictyonic xen'ana'b

council was far from equal to its oifice: even in the immediate 1- 6- init.

neighborliood of its session, even among the Thessahans themselves, q^^^'

it could not prevent wars, it could not humanize the virulent and I'^'usan. 1. in.

. . . , . . . c. 1.

destructive s])iiit of Grecian hostility. Nevertheless it will not fol-

low that, because many and great evils escai)ed or overbore its prevent-

ing power, it therefore prevented none. Benefits to mankind, we have

had occasion to observe, far less than troubles, ingage the notice of re-

corders of events. What benefits, unnoticed by historians, may have

resulted iVom the Amphictyonic institution, may perhaps best be con-

jectured from a view of tlie evils of which report has reached us, Mhcu

no superintending poMcr lias interfered with the animosities, arising

among the unnumbered little self-governed states of Greece.

In the more powerful and eminent republics, even those called

imperial, through deficient administration of law, frequent sedition,

danger almost unceasing from forein enemies, we have seen the safety

and quiet of private life was always highly precarious; and yet, wher-

ever we catcli any light on the smaller and obscurer states, we disco\-cr

only greater uncertainty, and generally an uneasicr lot. The province

of Phocis, bordering Boeotia on the west, was -a mountainous country,

comprizing the southern part of the loft}- and craggy range of Par-

nassus, with its rugged appendages ; itself a branch iVom the vast mass

of mountains, Q-'.ta, Othrys, and various other names, on the confines

of Thessaly and F>pirus. One small plain, called sometimes Crissa?an,

sometimes Cirrhaian, bordering on the bay, was of renowned ferti-

lity, but of extent scarcely six miles square. Through the rest of the

country, cultivation and population were confined to narrow dales, Milh

each its torrent stream, and each its town ; so inclosed by mountain-

crags,
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crags, that the torrent's course alone afFortlcd means for a practicable

road. The people, divided thus into portions by natural barriers, allac-

fitrah. 1.0. know Icocd a political connection, revered for its antiquity, and valued
Pausa.i.l.lO. ,.."?.' ' ,..,.'

tor its ol)vious advantages ; eveiy town sending its deputies to a general

council, wliich, as a common arbiter, might compose injurious dis-

putes, and, in common danger, miglit provide means of common de-

fence. The municip.ll government of every town, nevertheless, ruled

its valley with soverein authority; and not unfrequently, in spite of

the superintending council, made war on its neighbor. This incon-

venient sovereinty intitled each town to the appellation of poms, M-hich

PaujAD.1. 10. we render commonly city; and so, in this small and little populous

province, were twenty-two cities.

Among these, the early and lasting importance of Delphi, arising

from its oracle, has occurred for frequent mention. The population

assembled there, and the great concourse of occasional visitants, occa-

sioning demands which the rugged Delphian territory could not

supply, gave new value to the rich Crissasan plain at hand. Two small

Strab. 1. «/. seaports, on the verge of that plain, Crissa and Cirrha, florished, not

only by the produce of their lands, but still more by the maritime

commerce to which Delphi gave occasion. This commerce the cir-

cumstances of the adjoining shores inabled them to command. For

the bottom of the bay, where stood those towns, alone afforded con-

venient landing ; the sides were abrupt and rocky, and the mountainous

coast of the Corinthian Gulph, far eastward and westward, denied a

port for those arriving by sea, and a road for passing by land ; so that,

not only the maritime commerce of Delphi, but the approach of

strangers, numerous from Peloponnesus, depended upon the people of

Crissa and Cirrha.

These advantages, after a season of prosperity, produced the ruin of

both towns. With increasing wealth the spirit of rivalship between

them became violent; and due restraint from the defective political

system of Phocis failing, war followed, as between inde])endent states.

Crissa used victory vith the intemperance Mhicli we have seen com-

mon among the Grecian republics, and Cirrha was utterly destroyed.

The rivalship of these towns had been a common benefit to the

JO Greek

p. 418, +19.
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Greek nation, interested in the oracle of Delphi. As soon as it was

removed by the destruction of Cirrha, tlie Crissa;ans proceeded to use

their advantages, with no more moderation toward all others than

toward their vanquished enemy. The exorbitance of their exactions,

both upon tlie commercial and the personal intercourse with the sacred

city, at length excited extensive indignation through Greece. Ac-

cusation was formally preferred against them before the Amphicfyons,

then holding their session only at Therniopyla;. The council issued a

proclamation for a sacred war, a kind of crusade, against Crissa, ex-

horting all Greece to arm, in the cause, as it was called, of the god.

"The Thessalians took the leading part; and their general, Eurylochus,

commanding the sacred army, for such was the title it assumed, retali-

ated upon Crissa the destruction of Cirrha.

It seems probable that the claims of the anticnt Thessalian kings,

whose power, according to all accounts of the early ages, was respected

widely over Greece, were asserted by Eurylocluis as his pretension

for the chief command of the sacred army; and that he used the

authority, acquired by his success, for conmiitting the superintendency

of the temple of Delphi and its treasury to the Amphictyons, whence

their vernal session was thereafter held at Delphi. Pretences, that

might appear plausible for a conqueror, were not wanting ; for the

Thessalians were always considered as in some degree the fathers

of the Greek nation, and the Amphictyons as from time immemorial

its representatives. Nor can the restoration of the town of Cirrha,

which we find was restored, be attributed to any other with such

apparent probability as to Eurylochus. While then concord and

good government inabled the Thessalian administration to exert the

united strength of the country, Phocis would be in a great degree -

subject to Thessaly. But Herodotus, unconnected as his account*

are, shows divisions aud weakness in the Thessalian political system,

ample to account for its failure to maintain its superiority. The

Cirrhaeans therefore, florishing in their restored city, and unre-

strained in the unrivalled injoyment of the same advantages which

had given prosperity and insolence to Crissa, forgot the lessons of

adversity, and ef]ually abused those advantages. Arms being at

Vol. IV. S s length
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length taken or threatened, under authority of tlie Amphictyons,

/Tsch.decor. against them, they carried their impious violence so far as to attack

the temple itself of Delphi.

Of the numerous states interested in the temple and its appendages,

none at this time commanded so much respect as Athens, under the ad-

ministration of its great legislator Solon. The insuing interference of

the Athenian government, and the success of Solon in the command of

Cli. 5. 8. 3. of the sacred army, have been formerly noticed. Arrangement, necessarily

to folloAV, would of course be much in his power; and he is said to have

settled the difficult business so as to give extenfive satisfaction through

the Greek nation.

Of Solon's legislation for the Amphictyonic assembly, precise

information has been transmitted only in regard to one matter,

but that very important. The form of the Amphictyonic oath,

;Eschin. de as it remained in the time of ^schines, and as it has been given

c»T .fs 3*of '" treating of the origin and constitution of the council, was, ac-

thisllist. cording to that orator, settled by Solon. What has been altogether

the tenor of his regulations, may perhaps nevertheless be gathered

from circumstances. The Amphictyonic council being in so large a

proportion composed of representatives of the states of Thessaly, a

Tliessalian legislator Avould be likely to propose extension of its

political authority, which, on the contrary, a member of any of

the southern Grecian states would rather abridge. Athens and

Sparta would not be disposed to commit their interests to the votes

of Perrhajbians, Magnetes, CEta^ans, Phthiots, Malians, and other

obscure people, with names hardly knoNvn in Grecian history.

Solon then, respected as he M^as for his legislative wisdom, and

powerful at the head of the victorious sacred army, could little hope

for such influence among the many republics of divifled Greece,

as to procure their admission of a new authority, to have a direct

controul over all the political concerns of the nation, even under the

best and most equitable constitution that could be devised. Aware

of his deficiency, he seems to have legislated for the general good

of Greece, with the same wisdom and the same temper which are attri-

buted to him in his legislation for his own commonwealth. Avoiding

n to
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to grasp at that best which could not be attained, he earned the just

gratitude of his country, by doing the best that its circumstances

would bear. After him, the Amphictyonic council seems no longer

to have claimed that direct political autliority, apparently intended in

its institution, but impossible, as Greece was politically constituted,

to be carried advantageously into effect. lie gave it however great

power and importance, of a less invidious kind, and therefore, as

circumstances stood, more really useful. By securing to it, with the

general consent of the Grecian republics, the presidency of the temple

of Delphi, he strengthened that bond of union, a common attachment

to a common religion, which principally held the Greeks, in their several

republics, in any degree together as one people. At the same time,

by providing more certain protection for the Delphian treasury, he

gave a security, far the best that the circumstances of the times would

admit, and altogether a wonderful security, to a national bank : he

gave firmer establishment to that quadrennial respite from war among
the republics, the armistice for the Pythian games ; and he restored

and extended respect for that beneficial law of nations, which was

sanctioned by the Amphictyonic oath.

But a farther alteration, of considerable importance in the con-

stitution of the Amphictyonic assembly, evidently not the measure of

a Thessalian, may, apparently, Mith most probability, be referred to

Solon. Originally every Amphictyonic city sent only one represen-

tative, whose title of Pylagoras, indicating no reference to religious

affairs, marked simply that he was charged with the interests of his

republic in the assembly held at Pylas, otherwise Thermopylse. After-

ward an additional member was sent from every city, with the title of

Ilieromnemon; marking that he was charged with the religious concerns

of his republic and of the nation ; and he was honored with priority

of rank. We have formerly seen it of the temper of the republics of

Solon's time, and after him, to be jealous of committing any important

office to a single person ; an embassy scarcely ever, and even the com-

mand of an army seldom, was intrusted to one man. The innovation

which doubled the number of the Amphictyons, and marked, by a new

s s a title,
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title, the special dcoignation of tlie new members to the charge of sacred

matters, giving them also priority or rank, seems to have been judi-

ciously adapted to obviate jealousy of political designs, and to lead

those rq)ublics, formerly careless of their Amphictyonic rights, or

perhaps adverse to Amphictyonic pretensions, to concur in supporting

an institution so little threatening any evil, and so much promising

great advantages.

The account given by Herodotus of the treasure deposited at Delj)ht

by the king of Lydia, coter.iporary with Solon, Croesus, however

niin"led with tales of superstition, and carrying, otherwise, on first

view, perhaps some appearance of extravagance, may not be unde-

Ch. 6. s. 1. of serving of attention here. When that prince became ap])rehensive

this riibt. ^p ^YiQ result of the contest, in which he Avas going to be in-
luron. I. 1.

. .

c.46.&seq. o-af>-ed with the mighty conqueror of the Assyrian empire, he sent

deputations to consult the more celebrated oracles, known in that part

of the world, Delphi, Dodona, and others, in Greece, BranchkliB in

Ionia, and the temple of Ammon in Africa. We have seen it difficult,

and perhaps impossible, to gather in Xenophon's account of consulta-

tions of oracles and forebodings of sacrifices, by himself and by his

master Socrates, what should be attributed to superstition, and wliat to

policy. Not less difficulty will be expected in an account, from Hero-

dotus, of the consultation of oracles by a king of Lydia of the age of

Solon. But it seems nevertheless sufficiently evident that Croesus had

more in view, than meerly to obtain the guidance or assurance of pro-

phecy. He gave a decided preference to the oracle of Delphi, the

historian says, because he had proof of its prophetical powers, which

intitled it to such preference. This was between himself and, at most,

a very fcAv others. But the matter public and notorious, was that he

sent a very great treasure to Delphi; thus decisively showing that,

whatever he thought of the several oracles, hejudged, from the accounts

brought to him by his ministers, and perhaps from personal com-

munication with Solon, who is said to have resided some time at his

court, that the temple of Delphi was the safest bank.

His manner of proceeding also, on the occasion, as it is reported by

tlie
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the liistorian, may deserve notice. He made a most magnificent Herod. 1. 1.

sacrifice; the number of cattle slain, great and small, being three
^'

^
'

thousand. At the same time, and with the same pretence of a pious of-

fering to the gods, were committed to the flames, of his own, and of the

wealthy Lydians, who were persuaded to follow their king's example,

furniture and utensils of gold and silver, to a great amount, with

much costly apparel, purple robes and rich hahiliaments of various kinds.

But in this sumptuous oblation there seems to have been little, beside the

apparel of luxury, lost to the use of men ; and nothing done without a

political and economical purpose. The feast of victhns would con-

ciliate the goodwill of the Many, and the whole ceremony was calculated

to infuse hope of divine protection, both much wanted for the coming

trial. The gold and silver were so disposed among the flames, that, as

they melted, they were cast into the form most commodious for carriage

and store, that of ingots, or, in the Greek phrase, bricks. Much of the

common temptation of the age, for invading armies, was thus removed,

perhaps with the least waste that easily might be. ' The ingots,' says

the historian, ' were some six palms long, fonie three, and all one pahn

* hi thickness. The whole number was a hundred and seventeen, of

' which four were pure gold, each Mcighing a talent and a half, the

* otliers of white gold (perhaps gold mixed with silver) each weighing

' two talents '. Cra'sus made besides a figure of a lion, of pure gold,

• weighing ten talents, which was placed in the temple of Delplii

'upon the half ingots; whence it fell when the temple was burned,

' and it now stands in the Corinthian treasury, reduced in weight

' by the fire to six talents and a half. Croesus sent also to Delphi

* tw o very large vases, one of gold, tlie other of silver, which were

' also moved when the temple was burned, and the golden weighing

'eight talents and a half and twelve mines, now stands in the

' Chizomenian treasury ; the silver, holding six hundred amphors,

'stands in the corner of the vestibule. In this the Delphians mix
' the wine at the feast of the Theophanits, or manifestations of

'the gods. It is said to have been made by the Samian. Theo--

' The talent was. about fifty-seven poumis Troy.—Arbuthnot on Weijjht and Measures..

' dorus.;,
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' dorus ; and I believe it ; for it is of no ordinary workmanship.

' Crcesus sent, moreover, four silver barrels, v. hich are in the Corin-

* thian treasury. He dedicated also a golden and silver ewer, of

' which tlie golden bears an inscription attributing it to the Laccd*-

' monians. But this was done with the desire of gratifying the Lace-

' djemonians, by a Dcljjhian whose name I know, but will not tell.

* The boy, through whose hand the water runs, is a dedication of the

'Lacedaemonians; but neither of the ewers. He sent moreover a

* small figure of gold, three cubits high, and veiy many other things of

* smaller note, ornaments of liis queen's person, necklaces and various

* toys. Beside these deposits at Delphi, he sent to the temple of

' Apollo Ismenius at Thebes, a shield and a spear, with its furniture, all

Herod. 1. 1. ' of solid gold, and a golden tripod. All these things remained to my
' time, but many others have been lost. The golden oxen at Ephesus,

* and most of the columns, were also oftering-s of Croesus ; and his dedi-

* cations in the temple of Apollo at Branchidoe, in the Milesian terri-

' tory, are said to be nearly equal in value, and nearly of the same

* kind, with those deposited at Delphi.'

The transport of such treasure to Delphi must have been difficult

and hazardous, and to draw thence, when occasion might rc(juirc, not

obviously easy. Accordingly little, if any, seems ever to have been

withdrawn by the proper owner. The communication with Branchidse

was comparatively ready ; but if the Lydian kingdom fell, the Milesian

republic would not be likely to avoid the conqueror's power, and

therefore the prudent king seems so to have divided his wealth ; a policy

Ch. 28. s. 9. in which we have seen Xenophon, in later times, following his example.

Nevertheless it appears that the liberality of Cyius, and the fidelity of

those under him, left the treasur}- of Branchidaj untouched, so that the

deposits of Croesus there were matter for question, as we have formerly

seen, among the Asian Greeks, when they afterward revolted against

Darius. Such a treasure, as Crcesus sent to Delphi, would not be

committed to a place the object of a sacred war, or any place not

supposed of rather peculiar security. The fame of a recent arrange-

ment widely satisfactory, as that attributed to Solon, would on the

contrary

of ihis Hist.
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contrary be most likely to recommend Delphi to the preference which

it obtained.

To return to the Amphictyonic council, how the power of

voting was distributed, and in what way the business was ma-

naged, tho some account remains from ./Eschines, that might

suffice for the Athenian people, is far from being now in all points

clear. It rather seems however that the representatives of each of the

twelve nations, or races, of Amphictyonic people, had their separate

poll, Avhere the majority of votes of individuals decided the vote of

the race, or nation, and that the decree of the council was decided by

a majority of votes of races, or nations, and not of individuals.

iEschines says expressly that, for the Ionic name, the towns of Eretria

in Euboea, and Priene in Lesser Asia, the former rarely independent,

the other often subject to a Persian satrap, were each equal to imperial

Athens; and for the Dorian, the obscure village-republics of Doriuni

and Cytinium, among the mountains of Doris, were each a balance to

Lacedxmon, holding nearly half Peloponnesus as its own territory, and

commanding all Greece besides*.

When the Lacedzemonians had established that ascendancy among

the Greeks, Avhich already in Solon's time they were beginning to

acquire, they found the matters, over which the Amphictyonic council

presided, highly interesting to them, but the council itself, on account

of the great preponderancy of the Thessalian and other northern votes

in it, not readily within their influence. The silence of historians^ con-

*jEscl)ines, neglectiiit; <)istinctions which, Phocis. Learned commentators, too often,

for his auditors probably were needless, passing by more important matters, which

uses the word efljo? equally to describe na- really want explanation, waste their inge-

tions or races, as Thessalian, Ionian, Dorian, nuity upon little ones, and sometimes with

and cities, as Laceda.'nion, Atlicns, Cyti- a liaste and negligence that must expose to

nium, Priene. But the manner in which be error, Wolfius would correct the common
opposes the two inferior Ionic towns to reading of vEschines in this place, tm
Athens, and the two Doric to Lacedaemon, Zfirfiia: he says rh 'Zfvifa.Torforfassc: nam
tends to indicate that it was a majority of Eretria F,i/b<ra est: and this Rt-is-ke has

the votes of the twelve races lh:it decided carelessly enough thought worth inserting

the decree of the council ; and this seems in a note of his edition. Eretria -was iu

strongly confirmed by tlie substitution alter- Euboea true enough, but the Eretrians

ward of the one double vote of Macedonia claimed to be lonians, equally wilU the

for the vote of the twenty-two cities of Ery tbrxans of the Asiatic Ionia,

cerning
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ccrning what followed, indicates the prudence which ohviatcd such

disturbance as would force their notice. It is to the geographer we

owe the information, that the resource of the Lacedaemonians was to

Strab. 1.9. take the Delphians under their particular protection, declaring them a

sacred people, dedicated to the god, and therefore independent of the

general council of Phocis, and of all other human authority- Thus

the temj)le and the treasury, of which the Delphians had the inmiediate

charge, were brought efiectually under the power of the Lacedaemonian

government ; and the authority of the Amphictyons was in a large

degree superseded. Yet tho the Phocians could scarcely but consider

this as a great injury, the Lacedaemonians, in whatever way cultivating

their favor, held them so far attached that, throughout the Pelopon-

Ch. 24. s. 4. nesian war, they were among the allies of Lacedjcmon ; and, in the

of this Hist
^^'^^ which followed, between Lacedsemon and Thebes, they still main-

tained the connection, till after the battle of Leuctra. Then Theban

influence, or Theban power, pervading northern Greece, the force of

Cli.57. s. 3. the Phocian towns swelled the army with which Epameinoudas invaded

Laconia. The Phocians, however, who had suffered from the enmity,

and perhaps the injustice of Thebes, seem to have been, of all the

Theban allies, least hearty in the cause. When called upon, nine years

after, for the expedition Mhich ended with the fatal battle of Mantineia,

Ch.28. s. 7. they refused to march; boldly maintaining that the terms of their

fcfihisllist. alliance with Thebes required their contingent only for defensive Mar.

After the death of Epameinoudas, as the patronage of Thebes was less

inviting, so its enmity was less formidable, and thus Phocis became

prepared for renewing its old connection with Lacedaemon.
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S E C T I O N II.

S(afe of Thebes after the Death of Epameinnnchis. Prosecut'ion of

Lacedivmnti by the Thibans in the Court of Amphlctyons. Prose-

cution of Phoein.

The event of the bailie of Mantintia, tlie glory of which accrued

principally to 'J'hcbes, was to no other republic of Greece perhajis so

effectually clisasterous. The loss of such a man as Epameinondas, great

to any state at any time, was rendered singidavly so to Thebes by the

circumstances in which she stood ; with a democratical government,

recently become the head of a confederacy of numerous democratical

governments. In him the Thcban people, in him the allies ofTh bcs

had confided. Eminent men may have survived him : we read of

Paiimiencs, his most confidential friend. But the influence of Epamei-

nondas himself had been sometimes overborne by the adverse or mis-

guided will of the imperial Many, even in lus own city; and the means

he possessed to command, so extensively o,ver Greece, that res])ect which

had inablcd him to hold so many little Jealous republics in union and

energv, could pass immediately to no talents. Thebes nevertheless

retained a high situation among the Grecian states; regarded still, iho

vith diminished attachment, as the liead of a great and glorious con-

federacy. Nor did the popular |)ride, founded on the consciousness of

admired actions and increased estimation, in any degree f lil ; and tlie

popular ambition, which had maintained corresponding growth, and

the popular hatred of LacedaMuon, which was of nuich elder birth,

remained in full vigor.

The party ruling in Thebes, the same whlih had bceir tlie party of

Epameinondas, maia'aincd tlu fiiendly intercfjursc in TlRssal\, which

had been formed or conlirmcd by Pcloiiidas; and the Tiieban piity in cii. 0". s.4..

'J'hessaly was that with which the Macedonian reii>iiiiig funily had '^/'''. -,**= *•
•^

.

!^ ^ -^ of ling Ili»l.

friendly connection, the party adverse to llie tyrant tagus, Alexander

of PheriC, the ally of Alliens. It was become almost habitual l(;r Ahicc-

^'oI.. iV. T T donia
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donia to be allied with Athens and Thebes alternately; so that, if the

conneetion of Macedonia M'ith Thebes was not already renewed, the

breach \>ith Athens would have cleared the way for its renewal. On
this view of things the Theban leaders appear to have rested, in a

project for making the Amphictyonic council an instrument of their

ambition and revenge ; of power to obviate the decay of their political

influence, and balance the failure of their military talents.

Injured as Thebes had formerly been by Laccda;mon, revenge had

been so largely taken, that it might have been just, not less than wise,

to have forborne pressing it farther. One king, and a greater number

ef the Lacedaemonian people, than in any war within tradition, had

paid the forfeit of their lives; empire, and the hope of empire were

overthrown, mucli teiritory lost, the rest plundered and wasted, the,

capital itself insulted, the glory of the Lacedaemonian name tarnished.

Unsatisfied M'it.h this splendid vengeance of their predecessors, and

impotent to emulate it, the Theban government instituted a prose-

Diofl.l. 16. cution in the court of the Ampliictyons against Lacedsnion, for

Pausaii 1 10. *^^^ ^^^ crime, so already punished, of seizing the citadel of Thebes.

*-^- That court, now little fit for what the Theban leaders would assert

its pretension to be, the great council of the Greek nation, pro-

nounced against the Lacedaemonian people, in their humiliation, a

sentence which too evidently it would not have ventured against them

vigorous in uncurbed guilt : it condemned them in a fine, according to

Diodorus, of five hundred talents, near a hundred thousand pounds

sterling, to be paid to the god. iJut, reduced as Lacetliemon was,

neither the Amphictyons, nor the Thebans as their vice-gerents, could

inforce obedience to the sentence. The time was passed wlun all

northern Greece could be united under Theban banners, to march into

Peloponnesus, and be joined by half the peninsula itself to invade

Laconia. The fine therefore, remaining unpaid, was, after a limited

time, according to the Amphictyonic law, doubled, and equally

remained unpaid '.

In

' The time, \vhen this prosecution was years, and by Pausanias not at all. The
iiisi.tilted, is very loosely iiulicattd by Dio- omission of all notice of it by Xeiiophou

dorus, relating the fact twice, uuderdilferent afiords strong pi-esuniptiou that it was poste-

5 lior
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la these measures the Theban leaders appear to have had no view to

immediate contest in arms with Lacedcemon ; whose inability to attack

them they knew; sensible also of the deficiency of tlieir own means

for carrying war to the farther end of Peloponnesus. Cut exciting

embarrassment for the Laceda3monians, and maintaining and extend-

ing the animosity of other states against them, would be useful and

even necelVary toward the success of an entevprize they had projected,

less glorious, but safer_, and teeming with great means for farther enter-

prize. Tlie people of the little bordering province of Phocis, always ill-

affected toward Thebes, were always for that, if for no other reason, dis-

posed to maintain connection with Lacedsmon, and also with Athens

Avhcn hostile to Thebes. Beyond the Phocians, westward, was the

country of the Ozolian Locrians ; always at variance with them, and for

that, if for no other reason, friendly to Thebes. Northward was Doris,

also of the Theban alliance ; but a corner of Phocis stretched on beyond

Doris, north-eastward, to Thermopylie and the border of Thessaly.

Between the Phocians and Thessalians, from the time of the old sacred Herod. 1. s.

Avars, enmity had subsisted, such that not even by heralds was com- '

'^

'

munication allowed between them. Hence it seems to have been that

t1ic Thessalian interest in the Amphictyonic council was given readily

to Theban purposes. The Athenians then could not assist Phocis

but across the Theban territory, nor without exposing Attica. Lace-

da-mon was yet more liable to have its support intercepted. The

confederacy of the two might indeed be formidable, if their combined

energies were exerted ; but it \\ as known that the party generally pre-

vailing among the Athenians, was utterly indisposed to any cordial

cooperation with Laccdsemon. Phocis therefore, excluded by sur-

rounding enemies from friendly succour seemed, for the power of

Tlicbes, an easy conquest. Delphi, with its oracle, perhaps no small

advantage, but with its treasury too, certainly a very great one, would
,

rior to tlie term of his history, and cf course work. Diodorus has in one place (c. 2,?.

not a iiieasure of Epameiuoiidas. It may 1. lb'.) named live hundred talents as tlie

liaxe been among the circnnistiHiccs of amount of the fine assessed on Laceda-nion,

trouble and confusion wiiicli Xtuoplion in the other (c. 'i<).) a ihousiiud, meaning,

lived to see, and with the mention of which, in the latter plate, apparently the doubled

in general wordE, be concludes his hiblorical fuic.

T T '2 thus
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Dioci. 1. iS. thus be at the mercy of" the Theban rulers. According to Diociorus

the vahie of the precious nu-tais, at tliis time lyins^ in the several

treasuries of Delpiii, for e\ery considerable republic had its separate

treasury, or se|jarale apartment in tiie treasury, exceeded a thousand

talents, two millions sterling. Of this, the riches deposited by Crwsus

king of I.ydia seem to have remained yet the largest portion, and

the historian seems to have considered thcni as unimpaired. But the

far more exact Herodotus assures us that, even in his time, there had

been, beside loss by the burning of the temple, other losses. >sever-

theless the treasure altogether at Delphi was, according to all accounts,

•such that we might perhaps more reasonably wonder it had lain so long

inviohttc, unless by small purloinings, than that at length it should be-

come an object of ajipetency among tiie contending states of Greece.

That it was now the object of the Theban rulers is asserted equally by

Demosth. de Demosthencs, at the head of one party in Athens, and by Isocrates, at

Ison-. oi. iuV the headOf tlie opposing party ; and transactions, as far as they are

Phih])jj. niade known to us, mostly by writers favoring the Theban cause, are

•generally of a tendency to confirm, and never to refute the impu-

tation.

\\ ilh this then their great object, a pretence for war w ith Phocis,

but especially a pretence to be sanctioned by a decree of the Amphic-

tyons, with Amphictyonic law for its ground, was desirable. No
violation of the common law, or law of nations of the Greeks, such as

that notorious of the Laceda^iionians, in seizing the Theban cita-

del, could be imputed to the Phocians. Ingenious policy ne\'erlhe-

less discovered, in an obscure tradition, foundation for a charge, Mliitli

might possibly even better answer the purpose; a charge of oflVnce

against the common religion of Greece. Various instances are found

of such consecration of land to some deity, that all disturbance of the

soil for tillage, or whatever purpose, afterward, was esteemed highly

Cli. 21. s. 1. sacrilegious. In Attica we have observed consecrated olive-trees, whose

cHliib Hist'
^'"''^ ^^"^^ l^g''^"y brought to use, \s hile to break the earth, as far as the

roots might spread, was utterly foriidden. Here offence against the

sacrt'dness of the s^round was the concern onlv of the stale in whose

territory it lay. Hut often the bordciing lands of neighboring repub-

lics
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lies were made the nominal property of a deity, and there were some

consecrations of groiinil in which all Greece was interested. It seems

probable that these consecrations did not originate from superstition,

but rallier from a v isc and beneficent policy, calling superstition to its

aid. 1 he advantage of the consecration of olive-trees we liave already

noticed; and that of giving the estimation of holy land to the borders

of jarring states, is obvious ; especially where no indelible features of

nature marked the boundary. On the soil then whose sacredness was

placed under the common protection of the whole nation, as great part

of mount Parnassus, the unfortunate exile from any state might find

security of person, wlien lie could find it nowhere else. But, as often

happens of human institutions, what Mas originally good became bad,

by excess, by perversion, or by meer change of eircumstances. Land

Avas sometimes consecrated, not under a blessing, but under a curse;

and then pasturage, and all use of any of its productions, was held

impious.

A vague report, of uncertain foundation, seems to have obtained

some ext(nt of credit in Greece, that, after one of the sacred wars,

doubtful which, the C'inha-an district of the rich vale of Crissa had

been consecrated by the.Ampliictyons, to the god of Delphi ; under a

heavy curse against any who should convert it to any luiman, or, as it

was called, profane use. In all slates the interest of powerful indivi-

duals will be too much interfering with the public intciest, but most

in the two congenial governments, as Aristotle calls them, simple or

absolute monarchy, and simple or al)solute democracy ; and more in

others as they more apjiroach those extremes. It is to Aristotle also

we owe report of a private quarrel, which gave immediate origin

to a war involving the interests of all the republics of the Greek

nation. A wealthy heiress in Phocis, of'l'heban extraction, sought A,istot.

in marriage by a Theban of an eminent family, was won bv a ''"'"•'• '•

Phociun. 'Ihe disappointed Theban. unable to revenge himself by Duris. ap.

I
.

I
. .

I ,
. , , . ,, I

Allien. 1. 1.3.

any measures against ins nidn idual rival, proposed to use the ready
c. i.i).5()0,

enmity of his fellowcitizens against the Phocian people, as the in-

strument of his private passion, 'i iie purpose of oj)[)ressing Phocis,

and, through the Delphian treasury and Amphiclyouic decrees,

commanding
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commanding Greece, appears to have been already extensively

cherished; but the decisive measure of prosecuting the Phocian

people in the Amphictyonic court, tor sacrilege committed by culti-

vation and pasturage on the accursed Cirrhican land, is attributed to

the disappointed lover*.

The fact asserted as the foundation of this prosecution, that the

Cirrhsean land ever had been consecrated or accursed by the Am-
phictyons, or any other competent authority, appears to have been

Panjan.]. 10. utterly doubtful. That diligent antiquarian, Pausanias, whose curi-

osity the question ingaged some ages after, assures us that those

writers, who insisted on it, contradicted one another ; some asserting

that it followed the sacred war in which Solon commanded the sacred

army, wliile others ascribed it to the earlier age, when the Thessalian

general Eurylochus destroyed Crissa. His honest conclusion then is

that he was unable to satisfy himself, from any documents remaining in

his time, whether the Phocians, in cultivating' the Cirrhasan land, had

committed an)"^ transgression. It lemains however reasonably ascer-

tained, that this land had been used by the Phocians from time be-

yond certain memory, and was become necessary to the subsistence

of the actual population ; and that, tho it was the right and the duty of

every Amphictyon to demand the execution of the Amphictyonic law,

most especiall}' against all profanation, yet neither memory of man, nor

record of the court, could be produced to show that any notice had

ever before been taken of the use of the Cirrhcean laud as a ])rofanation.

Nevertheless, the Thessalian interest among the Aniphictyons concur-

ring with the Theban, a decree was made, declaring ' that the Cirrluean

' land had been devoted, that the Phocians must immediately cease to

' use it, and pay a fine,' the amount of which the decree stated'.

When we meet wi*}) sucli anecdotes as sanias, it appears, so marked the preponde-

th'i!^, warranted by two unconnected coteni- rancy of the Thessalian interest among the

poraries, such as Aristotle and Duris, they Aniphictyons, and llii; invet< rate enmity of

must be intiiled to respect. We might the Thessalian people toward the Phocians,

better know how to form some opinion of that he doubted if the oppressive dc-ree was

many, fome of them much stranger anec- not a Thessalian measure. But the train of

dotes, related by writers under the Roman bitlory enough shows, even without the

empire, if they would all, like AlhtniBus, corroborating tettimonies of Ariitotle and

have informed us whence they had them. Duris, tliat the Thebans, using the Thcssa-

' Accounts remaining in the time of Pau- lians, were the real leaders in the business.

In
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In the Inng- desuetude of all interference of the Amphictj-onic

council, and inforccment of the Amphictyonic law, in any momentous

concerns of the Grecian republics, it seems to have fallen into d lubt,

if indeed it was ever clearly decided, M-hether fines decreed sliould be

imposed on the state, whose government should tlien proceed to ascei'-

tain and assess the ( riminal individuals, or whctlier the council itself

should not make tlie incpiiry, and direct its vengeance only against

those reillly implicated in the imputed guilt. The Amphictyonic oath

may seem to imply the latter ; but the council took the method in itself

easier, and far nu)st accommodated to the purpose of the Thtban

leaders, making the Phocian government responsible. Much uneasi-

ness was excited, but the fine remained unpaid, and the land continued

to be used. On the expiration of the appointed time, the fine, as before

on Laceda?mon, was, by a new decree, doubled, and the increased

severity of the law only excited a stronger disposition to evade or resist

its execution.

S E C T I O N III.

Decrees of the Amphictyovs against Lafeda"mo7i and Phocis. Alarm

of the Phocians. Pliilomelus General of the Phocians. Support

j'rttm Laccdtemon to Phocis. Expulsion of the Amphictyons J'rom

Delphi.

The Theban leaders were disappointed in their hope of exciting a

general readiness in their confederacy for their meditated war. The

strength of Bocotia might have sufficed to overwhelm Phocis, but

they feared the jealousy of their allies, sliould ihcy move in llie

inyidious business without them. Recurring therefore again to the
J3, c 3,55.

Aniphictyons, the hatred of the Thcssalians toward the Phocians ^!- '0(). 2.

,.
iMoi. 1. It).

standing instead of zeal for the purpose of the Thcbans, they obtained c. 'iz.

a decree declaring that all Amphictyonic states, guilty of so pcrtina-
^'*"^*"'

cious a contempt of tiie Amphictyonic law, as, after the duplication of

a fine imposed, to let the limited time pass, without any measures for

payment,
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pjiymcnt, forfcitfd all their lands- to the /od ; and that accordingly all

the lands of tlie Laceditimonians and Phocians were forfeited. A pro--

claination followed, in the manner of those of the crusades of after-

times, admonishing the Greek nation ' that it behooved every state and
' every man, as tlicy hoped for divine favor, or would avoid divine

' wrath, to do their utmost toward carrying the decree into strict

' execution.'

The Phocians now apprehending the long-lhreatcned storm ready to

burst upon them, dismay pervaded their vallies. They had always

maintained the reputation of brave and good soldiers. But to the

might of Thebes and its confederacy, or even of Boeotia alone, their

collected strength bore no proportion. Their government, moreover,

had no practice in the conduct of a great contest; they had been

accustomed to act only in the subordinate situation of auxiliaries ; nor

had Phocis ever given a splendid character to the list of Grecian war-

riors or politicians. In such circumstances, if there is nut a man already

eminent, ready to ingage popular confidence, vigor in public measures

is hardly possible. Such a man however was fortunately ready in

Aristot ut Philomelus, against whose family the private enmity, wliich gave imme-

diate spring to llie public measures of the Thebans, had been directed.

In the congress of the Phocian cities, assembled to deliberate, on the

critical circumstances of the country, Philomelus maintained, ' that a

' firm resistance to the oppressive decree of the Amphictyons was not

' less just than necessary, nor only just, but a religious duty; and
' if the Phocian people would coniide in him, he IkkI no doubt of

' making it sufcessriil. V.'JKit \\;is tiie mercy to be expected, to

' uhich some, with ill-juilging tiiniditv, proposed to trust, might

' readily be estimated. The very amount of the line, utterly over-

' proportioned to tlie imputed crime, even were the imputed crime real,

* would suiiiciently show it. But no such ciime h:id been committed :

* the Cirrhitan land never had been devoted: their ambitious and

' implacable enemies, adding new to old injuries, proposed nothing less

' tliaii their ultcr ruin : they would rob I hem now of laiul necessary to

' their subsistence, while the\ r((|uiie(l of t'lem a line, not onlv unjustly

' imposed, but beyond tlieir means to j)ay. Long ago they robi)ed

' them

ant

Diod. &
Pausaii. ut

ant.
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* them of the presidency of the temple and oracle of Delphi, ah^'ays of

* riglit theirs, and never, of any right, committed to the Amphictyons.

' Possession, wrongful possession, was the only ground of claim the

' 'Amphictyons could show; whereas tradition, the most authoritative,

' recorded by the great poet, to whose works all Greece had always

* most deferred for its antient history, reckoned Delphi, by its well-

' known and unquestionable description, the rocky Pytho, among the

' Phocian towns*. The Phocians then, and not their oppressors, had

' a holy cause to maintain. It behooved them to exert themselves, and

* they might most reasonably hope for the divine blessing upon their

' endevors.' The assembly accepted the argument; and the supreme

direction of the military and political aflairs of all the Phocian cities

was committed to Philomelus, with the title of general autocrator.

The fulmination of the Amphictyons, diligently spred over Greece,

produced little of the effect the Thebans desired. Curiosity and

conversation were extensively excited; as about old matter, nearly

buried in oblivion, and now brought forward as of new interest.

In some places warm public discussion insued ; but still as of

facts questionable, with reasoning on them uncertain. Neverthe-

less the crisis for Phocis, were the contest to be only with the

Amphictyons and with Thebes, was highly formidable. But Philo-

melus, in persuading his fellowcountrymen to resistance, had not

relied solely on the narrow means of Phocis. The interest of Lace-

da^mon, of Athens, of all Greece, to prevent the Thebans from be-

coming masters of Delphi, was obvious. The great advantage how-

ever, wliich Philomelas saw, was what the imprudence of the Tiieban

leaders gave, in making the cause of Phocis and of Lacedtrmon so

completely one. He resolved therefore to proceed immediately to

communicate in person with the Lacedaemonian government, leaving

the defence of Phocis, if in the interval it should be attacked, weak

in troops, but strong by its rocks and mountains, to his brothers

Onomarchus and Phayllus.

Avtuf (puxr.ut Xx^^'"'; xai E»rirfo^05 vfx",
Oi Ku%dfiMif Tpjo*, nuf)ut»'7i iet[fiti<rcra,t. Hum, II. 1, i*. V. ilT.

Vol. IV. U u The
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The king of Lacedffiiiion, Archiclamus, son of Agesilaus, appears

to have been, according to all antient-testimony, except what has

come from sources evirlently tainted with party malice, one of the

most res]jectable characters of his age ; not of shining talents, but of

much courage and firmness, and, like Archidamus his grandfather, in

the phrase of Thucydides, a wise and moderate man'. Philomelus v,-as

Diod. 1. 16. well received by tlie Lacedajaionians generally, but especially by

Pausaii. 1.10. Archidamus. To prevent Phocis from becoming an accession to tlic

dominion, and an instrument of the ambition and animosity of Thebes,

was itself of important interest for Laceda^mon. Yet even this was

little, compared with the obvious consequences, that, not the oracle

only of Delphi, so interesting to Grecian superstition, would be in

their power, but the treasury, tlie great national bank of Greece, would

become the fund for means to destroy Lacedcemou and overbear the

Greek nation. Whether through the dititicuUy of keeping the counsels

of a democratical government secret, this purpose became dcmon-

Dcmosth. de strated, or rumor, to which Demosthenes and Isocrates have equally

Isocr or^ld given, authority, arose and gained credit on probability onl3', the cir-

Philipp. cumstanccs appear to have been such as to. excite, on most reasonable

ground, very alarming suspicion. Scarcely more than ten years before,

Ch.2S. s.f). the Olympian treasury, probably mucii less rich than the Delphian, but
ct lui list.

jjj^,.ji|y ijgjj j^.,g sacred, had been plundered by the Arcadians, allies of

Thebes. Epameinondas, so famed for virtue, was then at the head of

the Theban government
;
yet the Arcadians neither lost the alliance of

Thebes, nor, as far as appears, even incurretl any censure from tlie

Theban g-overnmcnt, for a sacrilege so extensively injurious. Were

then the Theban government only as little sciupulous now, as when the

virtuous Epameinondas presided in it, the Delphian treasury could not

be considered but as in very great danger.

* 'Anf ItviTot Joxir ir»ai xcu vu^ftit. liim tliat; in the very difficult circumstaiicrs

Thucyd.1.1. C.79.& ch.lS. s. 5. of this Hist, of his reign, with party raging as it did

Diodoriis gives the grandson's character throughout Greece, he e;irned praise for

thus: 'AfX'^'f^if— a.ti,f xara iMt rn, rfeirrtyiat all his conduct through life, exec; ling his-

utt Toi »^^(l» Pio> iiraitoviJLifi^ xara ii rJir alliance with the I'hociajis, tlie character of.

xfof ^uKiTf (nitiiaxici' f^tr.t $>,uir^riiuvfiitoi. which it will be the busiuets of the sequel.

Diod. 1. 16. c. 6'Ci. It is much to say for to uufold.

\Vhal3ver;
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'Whatever may have been at tlii.s time the state of parties, or the

influence of Archidamiis in I,acecla?raon, where, often, the kings had

little political weight, it would apparently have been difficult for any

not to concur in the resolution that I'liocis ihould be supported

against the oppression of Thebes. This being decided, what followed,

however otherwise questionable, seems to have been urgently required

by the necessity of the case, that the temple and treasury of Dcljdii, in

danger from the subserviency of the Amphictyons to the Thebans and

Thessalians, should be placed again, as of right, it was asserted, it ought

to be, in cliarge of the common government of the Phocian ])enplc.

But the Lacedajmcuian goveruincut could not easily aflibrd cither men

or money for those purposes. The treasury instituted by Lysander, to

be filled from various tributary states, M'as no more ; and men, on whom

the government might depend, could ill be spared from the defence of

the remaining frontier, and the watch of the disaffected wltliin it; nor

could a Lacedfemonian force perhaps reach Phocis, without fighting its

way through intermediate adverse states. The resource therefore was

to open, in the modern phrase, a subscription, for the supi)ort of the Diofl. 1. iG.

common cause, depending upon that pressing interest, which wealthy

individuals had in supplying the deficient means of government, for

tlie preservation of private property and public order. Archidamus,

accordingly, and Philomclus are said to have contributed, each from his

private fortune, no less than fifteen talents, near three thousand pounds

sterling.

Philomelus having succeeded, perhaps to the utmost of his hope or

beyond it, in his negotiation at Lacedicmon, his next business was

to use the means he had accpiired for raising a mercenary force, to

assist the small strength of Phocis. Opportunity for this abounded;

for beside the common throng of exiles from various republics, the

remission of hostilities, following the battle of Mantineia, had left

numbers of practised soldiers, restless in indigence and ready for adven-

ture. Philomelus, by his emissaries, quickly ingaged between two and

three thousand. These reached the C'orinthian gvdph, without exciting

alarm. The strength of Phocis meanwhile was quietly prepared. The

mercenaries were brought across thegulph at the critical moment; and

u u 2 Delphi,
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Delphi, unfortified, was sutlclenly attacked by a force vainly resisted by

the pai tizans of Thebes, described by the unexplained name of Thracids;

possibly having some reference to the Thracian founders of Grecian

religious ceremonies. Philoniclus and his parly became completely

masters of the place. The property of the Thracids was declared for-

feited for the benefit of the army, which had delivered the temple : the

other Delphians were assured of safety for themselves and their estates,

under the just protection of the common government of Phocis, to

the advantages of which they were restored.

It was apprehended that, upon intelligence of this violence against

the sacred city, rapidly communicated every way, all the neighboring

people under Theban influence, but especially all Boeotia, would have^

been immediately in motion. The measure however had been so

well concerted, and the Theban government was so little prepared

for it, that only the Ozolian Locrians, in unadvised zeal, marched

toward Delphi. Philomelus, informed of their approach, met and easily

overcame them. Occupying then the principal passes of the frontier

with detachments of his army, especially against Locris and Boeotia, he

placed Phocis so far in security, that he could proceed in some (|uiet

to provide for its future government and future defence.
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SECTION IV.

Measures of Philomelus for Defence of Delphi and Phocis : Dif-

ficulties of the Phocians: Jlolence of their Enemies: Oracle:

Manijesto of Philomelus : Disposition of Athens : Disposition of

other States : Allies of Thebes : Barbarity of the Thebans : Reta-

liation : Death of Philomelus.

Philomelus and the governments in concert with which he acted, B C. 357.

a.sserting, as a principle of their conduct, that the authority exercised ^*^^' ^'

by the Amphictyons at Delphi was usurped, and of no legality, it was Diod. 1. 16.

among his first businesses to destroy, with public ceremony, their

decrees agarnst the Phocians and Lacedicmonians, and to deface the

marble which, after the common manner of diplomatical publication

among the Greeks, bore ingraved copies of them for the public eye.

A care more important was at the same time pressing, to obviate, as far

as might be, the alarm his cnterprize might cause among slates not

before hostile to Phocis. Accordingly lie circulated a declaration,

stating, ' tliat he came to Delphi under the just authority of the com-
' nion government of Phocis, for no irreligious or unlawful purpose, but

' to assert the antient indefeasible right of the Phocian people to the

* superin tendency of the temple, and to maintain their laws against •

' the usurpation, and their property against the unjust decrees, of the

' Amphictyons: that, under that superintendency therefore, the

' temple, and its ministers, and the treasures placed in sacred deposit

' there, should be most religiously and zealously protected'.'

Delphi, strong by its situation yet stronger hitherto by the sacred

character of the place, and the deep interest of all Greece in its secu-

lity, had remained unwalled and open. Put being gained now by

aims, those who licld it would of course have to apprehend the use of

• Justin who, among much ab-urd matter, ' animo fereutes, victos armis LacedasiHO-

has some very good sentences, to wliich he ' iiics & Phouenses, quasi purva tuipliciii

has owed his reputation, describes the ori- * ccedibus & rapinis hiitseut, apud coni-

gin of tlie sacred war thus :
' Causa et origo ' mune Grx>ciaj concilium superLe- accusa-

' hujus mail Thebani fuere : qui, cum rernm ' veruiit prorsus quasi post arnm &' beiluiu..

' polirentur, secund.uu forluu.uu inibccillo ' locuui ligibub uliquissent,' 1,8. c. i.

arms
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ain''.s against them. It was therefore among the earliest cares of Phi-

lonieltis to raise fortifications for its belter safety. Meanwhile he was

diligent in arming and training the Phocian people. Like the Greeks

in general of the western higliiands, less familiar willi the jianoply, they

generally excelled in the use of light arms and missile weapons.

Phiiomthis, judiciously avoiding to thwart the popular propensity,

directed his attention to improve their mcthed in the kind of warfare

to which they were liabituated, and which was peculiarly accommo-

dated to their inountainous country: he formed a body of middle-

Diod. 1. 16. armed in the Iphicratean discipline. Nor did the t'empcr of the people

^**': disappoint his hope, Init, on the contrary, the general firmness in

ofihisUist. attachment to him, and readiness to act under his cyders, seemed to

warrant expectation of final success. Shortly, beside the force station-

ar)- in the towns and passes, he had a moving army of five thousand

men.

The inaction of the Thebans, whether owing to wisdom or weakness,

appears to have disappointed and even distressed the Phocians. While

the armies of the Grecian republics, as on various occasions we have

seen, consisted of citizens, the soldier, in defensive war, subsisted on

his own means, with assistance coinmonly from those public means

only which were equally ready to relieve the wants, or promote the

injoyments of the citizen in peace. In offensive Mar ]dunder was

always looked for, as that in the failure of which offensive war could

hardly be prosecuted. When afterward the practice of employing merce-

nary troops obtained, a revenue appropriated to tbe purpose became

indispensable; but still, in offensive war, j)hinderwas always calculated

upon, at least to lessen the call upon the revenue. But the cxpence of a

Tiicrccnary force w hich might inablc the people of the Pliocian vallies

to balance in arms tlie powerful confederacy of Thebes, was so over-

proportioned to its revenue, that when once such a force was raised,

to rest wouUl not be in the choice of the general or the government.

Hence, in the forbearance of the Thebans, Philonulus probably found

offensive measures necessary-. Hitherto Fhocis had been actually

attacked only by the Locrians. In the delay of threatened enterprize

from Thebes therefore, he carried war into their country. Entering it

with
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vith little resistance, his troops made considerable booty. But as he Diod. 1.
16'.

vas carrying it off, the irritated enemy hung upon his rear; and
*^"'^"

chusing well their opportunity among defiles, killed about twenty of

his men, whose bodies he was obliged to leave in their power. As

usual, on such occasions, he sent a herald to request the restoration of

the slain for burial; but he received for answer 'that the common
' law of the Greeks denied burial to the sacrilegious.' Indignation

pervaded his army; but he had influence to check the dangerous

eHcrvescence, and prevailed that the just vengeance should be submitted

to his direction. The enemy's little success increasing their confidence,

he soon found opportunity for advantage over them ; put many to the

sword, compelled tlie rest to flight,, and the dead remained in his power.

Such was then the force of the common notions of the importance of

burial, tliat neither fear nor shame were powerful enough to prevent the

Locrians fiom becoming solicitors to their enemy, for what they had

themselves so lately denied to his solicitation. Philomelus, on con-

dition of receiving his own, did not refuse the Locrians their slain
;

but he proceeded to punish their former insult by prosecuting bis new
success. Advancing again into Locris, he extended plunder to parts

before untouched ; and, conducting his retreat then with caution tauglit

by experience, he led back his army highly gratified witli the expe-

dition.

The command which Philomelus now held of the temple and oracle

and treasury of Delphi, all so interesting to the whole Greek nation,

gave him great means, but rctiuiring unconmion discretion in the use.

The 'J'hebans, and their party throughout Greece, were urging against

him, and all his supporters, the charges of impiety, profanation and

sacrilege. To obtain a response from the oracle, of a tendency to

justify his measures, probably not difficult, would be highly im-

portant, coidd credit be obtained for it. A response of a tenor \ery

favorable to him, did then so gain reccj)tion, that even his enemies,

hopeless to invalidate its authenticity, endevored only to obviate

its force. They asserted that it came from the Pytiioness in an Diod. 1. iS,

ett'usion of auger, indignant at the violence of profane hands, drag-
''•'^'*'

ging her to the tripod ; and they contended for an iuterpietation of
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her wonls, &s applied only to such profanation. But, the Phocian

cause being favoreii by a large part of Greece, including th^ two

powerful republics of Lacedicmou and Athens, an interpretation advan-

tageous to that cause had more general acceptance. Reports, more-

over, of omens ^and prodigies, portending success to it, obtained

popular credit extensively, and assisted the reception of the oracle in

the favorable sense.

Philomelus now, from a man hardly known but among his own

people, who were low in consideration among the Grecian republics,

had not only himself risen to be one of the leading- characters of the

age, but had raised his hitherto obscure country to be among the lead-

ing powers ; and, what deserves notice among Grecian revolutions, the

measures, by wliich he rose, had been miid and almost bloodless. With

the better confidence therefore he addressed now a second declaration,

Diod. ]. 16. in the name of the Phocian people, to all the Grecian states: ' The
' Phocians,' he said, * in repossessing themselves of Del])hi, their

* antient right, neither intended, nor would allow any violence to the

* temple or any of its appendages. The treasure should be preserved

' with the most religious care. An account of the number of offerings,

* with a specification of the weight of the precious metals in each,

* should be given, on demand, to any state which had offerings there,

* with free leave to examine their condition. Willi regard to the pre-

' sidency of the temple, the Phocian people not only held themselves

' justified, in resuming it as their antient indefeasible right, but reckoned

* upon a fair claim to the support of the whole Greek nation. If there-

* fore from malice or envy, or whatever bad motive, for no good one

' could be, any state should wage war against them, they weje bold to

,

* ic^juest assistance from all others, as in a holy cause. Should that be

' «lenied by any, still they claimed peace with all, intittled to so much
' at least for their own peaceful principles and purposes.',

This declaration was communicated by ministers specially sent to

every state, not omitting even Thebes, It would hardly be expected

to find, in the ruling party there, a disposition to peace M'ith Phocis,

on any moderate terms; but the hope would be reasonable, that such

demonstration of a disposition to conciliation, in the Phocian govern-

1

1

nient,
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mcnt, would tend to its credit. The measure indeed appears to have

been, like those of Philomelus in general, judiciously conceived and

ably executed. No particulars remain of discussions on the occasioa

at Athens, but preceding and following circumstances indicate gene-

rally the temper with which the application of the Phocians would be

received by the contending parties there. Isocrates, and others who
associated in politics with Timotheus and Chabrias, would be ready to

concur with Lacedtemon in support of Phocis and in o])position to

Thebes. Chares and his party would be ready to seize occasion for

gaining the command of Phocis, and to prevent any others from gain-

ing it; but they would oppose any advantage to Lacediemon, not less

than to Thebes. Animosity against Thebes, however, was a pupular

passion, and the partizans of Chares Mere courtiers of the sovereia

people. Thus circumstances altogether were favorable for Philomelus,

and the Athenian government avowed the support of Phocis, against

the Amphictyons supported by the Thebans. Rarely as any measure of

executive government escaped reprobation from some party at Athens,

yet the Phocian alliance on this occasion, it appears from the orators,

none would venture to blame.

Nevertheless it could not be denied that the expulsion of the Am-
phictyons from Delphi was a measure of extreme violence, against an

establishment for ages held sacred by the Greeks, and a principal bond

of the several governments of the nation ; a violence to be justified

only as civil M'ar, by the last necessity. Accordingly tlieThtbans were

sedulous to profit from the advantage so before them. In the name of

the Amphictyons the call was sounded, throughout Greece, to arm
against the sacrilegious Phocians, as in the common cause of the

country and the god. But so prudent, in his critical and difficult cir-

cumstances, was the conduct of Philomelus, and so little popular the

cause of the Amphictyons, imder Theban patronage, that, of the num-

berless republics of the nation, only that branch of the Locrian name,

which was distinguished and degraded by the epithet of Ozolian, the

stinking, would obey the call. The Thebans therefore ventured

upon no ofiensive operations; the common season of warfare ended,

and winter passed, without farther hostilities.

Vol. IV. X x But
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But the season of rej)ose seems to have produced no disposition to

peace. The Phocians tliercfore could not safely reduce their mercenary

force, which neither could they, with any ordinary means, maintain.

But the abilities and popularity of Philomelus found extraordinary

means, and apparently nevertheless unexceptionable. Among the

Diod. 1.16. Phocians were men of wealth, mostly acquired through the commerce
'^•^^- of all Greece M'ith Delphi; and whether by loan or how we are unin-

formed, the sum wanted for the public exigency was raised, and no

complaint appears to have been excited.

B. C 354. Spring came, and the Thebans, still refusing peace, nevertheless

01. 106. 3. forbore action. Their powerful native military was of no expence to

their government, and, unable as they were to excite their former con-

federacy to energy, they might hope for the advantage of victory

without risk -and Mithout effort. It was much for the Phocians to

liave maintained their mercenaries through the winter. When the

season for action came, that predatory war, which circumstances pro-

bably made indispensable, Philomelus directed where it might, with

the best justification, be directed, still against the Locrians, who had

invaded Phocis.

The Ozolian Locrians, a Utile subordinate people, aware of their

inferiority to Thebes, Atliens and Laccdicmon, but accustomed to

reckon themselves more neaily equal to the Phocians, flew to arms,

probably with more courage than, good conduct, to defend their

Diod. 1. 16
ravaged country; and venturing a battle with Philomelus, were again

^28. defeated. The slaughter M-as such, that the survivors, far from

hoping to protect their fiel<Js, doubted of their a!)ility to defend their

towns against an enemy to who.se slain they had denied burial. In

extreme alarm therefore they addressed supplication and remonstrance

to Thebes, praying that relie/and support, to which such faithful allies,

suffering in the common cause of the god and the Thcban confederacy,

were intitled.

The successful inroad of Philomelus, whether the M'isest measure in

his circumstances, we are without information sutlicicnt for any clear

judgement, was, however, in its result, not altogether fortunate. The

cries of the Locrians produced a sensation in Greece, which the decrees

of
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of the Amphictyons, supported by the influence of Thebes, could not

excite; and exaggerated report, of the successes and power of Philo-

melas, increased the effect. The advantage thus afforded to the Theban

leaders, and their associates in the Aniphictyonic assembly, was not

neglected. If, when the Phocians first possessed themselves of Delphi,

the Amphictyonstook any of those measures which might have become

their pretensions, and their generally acknowlcged dignity, the effect

was so little as to have escaped the notice of the only extant historian

of these transactions, their advocate Diodorus. But now the council

met, apparently at Thermopylas ; and while the Theban government sent

ministers to every state, in which it could hope to excite an interest

suited to its views, the Amphictyons issued decrees in the name of the

Greek nation, invoking all to arm, in the cause of the god. against the

sacrilegious Phocians. But even now the voice of that reverend

council was, in the confession of the same historian, but as the trumpet Diod. 1. 16.

of discord through Greece'. The violent measures of Philomelus, on
'^'"^'

one side, the known ambition of Thebes, on the other, the critical

situation of the Delphian treasury, and the means it might afford for

prosecuting purposes of ambition and violence, whichever party pre-

vailed, to the general injury of Greece, were subjects of anxious con-

sideration for all informed and thinking men. Meanwhile among the

Many, while some were vehement in indignation against the Phocians,

and eager that they should suffer all the severity of punishment decreed

for the most abominable sacrilege, (a crime, to judge from remaining

accounts, far more ingaging their solicitude than the overthrow or

weakening of a political institution of common importance to the

Greek nation,) others contended no less ardently that they were an

injured people, Avhom it behooved united Greece to protect against the

cruellest oppression, wickedly, Avith the pretence of service to the god,

attempted against them.

The deficient merit, or credit, of the Theban leaders at this time,

successors of the renowned Epamcinondas and Pclopidas, is not weakly

indicated by the antient writers, advocates of their cause, in the omis-

sion to name a single man of them. In ambition nevertheless and

X X 2 arrogance.
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arrogance, they seem not to have been below their great predecessors.

Yet, in measuring our censure to them, the uneasy and difficult situa-

tion of party-leaders among the Grecian republics, and the impossibility

of avoiding party, should he considered. It appears indeed a truly

wonderful tendency to tyranny, in various shapes, and from various

causes, that we find in every democratical government which has been

at all laid open to us. All that remains from antiquity on this part of

history tends to show, the no writer has so entered into detail of

Theban and Boeotian affairs as to explain satisfactorily the cause, that

the dimocratical party could not hope to maintain their power in

Thebes, without holding the other towns of Bosotia in a political sub-

jection, such that civil freedom, if any were really left them, must be

utterly precarious : with the restoration of freedom to the Boeotian

towns, the supreme power in Thebes would surely revert to the aristo-

cratical party, and the democratical chiefs must probably seek personal

safety in exile. This we have seen a principal moving spring of Theban

politics in the long contest with Laccdiemon, and it remained so in the

contest now with Phocis.

When the Thebans, under Pelopidas and Epameinondas, proposed to

establish their own power over all Greece, on the ruin of that so long,

with more or less plenitude, exercised by Laceda?mon, they could per-

suade almost all the northern republics, and half Peloponnesus itself, to

zealous cooperation with them. But now, making common cause with

the Aniphictyons, the antient representative council of the nation,

violently driven from that by long custom their place of meeting, and

resisted in the execution of their ortices, the list of allies they could

obtain is of a very different description. The zeal of the Ozoliau

Locrians, already unfortunate enough, did not however abate. The

Thessalian.«, apparently checked by domestic troubles, had assisted

hitherto only by their intluence to procure Amphictyonic decrees. The

people now coming forward were the Perrhcebians, Dolopians, Atlia-

mans, Magnetes, iEnians and Achaians; Thessalian names all, but so

little familiar in Grecian history that it hardly appears what part those

who bore them ever before took in any of the great concerns of the

Greek nation, Laceda;nion and Athens, with all the states where

3 their
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their interest prevailed, avowed thc.nselves the allies of Phocis. The

rest, even the Arcadians of Megalopolis, who owed their actual political

existence to Thebes, appear to have avoided stirring.

But neither from LacedjEinon nor Athens was any effectual assistance

ready, when the force of the Theban confederacy M'as assembling. Diod. 1. 16.

Philomelus therefore found it necessary to increase still his mercenaries,

and, for their maintenance, to carry them again into the enemy's coun-

try '°. Again he chose the Locrian territory for invasion. A body of

Boeotian horse hastened to assist in its protection. A battle, in the

usual way of Grecian warfare, followed, and Philomelus was victorious.

Soon after no less than six thousand Thessalians joined the unfortu-

nate Locrians ; another battle was fought, and still the victory was

with Philomelus. Then at length the Thebans got the whole force of

Bocotia to move, to the amount of thirteen thousand men ; but fifteen

hundred Achaians, from Peloponnesus, joining the Phocian army,

Philomelus ventured to hold his ground.

Superior as the Thebans must have been in force, yet they did not

liasten to a general action ; but they intercepted the return of a c. 31.

foraging party of Phocian mercenaries, who were made prisoners.

"With the hope of superiority, the disposition to a barbarous severity

in the execution of the law, of which they took upon themselves to be

the judges, or whose judges were their creatures, prevailed with the

Theban leaders. They declared by proclamation that a sentence of the

Amphictyons condemned the prisoners, as accomplices in sacrilege, to

death ;
' and immediately,' says the historian, ' following up their

* words by deeds, they put all to the sword.' Vengeanc'e was indig-

nantly demanded by the Phocian army, and the abilities of the

general soon provided means for the necessary gratification. lie found

opportunity to make a considerable number of Boeotians prisoners, and,

with the formality of rctaliative justice, he delivered them to his

incensed soldiers, who put all to death. ' Thus,' says the historian,

' Philomelus checked the cruel arrogance of the Thebans.' But when,

" Diodorus, apparently following sonic simplicity, stating evidence thiit this was
author of the Theban party, says that I'hilo- untonnded slander. I'artLer notice of this

nielus now trespassed on the sacred trea- will occur hereafter,

sury. Afterward we find him, with candid

in
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Diod. 1. 16,

c. 31.
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in consequence of the enemy's superiority or equality, he could carry

depredation no farther, as he had entered Locris principally to find

subsistence for his troops, so, for subsistence, it Avould become neces-

sary for him to withdraw again into Phocis; and, among the moun-

- tains, pressed in his retreat, he received a mortal wound.

Occasion was taken by the Thebans, from the death of Philomelus,

to boast of a great victory; but, whatever may have been their success

in action, it is evident that they were unable to prosecute the advantage.

Winter indeed was approaching, which in the stormy atmosphere of a

mountainous country, made a pause of military operations generally

necessary for armies so unprovided as those of the Grecian republics;

yet, if the success of the Thebans had been clear, they would have

endeavored to penetrate to Delphi, the great object of the war. But,.

without an effort, they returned home, leaving their enemies to retreat

unmolested, and take their measures at leisure for repairing their loss,

•whatever, beyond that of one most valuable life, it may have been.

The Phocians thus retained the intire and undisturbed possession of

their own country, including their new acquisition, or what they called

their recovered and infrauchised dominion of the sacred city.

SECTION V.

Negotiation for Peace between Thebes and Phocis unsuccessful.

Assistance from Thebes to the Satrap of Bithynia against the King

of Persia. IVar of Invective among the Greeks. Onomarchus

Successor of Philomelus. Invasion of Doris and Baotia by Ono-

viarchus.

Demostli.

de legal,

p. 347. &
in Aristocr.

Isocr. or. ad
riiilipp.

Those who directed the administration of Thebes and Boeotia, wliose

names are to be found neither among historians nor orators, had ex-

pected, as Demosthenes and Isocrates both observe, that Phocis must

yield to them, and would probably, yield without resistance. The only

hazard of their measures would arise, they supposed, from the alarm

and indignation of Lacedcemon and Athens and their confederates.

But
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But with these the Theban confederacy had been accustomed to con-

tend, and would contend with better hope M-hen Delphi should be in

their power, and a clear majority of the Amphictyons subservient.

Rarely we gain any direct information of the state of parties in

Thebes. Events however imply that those who had hitherto directed,

its councils, were, in consequence of the total failure of their pro-

jects, obliged to yield, in some degree, to wiser and more moderate

men, but of the same party, at least so far that they were of the

party of Pelopidas and Epameinondas. In the winter following,

the death of Philomelus, tbe Phocians, before represented as in-

volving in the contamination of sacrilege, and subjecting to the

high displeasure of the gods, all who should communicate with them,

unfit even to be allowed burial when slain in battle, were looked

upon Avith somewhat less severity. Negotiation was opened with them,

and the propositions were such as to ingage the serious consideration Diod. I.i&.

of the Phocian leaders, in consultation with their allies. But the ^' ^^"

liberal party in Thebes could not carry their measures through. The
terms at last insisted on were too severe, or too obviously insidious,

to be accepted by men with arms in their hands, and led by able

advisers. If any remission of the utmost rigor of the sentence of the

Amphictyons was proposed, it was only partial, aAd calculated, by

dividing the Phocians, to reduce them to their enemy's mercy. Tha
negotiation therefore produced nothing".

Successful
" Diodorus, compiling, abridging, and part only of the Phocian army that was

remarking, witli iiis usual lionesty of pur- overpowered among the mountains by a

pose and deficiency ofjudgement, has given sujierior force. "Oi Boiulal ru wx^fin wo^i

a very inconsistent aspect to iiis narrative, vfoixo^^K, Wixr^a: But if even over that

which nevertheless aftords, for the careful small part it had been a clear victory, they

investigator, a store of materials in a great would have possessed themselves of the body
degree satisfactory, giving means at the same of the slain general, which, as it is not said

time to discover their own coherency, and '

they did, we may very safely conclude they

to distinguish the sophisticated matter which did not. Diodorus, however, proceeds to

party-writers have led the historian to mix say, 'The Boeotians then returned home,
with them. Speaking of the battle in which ' because they thought the death of Philo-

Philomelus fell, as a great and nearly de- ' melus sufficient for their purpose.' The
cisive victory won by the Thebans, and his conclusion is too ridiculous. Their ultimate

death as his own act, the result of despair, purpose avowedly was to carry into full

he shows withal that it was really a small effect the decrees of the Amphictyons, and

their
'
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Successful so far as to prevent peace, the turbulent were however

unable to command so as to carry on the war with any vigor. The

Thessalians avoided to furnish troops, and the other allies were little

more disposed to exertion. A remission of hostility Mith Phocis

insued, and the attention of the Thebans >vas drawn another way.

Artabazus, satrap of Rithynia, still maintaining his rebelhon against

the great king, and again threatened by eastern multitudes under loyal

satraps, desired again the experienced advantage of Grecian science

and discipline to inable liim to resist them. Whether less satisfied with

the character of the Athenian general. Chares, than with the service of

the troops under him, his commissioners now sent into Greece were

instructed, it i.s said, to seek, in preference, men raised to fame under

Epameinondas. It is not a little remarkable that, while not a name of

a Theban officer who commanded against the Phocians, or a Theban

politician who promoted the sacred war, not a name of an Amphictyon,

or of any one ingaged in council or in cause with the Amphictyons,

has been preserved by the historian, or by any other extant autlior,

yet, when within the same period, the Theban arms were directed

other ways, the names of generals immediately appear. Pammenes,

the philosophical Pammenes, the friend of Epameinondas, said to have

been also the host and protector of Philip king of Macedonia, when a

youth at Thebes, did not refuse to take the command of the auxiliaries

for the satrap. From the time of the invasion of Xerxes, the Persian

connection had been the reproach of Thebes among the Greeks, ^\'ar

against the king's forces, therefore, tho in the cause of a rebellious

satrap, might carry some credit with it, to the commander and to his

countrv. At the same time Asia would be, both to ijeneral and armv,

a more inviting field than Phocis, for profit, as well as for glory. Under

tlicir first object to recover possession of

Delphi, and restore the Amphictyonic session

there. Undoubtedly theyv-ould have march-

ed thither without delay, had they gained a

victory to open means for it. But on the

contrary, as the historian proceeds to inform

us. ' The riiocians withdrew to Delphi,

' delivered, for the present, from all pres-

' sure of war; and, holding council with

' their allies, deliberated concerning war
' and peace.' The sequel we shuli find

amounting to proof that ihey had not been

materially weakened by the events of the

campain.

such
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such a man as Panimcnes accordingly such was the zeal for this ser-

vice, that five thousand volunteers were presently raised ; whether all

Tliebans, or men promiscuously collected, we are uninformed. Pos-

sibly the Thebans among them were such as the promoters of the B. C. 353.

Phocian war would willingly see emigrate ; and Pammenes himself may ^'' ^^^- *

have been not a Avarm approver of their measures. Contributing prin-

cipally, however, it is said, toM'ard two great victories obtained over

the king's forces, with much profit to those ingaged under him, he

added not a little to the military renown of Thebes".

In a M'ar of the character of that called the sacred, which produced

the deliberate massacre of prisoners as a measure of piety, necessary to

the justification of one of the parties in the sight of the deity, minds

would be more than commonly heated, invective would of course

abound, and the rancorous spirit Avoiild not cease with the contest in

arms, bat live with the survivors, and fade but gradually among their

posterity. Of virulence then only second to that of a war for which

perverted reason claims religion as its ground, would be hostility so

founded as that between the LacediEmonians and Messenians. The

Messenians bound to the Thebans, as the restorers, and second founders Ch.27. s.$.

of their nation, had however yet taken no "part in the sacred war; but "^ this Hist.

they were adverse to the Phocians, not more because the Phocians

V ere enemies to Thebes, than because they were befriended b}' Lace-

dccmon. ' Popular prejudice therefore among the ]\Iessenians gave pausan. I.4.

ready circulation to a story, wherever originating, that the kings, the '^^ ^'

ephors, and all the senate of Lacedsmon favored the impious cause

under the instigation of bribes from the Delphian treasury. Men of

letters, now abounding in Greece, and even men of superior talents

and acquirements, some excited b}' party-attachments, some allured by

'* Diodorus remarks, on this expedition therefore, to send such a force, if really a

of Pammenes, ' that it appeared wonderful Theban force, or composed of IJa'otiiins

' how the Boeotians, deserted by the Thes- friendly to the Tiiebaii connection, would
' saiiaus, and pressed by the Phocian war, indeed appear mysterious. But the mea-
' could send an arnly beyond sea and be sure was more than probably a measure of

' everywhere successful.' He had just be- a party adverse to the Phocian war, whether

fore shown that, in Greece, they were very obtaining a temporary superiority, or only

generally unsuccessful. The inducement, licence for the adventure.

Vol. IV. Y y profit,
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profit, addicted themselves to the compilation, and perhaps often inven-

tion of anecdotes and secret history, and especially of the defamatory

kind. Among these, the Chian Theopompus, a scholar of Isocrates,

admired for the force and elegance of his style, was at this time emi-

nent. From him a tale has been preserved, nearly to the same purpose

as tlie Messenian, but throwing the mire M'ith more ingenuity, and not

with such undisiinguishing boisterousness. Archidamus, according

to Theopompus, was not himself disposed to favor the sacrilegious Plio-

ciahs ; but the dispensers of Delphian gold, at Lacedannon, gaining his

queen, Deinica, her interest with the king at length overbore his pro-

bity". Such stories would be likely to have circulation. But with the

clear and pressing interest of Lacedsmon to support the Phocians

against Thebes, it is obvious that bribery could be little necessary to

persuade to it; and if for any matter, not of completely public noto-

riety, Diodorus is worthy of credit, his report, that, instead of receiving

money from the Phocians, Archidamus, and perhaps others, assisted

them with money, will deserve it. We shall hereafter sec the probity

of Philomelus, and his abstinence from trespass on the sacred treasury,

to a degree beyond evidence common in such cases, placed above just

suspicion. If he ^Vas clear, the imputation against remoter hands,

while he ruled at Delphi, must fall of course.

On the death of Philomelus, his next brother, Onomarchus, w'ho

had been his principal assistant in council and in the field, was raised,

by election of the Phocian people, to the arduous oihce which he had

so ably held. In talents not inferior, Onomarchus seems to have had

a more soaring ambition and less scrupulous probity. He is said to

have begun his adminis^ation with trespass upon the sacred treasury.

But the proof seems to rest wholly on the difticuUy of otherwise ac-

counting for the means he appears to have possessed for maintaining,

*• Allienaeus, quoting Heracleidos Lem-
bus, relates that a king of Laccdxmon,

named Archidamus, was fined by the ephon

for preferring a rich bride, with a person

under the proper size for breeding fucces-

' sioa of Hercules, to one of a finer person

with less wealth, (.\then. 1. 3. p. 2S0. vel rity from either, the sou of Agcsilaus.

586.) Plutarch mentions the same story

(De lib. educ init.) Some modern writers,

to make so good a story more complete, give

the name of Deinicha to the little lady, un-

named by either.Athena?us or Plutarch, and

make her husband equally without autho-

and
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and considerably increasing, tlie military force raised by bis late

brother. According to the same historian, who relates that the Phocian Diod. 1. 16.

army was completely defeated when Philomelus was killed, the Phocian
^'

force was, within a few months after, greater than Philomelus had ever

commanded. The Thebans, to deter enemies and allure friends, would

endevor to profit from the death of the adverse general for spreading

the belief of a great victory; while they circulated also new fulniina-

tions of the Amphictyons, threatening with divine as well as human

vengeance, all who should in any manner or degree favor their sacrile-

gious foes. Nevertheless the Phocian cause continued rather to gain

ground among the Grecian states; the policy of Onomarchus, which

was evidently able, being apparently assisted by the credit which the

wise and honorable conduct of Philomelus had extensively conciliated.

During the season of rest from arms, according even to the historian's

partial account, attributing all success of the Phocian cause to bribery, .

the turn in politics, M'here any occurred, was in favor of Phocis. The

principal defection was of the Thessalians, who did not indeed join the

Phocians, but no longer sent auxiliaries to Tliebcs. Open then as the

treasury was to the examination at least of the states friendly to

Phocis, if there was trespass to any considerable amount, it must have

been managed either with extraordinary dexterity or extraordinary

concert.

The continued inactivity of the Thebans, in a war of their own

seeking, is unaccounted for by antient writers, any farther than as it is

indicated that the leaders of the war party among them were not superior

men, and that an opposing party was powerful. Nevertheless the forbear-

ance may have resulted in some degree from policy ; for Onomarchus

could not, any more than Philomelus, remain inactive, and he was

probably not yet strong enough to invade Bfjcotia. Accordingly he p. C. 353.

led his army into the Epicnemidian Locris, where he took Thronium, 5-' '^^'-
1:

. .

'^

.
Dioci. . 10.

the principal town, and, if the historian followed trustworthy autho- c. aa.

rity, sold the inhabitants to slavery. Possibly he may have exercised

such severity agaitist sonje of them, obnoxious for violence, such as

we have seen some of the enemies of Phocis disposed to; but the

y Y 2 historian's
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historian's OAvn account of his general conduct, and liis political suc-

cess, forbids the belief that he would passionately,, or for small profit,

make himself odious and his cause unpopular in Greece. From Doris

he turned back across Phocis into the Ozolian Locris. Amphissa, the

principal town of that province, oiily threatened by his army, sur-

rendered. Amphissa was but seven miles from Del]:)hi. Probably the

inactivity of the Thebans, in support of their allies, had excited disgust;

and possibly a party adverse to the Theban connection, and holding

communication with Phocis, was powerful. But a capitulation, little

common as it was among the Greeks, and especially considering

all the circumstances of the sacred war, would imply confidence in the

conqueror's faith. From Amphissa Onomarchus turned upon Doris,

and plundered great part of the country.

The remissness and unpopularity of the Theban government,

together with the conciliating conduct of the Phocian general auto-

crator, seem to have produced the o|)portunities, which now occurred,

for attempts within Pocotia itself. Orchomenus, so cruelly desolated

Ch. 28. s. 4. by the Thebans, about three years before the battle of IMantineia,

had been repeopled ; under what circumstances we are uninformed,

but certainly under Theban patronage; and probably the new popu-

lation was mixed, of antient Orchomenians, and new settlers from

other parts of Greece. But whatever preventive care may have

been taken, aversion to the Theban government grew : commu-

nication was held with the Phocians ; Onomarchus, turning sud-

denly from Doris, arrived unexpectedly; and the Theban party

was so surprized and awed that, whether any contest in arms inter-

vened is not said, Orchomenus became a member of the Phocian

alliance. Under similar incouragement, app;uently, Onomarchus

then proceeded to Chzeroneia; but, the Thebans having hastily

collected their forces, he was there disai)pointed. The historian's

expression rather implies a defeat in battle ; but it could be little

important, for he was presently after in circumstances for new and

great enterprize. iO

But the contest between Phocis and Thebes, in its progress, more

13 involving

»f this liibt.
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involving tlie other stales of Greece, it will be necessary now to advert

to what had been 'passing among the principal of those states, and

obfcrve the circumstances in which at this time they stood.

SECTION VI.

Politics of Athens. Circumstances of Macedonia : Marriage of
PhiUp : Disposition to Peace thxcarted by a Party in Athens :

Confederacy against Macedonia : Accumulated Successes of Philip.

The sacred war, with the command of the temple and treasury of

Delphi its object, was a concern of such magnitude for the Greek

nation, and es|)ecially the two great republics of Athens and Lace-

daemon, that the very permission of the contest, and the allowance for

such an obscure people as the Phocians to take the leading part, strongly

indicate decay and beginning decrepitude, the result of long and

almost ceaseless divisions. Athens, however, tho weak in landforce,

slow to put forward armies of citizens, and having among her citizens

few practised soldiers, like those which had fought her battles under

Miltiadcs and Aristeides, was powerful still by sea, ambitioits, not

less than formerly, of command over other states, and, even more

than formerly, active and deep in policy. Among those who con-

tended for the lead in public affairs, from the great Cimon's time

downward, there had always been some who held it for the republic's

interest to maintain a constant friendly connection with LacedaMuon.

But the party of Chares, which of lale had been mostly the ruling-

party, admitted the Lacedaemonian alliance, even when most necessar}^

with reluctance ; nor had they ever ceased to support the enemies of

the Lacedemonians, so as to frustrate their great purpose, the recovery

of the dominion of Messenia. In joining such an ally, or any ally,

for the critical j)urpose of defending the Delphian treasuiy, some

jealous care might become every Athenian statesman. But I he party

of Chares, while they thwarted all separate interests of their ally,

would press any separate interest of their own, to the injury of their

ally:

549
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ally: not satisfied with obviating the preponderance of Lacedienion,

thev vould make Phocis their instrument for purposes adverse to

the interest of Lacediemon. Hence, tho the two governments con-

*^ curred in the general purpose of supporting the Phocians, and

opposing the Thebans, yet they cooperated little. The several dis-

tractions of each also prevented vigorous interference from either.

Laccdasmon was perplexed by the necessity of constantly Matching

enemies on all her borders, and even within them ; and Athens, after

abandoning the contest with her confederates, was still implicated

in war, maintained with purposes of ambition and revenge, against

INIacedonia.

The Macedonian kingdom meanwhile was become, at least in com-

parison of former times, settled within itself, powerful among states

around, and secure in its increased possessions. Any considerable

preponderancy it had not yet attained. Able administration was

wanted, much for its improvement, but much alfo even for any perma-

nence of its existing fortunate circumstances: the Thessalian coup

nection, so advantageous for its power, the Olyntliian, so necessary to

its daily safety, might be in a moment lost. In this slak' of tilings,

the king, strongly inclinetl to literature, the fine arts, cultivated society,

and perhaps in general to jjleasure, seems, notwithstanding the con-

sciousness of military talents, and the stimulation of military successes,

to have proposed rather to emulate his great predecessor Arclielaus in

the injoyment and improvement of Mhat he possessed, than hazard all

in contest for farther acciuisitions, and to place his farther glory in

cultivating the arts of peace.

B. C. 354. Soon after his return from his successful expedition into Thcssaly, a

• 106. ^. ^.p^j. pj. p^iQpg before the beginning of the sacred war, Philip married

Olympias, daughter of Neoptolemus king of Epirus. Tiiat country,

Strab. 1.7. occupied, from earliest tradition, bv a people of kindred blood with the
p. 326, 3'27.

' V I I

Greeks, and speaking a dialect of the Greek language, hardly differing

from the Macedonian, had preserved also, as wc have fcen of the neigji-

Ch. 34. «. 2. boring country of Lynccstis, a form of government nearly resembling

the Macedonian. Moreover the royal race, like the Macedonian and

Lyncestian, boasted a Grecian origin; highly illustrious, but not, in

0)' this llibt.

remaining
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remaining accounts, etiually authenticated : tliey claimed however de- piutv.Alex.

scent from Neoptolemus, called also Pyrrhus, son of Homer's great hero
""'"

Achilles, who issaidtohave settled in Epiruson returning from theTrojan

war. The country consisted of vales, of considerable extent and great

fertility, among mountains of uncommon hightand roughness : as a land

of husbandmen, it was well peopled, and wealthy. Altogether these king-

doms and principalities, held by people of Grecian race, under mixed

monarchal government, were perhaps in extent, and in free population,

nearly equal to that held by the republics. Like their neighbors the

Thessalians, these people were fond of show, and the courts of the

princes were not without some elegance of splendor. The magnifi-

cence, with whrch the nuptials of Philip with the Epirot princess were

solemnized, has been celebrated by antient writers. Thenceforward,

even more than before untler Archelaus, the Macedonian court became

the principal seat of polite gaiety, and the greatest and safest resort of

cultivated society, perhaps then in the world.

Amid the deficiency of materials for the history of these times, we Demosth.

find unequivocal indication that, after all Philip's successes against the „ ^5^ fjefe-

Athenians, he not only was always ready to admit negotiation, upon gat. p- 358,

hberal terms, but used every opportunity to invite it; nor is it left doubt-

ful that the greatest and most repectable men of the republic were

anxious to meet his purpose. But it was not least because peace, and

friendly connection with Macedonia, were desired by one party in

Athens, that the other opposed them ; and they so opposed, that tho the .

esteem, which the king of IVlacedonia had acquired, did not cease, yet

it became dangerous to own esteem for him. The party M'hich had

produced the unfortunate war of the republic with its republican

confederates; excited revolt against its very beneficial ally, the king of

Macedonia; rewarded and honored the assassination of another ally,

its citizen, the king of Thrace; which avowed, as principles, that

to foment disturbance among neighboring states, and to be itselfDeniosili.de

always at war with some of them, was the just and necessary policy of
^^'^

"

'^'.

every democracy, but especially the Athenian ; that, tho truces might,

from momentary pressure, become necessary, yet to make a perpetual

Vol. IV. -^ Y Y 4 peace
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peace was treason against the people, inasmuch as it denied the use of

future opportunities against other people; tliis party opposed every

step toward peace M'ith Macedonia: the eudevor to lead the people to

allow negotiation appears to have been frequently repeated by the most

respectable citizens, but it was always ineffectual. At length, finally

vT.sch. de to check it, a moment of popular passion was taken for procuring a
egat. p. 9 .

(j£f.j.ge^ i^y \vhich communication from the Macedonian government,

even by a herald, was forbidden. Tiie policy of such a measure, un-

e.vplained by antieut writers, seems, with any view to any common in-

terest of the Athenian people, tlie less readily imaginable as, since the loss

Demosth. of SO many towns on the Macedonian and Thracian shores, the means of

p
'2"' ' " Athens to injure Macedonia, farther than by depredation on its com-

merce, were greatly narrowed. But the particular interest of the war-

party, the paity of Chares, in such a decree, is not obscure. Peace

with Macedonia not only must have produced arrangements adverse to

the views of riiose, of whose policy war and troubles were the very foun-

dation, but would probably have replaced the administration of the

republic in the hands of others, M'ho had always professed a peaceful

policy. The two objects, which especially ingaged the ambition and

cupidity of the party of Chares, were perhaps objects of desire for the

Athenians very generally, the sovereinty of the Thracian Chersonese,

and the command of the passage into the Euxinc sea by the Bosporus;

the former held by the king of Thrace, the ally of Athens, the

latter surrendered to Byzantium, by the treaty of peace which ended

the confederate war. Both were great objects, for revenue and for

commerce ; for commerce especially in two principal articles of the

Attic market, corn and slaves. If then, by peace concluded with

Macedonia under manaaement of the friends of Isocrates, allowance

might have been gained for pursuing these objects, which seems not

improbable '*, tlie war-party would have so much the deeper interest ia

the decree, which cut off the means of even entering into treaty with

Macedonia.

What was the opportunity for so violent a measure, or when precisely

' Its probability is especially indicated io the oration of Isocrates to Philip, wbere he

mentions his -view of the business of Ainphipolis.

it
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it took place we arc uninformed; but it appears to have been nearly

about the time when a formidable confederacy was raised against Mace-

donia, in which the king of Thrace, the king of Illyria, and a pretender Diofi. 1. 16.

to the principality of Ptconia, were ingaged. How far the war-party

in Athens had originally excited, or afterward promoted this league, is

not indicated, but its coincidence with their views is obvious, and that

their ingenuity and activity were great, and their coninnmicarion

extensive, is also evident. Nor is it left doubtful that, without insti-

gation, or almost compulsion, from Athens, the king of Thrace, Ker-

sobleptes, would not have concurred in such a measure. The com-

bination appears very well imagined : Macedonia was to be attacked

at the same time on the eastern and western side, while rebellion was

excited within.

Ihit Philip, according to the remarkable testimony of the great

orator, sometimes, in the midst of violent invective, his eulogist^ with

all his disposition to pleasure, was never unready for business; neither

labor nor danger stopped him when occasion called". Sending Par-

nienio, whom he esteemed the ablest of his generals, against the

Illyriaus, he marched himself into Pa^onia, and the pretensions of his

opponent there were soon finally crushed. Turning then into Thrace, P)C.355.'*

and profitins; ably from the discord which the Athenians themselves ,.
'

I v^
'

had fomented in that country, one of the princes, Teres, fighting 'm'P- ^'^ Atb,

1 1 • • 1 1 1 11 1 ,1 1 • . ap. Deinostli.
by his side against the others, he brought all to such submission

that, as the great orator afterward indignantly expressed himself, he nemosth.

1 I*^ 11 11- 11 n^l r-
Olvilth. 1.

made and unmade there what kings he pleased. The successes of p. lo.

the Thraciau expedition were just completed, when information was l*'"!-- 'If-Alex.

brought of a great victory obtained by Parmeuio over the Illyriaus;

and, what has been thought worthy of notice by antient writers,

presently after, a messenger arrived with intelligence that his horse

had won the palm in the Olympian race '^ Occasion has hereto- 01. 106.

"' Kai iVn JiuoTDt ?» ir ru ^iXivTTu Sia- in the first year of the 106 Olynipiad, it was

racrSi, X. T. 1. Dt m. de Cor. ji. 275. iiot concluded iri that year, will be stated in

" Diodorus assigns this war to the first a following note.

year of the 106 Olympiad. Reason for " —— 'OXu/*iri«<ri» 'I'lrva «»>.jti n»ixiixi»«t.

lupposing that, tho it may have originated Plut. v. Alex.

Vol. IV. Zz fore
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fore occurred to observe the importance which the Greeks attached to

this kind of victory; likely to have been the more grateful to Philip,

as itvould beyond anything, in the judgement of the Many, through-

out Greece, convict the adverse orators of impudent falsehood, when,

at a loss for other iuvective equal to their malignity, they called him
Demonli. in their ])ublic speeches a barbarian. But he had scarcely been con-

gratulated on these successes, when a third messenger arrived, with

information that his (|ucen had brought him a son and heir, afterward

the gitat Alexander. Then, in consonance with the opiuion, old

Cli. (i. f..i. among tiie Greeks, that accuimdation of uninterrupted prosperity had
^ ^ '^ '^ in itself a tendency to bring signal calamity, through a disposition in

the deity, as Herodotus expresses it, to envy human hapjiiness, he is

Pint. v.Akx. said to have exclaimed, ' O Fortune, send some little evil, to temper all

' this good ''.'

Through these successes the Macedonian kingdom became truly

great and formidable, extending from tlie Euxine sea to the Adriatic.

Diod 1. 16. Diodorus reckons both Thrace and Illyria completely reduced under

Dciiiosili. the ^Macedonian dominion. We learn from following circumstances
01. 1, p. 15, ^]].,^ ij. ^^.jj^g „Q^ precisely so, but from the great cotemporary orator it

api^cars that they were brought to no small degree of dependency.

The Athenian fleets, still commanding the jEgean, could still interrupt

the maritime commerce of the 'Macedonians and their allies; but the

king applied himself diligently to obviate this evil, through the oppor*

tunities which his conquests and aUiances afforded for raising a navy
;

ami, with the advantages aflorded by the Amphipolitan territory, and

the zealous concurrence especially of the Thessalians, whose commer-

cial towns \i ere considerable, he made rapid progress.

'• PltUarch, to wlioin we owe Uiis anec- that a horseman unarmed, a x/An?, was the

ilote, has added that Phjiip was so delighted commou ornament of tlie reverse of the

with the success of his racer, that he cele- Macedonian coins, many reigns before him.

hrated it by a representation of the animal The story may deserre thus much notice, as

and his rider, on tl»e reverse of the gulden one among many proofs of the carelessness

toins from his mines of Philippi, Perhaps and ineptitude with which writers, even of

the collection of coins was not equally au eminence, under the Roman empire, adopted

object of the curious in Plutarch's as in the or imagined remarks and anecdotes con-

present day, and possibly Plutarch never ccrning the republican age of Greece, and

saw or never noticed a Macedonian coin perhaps of Rome too.

older than Philip, It is now enough known

& a).
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SECTION VII.

Politics of Jt/iens. Orators. Measures for acquiring Dominion in

Thrace. Areiopagitic Oration of Isocrates.

ISIeaxwiiile at Athens, notwitlistanding tlie disadvantage and dis-

grace to the republic, with which all the objects of the confederate war

had been abandoned, the party of Chares maintained an ascendancy

with the multitude, and notwithstanding their disappointment in the

complete defeat of the confederacy of kings against Macedonia, they

persisted in their purpose of prosecuting war against that country. We
have formerly observed Iphicratcs, Chabrias, and Tiniothcus concurring

in the policy of supporting the Thracian monarchy, as a balance to

that growing prc])onderance of Macedonia, which its vehement ene-

mies, the war-party in Athens, had so much contributed to produce.

Macedonia might now become a maritime power. That the Thracian

monarchy would become such was not M-ithin reasonable view ; and

hence apparently the policy of Chabrias, in the treaty which confirmed

to the king of Thrace the dominion of the Chersonese. Tho the

revenue of that country thus went to another, yet the advantages of

its commerce might be, without cxpence or hazard, all for Athens.

But no sooner had the party of Chares produced the disgrace of Timo-

theus and Iphicrates, than they became sedulous to procure public

disapprobation of the measure, which Chabrias was no longer living

to support. The management appears to have been very artful. Boldl}'

asserting, what the Many were ready, on any assertion, to believe, that

the sovereinty of the Chersonese of right was theirs, and aft'ecting a

just respect for the character of Chabrias, they said, ' that able officer Demosth.

' and statesman would never have so yielded to the unjust violence of "!
(,--s'

' Kersobleptes and Charidemus, but that he had been improvidently

* sent without a force to o|)pose tliem.' The confederate war was yet

going forward, Avhcn they brought the matter before the assembled

z z s people.
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people. Glaucon moved, that ten commissioners be sent to Thrace, to

demand of Kersoblcptes his accession to tlie terms formerly required of

him hv Atlicnodorus, and, should he refuse, to provide means of com-

pulsion ; and the people decreed accordingly. I5ut the interest of the

party seems to have failed in the nomination of commiflTioners; a

majority of Mhom, as the censure of Demosthenes shows, were not

disposed to forward their views in Thrace. Troubles then breaking

out in Euboea, and the alarm of the king of Persia's threatened ven-

geance concurring, those most disposed to ingage the republic in new

wars, feared at that time to press the purpose farther.

But peace being made with the confederates, the troubles of Euboea

a])peased, and the alarra of invasion from Persia subsided, the orators

began again to mention the Chersonese, and the people to listen with

interest. The superior powers of oratory appear to have been on the

side of Clmrcs. The name of Lycurgus, from whom an ovation remains,

is eminent. An oration also is extant, attributed to Hcgesippus "'.

Of Tiniarchus, Cleitomacluis, Polyeuctus, and, more celebrated than all,

Ilypcrides, the fame only has been transmitted.

Nevertheless it seems (juestiouable whether the party of Chares was

indebted for its superiority on the bema, more to the talents of the

men, or to their unserupulousness in using the arbitrary powers of

democrat ical government. Leosthenes, of the adverse party, had, at

itsch. lie least with that party, the reputation of being the most eloquent man of
ejjat. p. s.'Q+.

jjjs tjnif. excepting only Callistratus. But Leosthenes was a v.jfferer

from tliat common tyranny of democracy, which Isocrates has men-

tioned as prevailing at Athens, the denial of freedom of speech. Tho

ostracism had fallen out of use, banishment remained, for party pui-^

poses, common, and Leosthenes was banished; apparently, like so many

other illustrious Athenians, for his merit. Isocrates only wrote for his

party. Dionysius of Ilalicarnassus, among large and warm eulogy of

that distinguished patriot, has expressed admiration especially at his

•» The iupposition that the oration on llie tliird Philippic, p. 129; Hyperides has

Halonesus, among the woiks of DemostheiifS, been higlily celebrated by Dionysius and

has been the work of llegesii)pus, will require Cicero. Tiaiurchus will occur for future

notice hereafter. Cleitomachus and Po- notice.

lye.uctus, are nieutioned by Dcoioslheues ia

1

1

iirtJdness
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boldness in venturing to publish that called the Areiopagitic oration,

which carries within itself evidence of its date, of this time. The

object was to produce a reformation of the government, bringing it

back, as nearly as might be, to the constitution of Solon, or, at least,

of Cleisthene«. To open such a purpose, not only for the safety of the

orator, but for a chance of success, and even to obtain a hearing, great

caution was neccssar}?. In addressing therefore his irritable soverein,

venturing but to glance at the turpitude, speaking more directly to

the folly, he dwells chiefly on the danger of past conduct and actual

projects •".

' The Athenians had now,' he observed, ' within a short space of

* time, lost all their possessions on the northern shores of the JEgean,

' from the Thracian Chersonese to the border of Thessaly, and all the

' ilands on the Asiatic coast, with Byzantium, and the iuiportant pass

' of the Bosporus: yet, in the course of these disasters, twice had the

' evangelian sacrifice been performed, as if thanks were due to the

* gods for signal victories. After all their great losses of dominion

* and revenue, indeed, they remained possessed of two hundfrd

' triremes, vhcnce they were ready to exult in the ideii of being

' still masters of the seas; and holding also yet many allied cities

' dependent and tributary, and having besides friendly connection

' with some independent states, bound to them by a common iii-

' terest, they did not cease to extend their ambition to the dominion

' of all Greece*'.' Mow revolting these pretensions were to the Greeks

in general, how unfit a government like the Athenian was to hold

extensive dominion, how much, for the Athenians themselves, it wanted

reformation, and what must be the danger of prosecuting tl>eir ambi-

tious purposes, and omitting the wanted reformation, he then proceeds

to show. But, with that caution which dcmocratical despotism retpiiied,

-* Ti{ J( To» 'AfiiowayiTixo* ataytolf oix The Areiopagitic Carries within itseU" clear

a> yitDiTo «o3-piwTfpo5 ; "h ti{ oix a> S«i;f/.«<Tiu indication ot its own date, alter the cuii-

Tsi iwifoxi* T«f fKrofa^; o< tTo>fc.>)<7-i Sta>,tx,K>a> elusion of peace with the confederates, aud

irifl woAtTi'iat ' AdtitaioK;, <i|,w» fttlaOiSai /jiiv before the measures which quickly followed.

Ti> TOTi xaitrtijun Jr,^oKf<»Tia>, i? ftiyiAa p. ,<)6'. 100, 102. 1. 1. edit. Aut;f r.

p>.a-7r\w<7ut rr„ ire^.it, ivip n; rut Srii^ctyuyut *' Hao-ar i^Tri^fXi T>i» 'E>,\u^ix tuvrn rn

iiihli iirixf'i" fitytf, JJioii, Hal. in Isocr, i't/yaj^n x.aracx'K'i"- Iwcr. Artjop.

he
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he ventured to indicate the present state of things only by comparison

with the ])ast; showing the past perhaps less exactly as it really was,

than as, in improved representation, it Mould form a completer con-

trast to the present. The picture however is clear, and exhibits far

more fully than any other extant, the state of Athens at the time.

P' 11-- ' The divine Avorship,' says the venerable statesman, beginning with

the subject of religion, * was not, with our forefathers, a scene of riot

' and disorder: it was not sometimes, for wantonness, a sacrifice of a

* hundred oxen, and sometimes, through want, an omission of antient

' rites. Magnificent feasts were not given to the people after forcin

' customs; nor did the proper ceremonies of the holy temples fail,

' tluough penury of the treasury, being always regularly supplied from

* the proper sacred fund. Our forefathers conceived true worship to

' consist, not in extravagant expenditure, but in the careful observa-

' lion of divine precepts, transmitted from their forefathers.

' Congenial with those on the concerns of religion, were their i)rin-

' ciples of communication among oneanothcr, as inheritors of a common
' cq^uutry. Tlie poor were so far from being hostile to the wealthy,

* that they considered the fortunes of tlie Few as the surest sources of

' competence for the Many. The landowners letting farms at moderate

' rents, the monied men employing the poor in manufactures, or Icnd-

' ing what inabled them to manage business on their own account, all

* were bound together by mutual interest. Nor did lending involve

' the danger tliat cither the whole sum lent Mould be lost, or tliat, with

' much trouble, only a small part could be recovered. For the juries

' then did not prostitute lenity, but decided according to law; they

* did not, by warranting the wrong of others, i)repare the way for them

* selves to profit from wrong; but, on the contrary, they showed more

' indignation at such wrong than even those who suffered by it: for

* they reckoned incouragement for faithlessness in contracts injurious

' to the poor, even more than to the rich. None then feared to own
' their riches. The wealthy saw with more satisfaction those who came

p. 118. < to borrow, than those who came to pay : property was secure to its

* just ovsMier; and a share in its advantages was diffused, in the course

' of things, among all ranks.

* Such
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' Such then was the security of the Attic territory, that hettcr p. 130.

' houses, and better living in them ", were found about the country

' than witliin the fortified towns. Many Athenians did not come to

' the city even at tlie principal festivals; satisfied with the injoyment

' of their private fortunes, and not desirous to prey upon the public.

' But now what reasonable man can see, without indignation, citizens

' uncertain whether they shall that day have common necessaries,

' casting lots for the office of jurymen, and decreeing subsistence for

' other Greeks who will pull the oar for them; or strutting in pro-

' cessions in golden robes, furnished by the public, and then passing

' whole seasons in a w ay that I am ashamed to describe.

' Tiie result is that, among other states, we are hated by some, and P- 152.

' by th.e rest despised
;
ju'oof of which is open to you in the reports of

' your own generals, and in the king of Persia's letter lately received.

' Among ourselves meanwhile we have such perpetual discord, that the

' inconvenience is daily felt by almost all; and at the same time the

* public good, and even the ordinary defence of the country, are so

* neglected that none, without pay, will attend the muster for military

' service. Some indeed are so poor, or so shameless, as to disgrace the •

' city by becoming common beggars.'

In his oration on peace, published during the confederate Avar,

lamenting ihe changes in the constitution of the republic as the prin-

cipal causes of its evil condition, he had proposed generally the resto-

ration of the government as established by Solon. We find no intima-

tion that any reform followed. He now offered a less extensive but

more specific proposition; to restore to the court of Areiopagus, for-

merly so much venerated, its antient dignity and authority, and espe-

cially its censorial jniwer. Thus, he said, best the malversation of

magistrates might be restrained, frauds upon the revenue prevented,

sober conduct inforced among the wealtiiy, industry revived among
the poor, and relief duly administered to the wants of those unable to

maintain themselves. Hi:; object evidently was to establish a. cheek

upon the wildncss of popular despotism, to jjrevent the administration'

from falling into hands su unworthy as tliose which had too commonly

** 'ETTiaxtvufj/cila. Auger. Amcubknuus. Mably, rccb. sur les Giccs. p. 17.

direcleJ

.
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diiectcil it, and to provirle a steddincss for the government altogether,

to wliich it had been long a stranger. But so much it would have been

dangerous to declare. That the people in assembly should hold an

uncontrouled despotism, was a maxim so instilled by the flattery of

candiilates for popular favor, and so maintained by demagogues in

])OMer, that beseems not to have known how to be cautious enough in

proposing any balance to it, or mixture with it. He ventures hardly

more tlian a hint, referring to the constitution of Solon, who of all

legislators of any fame, he says, had most favored democracy, and yet

had established the Areiopagus in all the power, to which he himself

proposed now to restore it. Tearing, however, this might not be

accepted as sufficient apology, he concluded with what could not

apparently but have the most direct tendency to overthrow his own

work :
' It was a maxim with him,' he said, ' equally as with their

' ancestors, who had instituted and supported the venerable court of

' Areiopagus, that the people, as a tyrant,' for that precisely is his

term, ' should hold absolute sovereinty, the legislative power, the

' judicial, and the executive; and that nothing should be committed

' to others but offices meerly ministerial ^'.'

In truth the censorial power which Isocrates proposed to revive, was

but a species of the very defective and very hazardous general resource

of the antient republican legislators; not a concurrent authority;

nothing that could harmonize with the other powers; but, like the

college of ephors at Lacedtemon, and the tribunate of Rome, meerly

.another despotism, to war against that already existing, rather than to

temper and accord with it.

*' A£i To» f*J» A?ftor, urirtf T-Jfai»o», xaSira- just import when applied, by himself and

rai Ta{ afxotii, x. T. f. p. 111. 'Hie use ol" the others, to those "a ho, according to our law-

word Tifctfof, in this place, by so late a phrases, may be termed tyrants sole, in coa-

writer as Isocrates, will assist to indicate it« tradistinction to tyrants aggregafe.

I
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SECTION VIII.

A

Purpose of the War-party to carry War into Asia. Circumstances of

Methone and of Thrace. Chares General-Autocrator in Thrace.

Massacre of the Seslians. Conquest of the Thracian Chersotiese

;

and Partition of the Thracian Monarchy.

The arguments of Isocrates produced no reforniation of the govern-

ment. The party of Chares, though checked by repeated failure of

public measures under their direction, maintained yet a general fupe-

riority. On the conclusion of peace with the revolted allies, the mer-

cenary army sliould have been disbanded, and the fleet at least re-

duced. But Chares would be unwilling to return from a lucrative

command abroad with princely power, to the situation of a simple

citizen of Athens, most uneasy for those most distinguished ; and num-

bers, at home as well as abroad, had a share of common interest with

him. The disbanding accordingly was delayed ; on what pretence we

do not learn; but we find indication that it was not without some Demosth.

oppression of the remaining allies of the republic.
vift trvii,j.ofiuy.

Meanwhile the satrap of Bithynia, Artabazus, who had been relieved, g. Q 354,

as we have seen, by Chares, in his war with the loyal satraps, again pressed ^'- '^''- 3-

V^I1> iJ I * ^« <)t

by royal armies, negotiated again among the Grecian republics for assis- of this Hist,

tance ; and it was now that he ingaged the Theban Pammcnes, whose

service we have also seen highly advantageous to him. But service in

Asia, as Xcnophon's account of himself shows, might olVer allure-

ment for an adventuring commander, even without a satrap's pay.

Whether with any view to promote such a project, the rumor was

revived at Athens, that a large fleet was preparing in the ports of

Phenicia, to bring a Persian army to Greece, The people were

assembled to consider of measures to be taken, in circumstances

asserted to be highly critical. The leading orators of the war-

party evinced a feeling of a strong interest on the occasion. They

warmly urged, ' that attack should not be waited for ; that the

Vol.. IV, 3 A • best
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' best and safest wav to obviate the threatened evil was to invade the

' enemy's country; that the incouragement to this, from past experi-

' ence, was abundant; the successes of the kite king of Lacedsmon,
' Agesilaus, the return of the Greeks who had penetrated as far as

' Babylonia with Cyrus, and, above all, the heroic deeds of their own
' forefathers, in Greece and in Asia, against the same enemy, when far

' more warlike than now, all invited.'

With any view of advantage to the Athenian commonwealth, this

project, especially when such an enemy as Macedonia was to be left

behind, appears utterly preposterous; but for ambitious individuals,

whose situation was uneasy or precarious at home, with only a change

of hazard, it may have offered lofty hopes. The peace-party however

Demostli. obtained on this occasion new assistance. Demosthenes, afterward

fi fft-ppopi.
^^ celebrated, made now the fust of his speeches on political sub-

jects that has been transmitted, and probably the first ever published.

When an oration, spoken from the bema, obtained applause, the orator,

if decidedly connected with a party, would publish it to promote the

purposes of his party; if of undecided connection, he would publish it

to acquire fame and clients ; which would give him importance with

any party, and otherwise lead to wealth. Demoithenes spoke in oppo-

sition, and the opposition succeeded. The war-party abandoned their

measure, and no hostility being committed by Athens, none fol-

lowed from Persia.

Disappointed of Asiatic plunder, the party turned their view to

a field of far inferior, but still of considerable promise, and which

they had long held in view, the Thracian Chersonese. But, for reason-

able hope of success there now, it would be necessary to provide some

distraction for the Macedonian arms, which otherwise might too effec-

tually interfere. The circumstances of the little republic of Methone,

on the Macedonian shore, offered opportunity whence able politicians

could profit. Methone was the place whence we have seen the Athenian

arms directed against Philip, amid the difficulties of his first contest for

his paternal throne. Its situation, opportune beyond others for offensive

war against Macedonia, Mould expose it of course more to the jealousy

and to the coercion of the Macedonian government. In weakness

3 therefore
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therefore its leaders would be cautious of offence to Macedonia; and

hence probably the forbearance of the Macedonian government, through

vhich it remained a republic, when others, less obnoxiously situated,

had been reduced by the Macedonian arms. It was now become

very populous and strong, having been probably the resort of the Athe-

nian party, flying from the conquered places, Pydna, Potidiea, Torone,

Amphipolis and others. Being then, from Attica to the Hellespont, or

at least as far as Athos, the only seaport continuing to acknowlege the

sovercinty of the Athenian people, it would be the only one whose com-

merce, more secure than others against smaller pirates, would be little

liable to depredation from Athenian commanders. Under such circum-

stances florishing, its connection with Athens would be intimate, and

its dependency unavoidable.

It is no light indication of great moderation in the Macedonian

government, that, under such circumstances, offensive measures against

Methone were so forborne, that even the Athenian orators, with all

their invective against Philip, have imputed none. On the other hand

the testimony of the historian is direct to aggression from Methone Diod. 1. 16.

against Macedonia, and even to actual war, concerted with Athens, '^' ^^'

previous to any hostility from Macedonia against Methone. The

Methonscans then, having so taken their part with the Athenian

government, M'hich was ingaged in a war with Macedonia of such

rancor that all communication even by heralds was denied, vigorous

exertion against them became indispensable. Their territory probably

was small and of little value: the sea was the element to which they

looked for wealth and plenty. On the approach of the Macedonian B. C. S54.

army therefore they shut themselves within their walls, which were so
^'

strong, and the defenders so numerous, that the siege Avas likely to be

lasting, and success uncertain.

W'liile measures thus were taken for employing the Macedonian arms,

without expence or risk to the Athenian people, intrigue was managed

with equal success in Thrace. Were the soverein of that country,

Kersobleptes, involved in no trouble, to prevent his effectual inter-

ference with the purposed measures of his allies and fellowcitizens

against him (for we have seen he was a citizen of Athens, as well as an

S A 2 ally)
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ally) their purposes. If practicable, would have been difficult. The princes

Berisades and Amadocus, however, their instruments formerly, were

ready, for the reward in prospect, to become their instruments again.

RebclHon was provided against Kersobleptes, while incouragement

was held out to the discontented in every Grecian town of the

Chersonese.

Matters appear to have been thus prepared, when at length Chares

Demost. in returned to Peirteus, with the fleet and mercenary troops which had been

^T-s" employed in the confederate war. The people being then assembled,

Diod. 1. 16. the fiuestion was put, 'whether the ships should be laid up to decay
c 34-

B C 333 * uselessly, the seamen turned to idlfness, and the troops dismissed,

01. 106. J. ' when all might be employed most advantageously for the republic?'

71ic war-party prevailed ; Chares was appointed general autocrator for

command in Thiace ; and, with the plenitude of power commonly

attached to that title, the fleet and army were again committed to his

orders.

Diod. 1. 16. Arriving in the Hellespont, Chares summoned the city of Sestus.

IR^r TiT -^''^ people refusing to abandon their existing ingagements, and become

01. 106. J.'* tributary subjects of the Athenian people, he laid siege to it. Far more

known, for ages past, in history and in song, Sestus was not now defended

like Methone. Whether its walls were deficient, or its population, or mi-

litary discipline, or able conduct, or concord among its people failed, it

yielded apparently with little contest. Chares then added to the nume-

rous instances of sanguinary cruelty in democratical government, and

of disregard for the Grecian name among the Athenian people, by

putting all the adult males of that antient Grecian city to the sword,

and selling the women and children to slavery. The terror of this

example, in the failure of support from the Thracian monarch, pro-

duced the submission of all the towns of the peninsula, Cardia alone

excepted.

The important conquest of the Chersonese being thus easily made,

Chares proceeded to give law to its former soverein, the king of Thrace,

Kersoblei)tes. By the deficiency of his understanding, the decay of

* Diodorus has related all the transac- Possibly, as well as the war of Methone,

fioiis of Chares in Thrace under the fourth they were begun in the preceding year.

year of the hundred and si.xth Olympiad,

respect
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respect among liis people, tlie opposition of the princes of h'n family,

and the failure, however happening, of the assistance of his biothtr-ia-

law Charidemus, that weak prince seems to have been almost htlpless.

We have no information of his attempting any opposition in the field.

By treaty he surrendered to the Athenians the sovercinty of the Cher-

sonese, and to his kinsmen, Rerisades and Amadocus, portions of his

remaining dominion, so large that, e(|ually with himself, thenceforward

they bore the title of kings. Nor did this eft'ectual humiliation of the

unfortunate monarch satisfy democratical arrogance. The two kings, Demosth.

whom it had created, m ere required to be present as witnesses to the
J^" '^^J^

°*^'^'

cession of dominion by the successor of their common ancestors Teres

and Sitalces to the Athenian people ; and to complete the oft'ensiveness

of a ceremony, in itself degrading enough, his former less successful

oppressor, Athenodorus, as if to make him appear to admit the breach of

a contract which he had publicly declared he never made, presided at

the ceremony.

But history seems nowhere to show democracy more lenient to sub-

jects than to princes. To provide security for the new acquisition, and

opening for further conquest, would be among the purposes in thus

dividing the Thracian kingdom. But the Chersonese itself was not

thought by that alone secure : the ready submission of its people was

not esteemed a sufficient pledge of their fidelity. Tho the Athenians

would not be persuaded either to ferve in garrifon or to pay garrisons,

yet numbers among them, troublesome to the government at home by

their poverty and their arrogance, M'ould emigrate to a fine country in a

fine climate, to take possession of houses and lauds and slaves, and from

the lowest of their old, become the first men of a new community. 'J'hc Diod. 1. i6'.

succinct account of Diodorus indicates a violent and extensive seizure '^^ •^•''•

of property; justifiable by nothing but the democratical principle, al-

ways asserted by Demosthenes, of right for whatever is profitable to

the soverein people. New colonists, sent from Alliens, appear to have

become the principal proprietors of the lands and houses, as well as

rulers of the towns of the Chersonese ''.

*' 'Awf^fl^l ^5(x<i5 Kh.nfi>vx,wi II? Tii< wii>iK. Diod. 1. 16. c. 34.
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CHAPTER XXXVIU.

Affairs of Greece during the second Period of the Sacred

War, when Macedonia was impUcated.

SECTION I.

New Views of the War-party in Athens. Trespass on the Delphian

Treasury. Methone taken by Philip. Invasion of Thessaly by the

Phocians, assisted by Athens, opposed by Macedonia : Victory of

Onomarchus and Distress of Philip : Death of Ono7narchus, and

liberal use of Victory by Philip.

T'HE conquest of the rich territory of the Chersonese, and the

reduction of the once formidable monarchy of Thrace to receive

law from the Athenian people, were, with whatever uncreditable circum-

stances accompanied, great and splendid advantages, balancing, in no

small degree, the losses in the wars with the allies and with Macedonia,

and powerfully promoting among the Athenian people the credit of

the party which had put them forward. But the Macedonian war

remained, and the Phocian war; in the former of which Athens

was a principal party, and in the other had a deep interest. The

difficulties and dangers hence arising, one party in Athens, had they

Drmostli. de jj^d power, would easily have obviated. By negotiation with Mace-

ix. al. donia, for which its king at every opportunity showed himself ready,

they would have made peace for the republic, and by a sincere union

with Laced&mon, for settling the affairs of Phocis, they would have

given quiet to distracted Greece. But neither measure suited the

professors of war and trouble. The maintenance of the sacred war
Demosth. they considered as especially favorable to their views; and, from the

p. 3C7. circumstances of Phocis and of Thessaly, their ingenuity drew means

for making others fight their battles.

In Thessaly there had long existed an Athenian interest in opposi-

tion
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tion to the Macedonian : the tagiis Lycophron, commonly styled tyrant

oi" Pherse, or of Thessaly, successor of the tyrant Alexander, was the

ally of the Athenian people. The Thessalian allies of Thebes, by in- ^sch, de Ic

heritance inveterate enemies of the Phocians, were of the Macedonian ^^ '

interest. Lycophron therefore would of course concur with Athens in

favoring the Phocian cause; and Phocis, as well as Athens, would

desire to promote the cause of Lycophron. On this ground the Athe-

nian leaders formed an extensive plan, for the execution of which

however they wanted armies. The Athenian people would not serve,

nor willingly pay ; and armies of mercenaries were not so easily to be

maintained by plunder and contributions in Greece as in Asia. To
have armies therefore they must raise money, and to obtain it they

hazarded their interest among the people in a very bold attempt. The

whole, nearly, of the ordinary revenue of the republic, as we have

seen, was under the sanction of most severe laws, appropriated to

matters of gratification for the Many ; religious ceremonies, sacrifices,

theatrical exhibitions, payment for attendance on the general

assemblies and courts of justice, or distributions of money. The

leaders of the war-party endevored to persuade the people to concede,

for purposes of war, some part of their accustomed indulgencies. De- Demosth.

mostnenes agam on this occasion came forward in opposition. In-

' stead of Athenian citizens,' he said, 'it was proposed to give the

' money to an army of forein mercenaries, with which the generals

' might inrich themselves at the republic's expence.' The prejudices of

the people, more strongly perhaps than their reason, would favor his

argument, and his opposition was again successful '.

This measure failing, a resource, hardly recjuiring more boldness

in the Athenian leaders, who would not appear as principals in it,

was to use the Delphian treasury. Circumstances at this time favored.

Laceda?nion, always troubled with hostile neighbors in Peloponnesus, was c. 31..'

* Dionysius of llalicarnassus has not itself, that they must be nearly right, and

noticed tiie time of delivery of the oration that it cannot belong to the later period,

intitled, «ifi <rt»la|«j;. The most judicious after the delivery of all the Philippics, to

modern critics have ascribed it to tlie time wliii h Leland, apparently to accommo-

with which we are now ingaged. It appears date his own purpose in narration, would

to me to carry very sufficient evidence in give it.

now
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now at actual war with Argos ; and, tho carrying it with advantage into

the enemy's country, would thus be less able to interfere in more distant

concerns. Onomarchus, new yet in his arduous situation at the head

of the aflairs of Phocis, and, tho hitherto successful, surrounded still

with difficulties, could not hope to maintain himself without support

from some of the principal republics. The connection of the Athe-

nian government with the Phocian accordingly became of the closest

kind. It is described by Demosthenes, ' friendship, fellowship in

' arms, mutual support'.' The connection with Lacedasmon of course

slackened. But it seems probable that the Lacedemonian government

also had begun to give sanction to some drawing on the sacred trea-

sury; nor docs it appear easy to say where positive crime in such

drawing would begin. Every considerable state of Greece had its

separate treasury, or chamber in the treasury at Delphi ; and, tho we

are very little exactly informed, every state had clearly some right

over its own. A nice question might arise concerning those prin-

cipal riches of the temple, deposited ages ago by Croesus king of

Lydia. The subject, however, will recur in the sequel. What re-

quires observation now is, that the means afforded by the sacred trea-

sury growing daily more necessary to supply the expences of the war,

the use of them appears to have been daily less scrupled. Nevertheless

it seems doubtful if the Phocian government had ever yet ventured upon

it, without some sanction from the states of their alliance, especially

Lacedaemon and Athens. But it was afterward the boast of Demos-

Demosth. de tlienes that, at this time, ' neither Greek nor barbarian gave any assist-

Demosth. ance to the Phocians but the Athenians only ;* and we find him avowing
Olyiith. 3. the importance of the pecuniary resources of Phocis for the measures of

Athens in the war with Macedonia. That there was henceforward little

conlidential intercourse between LacedaMuon and Athens being then

evident in all accounts, the command of the Delphian treasury must

have rested with the Phocian government and the Athenian.

With such powerful means, and opportunity to use them, so that

the first danger and the first scandal would belong to the Phocians,

-the Athenian leaders resolved upon great attempts. The mercenary

• ^lAi'a, ffviAitax>», ^ori^tut. Demostb. de legat. p. 360.

force
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force which had recently conquered the Chersonese, and inabled the

Athenian people to dispose of kingdoms, was not yet dismissed ; and

hence it seems to have been that, presently after what the historian has

called the defeat of Onomarchus at Chseroneia, the army under that ch. 37. s. 5,

general was so powerful that he could detach seven thousand men °^ '**'* ^'**'

(should the same historian be trusted for numbers) to cooperate with

Lycophron in Thessaly '. Nor may this be exaggeration, the Athenian

government zealously cooperating with the Phocian ; for, on a follow-

ing occasion, in circumstances very similar, we find the transfer of a

still greater mercenary force, from the Athenian service to that of

allies of the Athenian people, attested by the cotemporary orators.

The obstinate defence of Methone afforded incouragement, and

provided opportunity, for the great stroke proposed in Thessaly.

Philip was induced, by the importance of that place, for its cri-

tical situation and its close connection with enemies so irreconcile-

able and so restless as the war-party in Athens, to postpone some

other interests, of no small consequence, to the prosecution of his

measures against it. The employment of the Macedonian arms there

had left the field open for Chares to make his highly valuable, yet

easy, conquest of the Chersonese. The siege was protracted through Strab. 1. 9.

the winter*. In the courseof it Philip, who superintended much in person, Diod. i. 16.

and often incurred the blame of an over prodigal courage, received a
^g^j^ogtj, q,

wound in ep, PhiL

' Diodorus says that Onomarchus at this to subsidize the tagus, the ally of Phocis

time bribed extensively among the Grecian and Athens, and inable him to make

republics, 1. 16. c. 33. Occasion has already those exertions against the other Thessa-

occurred to remark on the uncertainty of lians, the common enemies of Phocis,

this kind of imputation, and more will oc- Athens, and the tagus, which the historian

cur hereafter. Whatever author Diodorus proceeds to relate. So also levy-money for

followed, in his simplicity, he seems to have mercenary troops might probably go to

mistaken the fact, where he says (1.1 6. c.33.) some of the smaller republics, allies of

that Onomarchus, by bribes among the Piiocis.

Thessalians, produced a cessation of their * Diodorus relates the taking of Methonii

exertions against Thebes. The sequel of among events of the third year of the hun«

his own narrative shows that, if money went, d red and sixth Olympiad, and then repeats

as is probable, from Delphi into Thessaly, the story, with added circumstances, among

it was not to inrich the parly there hostile events of the following year. No other

to Phocis, by bribes, which could have but antient writer has at all marked the year,

a very uncertain and temporary efl'ect, but All accounts however being compared, there

Vol. IV. 3 B »ecmi
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wound which deprived liiin of the sight of an eye ^ The place at length

became severely pressed ; but depending upon the promised relief of an

Athenian fleet, the people persevered to extremity. A decree of the Athe-

nian assembly directed that a fleet should go; but, as M'ould be likely,

and, according to Demosthenes, was common, where the whole people

directed administration, what was decreed was not always executed ;

the equipment was dilatory, and the fleet sailed too late. The Me-

B. C. 353. thonasans, unable to withstand the pressure longer, capitulated. Their
Ol. 106.4. town and its independent sovereinty they would not expect to retain;

but mercy for their persons was not denied, as by the general of the

Athenian people to the wretched Sestians. To withdraw in safety was

Diod. 1. \6. allowed for men, women, and children, carrying only the clothes they

wore. The town was dismantled, and, with its territory, added to the

IMacedonian kingdom.

Meanwhile Lycophron, apparently assisted by a subsidy from Del-

phi, had so increased his forces, that the Larissjeans, Pharsalians, and

other Tliessalians, allies of Macedonia and Thebes, unable to meet him

in the field, and apprehensive of siege to their towns, applied to Philip

for support. But that prince had scarcely entered Thessaly on one

side, when Phayllus, brother of Onomarchus, came with the great

detachment, already mentioned, from the Phocian army, to assist the

I>iod. 1. 16. tagus on the other. Pliilip, however, joined by the collected strength

c. 35. of his adherents in Thessaly, defeated the united forces of Lycophron

and the Phocian general.

This blow following that of the loss of ISIethone, ])laced both Ono-

marchus, and the war-party at Athens, in circumstances highly critical.

seems no reason to doubt that the siege, or mostbenes also has noticed, and in a style

at least the war with Methone, begun in of eulogy more creditable to him than

one year, was continued into the next; and his illiberal invective, which has had such

the annalist intending, in his succinct way, warm admirers. The improvements in the

only one mention of this little war, in which story, given by writers later than the geo-

the beginning and the end should be related grapher and annalist, who themselves wrote

at once, has, through forget fulness, left the three centuries after the event, improve-

same story, and it is not a singular instance ments calculated for deligbters in the mar-

in his work, twice told. velous, seem unworthy even of a note on

' Thus simply the gcogr-ipher and the history,

niuialist have related the fact, which De-

S If
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If means were not found to repair them, Thessalian forces, and even

Macedonian, might be expected to join the Tlieban. The war miglit

llicn, with more effect than ever yet, be brought home to Phocis ; and

instead of new means acquired to annoy Macedonia, the way might be

opened for the Macedonians to invade Attica. Either the exertion then

was extraordinary, or the previous preparations had been great; for

before even Pliilip's activity could (haw any considerable advantage

from his victory, beyond the inmiediatc relief to his allies, Onomarchus

marched into Thessaly at the head of such a force, that, enjoining the

defeated tagus, their united numbers exceeded those of the combined

Macedonians and Thessalians. This force then he conducted with such

skill, that he defeated the king of Macedonia in two successive battles,

and reduced him to such difficulty and danger, that his retreat, at

length effected into his own country, was reckoned among the most Frontin.

masterly military operations known to antiquity. All Thessaly, ex- *'°v»"'

cept some of the strongest towns, fell under the power of the tagus and

the Phocian general.

The exertion of the Thebans had not gone so far as to send

assistance to their Thessalian allies, yet they did not wholly neglect the

opportunity afibrded by the absence of the army from Phocis. Otio-

marchus, amid the joy of victory in Thessaly, was alarmed with infor-

mation that the force of Boeotia was collected, and Phocis threatened.

The Thebans seem to have been slow ; for before they had passed the

Borotian frontier, Onomarchus was within it. Reduced thus to defend

their own fields, they ventured a battle, but were defeated ; and the

important acquisition of the Boeotian town of Coroneia, to the Phocian

alliance, was among the fruits of this new success of the Phocian

arms.

But the king of Macedonia was not of a temper to be dismayed by

defeat, or slow in measures for repairing it. Every consideration indeed

of his own welfare, and of his people's welfare, as well as of his own
and his kingdom's honor, would require exertion to prevent the destruc-

tion, or subjection under the tagus, of that large proportion of the

Thessalian people, connected with him and with Macedonia by mutual

and deep interest. While Onomarchus was on the other side of

S B « Thermopylae,
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Thermopylje, he entered Thessaly again with fresh troops: the Thes-

salians rallied around his standard ; and quickly his force amounted to

twenty thousand foot, and three thousand horse*. Lycophron, unahle

to keep the field against him, expected siege in Phers.

It was, according to the historian's arrangement of events and

dates, in the autumn still of the same year, that Onomarchus returned

into Thessaly with more than twenty thousand foot: his horse are

stated at only five hundred ; but even that number among the esta-

blishments of the southern republics, was considerable. The tagus

would add to his cavalry, proportionally more than to his infantry

;

Thessaly being indeed almost the only part of Greece where horses

and horsemen abounded. Athens was now free from other ingage-

ments requiring any great proportion of her navy, so that she could

afford large cooperation, of that kind which a fleet might afford to an

army ; and, in the antient system of war, as we have already often

seen, this was very important. A powerful fleet accordingly, under

the command of Chares, took its station in the Pagassean bay.

Philip, with inferior numbers, did not fear to seek action again with

the general from whom he had recently suffered defeat. Onomarchus

probably was sensible that, with advantage of numbers, his army, a

large part of which had been hastily collected, w^as inferior in dis-

cipline. He had to apprehend also the use which a skilful adversary

would make of his superiority in cavalry. Unable perhaps, under all

Demosih. c'e circumstances, to avoid, or much delay a battle, he chose his field near

ofod. K lof *^^ shore of the Pagasa;an bay, with the Athenian fleet at hand ^. The

contest v/as severe. Cut the victory, the Thessalian cavalry, it is said,

largely contributing to it, was at length complete on the Macedonian

c. 35.

• The tenor of Diodorus's account, and

especially his phrase ^odSJ» roTi @itIh>.o~c,

mark that lie considered the body of the

Thessalian nation as disposed to the Mace-

donian party ; and this receives confirmatioD

from the orators, even Demosthenes.

' Diodorus says the Athenian fleet under

Chares was accidentally sailing bj\ It is

not unlikely that a bold orator, whom

the compiler may have taken for his autho-

rity, would venture to tell such a story to

the Athenian Many. But it remains indi-

cated by Demosthenes that an Atheniao

naval force, greater or less, had beea con-

stantly, or at least commonly, kept on the

Thessalian coast, cooperating with the ta-

gus.

side.
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side. The routed Phocians mostly fled toward the friendly ships, and

the refuse was important; but, beiiis? pursued, even into the sea, by

the best horse of Greece, their loss was very great. Onomarclius him-

Belt" fell : those who perished by the sword or the water are said to

have been together six thousand, and the prisoners full three thousand.

Excepting those who reached the ships, hardly any unmounted could

escape*.

Through this great victory, Thessaly came intire into the power of

the con(juerors. Lycophrun, flying from the field of battle to Pheras,

and despairing of means to maintain himself there, surrendered the city,

under a capitulation, to the king of Macedonia. Pagasa?, the imme- strab. 1. 9.

diate seaport of Phcrse, and Magnesia, another principal emporium of P:*^"' -

Thessaly, dependent on the PheriEan government, presently followed c 35.

the example of the capital.

Intelligence of these great events conveyed to Athens, excited alarm

there, among the war-party extreme, but perhaps not little even among

those unconnected with that party. It was apprehended that the united

army of Macedonia and Thessaly might penetrate through the strait of

Thermopylae, and being joined by the Thebans, nothing within Greece

could resist them. The people were hastily summoned. The command

of the sea, it was observed, which Athens still possessed, gave facility

for sending troops to guard the pass, by which the dreaded evil

might yet be prevented, if measures were diligently taken. A force

accordingly sailed under the orders of Diophantus, who took possession

of the commanding posts, nothing being there to oppose.

Had it been Philip's own purpose to carry war into soutliern Greece,

unquestionably he would have been rapid, and it seems hardly to be

doubted but he might have occupied the strait, before the Athenians

could reach it. But the inveterate enmity among the Thessalians

against the Phocians, sharpened by the invasion of their country with

the purpose of reducing it under the power of a hated tyrant, would

• The stories of the destruction of One- Demosthenes, had they hud in his time the

marchus by liis own peojile, and of the cru- least credit, or eveu hud they been invented

eifixion of his dead body by Philip's order, to early,

could surely not have pasted unnoticed by

lead
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lead them to desire and urge the measure. Philip at length marched

to Thermopylas. A small movement of the Theban forces would have

placed Diophantus as between two fires : his only safety would have

been in retreat by sea. Nevertheless on his refusal to allow passage,

Philip, without any attempt to force it, withdrew; and, staying in

Thessaly no longer than to make some requisite arrangements, returned

into Macedonia.

To those leading men among the Athenians, who were adverse

to the system of war and trouble, circumstances appeared now

altogether advantageous for renewing their instances to the people to

allow negotiation for peace. War, it was observed, had been enough

tried, and constantly to their disadvantage. Every measure yet, against

Macedonia, had produced aggrandizement to the enemy and loss to

themselves. At the same time the moderation of the king, and espe-

cially his disposition to peace with the Athenian people, had been

largely shown in his recent conduct; when, to the dissatisfaction of

some of his allies, he had yielded to the first remonstrance of an

Athenian general, objecting to his passing in arms through the strait

of Thermopylae. But the ingenuity of the war-party was ready with

an answer. ' Not Philip's moderation,' they said, * or desire of peace

* with Athens, but his fear, the formidable aspect of their troops, and

* the patriotic firmness of the general Diophantus, who commanded
' them, prevented Greece from being overrun by an army of Macedo-
' nians and Thessalians.' They did not scruple the extravagance of

describing what they called ' the dismay of the king of Macedonia,

' and his flight from Tiiermopylie,' at the head of an arniy, flushed

with victory ; and they finished with proposing, and the people voted,

honors and rewards to Diophantus, for his bloodless and uncontested

success, e(jual to what had ever been given by the republic to any

general for the greatest victory, under the severest trial, ^\hat failed

of real triumph over the king of Macedonia, and of fame, Mhich they

would have equalled with that of Miltiades and Themistocles, for their

general, was compensated for them in triumph over their fellow-

citizens of the peaceful party, wluch, for the time was complete.

This
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Tins however was confined to Athens. Over the rest of Greece

other sentiments, and over a great part, directly contrary sentiments

prevailed. A worse opinion of the Phocian cause grew, as Athens,

under the direction of the war- party, superseded Lacedasmon in its patro-

nage, and, at the same time trespass upon the Delphian treasury became

more notorious, or stronger grounds were afforded for suspecting its

large extent. The ingenuity of the Athenian politicians, and the advan-

tage they possessed in the circumstance, that their city was the capital

of the litterature of the world, were diligently used to divert outcry

from themselves, toward those whose protection they had undertaken

;

and the zeal, with which the historian Diodorus has inveyed against the

unfortunate Phocians, indicates that they had considerable success. But

to a large part of Greece their influence could not reach. Thebes and Diod. 1. 16.

other states produced historians, to transmit what was said against justiii. 1. s.

Athens; and a late antient writer, who, among much ineptitude, has '^•^'

some good things, may apparently deserve credit for his report of it.

' Absurdly the Athenians,' he says it was observed, ' would compare

'their recent measure at ThermopylEe, with the glorious exploit of

' Leonidas there formerly. Then indeed the freedom of Greece was to

* be vindicated ; but now a sacrilegious injury to the nation : then the

' object was to defend the temples against the rapine of forein enemies

;

' now to defend the plunderers of those temples against their proper

• judges. If those who claim to have the best constitution, who ccr-

* tainly have a system of law universally admired, who lead the world

' in philosophy and all learning, will admit and support such cnormi-

' ties, with what, hereafter, can we reasonably reproach barbarians?'

Nor was it in the power of the Athenian leaders to prevent great and

extensive credit accruing to the king of Macedonia. On the contrary,

their opposition and obloquy sharpened the zeal of his partizans, and

contributed to excite panegyric and attachment, in Greece and beyond

it, in some parts even to excess. * It is incredible,' says the same writer, Justm. 1.8.

still apparently reporting common fame not unfaithfully, * what glory

• the victory over Onomarchus earned to Philip among all nations.

" He was the avenger of sacrilege,' it was said, ' he was the protector

" of the religion of Greece, for expiation of a crime, which ought to

*• have

c.
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" have called out the united strength of the world to oppose and
*' punish, he alone was seen worthy to take the direction. Next to

" the immortal gods is he by whom the majesty of the gods is vindi-

" cated'." Diodorus, less oratorical, and perhaps less exactly giving

Piod. 1. 16. ti^e popular expression of the day, is however more pointed and precise

in his eulogy. ' Philip,' he says, ' having aholished the tyranny in

Phera', and given liberty to the city, returned into Macedonia with

the credit of having advanced the power and estimation of his king-

dom, by his atchievements, and by his reverence for the deity.' And
indeed so his popularity M'as now established in Thessaly, that, whether

regularly elected to the situation of tagus, or under what other descrip-

tion vested with the power, he seems to have been henceforward con-

sidered, by the Thessalian nation, as the constitutional chief of their

confederacy ".

• Wesseling has been struck enough with

this passage to quote it at length in a note

of the 60th chapter of the l6lh book of

Diodorus, introducing it with the phrate,

' Pulcre Justinus.'

vo^it Tfif lAfifdi^taF a?rodou(i irar^X^ti ci(

<ai Tq Xfof TO SiToK iu<riiiitt. Diod.l.lO. C, 38.

We find even Demosthenes bearing testi-

mony to Philip's merit with the Thessalians

in assisting them against their tyrants,

iwt Tii» rvfanmyit Sixiat iCoqSiga-t. Olyntll. 2.

p. 22. Yet in the same oration, a little

before, he liud spoken of the Thessalians as

held in unworthy subjection, and sighing for

liberty: 01 »r«f» t>)» avrit a^iixr StiovXufuxn

CiTTaXo) fVf otiK it iXivStfti yhnilo »a-fiit») ;

p. 20. Present impression, being often, in

the Athenian assembly, of great power, aa

orator might, in speaking, sometinaes risk

contradictions, to produce wayfaring eflects.

But if he committed his speech to writing,

with a view to publication, be would propose

to do away what might not bear reflection.

The apparent contradiction here, however, is

perhaps nothing more than Demosthenei

might deliberately risk, even in writing. It

wai the body of the Thessalian nation that

Philip assisted against the Ti/fa»ix>ii euia*.

If among his auditors many would believe,

nevertheless, that the body of the Thessa*

lian nation were held in unworthy subjec-

tion, and anxious for a change of govern-

ment, his purpose would be best answered.

But were the inconsistency objected to him,

or to any uf his more informed friends, it

would be answered, you misunderstood

' the orator : he did not say the Thessa-

' lians universally or generally were held io

' subjection ; but that those Thessalians,

• who iifje reduced to unworthy subjection,'

(namely the party which had befriended the

tyrants, and were now deprived of their su-

periority of power and privileges,) ' desired

' to recover their former advantages, and
' no longer to see the government of the

' country held by their adversaries.'
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SECTION II.

Phayllus Successor to Oiwmarchus : Large Assistance to Phocis

:

Baotia imadecl, and Epicnemidian Locris conquered: Phalcecus

Successor to Phayllus.

The overthrow of the great army under Oiioniarchiis, and the rcducLioa

of all Thessaly under the power of the party connected with Mace-

donia and Thebes, werfe blows requiring the utmost exertion of the

supporters of the Phocian cause to repair, if by any exertions they

could be repaired, which, if Macedonia should ingage earnestly on the

opposite side, might seem hardly possible. Hitherto however, not-

withstanding provocation given, no symptom liad appeared of a

disposition in Macedonia to take any forward part. Nevertlieless

those blows were alarming, perhaps in some degree to the Athenian

people generally, but highly to the party which had been directing the

administration. The opposition, before powerfid, would of course be

strengthened by them; yet the superiority still of the war-party having

been proved in the extravagant reward procured for its general Dio-

phantus, it was resolved to maintain the connection with Phocis, and

to pursue the hostile line taken against Macedonia. In Phocis

Phayllus was raised to the dignity of general-autocrator, in the room

of his deceased brother Onomarchus. The intimacy of the connection

of the Athenian government with the Phocian, appears not to have

been slackened by the change, and Lacedaemon saw still its interest in

supporting Phocis against Thebes.

Trespass upon the sacred treasury seems now to have been carried on

with some degree of system, by the Phocians in concert with tlieir

allies, and with no other reserve than their own views of their own

interests dictated. The resource being yet good, to collect another

great army would not be dilTicult. Not only professed mercenaries

might be readily obtained, but citizens of allied states, if pay were readj%

might be persuaded to take arms. Accordingly in the spring following

Vol. IV. 3 C the
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the death ofOnomarchus, for tlie first time since the death of Philomelus,

large succours from friendly states are noticed by the historian, as

Diod. 1, 16. joining the Phocian army. Athens furnished, according to his report,

* "^ '

no less than five thousand foot and five hundred horse, apiiarcntly all

mercenaries; and yet, he says, the Athenian government received pay

from the Delphian treasury for more. Lacedtenion sent one thousand

men ; Achaia, from various towns, two thousand ; and the ejected

tyrant of Pherie himself joined with two thousand. Of these forces,

serving in the name of states formerly so jealously arrogating military

command, the new general-autocrator of the little province of Phocii

was allowed to hold the command-in-chief.

With preparation so expensive, considerable enterprize no doubt was

in view. It may have been disappointed by some failure in the pro-

jected combination ; some jealousy of the purposes of Athens, especially.

Diod. 1. 16. among the Lacedaemonians, might be not unreasonable. Boeotia was

* '^^'
invaded: but, according to the historian, PhaUlus was thrice defeated

by the Thebans. It is however evident that he suffered little; the defeats

having been pcrha])s little more than disappointment of attempts to take

some towns through intelligence among the peo])le. Failing, however,,

of his object, he turned into the Epicnemidian Locris; and the Thebans,

whatever may have been their success in their own country, not follow-

ing to protect their allies, every tow n yielded to him except Aryca;

A party everywhere seems to have favored tlie Phocian cause: even at

Arvca a gate was opened for him, and some of his troops entered, but

for want of due |)revious concert, they were driven out again.

The Thebans at length, excited by the loss which earlier exertion

perhaps might have prevented, sent their forces into Locris. Phavllus,

leaving a part of his army to blockade Aryca, led the rest to meet

them. But so was the pride of the Tlieban prowess sunk, that, even

after advantage gained over a body of Phocians, by night, near Abfe,

they avoided a haltle; and leaving Aryea to its fate, turned into Phocis

for plunder. Pha'. llus followed, and put them to llight. Aryca soou

after yielded, and thus all the Epicnemidian Locris M'as gained to the

Phocian alliance.

Soon
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Soon after this conquest, in tiie third year only yet of the war, the B. C. 352.

Phocians had the misfortune to lose the third of that extraordinary ^'' ^"7. i.

brotherhood, which had so supported their affairs and raised their fame.

Phayllus fell, not, as his predecessors, by the sword, but by aconsump- Diod. 1. iff.

tive disorder, which destroyed him at an ao'cwhen his faculties of body ^v
^^'

,
'

, , , ,
I ausaii.l. 10.

as well as mind should have been in their fullest yigor. Of the three c. 2.

brothers, Onomarchus only left a son, Phaliecus, and he was uuder age;

yet he was raised to the first dignity, civil and military, with the

continued title of general-autocrator. To provide assistance lor his

defrcient experience being however indispensable, IMnaseas, one of the

most confidential friends of the former generals, was appointed his

coilegue. In a state otherwise situated, such appointments might mark

only the ascendancy of family interest, or the power of a party, or the

favor of the soldiery. All these probably concurred to produce the

elevation of Phalajcus. Yet, in the circumstances of Phocis, all these

would have been insuflicient without high esteem of the family of these

autocrators, not only among the Phocian people, but also among all the

allied republics of various constitutions ; the continuance of whose

support was essential to inable any general to hold command, or even

existence, in Phocis,

To support tiiat popular estimation which had raised Mnascas and

his youthful coilegue to their arduous situation, as well as to assist the

maintenance of their mercenary force, early exertion in enterprize pro-

bably was necessary. Mnaseas, very soon after his elevation, lost

his life in action. His young coilegue nevertheless ventured an incur- Diod. 1. 16.

sion into Boeotia with a body of horse, but, near Cha;roiieia, he received '^'
'

a check, which the historian calls a defeat. The consequences however

appear to ha\e been little important, except that the acquisition of

Chaironcia to the Phocian alliance, the apparent object of the expe-

dition, was i)revented. Little enterprizes thus were ingaging the

Phocian arms, while the Thebaus remained inert or on the defensive,

when movements elsewhere called the attention of both, together

.with that of all the principal states of Greece.

3 c 2
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SECTION III.

State of Parties in Athens: Isocrates ; Phocion ; JEschines ; De-

mosthenes: Grecian Settlements inScythia. Politics oj' Demosthenes

before he acquired a share in the Administration.

The war of oratory at Athens, always of weight in Grecian affairs,

had, at this critical period, more than common importance ; when, for-

tunately for historj', it becomes also more known to us, through the

preserved orations. At this time that party of whicli Chares -was the

ostensible chief, and which, for its measures, may be intitled either the

high democratical party or the war-party, held still a general ascend-

ancy
;
yet not unbalanced by the party of better men, who, tho com-

pelled to profess great reverence for the purest democracy, may perhaps

not improperly be named the aristocratical party : their opponents

affected to call them the Macedonian.

This party had, for its leaders, all the men whom antient writers,

with remarkable concurrence,.have described as the most respectable of

their time, oi-, almost of any time. Isocrates, toward the age of ninety,

without having ever held or sought political office, was as the father

of the band. Timotheus, now in banishment, if yet living, had been

the favorite scholar of Isocrates, and remained always his intimate

M. T. Cic. friend. I|)hicrates and Chabrias (the latter we have seen losing his life

in his country's service) however differing about inferior political

interests or private concerns, concurred nearly with Isocrates and

Timotheus and each other, in general political principles, and on the

leading interests of the republic. Phocion, not ill selected by Plutarch,

from among all the worthies of all the republics of Greece, as a model

of inflexible integrity in a corrupt age, the fittest parallel to the celc-

Plut. vit. brated Utican Cato, had been coming forward under those three great

Phocion.
nien, but more particularly attached to Chabrias.

Phociou appears to have been of no family eminence, but of Mcalth

that
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that inablccl him to attend the philosophical school of Academus, under

Plato, and afterward under Xenocrates. His "temper was particular;

he is said to have been scarcely ever seen either to weep or laM<>li:

Mith an aspect singularly sour, his manners were mild and pleasant.

He chose the military line, and rose early to considerable command
under Chabrias, who discerned his superior claim to confidence. Before

the Confederate war, when so many synedrian allies jjaid tribute to

Athens. Chabrias, being commander-in-chief, committed to Pliocion

the office of collecting the tribute, and placed under his ordeis, for the

purpose, a squadron of twenty triremes. Phocion remonstiated :
' To

' meet enemies,' he said, ' the force was insufficient; to visit friends,

* it was needlessly great".' At his own choice Chabrias allov/ed him

to go witli a single trireme. Probably he was contented with smaller

presents for himself than the Athenian naval commanders were Mont to

exact from maritime states; and the apjjetites of those under him in

one ship were of course more easily satisfied than those of the crews of

twenty. He made his mission altogether so acceptable, as to afford de-

monstration that, for that time at least, he had rightly estimated the

necessary force. Numerous vessels of the allies voluntarily attended

his return to Attica, bearing the full amount of the customary tribute.

The circumstances of the times, the slate of parties, and the perils

of the republic, rather than his inclination, seem to have led Phocion

to ingage in civil contest, and become a public speaker; for which,

however, he had great and singular talents. Not a flowing orator, no

speeches have been preserved from him ; but he excelled in quickness

of perception and readiness of words, for reply and debate. None
equalled him in detecting the fallacy of specious argununit, mIucIi

would make the worse appear the better cause, or in the cutting senten-

tiousness with wliich he exposed it; whence Demosthenes, who feared

him more than any other speaker, is said to have called him the

Hatchet. Expectation was thus always kept alive by his speeches;

and hence, curiosity being a prevailing passion of the Athenian Many,

" These worcis rest only on Plutarch's a higlier title to credit than accounts of

authority; but they relate to a public traus- words passing in private or confidential

action, and are in consonance with it; conHnunicalion.

whence they may perhaps derive somowliat

tho

381
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llio he showed scorn, as no other dared, of the comnuni flattery of the

orators to them, yet, unless when an adverse party was violent enough

and strong enough to overhear all contradiction, he was always well

heard.

Opposed to these, in the high dcmocratical cause, the name of most

eminence is that of Chares; whose early promise, in military com-

mand, which earned him the good report of Xenophon, and whose

abandonment of himself afterward to every vice, equally by which a

corrupt people might be courted, and for which a corrupt people would

allow indulgence, have been already noticed. His eloquence vvas of

the kind for communicating with persons of all ranks and descrip-

tions in conversation, but not for impressing attentive numbers from

the bema. To hold high situation, therefore, either political or mili-

tary, under the Athenian government, it was necessary for him to have

able orators for his associates; and he was skilful and fortunate enough

to gain support from most of those most eminent in his age. Lysias,

Lycurgus, Hegesippus, Hyperides, and others of considerable note,

spoke mostly in the high democratical cause, and were of his part}-.

But of the numbers who contended for public favor, in the general

assembly and in the multitudinary courts of justice, two now became

distinguished for a superiority of talent, whence one has been esteemed

the greatest orator Greece, or perhaps the world, ever produced, and

the other second only to him, Demosthenes and /Eschincs.

It is remarkable, and proves a great change in the character of the

Athenian government, and the habits and prejudices of the people,

that neither of these men, who so rose to the head of the rei)ublic, was

regularly born an Athenian citizen. .(Eschines, b}- some years the

Demosth. de elder, is said to have been the son of a slave, Tronies, the domestic of
cor. p. 313. ^ schoolmaster of Athens. During the tyranny of the Thiity, whether

attending the flight of his master, or profiting from the confusion of

jEschin. de the timcs to escape from slavery, Tromes passed into Asia, and there
kgui.p.3i3.

g^te,.pj asj ^ soldier into a band of Grecian mercenaries. It was per-
Demusll). ut

'^

ftut. haps then that he took opportunity to change the servile appellation of

Tromes, for a name of more respectable sound to Grecian ears,

Atrometus. On the invitation held out by Thrasybulus for associates

in
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in war against the Thirty, returning to Attica, he joined the standard

of freedom ; and, carrying probably some recommendation, earned in iEsch. ut aut.

service in Asia, -was appointed, by that great and discerning man, to a

situation of some command. In the restored commonwealth, in which,

by his service he had earned the rank of a citizen, he took himself ihe

profession of a schoohnaster "'*. He had married a woman of proper D(?mosth. dfr

Athenian i)irth, and sister of a man who rose to considerable military &431.

rank, but of an occupation highly disreputable, tho required for what ( "l^.^l^

the Greeks called rcliojon, a bacchanalian dancer and teacher of Demosih.

1 1 ,• • du cor.
bacchanalian ceremonies.

JEschines M'as one of a numerous progeny from tliis match. An
Atlienian citizen, as the son of an Athenian citizen he was, at the

usual age, eigliteen, inrolled of tlie ward into which his father had been

admitted, the Pandionid ; and during the next two years he fulfilled ^^^-^'^ "^'^

the duty of military service Avithin Attica, as required by law for all 2,°3.

youths of that age; a duty however, in the growing licentiousness of

the people, and neglect of the old constitution, so commonly avoided,

that the performance appears to have been considered as ground for

claiming merit. On reaching the age of military manhood, twenty, he

joined the Athenian troops, auxiliaries to the Lacedemonian, In Pelo-

ponnesus; and he earned the commendation of his general, in the battle

of Ihe Nemean glen, defending a convoy going to Phlius, then suffer-.

ing, as M'e have formerly seen, for its faithful attachment to Laccda;-

nion. He contiiuied to serve with the Athenian troops through that

•war, and was ingagcd in the great concluding battle of Mantineia.

But military service in Greece rarely led to fortune, and carried no

constant pay. After the peace, therefore, which followed the battle of

'* Demosthenes, in his oration on the count of his funiily, avoiding all notice of

fnibassy, speaks contcinptuously of the his father's origin and early age, leave us at

father of /Eschsnes as Atrometus the school- least at full liberty to believe what De-
master, but not as having ever been a slave, mosthenes would hardly have ventured to

nor does he mention his servile name assert, could the falseliood of it have been

Tromcs. These circumstances are brought maintained. Tiomcs bears analogy to the

forward only in his oration on ihe crown, Englifli word Quukcr; Jtiometus to Uiiquak-

spoken twenty years after, and to wliich we ing, Unshaken, I'eaiiess, Stciljast, Drcad-

have no reply from /llschines. Noverthe- nowlit,

lees the evident lameness of /Eschines's ac-

Mantineia,
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Demostb.de Mantineia, iEschines took the place of clerk to the council of five

^^to3^'
' hundred", and at one time he was an actor on the public stage. He

p. 440. was there, as Demosthenes repeatedly mentions, remarked for his fine

voice. When, and how introduced, he first began to avail himself of

his talents as an orator in the general assembly, M-e do not learn. This

Dcmosth. however, now in Athens truly a trade, became at length the trade of
in Aristocr.

p. <;.s7. ^tochines.

Demosthenes had so far advantage of birth, that his falher was an

Athenian born ; but his mother was of half blood, being the produce of

an illicit marriage with a Scythian woman. It is moreover remarkable

that these two great orators, who became two of the most eminent men,

not of Athens only, but of Greece and the civilized world, giving an

account each of the other's family and of his own, have both avoided

to owTi a grandfather. Of the maternal grandfather of Demosthenes

only any report remains, and that from his rival; but authenticated by

his own omission, when occasion oflered and required, if it might be

done, to contradict it; and the story is interesting enough with a view

to public as well as to private history, to deserve some notice here.

The thorny situation of wealthy and eminent men, in the actual state

of the Athenian government, not only induced those Avho had means,

as we are told of Iphicrates, Chabrias, and others, to provide forein

retreats, but would operate as^ temptation to betray the republic, for the

acquisition of an advantageous retreat. In the fiiilure of Grecian

harvests, through continual wars and the political circumstances of the

country, to supply food for the population, the singularly productive

peninsula, on the northern side of the Euxine sea, called by the Greeks

theTauric Chersonese, and by us the Crimea, attracted the attention of

Stiab. 1. 7. Cirecian merchants. The country was held by a Scythian hord, acknow-

Icging a king, whose authority extended far on the northern shore of

" The situation of ^scliiiics in public with us, and to have been less creditable

office is thus described by Demosthenes: only beciiuse, as Demosthenes a little far-

'fvoyfxu.uttTivi:r 'vfjXt (tw i'>)fi«) xii 't»i)f«T«» ther intimates, itwns so ill paid, that from

T? ^ovXri, atiTo; iJ»i>tiTo To» tofitt Toviit Tu eighteen pence to liall-a-crown was a bribe

x^pixi. Demostli. de legal, p. 36"3. The for those who held it : Tar? apx«'! ivcyfau.-

office seems nearly to have resembled that /Aarkoyla, x«< ivoTt i Tpi«» of»xi^iit ironfii,

of the clerks of the houses of Parlidiutiit Denioslh. de Jegat. p. 403.

] 3 the

p. 307.
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the Euxiiie. But, the Scythians caring little for land and less for trade,

the Greeks proceeded from commerce to settlements ; which seem to

have been made nearly in the manner of the modern European settle-

ments in India. The merchants obtained leave to establish factories,

paying a tribute. They fortified the factory; and then, paying still

the tribute, for the sake of security for their trade, they would how-

ever defend their possession against any claim of the soverein. In

this country the Athenians had a settlement, called NymphiEum. The ^^sch. de

• 1,1111 !• 11- -i "^o""- P- 5^1.
town M'as considerable, the harbour commodious, the adjacent territory strab. l.r.

highly fruitful. Gylon, an Athenian, was, under appointment of the P-'^S-

Athenian people, governor of this colony, when the soverein of the coun-

try desired to recover possession of it. Powerful in the field, the prince

was probably aMare that, against Grecian fortification, Scythian science

in the war of sieges might fail. He therefore entered into negotiation

with the governor ; who, for the town and territory of Kepi, on the

same shore, as a lordship for himself, M'ith a rich Scythian heiress in

marriage, betrayed the trust committed to him by his country, and

surrendered Nymphsum to the Scythian king. Cited then to take his

trial at Athens, he of course avoided to appear; and, in consequence,

according to the practice of the Athenian courts, in his absence he

was condemned to death. As a feudatory lord, under a Scythian

prince, he was probably secure enough against Athenian vengeance

:

his return to his native country only was precluded. But when two

daughters, born of his irregular marriage, approached womanhood,

whether less satisfied with the private manners of the people among

whom he was established, or with the existing political circumstances

about him, he sent them to Athens. Having acquired wealth in his

distant lordship, he oftcred fortunes with them, of an amount esteemed

inviting; perhaps hoping, through the connections he might so make,

to procure his own pardon from the people. We have seen some of

the most illustrious Athenians marrying the daughters of Thracian

princes, with no detriment to their progeny; but possibly those

princes might have received the freedom of the city, which would

obviate legal objection. Only one of Gylon's daughters obtained a

man of eminence, Demochares; and the match seems to have been

Vol. IV. 3 D considered
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considered as derogatory to him. The other took for her husband

Demosthenes, a citizen of the Pieanian ward, by trade a sword-cutler '.

The only child of the latter of these matches, born in the fourth

year of the ninety-ninth Olympiad, and, from his father, named De-

mosthenes, was left an orphan of seven years old, with property which

ranked him among the wealthy of Athens: Educated as became his

fortune, and introduced into life advantageously, through his connec-

tion Mith Demochares, he was of course to take his share of the com-

bined evils and honors, which the Athenian constitution made the lot

of the wealthy. In earliest manhood he was appointed to the expensive

but honorable oftices of choregus, or president of theatrical entertain-

ments, and trierarc, or director of the equipment of a ship of war. To

the burden of this office was annexed the honor of the command of the

ship equipped. But while none of the wealthy were legally excusable

from the one, many would be very unfit for the other, which

therefore was not so rigorously imposed. Demosthenes, tho appa-

rently little of a seaman, acted, however, at one time, as a naval

captain in the Athenian service. He contributed also to the treasury,

as we find him boasting, by gift, called free, but no more to be avoided

than the office of trierarc. Nothing however beyond common pressure

seems to have been put upon him
;

yet, through his disposition to

luxury and ostentation, his fortune was quickly dissipated '^ Want thus

drove

•• iEschines, avoiding specific mention of mostbenes himself has avoided the subject,

Demochares, speaks of Gylon's daughters where, in his reply to.^schines, he has strain-

thus :
' One married—let it be anybody, cd to represent his birth and connections in

' that I may not say what may be unpleasant the most advantageous light, amounts to an

' to many : the other, Dcmostlitnes the admission, proving the story of Gylon and

• Paeanian, iu contempt of the laws of his his daughters true beyond controversy.

• country, took for his wife.' We owe the '' Plutarch, in his preface to his life of

name of Demochares to the son of this Demosthenes, well observes that a village-

match, the celebrated orator, who seems to life altogether eannot suit one whose pur-

have been proud of the connection. (De- pose is to write general history, because

mosth. de cor.) Demosthenes was no fa- such a purpose requires opportunity for ex-

vorite character with Plutarch, who has yet tensive communication among books and

shown himself unwilling to allow, tho un- among men, without which the work, what-

able to deny, that the most renowned of ever may be the writer's talents, will be very

Grecian orators was, as i£schines calls him, defective. Fur himself, he adds, it was his

a semibarbarian. The care with which De- lot to pas* the greater part of his life in a

littU
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drove him to apply his talents to business ; and, at the age of five and Dion, ad

twenty, he began Avith that employment which had raised Isociates to '"™'

fortune, consequence and fame, composing speeches for suitors in the

courts of justice.

.Slschines, to balance the disadvantage of his birth, possessed, with Demosth, de

great mental abilities, a superior figure, a voice uncommonly melodious & si'h &de
and powerful, a reputation for courage repeatedly shown in his coun- |fo'''' P'-^^P

try's cause, a private character without stain, and manners that made

him generally acceptable '*. Demosthenes had nothing of all these.

A weak
little town; preferring such residence, for

his attachment to the place, and desirous,

through his services, to obviate its other-

wise threatened decay. Thus the sad in-

accuracy of tlie general history, which his

lives of great men necessarily involved, may
be in large part accounted for; and yet there

.are some things that we may still wonder

at. Few anecdotes of private life remain,

from all antiquity, so authenticated as those

which have come out in the controversy be-

tween Demosthenes and yEschines. If then

Plutarch had any library at Cha;roneia, it

might be supposed the works of Demos-

thenes would have been found in it. Were

they not there, or in any library in the

place, it might be thought, when he was

writing the life of Demosthenes, extracts

the most necessary for his purpose might

have been obtained from Athens, if not

made on coming of age, for which consider-

able wealth was necessary :—'e|sX9o»1i Je U
vrxt^uVf T «xoXoi;9a ToyTo*? •jtcxtIhv^ vopriysTiff

rpLrifxp^sTv, hc?<pifin>, f4>iJs/i>af (piAoTi/Aia^ fiiri

iaio-i [J-YtTg Sri^fuJiO,^ awoXiiviff^cci, Ibid. Vet

Plutarch represents him, on coming of age,

as absolutely penniless : JxTrfalai ftit ivh

woX>.oro> YiSvtr,5n fnifoi rut irarfiiiut. It seems

probable that Plutarch made notes from

books as he had opportunity, in his resi-

dence at Rome and elsewhere ; whence, and

from his small library at Cha;roneia, his

occasional references to books for historical

matters. In composing then his great work,

in his little native city, when both liis library

and his notes failed him, he would recur to

the uncertain store of his recollection ; and
when all these did not suffice to complete his

picture to his mind, a striking efl'ect being ne-

cessary in every one of his lives, he seems,

from some nearer place. But, in his life of judging from other remaining accounts, and
some of the highest authority, to have been

very little scrupulous of adding from his own
invention. It follows, by no means, that his

assistant* is to be wholly rejected ; but, as

observed heretofore in the t«'xt, that his

word is not to be taken without consider-

able circumspection and caution,

"" Demosthenes has ingeniously attempted

to make even the advantageous person </f his

rival an object of ridicule, calling him ' that

Demosthenes, he has utterly neglected the

great orator's account of himself, given in

the most celebrated of his orations, that on

the crown. Demosthenes there boasts of his

education: 'Ef^oi fitv ro'\rj> ii!'r,(^t, waiji ^ixJi.

ovlf, ^otlay fi( Tcc TTpotj^aovTx oi6cci7Ka.Ki^at xa.i

i;^!!* iira xf'i> "• ''• '• Demosth. de cor.

p. 312. But Plutarch has not scrupled to

say he was absolutely without liberal edu-

cation '.—run i/xf*iAii» xa^ Vfoffmxotraii iMvSef^

Vcctii (xa9»if*»T«)» aiaiJttTo? Si,xiT yttiitai. Vit.

Demosth. p. 847- Agaui we fmd Demos-

thenes proceeding to boast of the figure he

' fine statue,' T«r xctXo» ani^nHix. Demosth,

de cor. p. 270. His uncommon power and

melody of voice he repeatedly nientioiis for

3 D S the
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A weak habit of body and an embarrassed manner seemed to deny him,

equally as Isocrates, the hope of becoming a speaker to win the atten-

tion of listening thousands, and he had the farther great disadvantage

of a defective utterance. With this, a sour, irritable temper was repel-

ling to friendship, and an extraordinary deficiency, not only of personal

courage, but of all that constitutes dignity of soul, made respect diffi-

cult and esteem apparently impossible. Nor Mere these defects shown

only among familiar acquaintance; they were exhibited in public, and

made extensively notorious. In earliest youth he earned an opprobrious

nickname by the effeminacy of his dress and manner. On emerging

fr(jm minority, by the Athenian law at five and twenty, he earned

another opprobrious nickname by a prosecution of his guardians, which

was considered as a dishonorable attempt to extort money from them.

Not long after, in the office of choregus, which carried high dignity,

lie took blows publicly in the theater from a petulant youth of rank,

named Meidias ; brought hia action for the assault, and compounded it,

for, it was said, thirty mines, about a hundred pounds. His cowardice

in the field became afterward notorious. Even his admirers seem to

have acknowleged that his temper was uncertain, his manners awkward

;

that he was extravagant in expence, and greedy of gain ; an unpleasant

companion, a faithless friend, a contemptible soldier, and of notorious

dishonesty, even in his profession of an advocate. Yet so transcendent

were the faculties of his mind and the powers of his eloquence, that

after having, by great assiduity judiciously directed, overcome the

defects of his utterance, he quickly made himself mighty among the

multitude, terrible to his enemies, and necessary to his party.

In all governments, free enough to give opportunity for fortune to be

made by speaking, the young adventurer finds the widest field for

displaying talent and catching popular favor, and far least requiring

care and circumspection and scruple, in opposing the existing admi-

nistration ; unless where, in a democracy, the opposition M-ants ta

restrain popular tyranny, while the administration finds an interest ia

the purpose of cautioning the hearers against pose. The charge so often reciprocally made,

their effect. Against his manners, his mili- by contending politicians among the Greeks,

tary merit, or even his private character, he of corruption in public business, will come

Kxms not to have hud an jii»inualiou to op- under notice herealler.

supporting

I
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supporting it. But any administration must want occasionally to

moderate the extravagancies of popular sovereinty ; so that, in taking

tlie side of opposition, the opportunity for invective, the easiest and

readiest artillery of the orator, will ahi'ays be surest. Of the political

outset of iEschines, no information remains. He was already, when

first noticed as a public character, eminent in that party of which

Chares, if not the principal director, was the most eminent person, the

man Mho had most filled high situations, and who bore the most exten-

sive influence among the soverein !Many.

Demosthenes was yet but a candidate for that party-connection

which might lead to power, when, in the second year of the Phocian jj. C. 354.

war, Chares and his partizans, after peace made with the revolted allies-, ^'- ^^^- •^*

wanting a field for military adventure, desired to lead the republic into

a war with Persia. Then, at the age of nine and twenty, he delivered

a speech, already noticed, in treating of the circumstances of the times, Ch. 3S. s. i.

the first that seems to have attracted public attention enough to induce '
'* '^''

its publication; and he spoke in opposition. The orators of the war^

party, who had s])oken before him, had been endevoring, by strained

panegyric of the heroic deeds of their forefathers against the Persians,

to incite the Many to concurrence in their purposes. Demosthenes, in Demosth.

an opening of singular art, elegance, and conciseness, admitting the T'f '"i^i^T*

deeds of their forefathers to have been above all praise, turned their

panegyric, and argument founded on it, most successfully into ridicule.

He then proceeded to say, 'that he considered the king' (for, as usual

among the Greeks, he called the king of Persia simply the king)
* as the common enemy of Greece; but then he wholly doubted any

' intention of the Persian court to proceed to actual war. It M'ould

' therefore,' he contended, ' be rashness for Athens to i)rovoke hosti-

' lity from so mighty a foe. As for that union of the Greeks, proposed

' on the other side, it was obviously not to be efit'ected. Many Grecian

' states, it was well enough known, were much more disposed to trust

' the king of Persia than oneanothcr. Nevertheless preparation was

' advisable, against hostility from Persia, and from all others.' The

whole speech is temperate in style, clear and [)owcrful in argument, and

apparently
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apparently was successful in effect, for the project of carrying war into

Asia failed.

Nevertheless the war-party, with unabated diligence looking around

B. C. 3j3. for opportunities, proceeded to ingage the republic in projects of

complex hostility ; conquest in Thrace, conquest in Macedonia

through support to ]Methone, conquest in Thessaly with the arms

of Phocis, and conquest, or what would be equivalent to important

conquest, in Greece itself, through the establishment of a command-

ing influence in Phocis. To avow these projects beforehand, to their

sovercin the Athenian people, would be to proclaim them to all the

world, which would be to prepare their defeat; yet from their soverein

the Athenian people they must obtain the means for carrying them

into execution. Under this ditliculty they ventured upon the bold

attempt, formerly noticed, to persuade the people to surrender, for

the purposes of war, some of those gratifications, which, under the

sanction of severe laws, consumed almost the whole of the public

revenue.

Demosthenes now again spoke in opposition. He had, as his speech

Demosth. indicates, already made himself conspicuous, so as to be confident of

p. i6y. popular attention, while he gave to invective against Chares and his

associates a stronger tone. He objected to the proposed abolition of

distributions from the treasury ; the purpose being, he said, to raise a

mercenary force for the generals of their party to command, more for

their private interest than any public good. If war must be made, if

troops were wanted, the citizens themselves should serve, as in good

times of old. * Were your armies composed of citizens,' he says, * your

' generals would not, as now, plunder allies v ithout seeing enemies
;

* Oil the contrary, they would do that by your enemies, which they do
• now by your allies. But those, whom you now support in the highest

' situations, are ceaselessly employed in canvassing for those situations;

' slaves to the favor of the voter, sedulous to procure advancement to

' the dignity of general, and careless of every deed becoming a man.—
' Thus, in our assemblies, an orator is commander in chief, a general

' under him, and the wealthy in array under both : you, the citizens,

3 ' are
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' are divided, some under one leader, some under another; and what
' you gain at last, by your contention, is, that one leading man is

' honored with a brazen statue ; another acquires wealth and conside-

* ration ; one or two rule the republic ; and you look on with habitual

* indifierence, abandoning to them, to use for their own purposes, what
* should make a \\hole people respectable and happy.'

But, in thus opposing those who had risen as leaders of the democra-

tical cause, and held their power by their credit as its supporters,

Demosthenes had no view to concur with Isocrates and Phocion in

imposing legal restraints upon popular despotism. He already saw his

line. For the favorite of an individual soverein to have the greatest

means of wealth and power, the power of the soverein himself must be

unlimited ; and so for the favorite of a people to have the greatest

means, the despotism of the people must be complete. After therefore

representing the Athenian democracy such as every democracy must

be, if it settles into any order, the Many nominally, but one or

two really ruling, he proceeds to recommend a jealous vindication of

the most unbalanced democratical tyranny. ' The cause,' he says, ' of

' the superior condition of the republic, in former times, was, that then

' the people was despot and lord of all '^
: honor, authority, good of

' every kind, all depended upon the people.' While he asserted this,

the impossibility that the people could hold and exercise such power,

the necessity that they nuist employ some favorite, who would be the

reiil ruler, was no secret to him.

For preventing the abolition of the distributions, the passions and

prejudices of the Many would be ready assistants ; and so far the orator

seems to have succeeded. But he was not equally successful in per-

suading the people to take forein service upon themselves, or in

preventing new and cruel oppression, in the old course, with armies

of forein mercenaries. It was in the same summer that Chares, with

a mercenary force, destroyed the Sestians, and, providing means for

Athenian citizens to take possession of the best lands of the Thracian

Chersonese, earned favor with the Athenian people.

•' ToTt /*fr g J?^«{ tti iiirririit Mtt niftof kwitruu Dcmosth, Wi^J avUi^uc. p. 175.
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S E C T I O N IV.

Project of the LacedcemojiianGovernmeyit for an extensive Arrange-

ment of Interests in Greece : Constitution of the new Arcadian City

of 3fegalopolis. Oration of Demosthenes against the Project : /Far

in Peloponnesus : IinperJ'ect Accommodation : Continuation of the

Sacred JTar hetzceen Phocis a?id Thebes.

After the defeat of the ambitious purposes of the war-party at Athens

by the victory of the Pagassean bay, with the insuing expulsion of the

tagus of Thessaly and subjection of his party in that country, the

victorious king of Macedonia avoiding interference in the disputes of

the republics, and not even pushing his advantages against Athens,

Greece was left to its own discord. A chance of amended lot seemed

offered, in the very Aveakness to which the principal republics were

reduced by the consequences of their ambition. The recent check to

the means of the war-party in Athens was great. Thebes, beside the

whole Epicnemidian Locris, and part of the Ozolian, had lost some

considerable toMus of Boeotia itself: but, what was perhaps more im-

portant still, her failing energy in war, and failing wisdom in politics,

were become notorious, whence followed a rapid decay of the high

estimation acquired under Epameinondas, so thatehe was verging fast

toward her old condition of a subordinate power. Lacedsmon, risen

somewhat from the brink of ruin, but not yet in circumstances to

entertain extensive views of ambition, looked nevertheless unceasingly

to the recovery of Messenia, for which the situation of Greece seemed

to offer now some improved hope.

It was too ordinary, as M'e have seen, among the Grecian republics,

and most among the most democratical, to avoid a liberal communion

of interest with other Grecian states, and, in prosecuting purposes of

ambition each for itself, to deny all share in advantages to all others.

But, under the admonition which Lacedsmon had derived from suffer-

ings, the king, Archidamus, being the principal mover, a plan was put

forward
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forward not unworthy of his character for wisdom, moderation, and

liberaHty. The recovery of the dominion of Messenia for Lacedgemon,

was of course the first object; but benefit was proposed to other com-

monwealths, as w*idely and equitably, perhaps, as the divided state of

Greece, where some one generally must lose what another gained,

would easily admit. Restitution was the principle: Athens ^vas to DemosUi,

reo'ain her frontier town and territory of Oropus, now under the domi- f" '
';fi''^ - I ^ iop. p, !.;o»>

nion of Thebes. The unfortunate people of the Boeotian towns, deso- >-'< 206\

lated by the Thebans, Orchomenus,' Thespia; and Platcea, were to be

restored : Tricranum, unjustly withheld by the Argians, was to be

recovered for the Phliasians : apart of Tiiphylia, apparently that con- *

quered by the Arcadians, was to return under the dominion of the

Elcians :
' some of the Arcadians,' sucli is the phrase of Demosthenes,

' v.'cre to have again their own proper territories.' The import of this

cautious expression would be hardly now to be gathered, but for the

account, remaining from Xenophon, of the founding of the new Area- Ch.28. 3.8.

dian city of Megalopolis. From the tenor of the oration of 'Demos- ^f this Hist,

thenes, compared with that account, and with the narrative of Diodorus,

it becomes evident that ' the Arcadians to be restored' were those unfor-

tunate men, who had been forced, by democratical tyranny, from resi-

dence on their estates, and, with the destruction of their houses and

villages, compelled to live, under the jealous eye of democratical rulers,

in Megalopolis, as the capital of Arcadia.

For success in this extensive arrangement, which could not be carried

into efiect but by force or terror of arms, the concurrence of the Athe-

nian government M'as especially necessary ; and it seems probable that

concert was early held ou it with that party in Athens, which desired

that arms should be used only to procure justice to the injured, rcpres-'

sion for the turbulent, and repose for Greece. There remains from

Isocrates a political pamflet, in the form of a speech of the king of

Laceda?mon, Archidamus, which has been published with the evident x

purpose of preparing the Greeks generally for the measure, but especi-

ally the Athenian people. The state of the Athenian government, and

Athenian parties, required cautious expression about popular interests,

and very delicate treatment of popular prejudices. Hence apparently

Vol. IV. 3 E Isocrates
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Isocr. Ar- Isocrales has referred so much to old and even fabulous times, venturing
'^*'

little on the actual state of things. He has however enough indicated

that he, and those who concurred on political subjects with him,

reckoned the revival of the Messenian state, such as it was under

Theban patronage, no way beneficial to Athens, no way tending to the

general indej^endency of Greece, no way an act of justice even to the

persons put in possession of the country, unless perhaps to a very small

proportion of them, but reiilly a transfer only of the sovereinty of the

country from the Lacedasmonians to the Thebans, whose purpose was

to subdue Lacedccmon, Athens, and all Greece'*. Hopeless as Mas, what

all true patriots would most desire, a political union of the whole Greek

nation, they considered the proposed arrangement as the most exten-

sively beneficial for the present, and affording the best hope of oppor-

tunity for an improved state of things in future, that, with the conside-

ration, necessary for* them, of the particular interest of the Athenian

commonwealth, could, in existing circumstances, be reasonably at-

tempted ; an arrangement by which the numerous little states, anxious

for independency, and unable severally to maintain it, might best avoid

the tyranny of one republic, vhich they had learned from experience,

of all things, to dread, and subjection under a monarch, of which alarm

was now industriously circulated. Thebes being depressed, Athens

would remain the unrivalled head of the democratical cause. Laceda;-

mon would be raised, no more than nii<j;ht be neccssarv to hold the lead-

of the arislocratical. Northward of the isthmus democracy, within

Peloponnesus aristocracy would preponderate; and, betM'een the tM'o,

more than at any former time, would be established the balance, which

had always been found the best protection for the smaller republics,

and altogether most beneficial for the nation.

But the party of Chares, having, as the extant orations of Demos-

thenes show, and even not obscurely avow, the same view to the

sovereinty of Greece for themselves, in the name of the Athenian

'• This transfer of the dominion of Mes- saw fartlicr than most other wi iters, under

tenia from Lacedxnion to Thebes, and the the Roman empire, into the rial character

purpose of the Thebans, have been noticed of the republican times of Greece. Diou.

by Dionysiusof Ilahcaruassus.who, thomore Hal.de Isocr.

an elegant scholar than a deep politician,

people,
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people, as the Theban leaders in the name of the Tlieban people, would,

for no general advantage of Greece, or even separate advantage of

Athens, allow an increase of .power to Lacedasmon, which might be

efiicacious to obstruct that view. On the contrary, seeing, in the cir-

cumstances of the moment, opportunity for promoting their great

purpose, by contesting with Thebes the lead of the democratical interest

in Peloponnesus, they resolved to use it, at whatever risk of offence to

Laceda;mon ; whose alliance, should they succeed, they might perhaps

despise.

In opposing the project of Lacedjemon, what they selected, as a

principal matter to contest, in the assembly of the people, was the

change proposed at IVIegalopolis. The founding of the new city

had been a measure ingeniously conceived, and ably executed, it is

said by Epameinondas, for a lasting curb upon Laceda^mon, and it had

proved singularly efficacious for securing the n'ew state of Messenia

against the superiority of the Lacedemonian arms. The site was

chosen for the command it held of the principal pass from Arcadia

into Laconia. The population was compounded with a view to make

it ahvays hostile to Laceda;mon, and necessarily dependent on Thebes.

The greater part of the Arcadian landowners, compelled to migrate

thither, were warmly attached to aristocratical government and to the

Lacedemonian connection. The democratical party, under whose rule

they M-ere placed in Megalopolis, adverse of course to Lacedcemon,

wanted the support of some powerful state the more, as their aristocra-

tical fellowcitizens were always ready to join their enemies. Argos was

of their confederacy ; but Argos could not always protect itself, and of

course could not be depended upon alone for protecting them. Thus

Megalopolis was as an outpost for Thebes against Laconia, Avhence, if

Messenia were attacked, inroad upon the Lacedaemonian lands was

ready. But were the aristocratical landholders allowed to return to

their villages, and live, under their former constitution, m ith arms in

their hands, independent of the government of Megalopolis, they would

be a check upon the democratical population there, to prevent inroad

into Laconia, as Megalopolis itself was upon Lacedaimon, to prevent

the employment of its force in Messenia. This therefore was what the

3 E 2 Lacedaemonians
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Lacedjemonians desired; and it was so just in itself, and so little ob-

viously interfering with any just interest of Athens, that when pro-

posed in the Athenian assemhly, as the desire equally of Larcdajmon,

now so long the necessar}'- and beneficial ally of Athens, and of the

Arcadian landowners themselves, accompanied with the offer of the

strength of Lacedsmon to assist Athens in recovering Oropus from the

Thcbans, it might seem difiicult to find arguments likely to be popular

in support of the denial of it.

The purpose of Lacedoemon however no sooner became known, than

the dcmocratical ISIegalopolitans carried their complaints to every state

in Greece, where they could hope to interest a party; and tho virtually

at war v/ith Athens, since Athens had quitted the Thcban alliance for

the Laceda;monian, they did not scruple, as apparently they did not

fail of incouragemept, to solicit the favor of the Athenian people to

their cause. Ministers being sent from Laceda;mon to negotiate the

proposed arrangement with the Athenian government, ministers also

attended from Megalopolis; and both were equally allowed to address

the assembly of the people, which was to decide on the measure.

The superior talents of Demosthenes for public speaking had now

raised him to importahce, and he appears to have been already ingagcd

in the party of Chares. Having always professed zeal for the most

inilimited democracy, he was secure against any charge of inconsis-

tency in taking, with that party, the patronage of the democratical

Mcgalopolitans. His speech on the occasion, which has fortunately

been preserved, is among the most striking examples, not of his fire,

•which he always kncM' how and when to suppress, but of his art, which

the occasion especially required, and in which perhaps he not less

excelled. What however principally gives it importance for history,

is the politics it unfolds. The existing alliance of Athens with Lacc-

dasmon, and war with Thebes, made the business of the advocate for

IMegalopolis, the ally of Thebes, difiicult and delicate before the Athe-

nian people. His resource was in the popular disposition to that narrow

and dishonest patriotism, which would scruple nothing to ])romote the

interest of the Athenian people, at the expence of all the rest of Greece

and the world. That profligate principle, which the party of Chares

.s a])pears
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appears always to have asserted, Demosthenes is foiii;d directly avow-

ina;, among his published works, first in the oration for the Megalopo-

litaiis. There he uiges, that the interest of the Athenian people recjuired

the depression of their allies the LacedtEmonians, not less than that of

their enemies the I'hebans. The interest of the democratical Mcgalo-

politans then he most artfully put forward by aifecting contempt for

them, and representing them as worthy any regard of the Athenian

people, only as, through any favor to them, the interest of the Athenian

people might'be promoted. The result of the contest is not reported;

but it remains among antient writers to be gathered, that, tho the

Athenian people were not prevailed upon directly and openly to oppose

their allies the Lacedaemonians, yet the associates of Isocrates could

procure no concurrence in the arrangement proposed by Laceda3mon.

Failing thus at Athens, the Lacedaemonians resolved nevertheless to

use the opportunities, otherwise favoring, for prosecuting iheir purpose.

Their hope seems to have been founded, on one side, on the weakness

which Thebes had shovv'n in the sacred war, and the decay of Theban

influence over the extensive confederacy which Epameinondas had led :

on the other it rested much on the abhorrence, in which the Arcadian

landowners held their democratical government, and the Theban patron-

age which supported it, and on their desire of the restoration of that

Lacedemonian patronage, under which they and their forefathers had

been accustomed to hold their estates in better freedom and more secu-

rity, and which they considered as an inherited right and privilege. To
jg q g,^

give incouragement and opportunity then for these men to declare Ol. 107. 1.

themselves, a Lacedsemonian army marched into the Megalopolitan ^ gp"

territory.

This measure excited an interest through Greece, sucli as to produce

a kind of transfer of the sacred war into Peloponnesus. The states of

the Theban confederacy seem to have considered the support of the

democratical cause in Peloponnesus as more their interest than the

oppression of Phocis ; and those who would not hearken to the call of

the Amphictyons, when they suspected .the result might be to place

the Delphian treasury at the mercy of Thebes, would march, at the cry

of the democratical Alegulopolitaus, to defend them against the Lace-

dtemoniuns
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djemonians and aristocracy. The Theban general, Cephislon, for here

again (what has never yet occurred in the war with Phocis) a

T'neban general is designated by his name, Cephision led four thou-

sand foot with five hundred horse into Peloponnesus; the whole

force of Sicyon, of Messenia, and of the democratical Arcadians

presently arranged themselves under his orders, and the Argians were

preparing to join him.

Soon after the death of Phayllus, or perhaps before it, the policy of

the war-party in Athens toward Phocis was changed : the connec-

tion with the autocrator-general and the executive government of

Phocis slackened, and some democratical party-leaders were incouraged

in opposition to them. Hence, to cultivate again the Lacedaemonian

connection became highly important for the Phociun government, and

on this the Lacedsemonian government seems to have had some reliance,

in taking its measures against Megalopolis. Under these circum-

stances, when the Theban army moved into Peloponnesus, the Phocians

did not take any advantage of it for measures directly against Thebes,

but sent three thousand foot, with a hundred and fifty horse, to join

the LaccdjEmonians.

The utmost force however, that Archidamus could collect, was so

inferior to the united numbers of the Thebans and their Peloponnesian

allies, that the aspect of things was threatening for Lacedjemon. But

Argians were yet only moving to join their confederates, and had

not passed the bounds of their own territory, when Archidamus,

by an unexpected movement, with the Lacedasmonian forces only,

attacked and dispersed them. The town of Ornea3 presently after

yielded to his arms ; and, by that acquisition, at the same time he gave

increased security to Laconia, and provided new means for checking

the exertions of Argos. Proceeding then to join the Phocian army,

their united force amounted .still scarcely to half the numbers already

under the Theban general's orders.

Nevertheless, aware of the difference since the ability of Epamei-

nondas no longer directed the Theban arms, Archidamus did not fear to

meet the ill-compounded mass. A battle insued, which was of doubtful

issue, and both sides claimed the victory. But many of the Pelopon-

nesian
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nesian allies of Thebes, to injoy the fruit of their claim, went directly

home; a kind of desertion which, as we have formerly seen, even the Ch. 27. s.S.

influence of Epanieinondas could not always prevent. Archidamus
"' ''^'^ ^'*''

meanwhile, being fortunately able to keep his army together, gained

essential advantage by taking the Arcadian town of Elissus.

The Theban leaders, how ever, after their Peloponnesian confederates

had indulged themselves with a short visit to their families, found

means to collect their strength again, with added numbers; and,

Cephision slill commanding, they defeated the Lacedaemonian forces

commanded by Anaxander, and made the general prisoner. They

were superior also in two following actions, but apparently little import-

ant ; for the LacedtEmonians afterward gained a complete victory. ^'°^- ^' ^^•

What then led to negotiation we are not informed, nor why the

Lacedaemonians, after their success, consented to the terms on which

a partial peace was concluded. There are some groun<ls for conjecture

only that the king of Macedonia, solicited by the Thebans and Pelo-

ponnesians for assistance, interfered as mediator. Peace was made

between the Lacedaemonians and Megalopolitans, leaving things nearly

as they stood before the war, and the Theban forces withdrew fronx

Peloponnesus.

The unfortunate country, the seat of the Sacred war, thus had but B. C. " -.

a short respite. Whether in the autumn of the same year, or in the ^^'- ^^7- i-

following spring, Phalajcus invaded Boeotia ; incouraged apparently by ^^'"^"
'

a party in ChiEroneia, and made his way into that town, but was driven

out again. The Thebans then collecting their forces, revenged them-

selves by invading Phocis ; and finding no effectual opposition, they

carried off much booty. But both parties were now so exhausted,

that neither could prosecute offensive war, longer than plunder would djqj j ^q

afford means and incouragement. Incursion for plunder, and waste ^' *0'

was occasionally repeated on both; and, with this destructive kind of

warfare, the hostile spirit remained, as when the war began.

Thus, tho Athens had no share in the business of arms, all the ad-

vantage of this new Peloponnesian war was for the Athenian M'ar-

party, and for them it was complete. The result of the complex

contest was precisely what Demosthenes stated, in his speech for the

^legalopolitans,
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I^Iegalopolitans, as Avhat the Atlienians should most desire : Lacedaj-

mon was confined to a state of depression, Thebes nearly exhausted,

and Greece more than ever divided ".

'' The French translator of the orators,

Auger, has given a very different account of

the result of the oration of Demosthenes

for the Megalopolitans. ' Ce discours,' he

says, ' proi'oncc dans la quatrieme annfee de

'lacvi. Olympiade, fit sur les Athoniens

' I'impression qu'il devoit faire : ils en-

' voyerent a Megalopolis une armee, sous la

' conduite d'un de leurs generaiix, qui remit

• les chosps dans leur premier etat, et rap-

' pella les faniiiles qui avoient commence a

' retourner dans leurs ancienncs patries.'

Where he found authority for this he has

not said ; nor can I guess what may have

led him to the imagination, unless some im-

perfect recollection of tlie account given by

Diodorus of interference in tlie affairs of

Megalopolis twelve years before, by an error

apparently of the transcriber, attributed

to tlie Athenians instead of the Thebans.

But Auger's reputation as an editor and

translator may require that, on some con-

venient occasion, further notice be taken

of his boldness in assertion on historical

subjects, and extreme- negligence of investi-

gation.

Meanwhile I know not that anywliere,

more conveniently than here, notice can be

taken of u matter hardly to be passed wholly

without observation. Modern writers of

ar.lient history have mostly followed some

cf the later anlienls in reporting an expe-

dition of Philip into Peloponnesus. Among

the cotemporary orators no mention is

found of it, nor in the annals of Diodorus.

The modern learned, who have most studied

the matter, have differed much in conjec-

ture, having only conjecture, concerning

the time when it happened ; soipe placing

it before, olhWs after the war of which vfe

have been treating. It seems to mc difll-

cult to assign for it any time in which it

might not be shown from the cotemporary

orators that it could not be ; and it is there-

fore principally for the support it may ap-

pear to derive from so early and so very

respectable a historian as Polybius, that I

think it worthy of any discussion. With

regard to Polybius then it is to be observed

that he does not, in his own person, at all

mention the matter, but he introduces two

contending orators, an Acarnanian and an

/Etolian, speaking of it. The expressions

which he puts into the mouths of these

orators may imply, and probably will at

first impress the reader with the ideii, that

Philip, in person made war in Pelopon-

nesus; but Ihcy do not necessarily imply it.

With ourselves the phrase is familiar, that

Lewis XIV. made war in Spain, and Lewis"

XV. made war in America ; not meaning to

say that those princes were ever in those

countries. On the other side then it is to

be observed that, from Demosthenes, we

have repeated notice of Philip's speculating

in Peloponnesus. In the oration on the

crown his first speculation there is noticed;

6TJ irfuTOv txiTiof tT; UiMvifurtroi) irapiStiTo,

p. 052- In llie second Philippic we are told,

that he required the Lacedaemonians to

resign their claipi to the dominions of Mes-

scnia, and threatened that otherwise a great

force should march against them, p. Cp.

In the third Piiilippic his speculations in

Peloponnesus are again mentioned, p. 115.

In the oration on the letter, delivered after

every assigned and imaginable time of the

expedition, embassies from the Peloponne-

sians to Philip are mentioned, and alliances

with him, but no war made by him. Finally

then, in tlie oration on the crown again, deli-

vered several years after Philip's death, the

zeal with which many Peloponnesian states

sought his alliance, and the civil war between

the
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SECTION V.

Sedition at Rhodes : Speech of Demosthenes for the Rhodians.

Troubles of Eubtea : Phocion Commander of the Athenian Forces

in Eiiboea : Battle of Tamyme. Embassy from Thebes to the

Court of Persia. Treaties of Subsidy between^ the Persian Court

and the Grecian Republics.

While the democratical cause, fostered by the two hostile govern-

ments of Thebes and Athens, was thus gaining ground in Greece, the

embers of its fire, nearly smothered by the event of the confederate

war, broke out afresh on the eastern side of the iEgean. In Rhodes,

renowned for the liberality of its aristocracy, and the prosperity of its

people under a mixed constitution, the contention of adverse factions

became violent. A common evil of civil contest insued ; forein aid

the Macedonian and Anti-Macedonian par-

ties in Eleia, are mentioned, but no war

made by Philip. This seems to me conclu-

sive against his having ever interfered

cither in person, or by any Macedonian
force, in any war in Peloponnesus. But we

find iEschines mentioning that the Megalo-

politans, and other Peloponnesians, hostile

to Laeeda-mon, took offence at Athens for

her connection with Lacedasmon ; tho the

connection of Athens with Laccdacmon was

never very friendly. The same Pelopon-

nesian states were those so zealous in the

Macedonian connection ; and tho we find

no mention of Macedonia from Diodorus,

in his account of the war under the TLeban
Cephision in Peloponnesus, yet, if Philip did

at all interfere, it would be against Lace-

dfemon ; nor does it seem improbable but

that some threats, such as Demosthenes has

mentioned, without noticing the precise

occasion, may have assisted to produce the

final accommodation, on terms perhaps

better so accounted for than under any

Vol. IV.

other consideration. Possibly then such

may have been the grounds, on which the

orators mentioned by Polybius, and Poly-

bius himself, may have considered the king

of Macedonia as principally contributing to

the effects which the war produced.

Pausanias mentions a military station

which he saw near Mantineia, called Philip's

camp. The ignorance of the country peo»

pie, in his age, would be likely enough to

atcribute this to the more celebrated Philip,

tho it were really, as it is likely to have been,

the work of the later king of Macedonia of

that name, who did command armies in

Peloponnesus. As for such writers as Fron-

tinus, whose books are but bundles of

stories, when they have found a good one

they must find good names for the principal

personages; and all will not be so honest

as y£lian, whom we find sometimes con-

fessing that he cannot decide to which of

two or three great men a remarkable deed

or a pithy saying should be attributed.

3 F was
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was sought by the weaker, and, in tura, by each party. Alliance had

been antient, and probably of mutual benefit, between the Rhodians,

under their aristocratical government, and the people of the neighbor-

ing continent of Caria, whose constitution was monarchal ; being a

kind of feudal principality under the Persian empire, M'hence the

sovcrein,or first magistrate, was called sometimes king or prince, some-

times satrap. In that principality, Artemisia had recently succeeded

to the authority of her deceased husband Mausolus. The aristocra-

tical Rhodians, unable to withstand the democratical party, and fearing,

from its sovereinty, worse oppression than from any forein power,

applied to that princess; and, to prevent the evil they most dreaded,

received a Carian garrison into their citadel. Their superiority being,

by this dangerous expedient, insured, what had been their fear became

that of their adversaries, the chief of whom fled**.

In the war of the allies against Athens, in which we have seen

Rhodes taking a principal share, the Rhodian Many had been forward

Demosth. and zcalous; uU parties concurring in aversion to the dominion of the
pro lo

, Athenian people, of which experience was then recent. Whether

incouragement from Athens had promoted the sedition, which at

length produced the flight of the democratical chiefs, does not appear,

but there was a disposition ready, in the war-party, to forgive their

former offences, for the sake of advantage to be derived from their

future services. Not probably without some assurance of the existence

of such a disposition, they addressed supplication to the Athenian

*° Such are the plain and probable facts turning fleet without suspicion, were over-

to be gathered from Demosthenes. But powered, and the Carians became masters

some embellishing circumstances, of ap pa- of the city.

rently the same story, have been given by Possibly tlierc may have been circum-

the great teacher of antient architecture, stances to afford some foundation for this

Vitruvius. The democratical leaders, he report. Such a stratagem, however, pro-

says, having obtained complete possession ducing consequences so important, would

of the government of Rhodes, sent a fleet to hardly have escaped all notice from the co-

Halicarnassus, the capital of Caria, with the temporary orator, whose account they yet in

purpose of extending tlie democratical in- no respect contradict. According to both

terest, by exciting revolt against Artemisia, authors, the democratical party, at first

The princess, apprized of the purpose, cap- superior, were afterward, with Carian

tured the whole, and putting her own sea- assistance to their opponents, overpow-

men into the ships, sent them immediately ered. -

back. The Rhodians, receiving iheir re-

people,
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people, for assistance against their aristocratical fellowcitizens, who

now held Rhodes. Demosthenes undertook to be their advocate, and

his speech on the occasion remains to us ; interesting especially for its

farther display of the great orator's political principles.

The business \vas of considerable nicety ; for prejudice was strong in

the minds of the Athenian Many against the Rhodians, whom they had

been taught, by those who now desired favor for them, to consider as

rebellious subjects; and to reckon the democratical party, under those

circumstances, as more especially objects of indignation. Fearing

directly to meet this prejudice, the orator's art to obviate its opposition

to his purpose is remarkable. ' It was not the cause of the Rhodians

* he was pleading,' he said, ' bat the common cause of democracy.

' Such was the universal connection of the democratical cause, so

' readily, if variance arose between democratical governments, they

* fell into concord again, that it would be better for Athens to be at

* war with all the states of Greece together, if all were under demo-
' cratical government, than to have peace and alliance with all under

' oligarchy ; for no peace could be sincere between men who desire to

* rule others, and men anxious for universal equality.' Those among

his audience who reflected at all, would wonder why the stone-quarries

of Syracuse formerly had been the graves of so many Athenians, why

the hatred was so rancorous now between Athens and Thebes, and how

the democracy of Rhodes itself became so hostile in the confederate

war. Such explanation the orator prudently avoided, and, proceed-

ing to catch at the passions of his audience, he mentioned it as a

lamentable state of things that, 'not the Rhodians only, but the Chians, Demosth,

' Lesbians, in short almost all mankind, were living under a form of '"^'^S"'*^'

' government different from the Athenian. The danger insuing to the

* Athenian democracy was alarming, and those who establish any other

' form of government ought to be esteemed the common enemies

' of freedom".' The Athenians therefore, he contended, ouglit to l^y

aside all other considerations, and esteem it sufficient cause for assisting

the suppliants, that they were the democratical party.

*• The orator's phrase is ' those who estabUsh oligarchy ;' but the tenor of his discourse

shows that he uses that term to imply all governments other than democracy,

3 F 2 But
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But he was aware that notorious and celebrated facts, which had

been repeatedly urged by more liberal politicians, against the intole-

rance of the high democratical party, would be recollected as strongly

contradicting this branch of his argument. In the extreme distress of

Athens, at the conclusion of the Peloponnesian war, when completely

at the mercy of her enemies, and afterward, in the weakness of her first

convalescency, when the republic Mas restored by Thrasybulus, the

generosity of some aristocratical governments had saved and supported

her, Avhen the rancor of democratical enemies would have doomed her

to utter destruction. To obviate this he relates a story of democratical

generosity. * I would not have you,' he says, ' holding, as you do,

* the reputation of universal protectors of the unfortunate, appear infe-

* rior to the Argians. When the Lacedtemonians, after the Pelopon-

' nesian war, were lords of Greece, they sent a requisition, it is said, to

' Argos, for some Athenians, who had taken refuge there, to be sur-

' rendered. But the Argians, far from yielding to a power so fornii-

* dable, so persevered in friendship to you, that they ordered the

' Lacedaemonian ministers to leave the city before the sun should

* set.'

Hence the orator proceeds to an avowal of political principles that

will deserve notice. To subdue others, to grasp at dominion on all

sides, in terms more or less direct, he is found frequently urging to .the

Athenian people as their proper policy ; but he constantly denies equal

right to other people. Chalcedon, on the Bosporus, subjected, in

common with other Asian Greek cities, to the first empire of Athens,

had passed, after the battle of Aigospotami, under that of Lacedteinon,

and, after the seafight of Cnidus, had yielded to Persia. The Byzan-

tines had now conquered it from the Persians. This, it might seem,

should be esteemed creditable and praiseworthy, among those who

reckoned the Persians, as we have seen Demosthenes declaring he

reckoned them, common enemies of Greece. But now, on the con-

trary, he considers the conquest of Chalcedon by the Byzantines, as a

crime, a robbery; not against the Persians, from whom they took it,

not against the Chalcedonians themselves, Greeks whom they held in

fubjection, but against the Athenians ; as if Athenians, and Athenians

alone, had a right to hold all others in subjection.

It
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It appears to have been contended, on the other side, that Athens

had now long held peace and friendly intercourse with Rhodes, under

treaty with its aristocratical government, and that to support rebellion

against that government would be unjus^ and contraiy to the oaths

which sanctioned the treaty. In answer to this we have some more re-

markable political principles. ' I reckon,' says Demosthenes, 'it would
* be just to restore the democratical government in Rhodes: but, even,

' were it not just, still, observing what other states do, I should think it Demosth.

* advisable for its expediency. If all indeed would be just, then it would p'^jng^"
*

* be shameful for the Athenians to be otherwise. But when all others are

' providing themselves with means to injure, for us alone to abide by
' justice, and scruple to use advantages offered, I consider not as up-

' rightness but weakness ; and in fact I see all states regulating their

' rights by their power*'.' He proceeds then to confirm this curious

argument by a remark, showing the miserably precarious state of the

boasted liberties of the Greek nation. * Political rights, among the

* Grecian states,' he says, ' are decided for the smaller by the will of

the more powerful.' An analogous justice seems to have pervaded the

democracies. If persuasion failed, an orator, sufficiently powerful in

popularity, would resort to threats and violence; nor did those indowed

with the greatest powers of persuasion scruple to use a resource, which

their policy apparently, not less than their liberality and every conside-

ration of public good, should have reprobated. But Demosthenes

concludes this oration for the Rhodians in the way of the ordinary

popular railcrs, endevoring to intimidate- those who differed from him,

** Very much, in such arguments, de- Svtyiffotrat Trapatrmva^onitut, i^invt i/xuf Tci

penciing upon ihe force of particular words, ^ixaia vfoliUt^&ai, //.nSitii antP^aiASani^ittvf,

I will give the original passage at large, that on iixniorvmv, aMi utay^p'iut iyot^pai. 'OfS

the learned reader may judge for himself, yu/i avatrai ^fo? tv vafovaat ^wa/xi* xai rut

without the trouble of turning to another Jixaiur al.ot/xi'roi/?. Demosth. pro Rhod. p. I98,
book, whether 1 have rendered it to his J 99. The French translator Auger, tho
mind. 'Eyu Si iixa.ii» i~»ai »o/i!fip xaraysit tot generally a warm admirer of Demosthenes's
PoSwv a^fj.<iv. Ov i/.n> uXKa. Ko.) it yiiiiWicKt J», democratical politics, exclaims, in a note
jTa» ii5 a TToioDa-i). itro* (Byzantines and others) on this passage, ' Voilii done les principes

fi\i^a, iTfoarixitt «to/xai wafamia-ai Katdyiiy. ' d'equilc dc la politique

!

Comme ii

Aia T» ; Oti irdtTun ixin, 'u atiftf 'ASuyaroi, ra ' la justice n'ctoit jias toujours la justice

hKcua voum If^rixoTuii, a.KTxf''' ^i^cii po»on f*^
' (juand tous lc$ lioniuies en ncgligeroient

i^tMiv. Atiuvtuii il rii) a^ut eirm eihxii't ' la pratique
!'

by
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by imputing all opposition to a spirit of disaffection to the government,

and purposed treason. What decree followed we are not informed, but

no measures, or none effectual, were taken to support the Rhodian

petitioners " ;
perhaps because the attention of the Athenian govern-

ment was, as we shall see, forcibly called another way.

Among the complicated circumstances of Greece, in this eventful

period, some occurrences of no small importance remain indicated by

the orators, of which not the smallest mention is made by our only

historical guide; the failure of whose assistance for arrangement and

•dates, notwithstanding his frequent inaccuracy, is here felt as a loss.

Nearly however to the time we are ingagcd with must be attributed

some transactions in Euboca, which may have assisted to prevent any

effectual interference of the Athenian government in the affairs of

Rhodes,

By the expulsion of Timotheus from Athens, the connection estab-

lished by him, between the Athenian administration and the Euboean

towns, would of course be shaken : the confidence which the Eubocans

had in his probity, liberality, and wisdom, would not be readily trans-

ferred to his oppressors, and those would not be disposed particularly

to respect his arrangements. Nevertheless we have no information of

oppression exercised against the Euboeans; on the contrary,, the event

of the confederate war seems to have been taken as a lesson, by Chares

and his associates, for their conduct toward a subject country, so nearly

under the eye of every citizen, the importance of which was so highly

rated by all: they did not here, as geneially in more distant depen-

*»chin. «ie dencies, establish democracy by violence: every lown seems to have

retained its constitution, as under the compact with Timotheus; and

•' Auger, at the conclusion of his sum- people again under subjection to Athene :

maryof the oration for the Rhodians,iueptly they must have sworn, as Demosthenes

enough observes, 'II y a toute apparence shows in this very oration, to have the same
' qu' Artemise etant morte cette mcrae friends and enemies as the Athenian people

;

' annee, les Riiodicns furent reniis en li- they must have marched and sailed and

'bene.' There is.no ai>pearance whatever paid tribute at the pleasure of the -Athenian

that the democracy could be restored in people or the Athenian tribute-gathering

Rhodes without the interference of Atheni; achniral, and thus they would have been

and democracy restored by Athenian inter- ' lemis en liberie.' There is no appearance

ierence would have brought the Rhodian that anything of this happened.

among

tor. p. 494.
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among proofs of ease and security in the ilanrl may perhaps be reckoned

that Timotheus chose it for his exile. Probably he had ended a life

neither short nor inglorious, when the Euboean cities come presented to

our view, by the orators, in circumstances that appear extraordinary.

They were under the rule each of a chief, who bore the title of tyrant;

if not regularly and as a legal description, yet commonly, and as an

accepted designation. Thus Churigenes was tyrant of Oreus, Mnesar-

chus of Chalcis, and Plutarchus had succeeded Themison in the tyranny

of Eretria ^*. But neither do we learn thai these tyrants excited com-
plaint among the people under them 4 on the contrary, they appear to

have been the most popular men of their respective cities. Their emi-

nence among their fellowcilizens for property and popularity, seems to

have recommended them to the Athenian governm.ent; and, the favor

of that government confirming and increasing their importance among
their fellowcitizens, they became in reality common agents, for the

Athenian government equally and for their fellowcitizens, for the mar

Ragement of all their common concerns ''.

Probably the party which, before the intervention of Timotheus,

had, with Thcban assistance, nearly obtained complete command of.

the iland, was not intirely crushed or converted by his arras or his

policy. But among so many independent townships of various consti-

tutions within one iland grounds of disagreement, such as had given

occasion to the former wars, could hardly fail to abound. If then,

better or more favorite assistance was not immediately in view, all, of

course, would vie for the support of Athens. But the Athenian govern-

ment seems to have been disposed to its former policy, of letting the

Euboeans fight their own battles after their own m ay, so only that the

interference of forein powers was avoided.

In this neglect of the interests of the Euboeans, and of their just

* The title of tyrant is given by ^schines j'Eschincs to have differed from that of the

to Mnesarchus, and by Plutarch to his own other towns.

namesake the chief of Eretria. Clmrigeues *' The transaction of Demosthenes with

is called by .lEschines dynast, which is not Gnosidenius of Oreus son of Charigene*,

exactly a convertible term ; but, as'titles, shows that tl'.is was their real character,

tyrant and dynast were often used indiffe- and all tliat we farther learn of llieni is

rently. The constitution of Oreus was de- consonant to it. jEsch. de cor. p. iQi.

mocratical, and, as such, indicated by

claim -
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claim of protection, as subjects and tributaries, the people of Chalcis,

the most populous tOAvn of the iland, under the lead of Callias and

Taurosthenes, sons of the late tyrant Mnesarchus, proposed a general

assembly of deputies from the several towns, to be ho]den at Chalcis,

for the purpose of composing the present differences, and regulating in

future the general affairs of the whole iland. They appear to have

been able men, and not very scrupulous : they negotiated with the

king of Macedonia, while they professed all fidelity to the old ingage-

ments of their city with Athens. What those ingagements were indeed

we have no information ; and considering Callias and Taurosthenes

simply as Euboeans, if their final object was not their own power rather

^than their country's good, their measure would seem truly patriotic.

Their final purpose however certainly was to place themselves at the

head of the affairs of the whole iland. Plutarchus of Eretria therefore

saw, in their success, the ruin of his own authority in his own city,

with no small danger probably for his property, his liberty, and even

his life. His resource therefore was to address solicitation and remon-

strance to Athens.

Tho the Macedonian interest was advancing rapidly in the iland,

and Philip had gone so far as to send his general Parmcnio to assist in

the regulation of its aflairs, yet the party of Chares, as it appears from

both the orators, were backward in public measures for supporting the

interest of Athens. The reason of this political phenomenon is how-

ever to be gathered from Dcinosthenes. Callias and Taurosthenes

became afterward his confidential friends, and associates in the most

important political business. Whether the connection was already in

any degree formed, or how far circumstances were prepared or nego-

tiation begun for it, does not appear, but the orator shows ground

enough for the refusal of his party to interfere in favor of Plutarchus.

As formerly in Rhodes, so now in Eubeea, the Many were adverse

to the Athenian democratical leaders: in Eretria they banished those

whom Demosthenes calls their own best friends, the orators who
pretended most zeal in the democratical cause'*; and it seems pro-

*• Demoslhenes's hypocritical phrases on ivil5ti(rai muf tnrtp avreit Tiiyorla? ixGaM't.

the occasion cannot be misunderstood : "Oi Philipp, 3. p. 1^5.

T«X«4ir<^^i>i xat ivrvx,i~i tfiTfitTf TiX«i;1»l»Ii{

) bable
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bable that the only opening which the Athenian democratical party

saw for recovering their influence in Euboea, was by forming connec-

tion witli Callias and Taurosthencs. The other party would, on that

very account, be the more earnest to support Plutarchus. An earnest-

ness arose, however, not unlike that formerly excited by Timotheus, for

maintaining the Athenian interest in the iland. Not only for the

navy but for the army also, personal service was extensively offered ;

and now first, it is said, within memory or tradition, the expence of

equipping ships of war was voluntarily undertaken by individuals.

This arose from a general disposition of the higher ranks to the measure

;

and all the circumstances together indicate that, on this occasion, the

aristocratical leaders carried the popular favor, Demosthenes alone, of

the democratical orators, ventured to speak ; and he, as lie has himself

confessed, was ill heard and roughly treated. The command of the .

armament, rapidly raised, was committed, not to Chares or any of his

faction, but to Phocion, their stern opponent.

Meanwhile Callias and Taurosthencs had so gained favor to their

project, for a union of all the towns of the iland under one liberal system

of independent government, that, except in Eretria, their party every-

where prevailed. They did not however rest their caiise intirely upon

the attachment of their fcllow-ilanders. They ingaged a considerable /Esch. tie

body of mercenaries, which had been in the Phocian service, and were
''°'"' 1'*

dismissed probably on account of tlie near failure of resources from the

Delphian treasury. But they continued always to profess tlie purpose of

maintaining peace and friendship with Athens. Such was the involution

ofparty interests, some avoM cd and some concealed, that whfn Phocion

arrived with the Athenian armament at Eretria, he seems hardly to

have known what enemy he had to contend with. But, advancing into

the country, and incamping near the town of Tamyna;, in a deep valley,

the heights about him were occupied by hostile troops, in such force,,

that he found himself in cflect besieged, and in extreme danger. An
express was hastened to Athens with information of tlie circumstances;

and the result again -marks the favor of the higher ranks of citizens to

the cause of Phocion : all the remaining cavalry of the republic imme-

diately ind)arkcd. Kot liowcver without a severe action the distressed

Voj.. IV. 3 G army
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army was relieved, and a vittoiy of some splendor gained. The orator

^scliines, serving in the cavalry, so distinguished himself, that he was

selected by the general to carry report of the victory to the council and

people, and for his meritorious service was rewarded, by a decree of the

general assembly, with the honor of a crown. AMiat however the con-

sequence of the victory was, beyond the deliverance of the besieged

Dfinostli. army, does not appear. We find Demosthenes afterward imputing
•

'• hostility and treachery toward Athens to Plutarchus, for whose support

Phocion was sent; and, on the contrary, ^schincs attributing the

whole opposition against the Athenian interest in Eubcea to the measures

of Callias and Tauroslheucs. But it is remarkable that, much as

we find Demosthenes complaining of Macedonian interference, and

even Macedonian troops, in Euboea, no mention is made of either on

this occasion: when the party of Phocion directed measures, it appears,

the hostility of Macedonia instantly ceased. But the scrupulousness of

that virtuous statesman feems to have made little effectual use of the

advantages, placed in his hands by his victory, and by the zealous

attachment of his triumphant party. \Vhate\er was the immediate

arrangement, which seems indeed to have been but incomplete, suf-

ficient opening was left for the future intrigues of Callias and Tau-

rosthenes.

About the time when these things, unnoticed by the historian, must

have happened, a matter occurred, of extraordinary appearance in his

account, for which we find no assistance from the orators. The

B. C. S51. Thebans, Avcaried and exhausted by the protraction of the Sacred war,

9}- \^^l- -^r found final success in it, with their own means, hopeless. Distressed
Diod. 1. iO. '

_

e.40. thus, they sent an embassy to Artaxerxes, king of Persia, with the sole

purpose, according to the historian, of begging money. What claim

to favor they had acquired since, only two- years ago7 their general

Pammenes, in the service of a rebel satrap, Artabazus, had defeated the

king's armies, is not said. Perhaps those actually ruling in Thebes

disowned P.unmencs. But it appears, from the sequel, that the court of

Persia desired, at this time, to cultivate a good understanding generally

with the Grecian republics. The recovery of Egypt had been, for half

a century, its anxious purpose, unsuccessfully pursued ; Artabazus

5 Still
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still maintained his rebellion in Bithynia ; and Phenicia, forming close

connection with Egypt, had recently shown itself in revolt. All these

things together pressing, the Persian court was driven to that policy,

which had been so successfully used by the leaders of revolt against it,

employing mercenary Grecian troops. It was probably intelligence of

such a purpose that incouraged the mission from the Theban govern-

ment to Susa. Their ambassadors obtained, according to the historian,

three Imndred talents, about sixty thousand pounds, which were how-

ever not probably given for nothing. Agents were sent soon after to

all the principal republics. Athens and Lacedasmon, professing a desire Diod. 1, 16.

to hold friendship with the king, stated the necessity of their own ^' '

affairs in excuse for not parting with any of their native military force;

but the Thebans sent their general Lacrates, with a thousand heavy-

armed. Argos furnished three thousand, under a general specially

desired by the Persian court, Nicostratus; M'hose fame, which led to

the distinction, probably had been acquired, not in Peloponnesus, but

irt previous service, in the command of mercenaries, among the warring

powers of Asia.

But, whatever assistance the Thebans obtained for their treasury,

from the liberality or the necessities of the Persian court, no con-

siderable exertion followed in the war against Phocis. Predatory

incursion only, and small skirmishes are mentioned among the opera-,

tions of the year, and no important result.

3 5
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CHAPTER XXXIX.

Affairs of Greece, during the Third Period of the Sacred War,

when Atuens and Macedonia became principal Parties.

SECTION I.

Chronology of the Times. Naval Successes of Macedonia against

Athens : Opening for Negotiation alarming to the War-party at

Athens : Philip's Popularity alarming ^ Measures of the IVar-

party : Olynthus gained from the Macedonian to the Athenian

Alliance : Embassy of JEschines to Peloponnesus : Philippics of

Demosthenes.

THE imperfection of antient chronology makes continual difficulty

for the investigator of antient history. For supplying the defi-

ciencies, and correcting the errors, of Diodorus and the Arundel

Maihles, which alone offer any extent of chronological clue, it hehoves

him to seek assistance wherever it may be found ; and, for the times

with which we are now ingaged, a very valuable subsidiary remains, in

the remarks of Dionysius of Ilalicarnassus upon the orations of

Demosthenes. It is therefore very satisfactory to find these confirm-

ing Diodorus, so far as to show that his chronology does not, proba-

bly, err, for these times, more than for those for which we have oppor-

tunity to compare it with the higher authorities of Thucydides and

Xenophon. The beginning of the Olympian year, about midsummer,

long after the beginning of the connnon season for the action of

Grecian armies, would be likely often to make confusion of two mili-

tary seasons, for writers who did not, with the accuracy of Thucythdes,

divide

I
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divide the year into summer and winter, the season of military action,

and the season of military rest; especially for compilers like Diodorus,

unversed in either political or military business, and writing not till

some centuries after the times iu question. For perfect exactness his

chronology cannot claim credit; but as a general guide it will require

attention, and even respect.

After the battle of the Pagascean bay and its immediate consequences,
j] (^ 350

the abdication of the tagus Lycophron, the settlement of all T-hessaly (•>'• 107.1,2.

in the Macedonian interest, the march of the combined Macedonian

and Thessalian forces to Thcrmojiyla', and contest declined with the

Athenian army there, the annals of Diodorus exhibit a remarkable void

in Grecian history. Of the republics nothing is mentioned but the

embassy of Thebes to Persia, and the faint prosecution of the Sacred

war, already noticed. Of Macedonian affairs not a syllable appears.

Nevertheless it may be gathered from the orators that, in that interval,

occurred the contest of parties in Rhodes, and the war in Eubosa.

For the business of the Euboean M'ar, as we have seen, or, at least, for

the conduct of military operations, the |)arty of Phocion prevailed iu

Athens. 13ut they acquired no lasting lead in the general asscmbh-.

Through the abilities and the diligence of the opposing orators,

stimulated by the strong interest they had in their system of war arid

trouble, all approaches to peace with Macedonia were checked, tho

Philip showed himself always ready and even forward to meet them.

Meanwhile Macedonia, and the allies of Macedonia, not liable to injury

by land from the power of Athens, were suftering continually in their

maritime commerce. Not Athenian fleets only, or cruizers regularly

commissioned by the Athenian governments, but many little piratical

republics, paying tlie Athenian commanders for licence, annoyed the

Grecian seas.

To obviate these evils, Philip directed his attention to the establish-

ment of a marine. The recovery of the seaports of Macedonia to his

kingdom, the possession of the peculiar advantages of the Amphipolitan

territory, and, perhaps more than both these, the close connection

formetl with Thessaly, and the consequent command of the means oi'

its
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its commercial towns Pagaste and Magnesia, gave him altogether con-

siclcrablc means. His insuing successes, the without decisive con-

Demosth. test, OF Splendid victory, appear to have astonished, while they not a

p 4,)/ little troubled his enemies. The ilands of Imbrus and Lemnus were

invaded and plundered, and, what made more impression than any other

loss, some Athenian citizens were made prisoners. Nearer then to

Athens, the port of Gera^stus in Euboea was forced, and a fleet of mer-

chant-ships, richly laden, was carried off. But, what would still more

perhaps affect the public mind, the coast of Attica itself M'as insulted,

and the sacred ship Paralus was taken from the harbour of Marathon.

It seems probable that the naval force of Olynthus assisted toward

these successes; tho, in remaining mention of them all is attributed to

^Macedonia.

But beyond the naval successes, or any other advantage, the

growing popularity of the king of Macedonia, among the Grecian

republics, disturbed the war-party. The state of Greece, always uneasy

and threatening, for men who, with or without ambition, desired

domestic security, was now uncommonly alarming. For the smaller

states, always, the best safety had arisen from a balance of power

between the larger; so that equally the democratical, under Athens or

Tlubes, and the oligarchal, under Laccdiemon, were most at ease, when

the democratical interest and the oligarchal were most nearly balanced

throughout the nation ; because then the imperial states had the

stronger and more obvious inducement to giv^e protection and avoid

Dcmostli. oppression. But now, and Demosthenes himself furnishes the picture,

p. 36.
' ' Thebes could hardly support herself in a contest perfidiously undertaken

and ill conducted, and Laccda-mon, long ago depressed, had been lately

checked in an effort to rise, while Athens, having repaired in large

decjree her "-reat loss of valuable dominion in the Confederate war

and the war with Macedonia, by recent conquest in Thrace, and main-

taining still her empire of the sea, was in spirit and in circumstances

the most aspiring among the republics, almost alone able to undertake

Areiop. protection and to require submission '. Sober men everywhere trembled

' rii^i T*f ir^urtiuy iiliTtt^oijiai. Isocr. Areiop,

at
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at tlie view of an imperial democracy. The dominion of a multitude,

even led by a Pericles, was an object of anxious fear: led by a Chares

it was an object of decided horror. In looking aiound the cheerless

prospect then, the rising power of INIacedonia, as a resource, if sup-

posed oflering but a choice of evils, could not fail to attract con-

sideration.

A remark occurring in Sicilian history presents itself again here, tliat

it may prove less disadvantageous to a great character, than on first

y'lcw might be expected, to remain transmitted to posterity only by

enemies. Of whatever has dropped from Demosthenes to Philip's

advantage, no ([ucstion can be entertained j but whatever ill remains

reported by others, whose authority is not of itself high, -unconfirmed

by the ingenuity and earnest diligence of the great cotemporary orator

in seeking and sjueading evil report, will beat least liable to just suspi-

cion. The superior talents then, the indefatigable activity, and the

personal courage of the king of i»Iacedonia, are clearly and repeatedly

attested by Demosthenes: even his liberality and generosity are largely

shown ; and his popularity throughout Greece, occurring for necessary

mention, could hardly by words be more strongly painted than by the Demosth.

consummate speaker, using his utmost art to decry and bear it down. ''''!;;,
'

' ' * •'
p. 41,42.

To obviate this popularity, and to substitute for it suspicion, fear, and, decor,

if possible, hatred, in Athens especially, but over Greece as far as might de legit,

be, was a])rimary object of the war-party; and the task was assigned p-i24.-iCf>. .

principally to the extraordinary abilities of Demosthenes. Hence those

speeches, through whose celebrity their title of Philippic became at

Rome, and thence through modern Europe, a common term f(;r ora-

tions abounding with acrimonious invective'. Nor was the task light,

' If tin; earlier date, the first year of the been supposed not one, but two orations of

hundred and seventli Olympiad, were as- different dates. But, for my unwillingness, on

signed to the first Philippic on less higli au- any occasion, to controvert high authority,

thority than that of Uionysius of Ilalicar- I should be inclined to propose a conipro-

iiassus, the present j'ear, the third of the mise, reckoning it a single oration, of the d.ae

same Olympiad, or perhaps tlic spring, con- already mentioned, toward the end ol' the

eluding the second year, might rather seem second or beginning of the third year of the

to iiave lieen tiie season of its delivery. In- hundred and seventh Olympiad; thus placing

deed it has been observed that facts are it between the date of Dionysius, and ths

mentioned ui it, which appear to have been later date, which some eminent raoderiv critics

posterior to its assigned date ; whence it has would assign to the latter part of the speech.

nor
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nor was it little that Demosthenes did for his j^arty. Foiled succes-

sively in the Confederate war, in the war of Aniphipolis, in the Avar of

Thessaly, and overborne, for a time, on occasion of the disturbances in

Euboea, by the party with which Phocion acted, they must have sunk

but for the singular talents v hirh he brought to their support. Demo-
cracy itself, as we have lately observed him complaining, had at this

time a falling cause. Advantages however remained, of which talents

like those of Demosthenes might avail themselves. In every Grecian

state was a relic or a germ of a democratical party, which might be

excited to vigorous growth, or effort to grow, by any prospect of that

boundless field, afforded by democracy, for ambition, excluding no indi-

vidual from any extravagance of hope. Through the same animating

power, activity, and boldness, and perseverance are common virtues of

democratical parties. These it was the business of Demosthenes to

excite to energy everywhere. But the favorable opportunity occurred

at Olynthus, whither also the late naval successes of ilacedonia would

contribute to direct the view.

We have seen the revived Olynthian confederacy brought, by the

combined arms of Athens and Macedonia, to the brink of ruin, and

saved only through the treachery and injustice of the Athenian govern-

ment, alienating its own beneficial ally. In the short period since the

connection that insued between Olynthus and ^lacedonia, the Olyn-

Di-mosth. thians had so prospered again, that their military force is said to have
'^"^ been greater tiian when formerly it balanced for a time the united arms

of Macedonia and Laccdaemon. The citizens capable of bearing

arms, according to Demosthenes, exceeded ten thousand; the cavalry

amounted to one thousand ; and the fleet was of fifty triremes. But,

political prosperity having commonly the evil tendency to produce and

sharpen contest for power, those who could not be first in Olynthus

connected with Macedonia, were ready to break with. Macedonia, at

any risk to their country, for the chance of attaining the lead in it,

through connection with any other power. Whether intrigue began

from Olynthus or from Athens, it is evident that communication was

held between a party among the Olynthians and ihe war-party in

""
Athens, and that, between them, a plan was concerted for producing a

revolutioa
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revolution in Olynthus. Peace was the plea of the Olynthian opposi- Demosth.

tion. Considered by itself, without a view to circumstances and con-
._, ^q ^ ,^

sequences, it was a plea that would of course weigh with a maritime Aristocr,

and cominercial people, ingaged in war with those whose fleets com-

manded the sea. The Athenian goverinnent, it would be observed, and

repeated proof might be appealed to, would not make any peace with

Macedonia: all approach to it was denied by the decree forbidding

communication by heralds. But there was no such repugnancy to

peace with Olynthus ; and the Olynthian confederacy was not so bound

to Macedonia, that it should preclude itself forever from a good so

much to be desired. It might indeed be remembered that, in the last

preceding communication of the Olynthian government with the Athe-

nian, the Olyntliian ministers, sent to treat of peace, had met with

only insult. Now hoMCver the tone of the insulting party in Athens

was altered; they were ready not only to meet but to invite friendly

communication from Olynthus. So matters Mere managed, that a '

majority Mas obtained, in the Olynthian assembly, for entering into

ingagements with Athens, contrary to ingagements with Mace-

donia ; and a peace, accommodating the interests of the two repub- J^ Q^ ^^q
lies exclusively, or rather of the leading party in each, was con- t-*'- i^7. 3.

eluded.

Meanwhile the king of Macedonia, after settling the affairs of

Thessaly advantageously, through the means afforded by the victory

over the Phocian army, had been called to new exertion by the

motions of the restless barbarians, whose trade was war, by whom
his kingdom was nearly surrounded. In arms and in negotiation

he had been ingaged with Illyrians, Thiacians, Scythians, almost all Demosth.

the various hords who occupied the country from the Adi iatic sea '^^ j^

to the Euxine, and from the yEo-can to the Danube. Of anv parti- Olyi.th. I.

. . p. 12.
culars of the alchievemcnts, either of his valor or his policy, no in- strab. 1. r>

formation remains from cotemporarv, and none of anv value from P-^^*'^-

later writers. The result only is sa far attestetl, that he extended both

dominion and influence, his authority and his popularity, gloriously for

himself, and beneficially for his people. Especially he gr-ive new secu-

..VQ.l.lYi r. II rity
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Dpmosth.
Philipp.3.

p. VIS.
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p. 10, 11. &
Philipp. 3.

p. 113.

nemosth.
Olynlli. 1 &
3. iait.

Demosth.
in Aristocr.

p. 6i6",

rity to the Macedonian frontier, wliich had heen hitherto suhject, hke

our Scoltiih and Welsh borders of old, to ceaseless war^

Philip was yet in Thrace, when information reached him of the pre-

valence acquired by the Athenian party in Olynthus, and the threatened

defection of that state from the Macedonian alliance. Immediately

he directed his earnest endevors to have complaints explained and

grievances removed, if any really existed, and to restore the shaken

connection between the two governmtnrs, without which peace would

be impossible. ' This therefore,' says Demosthenes, ' it was the busi-

' ness of Athens to prevent ;' and the manag^-rs of that business suc-

ceeded. Hardly thirty years ago Olynthus had nearly overwhelmed

the Macedonian kingdom, and afterward maintained a contest against

Lacedtemon, then at the height of her power, assisted by all the remain-

ing strength of Macedonia. The hope therefore might not unreadily be

entertained among the Olynthians, that, strong in themselves now as

tlien, with the advantage of support from Athens, they might assuredly

Avithstand, and perhaps overbear Macedonia alone. One step gained by

the Athenian party led to another, and from peace with Athens the

progress was rapid to war with Macedonia.

The exultation of the Athenian war-party, on the arrival of intelli-

gence of this result of their measures, appears to have been great.

Demosthenes, speaking of it to the assembled people, told them it was

the more gratifying, and of higher promise, as it was purely an Olyn-

thian measure, not promoted by any interference from Athens. But

another speech of the same orator remains in evidence, that a party in

Olynthus was previously pledged, to the war-party in Athens, for pro-

moting a breach with Macedonia, and that expectation was already

' Historians and biographers liave spoken t» JJ <n!ft/t«xa xal ^!>a womjafiin?. \Vitl»

only of military expeditions, which some in- provident ingenuiiy then he endevors to

deed have extended rather romantically; obyiate the mipret^sion this raij^l.t make on

but the adverse orator shows there were ad- the Athenian Many, in favor of Philip or of

vantages, apparently in not less proportion, peace : Kai ya.f (rvixfj^x''' ""' ^f'^'X'" ''''

procured for Macedonia in another way. It nSt T«in-oi{ idi\»i\rtt ivailtf, ovi l.t ifHin vetfta-

is of Thrace and the northern continent he KivatriMiiovf, xal ir|)aTlii« iSiXetra; a ^n.

is speaking, where he says, udiia. xaTiVfatrli Philipp. 1. p. H, i2.

entertained

1
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entertained of complete success to the intrigue. The real character

and complexion of the measure are indeed largely shown, among his

extant orations. It was by carrying this measure, in the general

assembly of Olynthus, that the party there, connected with the

war-party of Athens, obtained possession of the administration.

No cause of complaint against the Macedonian government gave

ground for it. On the contrary it was a direct breach of faith with

the Macedonian government, attempted to be justified only on the

pretence of expediency. The interest of the Olynthian people, it was

contended, so required it as to overbear all other considerations.

Macedonia, tlie orator says, was so advanced in power, that she might Demogth.

chuse how far she would respect her ingagements, and therefore the '" -)' 's^ocr.

Olynthians did well to begin with breaking theirs. But even this

argument, if his assertion to the Athenian people should pass for his

opinion, he has in another speech overthrown. ' The power of Olyn- Demosth.

' thus,' he says, ' might balance that of Macedonia, and Philip feared *-'
J"'*^- ^•

' the Olynthians not less than they feared him*.'

But tlio, in the assembly of the Olynthian people, the Athenian

party carried their measure for concurrence with Athens in war against

Macedonia, yet most of the other cities of the confederacy were averse

to it. Nor, in Olynthus itself, does the majority seem to have been

such that decrees of banishment, or any strong coercion could be

ventured against opponents. They obtained however complete pos-

session of the administration. The stroke was ijreat for the war-

party at Athens: it gave them new credit with the Athenian Many
;

new ground on which to found proposals of warlike measures; and

they proceeded most diligently to profit from it :
' Now Avas the favor-

' able moment,' tiiey said, ' to ingage all Greece in a league against

' the threatening ambition of the Macedonian kinur.' The utmost

ingenuity was exerted to excite, among the Athenian people espe- Demostli.

cially, but generally over Greece, apprehension of evils awaiting them, p'>'"'''- "^

from the falsest and cruellest of tyrants, if they neglected the existing in loc.

opportunity, and to raise hope of incalculable advantage if they exerted •

* A story told by Justin of tlie rebellion to Demosthenes, seems, like m.-iny other

of three natural brothersof Philip, and tlieir itories of tliat aullior, hardly requiring even

connection with Olynthus, unmenlioned by this notice iu a note.

ctJifjr antient writers, and evidently unknown

3 n !i themselves
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themselves to use it. Of the falshootl tliat, to support such arguments,

might be ventured in assertion to the Atlienian Many, Demosthenes has

left a curious example. Hardly anything in Grecian history is jjetter

authenticated than the fate of Olynthus, in its contest with Laccda*-

Cli.'36". s. 4. n)on: the complete dissolution of the confederacy of which it had
of tins Hist.

, , , , .
, , • . ,

1

been the head, and its own complete subjection under the Lacedaemo-

nian empire. Demosthenes nevertheless, within thirty years of the
penioBth. do event, , did not fear to aver to the Athenian multitude that, in tliat
legal, p. 425.

'

, ,

contest, the Olynthians were completely successful, that they lost no

fortress (meaning apparently to have it believed that they lost neither

territory nor command) and that at last they made peace on their own
terms. The Athenians, stimulated thus at once by hopes and fears,

gave themselves now to the war-party, and ministers were sent through-

j). 341-. out Greece, wherever it might be thought a favorable disposition could

be found or excited.

The embassy to Peloponnesus was committed to jEschines. It was

a great point to gain the democratical Arcadians. The apprehended

obstacle was their alliance with Thebes ; against which however it

might be hoped that the liberal friendliness, shown by Athens, among the

late disturbances in Peloponnesus, at the risk of alienating Lacedcemon,

its ally, would be considerably availing. The Arcadian general coun-

cil, inlitlcd the Ten Thousand, or the Numberless, was assembled at

.tscli. dc Megalopolis. iEschines, admitted to audience by it, inveyed strongly

Demosth.de against the king of Macedonia, as aiming at the tyranny of (ireece,

'*=•''• and did not scruple, with the usual arrogance of ministers of the impe-

rial republics, and the common illiberality of democratical orators, to

impute corruption to those who should not support the propositions he

recommended. But his persuasion and his menaces, as we find in his

own confession, were ineffectual. The Arcadians persevered in their

alliance with Thebes; nor had any of the Athenian ministers, sent to

other states on the same business, any better success ^

It was meanwhile committed to Demosthenes to excite the people

at home ; and his abilities shone, with new splendor, in the orations

remaining to us, distinguished, among the Philippics, by the title of

» See the end of tl^is section, p. 422, for a note on the subjeftof this embassy.

Olynthiac.
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Olynthiac, In these orations he ingaged in the bold attempt -which,

before his connection uith Chares he had opposed, to persuade the

JNIany to concede, for the purpose of war, that part of the public

revenue, being llie greatest part, which, w ith the title of theoric, was

appropriated to the expences of theatrical entertainments, or distribu-

butions that might inable the poorest to find leisure for such cntcr-

tnininents. Much art was necessary to bring such a proposition before

the people, so as to elude the law, denouncing death against any, who

sliouid move for the diversion of any part of the theoric revenue, to

any other jjurpose than that to which it stood by law appropriated.

But in such art, among olhtr cjualifications of a republican orator,

Demosthenes excelled. Here however the question may occur, how it

was that the party of the profligate Chares, the courtiers of the multi-

tude, were those to put foruard such a measure, and the party of the

stern and virtuous Phocion to oppose it. The solution of the apparent

prodigy is not difficult, tho, in the deficiency of history, our principal

assistance is from the orator himself. Money, at any rate, was

necessary to the purposes of the war-party. But, to those earnest for

peace abroad and quiet at home, it was rather desirable that, while the

professors of war antl trouble could lead measures, they should want

the means of war and trouble. These then, could they have money to

maintain armaments, proposed to raise tribute, with which they might

gratify the people, and have credit for the gratification : whereas the

credit of gratification from the tlieoric money had gone all to the

spendthrift orators, who had put forward the decrees for its appropria-

tion; and thus deprived their successors of all means of popularity.

Another thing remarkable occurs in those orations. If the spirit of

domination, the purpose of governing (i recce, of making neighboring

states tributary, should in prudence have been anyM'here concealed

among the great orator's speeches, in the Olynthiacs apparently it

should especially have been so
;
yet it is prominent even there. Insult liemosth.

to the Macedonians, prince and people, should perhaps be expected
p. ^I'-

' "

'

from a democratical orator, before a democratical audience. 'The
' kings who formerly held Macedonia,' he said to the Athenian multi- p- 3;":.

tude, ' obeyed our ancestors, as was becoming from a barbarian to

* Greeks.'
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' Greeks.' But he has not scrupled to hold out to the Olynthians

themselves, Greeks unquestioned, from enemies recently become allies

of Athens, what they were to expect :
' You,' he says to the Athenian

people, ' were formerly lords of Olynthus, and of the country and cities

' around it.' Apparently the able orator and politician reckoned, that

the advantage of the instigation to the Athenian Many would over-

balance any inconvenience of disgust and offence to the Olynthians,

who had placed themselves in circumstances so to want the support,

which Athens alone could give.

%• The French translator Auger, in a note

to Deraoslhenes's oration on the embassj-,

has given an account of the mission of

jflscliines to Arcadia, and cs])ecially of his

success, tlius: ' Le peuple d'Athcncs nomma
' dcs deputes pour soulever la Grcce contre

' Philippe, .flschine, entr'autres, partit en

' Artadie. II asseinbla rfu' w///e Arcadiens,

' & kur fit proinettre de porter Ics amies

• contre Ic roi de Macedoine.' Where the

learned translator found this promise report-

cxi I know not. Demosthenes says nothing

of it, and the declaration of jEschines

himself is explicit, that he had no success.

'llie assembling of the ten thousand Ar-

cadians to make the promise, however, may

(for the reason mentioned in a former note,

the reputation of the writer) deserve some

reniaik. Demosthenes, speaking of the

mission of ^Eschines to Arcadia, has these
m \ \ < / \ \

words: rovf xaXcui exui'l/t; xai fiuxfavf

\iytivf, ivi it ToTi MTPIOIS, i» M!yd>.ri iroXii,

—

inif Vfiii ifri (o 'Ai:Tp/ntr,; ) JfOiifiiiyofiiXixai.

p. 344. v/hich Anger has translated thus:

—

' les longs ft beaux discours (ju'il disoit

• avoir debilcs pour vous a Megalopolis,

' dans ime asfembire 7wmbituse.' What is

here, in the text of his translation, vne

asservlilee nniiibreusf, is what is rendered, in

his note before-mentioned, given for expla-

nation of historical circumstances requisite

for understanding the oration, the du niille

Arcadiens, who were made to promise to

carry arms against the king of Macedonia.

One, more attentive to historical matter

than Auger, having red Xenophon's Hel-

lenics, if not intent upon the political insti-

tutions of the Grecian republics, might

possibly have failed in recollection of what

he would find there, that it Mt'/iioi ,was the

title of the soverein assembly of the Arca-

dian democracy, whose seat of government

was Megalopolis. But one, translating, and

giving explanation in notes, like Auger, who

could hardly be without recollection of many

analogous titles occurring in Grecian his-

tory, the ten, the eleven, the thirty, the four

hundred, the five hundred, and others,

should apparently have gathered admoni-

tion from them to look about him a little

for the import of it Mtlf loi.

This however is far from being so im-

portant as some other errors of the same

learned translator and commentator, result-

ing apparently from rash carelessness. In

.Escbincs's oration on the embassy is a ca-

talogue of principal events in Athenian his-

tory, from the battle of Salamis to the

orator's time. On this Auger says, ' Je

' voulois donner un rccit abrege des faits

' principaux, depnis la bataillc de Salamine,

'jusqu' apres la destruction ds la tyrannic

' des Trente mais, en consultant I'histoire de

' ce temps la, j'ai vu si pen de conforniite

' entre ce que rapportont les historiens, ct

' ce que dit I'orateur, que j'ai renoncc ^

' nion
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' moil projet. Je n'ai pas eiitreprit de les

' conrilier, ce qui seroit peutetre impossible,

' & ce qui est d'ailleurs etranger a mon
* ouvragc' The learned critic often speaks

of I'histoire, as if that -single word was a

s])ccific description of something with wliieh

all his readers should be acquainted ; but I

must own myself generally at a loss to know

what he means by it. In the letter of Philip

to the Athenians, preserved with tiie oration

of Demosthenes, intitled'On the Letter,'

mention is made of the conquest of Amphi-

polis from the Persians, by Alexander son

of Amyntas king of Macedonia, after the

battle of Plataea. Augi^r, in liis remarks on

that letter, says very boldly to this: ' Phi-

' lippe avance un fait ([ui n'u point de

' vraisemblance.—Aucun historien ne parle

' de victoire remportee sur les Perses par

' cct ancien Alexandre. II paroit qu'il

' profite de I'eloignement des temps pour

' avancer nn fait des plus douteux, pour

• ne pas dire des phis faux.' Now it is re-

markable enough that mention of that fact

remains from Demosthem s, in two several

orations, that against Aristocrates and that

intilled izifi o-i^»Ta|e»i;, with ihese ditTerenrcs

indeed from the ai count of the prinre, to

whom Auger has so boldlv attributed false-

hood, that the orator gives the principal

merit to Perdictas, sou of Alexander, and

does not mention the place or places where

the Persians were defeated, whereas PInlip

ascribes the command of the Macedonian

forces to Alexander iiimself, and adds, that

the territory of Aniphipolis then lell under

his power;- which is also in every view pro-

bable, tho the name .Aniphipolis was not

yet in use. Now traiislulions of both tht se

orations are found in .Auger's publication,

with passages rtluiing the virloiy over the

Per.-ians fully aii<l tairly rende red.

Auger indeed, with all. his disposition, to

adventurous assertion, seems no pretender

to leariiiiig that he has not. He makes light

of the authority of Polybius, confessing that

he never red Polybins. If he ever red

Herodotus, Thucydides or Xenophon with

any attention, lie would there, I am con-

fident, find no deficiency of conformity with

the summary of .^schines. I think he would

liave difficulty to find any in Diodorus.

What may have been the historians then that

deterred him from his projected abridgement

of Grecian history, I must own myself at a

loss to guess.

It has been a favorite fashion, among the

French historical writers, to paint the charac-

ters of eminent men, without referring the

reader to their actions. Opportunity is

thus ready for saying smart things with

little trouble. Whether the portrait re-

sembles the prototype will be discovered

only ^3y those who will undertake laborious

investigation. In this easy line Auger has

shown himself ambitious of the reputation

of fine writing. Among other characters,

dispersed among his observations on the

orators, he has given that of Archidamus

son of Agesilaus, in his summary of the

oration of Demosthenes for the Megalopo-

litaiis, thus : ' .\rchidame,roi dc Sparte, eloit

' d'un caractere sombre, fourbe, intriguant,

' & brouillon.' The best authorities I am
aware of to refer to for that prince's charac-

ter, are Xenophon, Isocrates, and Dioilorus;

who concur, the two former in strong indi-

cation, the latter in express assertion, tlwt

it was completely the reverse of what the

learned translator has asserted.

Nevertheless, while I warn against the

errors, I desire to do justice to the merits

of Auger. His translation, in general, as far

as my experience of it goes, has deserved

its reputation: even in remark he often

shows candoi ; and, where knowlege already

accjuired has qualified hun. he often shows

judgt ment. But he has bcu'ii loo careless,

very much too careless, of historical inves-

tigation, aud not less over bold in hazarding

reniuik.
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SECTION II.

Olynthian IVar : Mactdoman Olympic Festival : Apology for the

Conduct of Chares : Macedonian Bribes.

The eloquence of Demosthenes and the influence of Chares, the

blazoned importance of the acquisition of Olynthus to the Athenian

alliance, and the promise of great advantages to insue, riches and glory

to those of higher rank, and incalculable indulgencies to those of the

lowest, appear to have produced an extraordinary zeal, among thtf

Athenian people, for the prosecution of war against Macedonia. A
DemosU). de force Avas decreed, such as never, since the fatal Sicilian expedition,
legat. p. 126.

. .

' ' '

had been sent on forein service. Demosthenes states the army at four-

teen thousand men, of whom four thousand M'ere to be Athenian

citizens. The amount of the naval force is not specified ; but there

seems to have been no limit proposed upon the utmost that the state

could furnish and the service require. Some squadrons M-ere already

on forein stations; one of thirty triremes, under the orders of Chares,

lay in the ports of Athens. The equipment of many more was put

forward, and to Chares was coniTnitted the command in chief, by sea

and land.

The promise of vigorous exertion, by Athens, appears to have led the

. Olynthians to hope that they should make the war, on their part,

intirely oflensivc: invasion of the Macedonian provinces, before Piiilip

Dion'^ ihd ^""l*^ ^^ ^''^b'
pit'pared to oppose it, would, they trusted, secure their

in pp. ud territory against the evils of becoming the seat of hostilities. The.
Atnm.

- /- 1 -1 1 I • 11
B. C 349 proniptituile of Chares to sad with Ins ready squadron, went to connrm

U!. !07. 4. that hope. I3ut they were greatly disappointed, on his arrival, to find

that tlie troops he brought were only middle-armed mercenaries, in

number two thousand ; a force well enough suited to his usual purpose

of plun«ler, but not to meet the Macedonian phalanx for the protection

of the Olynthian territory. In much apprclicnsion of the consequences

they
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they sent remonstrance to Athens. Promises of native Athenian troops,

heavy-armed and cavahy, M'ere repeated. Charidemus, meanwhile,

with eighteen triremes and four thousand men, joined Chares, but,

excepting the small yet valuable force of a hundred and fifty liorse,

they M-cre still only middle and light-armed.

The army thus collected, however, was ample for the kind of

war which Chares desired to Mage ; and if it was the purpose,

through predatory expeditions, to provide pay, or plunder, which

might make forein service palatable to the four thousand citizens voted

for it, the plan seems to have been mcII concerted. The kino- of

Macedonia was not prepared for this new war. His country was open on

the side of the Olynthian territory ; and Chares overran and plundered

the bordering province of BottitBa, with little or no opposition. It was

late in the season before the INIaccdonian forces could be collected, at a

point whence operations might be advantageously begun. Chares was

already withdrawn. Philip then entered the Olynthian territory. He Diod. 1. 16.

advanced into the peninsula of Sithonia, where many of the towns, tho

of the Olynthian confederacy, were more disposed to tlie Macedonian

alliance than the Athenian. Ashe proceeded through the country their

ready allegiance was accepted. The fortress of Zeira, resisting, was

taken by storm.

Chares meanwhile, with a fleet that commanded the sea, and a light

landforcc, could chuse his point of attack, and make his retreat sure.

In the fruitful peninsula of Pallene, the richest territory of the Olyn- Philoc. ut

thian confederacy, the disposition prevailed, hardly less than in Sithonia, pomp. up.

to i)refer the Macedonian alliance. Not unskilfully then nursuinsr his '^^''<^"- '• 12.
' -^ ' '^

p. 534.
plan, he landed where about eight hundred men in arms only could be

collected to oppose him, and yet were rash enough, for the protection

of their property, to stand an action. Overbearing them with superior

force, killing some, putting the rest to flight, he raised his trophy in

assertion of victoiy. Contributions were then raised or booty taken

in considerable amount, and a large distribution to the armament made

all highly satisfied with the success of the campain.

Vol. IV. 3 I Chares
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Chares returning to Athens, the people were assembled, as usual,

to hear the generals report. He delivered an account of an expe-

dition of uninterrupted success, and of a glorious battle, in which

the troops had shoMn the greatest valor. Confirming testimony did

not fail from those who had served and profited under him. But to

make his interest with the Many sure, he gave a feast to the whole

people. The expence is said to have been sixty talents, about twelve

thousand pounds sterling; not furnished from his private purse, or

from the profits of his command, or iVom the Athenian treasury, but

from the Delphian treasury ; being extorted from the Phocians, to whom
the favor of men powerful among the soverein Many of Athens was at

this time very important. But, if neither the cost of the feast, nor the

manner of supplying it, have been exactly known to the cotemporary

author, from whom we have the account, yet he was in a situation to

know what Mas reported on best authority, and all is consistent with

the most authoritative remaining accounts, indeed to all remaining, of

the conduct and character of Chares*.

While the armament was gratified, and the Athenian people cajoled,

the Olynthians remained very uneasy. The wintery season would

afford a temporary relief, but the war had been hitherto not prosperous.

A part of the enemy's country indeed had been plundered. Far how-

ever from succeeding in their hope of confining hostilities to the enemy's

territory, far even from compelling the refractory members of their

confederacy to join them in the Athenian alliance, many of those before

wavering, had been confirmed in the iVlacedonian cause by the ready

protection of the Macedonian arms ; and, with the return of spring,

stronger exertion must be expected from the known activity and vigor

of Philip. In much anxiety therefore they sent a third remonstrance

and petition to Athens, urging the early supply of the better kind of

• The word of Theopompus alone is not tant ; and the the extract preserved to us

very high authority. lUit the account of from Philochorus by Diouysius, does not

Philochorus has evidently been selected by give the particulars in the extract from

Dionysius as that which he esteemed the Theopompus by Alhenxus, yet the two bar-

most aulhcnlic and exact in his time ex- monize.

auxiliary
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auxiliary force, which had been promised, and deprecating that neglect Philocli. ut

and tardiness, tliroiigh which thosg faitliful aUies of Athens, the Me-
^^''

thon£Eans, had been ruined.

The war-party would hot be wanting in disposition to support the

Olynthians against Macedonia; but so to support them that, at the »

conclusion of the war, they should remain strong enough to refuse

tribute and obedience to Athens, would have been against their prin-

ciples of policy, which their great orator has clearly and repeatedly

indicaterl. Nevertheless, as the approaching exertion of Macedonia

would probably far overmatch the unassisted strength of Olynthus,

divided as it was within itself, the eloquence of Demosthenes and the

influence of Chares were exerted, to excite the Athenian people to

energy. So they succeeded, that two thousand heavy-armed, and

three hundred horse, all Athenian citizens, or passing for such, im-

barked to reinforce the army before employed, and Chares remained Q q 345^

commander-in-chiefs. ^''' ios.x.

Meanwhile Philip had brought together, on the Olynthian border,

an army that Chares, witli perhaps no more than reasonable pru-

dence avoided to meet. A knowlege of the inclination toward the

Macedonian connection and aversion to the Athenian, which m'C

find Demosthenes himself avowing to have prevailed among all Denjos.u j

ranks, in the towns of the Olynthian confederacy, appears to have legal, p. 420'.

decided the king of Macedonia's course, which was again directed .,. , , -"
.

° Diod. 1. iff.

into Sithonia. Mecyberna, within a few miles of Olynthus, opened its c 53.

gates to him, and Torone, at the farther end of the peninsula, declared

for his cause. Two principal places, so situated, being gained, the

whole came easily under his power.

The Olynthians then, apprehending not only further defection of

their confederate towns, but the usual destruction of Grecian warfare

to their own property, even to the walls of Olynthus, unless they took

the field in its defence, resolved to risk a battle. Some reinforcement

' This c:<pedition is referred by Diodorus passed between them, the new archons en.

to the same archonship of Athens as that tering on office about midsummer,

before reported; but probably the winter

3 I 2 of
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of Athenian troops, perliaps all the heavy-armed and liorse, had joined

them ; but Chares persevered in his usual employment, with his fleet

and large force of light troops. Nor indeed might tl)is- be wholly

unnecessary toward the subsistence of all. Nevertheless a single defeat

did not deter the Olynthians and their Athenian associates: they ven-

tured upon a second battle ; but, being again defeated, their walls

became, of severe necessity, tlieir refuge. The remaining towns of their

confederacy then so hastened to make terms with the conqueror,

that, in the complaining phrase of Demosthenes, he was at a loss

whither to give his first attention*.

The situation of those who held tlie lead inOlynthus, alwaysdaiiger-

ous from the strength of the adverse party among their fellow-citizens,

became, through this rapid defection of the confederate towns, together

with the successes of the forein enemy, precarious in extreme. Philip,

master of nearly their whole territory, approached the city with the

Demosth. purpose of laying siege to it, and incaniped at the distance of five

p U3^^' miles. Ruin now so nearly threatening, they sent to him, expressing

their desire to enter into treaty. He gave for answer ' that it was too

' late : he had before abundantly and repeatedly expressed his earnest-

' ness to treat; but now it was become too evident that there was but

' one alternative; they must quit Olynthus, or he Macedonia.'

Demosth. dp According to Demosthenes, the wliole force voted by the Athenian
ega

. p. * .

ppppig ^-Qj. jjjg Olynthian war, four thousand citizens, and ten thousand

hired troops, was now actually employed on that service. The Olyn-

thians therefore, tho no more venturing to keep the field, resolved to

defend their walls. What proportion of the Athenian army was iu the

garrison we do not learn. But the force that might have suthced

to make the siege tedious, or its issue doubtful, had there been

unanimity among the Olynthians, did not suffice to restrain the

disaffected, but possibly contributed to increase and sharpen the

disaffection. Five hundred Olynthian horse, perhaps nearly the

Demosth.de -whole of the effective cavalry of the state, went off in a body, with

their arms, and surrendered themselves to the king of Macedo-

• 'Oi-J' i'X" ' T( vfuTOf ^aC>). Demosth. de legal, p. 426.

nia.
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nia'. So far was the Athenian party, with all the assistance of the

Athenian troops in tlie garrison, from heing ahle to take measures for

preventing farther desertion of the same kind, that Apollonides, who,

for his zeal in the Athenian cause had received the honor of the freedom Demosth.

of Athens, and, for the same zeal, had heen laised to the chief com-
p'^VaVs.'^^*'^*

mand of the very cavalry that had deserted, was obliged to seek his

own safety by flight from Olynthus. Euthycrates and Lasthenes, men

zealous in the Macedonian cause, M'ere then raised, by the popular

vote, to the chief command in militar}-, and chief direction in civil

affairs; apparently for the very purpose of surrendering the place to the

king of Macedonia. It was trusted that they would obtain terms more

favorable for the numerous citizens always well disposed to the Mace-

donian connection, or little forward against it, than their predecessors

vere either able to obtain, or desirous that those citizens should receive.

The surrender of the place quickly following, the king of Macedonia

proceeded immediately to the measure which the interest of his king-

dom, not less than his own interest, imperiously required, the abolition

of a republic on its coast, balancing between dependency upon Mace-

donia for protection against the claimed dominion of Athens, and

subjection to Athens, which would involve extreme hazard for the

independency of Macedonia. Support M'holly fails, among the orators

of the day, for the report of the annalist of three centuries after, that ])\o(\. 1. iG.

he plundered the town atid sold the inhabitants for slaves. But if tlicre '^^•^'

was some condenniation to .slavery, or confiscation of property, of per-

sons who had made themselves obnoxious, by treachery or violence

toward the order of things existing before the connection with Athens,

• riivlaxoo-wi/? iVw/aj, «-^«Jo9j»Ta? in aviut Or deference to his more ingenious French

rut ii-y./iiiiuv-, f'Aa?s» aJi'jK owXoi? o ipixiTrwo;, guide, having uevermet witii Olivjer's work,

ecrofj ouJtis vuiroTi a^Aoj atSjjuTro;. Demosih. I cannot tell. Leland appears to have been

de legat. p. 4-26. That the nitcrpretation of a man of learning; and, where he would ex-

this, given in the text, is the truth, what ercise his own judgement, he has sometimes

follows in the text, let out by the same shown judgement ; but his deference to his

orator, in another oration, clearly proves. French predecessor is extravagant. Tlie

The complex story which Leland, iji his life name of Olivier, frequently quoted by him

of I'hilip, has wound out of this sliort pas- as authority with 'I'hurydides, Xeiiophon

sage of Demosthenes, is a curious instance and Demosthenes, is even ridiculous,

whether of indulgence to his own ingenuity,

the
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the cotcmporary orators possibly may have omitted notice of it, because

it was so familiar among the Atheniaris, who would certainly have done

as much or more against a town surrendered to thc'ir arms, under similar

circuiiistances. We find indeed Demosthenes endevoring to persuade

the Athenian JNIany, that the very persons, who, in the phrase of the

party, betrayed the city to the king of Macedonia, were those whom
he particularly ill treated ; nor is this said of Olynthus only, but

Aniphipolis also and other places. That those who had once served

him well may afterward have grossly-abused his confidence, and merited

his resentment, is certainly possible, tho no account of it remains. But

to represent a prince as the deepest politician of his own or any other

age, gaining more by intrigue and bribery than any other ever gained,

and yet commonly ill using his agents, is an extravagance which

Demosthenes has evidently feared to offer in direct terms even to the

Athenian multitude. M'ith consummate art he has indeed so thrown

it out, that whether his words were taken for more or less, he could not

be convicted of any positive falsehood ; and whatever were his success

at the time, with posterity it has been great ; following writers have

made the most of it '".

So very important an acquisition as Olynthus, with all the towns of

its confederacy and their territories, by which all the coast, from Thes-

saly to Athos, was restored or added to the Macedonian kingdom, long-

nearly excluded from the sea by numerous republican settlements, was

thought an advantage, for prince and peoj)le, deserving peculiar celebra-

tion. Philip revived, on the occasion, and celebrated with increased

splendor, the Olympian festival, instituted or restored by his great

predecessor Archelaus. Theatrical performances seem to have been

eminent among the entertainments, and for these he collected the most

eminent actors and artists throughout Greece. His hospitality was

'" Possibly the story told by Diodorus

may have been nieerly a licentious para-

phrase of ail expression of Demosthenes in

his second Philippic, irfoj<>$(>Ti< ir' aMlJ^Alr

(et 0^l!>9l<<l) xai «fa9i»Tt?. The orator has

meant here to maintain no more than that

the Olynthians sold one another ; that is.

betrayed the public cause for private inte-

rest. But if any of his hearers, or readers,

might chuse to take it that the Olynthians

were sold to actual slavery by Philip, he

would not probably have objected, provided

he were not liimself to answer for the false-

hood.

magnificent,
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marrnificent, and amid tliis, his singular talent for conversation and Demosth. de

boliavior, ingaging at the same time and dignified, greatly extended his ^f^^] i^q
'

popularity. ^- ^^

Meanwhile, at Athens, it was the pressing business of Chares and his

party to reconcile the people, if possible, to so disappointing and dis-

tressin<>- a result of measures from which so much advantage had been

promised. Chares was, in usual course, to report to the assembled people

the circumstances of his command, and, with the assistance of friends,

to represent them so that he might obtain the requisite vote of Eutliyne,

acquittal from blame, or, in our law-phrase, his quietus. His friends,

however, could not venture to contend that there was no misconduct. .

Demosthenes, in general terms, imputed the inefficiency of the great Demosth. de

force under his command, to nameless inferiors. Under such a com- " ' "

mander-in-chief probably there would be misconduct among inferiors.

Numerous, and perhaps powerful families would thus be interested in

having those obnoxious to the imputation remain unnamed ; and of

course interested in having the commander-in-chief escape the prose-

cution, to which so many of his betters, in various ages of the republic,

had been victims. Possibly it was to this that another general,

Cephisodotus, adverted, when, as Aristotle reports, he said, * Chares Aiistot.

' and his friends begin with putting the people in a state of suffocation, ^
'^'" "

' and then desire their votes.'

The wannest partizans of Chares, indeed, must have found cause for

much dissatisfaction with his conduct. But they appear to have seen

all remaining hope of success for their ambition depending upon

his support; and perhaps no small danger for their fortunes, and

even their persons, involved with his fall. Their exertions for him

therefore were neither faint, nor ill-imagined, nor ineffectual. To divert

the public mind from the conduct of tlieir own officers, they sedulously

directed it to that of the Olynthians, concerning which fiction might

be better ventured. Endevoring to conceal that a large part of the

Olynthian people was always adverse to the Athenian connection, they

imputed mismanagement of the Olynthian afll'airs, and at length the

surrender of the city, intirely to the treachery of the chiefs, and the

effect
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effect of Macedonian bribes ". And such M-as the fascination of their

eloquence, but eminently that of Demostliencs, vhicli, even in the dead

letter has remained, not only the admiration of all j)ostcrity, but the

persuasive of a large proportion, that Macedonian gold has become a

kind of classical phrase for successful bribery. For, after tlie estab-

lishment of the Roman empire, when litterature shone with the brightest

midday lustre, while the sun of freedom sunk to lasting night, and dis-

cussion and animadversion on existing political interests were denied to

the whole civilized world, men of letters, when they desired to interest

the feelings of the prostrate nations in the political state of things,

resorted to materials furnished by Greece; and the poets especially used

the poetical licence, for dressing these in a way to suit the purpose before

them. If then bribery was the subject, gold was to be the material.

But Demosthenes, tho we find him sometimes venturing far, did not

hope for success in such imposition, even upon the Athenian multitude.

It was enough known that Macedonia, tho greatly raised in power, and

rapidly thriving in circumstances, was yet a poor country, and to talk

of ^lacedonian gold, as all-powerful, would have been considered as

hony. Kecessarily speaking of things as tliey were in his day, his

enumeration of bribes, to which the loss of Olynthus was to be attri-

buted, can hardly fail now to excite wonder ; cows, horses, sheep,

timber! ' Lasthcnes," he says, 'repaired his house with timber, given

' from Macedonia; Euthy crates had a large herd of cattle, for which
* he never paid anybody; another got sheep, another horses ".'

It

" Where the same object was not in »o^^ol toJtodj mrorlfovf vyiffat%. De legat.

view, Dfuiosthenes has acknowleged that, p. 4-25.

in Olynthus and throughout the confede- '* Aao-B/oi? /At nfr^i t>i» luxlar Tti~( ix Ma-
racy, the body, even of the lower people, xiJoiia^ ^'oSiTtri ^ixtif, Evivxfxrr.f ol jSoJj irptOi

were suspicious of the Athenians, and in- 7ro^>.<xf, Ti/*rir ovhn ioiif, ijifoj ie n? rixtt tvtit

clincd to confide in the Macedonians ; 'Ot wfoCaTo, iwioj it n? i'tttoi-j. Dcmosih. de

legat. p. 426".

Oh that such bulky bribes as all might see,

Still, as of old, incumber'd \illainy!

Could France or Rome divert our brave designs

•With all their brandies, or with all their wines i

A states-
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It cannot be doubted but tliat, if it was an object for Philip to

purchase goodwill anywhere, it was singularly so at Olynthus, and

there evidently he did think it an object. His cession of the city of ,

Anthennis, when he first formed alliance with Olynthus, was, in some

sort, a bribe to the whole Olynthian people, a mode of purchasing their

goodwill : but it differed from proper bribery; it was not a clandestine

transaction, but open and avowed ; nor was it disgraceful on either

side ; on the contrary it was creditable to both. So it is possible that

Lasthenes, Euthycrates, and other Olynthians, may have received favors

openly from Philip, and the very favors stated by Demosthenes. The
Olynthian territory being probably cleared, like the country on the

coast of North America, grants of timber from the Macedonian

forests, nearest to Olynthus, may have been made to more than one

person. But if bribery, in the stricter sense, was the common weapon

of the Macedonian court, and a weapon that could be certainly efiec-

tual, for any great purpose, apparently it should have been so to prevent

the revolution in Olynthus; nor, had it been applied in the amount,

A statesman's slumber how this speech would spoil

!

Sir, Spain has sent a thousand jars of oil

;

Huge bales of British cloth blockade the door ;

A hundred oxen at your levy roar.

Pope's Moral Essays, Ep. 3.

It has been said that tlie poet and the vagant for poetry, in modern times, he hai

romance-writer are, in one point, restricted substituted oil and clolli. But then the

within narrower bounds than the historian: romance-writer and the jioet have a great

he may relate any truth, however prodi- advantage on the other side ; for they may

gious, but they must confine themselves to relate anytliing which, according to the

probability. Our moral bard might seem ideas of their age, may pass for probable,

to have had this rule, and Demoslhenes's putting truth wholly out of the question,

account of Macedonian bribes, together in Hence then it is that we have Horace's

view; and so, timber appearing too extra-

DifSdit urbium

Portas vir Macedo, et subruit semulos

Reges numeribuB. Od. l6.

And Juvenal's - „.

,

^, .

.

Callidus emptor Olynthi. sat. 12.

It is remarkable that all Dacier's learning down to Plutarch, Justin, Orosius. The

could lead hiui to no older authority for his advocate's speeches probably he did not,

poet's assertion, of a kind to satisfy liim, with his fellowcouutrynian RoUin, tliink

than Valerius Maxinius, He drojis then evidence quite conclusive iu tlie cause.

Vol. IV. 8 K and
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and T\'ith the skill and unscnipulousness, indicated by later writers,

does it appear what, but higher bribery, more skilfully or unscrupu-

lously managed on thf othtr side, should so effectually have counter-

wrought it. We may then perhaps i-easonably give credit to Demos-

thenes tor the bribery practised at Olyiithus, as far as his statement of

facts goes: we may allow that Lasthcnes had a present of timber, and

Eurysthencs of cows, and that some other persons, too obscure to be

named, or, for the value of the present, or whatever other reason, not

suiting the orator's purpose to name, received sheep and horses. We
may go farther ; for all accounts indicate that Philip's liberality was

universal, his generosity bordering upon extravagance; that he desired

to found both his power and his fame upon his philanthropy, and his

talent for conciliating the minds of men. Taking this under the

description of bribery, indeed his whole course was a system of bribery.

That, among a people so corrupt as Demosthenes himself has described

those of the Grecian republics universally, bribery, in the proper sense

of the word, bribery and corruption would be occasionally practised on

all sides, may perhaps reasonably enough be supposed ; but no remain-

ing authority will warrant the modern historian in imputing the fall of

Olynthus to dishonorable conduct of Philip, or of his partizans.

SECTION III.

New Measures of the War-party at Athens : Revolution in Phocis

:

Licentiousness of Chares in military Command: Uneasiness oj the

public Mind at Athens : Disposition of the JJ'ar-party to treat for

Peace: Mission of the player Aristodeinus to Macedonia : Counter-

revolution in Phocis : Coalition of Parties at Athens: Embassy of

Ten from Athens to Macedonia.

The annihilation of such a state as Olynthus, with its confederacy, on

the Macedonian coast, and the annexation of its cultivated peninsulas

and commercial towns to the Macedonian kingdom, under a wise prince,

and a free and beneficent constitution, made a great cliange in the

relative
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relative weight of that kingdom, and in the balance of power among
the states around the ^geau sea. The circumstances were of deep

concern for all Greece; but the immediate blow was only to the war-

party at Athens, and for them it was great and alarming. Not only

the valued and boasted opportunity, acquired by the alliance of Olyn-

thus, for offensive, perhaps destructive, measures against Macedonia, was

undone, but opportunity was greatly increased for Macedonia to attack

all theAthenian dependencies inThrace. The miserable pageant, there-

fore, of a successor to the once great monarchs of that country, Kerso-

bleptes, holding his curtailed dominion in a kind of vassalage under the

Athenian people, and compelled to join them in the war against Mace-

donia, trembled for the small share of sovereinty remaining to him. The

Athenian colonists in the Chersonese, tho promised effectual support,

nevertheless saw the situation of things around them with much anxiety.

What M'cre the circumstances of that most interesting appendage of the

antient dominion of Athens, Euboca, is hardly at all indicated, farthef

than that its troubles, if ever composed through the expedition of

Phocion, had broken out afresh. But M'hen the party of Chares

recovered a decisive preponderance in Athens, those adverse to it in

Euboea would of course endevor again to obtain the patronage of

Macedonia ; for which the disposition was such that the Athenian inte-

rest was again overthrown. Philip, however, it is evident, did not

propose to use these advantages against Athens, if in Athens might be

found a disposition to peace with him. On the contrary, he not only

did not interfere to prevent the party friendly to him, in the Eubocan

cities, from coming to an accommodation with Athens, but he autho- JEsch. de le-

rized their deputies, going to Athens to negotiate for themselves, to
'^""^'

declare his readiness also to make peace with the Athenian people.

The Eubcean ministers executed their commission; but the war-party,

still prevailing, were not yet so disposed that any treaty resulted.

Shortly after, however, a private interest produced what had been on

public considerations, or the pretence of them, denied. Piirynon, an

Athenian of eminence, having been made prisoner by a Macedonian

cruizer, had purchased his dismissal. Returning to Athens, he com-

plained that, against the common law of the Greeks, he had been taken 01. 108.

during the Olympian armistice. Were the insulting language of the

3 K a "N\ar-
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war-party orators, and especially Demosthenes, calling the Macedo-

donians, and Philip himself, harbarians, warranted by the practice or

avowed tenets of the Athenian government, the Athenians could have

apparently little right to claim from them any respect for the Olympian

armistice. The savage decree, forbidding the entrance of a herald from

Macedonia upon the Athenian territory, remained in force; yet such

M'as the confidence of Phrynon in the liberality of the Macedonian

government, that he desired to go himself to Pella to claim repayment

of his ransom. For this, however, leave from his jealous soverein,

the people, must be solicited; and, to put forward with more autho-

rity and effect his private business, he desired to be vested with a

public character. The people granted his request; but democratical

jealousy rarely trusting a single minister to a forein government,

Ctesiphon, a friend of Demosthenes, was joined in the commission

Avilh him. Vv'hether the party began to apprehend ditliculties insu-

perable in their project of building their greatness on opposition

to Macedonia, and already entertained the opposite project of

supplanting the party of Phocion and Isocrates in favor with the

Macedonian court, or whether their purpose was meerly speculation

and the acquisition of information for ground of farther measures, in

any case to have a minister, in whom they confided, go to Macedonia,

would be desirable for them. The embassy however was instructed to

inquire concerning the king of Macedonia's disposition toward peace.

On their return, Ctesiphon, reporting the transactions to the council

and peojjle, said that Philip declared it had been against his inclination

that he had gone to war, and he was ready immediately to treat of

peace; and this assurance the ambassador strengthened, by speaking

largely of the king's liberal disposition and manners ". Great satisfaction

being manifested by the people, Philocrates, a man eminent and zealous

in the peace-party, seized the opportunity for proposing a decree, to

rescind that which forbad the admission of heralds from M^icedonia

;

and it was carried without a dissentient voice. A\'hat were the con-

siderations which induced the war-party, almost immediately after, so

" It has been a questioa among the \eiy little important ; but it apjieajs to me
critics whether Phrynon and Ctesiphon were that the combined phrases itua^uTif i' i/^tTf

commissioned together, or Ctesiphon alone and irpoai'iAto-S' iulu clearly indicate that they

uas the ambassador. For the history it is were joined iu the conimission.

to
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to exert themselves for the preveniion of all treaty, that not a step was

taken in consequence of the opening, so studiously procured, and j^schin. de

without opposition voted, is nowhere said, but apparently may be ''^t;**'" P- ^i^S,

gathered from the circumstances quickly following.

Peace with Macedonia, however necessary for the republic, however

necessary for the war-party themselves, would bring ruin to their

power, unless they might be the peace-makers, and afterward hold such

consideration with the Macedonian government, that its communica-

tion with the sovcrein, the people, for the nmtual concerns of the two

states, should pass through them. But Philip was steddy in his pre-

ference of the party of Phocion and Isocrates, and therefore the

war-party persevered in obstructing all accommodation M'ith hiniw

Among the complicated politics of Greece, then, their keen sight dis-

covered opportunity, little discernible to the common eye. In Phocis,

through the overbearing weight of the standing army, of which the p. 300.

autocrator-generals had now so long held the command, an efiectual

change had been wrought in the civil constitution of the country;

whence we find those great officers sometimes qualified wilh the title

of tyrant. When the change took place is not indicated, farther than

as we find Onomarchus raising the mercenai'y force to an amount un-

known, either before or after him, and ingaging in projects of ambition,

far be3'ond the strength, and not very evidently adaj^ted to promote the

interest, of the Phocian people. The present youthful autocrator,

Phal^cus, equal perhaps in courage, and perhaps in talents, wanted the

authority of years, and the advantage of experience, which had inabled

his father and uncles to hold their arduous situation so advantageously.

Hence, rather than from any misconduct, of which information has

reached us, a party was inabled to rear its head against him. That

party then in Athens, the party of Chares, which had held intimate

connection, and been deeply ingaged in politics, wilh his father Ono-

marchus, gave incouragement and support, now, to the party adverse to

the son. Apparently he declined ingaging in their views, to the extent

they required: possibly he had connection with their adversaries, and

preferred that connection. He hud certainly connection with Lace-

da;mon, which would tend to render him less dependent than they

desired
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desired upon themselves. If then tliey could raise his opponents to the

supreme power in Phocis, as Phocis could not maintain itself without

forein connections, those men, so raised, must afterward be dependent

upon them, for means to hold their power. Of particulars of the revo-

lution we have no information ; but Phalajcus was deposed, the supreme

authority iu Phocis was committed to a triumvirate, and the new

government immediately sent an embassy to Athens. The party of

Chares and Demosthenes received these ambassadors favorably, and

they were introduced to the general assembly, to declare the object of

their mission ; which was to obtain the authority of the Athenian people

for a transfer, to the new Phocian government, of the friendship and

alliance which had subsisted with that recently overthrown. The people

were accustomed to hear, and very ready to bf lieve, that, in political

morality, whatever was profitable was becoming. A bribe therefore

iEsch.dele- was ready: it was proposed that three Phocian towns, Nicjea, Thro-
gat.p.301.

j^imj,^ j^„j Alponus, small and of little value otherwise, but highly

important for their critical situation, commanding the way from the

pass of Thermopylx into the country southward, should receive Athe-

nian garrisons. This was most important for the purposes of the war-

party leaders, but little inviting for the Many; as revenue to arise from

^^lis new dominion could not be pretended. Motives for desire there-

fore being deficient, another passion was resorted to. Greece was

represented in danger of subjugation, from the arms of Macedonia, if

Athens did not prevent. The result shows that arguments were ably

adapted to the temper of those, on whom it was proposed to work. The

offer of the new Phocian government was accepted ; and such was the

zeal excited, that fifty triremes were directed, by a decree, to be imme-

diately manned, and all citizens under thirty to be ready in arms, to

march or imbark, at the command of Proxenus, who was appointed

p. 198. general for the occasion. Some of the more intemperate then went so

far as to institute a prosecution against Philocrates, for the crime of

proposing the decree, which abrogated that forbidding the admission

of heralds from Macedonia; and the penalty was- set at a hundred

talents, near twenty thousand pounds. It appears however to have

been judged, by the more discreet, not to have been a season for

3 such
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such violent party-measures. Demosthenes himself undertook the

defence of Pliilocrates ; and the prosecutor not obtaining a fifth of

the voices of the court, became liable himself to the penalty decreed

against frivolous and vexatious accusation. The account however

rather implies that this was not insisted upon by Pliilocrates and his

friends, so that, in fact, the matter was compromised ; and some reason

for this moderation of the war-party seems to appear in Avhat followed.

The general-autocrator, Chares, was absent, with the fleet and mer-

cenary army, supposed on the Thracian station ; where it was particu-

larly expected of him to protect the valuable colony of the Chersonese.

But deputies arrived from that colony, charged to express the extreme

uneasiness of the settlers, at the defenceless state in which they were

left, when it was understood a Macedonian army was approaching, and .Escb. de le-

the great armament under Chares, on which they liad depended for ^^ '^' ^ '

protection, not only had not been seen, but could not be heard of. The

terror, less perhaps of subjection to Macedonia, than of the vengeance

of the late proprietors of their lands and houses, for which the approach

of a Macedonian army might give incouragement, had been such, that

some of them had already imbarked, to seek, with the loss of their

landed estates, better safety for their persons and portable property.

These circumstances excited indignation, which the friends of Chares

had difficulty to meet. The people assembled ; and while, with mu«h

anger demonstrated, no specific proposition found any extensive con-

currence, one of the intimates of Chares, Ccphisophon, moved that a

small squadron, under the command of Antiochus, kept in the harbour

of Pffiirseus purposely for emergencies, should go in quest of the auto-

crator and his fleet, and bring an account of them. This was adopted

as the fittest measure in the moment, and the public effervescence

was thus suspended.

It appears extraordinary, in the deficiency of our information, tliat

men so able, so daring, so indefatigable, and so unscrupulous as those

who now principally directed the political business of Athens, should

have judged it expedient to support, in so high a situation, one M'hose

glaring misconduct was so continually thwarting their purposes. But

Cliares, with all his vices and extravagances, was evidently not without

considerable
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considerable talents, peculiarly adapted lo hold that paramount influence

which, according to all ac<:ounls, he did long hold, among such a mili-

tary, and such a populace as the Athenian ; whence he was necessary to

those to whom the goodwill of the army and the multitude was neces-

sary. But in addition to this we have the concurring testimonies of

the two great rival orators, Demosthenes and ^-Eschincs, to other con-

Demosth.de siderations. Contributions were collected by the officers of the fleet,

Sldr^e le-
regularly assessed on the danders, not with public authority, or for

gat. p. 250. public purposes; amounting, according to vEschines, to sixty talents,

near twelve thousand- pounds yearly; and the trade of all Greece

was subjected to plunder, and the persons of Grecian navigators to

violence, from those officers. There were those even who undertook to

prove, that, in the course of his various commands, Chares raised, in

various ways, no less than fifteen hundred talents, near three hundred

thousand pounds, not accounted for in the maintenance of the arma-

ment, but distributed among his favorite oilicers and supporting orators.

Where or how Chares was employed when Antiochus was sent to seek

him, we have no other information than may be implied in these reports

of the two great orators.

But circumstances were, in too many points, critical and threaten-

ing, for the public mind to rest in the calm produced, for the moment,

jEsch.dcle- by the decree of Cephisophon. iEschines marks the trouble and

indecision of the time, by observing, that the extraordinary assem-

blies convened were more numerous than the ordinary, required for the

whole business of the commonwealth. In the midst of this agitation,

suddenly, a surprizing disposition appeared, among those hitherto

most violent against Macedonia, to relax in their opposition, and admit

accommodation. Readily as this was met by the other party, difficul-

ties occurred about the manner and means of opening a negotiation.

The savage decree, indeed, forbidding all conmiun ication by heralds

was repealed : but the king of Macedonia's overtures, made through

the Eubocan ministers, had been answered only with invective, by the

leading orato.s in the a.ssembly, and with neglect by the administration ;

and the following mission of Phrynon and Ctesiphon had produced

nothing. A direct proposal of peace therefore was avoided; but it

Avas

d
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1

was resolved to use opportunity, accidental!)' offering, for learning the

disposition of the Macedonian court. Among many Athenians, made ^sch.dele-

prisoners at Olynthus, were two of eminence, Everatus and Stratocles,

It was proposed to negotiate specially for their ransom: but for this the

authority of the soverein people must be obtained. Philocrates, the

mover of the repeal of the ilecree forbidding communication with

INIacedonia, now moved a decree to authorize a mission for negotiating

the ransom of the prisoners. Against all common expectation, De-

mosthenes exerted his eloquence in support of the motion, which was

tlius readily successful.

The person chosen, for the delicate office of sounding the king of

ISIacedonia, was a player, named Aristodemus. His profession, even in

Athens, amid the singular passion there for the entertainment it afforded, Demosih. de

is indicated by Demosthenes to have been esteemed degrading. Aris- ^^l''

todemus however Avas recommended, not simply by his talents, tho

above the common, but by having, through his talents, recommended

himself to the notice and favor of the king of Macedonia, when exer-

cising his profession formerly at Fella. He was not long absent on his

mission ; but his report to the council, Avhich should have been made

immediately on his return, was irregularly delayed. Meanwhile Stra- ^sch.dele-

toclcs, liberally dismissed without ransom, coming home, reported pub-

licly, that the king of Macedonia had freely assured him of his desire

of peace, and that he was ready even to confirm peace by alliance.

The council then, in some anger, sent for their loitering minister; who,

after a lame apology for his delay, made his report of Philip's profes-

sions, perfectly coinciding with what had been related by Stratocles.

He was afterward, according to the usual form, introduced by the

council to the assembled people, to whom he gave the same account.

Some ill humor was manifested, there also, at the irregular delay of in-

formation, for which the public mind was so anxious
;
yet Demosthenes

did not fear to move, that the honor of a crown, to be presented by the

people, should reward the able and successful execution of the important

mission; and it was accordingly decreed to Aristodemus.

The disposition of the Macedonian king, toward an accommodation,

being thus authenticated, a day was appointed for an assembly to take

Vol. IV. 3L the
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/Esch.dele- the matter into consideration. On that very clay dispatches arrived
gat. p. 303.

fj-oni the general Proxcnus, or not till that day were acknowleged,

informing the council, ' that the Phocians refused to deliver the places

' of which he was sent to take possession ; that Phala;cus and his i)arty,

' again predominant in Phocis, had imprisoned the amhassadors of the

' new government of that country, who had conducted tlie treaty at

' Athens, and so resented the conduct of the Athenian government,

' that they had gone to the extremity of denying hospitality to the

* .heralds, sent from Athens, according to antient custom, to proclaim

* the season of the Eleusinian mysteries, and even refused the truce,

* offered to all, on that solemn occasion.'

The cause of the new disposition of the party of Chares to peace was

now explained. They had not been without information that the new

government of Phocis would probably be unable to support itself; and

yet they would not, while a chance of success remained, forego the

advantages of the measures they had taken. The ill-excused delay of

Aristodemus, in reporting to the council, the zeal shown in his favor by

Demosthenes, who was a member of the council, the critical arrival of

the dispatches from Proxenus, the general of their choice, combined

with the unremitted vehemence of their former opposition to Mace-

donia, and the suddenness of the change, indicated enough that

the p.arty were temporizing; nor could it be doubted but, had the

Phocian plot been finally successful, they would have opposed, not less

than formerly, all proposal of peace. When therefore not only the

failure of all advantage, expected from their measures, was complete,

but the great and threatening disadvantage accrued to Athens, that

Phocis, from a stcddy aud zealous ally, was become an incensed enemy,

accommodation, if yet possible, with Macedonia, seems to have been

the only resource for cither the party or the republic '*.

Ordinary men would have been ovenvhehncd by the failure of a plot

of such scandalous perfidy, involving such disaster and danger to the

* The caution and shifu of Demosthenes the embassy and on the tiown, strongly

afterward to avoid argument on such im- corroborate all that iuxs been asserted by

portant transactions, so connected with his if!scliines. See particularly Demostfa. de

main arjjunieut, especially in the orations on legat. p. 3(»2.

common-
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commonwealth. Cut the party of Chares, men certainly of no ordi-

nary talents, were also fortunate, in that their principal opponents were

remarkable for moderation, as they for boldness in politics. To forward

their anxious purpose of peace, the friends of Phocion and Isocrates ^^ch. de le-

...... g'lt- ut. iint,

did not refuse a degree of coalition with the party of Chares; and & de cor.

treaty with Macedonia became the object of all.
P' °'

Some degree of concert was evidently already established between the

leaders of the contending parties, when, on the motion of Philocrates, a

decree was made for sending an embassy of ten to Macedonia. The

commission comprized persons of both parties, and appears to have been

altogether respectably filled. Six of the names have already occurred

for notice, Ctesiphon, Philocrates, Phrynon, Aristodemus, iEschines,

Demosthenes; the three former eminent by birth and fortune, the others

by talents. To these wee added Cimon, head of the illustrious house

of Miltiadcs, with latrocles, Nausicles, and Dercyllus, who had held

high situations. But a difficulty arose with regard to Aristodemus

:

he was ingaged, after the manner of theatrical management in modern Ssch. dele-

Europe, under a penalty, to perform at public festivals in diflerent cities. ^^^' P *"

Such however was the estimation of the man, notwithstanding the

disrepute of his profession, that Demosthenes did not scruple to be

tlie mover of a decree for a mission to the several states, to which he

had bound himself, to solicit, in the name of the Athenian people, a

release from his ingagements. yVn eleventh ambassador M-as added,

Aglaocreon of Tenedos, for all the subject-allies of Athens, whose p. 204.

interests were to be implicated in the proposed negotiation ; not

cliosen by themselves, but appointed by the imperial people.

S L 2
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SECTION IV.

Progress of the Embassy to Bella: Audience: Return and Report to

the Council and People. Policy of the JVar-party : Condition of

Synedrian or Subject-Allies. Embassy of Threefrom Macedonia to

Athens. Decree for Peace and Alliance with Macedonia. Treat-

ment of the King of Thrace. Departure of the Macedonian

Ministersfrom Alliens.

B. C. S47. The circumstances of the embassy being decreed, a herald was sent

01. 108.2. into Macedonia for a passport, for which however the ambassadors did

not wait to begin their journey. In Thessaly a Macedonian army was

blockading Mains ; whose people, whether more through attachment to

the party of the late tyrants, or incitement from Athens, or meer enmity

to the Pharsalians, who asserted some claim of dominion over them,

had rebelled against the common government of the country. Such

however was the confidence of the Athenian ambassadors in the libe-

rality and honor of the ^Macedonian government, that they did not

Demosih. scruplc to pass through the Macedonian camp. Respected, as they

liad promised themselves, there, they proceeded to Larissa, a city zealous

in the Macedonian alliance, where they met their herald, bearing the

requisite authorit}', M'ith which they proceeded to Pella.

Immediate deputies of a multitude, they appear to have received no

precise instructions : under terror of their despotic anil wayward

soverein, they were to be careful to promote, at every opportunity, the

interest of the Athenian people. Among matters, however, which they

i'Esrh. dele- seem to have considered as most particularly expected of them, was to

Isocr! or ad use their endevors for obtaining the ccsaion of Amphipolis. To offer

Phil. any advantage for Macedonia, in return, appears to have been out of

question ; only, as a supposed private gratification for the prince, they

might ingage for the restoration of Leosthenes, an illustrious Athenian

exile, esteemed among the most eloquent men of the age, who had been

kindly entertained at the Macedonian court. Altogether they were

expected
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expected to demand so much and to concede so little, that Cimon

declared, among his coUegues, * he feared Philip would have the advan-

' tage of them in fair reasoning''.'

Negotiation was yet managed in the manner of antient times, much
by conference, little in writing. Introduced to audience, the ambas-

sadors all spoke in turn, the elder beginning. Demosthenes, as youngest,

spoke last. He was apparently most depended upon by the war-party for

watching its separate interests and maintaining its importance. But,

whether through consciousness of the illiberality of his invectives, in the

Athenian assemblies, against the prince he was addressing, or apprehen-

sion of his deficiency in a situation so new to him, or both together, with

perhaps other feelings, his nerves failing, his voice and memory faltered.

Philip, with ready politeness, endevored to incourage him; but, after

two or three vain attempts, in which, through his confusion, he dropped

some very awkward expressions, he concluded abruptly.

The ambassadors were then conducted into an adjoining apartment.

After no long delay they were again introduced into the chamber of /Esch. (fc le-

audience. They were seated, and the king addressing them, replied f^j' ^o'itf.

'

severally to the arguments used by each, with a perspicuity and ele-

gance, which forced admiration from all. Stating strongly his senti-

ments of his own and his people's rights, he expressed, in terms the

most obliging to the embassy, a disposition the most friendly toward

the Athenian commonwealth. They were then invited to sup Mith

him. Hilarity prevailed; and they found themselves compelled to

acknowlege Philip's talent for conviviality, equally as for business.

After a day or two, proposals for a treaty were delivered to them in p.227.

writing, in the form of a letter to the Athenian people. In this com-

munication the king expressed his desire, that the peace, which it was Demosth. de

hoped would follow between Macedonia and Athens, might be assured °^'" l^-'^'^'*'

by an alliance. In farther conference then with the ambassadors, he ^^Esch. de le-

frankly told them his purpose immediately to join his army in Thrace, ^^^' P-^^3*

where he was at war with some Thracian princes and some Grecian

towns ; but he gave them his word that, as long as might be necessary

for deliberation in the Athenian assembly, concerning the peace and

'' —— ^eCirTo n't JixwioAoyoi/^iKSf wifiyitttTo i^w* e "tiAiTrTroj, /Esch. de legal, p. 205.

alliance
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alliance proposed, nothing- hostile should be attempted against the

Athenian possessions in the Chersonese. The business of the mission

thus ended, and the ambassadors returned to Athens.

Immediately on their arrival, in regular course, they reported their

proceedings, and delivered the king of ^Macedonia's written proposals,

^sch. dele- to the council of five hundred. Demosthenes, who was a member of
gat. p. 2'2S, . .

& seii. that council, spoke very favorably of his coliegues generally, and

moved that, according to custom, when the conduct of an embassy

was approved, they should be honored, for their able and faithful ser-

vices, with a public supper in the prytaneium ; and, as the business of

peace was so successfully begun, that they should wear, on the occasion,

crowns of the sacred olive. The council approved, and the honor was

paid.

In course they Avere then to be introduced, by the council, to make

their report to the assembled people. Demosthenes, as youngest of the

embassy, again spoke last, but he spoke with a tone considerably

altered. ' All that his coliegues had been relating,' he said, ' was

' little to the purpose. Let the decree of the people, directing the

' embassy, be red.' It was red accordingly. ' Let the king of Mace-
' donia's letter, which we have delivered, be red.' That also was

recited. ' Now,' he said, ' it is for the people to decide what is to

' be done.' He paused, and a murmuring conversation arose among

the people. ' I then,' he resumed, 'will propose a decree: Let it be

' directed " that the herald expected from Philip be received, and that

" the ambassadors to follow him be received: that, within two days

" after the arrival of the ambassadors, the pry lanes assemble the people,

*' to consult on peace with Macedonia; and that we, your ambassadors,

" if we are thought worthy, receive the approbation of this assembly,

" and be treated in the prytaneium tomorrow." His motions were

approved, and his decree passed.

The inflexible Phocion and his friends were not politicians to contend,

in a government like the Athenian, with the time-serving party of Chares.

These, compelled, after all their struggles against it, to allow and even

press for peace, and successful, through the cooperation of those before

their opponents, in putting the matter thus far in train, thought things

j; sulliciently
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sufficiently ripe now for separating themselves from their new asso-

ciates, and making the aclqjinistration of the republic again exclusively

their own. They would begin with even making the business of the

negotiation with Macedonia exclusively their own. To effect this they

would go beyond what the strict principles of their opponents would

permit, in demonstration of zeal for peace, and of consideration for the

king of Macedonia; trusting, for their verbal justification, in the

declared will of the soverein Many, that peace with Macedonia should

be negotiated, and for their real security, in maintaining through their

policy, their command of a majority of votes.

Ministers had been dispatched to all the allies of the Athenian people,

inviting a general congress at Athens. The purpose stated was, to con- iEsch. dele-

suit on the terms of a general peace, which might provide for the ^^o ^Scde

interests of all, or on means for making common war with Macedonia, tor. p. 454.

if it should be found necessary for the defence of their common liberties.

The peace-party could not readily conceive that this measure, in which

all seem, at the time, to have concurred, would prove ungrateful to the

war-party, who had admitted the necessity or expediency of negotia-

tion. But, to their surprize, Demosthenes was the orator to assert the

inconvenience of it: the discussion of so many various Interests, he

contended, would interfere with the desired conclusion of peace and

alliance with Macedonia. He proposed, therefore, a decree for taking

the alliance into consideration on the same early day, which was

already, on his motion, appointed for the debate on peace ; and for

farther security against the delay that discussion might produce, his

decree required tliat the votes should be taken on the following day,

when no speaking should be allowed. The party of Phocion rcmon- yEsch. dele-

strated in vain, that it would be highly insulting, as well as injurious, §'''- P- 2'13.

to their allies, not to allow them that participation in the negotiation,

to which they had been formally invited by Athenian ministers, who
were not yet even themselves returned from their mission. The people

however had caught the impatience, without knowing the motives of

those whose lead they had been accustomed to follow, and the decree

proposed by Demosthenes was carried.

This measure had precisely the effect apparently proposed. Phocion

and his irieuds, the original earnest promoters of peace, were thrown

into
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into a situation, in which tliey found themselves under necessity of

holding the language and conduct of opposition ; and Chares and his

friends were become the peace-makers, witli the voice of the people

supporting them. But the insult was gross to all the forein connec-

tions of the republic. The Lacediemonians, and other independent

allies, if there were others independent, could not hut revolt at it. The

Ch. 35. s. 1. Svi^edrians, resident deputies of the subject states, in great uneasiness,

met to take the matter into consideration. The result of their debate was

a decree or resolution, to be offered to the Athenian people, in their first

assembly appointed to consider of peace and alliance with Macedonia.

It has been preserved by iEschines, and is indeed an interesting memo-

rial; marking strongly the^ervile state of theSynedrians, Mho imply in

it a sense of injury w Inch they dared not express, and atone even for the

implication, by declaring, in a solemn act, the most unreserved resig-

nation of themselves and their constituents to the will of the Athenians,

as tlie soverein people. It runs thus: ' Since the Athenian people are

' taking into consideration a treaty of peace with Philip, tho the

' ministers are not returned, whom they sent through Greece to exhort

' the cities concerning the liberty of the Greeks, it is resolved by the

' allies, that, M'hen the ministers return, and have made their report to

' the Athenians and their allies, and two assemblies appointed by the

' prytanes, according to the laws, shall have been held, in Mhich the

' Athenians may declare their will about the peace, whatever the Athe-

' nian people may decree shall be binding, as a measure taken in com-
' mon with the allies.'

The expected Macedonian herald soon arrived, and shortly after the

ambassadors, Parmenio, Anlipatcr and Eurylochus; men eminent then

in their own country, and afterward over the world '*. It was observed,

yEsch. dele- not without surprize, that Demoatliencs was singularly forward in civi-

ga
. p. - lity toward them. He entertained them in his house '', and we have his

Dcmosth. dc own boast that he entertained them splendidly. He Mas forward to be

icgat. p. 4U. tiie mover of a decree of the people, w hich apparently passed, as matter

»* Parmenio and Antipater are very re- tcrprefed to mean that he lodged them. I

spectfully mentioned by Demosthenes in his apprehend it does not necessarily mean so

oration on tlic embassy, p. 30^. much.
" 'E|iii(ri. This has been generally in-

of
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of course, unopposed, assigning them places of honor at the theatrical

and other exhibitions of the Dionysian festival, or feast of Bacchus,

of which it was then the season. Wherever they appeared in public,

but especially in the theaters, where most eyes might be ui)on thcni,

defying all the invidious observations of the wondering crowd, he was

ostentatiously oflicious in his attention.

It M'as not probably the purpose of Chares and Demosthenes to

injure or offend the Synedrian allies, or not to extend to them all the

advantages of the treaty; but it was evidently now their great object

to make the alliance of Macedonia exclusively their own, shutting out

from it, as much as possible, Lacedaemon and all other independent

Grecian states. It appears also to have been their anxious desire to

obviate all discussion of the late business in Phocis. Without regard

therefore to speeches of the adverse orators, or decrees of the Syne-

drians, the assemblies were held according to the decree of Demos-

thenes ; and peace and alliance with Macedonia, wliich had been years

contended for by the party of Phocion and Isocrates, was in two days

concluded, by those hitherto bitter opponents of everything tending to

such a measure. The allies of both parties were comprized ; but those,

to be considered as intitled to tlie benefit of the treaty, were named;

and, among the allies of Athens, neither Phocis was mentioned, nor

Lacedaemon.

Another omission, less important among the general interests of

Greece, was noticed at the time as more extraordinary: the unfortu-

nate king of Thrace, Kersobleptes, tho not only an ally, but in tlic

;situation nearly of a Synedrian or vassal of Athens, was unnamed in the

treaty, and of course excluded from its advantages. Within a day or jEsch.dele*

two a minister arrived from him, Critobulus, a Greek of Lampsacus, S^''P-2»9'

dispatched purposely to attend the negotiation. Astonished to find all

already settled, Critobulus claimed nevertheless that his prince's name

(ill omitted, he contended, as lie Avas unquestionably an ally of the

Athenian people) should be inserted in the treaty, and that himself,

being duly authorized, should take the prescribed oath before the

Macedonian ambassadors. This demand was urged in the assembly of

the people; when Demosthenes, in his turn, as a member of the council

Vol. IV. 3 M of
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of FJvehundrcd, was one of the presidents. The petition of the un-

fortunate prince found favor M'ith the Many, and Aleximaclius moved

that Critobulus should be admitted to take the oaths for him. But

Demosthenes, rising from the seat of presidency, declared ' that he

' would not put the motion for any such decree, as it would be a vio-

' lation of the treaty already sanctioned by the people. If the requi-

' sition of the Thracian prince was to be taken into consideration, it

' could now be properly done only on a day to be named for the pur-

* pose.' Indeed regulaiity of proceeding, and a just respect both for

the power they had been treating with, and for the consistency and

faith of their own conduct, seem clearly to have required what Demos-

thenes insisted on. But he, who so often successfully excited, could

not always slem the popular passion : his own doctrine, the too common

doctrine of popular orators, that all considerations should give way to

popular utility, and even to the popular will, would tend to blind the

]Many to the reasonableness of his zeal for order; his ov.n frequent

lessons of disregard for forein powers, would weigh against his argu-

ments now for respect to them. The Many were vociferous for the

question. The presidents, far from able to inforce order in such an

assembly,- Avhen once disposed to tumult, could not command respect

for themselves. They were called upon by name to ascend the bema,

and thence declare their reasons for refusing to put the question which

the popular voice required. At length they yielded to the tumultuous

manifestation of the soverein Avill, and the decree passed.

The king of Macedonia, however, had already provided against any

trouble which might be apprehende<l, by his now friends in Athens,

from the contradiction in which the government was thus involved.

Joining his army in Thrace, as he had told the Athenian embassy,

wlicn at Pella, was his intention, he marched immediately against Ker-

sobleptes. That weak prince withdrew into the peninsula of Athos

;

and being followed thither, was soon compelled to accede to the king

of Macedonia's terms, and deliver his son as a hostage for observance

of them. The few remaining little Ci'recian cities, westward of the

Chersonese, of which Doriscus, a place of some note formerly in the

Persian wars, appearis to have been the most importaut, were then no

diflicult
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difficult or tedious conquest for the Macedonian arms. The ohject of

the expedition, as far as may be gathered from writers not having in

view to give a regular account of it, was principally to obviate piracy'.

Mhat were the measures taken we have no information ; but, from

what was common among the Greeks, it seems not improbable that the

population of some conquered towns was removed ; and this seems to

have been the foundation of the assertion of Demosthenes, afterward to

the Athenian people, tliat Philip cruelly destroyed thirty-two towns in

Thrace. Chares commanded an armament M'hich should have ]Dro-

tccted the allies of Athens in those parts. Of what he did no account vEsch. dr ic-

remains, farther than that he sent home intelligence of the Thracian S^''P-~^i>-

prince's submission to the king of Macedonia. This having taken

place before the conclusion of the peace between ]\Iacedonia and

Athens, all farther question about his admission as a party to the treaty

"was of course obviated.

When, the business of the mission being completed, the Macedonian

ambassadors were to return home, the assiduity of Demosthenes, in P--8?-

civility toward them, was, if possible, even increased. He took upon /Esch.rle cor.

himself to hire carriages for their departure, he attended them on horse- mosiiiV

back in their way through Attica, and paid his last compliments to

them not till they reached the Boeotian border.

SECTION V.

Sndicial Iiiqidry into Dilapidation of the Delphian Treasury. CoU'

tinuation of JTar betxceen Phocis and Thebes. Distress of Thebes

and Solicitation for Support from Jlfaccdonia : Alarm of Fhocis

and Lacedieinon : Alarm of the JVar-party in Athens.

The Grecian republics, now again without an external enemy, were C. C. 347.

ieft to their own always abounding grounds of discord. Among OHos. 2.

these the question, who should hold command in Delphi, stood yet

foremost ; and iho the means of exertion of the Thebans and Phocians,

between whom the contest began, were nearly exhausted, yet the Sacred

war still held a very threatening aspject for the nation.

SMS In
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In the sToort interval between the deposition of the young autocrator-

general, Plialajcus, and his restoration, a judicial inquiry was insti-

tuted, by the Phocian government, concerning the dilapidation of the

Delphian treasury, of which Diodorus has given a report, bearing the

appearance of being founded on authentic documents. The great

objects of tlie ncM' government, in such an inquiry, would of course be

to justify the recent revolution ; and not only to their own people but

to all Greece, so as to obtain not only excuse, as widely as might be,

but favor and support. Much then it would behove them to avoid

oflence to all, but especially to those who led the councils of Athens ;

formerly holding close alliance with the government of the autocrator-

generals, and now the main stay of tliat which had risen by its fall.

Accordingly the tribunal, to which the inquiry was referred, avoided to

Diod. 1. iC. impute implication in the guilt to any forein state. They moreover

^- ^^' completely acquitted the memory of Philomelus, declaring that his

administration was found pure. This would amount to acknowlege-

ment that the principles, on which Lacedfemon and Athens had origi-

nally concurred with the Phocians, to secure the Delphian temple and

treasury against the appropriation of them by the Thebans, were also

pure. They stated the sacrilegious robbery to have been begun under

Onomarchus, and continued under his successors ; till PhaljEcus (whom,

being at direct variance with Athens, they were by no interest bound

to respect) unable to discover any more valuables to satisfy the demands

of his followers in arms, allowed them even to break up the pavement

of the sacred jdace, under a notion, excited by two lines of Homer, that,

from very antient times, it had been a practice to deposit treasure

there'*. Philon, accused of being the principal agent in the sacrile-

gious business, was put to the torture ; and having, amid his sufferings,

acknowleged himself guilty (at least so his torturers said) and indicated

others, was delivered over to an ignominious death. Many then, for

being concerned in it, (or perhaps more reiilly for attachment to the

party of the autocrator-generals,) were also sent to the executioner, and

many more found safety only in flight.

The narrative of Diodorus is sometimes not least valuable when;

contradicting'
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contradicting itself, because it so indicates that he reported faith-

fully from writers of different parties. After having stated the judgement

on the sacrilege, as if he supposed it perfectly just, he has proceeded never-

theless to assert what involves some invalidation of its justice. The

Athenians and Lacedicmonians, he says,, did partake in the sacrilegious

plunder, 'inasmuch as they received pay for more troops than they actu-

* ally furnished fur the Sacred war.' But, in looking to analogous cir-

Gumstances, mentioned in Grecian history, it appears not easy to decid-e

what amount of criminahty should be imputed to any taking and using

of the treasure, called sacred, for important public purposes. So long Cb.7. s.?.

ago as the revolt of the Asian Greeks against Darius, a man of high Herod h'sl

estimation among them, Ilecatteus of ^Miletus, recommended the em- c. 36".

ployment of the treasure deposited by Croesus king of Lydia, in the

temple ofApollo at Cranchidte, the great bank of that side of the iEgean

sea, in measures for public defence. His proposal was overruled; but

the purpose is not marked by the historian with any reprobation, other-

wise than as the meagre was not thought fit for immediate adoption

by those to whom it was proposed. In the preparation for the Pclo-

ponnesian war, Pericles reckoned the golden ornaments of the statue

of Minerva, the most venerated in Athens, a resource, placed there

with a direct view to use in public need; being so formed that they

could be readily removed and restored. And indeed, in the licentious-

ness of democracy, amid the frequent clamors of the Many for distri-

butions of public property^ it may have been often a useful measure of

policy to consecrate the precious metals, with the view to preserve

them for public purposes. It is to be observed then that there was, at

Delphi, an Athenian, a Corinthian, a Lacedemonian treasury, or sepa-

rate apartment in the treasury ; aud so for all the principal republics

which had treasure there. Tlie question then occurs. What right, ia

what circumstances, for what purposes, and with what formalities, had
the several republics to draw treasure from their several treasuries?

But that it was understood some such right existed, seems fully indi-

cated in the expression of Diodorus, that liie Athenians and Lacedae-

monians had partaken in the sacrilege, inasmuch as (not that they had

icceived money for the pay of troops employed in supporting the

Phociausj,
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rhocians, but) that they had received beyond the proper pay of those

actually employed''; so that the guilt was incurred, not by opposing

in arms the Amphictyons and others, pretended avengers of sacrilege,

but for failing of due exertion against them. The same right then

which the Athenians and Lacedaemonians might have for pay for troops

'employed in the Sacred war, tlie Pliocians themselves might have

;

drawing treasure only belonging to the republics of their alliance,

from Mliich they might have regular authority. Possibly so far Philo-

iiielus miglit have received support from th.e Delphian treasury, and yet

have been justly intitlcd to the honorable acquittal which his memory

received; and this may have made the real distinction between his con^

duct and that of his successors. Pcrhajis Onomarchus began in th6

same creditable course; but after ingaging with the party of Chare.s

at Athens, in ambitious projects, of Avhich the conquest of Thcssaly

vas to be theleadingstep, neither the treasure of Croesus, nor the treasure

of the Thebans and their allies, were likely to be spared. But the

Thebans and their allies, who insisted that the cause of the Phocians

Avas impious in its origin, were only consistent when they insisted that

ail concurrence in it Mas impious ; and so of course they would involve

Philomclus in one charge of sacrilege with those tvho, after him, went

to extremities M-hich he had carefully avoided.

Diodorus reckons the whole treasure at Delphi, when the M-ar broke

'Ont, not less than two millions sterling ; of which that deposited by

Cra-sus king of Lydia was much the largest part. We find it aften-

Vard satisfactorily indicated by him that, tho, when Phahucus and his

principal associates found it necessary to retire from Delphi, they might

probably search c\'ery recess before untried, even to the soil under the

sacred pavement, for more treasure, yet it was far from being thtough

absolute want ; for they carried away, in their military chest, no inconsi-

derable store, with which they were inabled to keep a powerful force still

about them. This is what the new government of Phocis, and their

Athenian friends, had certainly not intended to allow. They werfe

disappointed by it, and the defeat of their project, on whose success

410.10, to w/iOoj Tut i/.jrt/*9rofM'»(W fftLjitnui teij /^iSovj \aStt7ti. Diod. 1. 10. C. 57'

14 they
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they seem to have proposed to found far more extensive projects,

quickly followed.

Without funds,' the new government of Phocis was weak, and little

able to prosecute the war against Thebes. Of this the Thebans proposed

to take advantage ; but neither their councils nor their arms were ably B. C. S47.

directed. , Apparently their first object should have been to recover ^l-ios.s.

those towns of Boeotia itself, which had withdrawn themselves from the

Theban alliance, or, in the phrase of the imperial republics, had rebelled

against the Theban people. But the first measure of their arms was to

invade Phocis for plunder. This was successfully executed, and, the T)\o<\. 1. 16.

Phocians, under their new leaders, venturing a battle near liyampolis,
'" ^

were defeated. Thus the weakness of the government, and the want

of union among themselves, and the need of a mercenary army, such

as that attached to Phalascus, becoming manifest, tliat restoration of

the general-autocrator, which -we have had occasion already to notice,

quickly followed. The Thebans, then too late, attempting the revolted

towns, were unable to do more than ravage the country, and, in with-

drawing with the plunder, they suffered a defeat.

But the Phocians, strong with their restored mercenary force, and r)'"^. 1. 16.

possessing advantageous opportunities, through their alliance with the
''

revolted Boeotians, proceeded now to retaliate, by carrying ravage ex-

tensively over the lands of the Theban alliance. Some actions were

undertaken in defence of them, but the Phocians were victorious. The
cavalry of the Grecian republics was generally composed, as we have

formerly observed, of jjcrsons wei-.Ithy enough each to maintain ahorse,

and serve with it at his own expence, attended by at least one slave

afoot. Its business, on home-service, was especially to watch the mo-

tions of an invading enemy, and protect the lands against ravagersand

plunderers. Thebes, with its command of Boeotia, Avas stronger in

iCavalry than any otJicr Grecian .state, southward of ThermopyUe. Ne- Dcmostli.de

verthcless the Phocians, coming to action with the Theban ca\alry, near '^S'^'-

lied) Hum, obtained a victory, which is mentioned by the cotcmporary

jorator as of much importance, both in jtself, and for the impression it

made in Thebes, and extensively over Greece.

Approaching winter gave the Thebaus that relief, which was common
: iu
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hi GreciaH Avarfare. But their treasury was exliausteil. The pressure,

T)lod. 1. 16. from the Boeotian towns connected with Phocis, was severe ; farther

revolt was apprehended, and in Thebes itself much discontent was

Jbrooding. Rcniaining hope, for those Mho held the administration,

rested on the support of allies interested in their cause. The Thessa-

lians were principal ; but so M'as Thessal}' now connected with Mace-

donia, that, to obtain their assistance, negotiation would probabl}' best

B. C. 346. ^^ directed to the court of Pella. Thither accordingly a Thcbau
01. 108. J. embassy was sent.

Meanwhile at Athens, whether the estahlished practice of former

times, or only the proud and jealous temper of the democracy of the

day required, tho the treaty of peace and alliance with Macedonia had

been sworn to, before the Macedonian ambassadors, by Athenian com-

missioners appointed by a decree of the people, yet it was held that the

ratification was incomplete, till commissioners from the Athenian people

had received an oath, to tlie observance of the treaty, from the king

of Macedonia in person. An embassy of five therefore was appointed,

Eubulus, Cephisophon, Democrates, Cleon, and .'Eschines; and to

administer the oath seems to have been the onl}' original object.

But information of the mission from Thebes to Pella excited interest

deeply and extensively through Greece. The Phocians were first to show-

alarm. Always unequal alone to the maintenance of their own indepen-

dency, they had recently lost the support of Athens. The Athenians

indeed M'ere divided, as the Phocians themselves were divided. The

party of Phocion, friendly to the general-autocrator and his friends,

•were not so to the party which had deposed him. But the powerful

party of Chares, disposed still to favor that party, could not be on

good terms with Phaliecus and his supporters ; and, in negotiation

Avith Macedonia, liow far both parties concurring does not very clearly

appear, the Athenians had abandoned the cause of Phocis. Lacedsmon

therefore remained the only power to which, in the existing crisis, the

Phocian government could look for any eflfectual assistance.

But the state of things was threatening for Laccda^mon itself. Should

the Thcbans obtain the support of Macedonia for the overthrow of

Phocis, its support might follcnv for the overthrow of Lacedaemon, the

supporter
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supporter of Phocis, implicated in the same imputed crimes, condemned

under the same jud^rnunt, and devoted under the same curses. On [scot-r. or.

tiie other hand, slinidd assistance to IMaeedonia be denied to Thehes, ^fl Pli'l'pr'

and, wliat appeared not impossible, slioiihi an accommodation follow-

between the Thebans and Phocians, extensive as was the hostile dispo-

sition in Peloponnesus towartl Lacedtumon, another Theban invasion

might be expected there. The sense, which the Lacedtemouiau

government had of the crisis, is marked in the exertion which followed.

While an embassy was sent to the Macedonian court, a body of a /Escli.

thousand Lucedicmonians, nndcr the orders of tlie king, Archidamus,
j-j;^^, ^ ^^

marched to Phocis. A thousand Laccda'monians, if attended by the c. 59,

antient proportion of iuferior troops, would be no inconsiderable force

among Grecian armies. Since the fatal battle of Leuctra, neither a

Lacediemonian king, nor such a Lacedaemonian force, had been st.'en

beyond the isthmus. Phalajcns wit!) an army of Phocians and merce- Dcmosth. d«

naries, said to amount together to eight thousand, occupied the inipor-
'^°'^

'

tant posts near Thermopylae which his Phocuui adversaries had pro- c. 59.

posed to surrender to the Athenians". At the same time negotiation,

such as opportunity might be obtain«l for, was attempted both with Isocr. utant.

Macedonia and Thebes.

In this state of things, the turn that negotiation might take at Pella,

important for all, was not least so for the Athenian people. Bnt the

favor of the Macedonian court was important severally to botli the

parties at Athens ; to the party of Chares, especially, for whom peace

and alliance witli Macedonia would f)perate as a political overthrow,

unless they could hold that favor eminently, if not even exclusively. In

the new crisis, therefore, they were unsatisfied with the composition of

the appointed embassy ; and they appear to have been, not unreasonably,

jealous especially of iEschines ; who, having concurred in the coalition,

*" The expression of Deraosthenes is, called PhaUccus tyrant ol' the Phocians, or

that ' the Phocians held the pass ;' clearly included him with others of their leading men
marking tliat Phalaecus commanded the under the title of tyrants, in the plural, he

Phocians as their constitutional general, seems to have done it only in deference

and that he was not reduced to be the meer to the prejudices of the multitude, whom it

leader of a band of mercenaries. When bcihooved him to soothe and court. De legat.

.SBchines,inhi6defenceof himself afterward, p. 300, 301 & 303.

Vol. IV. 3 N formed
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formed with Phocion's party, fortlie important public purpose of making

peace, A\ould not afterward, for any separate interest of his former party,

abandon his new connection. It appears however to have been judged

inexpedient to risk alarm, either among the Athenian people, or in

forein states, by avowing any political object, in adding to the number

of the embassy, or to its instructions. But a resource was open :

precedents were numerous of granting to eminent men, soliciting it from

the soverein Many, a public commission for the professed purpose of

putting forward a private business; whence benefit might accrue, per-

haps sometimes to the commonwealth, but oftener only to a party ; the

private business serving as a veil, under which a political purpose might

be prosecuted, either for public benefit, or party advantage. The release

of many Athenian citizens, prisoners of war in IVIacedonia, waited yet for

the ratification of thetreaty of peace, which was the objectof the embassy.

z^Esch. de Jt was well known that Philip hud never taken ransom for anv Athenian
lea, p, 274.

prisoners of war ; and, among the informed, no doubt was entertained

but that all Athenian citizens, now prisoners in Macedonia, would be

freely dismissed as soon as the ratification was completed. Nevertheless

Demosthenes did not fear to make the pretence of the patriotic and

charitable purpose of ransoming, at his own expence, some Athenian

prisoners, the ground of a request to the people, that he might be added

to the number of the embassy then on its way to Macedonia. He was

accordingly appointed, apjiarently with four others ; for we find the

p. 272. number of this, as of the former embass}', was finally eleven ; ten repre-

sentatives of the Athenian people, and one of all their allies.

SECTION VI.

Congress ofGrecian Embassies at the Macedonian Court. Proceedings

ofthe Athenian Evibassy. Report to the Council and People,

The Macedonian court now became the focus of negotiation for the

^^ Grecian republics. The Athenian embassy arriving, found the Theban

legal, p. 276. already there, \\'aiting for the king, who was not yet returned from

3 Thrace.
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Thrace. The Laccciicmonian came soon after; and, before Phihp's

arrival, others were assembled, in the expression of iEschines, from ^p.^cb. de

ahnost all Greece. legat.p.282.

In this numerous assemblage of missions, from so many republics of

one nation, all had different interests to prosecute. They had indeed

mostly together in vicu' to put an end to the Sacred war, and provide

better security for the temple and treasury of Delphi. But even to

this there Avere exceptions ; for we find Demosthenes afterward not

scruj)ling to declare, that the interest of Athens required interminable

war in Greece, and especially the continuation of the Sacred war;

that the permanency of such a contest, among the Grecian republics,

was highly desirable for the Athenian people. But even where the

missions agreed about the object, they differed widely as to the means

of attaining it, and the consequences to be desired. Thebes, Athens,

nnd Lacedtemon, tho unable to command, as sometimes formerly,

remained yet leading republics, under which the others, with more or

less submission or attachment, arranged themselves. The Thebans, to

provide for the future security of Delphi, and peace of the Greek

nation, insisted upon the full restoration of the authority of the Am-
phictyons, and the full execution of the utmost vengeance of the

Amphictyonic law against the sacrilegious Phocians. On the con-

trary, the LaceduDmonians looked to such a result of the contest as big

with ruin to their state and to Grecian independency. The Athenians,

differing from both, yet differed hardly less among themselves.

The Athenian embassy was compounded from the adverse parties,

S|)ecially commissioned only for the ceremony of receiving the king's

oath to the treaty already concluded, it was however required, in

general terms, to act, as opportunity might occur, in every way for ^sch. <ie

the benefit of the commonwealth. The field thus before it was large, •eii'i-- P- -''<^-

and abounding with objects; among which each member, according

to his views of public, or party, or private interest, somewhat indeed at

his peril, might select his object of pursuit. Even forms for their pro-

ceedings were little settled, either by regulation, or precedent. Demos-
thenes had early shown a disposition to disagree with his collegues;

but his first material difference was about a matter of form. He ob-

3 N 2 jccted
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jected to the rule, whicli seems to liave been general at Athens, i n

common with most or all of the republican governments, giving pre-

cedence according to age, and which had been followed by the former

embassy. Why his collegues would concede such a point to him.

and why ^schincs would omit to state their inducement, seems not

easily imaginable ; unless it was a dread, more reasonable perhaps in

itself than creditable in any declaration that could be made of it, of

the use to which an orator, powerful among the despotic Many,

might turn the clause in their instructions, commanding them to act,

in all tilings, as the good of the people might require". We shall here-

Demosth.de after see Demosthenes, without allcdging any breach of instructions,

^^^^'
without specifying fact of any kind, stating, in general terms only,

impediment to him in the prosecution, or rather only purpose, of public

service, as a ground of capital crimination.

Audience was given to the Athenian embassy, in presence of all

ihe others, and Demosthenes, according to his own requisition, spoke

itsch. de first. He began with avowing a difference from his collegues in

legat. p.2S0.
political opinions ; and he proceeded then to endevor to show, that it

was not because he was ill-disposed toward the prince he was ad-

dressing, but very much the contrary. He related his services to

the Macedonian interest in the Athenian assemblies; he mentioned

his defence of Philocrates, when criminated for moving the repeal

of the decree forbidding the admission of heralds from ]\Iacedonia;

he specified the decrees moved i)y himself for facilitating and pro-

moting the negotiation for peace and alliance with Macedonia, and

he did not scruple to detail his attention to the Macedonian am-

bassadors, at Athens, and to mention the aspersions he had suft'ered

in consequence. Aware then of the recollection, that could not

fail among all who heard him, of the long course and extreme

violence of his contrary conduct, he hazarded an attempt to extenuate

the grossness of his frequent invectives, adding much Oattery,. and

strong professions of attachment to Philip. In tliis, it is said, probably

with truth, tho the account, coming from his advcrsar}', would proba-

bly be highly charged, that he succeeded very ill. In an unusual situa-

*" n^aTliiir ii Ttli TrfiaQin »*' AAA* in u> Ktu!\»t iyet^lf. ftjrh.dc li'gat. p. 276.

tion,
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tion, to wliich also his temper and habits were adverse, his extensive

genius failed him. The awkwardness of his mixture of apology and

flattery, the absurdity even of some of his compliments, and the em-

barrassed and uncouth manner in which he delivered them, were so

striking, that, tho Philip himself preserved a decent gravity, the by-

standers could not refrain from laughing aloud ".

^schines, following, began his speech to the king, with a reply to that

part of the speech of Demosthenes, which was directed against his col-

legues. ' He had not been sent,' said ^Eschines, ' nor had his coUegues, he

' apprehended, been sent, to apologize in Macedonia for their conduct in

' Athens, but they had been chosen to transact the business of the repub-

' lie, at the Macedonian court, for their suj)posed fitness for the office,

' proved on former occasions.' He proceeded then, to what Demosthenes

apparently had avoided, to plead the cause of the Phocians, in conso-

nance with the sentiments maintained by the Lacediemonians, and in

opposition to the Thebans. ' The first principle,' he said, ' of the

' Amphictyouic institution was beneficence: its object was not the

' destruction of men, still less the destruction of whole communities,

' but, on the contrary, the prevention of such destruction. The Ara-

' phictyonic law expressly declared tliat, on no account should any Am-
' phictyonic community be overthrown, or town destroyed ; it forbad

' the implication of the innocent in punishment with the guilty; and

' to the benefit of this law the Boeotian townships, which had quilted

' the Theban for the Phocian alliance, were inlilled equally with the

' Phocians themselves.'

Wliere sentiments and interests difiered so widely, and were main-

tained with so much heat, as now among ihe hostile republics, and

beside the dilVerenccs between republic and republic, there was such

contention of parlies within each, with so much uncertainty which

might next day preponderate, arrangement adapted to general satis-

faction, or general good, would be, the former clearly impossible,

the other of great difliculty. Among the allies of Macedonia, the

" This was a transaction, not in the dark, evidently was not so ijijartd. He has gone

but so public, that had not the rival orator's so far as to report some of llie plirascs

report of it bci II largely founded on truth, which excited the laughter, apjiualing tu

the shame must have recoik'<i on the nar- others, who had Ijt-en present,, for the cu-

rator, with great injury to lijs cause, which actness of his account.

Thessalians,
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Thessalians, whether for antiquity of connection, steddiness of attach-

ment, services rendered to liis family, or power, through wealtli, strength,

and situation, to render farther services, had certainly the first claim

to Philip's consideration. But the mildness of the measures, against

Demostli.de the adherents of the late tyrants, had left, in Pher«, a i)arty strong

enough, and bold enough, to deny the contingent of troops of that city,

for a purpose for which a preponderant portion of the Thessalian people

was perhaps more than moderately earnest, the war against Phocis.

At the same time the toMn of Halus (blockaded by a Macedonian army,

or an army under a Macedonian general, when the first embassy of

which iEschines and Demosthenes were together members, passed to

Macedonia) persevered yet in its contumacy, and especially in its hostile

disposition toward the people of Pharsalus, who were among the oldest

and mostzealous of the Thessalians in the Macedonian interest. This civil

war, in a country whose alliance was so important to Macedonia, forci-

bly required Philip's attention. What he did, then, seems to have been

what could, be done most respectful to the embassies and the states

they represented, and most consonant to the best principles of confede-

racy among the Grecian republics; he desired the assistance of tlieir

p. 355. mediation, to compose the difilcrences between the Halians and Pharsa-

lians ; and for this purpose he proposed that the congress should

move to Pherte. He would thus accompany them so far in their

direct way home: all the embassies would be nearer the principal

objects of negotiation, as well as nearer their constituents. No objcc-

' tion therefore appearing to have been allcdgcd, or indeed to have

existed, Phera' became the scat of the congress, and of the Macedonian

king ''.

'iMiat

*' We find Demosthenes, in a speech of in modern times, could such an impudent

many years after, venturing to tell his ro- imposition be attempted upon tlie Many of

verein, the Atlienian Many, that the king London in Common-hall, or of Westminster

of Macedonia bribed the embassies to stay in Palace-yard, or of the most uninformed

with him, till his preparations for the ex- part of England in county-meeting, livcry-

pedilion against Phocis were completed, where there would be those able to inform

adding this curious reason, ' Lest,' he says, the more ignorant, that nothing could so

' your ambassadors returning, and reporting effectually check the hostile preparation of

' his measures,you might have imbarked,aiid a power, desiring that its preparation should

' occupying the strait of Thermopylae, stop- jeniain a secret, as the presence of em-

' pcd his passage.' De cor. p. 2J6". Hardly, bassies from powers interested to oppose

the
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What were the adverse claims of Halus and Pharsalus does not appear,

but the mediation of the congress was unsuccessful. Halus persevered

in opposition to the common government of Thessaly, and the armv

under Parmenio continued the blockade. Decision on this subject

was necessary toward the conclusion of business with, perhaps all,

but particularly the Athenian embassy. Previously to the ratifica-

tion of the treaty of peace and alliance, between Athens and Macedonia,

by the king's oath, it was to be determined what states were to be

included, as allies of the contracting parties. It was agreed that

Halus sliould be excluded. A decree of the Athenian people, al

the instigation apparently of the war-party, hostile to the autocrator-

general and his party, had already declared Phocis no longer the

ally of Athens. Philip concurred with the party of Phocion, in

desiring to provide protection for that unfortunate people, and their

Boeotian friends. At the violence of the Thcbans against both, lie

did not scruple to express dissatisfaction strongly, but he judged it ^sch. de

expedient to temporize with the prejudices of the Thessalians. The '^gat. p. 30*.

Athenian ministers of Phocion's party, therefore, rested on assurance

from him, tliat he would do his best in favor of both Phocians

and Boeotians; and, in conformity with the decree of the Athenian

people, the Phocians not only were omitted in the catalogue of

allies of Athens, but they were expressly declared excluded from

participation in any benefit of the treaty between Athens and Mace-

donia**. The claims of the contracting parties in Thrace were next

discussed and settled. The dominion of the Chersonese was confirmed

to the Athenian people, with just exception of the brave Cardians, who

were numbered among the allies of Macedonia. Over the rest of

Thrace Athens asserted no claim, of either dominion, or alliance, leaving

the purpose of the preparation. But, should ' proceedings adverse to the interest of

it even be found difficult to penetrate the ' yom" country .^^

mass of ignorance with such information, ** The decree declared the Phociant

yet the observation could not fail to be SKo-worht. That tliis term implied exclusion

ready, and of easy conception for all under- from alliance, and all benefit of the treaty

standings, 'Were not you, Demosthenes, concluded with Macedonia, can be no doubt,

* one of the embassy ? .And did you take the What more it may have implied may be

* bribe? Or, if yon did not, what prevented difiicult to determine.

' you from sending home infoniwuon of

it
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it thus open to the arms or the mercy of Pliilip. Matters being so

agreed upon, Philip took the oaths, and the Athenian embassy returned

Lome.

The omission of Isocrates, among his proposals for reforming the

Athenian coustiliition, to speak with any respect of the council of

Fivehundred, while he was urging the restoration of power to the

almost abolished council of Areiopagus, indicates no favorable opinion

of the former. Indeed we find the appointment of the members by lot,

out of all the citizens, considered, even among tli€ antients, as an

absurd mode of constituting a body to direct executive government.

But this election by lot seems to have been very commonly eluded ; so

that some men of superior education and qualifications always obtained

seats. Demosthenes, according to the assertion made, in his presence,

legat, to the Athenian people, by iEschines, became a member ' not according

' to law, but through bribery.' If one man such as Demosthenes suc-

ceeded in so obtaining a scat, it might best suit the purposes of his

part}^ if his collegues were of the lowest of the people. Of what de-

scription, however, or wiiat various descriptions of men, the council

was actually constituted, we have no precise information, when Demos-

thenes, as a member of it, was to report the proceedings of the embassy,

Demosth. de In doing this, he spoke very unfavorably of his collegues ; and the
^^*

council, whether persuaded by his speech, or before prepared, put a

singular slight upon the embassy ; the customary decree, whicii bad

never failed before on any such occasion within memory, for honoring

it with a public supper in the Prytaneium, was omitted.

In the assembly of the people then, to which the proceedings of the

Demosth. de embassy were, in course, next to be reported, Demosthenes also took
^^^

'

the lead in speaking. He now affected to be the advocate of the

Phocians, and bewail their uidiappy lot*': the king of Macedonia, whom
he had been grossly courting, he now again grossly reviled ; and, as

disposed to friendship with Macedonia, he reviled all his collegues.

*' We find him acknowleging that the he imputed no ill even to jCschines on that

interest of the Phocians was totally unpro- account: <rif7ra» x«t lit lixoj ij»: ' it was

vided for in the treaty with Macedonia, ' very well to be silent about it and let it

and this he ju&tifics so far as to avow that ' alone.' Demosth. de legal, p. 354.

But

I
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But the Athenian Many were not yet duly prepared for tliis change.

A large proportion had been indulging in prospect of those advan-

tages, from peace and alliance with Macedonia, which the orator himself

had been before teaching them to look for; and accordingly, as we

find himself confessing, he was heard with marked disapprobation.

.Tlschincs, following, obtained favorable attention, while he defended Dcmosth.

the embassy, and the peace concluded by it. With regard to the Pho- ^ '''"^"

cians, he said, ' it was notorious the king of Macedonia could not

• admit any stipulations for them, in the treaty, without breaking with

' his old allies the Thessalians and Thebans. But he had given ample

' assurance that he would exert himself to avert, or soften, the severities

' proposed by their inveterate enemies, which»no other could avert or

' soften. That the treaty concluded with Macedonia was otherwise

' advantageous, could not be doubted ; especially for the affairs of

' Euboea, where the Atht'nian people were in danger of losing ever^'thing, -

' had the war continued. Nevertheless it would depend upon them-

' selves to draw the full benefits, which were laid open to them. If the

' disposition became general to revile, with the orator who had preceded,

* the power with Mhich they had just concluded peace and alliance, any

' very cordial friendship ought not to be expected in return*".'

SECTION VII.

New Measures of the IFar-party in Athens hostile to Macedonia.

Oration of Isocrates to Philip,

After the ratification of the peace with Macedonia, a decree had been

passed, on the motion of Philocrates, declaring that, ' If the Phocians p. 356.

' did not duly surrender the temple of Delphi to the Amphictyons,

'* We have an account of ilie epeech of vidioas appearance; and it receives strong

jEschines only from his bitter adversary, confirmation from tlie first epistle of Iso-

That the text above is a fair representation crates to Philip, and the tract intitled his

of the tenor of his argument, seems enough oration to Philip, which show that such

to be gathered from Demosthenes, exerting was the approved tenor of argument among

his povpers to give everything the most in- Phocion s party.

Vol. IV. 3 'the
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' the Athenian people would join in arms against them, and against

' all who should support them in their contumacy.' Phocion's

party yet held the principal direction of the government, when the

JE.ifh.(\e: king of ]\Iacedonia, who had been preparing for the Pliocian war

ii'iiijo. openly and avowedly, before all the Grecian endwssies in Thessaly,

addressed the Athenian people in the usual manner, by a Utter in his

own name, inviting them as allies, aiul as Ampiiictyonic people, to

Demostb. de j*^'" ^'* Other allies, and the whole Ani|>hictyonic confederacy, in a

*5^"'- F':3^7- just community in arms and in council, for emlino- an evil already

legal. p.304. SO extensively destructive, and still extensively threatening. The party

of Phocion, in conformity with the <lecree already made, were anxious

to concur in this measure for the common ffood of Greece, and they
Isocr. ep. ad.

.

'^
.

Philipp. I. reckoned the opportunity particularly advantageous also for asserting

Sisrh de
^^^^ <''S"'ty of the republic, and advancing its importance among the

legal. p,305. Grecian States ; nor, if to soften the threatened lot of the Phocians

and their Eocotian allies was desirable, could Athens in any other way

or at any other time, they reckoned, interfere so etiicaciously. For a

powerful party in Thebes, by the arrogance with which they de-

manded support for the pretension of the Theban people to sovereinty

over all the other people of Boeotia, and the vehemence with which

they pressed for vengeance against the Phocians, had already notori-

ously disgusted Philip, and the disposition, prevailing among the Thes-

salians, to concur with the Thebans, distressed him. The vote therefore

of a state, hostile to Thebes, in the Ampiiictyonic assembly, and its

contingent in the Amphictyonic army, were particularly desirable for

him; and, in such circumstances, the sentiments of the government of

such a state must command respect.

But this was a measure which, in promoting at the same time the

power of Athens and the gootl of Greece, m'ouUI have tended to

fix the superiority of the party of Phocion and Isocrates, and there-

fore was to be opposed by the party of Demosthenes and Chares.

Kor did they want for arguments to weigh with the Many. ' \\here

* was the advantage,' they said, ' of peace with Macedonia, if it was to

' involve the republic in a new war? They did not approve the peace ;

legal, p. 305.
* lj"t, peace being made, thepeople should rest in peace. What benefit

3 ' was
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* was to result, either to the republic or individuals, from the service of
' Athenian citizens in the Amphictyonic army? Would it be more
' profitable than service, under the orders of the people, in Thrace,

* or in Asia? Was it certainly safe for Athenian troops to join over-

' bearing numbers of Thessalians and Macedonians ? Might they not

' be overpowered and detained as hostages, till conditions, disadvan-

' tageous to the republic, were obtained for their release?' Aversion

to military service thus incouraged, and suspicion excited, produced a

delay of answer, and Pliilip sent a second letter. But meanwhile the

party of war and trouble, now advocates for peace and quiet, had

gained farther hold of the popular mind; the party of Phocion, after

having prevailed to stop mischievous exertion, were unable to procure

beneficial exertion, and the king of Macedonia's requisition was

finally answered with a denial.

Thus a necessary previous step was gained, toward the execution

of a project for leading the republic immediately again into war with

Macedonia, and beginning Avith a blow which, if not at once even

decisive, would place the party in circumstances of great advantage for

farther measures. They had observed that, through the ordinary waste Demosth. de

of Grecian warfare, in the long continued hostilities, the country, to a ^'^sat- p.379.

wide extent southward of the strait of Thermopylae, could afford little

for an army coming into it. Whether the deficient interest, or the de legat.

not uncommon extreme of scruple, of the party of Phocion, had pre- P' ^^^'

vented the recall of Proxenus, he remained, with a fleet of fifty triremes,

in the neighborhood of the strait. The nautic multitude was of course

always ill-pleased with peace, and ready for war; and of the ofiicers, a

large proportion, under influence of the same interests, were always

disposed to the views of the war-party. If then the Lacedcemonians

and Phocians could be kept firm and united, and the Athenians could

be brought to cooperate with them, Philip's supplies by sea being in-

tercepted, he might, if he ventured southward of the strait, be nu'icd

without the hazard of a battle. The great obstacle, to this siiicme of.

profound policy, seems to have been what the war-party had maiie for

themselves, by so alienating the autocrator-general, aiid hisf>aitvin

Phocis, that they would hold no comniunicatiou with theui. lie uce

3 O 2 seems
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seems to have arisen the proposal, that the three critical posts for com-

manding tlie pass, Nica^a, Thronium and Alponus, which the late

new government of Phocis had promised, and the restored govern-

ment refused, to surrender to Athens, should be committed to the

custody of the Lacedasmonians. Archidamus gave into this project,

so far as to declare himself ready to undertake the garrisoning of the

three towns. But the Phocians, who had found large cause for mis-

trusting the Athenians, began to mistrust the Lacedsimonians, as

soon as they found them connected in policy with the Athenians

;

and chose rather to depend upon the king of INIacedonia's dispo-

sition to favor them. Refusing therefore to surrender the places, yet

desirous of avoiding offence to the Lacedfemonians, they excused

themselves, saying, ' They feared Sparta had too much occasion to

' look to her own dangers '\'

This transaction could not be secret. The disposition of the war-

party to produce a new breach with Macedonia had been amply mani-

fested : the peace of Athens and of Greece, and especially the welfare

of the party of Phocion, in Athens, and ofthat large part of the Grecian

people concurring in political sentiments with them, Mere in danger.

In these critical circumstances, Isocralcs published his much admired

oration to Philip ; which, under.the form indicated by the title, is really

an appeal, from himself and his party, to the Athenian people, and to

the Mholc Greek nation". The war-party, Avhen they found their power

*' Ta T?{ Ziraflni hmx J(Ji/v«i, xai pi wap correction of the passage, y.a) imv ra Traf

•JloK, jUscIi. de k'gat. p. 302. All ihc ailo^, authorized by the manuscript, Cod.

critics seem to have seen difficulty, and to Reg. 3. makes the whole of easy construc-

have supposed omission or corruption, in lion.

this passage, except Taylor, whose e.xplana- *' The oration to Philip marks its own
lion is by a paraphrase only, and to nie, I date, after the conclusion of peace between

must own, not satibfactory. Reiske trans- Athens and Macfcclonia, and before the con-

lates ^iira ' frau<ies,' and Auger, ' mauvaise elusion of the Sacred war. Between these

' foi.' AVhy tlicy have chosen that unconi- two points then it farther marks its 'tirne,

mon sense of the word, secras not obvious, after syiuptonis of a disposition toward a

If authority be desired for application of it new breach with i^Iacedonia had been

in its ordinary sense, Isocrates furnishes rnanifested by"a party in Atliens, and while

abundance, where, in his oration to Pliilip, the Lacedaemonians were apprehensive of

he describes the trouljles ol S))arta and the an accommodation between the Tliebans

dangers continually surrounding her. Con- and Thocians; thus fixing almost its mo-
*idering it as referring to thtm then. Wolf's ment.

falling,
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falling, through the failure of their measures against IMacedonia, it

appears, would have allowed to Philip the supreme situation in Greece,

that commandof armies, and presidency of councils, for which Athens,

LacedEemon and Thebes had been so long contending, provided they

might hold the lead in Athens. This imputation of iEschines seems

virtually admitted by Demosthenes, through his failure to meet it. How
far they might have in view to betray him afterward, cannot be known.

But no sooner had they ascertained that, tho interfering no way in the

interior of the republic, yet for all the common concerns of Athens and

Macedonia, and all the common politics of Greece which interested

both governments, he would give his confidence still to the party of

Phocion, and would not be allured by any promises or any flattery, or

driven by any alarms, to favor their opponents, then the orators of the

war-party, disappointed in their measures, and vexed at their own
work, applied their utmost diligence to make him, and the peace them-

selves had negotiated with him, suspicious and odious in Athens, and

to disturb, as extensively as might be, those arrangements and that

plan of policy, through which Phocion and Isocrates had hoped to

provide tranquility for Greece. In this they had now succeeded, so

that Isocrates, evidently in concurrence with his party, but Avith his

party in a degree of despair, resorted to the bold and hazardous expe-

dient, of proposing to Philip to assume the autliority, by which the

disturbers of the general tranquility might be repressed, and to persuade

the Grecian people to approve the measure.

Isocrates was in the habit of epistolary correspondence with Philip;

and, of his extant epistles to that prince, the first carries indication of

having been written for the jniblic eye, to try the popular mind upon

the subject of the oration, intended to follow. He could use, it appears,

more freedom toward the prince, than he thought prudent to venture

toward his own sovcrein, the people; and, in the very outset of his

oration, he does not scruple to impute a faulty ambition to Philip, in

the beginning of the war; apparently alluding to his extensive and

rapid conquests, made while the Athenians were implicated with their

revolted allies, and reckoning them more than moderate reprisal for

llie injurious aggression at Pydna, Faults, however, lie allows there

were
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Isocr. or. wcre ou botli sides. To prevent the war then, he says, had been his

p aos'.
anxious desire: from the moment it began he had been earnest to

restore peace; and now peace was made, .he was most anxious to pro-

vide that it should be lasting. But, for this, observing how eager

some anjong the Athenian people already were, after short repose, for

new hostilities, he feared notliing could be effectual, but what he had

recommended, many years ago, to unite the whole nation in war

asainst Asia. Hence he takes occasion to address the king of Mace-

donia, as the only person capable of holding the lead in so great a

business. Already the all}- of Athens, he says, Philip should bring all

the Grecian states to concord with one another and alliance with

himself, and then lead the armies of all against the barbarians.

Representing the king of Macedonia then in a way to recom-

mend him to the confidence of the republics, and to obviate the

ill opinions which the war-party were so diligent in impressing, he

proceeds, after some ingenious turns, adapted to his purpose of winning

attention, and obviating irritation and jealousy, to give a picture

j>. 328. of Greece itself. 'Without neglecting any of those great interests,'

he says to Philip, 'in managing which you have been already so suc-

' cessful, your endevors should be directed to bring Argos, Lacedsemon,

* Thebes and Athens to concord. That being effected, for the rest no

' difficulty M'ill remain; because all are habituated, in any danger, to

^ look to one of these for support; so that, bringing only those four

' states toharmony, you will deliver all the others from many evils.' Ad-

verting then to the origin of the Macedonian royal family from Argos,

to its common descent with the Lacedaemonian kings from Hercules,

to the particular veneration for that deity at Thebes, and to the tradi-

tions of the support given by the Athenians to his posterity, as argu-

ments for a friendly disposition in Philip to all the four states, he takes

objections to his proposal into consideration. ' I know,' he says,

' it is reckoned by some a vain idea that I am offering; for they will

' not believe it possible to bring the Argians to concord with the

' Lacedasnionians, nor these with the Thebans: in short, they main-

' tain that no republic, long habituated to the ambition of command-
' ing others, will rest in equality. And while either Athens or Lace-

' diKmon
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dasmon held their former power, I am well aware that the objection

would be complete : for the predominating state would have the

disposition, -with the means, to prevent the desired concord. But now I^^'^'"- °'-... . . ad Phil,

I know it is otherwise. The principal states are disabled by wars, p. 332.

"

not unlike individuals long contending in single combat : their

fury, while their strength holds, resists all attempts to part them

;

yet at length wounds and weariness effect it, without other me-

diators.

' Let us observe then first the Lacedaimonians, who, not long ago,

commanded Greece by land and sea. Such is now the alteration,

that the Peloponnesians, formerly all ready at their command to

march anywhere, have been seen mostly joining the Thebans to

invade their territory. Nor have the evils of the change ceased

M'ith that invasion. They are still troubled with the adverse dispo-

tion of their own people of the country towns, the Perioccians. At

the same time all the other Peloponnesians mistrust them ; most

of the Greeks dislike them; and even from their own slaves they

are daily and nightly suffering depredations, so that there is no relief

for them from the necessity of watching in arms. But, what now
presses beyond anything, they are apprehensive of an accommodation

between the Thebans and Phocians ; whence might follow a new

invasion of their country, more destructive than what they have

already suffered. In such circumstances, how can they but gladly

see a person ready, with power and with all qualifications, to under-

take the mediation, which may end the existing hostilities.

* The Argians are in circumstances partly similar, and partly worse.

From their first possession of their present country, they have had,

like the Lacediemonians, continual wars with neighboring states.

But the contests of the Lacedaemonians have generally been with

weaker powers, those of the Argians with stronger ; whence it is

habitual to them to expect yearly the destruction of their harvest.

And in every intermission of the evils of forein war, civil strife has

never failed among them; so violent, that in Argos has been seen p. 342.

more exultation in the massacre of the best of the citizens, than else-

where commonly in the slaughter of enemies.

' To
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' To come then to the Tliebans ; they, by a splendid victory, acquired

' great reputation and high fortune: yet by an intemperate use of their

* advantages, they have brought themselves to the situation now, of

' a people defeated in war, and worn l)y calamity. Instantly as they

' had obtained a superiority over their enemies, they began to excite

* troubles in Peloponnesus ; they proposed to conquer Thessaly ; they

' threatened RIegara ; they deprived Attica of Oropus and its territory,

' wasted Euboea, and sent triremes to Byzantium : as if tliey were

' taken Avith the extravagant ambition to command by sea as well as

^h'p'i r"^*
' by land. At length they made war on Phocis ; expecting quickly

p. 3U. ' to subdue its towns, to hold the country under their dominion, and

' to become masters of the Delphian treasury. In all these hopes they

* have been disappointed. Tiiey have killed a few Phocian merce-

' naries, fitter to die than live; and they have lost many of the best of

' their own citizens. Proposing to bring all the Greeks under their

' dominion, they are now reduced to hope in you for their own
' safety.'

Thus far the able painter incurred no hazard in representing the

truth. But tliere remained a business of extreme difficulty and delicacy,

to portray his own country ; to exhibit the odious features in its con-

stitution and politics, so that they might be acknowlcged, and excite

attention, without excitins: a dangerous irritation. He therefore begins

with feigning to consider notice of Athens as needless, because, he

says, Athens had been wise enough already, and before any other state,

to make peace. Taking a wide circuit then through matters apparently

little to the purpose, unless as they might conciliate by amusing, and

so prepare patient attention among the Many, he proceeds, at length,

but with remarkable precaution, to describe the party of Chares wilh-

p.354. out naming it: * I have omitted one matter,' he says, ' not forgetting

' it, but hesitating to open upon it; which yet I think ought to be

' done: for I reckon it will be advantageous to you to hear of it, and

' becoming me to proceed, in treating the subject before me, with all

' my wonted freedom.'

This apology, addressed to the prince, has evidently had, for its pur-

pose, to draw the minds of the irritable multitude to an idea, that his

resentment
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resentment, at what was to follow, might be expected, when only theirs

was really apprehended. lie proceeds then, ' I know there are men
' who, envying your great fortune, practised in exciting trouble in

' their several republics, and reckoning the common peace of others

' war against themselves, speak ill of you. These men, passing by all

' other things to comment on your power, represent it as raised, and

• now growing, not for the benefit, but for the subjection of Greece,

• which they say has long been your secret purpose. You have pro-

' mised to support the ISIessenians, if you succeed in settling the

' affairs of Phocis ; but your object, they contend, is to reduce Pelo-

' ponnesus under your dominion. The Thessalians, Thebans, and all

' the states of the Amphictyonic confederacy are fully prepared to

' follow you in any measures, and the Argians, Messenians, Mcgalopo-

' litans, and many others, are ready to place themselves under your

' orders for the conquest of Lacedfemon. This then being effected,

' the rest of Greece, they observe, M'ill remain too weak for resistance.'

That this formidable picture was a true one, seems unquestionable: tlic

fate of Greece was in Philip's hands, and all depended upon his dispo-

sition to use his power well or ill''. Avoiding therefore any direct

examination of it, the orator ])roceeds to tell the Many of w hat kind

of men they should beware: all bold pretenders to knowlege of the
pi"\''n..s'5o.

secret counsels of other powers; all those, from highest to lowest, w ho

were greedy of the profits of war and trouble; and not less those, who,

as we find Demosthenes continually, claimed the merit of a solicitude

for Ihc public good, beyond what the public felt for itself. In regard

to Philip's purposes, tlicn at last he adds, ' What is reasonably to be

' apprehended from one power, is not always reasonably to be appre-

' bended from another, in different circumstances. Were tlie king of

' Asia to prepare Mar against Greece, the purpose might even do him p. 358.

• honor: but for one of the progeny of Hercules, the benefactor pf all

' Greece, to do so, cannot be ccjually for his interest, and, instead of

' honor, would involve him in the deepest infamy.'

He proceeds then to the bold proposal for Philip to take upon liim-

** Thus jEs'chines observes of this crisis, 'h jxiy Tr'x'n xxi "JtAiTnTo; T,r<" t;"/* ifyvi xCpiii.

l>c legat. p. 288.

.Vol. IV. 3P self
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self to be the peacemaker of Ciicece, and its commander in war against

the barbarians. The manner of introducing tliis proposal has been

admirably studied for obviating surprize and indignation among the

Many, for softening adverse and ingaging favorable prejudices. 'Pos-

' sibly,' says the orator, still addressing Philip, 'you may reckon it

* beiicath you, to regard the slanders and absurdities tliat are vented

' about you; satisfied with your own consciousness of integrity. But

' you ought not to despise the opinion of the Many, nor reckon it a

' little matter to hold universal esteem. You may indeed reckon that

' you have attained a fair and great reputation, becoming yourself and

* your forefathers, and the deeds of both, if you bring all the Greeks
Isocr. or. i

j.q ]^g gp affectcd toward you as we see the Lacediemonians toward
afl Phil.

, ,
. . ,.„.,.. . .

p. 360. ' their kings, and those in immediate lamniarity witli you toward

' yourself. Nor will this be difficult, if you will sliow yourself the

' common friend of all, and no longer distinguish some cities with

' favor, and others with the reverse; and if moreover you will |)rose-

' cute measures for gaining the confidence of the Greeks, by being

' formidable to the barbarians.'

Hence he pafl'es to animadvert upon the reasonableness of hope for

success in war against Persia ; founded on former successes of the Gre-

cian arms, and the actually distracted state of the Persian empire: adding

p. 370. the remaikable assertion, that, for troops, there could be no difficulty to

have them in any number; because such was the state of Greece, that

a greater, and better army, might be more easily raised of exiles from

the several republics, than of acknowlcged citizens.

Hence again, under pretence of example and admonition to the

prince, he passes to what might reconcile those among the Greeks, yet

prejudiced against a Macedonian leader, and obviate the aversion and

fear of those bred, whether in democratical or oligarchal principles, to

look with horror upon royalt}'. 'Three great examples to the point,'

he says, ' arc before you : your father, your great ancestor, tlie founder
' of the Macedonian monarchy, and your greater ancestor, the <»'od

' Hercules, founder of your race. If the two former could, and the

p. 37s. ' latter would speak, they would surely advise as I do. Your fatlier

' was the friend of all those states whose friendship I recommend to

' you.
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* you. The founder of the Macedonian monarcliy sought command,
' not as many have done, by sedition, massacre, and tumult in their

' own cities : Avith a more liberal spirit, leaving Greece, he acquired

' a kingdom in Macedonia; knowing that the Greeks were unaccus-

' tomed to bear monarchy, while other nations could not be satisfied

* under any other form of government. As thus in principles and

' practice, so in the successful result, he differed widely from others.

' They, when they have sought empire, not only have perished gene-

' rally themselves, but their race has been extirpated ; whereas he,

' after a fortunate life, h«s transmitted his honors to a late posterity.'

Much, following about Hercules, adapted, no doubt, to the Greeks of

the time, cannot be equally felt by the modern reader. From the tra-

ditionary deeds of that hero, the orator takes occasion again to dwell

on the consideration of war with Persia, on the allurement of which,

for the very large unsettled part of the Greek nation, and the party of

Mar and trouble everywhere, he appears much to have relied. He

concludes then thus: 'The sum of what I advise is this: that you Isocr. or.

' act beneficially toward the Greeks; that you reign constitutionally p.^io.

' over the Macedonians; that you extend your command, as widely as

* may be, over the barbarians. And thus you will earn the gratitude

' of all ; of the Greeks for the good you will do them ; of the Macedo-
* noniaus, if you will preside over them constitutionally and not tvran-

' nically ; and of all others, as far as you relieve tliem from barbaiic

' despotism, and place them under the mildness of a Grecian adniini-

' stration. Others must have their opinions of what the times Mant,

' and will judge for themselves how far what is here written may be

' adapted to them ; but I am fully confident that no one will give you
' better advice, nor more accommodated to the existing state of

' things.'

a 1' £
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SECTION VIII.

Effect of the Oration of Isocrates. Measures of the King of Mace'

donia. Measures of the Phociafis. Negotiation of all Parties

with Macedonia. End of the Sacred War. Judgement on the

Phocians committed to the Amphictyons. Credit acquired by the

King of Macedonia.

This appeal of Isocrates, addressed to the reasoa of his feUowcoun-

trymen, was weak against the measures of his opponents, who ingaged

them by their passions. The temperance of style, in public speaking and

writing, and the uniform moderation in political contest, of the party

of Phocion, gave occasion for the saying, attributed to Philip, that

* Isocrates contended with a foil, against Demosthenes with a sword.'

Nevertheless the sober remonstrance, in the oration to Philip, seems not

to have been wholly wasted, even in Athens; and where, over the

greater part of Greece, neither similar passions, nor equal powers of

eloquence opposed, it appears to have had still more efficacy. The

disposition, among the republics, to cooperate with the king of Mace-

donia, toward the establishment of peace throughout the country, and

to put themselves under his lead for the purpose, was very extensive,

and yet was put forward with nothing of the usual republican violence.

His own conduct marked the complctest respect for the venerable

orator's admonition, and yet exhortation urging him to the under-

taking seems not to liave been unwanted. So little solicitous, as it is

indicated by Demosthenes himself, was Philip to take the lead in settling

Demosth.de the troublesome and invidious business of the Sacred war, that he
fgd

. p. uo.
j,^yi^^g(i ji,g Laced'.cinonian government to assume it, oil'cring to leave

the arrangement wholly to them, Wh}- this was declined, both Mace-

donian and Lacedemonian history failing, we are uniuformed'". Rut

Philip

'"AaBiJaifiojiot^piTiTifiwiTo.warTSTa^rfay- Say that Pliilip deceived the Lacedasmo-

natoL i«il»oi5 iwoa-x"/^""? wfa^iii. Ueoioslh. iiiaiis, but he has totiiUy avoided to say

dr kgiW.. p. 365. The oialor proceeds to liow ; for which it is difficult to a?sign a

reaion.

I
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Pliilip still delayed moving, while the siege of Halus, continuing, might

afford him excuse to his impatient allies. That town at length sur-

rendered upon terms; what we are not informed : but it is evinced hy

the very invective of Demosthenes, that nothing of ordinary repub-

lican cruelty followed. The population was removed. It appears to

have been rumored that, pretending to take the place for the Pljar-

salians, he would garrison it with his own troops, for a check upon the

Pharsaliaus ; but lie gave it up to them with a strict adherence to pro- Diod. 1. ifi.

mise, or a liberality beyond promise, which still increased his popu-

larity- The whole military force of Thessaly tlicn, according to

Diodorus, putting itself under his orders, he marched to Thermopyla?.

Thusthe Sacred war was at length brought to a crisis, when the treasur}'

of Delphi, originally the great object, was no longer worth contention.

Still, however, various and great concerns remained; the possession of

tlie temple itself, with its oracle and sacred precinct, the place of meet-

ing of the Amphictyonic council, and the seat of the Pythian games;

with the decision of this possession would be determined the fate of

the Phocian people, and the dominion of the Phocian territory; and,

what Mas the sum of all, the supremacy among the states of Greece

could scarcely fail to be theirs who should finally prevail in this great

contest. Put while the enemies of Phocishad obtained the advantage

of tlie Macedonian alliance, the powerful confederacy which had so long

inablcd her to withstand, and often nearly overbear her opponents, was

distracted, and almost dissolved, through mutual mistrust, produced

by the measures of the war- party at Athens. PhaUecus and his par-

tizans could have no confidence in the Athenian government, while

there was reason to apprehend that the party of Demosthenes and

Chares might obtain a superiority in the geiieial assembly. They

were also become jealous of Archidaums and Lacedsmon, apparently

in conscfjuence of new connection, formed or apprehendeil, between

the Athenian war-party and the Laccdiumoniau government '\ The

reason, but that he was \inable. Gu iho his party, in tlie biisiiuss of tlie Photiaa

contrary, what lie ami bis rivul together gar.nsons.

bave made kuown, rather iiulicalcs tliat '' This is iutlicated by Di.'Uios,il\tncs, iu

the spare, or ^iinbusji, uiJp«, of wliith he what he reports of the propoial fu.r sue-

speaks, as deciding the fina.1 measure of rendering the Phocian garrisons, and by

ArcliidaiiQus, was his own work, or liiat of Alschiucs,

Theban
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i^sih, de Ic- Thebaii forces joined the army under Philip. Meanwhile more than

irotT or ad
three-fonrlhs of Pcloponncsns was ready, on any incoiiragcment from

I'hilipp. -Jiim, to fall upon Laconia itself. In this state of thin<;-s resistance to

tlie confederacy, of which Philip was the liead, couid hardly, with any

reasonable hope of success, be attempted.

Nevertheless, even in this state of things, Philip did not cease to

sliow a desire to bring the Grecian republics to conciliation, rather than

y'Escli. de le- proceed to the violences, for which his allies were urgent. Of this dis-

308.'' ' position Phalsecus hastened to avail himself. It was not to be hoped

that, under any arrangement which the actual circumstances would

allow, he and his principal partizans could continue to live in Phocis.

They M'ere therefore glad to stipulate for leave to emigrate in safety,

carrying with them their portable effects. On these conditions the

critical posts of Nica3a, Thronium and Alponus were surrendered to

the king of Macedonia, and Phaljecus marched toward Peloponnesus.

Greece was now open to the king of Macedonia and the Thcssalians.

The most vehement alarm immediately seized the inhabitants of those

.lisili.utp.nt, Boeotian towns, Mhich had ingaged in the Phocian cause. They

feared, not Macedonian sovercinty, but Theban vengeance. They

hastened therefore to address supplication to Philip, praying that they,

like the adherents of Phaliccus, might have permission, abandoning

their houses and lands, to seek safety for their lives by flight. Nor

•was the aspect of things much less unfavorable for the Phocians of the

party adverse to Phalcecus ; if they had fled on his restoration, they

could not hope to return ; or if any had remained, they could little hope

longer to remain in safety, obno.xious as they were to the Thcbans for

Demosth. de their connection with Athens. It is indeed indicated by Demosthenes,

&^366.'''
^''°

t''^*^ the principal Phocians very generally emigrated. Philip, interest-

ing himself for all these, so differed with the Thebans and Thcssalians,

/"Esch. dc '^vho were vehement for vengeance against them, that a coolness between
^''^^^' Ihcm became apparent. Nevertheless he succeeded in procuring per-

.? rh.de le- sonal safety for all. The remaining Phocians, being the principal part

gat. p. 303, of tj^j. lower classes, participated in the common horror of subjection to

Demosih. de the powcr of the Thcssalians and Thebans, but they declared their

Dfo'M fo^*^'
readiness to surrender themselves to the king of Macedonia. This

c-5f). was allowed then), and in his name, exclusively, possession was taken

of
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of all their towns. What passed hetwecn Archidamus and Phih'p, after

the proposal to suhniit the Phocian business to the arbitration of Lacc-

da^mon, wc fintl no account. Demosthenes indeed says that Philij)

deceived the Lacedaemonians, but without adding the least intimation

how; aiid liad there been anything in any transaction really uncre-

diLablc to Philip, lie would not so have failed to mention the facts,

Avhich should have supported the imputation. Nor is it likely that,

had there been anything very uiicreditable to Archidamus, notice of il

would have wholly failed ; unless either public negotiation, or private

intrigue, from Athens, was implicated. Complete arrangement indeed

between the two kings, stems not to have been effe6led ; or not such as

to obviate future misunderstanding. Archidamus, however, clearly

unable to interfere farther with any effect, withdrew, and was unmo-

lested in his march homeward. Phala^cus and his principal followers

found a temporary refuge in Peloponnesus. The mercenary force under

him divided. A part, following his fortune, ingaged in new adventure,

where, among the widely spred settlements of the Greeks, in Crete, it

is said, and in Italy, a demand for such troops occurred. Some had

found service among the troubles of Eubcea. All quitted the former

scene of action, and thus, after so many bloody struggles, during more

than ten years, the Sacred war quietly ended ''.

By
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Diod. 1. 10.

/Etch, de

cor. p. 481.

** Demostlienes, in his oration on the

embassy, spoken within two years after the

end of the Phocian war, says e.xpressly that

Philip took no Phocian town by sic{;e or

assault, but thai all were surrendered to

him by capitulation : Mniiixiat ruv ttoAiuii

Tw* ev ^uttiVffi a\ajvui TroXio^xia, f/.r;a* ix TTfcc-

boA^; KctTa xpaTOi' aXX sx rov CTFiia-ac^oci ttuV'

Tuf Demoslh.de legat. p.360. In another

part of the same oration, speaking of the de-

molition of the walls of the Phocian towns,

he attributes that work expressly to the

Thibans : tec rut (puxiuv Tsip^D xoltirxiiwIsTo'

Qr!^eitii J Yiaat oi xa\a7xa,'!t\a!\ti;. )>.44.). AVliat

thtn are we to think when we find the same

orator, in a speech of twenty years after,

.and with another purpose in view, producing,

from among the records of llse republic, a

letter purporting to have been sent by

Philip to the Athenian people, immediately

after the surrender of Phocis, in these

terms: ' The king of tlie Macedonians,
' Philip, to the Athenian council and people

' greeting : Know that wc have pa'-sed Ther-
' mopyhe, andsul)dued Phoci- : that we have
' placed garrisons in the towns that volun-

' tarily submitted, and tliat, having taken

• by force those that resisted, we have de-

' stroyed them, and reduced the people to

' slavery.' Demosth. de cor. p. 338, 239.

Did he, in the former speech, hazard false-

hoods concerning public and notorious

facts, thou recent, speaking then also in'

accusation, so that his adversary, in his

reply, which is extant, might have brought

forward the recorded letter, had il existed,

and
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I3y these events the fate of Greece certainly was placed very much

in the king of Macedonia's power. But through all the invective of

the adverse orator, it is evident that he proceeded to use the power

with a moderation unexampled among the republics, and with a consi-

deration for the general constitution of the country, and for the several

constitutions of all its various states, as if he would teach every one

how to respect itself, and all how to support the independency and

dignity of the nation. He came attended with a very small body or

l^emosth. jNIaccdonian troops : the Thessalians were in considerable force about
Philipp. II. , . , , , 1 /- i» • 1 1 T 1

p. 6.9. & hini : the whole strength of Boeotia was at hand. It was expected

Phiiipp.lll.
J fiemanded of him by his allies, that the Amphictyonic law should

Deinosth. de be carried into execution against the prostrate people : and it appears

^^^ '

much implied by the orators, that, if he would have assumed judgement

to himself, little exception M'ould have been taken ; unless that the

Thebans and Thessalians would have been dissatisfied with mild sen-

tences. According to that constitution, which all Greece had for

centuries acknowledged in theory, tho very little admitted in practice,

the judgement should rest with the Amphictyons. But, apparently

with a just consideration for equity, as well as a just deference to those

states which had professed resistance to the decrees of the Amphictyons,

on the ground that they acted under controul, Philip invited a con-

gress of deputies from all the states of Greece '•'.

.f;scli. de At Athens this appears to have been, at the time, generally acceptable,

Demostir d
' '^'"^ ^^^^ fomicr ambassadors were mostly reappointed by the people.

!f!gat.p.s78, ^^schines and Demosthenes were of the number ; but ^.schincs
37.0.

r.ud viliich, had it existed, mint then have suited witli llie Boeotians add Thessalians,

been generally in memory ? or was the leUer, It is obviuus that he could not avoid Con-

or the piirt of it above quoted, one of those suiting with the Breotians and Tlussulians.

forgeritf or falsifications of public records, But the assertion of yEschines, that ainbar-

said to have been not unknown at Athens, sadofs or dejjulies were invited Jrom the

•which the orator mij,hl venture in the latter republics generally, is corroborated by the

speech, when he was himself speaking in account of Demosthenes, who says, the

reply, and perhaps could not be answered Athenian people named ambassadors for the

till after the decision of the cause? or how occation : 'ATrifiW.tr' aSSij av to rfirot ri.!/<

otherwise is the contradiction to be ac- wf/s^iif ij to» <pi>Air'srot,-——t^sif!>r<-tir<tTt »«»

counted for? rtiroi, xai i/^i, xai tw> aMi;» toc; iiMirovf rouf

" Uiodorus, (1. 16'. c.59.) with his too auzi,vi. Demotlh. de leg.it. p. 378.

ordinary deficiency, says that Philip con"

] 1 obtainin",'
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obtaining' excuse for sickness, testified by the oath of his physician before Dcmostb. de

the council of FivehuncUed, Demosthenes refused the office '*. For ^^^.Jj
'."j^

'^^*

iEschines his brother was substituted. legat. p. 27i.

As the breach widened between the parties of Phocion and Chares,

tlie secession of /Eschines from the latter, and addiction to the former, Ch. 39. s, 5.

became decided and avowed. Being the most powerful speal<.er of his
^'^ 'S"'*!-

new party, he stood of course in the most direct opposition to the lead-

ing orator of the other party, Demosthenes ; and hence the violence

of pohtical enmity between them, to which, of all the celebrated

orations transmitted from anticjuity, we owe four the most celebrated,

and with them, the fullest and best information of the transactions,

and especially of the politics of the times. yEschines's change of party

furnished opportunity for invective, which Demosthenes did not fnW

to use. With the licentiousness of democratical oratory, he continually

imputed it to bribes from the Macedonian court. iEschiues was less

addicted to foul language, yet wc find him sometimes retorting with it,

in a way that the licentiousness of democracy only would allow.

' Demosthenes,' he says, ' mind and body, and every limb, was con-

' tinually up at auction.' These mutual imputations, of the utmost

familiarity in the political oratory of their day, prove nothing, nor

have any tendency to prove anything. iEschines might have his

views to private advantage in quitting, as Demosthenes in adhering to

the profligate party he was ingaged with. Cut the secret ways of

corruption arc rarely open to the historian ; nor is it necessary here to

go beyond obvious and tangible matter, for ground for the conduct of

cither orator. Envy at the superiority acquired by a younger, in the

favor of Chares, in the favor of the nmltitude, and in consequent

weight and importance, may have affected the mind of ^ischines. But

more creditable motives are also obvioiLs ; a foresight of the evils

which the projects of Chares and Demosthenes, if unsuccessful, would

bring upon Athens, and, if prosperous, upon all the rest of Greece; a

dislike to continue in political society with those, however eminent fur

talents, who liad already been disgraced by disappointment iu numerous

'* Tlie expression (if Dc niostlieiies, in giving his arrouet of this refusal, is, Jftfjiorafnt,

Jitterally, ' I swore otT.' On what ground he swore ofl is not imJicaLcil by eiihtr orator.

Vol.. IV. 3Q uncrcditablc
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iincrcdilable prfijcc(J,s; a preference of llic rcaily friendsliip of such

men as Isocrates, Phocion, and Niceratus, jyid tliose with whom Iso-

crates and Plioclon and Niccratus.held friendship. On the other

hand, M'hat wouhl lead Demosthenes to decline tlic ofiice, to \\hich

tliC popular voice had appointed him, was the fear of leaving the assem-

blies, in a critical moment, to the unbalanced cloq\ience of /Eschines,

supporting the wisdom and approved integrity of Niceralus, Isocrates,

and Phocion.

The business referred to the congress, M'hlcli met at Thermopyla;",

was of extreme complication and difficulty. The first object, presenting

itself, was judgeraent on the Phocians ; and this abounded with embar-

rassment. The Thebans, Thessalians, and some others, it was well

known, were disposed to press severity : on the other hand that large

part of Greece, which had more or less supported or approved the oppo-

sition to Thebes and the Amphictyons, would I'eel involved, in censure

at least, by any sentence against them. The restoration of the credit

of the Delphian treasury then was what all would desire ; but on the im-

portant question how it should be managed, there would be much

doubt and little agreement. Indemnification, for the states interested in

the treasure which had been wasted, was also called for; but how this

should be provided would not be readily agreed'*. Tlic views of true

Grecian patriots indeed would go still much farther ; to ])rovide for

the future peace and union of Greece, without which the independency

of each republic, and of all, must be utterly precarious. And here

adverse prejudices, conflicting interests, difficulties of all kinds pre-

sented themselves. But the matters on which early decision was

most imperiously required, were judgement on the Phocians, and

arrangement of the business of the Delphian treasury. Perhaps it

was no more than necessary, for the purpose of coming to any conclu-

" That the meeting was at Thermopylae was perhaps, at any time, llie most commo-
is marked by yEschines, in his oration on dious way of making the journey; and

the crown, p. 515 & 517, ed. Reiskc. On when Bccotia was hostile, and the season of

what ground Auger I)as given ' Delpiies,' the Pyla?an or other truce did not give se-

for n^Aai, 1 cannot pretend to guess, nor curity, it would be almost the only way-

how he could surpose Eubcca in the way ^ That these were objects is shown by

from I>elphi to Athens. From Thermopyla; Demostbeues, de legal, p. 347.

the voyage by the Eubccau coast to the Allic

sion.

t
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sion, and making any progress, that, after short drtiberation, the con-

gress resolved to refer theie to the Amphictyons.

Regn^rity of proceeding, and respect for the antient constitution

of the nation, could hardly any otlier way be so well consulted, as in

committing the judgement to that formerly venerated national court »

of judicature. But to make it an impartial court, and to procure any

general confidence in it, some more than usual balance, against the old

preponderance of Thcssalian voles, and the recent acquisition of The-

ban influence, was necessary. Nor was this unprovided for. The

ministers returned to their several homes, to report past, and obtain

instructions for future proceedings. At Athens no dbjection seems to

have been made to the resolution of the cono-ress : none however oh-

tained the sanction of the sovcrein assembly. The same embassy was jEsch. d»

reappointed, as an embassy to the Amphictyons''. The means of the '^S^'"

Amphictyonic body, to inforce their decrees, depended upon the su|i-

port which the republics they rcjjresented Avere able and willing to

give. It was in tlie practice of the Amphictyons, we find, in critical ,Esch. decor,

emergencies, to call all Greeks, at the time at Delph'r, on whatever au-

thorized business, to assist with their advice, making, in epitome, a kind

of general assembly of the nation. But a congress of embassies would

have more regular authority ; it would be as a second house of national

assendjly ; and would far more either controul, or add weight to, the

decrees of an assembly, so partially constituted as the Amphictyons.

The contending orators, each giving an account of this interesting

meeting, do not give the clear and full information wiiich might

be expected^'. Whether in the council, however, or rather in the

congress,

" yEscliines chills both tlie missions, ap- lousy, among the Many, tliui his conduct

pointed to consider of judgement on the Imd been directed by a disposition adverse

Pliocians, embassies to the Amphictyons. to their democratical despotism (to which,

The former of tliem is called, by Demos- in conmion. with Photiou and Isocratcs,

thenes, an ombassj' to I'hilip. and all the best men of Athens, be certainly

^' Dcn)Osthencs, ingeniously throwing out was adverse) often avoids to give any ac-

hints to his adversary's disadvantage, where count, where much might be expected from

he could venture nothing in plain terms, him. It is remarkable, in Ihc orations on

that ni'rght not be in plain terms contra- the embassy and on the crown, that llierc is

dieted, describes things in half-sentences; more eulogy of Philip from Dcmostlicnes,

and Jischines, always fearing to excite jea- his virulent enemy, than Lora iKschines,

3 Q 2 !'!»
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Congress, or perhaps betAvCcn the council and the embassies composing^

the congress, questions, it appears, Averc TTO.rmIy debuted. Accord-

ing to uEschines, some of the Ampliict3'ons, from some of th#smal!cr

republics, were very rude, uneducated men. The animosity, even of

the Thebans against the Phocians, was exceeded by the barbarous

Hxnaticism of the rough highlanders of Ct'.ta ; who contended that,

k"t p'aio. ^^ appease the anger of the gods against the Greek nation, nothing of

the fuU punishment, directed by the Amphictyonic law for sacrilege,,

should be remitted; the whole Phocian people, they insisted, shoidd*

be destroyed, by precipitation from the clifis of the sacred mountain.

Against buch extreme intemperance, however, the measures already

taken would, in a great degree, provide. The most obnoxious of the

Phocians were already out of easy reach ; some, as we have seen, with

PhaliECus in Peloponnesus, some in other parts. But the more liberal,

in the council and among the eri\bassies, appca.- to have been a clear

majority. The decree fin'ally given, as it remains reported by'f)iodorus,

seemingly neither unfairly, nor very defectively, tho in th^se times it

may ap]iear severe, yet placed by the side of republican judgements,

will show rather moderation, humanity, and clemency. It began re-

Diod. l.iC. giilarly with laying a foundation for Avhat was to follow, by declaring

c. 6£).
aji t]jg Amphictyonic rfghts of the Phocians forfeijieU." It' directed

then that the three principal cities of Phocis be dismantled, and all-

the other towns destroyed; that the people live in villages; not less*

than a furlong one from the other, and none consisting" of more tlran

fifty houses; that they surrender all heavy armour and all hbrses^'and

possess none till the debt to the god be paid ; for the liquidation of

which a yearly rent of sixty talents, nearly twelve thousand pounds

sterling, was assessed on the Phocian lands.

With as little severity thus, as, considering the state of Greece, it

seems easy to imagine possible, all the principal objects of the congress,

liis frieiul. In liis oration on the crown, by Phocion and all the prinripal men of his

fspeciiilly, .liscliiucs seems to have feared party, is not giveu as fron>, iiimscll', but put

that every syllabic, which might be con- into Uie mouU>s of others. jTorsudi a degree

tlrued into juslitication of Pliilip, would was that true, wbicii IsocraVes, ventured to

operate toward his own ruin ; and even the declare, that democracy did.ao,\V i+ilQw frce-

pancgyric that he has hazarded in his ora- dom of speech,

tion on the embassy, when he was supported

those
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those which most interested tlic Greek nation, were provided for.

Tlic most eminent of the Phocians, as. we are informed by Demos-

thenes^ including' '.probably most of tlie principal landowners, had

already emigrated'. That frequent lot of Grecian freemen, exile, was

evidently for them unavoidable. Their country was in course to

be held subordinate, and deprived of means to renew the former

violences against the temple and treasury, and the dangers insuing to

the conquerors. For them to live in the country then, surrounded by

Thebans, Lwcrians, and Gitjcans, with arms in their hands, if possible,

could not be desirable. The deprivation of heavy armour and horses,

for those allowedtoretaiii possession of tlic lands, was no more than an

ordinary precauti.on, among the republics, against a defeated party of "

tiieir own fellowcitizens-. To move the inhabitants of one towaito an-

other, we have seen also a common measure of policy ; and to move the

Phocians, mostly of the lower ranks only, from towns to villages, would

probably, be less felt, as a severity, than the forced migration of the prin-

cipal Arcadian landowners to a city ; Mhich the boasted vindicator of

Grecian freedom, Epameinondas, is said iirst to have commanded, and

the Athenian republic, claiming to be the great patronetSs of democracy,

afterward supported. For the remaining- population then to pay the

rciit ^required, hokling lands not before tlleir own; \va's a mode of

restoring .the credit of the Delj>hian treasury, anil doing' justice to those

who had suffered from the'cdntest for it, apparently as little excep-

tionable tis any which the circumstances of the times would have

admitted. This remaining popidation must live so far in (U'pcndency,

as it was without means to defend itself against forcin invasion. But

all the neighboring states had an interest in defending it, while their

jealousies would prevent any one from commanding it ; so that the

Phocian people, in their villages, possessed perhaps a better indepen-

dency thun the Boeotian towns under Thcban rule, or the arrstocratical'

Arcadians under their democratical sovercins.

It remained to dispose of the right of double vote in the Amphic-

tyonic assembly, which had been held by the Phocian people. Among
those then whose cause the king of Macedonia had assisted, among

the large part of the Greek nation, M-hich reckoned that by him the

national
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national religion was vindicated, the jjolitical as well as the religious

constitution maintained, the rights of the great national council as-

serted, and themselves preserved from subjugation, it could appear no

immoderate compliment to give it to a prince, the acknowlegcd

descendant of Hercules, who had done so much for them. It was

accordingly decreed, that the forfeited double vote of the Phocians

should belong to the king of Macedonia, and his posterity.

As soon as judgement was declared against the Phocians, Dercyllus,

one of the Athenian embassy, a friend of Chares, hastened home, leav-

ing the rest of the embassy to deliberate on measures, farther to be taken,

for establishing the tranquility of Greece. It happened tliat he arrived

when an assembly of the people was, in regudar course, held in Peirseus,

on the business of the naval arsenals. Alarm was infused among the

multitude, as if the combined forces of Macedonia, Thessaly, and

Thebes were on full march against Athens. The panic was such,

that a decree, proposed to tlie sovcrein crowd, was instantly voted,

commanding all free inhabitants of Attica, without delay, to move

their families from the country into one of the fortified towns, Athens,

Peiraeus, Eleusis, Phyle, Aphidna, Rhamnus, or Sunium : it directed

farther, that all those places be put into the best slate for defence

;

and, the more to impress the popular mind, it was proposed, and the

decree directed, that the sacrifice to Hercules, according to the

established ceremonial for the beginning of a war, be performed in the

city.

These measures appear, en first view, democratical extravagancies,

unfit even for any serious pfirty purposes. But the explanation remains

from Demosthenes himself, in his account of the measures of his party,

Avhich have been already related ; the negotiation for placing the towns,

commanding the pass of Thermopyliv, in the hands of the Lareda.Mno-

nians, and the plan for starving the Amphictyonic army, by stopping

its supplies. How far, and how timely, Philip may have had informa-

tion of the extent of this hostile purpose, and of the preparation for its

execution, we are not informed ; but intelligence of transactions, so

public as those v.hich followed the return of Dercyllus, would of course

quickly reach him. It produced a communication from him, in the

5 usual
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usual form of a letter, t) the Athenian people, testifying his surprize

at their proceedings, and complaining of them, as measures indicating

^he purpose of hostility, the most unprovoked and unjustifiable ". What
answer was given to this letter is nowhere said ; but circumstances

enough indicate that it was such as the party of Chares, and not the

party of Phocion, would suggest. Confidence between the Mace-

donian and Athenian governments must of course cease ; and the Athe-

nian embassy to the Amphictyons (whether at Thermopylis still, or

ratlicr removed toDelplii; if before authorized, as iEschines indicates,

to concur Mitli Piiilip in lenient measures toward Phocis and the

Boeotian allies of Phocis, and to support propositions of th.at ten-

dency against the violence of the Tliebans and Thessalians, would »|

now be utterly uncertain what to expect from their own government;

sure only that, if the party of Chaves finally prevailed, they should

be criminated for any concurrence in Macedonian counsels.

Nevertheless the congress, as the historian assures us, proceeded, in Diod. I. 16.

the line recommended by Isocrates, taking into consideration what

was wanting for the general benefit of Greece (toward which an exten-

sion of pacification would be a principal matter) and passing decrees

for the purpose. But Athenian support failing (not perhaps tliat which

the Athenian embassy miglit be disposed to give, but that which it

could undertake that the government it represented would support)

it became necessary to yield nmch to the Thebans and Thessalians.

Philip could not, without certain rupture with Thebes, and injury

to his interest in Thessaly, procure the restoration of Plattca and

ThespiiE, the towns from of old connected with Athens ; nor could he

obviate the exile of the Orchomenians and other Boeotians, who had taken

part with the Phocians. It was even said that, so small was the Mace- Demostli,

donian force attending liim, compared with the Theban and Tliessalian,

and so violent a powerful party in Thebes, that even his person might

not have been safe, had he urged favor to those unfortunate people

fartlier. On his part no violence was used or threatened. Bloodshed

^' This is the letter mentioned in note 32 ance of falsification, similar to that whicli

of this section. In the latter part of it, Demosthenes himself has given reason to

tiuling the comijlauU, there is no appear- gupposc iu the funntr.

even,
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even, what law might have wairanteil, was completely obviated. Re-

tinning to his kiiigdom, he left the decrees, v.hich had been constitu-

tionally passed, to be constitutional!}'' executed, under the direction

of the Amphictyons. What then his own generosity could do, to make

amends to the unfortunate outcasts, it is acknowlegcd was done. As

many as would take refuge in his kingdom Mcre kindly relieved, and

provided with settlements. Nor did the invective of the Athenian

orators avail over the greater part of Greece. On the contrary, wher-

ever the AtliCnian war-party interest did not predominate, its purposes

were observed with aversion and apprehension, and its invective rather

excited opposition in panegyric, even to extravagance. To this the

testimony of Demosthenes himself is so strong and so direct, that it

Demosth. de "^'^J perhaps outweigh all others. Even at Thebes, he says, the voice

cor. p. 338. of those at the time prevailed, who joined the Thcssalians, extolling

Philip as their friend, benefactor, and preserver; and, throughout Greece,

the people rejoiced in the peace, for which they readily acknowlcged

themselves indebted to him*°. Thus warranted^ the historian's large,

Diod. 1. \6. yet sober praise, will command credit: ' Philip,' says Diodorus, ' having
c. CO.

. concurred with the Amphictyons, in their decrees for the common wel-

' fare of Greece, having provided means for carrying them into cxecu-

' tion,and having conciliated goodwill, on all sides, by his humanity and

' affability, returned into his kingdom, bearing with him the glory of

' piety, added to that of military talents and biavery, and in possession

' of a popularity that gave him great advantage for future extension of

' his power.'

*° The foul words with which the orator i/xiV iri^itaxnrfji.(n>t xai Str.iinprtiKi-ri; ut «^sl<ra»,

has studiously stained his eulogy, sufficiently ?yo» rir iifint a^fittn. Ueinosth. de cor.

shows that he meant na flattery: 'Oi fii» p. '240. The cense, in which Demosthenes

xariwi-jfoi ©iVlaXoi xai atii&rirci ©>iS«i<i( ^iXo>, coninionly uses the term ^uaxi^w, seems

ivi^yiTny, <r*Tif« to» 4»>iuriro» ryovrlf vaif most nearly to be represented, in English,

UiTmi r,t uvTcTj. 'Ot aW.ot Si "EMiji.-;, Sf*oiu{ by the caut word, ' to hum.'
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CHAPTER XL.

Affairs of Greece, from the End of the Sacred War, to the

Acquisition of the Lead of the War-party of Athevs,
and the Authority of First Minister of the Repubhc, by

Demosthenes.

SECTION I.

Change in the political State of Greece produced hy the Sacred War.

Policy of the Party of Chares at Athens : Popular Interest fa'

voring the Party : Prosecution of hostile Purpose against Alacc-

donia : Oration of Demosthenes on the Peace.

THAT contest among the Grecian republics, commonly Intitled

tlie Sacred War, terminated with far less calamity, fiir less subver-

sion of the former state of things, than was apprehended if citiier

Thebes or Phocis might have commanded the use of victory,

nevertheless produced a revolution in the political circumstances

of Greece, very important and wholly unforeseen. The empire, as it

was called, of Thebes, M'hich had shone like a meteor under Epamci-

nondas, but, from the moment of his death, had held only a sickly

existence, was annihilated ; except as the Theban people M'cre con-

firmed in their command, truly imperial, over the people of all the other

towns within the narrow bounds of Boeotia. Lacedaimon, with many

struggles, had risen little from the low state to which Epameinondas

had reduced her. On the depression of Thebes ar.d Lacedxmon,

Athens had exulted in fair hope of command over her sister re|)ublics,

more unrivalled than in her former greatest prosperity. I5ut that hope

was thwarted by the new power, and still more by the spreading popu-

larity of tlie Macedonian government; forced, by the invasion of

Thcssaly, after much war with Athens alone, into contest and conncc-

YoL. IV. s 11 tioii
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tion among other slates south of Thermopylae. It was comparatively-

little that, on the Thracian shore, Aniphipulis and INIethone had been

lost, and, w itli Olynthus and its dependencies, added to a rival domi-

nion. Macedonia was now the power to which, far more than to

Thebes, Laccdasmon, and Athens together, the Grecian people were

become extensively disposed to commit that protecting and combining

supremacy, -vrhich liad so long been the oI)ject of ambition and contest

for all.

A large party in Athens, as we have seen, was disposed to rest under

these circumstances, considering them as altogether even desirable;

affording the best prospect, for ages offered, of means for harmonizing

the jarring interests of the several republics, and establishing for their

people, upon the broad basis of a liberal community in rights, a quiet

and security hitherto unknown, and now more than ever wanted. But

the obstacles, in the political state of the country, remained yet many

and great. Every republic having views, not simply to its own good,

but, through habitual jealousy, adverse to its neighbors, and every

republic being divided within itself, so that fellowcitizens were more

jealous of each other than of any foreiuers, thus, in the very advan-

tages of the Macedonian connection, new sources of contention arose.

In such a state of things, to set civil discord again extensively in

flame, it would suffice that a rival patronizing power Mas ready. This

the party of Chares saw, and on it rested the policy which, after so

many failures, with unwearied diligence, and unabated ardor, they per-

severed in pursuing. On a union of tlie democratical interest through-

out Greece, under their patronage, they hoped to found a power, capable

of balancing still and even overwhelming the Macedonian kingdom.

That they had ever wholly abandoned this jjuipose, that they had ever

intended to keep peace with Macedonia, longer than the pressure of

circumstances required, the whole tenor of the orations of Demosthenes

shows highly doubtful, if indeed it does not rather absolutely disprove.

But they had hoped that they might maintain their commanding

influence in the sovcrein assembly, even during peace, till their policy

might bring them means for again resorting to war with advantage.

Here however they had a new disappointment. All llieir flattery to the

king
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king of Macedonia, and all the ability with which, in the first negotia-

tion for peace, they had outwitted their domestic opponents, could not -

induce him to give his confidence to them, or withdraw it from P!io-

cion's party.

The form of the Athenian government afforded frequent opportunity

for forein powers to interfere in its concerns, in a way highly tUinger-

ous. The jealousy of democracy woidd little allow a regular minister

for forein affairs, with sufficient powers ; a jealousy ])erhaps nut alto-

gether unreasonable, because the impotence of democracy could

hardly allow it with safety. The resource was to divide the authority

among numbers : at Athens the council of Fivehundred was the proper

board for communicating with forein states. But that body was too

unwieldly to be properly competent for the business. From one ex-

treme then, as M'as not uncommon among the democracies, the tran-

sition was immediate to another. If matters pressed, and a decided

favorite of the soverein many was ready, all authority was committed

to an autocrator-general. Thus a Pericles and a Cleon, an Alcibiades

and a Chares, by turns ruled M'ith dictatorial powers. But in the in-

tervals of such decisive partiality for one man, any orator, who could

gain the popular ear, might be the effectual agent of any forein state ;

as we have seen Demosthenes for Rhodes and for Megalopolis. Mace-

donia was now become the forein powet of most consideration, for

Athens especially, but for every other Grecian republic also willi which

Athens had affairs to transact. If then one party in Alliens could

communicate with the Macedonian government readily and upon

friendly terms, and the other not so, the former would have great ad-

vantage for holding the administration ; and the other, while peace

with Macedonia lasted, could not hold it but under great disadvantages.

Accordingly, after the conclusion of the peace, the party of Phocion,

tho much impeded, and sometimes interrupted, yet mostly directed the ncmost!i.

administration and disposed of the principal offices '. In these cir- ',''",;,'

cumstanees, for the party of Chares and Demosthenes to recover the .I'.scU. de

lead, new troubles were necessary, and especially a breach wilh
ji,,g_

Macedonia.
' 'I'liis is shown Ijy llie complaints of the oration of A'.schines on the embassy,

ncniosthenes in the second Philippic, and toward the ccmcKision.

»)M the Chersonese, and more expressly by

s R 2 Tlie
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The actual state of the Athenian republic then afforded them invi-

tation and even incitement. Not Chares onjy and the leading men of

his party, orators and j^i incipal officers, but all who had acted in any

favor under him, to the lowest juryman and the last rower of a trireme,

together a large proportion of the Athenian citizens, were feeling, in

peace, the loss of numerous advantages and larger hopes, to which in

V. ar they had been accustomed. In war ever}' Athenian citizen, on a

forein station, was a great man. The consideration he held, the autho-

rity conceded to him, the profit iusuing, the pro.->;-!ect of adventure ever

before him, with endless hope of new advantages, were, through the

peace, ended, to the great regret of numbers. The orators also found

their principal source of gain and of hope in war. No officer

could long hold forein command without an orator ready, on all occa-

sions, at home, to undertake the defence of his conduct. An orator,

not yet eminent enough to be paid for defending a general, might hope

to rise by attacking a general ; and often he obtained pay for abstain-

ing from attack, Avhen, for undertaking defence, he could not get em-

ployment. To increase the foicin dependencies of Athens, to have

disturbance arise in those dependencies, to have complaints come to

the courts of Athens, from forein republics against oneanother, or

against Athenian officers, all tended to the advantage of the orators.

Nor did their cause, thus bad, stand unsupported ; it rested on the

broad basis of the interest of thousands of citizens, who lived by the

pay for attending the assemblies and courts of justice, and the feasts

or other bribes given to obtain their votes. Beginning then, at Athens,

to promote a breach of the peace and alliance just concluded with

Macedonia, the war-party proposed to acquire power equal to their

am.bition, by patronizing, throughout Greece, the party opposite to

that which, for the sake of peace external and internal, might form or

desire connection with Macedonia.

B. C. 346. The hostile purpose, already, on many occasions, shown, became soon

more directly avowed. Tlie right of representation in the council of

Amphictyons being given to the reigning family of Macedonia, Philip,

J.
. . with just deference to his co-estates, sent thera severally notice of it.

leg.u. p.374. A Thessalian embassy accompanied Philip's ministers, to announce it

I'hilipp!^ 5)^ to the new ally of Thessaly, the Athenian people, and to desire the

foniaal
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formal acknowlegement of him, as an Amphictyon, by a decree for the

purpose. In the assembly held, to give audience to those ministers,

some violent speeches were made in opposition to the demand. Con-

stitutional objection to it, apparently was not to be found. The adverse

orators therefore, passing- over all consideration of the Amphictyonic.

decree, endevorcd to excite indignation among the proud and irritable

multitude, by speaking of the king of Macedonia's message as a re-

quisition, resting on his own authority :
' It was unfit,' they said, 'that

* the Athenian people should receive commands from any king;' and

some went so far as to assert that they should prefer war to an ac-

know Icgement of the king of Macedonia as an Amphictyon.

The speech of Demosthenes on the occasion remains to us, and it

abounds v, ith art". Pretending to reprove the violence of others, he

effectually stimulates it. ' He never,' he said, ' believed Philip's pro- Demosth.de

' fessions of friendship for the Athenian people.' Calling his own PhUipp. 5.

party only, in the ordinary party-style, the Athenian people, he was

perhaps right. ' From that friendship,' he proceeded, ' he looked for

' none of the benefits, which others so freely promised. He did not

' admire the treaty concluded : he did not think it such as the republic

' should have made. And yet he must caution the people against

' giving provocation for the states, now calling themselves Amphic-

' tyonic, to combine in war against the republic ; of which there might
' be danger, if the Athenian people opposed what the Amphictyonic

' council had decreed. If Indeed they would go to war again m ith

' Philip for Amphipolis, or whatever else, in which the Thessalians,

' Argians and Thebans had no common interest, the objection would

* not hold ; because he did not believe these would join Philip, and

' least of all the Thebans.' Already, it may seem, the keensighted

politician had discovered, in the popular passions and state of factions

* The objections of Libaiiius lUid Pholius tliiit note mny deserve atlonlion. But I.

to the authenticity of tliis oration, mis- would invert thfi added argument, aecnbing

chievous in the too common way of critics the oration to Denioslbents, ' because he is

under the Roman empire, arc yet ahnost ' worthy of it,' and rather say I asciibe it to

too futile to detcrve the formal refutation Dcmosllienes, ' because it is worlliy of him;*

of the learned author of the note oil the and to warrant this 1 would refer to the next

subject, in the antient universal iiistory. following uole in the same work.

For those curious on the subject however,

at
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at Thebes, the rising opportunity for leading the republic, of all Greece

actually the most hostilely disposed toward Athens, to cooperate in

the ])urposes of his party. But some stir and murmuring, among the

people, admonished him that he must yet be cautious in speaking of

Thebes. Proceeding, therefore, he said, ' Let there not be tumult

* before I am heard : I repeat, least of all the Tliebans. Not
' that they bear us any friendship ; not that they arc not enough

' disposed to court Philip ; but because, however stu[)id any among
' you may suppose them, they know perfectly that their country

' lies betM-een us and their allies ; whence, if they M'ere to join with

' ^Macedonia in war against us, the pressure would fall upon them,

' Avhilc another, the principal director of measures, would profit most

' from any success.' With consummate art then he directed the con-

clusion of his speech, through an argument professing the purpose

of peace, to prepare among the people, for ready use, the fewcl of

Mar, ambition, cupidity, and resentment. ' We allow the Thebans,"

he said, ' to hold Oropus : we have, by the late treaty, surrendered

' Amphipolis to Phifip ; we have consented that Cardia shall be

' separated from our dominion of the Chersonese ; that the prince of

* Caria shall be the protecting power of Chios, Cos, and Rhodes ; and

' that the Byzantines may stop our ships.' (The Byzantines, indepen-

dent since the Confederate war, and holding the command of the

Bosporus, took that toll from all ships passing to and from the Black

Sea, which the Athenian government had exacted while Byzantium

was under its dominion.) ' ^^'ould it not then,' he proceeded, ' be

' absurd, conceding thus, to these powers, important advantages pro-

' perly our own,' (as if the people of Cardia, Chios, Cos, Rhodes and

Byzantium were born to live under the dominion of tlie people of

Athens,) ' to ingagc in war with all together for a shadow at Delphi.''

The hostile mind is certainly enough exhibited in this speech for

peace. What tiecision immediately followed we have no precise in-

formation ; but, in the end, the advice of the more violent orators

Deniosth. de prevailed, and it was, by a decree, declared, tliat the Athenian people

iegat. p. 398. ^j(i not admit the claim of the king of Macedonia to be an Am-
phictyon;
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SECTION II.

Short Cessation of Anns throughout Greece, Contest of Factions at

]\Iegara : Animosities in Peloponnesus : Propensity to desire Pa-

tronn'j-e of Macedonia. Invective at Athens against Macedonia :

Accusation of Fhilocrates : Decree concerning uimphipolis. Accu-

sation of JEschines by Timarchus. Second Philippic of Demosthenes.

Accusation of JEschines by Demosthenes.

Full of the spirit of discord as all Greece at this time remained,

every republic hostile to many others, and each divided within itself,

yet the conclusion of the Sacred \\ ar brought repose to the countr}-,

so far that contest in arms seems everywhere to have ceased.

According to the avowal of Demosthenes himself, the Greeks very Demosth. de

generally rejoiced in the peace, and were disposed to maintain it. •
P-

-

Conformably to this testimony of the cotemporary orator, the next B. C. 34j.

3'ear, the fourth of the hundred and eighth Olympiad, is remarkable, in ^^'- i"^- *•

the narrative of the annalist, for a void in Grecian affairs ; excepting

for, what little concerned Greece generally, the expedition, formerly

related, of Timoleon from Corinth to Sicily : the very name of Ma-

cedonia is unmentioned.

But the fire of faction did not lono- remain so smothered. In Ch. iS-s. 9-
°

of this Hist"

the little republic of Megara, which we have formerly observed

florishing through industry in manufacture, the high democratical

party, supported by the high democratical party in Athens, helil the

sway. As then that party in Athens was hostile to IVIacedonia,

the party dependent on it in INIegara would also be hostile to Mace-

donia; and thence the views of the adverse party w'ould be the more

directed to RJacedonian patronage, which was becoming so exten-

sively an object of desire. Accordingly Ptocodorus, head of the Demosih. de

noblest and wealthiest family of that little state, went to Pella. Of ^^S-^'P-'

course he woidd be civilly received ; but whetJier he obtained assist-

ance, or reason to hope for assistance, appears uncertain. His principal

incouragement seems rather to have been derived from tiie ciicuin-

*!5tances of Athens ; the party of Chares, patrons of his opponents, no

longer.
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longer holding their former comniancling influence there. The danger _
of their interference thus being, tho not removed, yet rendered less

imminent, he ventured upon that which had inabled Hermocrates to

return to Sicily, and Dion to acquire command in Syracuse, and so

many other chiefs of parties to obtain a superiority in their republics;

he introduced into Megara a body of mercenary troops. But, whether

the more respectable of those, within or without his own state, other- £
wise disposed to support him, disapproved this measure, or pecuniary

means failed him, or for whatever other cause, the mercenaries were

soon dismissed j civil contest was renewed, and the democratical party

ap])ears to have recovered the ascendancy '.

The troubles of JNIegara however seem little to have affected any state

lieyond the mountains, which pressed upon its small territory on one

side, and the sea on the other. But Peloponnesus meanwhile was

disturbed with contention more extensively threatening. The Lace-

daemonians persevered in their purpose of recovering the dominion of

Messenia, Mhile the Argians, a majority of the Arcadians, and a party

among the Eleians, were scarcely less zealous in opposition to it than

the RIessenians themselves. Unfortunately for Lace«litmon, its govern-

ment, through extreme peculiarities, could associate intimately with

none. The institutions of Lycurgus were scarcely less adverse to any

close connection with a king of Macedonia, than with the democracies

of Athens, Argos, or Megalopolis; nor were the deviations fiom his

system, the pretensions of the cphors, the extravagant |)rivilcges of the

Spartans, or any others of which we are info.nud, of a kind to render

it more accommodating. Inflexibility remained the inconvenient

virtue of the Lacedajmonian government, as cxtrtnie pliableness was

the commodious vice of the Athenian. Tlie Athenian <lemoc'"acy

seems to have formed alliance with tyrannies, as readily and intimately

as with any other government, and adopted kings, and satraps, and

^ Lelaiul seems lo have tliought himself nipiceiiaries under Pto-oclorus were secretly

warranted, by loose expressions of Demos- paid by the king of Macedonia. It were

thenes, unless l.o was rather led bv his endless to noliLe all instances of this kind

I'reiith conductor, to assert (what Demos- among modern writers of iMncedonian hid-

thenes would not vtnture to assert, tho he tory. The translator .Auger's introduction*

iniglit desire it should be believed) that the and notes abound witli them.

1 1 tyrants,
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tyrants, in Cyprus, in Thessaly, in Eiiboca, in Sicily, of gooU character

or bad, with apparent indifference, as its citizens.

The inferior Peloponnesian states then, accustomed for ages to look

to some one powerful govcrnnient for patronage, would be little likely

now, wretched as they were through their divisions, to revolt at the

i(lf;i of the patronage of a prince of the advantageous character of

Philip, the renowned and beloved sovercin of a free people. It is

then very remarkable, that a zeal for Macedonian patronage, an

earnestness for Macedonian interference in the affairs of their peninsula,

was particularly vehement among the people most vehemently demo-

cratical ; and the testimony to this comes to us from no suspicious

quarter, but from the great leader of the democratical cause in Greece,

Demostlienes. The Argians and Megalopolians, spurning at the

obtruded patronage of Athens, but feeling keenly the want of a super-

intending power, tho they had received no favor from Philip, had

scarcely had any intercourse with him, yet for the meer popularity of

his reputation, sent him golden crowns, erected brazen statues of him Demosth. de

in their cities, and passed decrees, providing that, should he come into 435.
' '

Peloponnesus, liospitality should everywhere aMait him. In Eleia,

parties being more balanced, arms were taken, and much blood was

shed ; but the Macedonian party was finally victorious.

Far beyond the power of the Macedonian arms, this spreading j)opu-

larity of Philip's conduct and character was alarming and distressing

to the war-party at Athens ; the extravagance of it, in some places,

indeed appearing to have been what might perhaps justly excite appre-

hension in men of better purposes. This therefore it was their hrst

object to obviate and bear down ; and the extravagance itself would

assist to furnish them with ground for exciting jealousy of it. If Ihcy

could raise suspicion and jealousy of Macedonia, the progress would

be ready to suspicion and jealousy of their opponents of the party of

Phocion, 'ihey did not spare the common-place invective of the

democratical orators, imputing, in the grossest terms, without care

of proof, corruption against all their opponents. Rut Philij) especially,

and Philip's family, and all Macedonia together they were sedulous to

vilify. In a council of limited numbers, uncertainly, composed even

Vol. IV. 5 S as
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as that of the Fivchundiccl of Athens, more gravity and decency

niiglit be expected than in the assembly of the whole people. Never-

theless Demosthenes there, not contented with gross invective against

the kinjr af Macedonia, indulged himself in scandalous insinuations

jEsch. in against the boy Alexander his son. vEschines, relating before the
Jiiuarcb.

assembled people what he had witnessed in the council, of wliich

he, as well as Demosthenes, was a member, justly admonished them that,

if such injurious and base aspersion passed unreproved, the Athenian

character would be estimated, among foreiners, by that of their calum-

nious orator.

But, notwithstanding the success of the war-party, in procuring the

refusal to acknowlege the king of Macedonia as an Amphictyon, they

could not yet drive the party of Phocion from the administration. Their

next resource therefore was impeachment. They threatened all those

who had been collegues of Demosthenes in that embassy to Macedonia,

which became distinguished by the title of the embassy for the oaths.

Rut M'hile they involved all in imputed guilt, they selected one

for their first attack, and their choice was evidently judicious.

Philocrates, who had moved the repeal of the decree forbidding inter-

course of heralds with Macedonia, and afterward became one of the

most 2ealous promoters of the peace and alliance, np|)ears to have

been of some eminence by birth and wealth, and sometimes useful to

the party of Phocion, by his zeal, activity and fearlessness, tho with-

out great talents, or dignity of character. When it was the object of

the party of Chares to reconcile and recommend itself to the Macedo-

nian court, Demosthenes seems to have considered Philocrates as a

man whose friendship might be gained and would be useful ; and hence

ap|)arcntly he became his advocate, when prosecuted for moving the

rcjieal of the decree forbidding communication by heralds. When

afterward the party became anxious, on the failure of the Phocian

plot, to hasten a separate peace and alliance between Athens and Mace-

iEsch. (le
donia, the zeal of Philocrates was a ready instrument, Avhich Demos

^'K^'- thenes used with much dexterity. But when, shortly after, the purpose

of the party, with regard to Macedonia, was wholly changed, and a

breach with that power became again as a first principle of its policy,

then
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then the intimacy of Demosthenes with Philocrates of course would

cease, and the cliange could hardly stop short of enmity. Not Demos-

thenes, hou'cver, but Hyperides, an orator of considerable eminence,

undertook, the management of the prosecution. Whether Philocrates

liad implicated himself imprudently with Demosthenes, or for what-

ever other cause, there appears to have been no general disposition in

the party of Phocion to give him efi'ectual support. To avoid tlierefore /Esch. de

tlie danger of a trial, he withdrew from Attica; possibly having, after '•^S'*'- P- '9-

the example of men of higher character, provided a retreat, which

might make banishment from the turbulence of Athens little a punish-

ment. His flight being taken, after the manner of the Athenian courts,

as a confession of guilt, sentence v.as pronounced against him.

This victory, through the ingenuity and diligence of the party

in using it, was not a little imj^ortant. Hegesippus, a coarse but

popular orator, vehement in the cause of Chares and democracy,

proposed a decree, declaring that the cession of the dominion of

Amphipolis, by the treaty of peace lately concluded with INIacedonia, Demosth. d

was injurious to the republic, and that the people, in giving sentence ""'^'

against Philocrates who proposed it, had effectually decided so; where-

fore the right to that dominion remained still intire in the Athenian

j)eopIe. This receiving the sanction of the popular vote, the (^rator

proceeded to state, that, in the treaty, was an article providing

that, with the consent of both parties, any alterations might be made.

It would, therefore, he contended be proper to announce to the Mace-

donian court the decree of the people, asserting tlieir right to the

dominion of Amphipolis, notwithstanding anything now in the treaty

to the contrary, and to require that the treaty should be rectified

accordingly. This also being approved by a majority of votes, llege-

si])pus himself was appointed ambassador from the repul)lic for the

occasion. Coming on so ungracious an errand, it appears indicated that, Demosth. <le

being nevertheless received with Philip's usual civility, his conduct was '' '
'

' I

offensive and even treacherous. Demosthenes, in a speech of two or

three years after, mentions that Xcnocleides, a poet, who had been

entertained at the Macedonian court, was ordered to leave thckingtlom

for his practices with the Athenian embassy. Demosthenes has enough

sliown that fearfulness and illiberality were no features in Philip's

s s 2 character;
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character ; and desiring, on this occasion, to impress the people w ith

an o])iiiion that 1)C liad treated their ambassadors with incivihty, he

had nothing to impute but tlie dismissal of the poet Xenocleides*.

oi los
4^' -About the time of the mission of llegesippus to Macedonia, the con-

vulsed state of Peloponnesus produced there a congress of delegates from

rhilipp. 2. "^'^ ^^' niany of its governments. Demosthenes, in what character, or on

P'<^- vhat pretence, does not clearly appear, attended this congress, and

spoke in it. His purpose was to obviate the growing propensity to the

IMacedonian alliance, and to persuade the Peloponncsians, especially

the Messenians and Argians, to accept in preference the patronage of

the Athenian democracy. His eloquence was applauded, but his argu-

ments, as himself confesses, produced in no degree the eflfect he

desired.

Failing thus abroad, the party nevertheless so felt their strength at

home, that they resolved to proceed with impeachment, and to make

jEschines, the most powerful speaker of the opposing party, their next

object. But they were not judicious or not fortunate in committing

the management to Timarchus, tho an orator of considerable eminence

;

for his scandalous immorality afforded opportunity, under the old law,

after the manner of all the old Grecian constitutions, regulating the

morals, for accusation against liiniself. This ..-Eschincs used so ably,

that all the influence of the party, and all the eloquence of Demos-

tiiencs were unable to save him ; he was obliged to follow Philocharcs

in flight. Party interest, no doubt, operated powerfully to promote,

as well as to oppose, this decision ; for which nevertheless, in justice,

some credit may be due to the Athenian character of this corrupt age;

when the multitudinous tribunal so supported the principles, and gave

cfhcacy to the laws, of elder times (for the law of the case was much

and ably argued b\' the accuser) as to supply the place of the great

censorial court of Areiopagus, whose power Isocrates had been so

anxious to restore.

The advantage gained by the war-party, in the triumph over Philo-

crates, was lost by this defeat. A sense of the failure of public favor,

* The conduct of ministers under the on the Greek orators, illustration which the

late French democracy, and the prefent learned of former times very much wanted.

empire, will afford, for future commentators
&ud
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and a consequent uncertainty of preponderance in the general assem-

bly, are strongly marked in that exquisite piece of oratory, soon after

delivered by Demosthenes, commonly called the Second Philippic. The

exordium, expressly complaining of them, is singularly soothing and

insinuating. With admirable art then, winding through a great variety

of matter in short space, all proposed to conciliate the popular mind to

himself and his friends, and to irritate it against the king of Macedonia,

and those who would maintain the treaty of peace made with him, not

till the conclusion at length the orator intimates the purpose of his

party, for the disclosure of \i hich all that had preceded was preparation,

to institute a prosecution for liigh treason against yEschines, now to be

conducted by himself.

To the war of oratory that followed, between /Eschines and Demos-

thenes, we owe not only the orations the most admired that have been

transmitted from antiquity, but also the most copious and most au-

thentic information of the political circumstances and transactions of

this interesting era, and the best insight especially into the civil cir-

cumstances of Athens, the constitution, the administration, and the

party contests; with the advantage, uncommon for antient history, of

means often for verification, by confronting the assertions of opposite

interests. Demosthenes seems to have depended much upon the power

of his party, and the influence of party interest in the multitudinous

courts of Athens, for the success of his accusation; which Mas such as

otherwise there could hardly be a hope of supporting. It applied tc»

the conduct of iEschines in the second embassy to Macedonia, called

the embassy for the oaths ; stating ' that he made a false report of the

* transactions of the embassy, and of various matters deeply interesting

' the republic, and that he prevented the people from hearing the true

'representation, which Demosthenes woukl have given; that he j)er-

* suaded the people in asscndjly to measures adverse to their interest

;

' that he disobeyed his instructions ; that he occasioned a waste of time

* for the embassy, whence great opportunities were lost; and that the

' whole of his conduct was influenced by bribes, which he, together

' with Philocrates, took from the king of JNIacedonia.' The proof

oftcred, on all these heads, was what, in an English court of justice,

woukl
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•woiikl excite indignation against the accus:-r rather than induce con-

viction of the accused. Nor will the political principles, occasionally

declared, find general approbation, tho they will deserve notice. ' To

Demostli. ' make eternal peace,' says Demosthenes, ' with a mortal man, whose

^'jis'^
^

' utmost greatness must be transient ; to bind up all posterity from the

' right to use advantageous opportunities that fortune might offer, is

p. 567. * mosthainous.' In conformity to this principle he proceds, 'the Pho-

' cian war was a great source of security to Athens, and the conclusion

' of such lasting hostilities was among great advantages lost to the
|

p. 375. ' republic, for which .Eschines is accountable.' And again, ' Had the

^^2
' ^\ ;ii" been successful, you would not have borne the name of peace.'

At the same time he acUnowleges that Philip was always desirous of

peace, m hich, he also intimates, was among reasons M'hy peace should

not have been made M'ith him.

These principles Demosthenes seems never to have scrupled avowing.

But in the accusation he appears to have felt that he had a bad cause to

support. The disorder, which critics have observed in his arrangement,

lias been evidently the result, not of unskilfulness or negligence, but of

design. It has been ingeniously imagined, to bewilder the judgement

of his hearers, and draw away attention from the inconclusiveness of

the arguments relating to the several points; while the object was to

impress ageueral idea of disaffection to the popular cause, injury to

the public interest, and corruption from the Macedonian court. But

some of the arguments and some of the assertions of facts, seem beneath

a great orator and statesman, even in addressing a multitude and

putting forward a party cause.

In the reply of iEschines there is far more general dignity of manner,

as well as more regularity of arrangement; mixed indeed with some

very coarse personal abuse of the accuser, for which his private life

appears to have afforded opportunity, and the practice of republican

courts furnished continual precedents. Every ])oint of the accusation

be seems to have so repelled, that no conscientious jury could have

given a verdict against him. Among the circumstances, not least

;E.8cli.(lelc- remarkable, is the offer of his slaves to be examined under torture;'

gat. p. 293.
j^j^^j y^^ j^yj^ jpgj remarkable perhaps is the refusal of it by the accuser,
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with no motive of humanity alledged, but the consideration of his own

dignity only, as unfit to be compromized by taking the evidence of

slaves against his assertion ; tho he had himself brought forward a Demostb.

slave as a witness for the accusation. The confidence of the accused '^^ 'S''^"

in the fidelity and fortitude of his slaves, at the same time may excite

our admiration ; while the evident familiarity of the practice of putting

them to the torture will hardly excuse his proposal of it^ To weaken

the purpose of justice, through the infiucncc of popular respect and

pity, the father, at tlie great age of ninety-four years, and the brothers

and the children of the accused were, as usual in the Athenian courts,

brought forward. For this measure however he alledges a worthier

object; to show the improbability that, bound to the commonwealth

by such pledges, he could be false to its interest. Demosthenes, in his

accusation, to excite indignation, at the same time against the accused,

and against the king of Macedonia, gave an affecting account of the

miserable state of the Phocian people, and the desolation of their

country, which, in traversing it lately, he had seen. To obviate the

effect of this, some of the principal Phocian and Boeotian refugees,

attending as witnesses, confirmed the account, which remains to us in

the speech of iEschines, of the exertions of the king of Macedonia,

and of iEschines himself, as a member of the Athenian embassy to the

Amphictyons, in favor of both people. The speech of the accused

being concluded, some of the most respectable men of the common-

wealth, Eubulus, Nausicles, and above all, Phocion, came forward and

spoke in favor of his cause. So supported he was acquitted *.

,* A similar offer and refusal of the evi- merly noticed. It may not be unnecessary

dence of slaves under torture has been here to remark an iristance from Plutarch,

noticed in the first section of the twenty- Till his time it seems to have remained

second chapter of this History. undoubted, through more than four inlight-

• From the licentiousness of the Greek encd centuries, that the prosecution of

historical writers, of the later times of the yEschines by Demosthenes was brought to

republics, in asserting without authority, issue, and that the celebrated spceciies on

whence Juvenal's ' Graecia mendax,' those the subject, by the two great orators, were

under the Roman empire proceeded to li- actually spoken by them, Plutarch, admitting

centiousness in denying, or in questioning, the authenticity of the orations, has asserted

what had been largely autliorized. An ex- his doubt if they were really spoken, on tlie

atiiple from Juvewal himself lias been for- negative ground only, that no mention is

louud
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SECTION III.

Peace of Macedonia : Illt/rian fFar : Troubles in Thessaly : Conjinna-

iion of Macedonian Interest in Thessaly : Extension of Macedonia}*

Interest in Greece.

r>v tlic peace villi Athens, and the insuing conclusion of the Sacred war,

V ith the settlement of the affairs of Phocis and Delphi to the general

satislaction of the Greek nation, Philip acquired a leisure, M'hicU

seems to have heen wanted, for arranging the affairs of his increased

dominions, and directing the attention of the Macedonian government

toward the preservation of the quiet of its extensive border, against

the numerous warlike, predatory tribes of the northern continent.

Judging from the total failure of notice of Macedonian affairs among

Vt. C. S4j. anticnt writers, for the first year after the Sacred war, it seems pro-

Ol. 108. 4. bablc that the Macedonian government, tho not free from necessity

of attending to the hostile disposition of all its northern neighbors,

as well as to the avowed purposes of the war-party at Athens, was

mostly intent upon its internal concerns. In the following year an

army was marched into lUyria. Between the people of that country

and Macedonia, eniiiit}', in the historian's words, was hereditary, and

contest interminable'. What now particularly excited exertion wc

are not informed ; nor is more said of the consequences, than that

found of thcni in two speeches of the 6ani« ' lAnrwof, wirftKrit tx^f«' Ji«J'(J»y/*ii'»«

orators, delivered nearly twenty years after, vfif IMvfiovf, xxl t»)» iia^ofxt «/*it«Sit«i

The improbability that two such speeches •x»(»——Diod. 1. 16. e. ftp. llhodoraan and

woold have been published, if the trial had Wesseling's translation of this passage ex-

not come to iseue, might perhaps ovcrba- hibits reniiirkably the malice, already noticed

lance such an objection. lUit when the Ira- as common among modern translators, com-

dilion aud assent of more than four inlight- mentators, and authors, on Macedonian his-

ened centuries had fixed the credit of their tory: ' Philippus o<//j Illyrioruni, quod quasi

having been actually spoken, th** question ' ha>rpditarium a patri acceperat, & coiitro-

started by Plutarch seems as frivolous, ae thu ' versiie, quani pcrlinacittr Jovebat, utimvlit

Ol
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the Macedonians prevailed, so far that many small towns were taken,

and much booty was carried off.

While the Macedonian arms were thus ingaged, the old party of the

tyrants in Thessaly, allies of Athens, connected especially with the

war-party, were incouraged to stir again. Philip hastened to the

support of his friends there. The disturbances were soon suppressed : Dioii. 1. iC.

but the former lenient conduct having been found ineffectual for the
'^ ''

peace of the country, severer measures were taken. Still however they

were far milder than those ordinary with the republican governments,

whether against strangers or adverse fellowcitizens. The strength of the

insurgent party lay in Pherse, the seat of government of the late tyrants.

To prevent future insurrection, without resorting to capital punish-

ment, or even expulsion from the country, a part, and probably a large

part, of the Phersean citizens was removed only to other tow ns ; and to Demostu. de

obviate necessity for carrying the severity to a greater number, less p. 84.'

able to bear the expcnce of removal, a garrison was put in the citadel.

The Athenian orators, who could approve, not only the assassination

of a king of Thrace, their adopted fellowcitizen, but the massacre of the Dc. llalon.

Sestian people, were not ashamed to exclaim against these measures, fiplj
''

however requisite for the quiet of the established free government of pi 17, 119.

Thessaly, and of a large majority of the people. Yet we find Demos-

thenes, on one occasion, led by his argument to acknowlege Philip's

popularity among the Thessalians, and to admit that it was the result

of beneficial conduct toward them, especially in ejecting their tyrants; nemosUi. d?

a title which, remarkably enough, lie gives the Pheraean chiefs, patro- ^'^105'"

nized by the Athenian people. Diodorus has described the measures

of the present conjuncture thus briefly; 'Philip ejected the tyrants,

' and gained completely the goodwill of the Thessalians.' Nor was the

advantage resulting limited to Thessaly; for the fame of his popular

conduct spreading, ' the neighboring Grecian states/ proceeds the his-

torian, ' concurring in the opinion of theTlicssalians, became eager to be

' associated with them in the advantages of the Macedonian alliance*.'

Tof; Tt)fa>»of; ex rut b-oAioii. IxCahut, ijioi/f yirMat* feSt; y^f si iT>.t)rili)(<iifiii rut ''EMir,'<J'

TuTi ivrolixtt i7roiic-«To nvf ©trWot?. 'HAwifj avnnjf^^irrt^ t? rut 0£tWm» xfij-u, rvi/.fA.ay(^ttLt

yuf, Totlrot/i 'i^ut cVjijAa^oVf;, xai roiif "'E^A)!>a; VfoStfAtit IfU «UT»» i»-«i^(ra>TO. Dioci. 1. l6'.

(uiiuf in ttyot»t irforfi^H^ai' 'irip x«t a^ti^T, C.6«J.

Vol. IV. 3 T On
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On the other haml this disposition, so extensive in Greece, adverse

to the ambition of Athens, is thus remarkably described by Demos-

thenes : 'Philip liad a great advantage; for there was, among the

' Greeks, not some but all alike, a flood of traitors, bribe-takers, men
' odious to the gods, such as none ever before knew, wliom Philip

' took for liis partizans and assistants. Civil discord, and mutual

* malevolence prevailed enough before in Greece: but he inflamed

' them; cajoling some, making presents to others, corrupting in all

' ways.' A kind of magic in the arrangement of words, peculiar,

fvcn in the Greek language, to the powers of Demosthenes, and not

t(» be transfused into a translation, has fixed the attention of antients

and moderns upon this passage. Diodorus, more candid than either

judicious or careful of consistency, taking it for historical matter,

has copied it in his own work; unheeding that portrait which sliould

be the historian's object, is forein to the orator's business ; who, like

the painter of the higher classes, takes his subject indeed from nature,

but arranges, compounds, diversifies, places in light or in shadow, on

foreground or in distance, adds or omits, as may suit the effect desired

for the design in his mind. Philip's real bribery was the security which

his patronage afforded against faction witliin every republic, and

war from close neighbors without. How he received the various ap-

plications made to him, or what connection he really formed with

any of tlie states, we have uo trustworthy and scarcely any intel-

ligible information. We may however believe Demosthenes that, in

a dispute between the iHtolians and Achaians, about the town of

Kaupactus, once the refuge of the unfortunate Messenians, which

seems to have been referred to his arbitratiou, he decided in favor

of iElolia ; and that he favored the claim of iiis kinsman, Alexander,

king of Kpirus, to a territory on the border of Acarnania, against the

Acarnanian people. The Acarnanians, or a strong party of tliem, then,

through some tissue of interests unexplained to us, were among the

people of Greece most disposed to the Athenian cause. Demosthenes

thought their alliance of importance enough to induce him to under-

take himself embassy to them, and it seems to have been the mission

in which he was most successful. A decision of Philip therefore, with

1

1

whatever
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whatever justice, adverse to their interest, would earn his unfavor-

able animadversion.

Meanwhile in Athens the failure in the prosecution of .^Eschines,
j] q <j^<^^

disappointing to the immediate hopes of the party, and visibly, even ^l- io9- ^.

no\r, in extant orations, checking to the great orator who conducted

it, nevertheless little damped the ardor or abated the industry of those

who acted with him : on the contrary, his insuing reserve leaving an

opener career for the minor speakers, perhaps rather incited their
o,,,nr,siii ds

zeal and industry. The little iland of Halonesus, near the Thessalian iialoii.Kijist.

Phil. an.

coast, formerly subject to Athens, whether through negligence or Dcmosth.or.

connivance of the Athenian naval commanders, had been occupied '" '"!"^'''

by Sostratus, a chief of pirates, who acknowleged, or at least formally

acknowleged, no soverein. A Macedonian force expelled Sostratus, and

reduced the iland under the Macedonian dominion. The orators of

the party of Chares, passive under the occupancy of the iland by a

pirate, urged the people to claim it from the king of Macedonia.

The principle asserted by the party, that whatever, by right or wrong,

the Athenian people had once possessed, must ever thereafter of right

be theirs, that a surrender by a formal decree of the soverein assembly

did not bind the people, if in another assembly they voted that they

had been ill-advised by the orator mIio moved it, had so been sanc-

tioned in the recent decree about Amphipolis, that either to contro-

vert the doctrine, or oppose the measure proposed as founded on it,

might be hazardous. The party however so prevailed, that an embassy DRmostli. de

was sent to Macedonia, specially to assert the claim.
Ilalon. p. ,7.

Philip answered the mission, in the way esteemed most friendly ]}. C. .'•U'i.

and respectful on such occasions, sending an embassy to Athens, m ilh ^^'- '^5' ^*

a representation in writing from himself, in the form, then usual, of a

letter to the Athenian people. The letter unfortunately we know only

by such extracts as an orator, of the fiercest and coarsest of the high

democratical party, selected, for the purpose of a speech in the general

assembly ; and yet, even in these, the liberality and moderation of the

prince who wrote it are conspicuous. He has evidently proposed to

use the opportunity of the question, so offensively made about the

little iland of Halonesus, for endevoring to settle, upon equitable and

3 T 2 liberal
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liberal terms, some far more important affairs, which required arrange-

inent between the two governments, to prevent the threatened dis-

turbance of the peace so lately concluded between them. ' About
' Halonesus,' he said, ' there should be no dithculty ; he would give it

' to the Athenian people. Two other matters more pressed upon his

' consideration; to deliver the Grecian seas from the common pest of

' piracy, and to provide for the just settlement of disputes, frequently

' occurring in commercial intercourse between Macedonian and Athe-

' nian subjects.' For the former purpose he proposed the united exer-

tion of the Athenian and Macedonian naval forces, and for the

latter, to enter upon a treaty of commerce. He complained then,

in gentle terms, of the decree relating to Amphipolis ; referring to

the treaty of peace to evince its injustice, or as, apparently to avoid

irritation, he rather termed it, mistake. The Athenian government,

in sending its notices about Amphipolis and Halonesus, had added

remonstrances on some other matters
;

promises of measures for the

benefit of the republic, perhaps relating to affairs in Euboea, they

said, had not been performed : some small towns on the Thracian

coast, usually acknowleging the sovereinty of the Athenian people,

they asserted, had been taken by the Macedonian arms after the

conclusion of the peace; and the Cardians, in some measures inju-

rious to the antient right of the Athenian people to the dominion of

the Chersonese, had been incouraged and supported by Macedonian

officers. To these complaints Philip replied, ' that he never made any

' such promises as those claimed of him for benefits to the Athenian

' people. With regard to the towns in Thrace, he did not desire to be

' judge in his own cause; he would refer the matter (a mode usual

' among the Grecian states) to the arbitration of neutral powers; and

' he would ingage that the Cardians, who reckoned that, instead of

' injuring the Athenians, they had been injured by them, should also

' refer to similar arbitration the question of right to the lands claimed

' by Athenian settlers '.'

• This explanation of the dispute with the Cardians is found in Philip's letter to the

Athenians, preserved with the oration of Demosthenes on the letter.

The

4
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Tlie king's letter having been red to the assembled Athenian people,

liis ambassadors were allowed to address them in speech. Of these

Python of Byzantium was of celebrated eloquence. He seems however

to have added little to the written matter, except to remonstrate on

the illiberal invective and scandalous calumny against the soverein

whom he represented, in which the Athenian orators M'ere accustomed

to find indulocnce from their soverein.

Demosthenes, after his recent failure against ^schines, would not be iEsch. do

likely to remit that caution which has been noticed in his oration com-

monly called the Second Philippic. Tho he spoke on the occasion, yet

the more violent declamation, which the purposes of the party required,

seems to have been committed to a secondary orator ; and the speech,

transmitted among the works of Demosthenes, intitled the Oration on

Halonesus, has, by antientand modern critics, on probable ground, been Liban. arg.

attributed to Hegesippus, already mentioned as mover of the decree about n^jon

Amphipolis, and afterward ambassador to Macedonia. That oration

differs widely in character, not only from the second Philippic, but

from everything remaining from Demosthenes. Not only it is inferior,

as the critics have observed, in style, but wholly wants the neatness

of delusive reasoning, the subtilty of insinuation avoiding assertion,

the wonderfully ingenious texture of phrase, calculated to infuse false-

hood into the hearer's belief without pledging the speaker, the whole

art, in which Demosthenes has so singularly excelled, of making the

worse appear the better cause, disguising with fair colors the foulest

forms, and recommending monsters by the grace and splendor of the

robes with which he could veil their hideousness '°. The oration on

Halonesus marks no purpose of even imitating Demosthenes. It carries

'* O Io-aio{, "Hv ii wi^i xi/lov ^o^cc, wapu eia-Wirat, Kal i/.»
Ai* ivx dvo fxoiroD T>I»

roTf ToTi, yotiliia; xni umirni, "i hirif ai/iip JlrxCo^))^ luvlnt iV}(^f iitccrifO(. E/«oi yo?» »t

Ti^urivaai >,iytvi; W) ta woiricorcfa, xai ii? f*" Iiraiou Ti xal Anjuoa^tttvc ^ayol xixi iTSft

Tot/TO ditWaXAiTt. A9]Aor ^1 TbDro t»v aovx'iuv TiC /^'^ aA>j9fta^ x&\ otKuiat; evtra^iu^ at v-jroSifftn

fxiofut, h Tji Ah/ioitOevov; xalriyoo'iu, ritS/a?, i; vvovlo' ^oxoviriv iTrat, li; woAA^? ivrtri^tria-iui

i^oi 49XU' voivifiav yuf tw Ai/a676cvii xoti utHx' oi ot IffoxpccTovi; xai Ayaiow vratto'; /*»-

Ksxian rtIP >( ir^fciirut iriactr iroixirv ^%7£ti. Xirx iixaiii Ti xai aXtiStK. Diotl. Hal. ID

Ksi ToJi T« fiifcf oAoF i>< iiaSoXrit Itrn'Srian, on Isao, p. lO), 105. ed. SylbtTg.

T«» IffSiTtt 6?\'ify Xat T«(^ Ttoif xCyug jxiifOU Ti^»a;

every
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every appearance of originality
;
plain and coarse in its violence, and

carelessness of all decencies.

' I will answer the letter,' said the orator, ' article by article. Philip

will give you Halonesus, he saj's, as if it was of any right his to

P-"S- * give, being taken from pirates who had a right to nothing. Why
' did not he say he would restore it? And he has projiosed reference to

* the arbitration of neutral powers. This is ridiculous, but it is insult-

' ing too. Truly it becomes the Athenian people, deliverers of Greece,

* to contend juridically, about ilands, with a man of Pella ! Is not your

' own navy able to <lo you justice? If you commit decision about

* ilands to the arbitration of neutral powers, will it be less than

' declaring that you abandon your right to reassert your dominion over

' so many continental territories, of which you have been deprived ?'

Having boldly thus warned the Grecian states of Asia and the ilands

what they must expect, from the policy of his party, should they acquire

power to follow up their policy, the orator proceeds to the considera-

tion of the proposal for a treaty of commerce; a subject interesting

enough to excite regret that the passage relating to it is not throughout

clearly intelligible". One part however, perfectly plain, will deserve

notice. ' Experience,' says the orator, ' shows that tlie proposed new
* jurisdiction for commercial matters is needless. Under Amyutas,

' father of Philip, and former Macedonian kings, none such existed,

' when there was more communication than now between the Mace-

"' Leland lias given up the passage as

inexplicable, and Auger, after an attempt,

far from &alisfactory, to explain in trans-

lation what relates expressly to connnerce,

confesses himself unable to discover what

fne matter of Pulidiea, brought in by the

orator, has to do with the general question.

Thus much however seems altogether clear;

that Philip's proposition was founded on his

pertuabioii that commercial di'-putes, arising

in the Macedonian territory, and so carried

Lefore Macedonian courts, were generally

decided with liberal justice, but that, in

Athenian courts, Macedonian subjects could

obtain no better justice than Xenoplion and

Isoorates inform us was usually obtained by

the subjects of other states in alliance with

Athens. One object also in the introduc-

tion of the mailer of Potida-a appears ob-

vious ; to excite among the people regret

for the loss of former conquests, and ap-

petite for the dangerous struggle, to recover

ihcm, which the orator was anxious to re-

commend.

(Ionian
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' (Ionian and Athenian people: for IMaccdonia was then subject to \i?,

* and paid us tribute.' It is not improbable that ground for this

strong assertion may have existed, so far that Amyntus found it con-

venient, like so many other powers around the zEgean, to compound

for free navigation for his subjects.

Philip's proposal, for combined energy of the Macedonian and Athe-

nian navies, to abolish piracy in the Grecian seas, appears to have put

the orator to most difficulty. It was very much against the interest of

the Athenian naval commanders that piracy should be abolished ; and

it was also against the interest of the orators; not only as they M'ere con-

nected witli the naval commanders, but as piracy contributed to bring,

applications to the Athenian people for protection, and litigation to

the Athenian tribunals, sources both of profit to the orators. Piracy was

perhaps advantageous even to the Athenian merchants, to whom trade

accrued through the superior security of the Athenian flag. But

these grounds of objection could not prudently be stated. The

orator therefore confined his reply to the vague assertion, ' that the

' king of Macedonia's proposal was made only to obtain permission

' of the Athenian people for his ships to visit every iland, and in

' short, he says, to have their aissistance for making himself master

* of the sea.'

This however was but the refusal of a matter open for choice, no

claim of right being in question. To another orator, before a diflcrent

assembly, the difficulty might have appeared greater to maintain the

right of the Athenian people still to the dominion of Amphipolis, after

they had formally ceded it by the late treaty of peace; but of that

difficulty Hegesippus made light, meeting it with arguments of a very

remarkable character: 'Philip,' he said, 'pretends that his right to Or de

' Amphipolis is acknowleged by the late treaty. True it is tliat tlie
p, gi. S3.

' Athenian people did, by that treaty, consent that each party should

' keep what at the time it held ; but thc> did not so at all consent

' that Amphipolis should belong to Philip. ilc held it indeed,

' at the time, unquestionably. But a person may hold what belongs

• to
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* to anotlier; and many do hold what belongs to others, so that

' this wise argument of his is meer folly ". Do you think then he

' has kept his word m ith you, professing strict attention, in all he

' says and does, to whatever is esteemed just among men ? or does he

' not rather show that he utterly despises it ? he who asserts that the

* country belongs to him, which both the Greeks and the king of

' Persia have declared to belong to the Athenian people !' The reader

will recollect that the country, if the meaning be confined ta the

territory of Amphipolis, first became Athenian property by forcible

intrusion upon the Thracians ; was lost again soon after by fair chance

of war with the Lacedaemonians ; was made free by the peace of Antal-

cidas through decrees of the Greeks and the king of Persia together
;

was associated afterward, apparently by the choice of its people, with

the Olynthian confederacy ; was reduced again under the power of

Athens, not, seemingly, without treachery ; shortly after was taken in

open war by the united arms of Olynthus and Macedonia ; and finally

was ceded to Macedonia, by that clause in the treaty of peace, recently

concluded with Athens, which declared that both parties should hold

what they at the time possessed.

Or. de A clause, according to the orator, had been added to the original

Halon, p.84. ^jeaty^ declaring all Greeks, not partaking in its benefits as allies of

either party, free and independent, and binding the parties to protect

iicTTI TCUTO yt TO ffifot UVTOV l)AICIOI (r>.

—p. 83. The description of the stutus quo,

ill the phriise of our diplomatists, is given

with material difference in different parts of

tliC orator's argument, as if with the purpose

of puzzling and misleading the mob-soverein

he was addressing. In one place it is,

BxaTf^«V( T« lavlui «';(fif— (p. 81. 1. i.) ' for

' each party to have its own.' This would

rather imply restitution of uU that had been

taken, which most certainly was never meant

on the part of Macedonia. Afterward he

gives it, iynt ivri, i ir^if,— p. 83. 1. 12. ' for

him to have what he actually held,' and

this, no doubt the meaning of the treaty, he

marks fur nearly its expression too,

•»!'>i?ifi<r6i ''x"> «i/T«>, X. T. i. The whole is

worth the curious reader's attention, as a

specimen of the kind of argument that might

be ventured before the soverein people of

Athens, by an eminent orator, a leading man

in the assembly, and who had been employed'

on the most important embassies ; for so

much is fully indicatLd, whether the oration

be of Hegessippus, or Demosthenes, or any

OlhtT.

them
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them against all aggression. This clause is of a spirit very uide of

•what we find prevailing in tlie avowed politics of Demosthenes, but

perfectly conformable to that which connected Phocion"s party vviLl\

the king of Macedonia. To appreciate the reproacli of brtacli of

this article by Philip, in measures against three towns of Ambracia,

we want what was said by the Macedonian government on the other

side; unless the light and little explicit mention of that matter by

Demosthenes, aiul the obvious futility of the charge, which the orator

on Ilalonesus lias added, of violence against the Pherfeans, may be

taken as sufiiciently indicating that reproach to have been little founded.

In the usual party style of the Greeks, tlie party of the tyrants of

Pherie are called exclusively the Pherojans ; and the body of the

Thessalian people, enemies of Athens, and their satisfaction with the

king of Macedonia's conduct, and the sanction which they appear in

a constitutional way to have given it, are carefully kept out of sight.

Philip, in the confession of the orator on Halonesus, confirming all Or. de

other accounts, had restored all his Athenian prisoners without ransom. '' '^"' ^' ^

This, as it did him great and extensive credit, was far from gratifying

to the orator and his party ; and their ingenuity found means to make

a large proportion of the Athenian Many unsatisfied with it. There

rem.aincd yet in a Macedonian prison a man, not an Athenian, for he

was of Carystus in Euboea, but a public guest of the Athenian people ''.

Wliat crime made him obnoxious in Macedonia, and what merit pro-

cured him the zealous favor of the party of Chares, the orator has equally

avoided to say ; but the Athenian people were persuaded to urge the

IVIacedonian court, by three successive embassies, for liis liberation. It

was thus evidently not a hasty measure to send him at last to the execu-

tioner. Whether just or necessary, may best be estimated from what we

learn, on best authority, of the common conduct of the Macedonian

and Athenian governments ; adding the consideration, that it was

clearly Philip's desire to maintain the peace and alliance with Athens,

and the earnest purpose of the party of Chares to lead the Athenian

people to break them '*.

" n^o'lsyoK T?,- i^tTffas jro'Xiaj. ' Cuiistien etoit probableinent quclque cri-

'* The translator Auger has been candid ' niinel, pour qui les Atheuicns s'etoieut

enough to remark, in a nolo, that ' Ce ' inlcresscs.'

Vol. ly. sU Ou
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Or. tie On the bolder of the Cardian territoiv, aij-ainst the Athenian donii-
Halon. p. S6. .

- ' a

men or the Thracian Chersonese, M'as some land, unoccupied by the

Cardians, on which some Athenians, or persons under Athenian pro-

tection, had settled themselves. The Cardians appear not absolutely

to have objected to this use of land, to themselves useless, provided it

Avere not turned to their political disadvantage : they desired only that

their ri"ht to the sov'ereintv of the territory should be acknowleo-ed.

The question was brought before the Atlienian people in a favorable

season, and, on the motion of Callippus, a decree passed acknowleging

p. 87. the right of the Cardians to the territory. This was evidently carried

against the high dcmocratical party ; for the orator who led their

business in the question concerning Halonesus, probably, as we have

observed, Ilegcsippus, afterward led a prosecution against Calli])pus,

for moving the decree, as against the interest of the commonwealth;

but the people a second time gave their voices in favor of the Cardian

claim, by acquitting him. If the Cardian people were not thus secured

against any future claim of Atlienian sovereinty over the land in

question, apparently such security could not be. The orator on Halo-

nesus nevertheless, in a season more favorable to his purpose, did not

scruple to tell the peoj)lc, that he had done right in accusing Callippns,

and they had done Mrong in acquitting him, and that their claim to the

land in question, notwithbtanding their formal renuntiation of it,

remained perfect, and ought still to be asserted. Among the extant

works of the orators, instances abound of a very luimblc tone in ad-

dressing the sovercin people : some such remain, as we have observed,

even from Demosthenes. Such a tone was used when the orator doubted

the strength of his party, or the favor of the peojjle toward himself.

The oration on IJaloncsiis is not least remarkable among instances of

an opposite kind. The speaker, evidently feeling himself strong, did

not fear to be arrogant. In the conclusion of his speech he assumed

something nearly approaching command of the assembly. ' There are

' some,' he said, ' who contend that this letter of the king of Mace-
' donia's is reasonable and proper. They deserve your hatred much
' more than Philip himself He acquires glory and great advantages

* by his measures against you. But those Athenians, mIio show moic

5 ' goodwill
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' g-oodwiil toward Philip tlian toward their country, ou»lit to be sent by
' you to the worst perdition, if you carry your brains within your tem-

' ])le.s, aiul not trodden upon at your heels ". It remains lor me to write

' the answer wliieh I think just and advantageous for you to return to

' this reasonable and proper letter, and to the speeclies of the ambas-
' sadors.' There is all appearance that an answer of the same temper

with the speech was approved by a majority of the assembly, and sent

to the kin"" of Macedonia.

SECTION IV.

JVar of Macedonia in Thrace and Scythia. Athenian Interest declining

in Greece. Exertions of the War-party : Colony sent to the Thracian

Chersonese : Diopeithcs Athenian Commander in Thrace : Hostile

Conduct against 3Iacedonia.

In this year, tlie third after the conclusion of the Phocian war, Philip C c. s'43.

carried his arms to the country which, if disturbance from Greece had 01. 109. 2.

not interfered, should have most invited the ambition of a king of

IMacedonia, and still, according to the liistorian, his measures were Diod. 1. 15.

required by the ambition and injustice of others. When the king of ^'^^'

Thrace, Kersobleptes, had been compelled to surrender the Chersonese

to the Athenians, and to divide the rest of liis dominions Mith the

princes of his family, who had rebelled against him, his means, either

to give protection to the Grecian towns on his shores, or to exact

tribute from them, were of course much reduced. ' Whether their re-

fusal provoked his arms, or he was unable to restraiu the licentiousness

of his Thracian subjects, or instigation from Athens was the principal

moving spring, (for an Athenian fleet was at liand, and there was an r.pist. Phi-

Athenian party, mo:c or less powcrfid in every Grecian town of his Demo'siii.

'5 "Eiwjj iftiK TO) iyxi'ipa^s* l» Tot's x^ordi' o\Mi language. He has certainly not done

qioii, xai fi^ it TuTf w1(^»«i( liccraTitral/iyLitor justice lo the character of the oratiou in Ills

^ofi'iTt. TIlis phrase the Trench translator, refinement of the expression,—' s'il vous

it seems, could not venture to give iu his ' rcste encore quclque ctriucellederuison.'

s V "i coast)
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coast) the lands of some of those Grecian towns were phindercd by

Tlu'acian freebooters. The Atlicnian commantlcr, Avarm in the war-

party interest, was ready to take any party anywhere under his patro-

nage ; and, confident of support at home, ready also to take any mea-

sures, for wiiich convenient opportunity oflered, adverse to Macedonia.

The people of the Hellespontinc towns however, like those of so many

republics of Proper Greece, shunning the Athenian connection, sought

JMacedonian patronage.

With solicitation then from those towns, many circumstances con-

curred, at this time, to induce Pliilip to put himself at the head of a

powerful army and cross the lofty mountains between his dominion and

Eastern Tiirace. If the desire of conquest instigated, no extension of

his border could be so advantageous, whether for the opportunities

of commerce, Mhich would increase his revenue, or of a frontier to

give security to his kingdom, or of a point whence to extend conquest

into the country always the foremost object of Grecian appetency,

the rich provinces of Lesser Asia. For so advantageous an acquisition

the way had been largely prepared ijy the division of tlie Tin-acian

monarchy, the work of the war-party of Athens, pursuing of their own

purposes of ambition. ^\'hile then the unfortunate and weak Kersobleptes,

consenting to hold his diminished kingdom in a kind of vassalage

under the Athenian peojjle, looked, with ill judging confidence, to them

Epist. Phi- foi" protection, Teics, another of the Thracian princes, joined Philip

lipp. ad
p^^(^| fonolit under his orders. The forces of Kersobleptes were overcome,

Athtn. '^ ... .

Diofl. 1. iG. and tiie Grecian townships of his shores, no longer subject to Thrace,

acknowleged Macedonia as their protecting power.

Whether, excited by this adverse event, the activity of Athenian

policy penetrated into the wild country toward the Danube, and

stirred against Macedonia, at this time, the warlike hords that for

ages had denied any certain (]uiet to its northern border, we are not

informed, but that Athens had opportunity for communication with

those powers, througii its commercial establishments on the Euxine

shores we have seen, ii.ey were however ai)j)arently serious menaces,

that induced I'liiiip to lead his army next into that inhospitable and

uninviting country ; no purpose being obvious but topievcnt a destruc-

tive

1

i
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tive invasion of his kingdom. Little distant from Ciivccc iu latitude, but

widel}- diUVring in seasons, winter overtook him there unexpectedly,

coniino- perhaps with severity unconimonly early. His way hack inlo T)eniosth. de

Tir f •
I 11 1

'

' Cheison.
Macedonia was so barred by snows, that not even a messenger could p. gs. & Phi-

pass. Much interest was excited in Greece by the various rumors cir- U'P- •*• P- >>*•

culated. Among the first autlientic accounts was information of a

severe ilness that confined him ; and report for sometime ])revailed

that he was dead. On the other hand, if ever the extravagant fable

of the conquest of Cappadocia, which, with numirous others, no extant

author earlier than Justin lias noticed, was at all hcaid of in Fhilip's

age, probably it Avas a rumor arising in this time of uncertaint} . An
authentic history of this war could not fail to be highly interesting.

That great dii'ficulties, hardships, and dangers were incountcred, ably,

firmly, and successfully, is nearly all to which we have any trust-

worthy testimony ; tho, with such defective information of most

important public transactions, some anticnt writers have not sciuj)led

to give conversations, and witty sayings, and various matters the least

likelv to liave been correctly reported. Wliat remains therefore from

the adverse orator, who would sometimes endevor, by flashes of eulogy

amid his invective, to excite, among his fellow-countrymen, emula-

tion of the great character he slandered, is higiily valuable. ' In (]uest

* of glory,' says Demosthenes, 'Philip freely met all kinds of hard-

* shij), and danger in every shape : uiidisma}cd by wounds, unappalkd

' by sickness, patient in confinement by snow, he m as contented to

' pass the w inter, living u[)on millet and rye, in a 'IT.racian cellar.'

Apparently the 'ihracian cellar, here spoken of, was the common

winter dwelling of the country, sunk in the ground, for shelter against

the extreme severity of the season, such as mc have seen described by

Xenoi)hon anion"- the Armenian highlands, in a latitude where such
' '^ "

Ch. c,i, s. 4.

severity would still less be expected '
. of this Ilisu

It

"'I'lif reader desirous of information about Naples. Mr. Raicewirk, the auilior, J>y binli

tlie countries, vliidi were the scat of this ' a Transyivaiiiau, was t</uiisellor ot lt:j,uliou

winter campaiu, may find thcih intcresliiigly Irom the finipcror of Gcrnianv at Na|'les. He

described iu a small volume printed at iiad bclore been secretary to ihu wnpcnul

embassy
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It is clearly imlicated, by Demosthenes, that his party reckoned much
upon the (iiiiicuUies in ^\•llich Philip was involved, in this rough and

hazardous entcrprize, and were busy to profit from the opporl unity. But,

beside opposition, still strong, from the party of Phocion, circumstances

among the surrounding republics assisted to disappoint them. As their

influence had risen in Athens, the credit of Athens, it api>ears, had

declined in Greece. In Eubpca their conduct had excited universal

jealousy. Those most disposed to the Athenian' connection, hitherto

confident of Athenian support against Thebes, were alarmed at the new

;Lsrh. de connection of Athens with Macedonia, the ally of Thebes, and espe-
ega.p.^j

.
j,jjjj]y ^j. |.|^g j,pj^j M'hich the war-party of Athens had so publicly

demonstrated for that new connection. On the other liand, their

opponents the ThelJan party, on the same view of things, participated

in the same alarm, tho with opposite apprehensions. The general

turn however was in favor of the Theban interest, now gaining the

new and more favorite denomination of the Macedonian interest, and

the Athenian became the waning cause. In Orcus it was completely

Dfimostli.de overborne. In Chalcis with difficulty it maintained abalaiice. ^lean-

while the little iland of Sciathus, one of the nearest to the Attic shore,

dared to defy the Athenian navy ; and the strife of faction again

shook the small neigboring republic of Megara, where the party patro-

nized by the high democratical party in Athens, had hitherto prevailed.

Opportunity Mas thus oficred to the ojiponcnts of Chares and De-

mosthenes at home, which was not wholly neglected. It was urged,

that the spreading disaffection of allies, and the ill state altogether of

the republic's affairs, too glaring for denial, for it appears Demosthenes

himself could not wholly deny it, arose from misconduct of the same

leading men, of whose mismanagement the efl'ects were still so severely

felt in the result of the Confederate war''. The party replied by im-

embassy at the Ottoman court, and for some party against them and their reply to it,

time resided in Walachia, as secretary to the stated by Demosllicnes in the oration on

prince of Walachia Ypsclanti. tiie Chersonese, p. 97, where also the ill

" That tiie party of Chares and Demos- slate of the republic's aft'airs is explicitly

thenes had latterly directed measures is acknowleged.

fully implied in the charge of the adverse

puting

1

Cherson. p

p. 97, 10.
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puting all adversity abroad to the liostile conduct of the restored ally

of" the republic, the king of Macedonia, secluded as he was among the

snows of the country toward the Danube, and all disorder at home to

the corruption of traitors v.ho promoted his purposes, meaning all who

opposed thejr own. So far their imputations appear to have been well-

founded, that a preference of the king of Macedonia's patronage to

theirs, did prevail extensively over Greece, and a desire to meet the

king of I\Iacedonia"s peaceful professions prevailed also among the

best men of Athens.

Cut the ingenuity of tlie party found means to overbear or elude

the influence of the better men. To relieve tlie idle, petulant and

craving multitude, by sending out a colony, was a resource of former

times, good or bad, according as it was carried into execution. Op-

portunity occurcd now, in the circumstances of the Thracian Cher-

sonese, a country among the most inviting. The party of Chares,

pitting forward the measure, obtained the direction of it for one

zealous in their interest, and formed for their purposes, Diopeithes;

and to the same person was committed the Thracian command, by land

and sea. A fleet then, to transport the settlers, awe opponents, and

maintain respect for the Athenian dominion of the sea, was readily

granted by the soverein pco]>le, under lure of the advantages pro-

posed. But, for the purposes of tlie party, a landforce also was wanted,

which was a matter of more difficulty to obtain ; for the people would

neither serve nor pay. Diopeithes, however, to have the command in

chief by sea and land, did not scruple undertaking, at his own risk,

to raise a sufficient body of mercenaries, and find pay for them. Such

an ofiicr, gratifying to the shcrt-sighted Many, was accepted. To
raise the men was not difficult. To provide pay then, as soon as

he arrived at his station he sent them to collect plunder from the lands,

or contributions from the towns of the Greeks ; and the allies, not of
(^'jiyj-gon.

JMaeedonia only, but even of Athens sufliered. Ilis fleet was, at the

sauiC time, active in rapine against all Grecian ships within the range

of his cruises.

In pursuing these violent measures, evidently lie confided in support

from his party ; whose disposition seems to have been as sincere, as their

promises
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promises could be warm, for the purpose. But complaints, pouring into

Athens, produced alarm among the people, such as the ])arty saw with

much uneasiness; and public indignation was particularly pointed at

Demosth.de Chares, as the person acting in the situation of what we should call
Clieisoii. '

p.()7. -war-minister. The people were summoned to assemble. The party of

' Phocion came forward ; and, with their usual moderation, moved only

to send out another general, who might compose the aflairs which

l)io]5eithes had embroiled, and to dismiss the mercenaries, to whose

licentiousness they were willing to attribute the disorders which had

given cause for complaint.

But the views of the war-party were not limited to the establishment

of a colony, or the defence of the actual possessions of the republic.

Thcpcacc, Mhich ended the Confederate war, having as little restored the

friendship and confidence, as the subjection, of the revolted allies,

Demosth de
Byzantium had engaged in the iNlacedonian alliance, and that alliance

cor. p. 254. liad been acknowleged, by Athens, in the recent treaty of peace. Between

Byzantium and the strait of the Hellespont, the two principal towns,

on the European shore, were Selymbria and Perintlius ; whose people

claimed a common Dorian origin with the Byzantines, and held inti-

mate connection with them. By the loss of Byzantium the commerce

of Athens with the Euxine, important especially for the essential

articles of corn and slaves, was made difficult and hazardous. This

difficulty would of course excite the ingenuity and diligence of the

merchants, which seems to have been in a great degree successful.

Friendly communication was restored with Perinthus and Selymbria ;

and Perinthus becoming the principal key of communication for Athens

with the Euxine, the interposit of the Athenian trade, its advances in

vcalth and population were rapid. The busy temper of Athenian de-

mocratical policy thus getting an advantageous establishment^ quickly

Demosth. de found means to work its way into Byzantium itself No longer ago

than when Demosthenes delivered his oration on the peace, Byzantium

was on no friendly terms with Athens, or however with the war-party

there. Grievance from ^Macedonia meanwhile we hear of none; and

.„ . ^, ..• vet already now an Athenian party had so grown, that Athenian sup-
Epist. riuiip. .' •' 1 .,

o

ap.Demosih. port might produce a revolution in its government, whence would

follow
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follow renewed alliance Avith Athens, and breach with Macedonia.

This advantage it was evidently among the purposes of tlie mission of

Diopeithes to promote. But, were Diopeithes superseded by a com-

mander of Phocion's party, it would be lost. On the contrary, could

he be supported in Avhat he had already done, the progress would be

great; and the proof of the strength of the party would incourage

their forein friends, and make their interest at home secure.

These appear to liave been the circumstances which gave occasion

for one of the most studied orations remaining from Demosthenes,

one in which evidently he felt his task most diflicult. He was to per-

suade his audience that the conduct of Diopeithes, violating treaties,

committing extensive rapine, against friends as well as foes, by .sea and

land, were what the Athenian people ought to approve; and that the king

of Macedonia, notwithstanding the numerous instances of his generous

and forbearing conduct, not only was actually at war with them, butM-as

the most injurious of possible enemies. Widely different from the tone

of the orator on Halonesus, as if feeling still his recent defeat in his

accusation of iEschines, as well as the weakness of his cause now to be

supported, he begins, and mostly proceeds, in the same complaining and

insinuating .strain as in the second Philippic; and yet, with Monderful

ingenuity, in pressing the interests of his party, and inveying against

their opponents, among the general gloom, he throws in occasional

flashes of a vehemence like lightening. He did not venture to deny

the facts alledged against Diopeithes ; that his troops were sent to

plunder the lands of Greeks at peace with the republic, and even allies

of the republic, and that his ships were the pirates of the Grecian

seas ; nor did he deny that it was, in a general view, wrong to plunder

Grecian lands and Grecian ships. But he undertook to justify it by

the urgency of circumstances :
' Philip,' he said, ' had broken the

' peace. It was e\idcntly Philip's object (Philip being still ingagcd

* in the northern wilds) to destroy Athens, and especially to destroy

' the democracy. War against him was therefore necessary for the

' republic's welfare. To make war against him the mercenary force

* must be maintained, and it Mas highly expedient that Diopeilhes

Vol. IV. 3 X ' should
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* should remain to command it : for he had deserved well of the reinibhc

' by what he had done, however objectiouable in itself; since in no

' other way could he have held together his army.' After some .com-

plaint then, that the Athenian people would neither undertake military

service themselves, nor allow taxes for paying mercenaries, there

follows perhaps the most valuable passage, remaining in any author, for

elucidating the Athenian history of the time, so defectively delivered

b}' professed historians. ' In this dilemma of tlie republic,' says the

Demostli. de Orator, ' I must speak openly ; and, at all risk for the consequences,
Cherson.

< j ^^,yj assure vou, that no naval commander ever sails from yoiir
p. i)o.

•'

' harbours, but he receives presents. They come from the Chians, the

' Erythrffians, all the commercial states likely to be within reach of

' your fleets ; I mean however the Asiatic only. If he has but one

* or two ships under his orders, he has something : if his force is

* o-reater, he has more in proportion. The pretence of these presents

* is goodwill to the commander : under that title they are offered.

' But those states, you may be sure, none of them give this money

* for nothing : they pay for the safety of their commerce; that their

* ships may be, not plundered, but protected.'

In these few sentences is discovered to us why so many leading mea

at Athens desired always war rather than peace for the republic, and how

they found means to induce so many of the lower orders to concur with

them. The remarkable fact, mentioned both by Xenophon and Iso-

crates, that the lowest of the Athenian people M-ould often be ready

for the service of the tiireme, when they refused thtmsclvcs for that,

in former estimation, more honorable, of the phalanx, will no longer

appear strange, and the reason wl y the king of Macedonia's propo.sal

for the suppression of |)iracy was so thwarted by the war-party becomes

evident. Were the piracy of ])etty iVeebooters suppressed, presents

from the pirate, on one side, for permission of it, from the mer-

cantile towns, on the other, for protection against it, wouiil have

ceased together ; and the greater piracy, of tlie Athenian commandirs

themselves, would have been too invidious, giving a clear and ccitain

point for clamor and opposition.

5 i^
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In making this avowal, conliiiuing only what we have formerly seen

his rival orator, /Eschines, tlio less explicitly, asserting, Demosthenes

seems to have depended upon two separate grounds for obviating danger

to the numbers of his party, mIio must have been implicated in the

charge. Perhaps he possessed proof against some of the opposite

party, such as might deter prosecution from them against his friends.

But he was apparently aware tliat there was no extensive disposition,

among the people, to fiivor prosecution for a public crime, v.'hence so

many of them had been accustomed to profit. On the contrary, it

seems evident that lie touched a chord in harmony with the feelings

of a large proportion of his audience; and he therefore proceeded to

propose, instead of punishment for such peculation, to extend the

system of plunder, under public authority, so that the public might

share in its advantages :
' The same states,' he said, ' which thus paid

' tribute to the individual commanders of the republic, Avere the

' proposal properly made to them, would, no doubt, readily pay con-

' tributions to the republic itself, such as might well maintain the force

' now under Diopeithes.'

The turn of the speech, in its progress, appears to indicate that this

proposal was received with marks of favor; for what the orator had

just before stated as matter of complaint against the people, that they

would neither undertake military service themselves, nor pay others

for it, he directly proceeded to treat as a needless burthen, wliich his

adversaries, desirous of superseding Diopeithes, would impose upon

the people. Thus apparently incouraged, in conclusion, he invcyed

violently against the king of Macedonia ; urging war against him as the

necessary enemy of Athens, and especially of democratical government;

and not scrupling to tell the people, to whom he had been justifying

past and recommending future plunder of other people, that they were

the natural friends and protectors of the freedom of all. His speech

seems to have been altogether too flattering to the passions of tb.e

Athenian IVIany to be resisted. Diopeithes retained his command ; and

neither the unfortunate Greeks, who had been robbed, appear to have

received any redress, nor M'as any apology made to the king of

3x2 Macedonia;
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^faccrlonia; who, by the very treaty of peace hitely concluded witli

Atliens, liad bound himself to protect them.

Successful so far, tlie war-party nevertheless could not yet obtain a

decisive lead in the administration. \\'hat had passed however M'as

incouraoement for Diopeithes to proceed in his course, and it became

the business of orators at home to prepare the popular mind for

01.109.3. reports of farther violences. With this vicu^ Demosthenes spoke the

oration called the Third Philippic; by some the most admired of

the masterpieces of eloquence known by that title. The complaint

of the ill state of the republic's afiairs, with which it begins, indi-

cates fully the inability of the party yet to hold a decisive lead.

. They were evidently distressed by the king of ^Iacedonia"s forbear-

ance ; \\ho, not\\ itlistanding the insulting injuries he had leccived,

avoided to return tlicm, and professed himself still desirous of that

accommodation, in which the party of Phocion and Isocrates were

ready to meet him. Against this conduct they could hardly carrj''

their purpose, unless tliey could persuade the people that his |)rofes-

sions were insincere, and intended only to lull them in a fatal security.

To this point therefore Demostlienes directed all his art, combined with

all his boldness in assertion. He went so far as to tell the people, they

were deceived if they supposed Philip was not even now at war with

them ; and he proceeded to proof, such as might be offered to such a

soverein as the Athenian Many. To show the actual existence of war,

lie was not ashamed to point live years back, to that capture of some

little piratical towns on the Thracian coast, the question concerning

^vhich Philip had so repeatedly offered for the arbitration of neutial

powers, which the party of Demosthenes had met by persuading the

people to treat such a proposal with scorn, and take justice into their

own liands. Of a later date the orator's ingenuity could find nothing

specific but the support given to the brave Cardians ; who liad so

hardly earned, and creditably supported, their emancipation from the

dominion of the Athenian people; and mIiosc cause also had met

only insult in being offered for the decision of impartial arbitrators.

The remaliuler of the argument is vague assertion ; calculated however

to

J). 114.
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to impvess tlie Athenian Many, accustomed to hear from tlieir orators

that they had a riolit to interfere in all governments, and that it was

grossly offensive for any po\ver to interfere, not only in theirs, but in

anv other in competition with them '^. ' I maintain,' says the orator, I>einosth.

riiilip IS now nuiKing war wilh you, by interposing in tiic aitairs or p. u j.

' ?>Iegara, by supporting a tyranny in Euboea, by liis speculations

' among the states of Peloponnesus.' That in every republic of Greece

there v.as a party courting IMacedonian patronage, is, from Demos-

thenes himself, abundauUy evident; but what were tlie measures of

IMacedonia to profit from this disposition, remains, in every instance,

utterly problematical. Had they been of a kind to be in anyway

either disgraceful to Pbillp, or fairly to be stated as hostile to

Athens, we should, no doubt, have had farther account of them. p. 129:

In conclusion the orator recommeniled embassies to negotiate a con-

federacy against M:,'ccdonia, not only wherever there might be any

favoring prospect among Grecian states, but even to the court of

Persia.

The third Philippic appears to have had success more proporli ;ned

to its rhetorical excellence than to the merit of the cause it recom-

mended. As the party then advanced toward a more certain infiu-

, . ' 111 • • 1 ^'P- P!i!l. at),
eiice over a majority in the soverein assembly, tiiey sent positive and i)F,n. tV or.

authoritative orders for their commander on the Thracian station to i" «?• I'lul.

act against Macedonia, whenever convenient opportunity might be

found. Accordingly Diopeithes, zealous in ihe cause, marched from

the Chersonese, took by storm two (ireciau towns of the Macedonian

alliance, Crobyle and Tiristasis, and sent those of the inhabitants, who

escaped the sword, prisoners into the Athenian colony. A Macedonian

of rank, Amphilochus, being commissioned to him to remonstrate on

these hostile measures, with instruction to negotiate at least the ran-

som of the prisoners, was refused audience by the democratical general,

throv.11 himself into prison, and released only on paying nine talents,

near two thousand pounds sterling, for his ransom ''.

The
" See the third Philippic, p. 121 of Reiske's " this, with the preceding circumstances

edition. stated by Pliilip, in his letter to ihe Athenian

people,
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The superior tiilents and indefatigable activity of Demosthenes

had now raised him to a decisive lead in his party. Even Chares

found it convenient to 3'ield. Demosthenes was effective first

minister of Athens ; and under his superintending guidance, an im-

proved steddiness, as well as evident ability, infused confidence

among dependents everywhere. The party had been able to name

the commanders for a fleet on the Thessalian station, Aristodemus

and Callias ; whose conduct perfectly harmonized with that of Dio-

Ep. rhil. ])eithes. Tliey carried direct hostilities against the towns of the

Pagasjean bay, allies of ]\Iaccdonia, inlitled, by treaty, to peace and

friendship with Athens; and finding them, through confidence in that

treat}'', unprepared for resistance, they took them all. They stopped

all ships bound to Macedonia, and condemning all aboard as enemies

to Athens, they sold all for slaves. And so the interest of the party

now prevailed, that, vhen complaint was made, by ministers from the

king of Macedonia, of these inlVactions of the treaty, and the matter

was brought before the asscmblctl people, decrees were obtained, ap-

proving and even applauding, the conduct of the commanders who

directed them'".

While Philip still avoided all reprisals, the people of the little iland

of Peparethus, calling themselves free, but looking to the Athenian

» people for protection, and effectually their subjects, surprized the neigh-

Epist, Philip, bourlno- little iland of Ilaloncsus, and carried off the small Macedonian

garrison. Even then redress was first sought by negotiation. This

proving utterly ineffectual, a INIacedonian force, sent to Peparethus,

quickly compelled its people both to restore their prisoners and

people, transmitted with llie speech of De- (p. 478) mcnlions Aristodemus as the com-

mosthcncs upon it, and not in any degree niander principally ingaged in unwarraiit-

deuied in that speech, must be considered as able hostilities on the Thessalian coast. Pos-

amoiig the most authenticated facts reported sibly Aristodemus was commander-in-chief,

from antiquity. and as such obtained from the parly the

" n5X;i« i/ir» ni» fuj^xouj, (ftoi i\ a\j^\i.a.-/j.- reward stated by .Eschincs; while Calli.is,

Ja« itvi7a.(. Kpist. Philipp. p. 159. In Philip's acting under him, was the officer principally

epistle Callias is named as the commander, oficring himself to Philip's notice.

iEschines, in his oration on liie Ciown

to
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to surrender Ilalonesus. It is not even pretended that any severity was

used, beyond what was found necessary to acconiphsh those just pur-

poses ; and yet the Athenian Many were tau"lit, by their orators, to ^ , ,

,

'

. . . ,

Pcmostli. de
commiserate and bewail the sufferings of the unfortunate and innocent cor. p. 24s.

Pc'parethians.
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CHAPTER XLI.

Affairs of Greece, from the Acquisition of the Situation of

First Minister of Athens by Demosthenes, to the Election

of the Kins; of Macedonia to the Office of General of the

Ampuictyonic Confederacy.

SECTION I.

Character of the Office of First Minister of Athens. Ability and

Diligence of Demosthenes. Negotiation with Persia. Nero

Coalition with Phocian's Party. Embassy of Demosthenes to the

Hellcspontine Cities.

THE situation of first minister, or vicegerent of the soverein

assembly, for the direction of the executive government, was

less connected with a particular office, in Athens, than in any other

Grecian commonwealth, whose constitution has been unfolded to us.

In LacediEmon, the ephor of the year was the principal minister; at

Thebes, the poleraarc or the Ca-otarc. Under Solon's constitution,

the archon of the year seems to have been the proper first minister of

Athens. But when the commonwealth became much implicated in

wars, it was found convenient that the stratcgus, the first general,

should have a discretionary power to call extraordinary assemblies of

the people, which was analogous to demanding an audience of the

soverein. The general commonly acquired his situation by his abili-

ties ; the archon, at least in the constitution of Cleisthencs, if the

business was legally conducted, always by lot; the communica-

tions of the general to the soverein assembly -were often most highly

interesting; those of the archon seldom. Men of the extraordinary

characters then of Themistocles, Aristcides, Cimon, and Pericles,

holding successively the otlice of general, through most critical periods

of many years, gave it an importance far above that of any other.

But
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But still no political power was constitutionally attached to it,

except that of convening the people; and to avail himselC of this, the

general must Ije an able speaker. The real character of first minister

of Athens then seems best marked by Thiicydides, in his account of

the disgrace and restoration of Pericles, in the early part of the Pelo-

ponnesian war :
' None of the orators,' says the historian, ' could

' satisfy the people. After a short interval, therefore, they called for

' Pericles again, to mount the bema, and tell them his opinion of their

' affairs, and advise them what measures they should sanction with

' their decrees.' But when afterward the military and civil characters

became more sci)arated, than they w^ere in the times ofThemistocles and

Pericles, if the general was not himself an able orator, itM'as indispen-

sable for him to seek the assistance of an able orator. Hence Iphicrates,

tho himself a speaker of not the lowest rank, chose an orator, not a

military man, for his associate in military command ; and hence what

Demosthenes, in his political noviciate, described, ' an orator com-

* mander-in-chief, with a general under him;' that is, an orator doing

that part of the general's business which he was unable to do for him-

self, speaking to the soverein people for him, and so appearing the

principal person. But Demosthenes himself seems to have been the

first who ever acquired that leading situation, which he held, of

eflective first minister of the commonwealth, wholly without military

reputation, and without any military office. He became an eminent ex-

ample of what he had formerly represented as anew portent, an absurd

anomaly in government, an orator commander-in-chief, with a general

under him.

The Greeks, amid their deficiencies in the science of politics, held

very generally, as mcH as justly, that the military should be subordi-

nate to the civil power ; that is, the military, as a branch of the exe-

cutive, should be subordinate to the legislative. But it farther deserves

remark that, in every Grecian republic, where we find any steddy

constitution, the executive was modelled upon the plan of regal autho-

rity. The same person (at least in times of Mar, which were almost

continual) the chief military man held the chief civil command.

Hence /Eschincs, on an occasion when it was of the utmost importance

Vol. IV, 3 y for
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if'.sch. <le for liini to avoid wliatcvcr might rtftViid popular jealousy, did not"

scruple to arraign l)tMri0.sth(MK's of unconstitutional conduct, as well

as "TOSS arroaancc, in tlireatcniuij; that he would make the ^cncrals of

the commonwealth feel the siipciior importance of an orator. But,

throughout the (Jrecian republics, the civil and military character

were, in theory-, never separated: both equally pervaded the whole

])eople : every man was to be a soldier, and every man a member of

the soverein assembly. Citizens however more and more avoiding

military service, it became necessary for the commonwealth to enter-

tain an overbearing body of mercenaries, while nowhere, in the con-

stitution, e:ifistcd any proper provision for such a state of things. Hence

the conduct of Demosthenes, in fact irregular, was in principle per-

haps good ; and the reproof of iEschines, justly founded, as the consti-

tution had been, yet, in the altered state of things, was of pernicious

tendency. But again still it deserves observation, that, as f<ii' as, the

Grecian governments are laid open to us, nowhere was the civil power

of the military chief magistrate more narrowly limited, iiowhere so

regularly, as in the Lacedemonian constitution ; where alone here-

ditary succession apd the title of king were preserved, and where the

s^credness of the royal person, as of the essence of tlie constitiitiou,

was most strictly sanctioned.

The situation, in which Demosthenes now. stood, was arduous, but

oflcred, to a soaring ambition, great and inviting views. As first

minister of Athena, he was the leading man of the interest, throughout

Qreqce, hardly to be properly distinguished as the Deu'.ocralical, be-

cause some of the principal republics, warmest in the ^Macedonian

alliance, were highly deniocratical, but of that which was o])posed to

the Macedonian; an interest existing, in greater or less amount, in

every republic of the nation, and maintained by a disposition, not

so much adverse to Macedonian patronage, as ready to oppose, in all

circumstances, fellowcitizens of that party which injoyed Macedonian

jiatron?ige. Thia party, in every republic, wai\tcd a patronizing power
;

and Athens alone, of the Grecian states, was in a situation to aft'ord in-

couragement. If then Athens could give a geneial prevalence to the

anti-Macedonian parly, Athens would be, what wc find Demosthenes

6 continually
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continually inciting her people to covet, the imperial republic, mistress

of Greece, and himself at the head of the empire.

The inuneroiis, and great failures, already and recently experienced,

in the "iiursuit of this object, might have disconcerted the most am-

bitious politician, unless he possessed the penetration and pow-ers of

combination of Demosthenes, to fuul and form new ground of hope.

But speculations on opportunities, some of them perhaps hardly theu "

discernible to any other eye, are shown, by following events, to

liave ingagcd his attention ; and the use he made of them marks him

for one of the acutcst statesmen that ever was at the head of a govern-

ment. It has been well observed Ijv a modern politician, of great Loil Bolin-

, . , . /» 1 • broke on ihe
acuteness and extensive experience, speculating on this part or his- Spirit of l^a-

tory, that ' haranguing was, at this time, the least part of the business '""^'*'"'

* of Demosthenes ; and eloquence neither the sole, nor the principal

' talent, as the style of writers would induce us to believe, on which

' his success depended. lie must have been master of other arts, sub-

' servient to M'hich his eloquence M'as employed; and must have had a

* thorough knowlege of liis own state, and of the other states of

' Greece; of their dispositions, and of their interests, relatively to one

' another and relatively to their neighbors, to the Persians particu-

* larly, with v.hom he had correspondence, not much to his honor.

' I say, he must have been master of many other arts, and liave pos-

' sessed an immen.sc fund of knowlege, to make his eloquence ia

t every case successful, and even pertinent and seasonable in some, as

' well as to direct it and furnish it with matter, whenever he thought

* fit to employ that weapon.' And we find Demosthenes speaking not

very diiferently of himself. He boasts that lie was the only one who Demostli. tie

had ever undertaken singly to carry political business through all its
^^oi,^

stages : for instance, to show the people the public interest requiring

that an embassy should be sent to such a state ; to draw the decree, con-

taining the instructions for the ministers to be employed ; to defend it

against the objcctioiis of opposing orators ; and then himself to take the

office, and execute all tlie functions of the embassy :
' I applied myself,'

he says, ' to every kind of |)ublic business '."

From before the first Persian invasion, when the Athenians, pressed

' '£» avrrtcri* i/^twulM yretflov. DerilOStll. dc COr. \\ 302.

3 Y 2 by
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by the Lf.cedjenioniaTis, solicited assistance from the satrap of Sartlis,

tliere had perhaps never been a time when some of tlie republics were

not looking for advantage from connection with the Persian court, or

its odicers. On the otlier hand, since the victories of Xanthippus and

Cinion, but much more since the expedition of the younger Cyrus,

ami the following successes of Agesilaus, c\en thatdistant court, but

much n>ore the western satraps, had been accustomed to watch Grecian

politics with a jealous eye, to fear any political vuiion of the nu-

merous states of that little country, to interpose in its divisions, and

assist the weaker against the stronger. The prospect therefore, now

appearing, of union under such a prince as Philip, whose conquests

already approached the Persian provinces, would be more than com-

monly alarming. It seems reasonable to suppose that a politician,

generally so cautious as Isocrates, had knowlege of circumstances not

reported by extant Avriters, which led him to that provocation to

Persia, contained in his oration on peace, and repeated in the orations

to Archidamus and to Philip. Demosthenes himself formerly, oppo-

sing, with apparent i)ropriety, needless or interested provocation to

Persia, had however declared, that he considered the king of Persia

as the common enemy of all the Greeks. "With Mhaievcr good or ill

judgement then Isocrates persevered in urging, as the interest of

Greece, to carry war against Persia, Demosthenes did not scruple

now to pursue the interest of his party in forming or improving con-

nection with Persia. In the general assembly he contended that

alliance with Persia should be cultivated, and pecuniary assistance, for

war against Macedonia, solicited. An embassy to the Persian court,

on his motion, was decreed, and, under his able direction, was suc-

cessful. A considerable subsidy was obtained, and he became himself

the agent of the Persian court for the disposal of the money.

The situation of the important iland of Euboca, distracted still

violently by faction, but almost lost to Athens, then ingaged his at-

tention. Large experience had now taught him, that the haughtiness

of democratical empire had been carried, by the Athenian government,

to a pernicious extreme ; not only in tlie violences of the former

leaders of his party, which had produced the misfortunes of the Con-

federate war, but perhaps even in his own .speeches and measures,

which
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which might liavecoiitiibuted to tiie loss of Ap.iphipolis and Olyntluis.

If, in tlie present situation of Greece, the republic would linld .sul)jects,

or support its ambitious purposes by alliances, the tone must be altered.

Yet the change could not be perfectly easy : for so were the Atheiii;ui

people accustomed to be flattered with the ideii oi' their absolute sove-

rcinty, that to .profess an adverse principle, to imitate the king of

^Macedonia's arts of equity, liberality, and scrupulous regard for the

constitution of every little patronized republic, would require great

circumspection, and able as vvell as careful management. To obviate

this difficulty, Demosthenes seems, a second time, to have used and

abused the liberality of the party of Piiociou. They had always

recommended a liberal policy, both toward allies ami toward enemies
;

and there were many among the Eubaans disposed to trust them, who

Avould not trust the party of Chares. How any accommodation was

brought about, does not appear, but some degree of coalition was again

formed.

During the late war between Athens and Macedonia, Callias, founder

of the Eubocan general assembly, instituted to support the indepen-

dency of the iland, had passed to the Macedonian court. The distinc-

tion, with which he was treated there, is marked in the observation of

the cotcmporar)' orator, that he was favored with the title of 'the /Esch. de

' king's companion;' a principal honor of that court, revived under '^'^'^•l''* "•

the Roman cmi)ire willi tiie Latin ajjpellation 'comes;' whence the

modern title ' count,' so familiar now throughout Europe, and

apparently the term ' companions' of the orders of knighthood has

been of the same origin'. The peace quickly following between

Macedonia and Athens, could hardly fail to produce some disappoint-

ment to his hopes. What the circumstances were we are not informed
;

nor should we perhaps trust ^Eschines, any more than Demosthenes,

for all that his words seem to imply, which he would not venture

directlv to assert. Callias however insjaeed in measures uft'ensive to

Philip, whence he was obliged to quit Macedonia. If ihenthere remained

a state of any considerable power, whence he could ho|)e for support in

his political purposes, it was Thebes, and he went thither.

* Tun iT«if«» ii'(; etofcafsTo. yLscb. tie cor. p. 'iS'Z.

Before
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Ucforc tills time, evident!}', Demosthenes liad opened that commu-

nication witii a party in Tiiebes, with Avhich we find /Eschincs re-

proaching him, and whivih he afterward turned to great account. It

Avas a bold ideii to bring the people of all Greece the most inveterately

hostile, equally hating the Athenians and hated by them, to close poli-

tical union with Athens. But, as the party in Thebes, -vUiich desired to

maintain the connection with Macedonia, would be indisposed to favor

Callias, or to receive overtures from Demosthenes, tb.e opposite party

would, on that very account, be in some degree prei)ared for both.

Callias however soon quitted Thebes, without having carried any public

purpose that has been made known to us; and returning to his own city,

Chalcis, where his influence seems to have remained intirc, iie procured

a deputation to be sent by the Chalcidian government to Athens, to treat

of a new alliance. Demosthenes not only gave his support to the liberal

system, which Phocion and Lsocratcs had been continually recom-

mending, but, as in making the peace with Macedonia, so now again

in treating with Eubcea, he surprized them with going a great deal

farther than they would have ventured. Under his management a

treaty was concluded, by which, all claim of dominion of the Athenian

people over, not Chalcis only, but Erctria, Oreus, in effect all Eubcea,

^sch.utant. was surrendered : those cities were ho longer to send deputies to the

synedrium at Athens, and no more to pay tribute: they were made as

completely independent, by this treaty, as Byzantium, and the allied

ilands, by the peace concluding the Confederate war.

This negotiation, managed by Demosthenes, Phocion so far ap-

B. C. 341. proved, that he took the military command requisite for carrying it

Diod. 1. iG. ^^^^ effect. Under his orders a body of Athenian troops passed into

^•^'*- Eiiboca. Thcban and Macedonian trooi)s are spoken of, as in con-
>t,sch. de

.

cor, siderable force in the iland. But among the coteniporary orators, and

not less among the later historical writers, we find such terms very

loosely applied. It seems very unlikely that any Macedonian, or even

Tlieban, men were among those troops : they seem rather to have

been only Eubocans, who desired that support from Macedonia anU

Thebes which they did not obtain : for Philip, hindered by his war

A\ itb Thrace and Scythia, liad besides no disposition to oppose Phocion
;

and
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and Thebes was distracted by fiiclion, heightened by the intrigue of

Demosthenes. Phitisteides of Orens, and Cleitarchus of Eretria, prin-

cipal men, called by their opponents tyrants of those cities, with-

drew, and the whole iland \Vas brought under subjection (not nominally

to Athens, but to the party of Callias, the friend of D,ernosthenes) M'ith

so little effort, that no account of anv contest remains '.
''

For surrendering, by the treaty,' that sovereinty of Eubcea, with

the revenue attached to it, a\ hich the Athenian people had, now for

ages, claimed aird generally held, it might be expected that one day

some opposing orator would pro])ose to acquire prolit, or credit and

power, by calling the authors of the inea'sure to a severe account. It

was however much for the security of Demosthenes, that those,

generally his politicaj opponeiits, were, in this business, his collcgues.

But he used the opportunitj-, Avhile he treated them yet as political

friends, to provide still farther. Otie of his own party,, Aristonicus,

moved in the general assembly, that the thanks of the people be given .Escli.de

him for his various services to the republic, and especially for restoring
''°'*

the liberty of the Eubccan cities; and tiiat, as an ackuowlegement of

them, a crown of gold be presented to him in the theater, at the fes-

tival of Bacchus. No opposition seems to have been made; the decree

passed, and he received the honor.

Speculations in Thrace next ingaged him. The great object was to

gain the important town of Byzantium, commanding the connnercc of

the Euxine sea. Nor vvould the advantage be single; for so Athens,

already mistress of the Chersonese, Avould command the two readiest

passes between Europe and Asia ; and thus to the Persian court, and

especially to the satraps of Lesser Asia, the importance of her

alliance would be greatly increased. Pour or live years before, when

he delivered the oration, on the peace with Macedonia, the party

then ruling in Byzantium being adverse to Athens and especially

to the warrparty, he spoke of the Byzantine people generally in surly

and threatening terms, adverting to the claim of the Athenian people

3. Plutarch, a5 it has bcr.n well observed went, yet of great political importance. We
by NVesseling, has, omitted all uo'.ice of this might well have spared some of his straiigs

cxpi'diliou under Phocion ; ah expedition, iho tales of Phocion'sdeOds, afterward in Thrace,
^

producing uo brilliancy of niililary altliicve'. for a nood account of it.

to
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to dominion over tlieiii, and tiibnte from tlicni. He resolved now to

use tlie opportunity, aflbrded by tiie implication of the king of Mace-

donia in war with Scythia, to correct the evil of this imprudence. The

new connection with Persia could not but give increased importance to

Athens in the eyes of the Byzantines. Demosthenes knew the general

indisposition, of commercial communities to any implication of policy

with a government, in which the landed was the prevailing interest.

~ An opening for political communication was ready, through the com-

mercial communication, already established; principally withPerinthus,

but through that town with Byzantium, and all connected with By-

zantium. The objects altogether appeared important enough to induce

Demosthenes to leave the Athenian people, for a time, to the impression

Pcraosth.de ^f ^j^^ eloquence of others, while he undertook himself an embassy to
cor. ut aut. ' ,

'

Thrace. He visited Byzantium, Selymbvia, Perinthus, and went on to

the courts of the Thracian princes. In proposing his new system of

liberal alliance, he seems to have had the concurrence of the party of

Phocion. His success evidently was great. In Perinthus, Selymbria,

and Byzantium, a preponderance was given to the Athenian party;

who quickly carried things far beyond what Phocion is likely to have

approved. With those towns, as with Olynthus formerly, the term

was short between alliance with Athens and war with INIacedonia.

SECTION II.

fFar of Macedonia uith the Hellespontlne Cities. Athenian Decree :

Letter of Philip : Fourth Philippic of Demosthenes.

We arc without information of the specific provocation which induced

Philip, soon after his return from the Scythian war, to lay siege to

Perinthus. The historian's expression is general, that Perinthus was

hostile to Macedonia *. But to Philip's common practice, of employing

sedulously and most patiently, against all Grecian towns, peaceful

means before he would resort to arms, we have large testimony ; and

'* Hfftt^ttf Italliovnint fii» ivlu. Died. 1. 10. c. 74.

for
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for the incouragement to the Athenian party in Perintlms to give

provocation to Macedonia, our information is ample; it was invitation

from Athens, and assurance of the powerful and profitable support of

Persia. The force which Philip led against a little Grecian colony,

indicates that he was aware the contention would be with force beyond

its ov/n. The besieging army is said to have been of thirty thousand

men. But the town, singularly strong by situation, covering a hill

of conic form, nearly surrounded by the sea, was also well fortified.

Tiie art of the besiegers soon made a breach in the wall. I'ut no

sooner was a point tlireatened by their machines, than the besieged

raised a new defence within, connected, at its extremities, with the

uninjured part of the old fortification. This new defence then, tho

inferior in strength to the old wall, yet being on higher ground, and

flanking the ground M'ithout it, possessed great advantage against

assault. Meanwhile, the port being open, supplies of every kind were

largely furnished to the besieged. The satraps of all the maritime DioH. 1. i5.

provinces of the Persian empire had received orders to support them
; p.,,,'!j;, \i

and not only provisions and ammunition were abundantly sent in, but D'>"<1. 1. 1(>.

a large body of those Grecian troops, always ready for hire in any

service, was prepared to reinforce the garrison.

Philip now perceived that a fleet, powerful enough to command the

sea, was absolutely necessary to the success of his entcrprize. Such a

fleet accordingly he assembled. Meanwhile observing that supplies

reached Perintlms principally through the Selymbrians, whom he had

not before treated as enemies, he sent a body of troops to blockade their

town. These measures were efficacious and threatening cnougli to excite

new and extraordinary exertion from Demosthenes. Tlic war-parly had

long been imputing to JNIacedonia hostile conduct against Athens;

they had incited and committed hostile acts against Macedonia: yet

war was not avowed between the two governments; and in the con-

nection, which they seem to have vet maintained in some deoree with

tlie party or Phocion, it could not conveniently be proposed. But the Hp,,. np.

naval commander on the Hellespontine station, Leodamas, being a man i^emosih.de
' '

.
<^or. p. 251.

for their purpose, tlicy sent him instructions, at their own risk, without

Vol. IV. s Z authority
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authority from the sovercin assemhly, to carrj' troops ami provisions

into Sclymhria, conveying them in merchant-ships, under pretence of

supplying the iland of Lemnos. Tiie commander of the Macedonian

fleet, however, Amyntas, took all the ships, and sent them, with their

commander Leodamas, into a port of Macedonia.

This event produced, as was likely, much agitation in Athens. The
war-party were sedulous to excite indignation among the Many against

Philip. Demosthenes, as we learn from himself, took a leading part'.

A moderate decree however, moved by Eubulus, one of the most emi-

Deraosth. de nent of Phocion's ])arty, was adopted, which may deserve to be seen
cor. p. 249. complete, in a littcral translation. It ran thus: ' In the archonship of

' Neocles, in the month Boedromion, the generals having called an

' extraordinary assembly, Eubulus son of Mnesitheus, of the Cyprian

' ward, moved :
" Whereas the generals have reported to the assembly,

" that the naval commander Leodamas, with twenty ships of burthen,

" passing under his orders to the Hellespont* for corn, have been taken

" by Amyntas, commandingin the service of Philip, and carried into the

" ports of Macedonia, and there detained under guard ; therefore the

" prytanes and the generals shall provide that the council be assembled,

" and proceed to the appointment of ambassadors to Philip; who shall

" confer with him for the release of the admiral, the ships and the

" soldiers; and if it shall appear that the proceedings of Amyntas have

" been the result of ignorance or mistake, the people will impute no

" blame to him ; if Philip detected their officer exceeding his instruc-

" tions, the Athenians will take connizance of the matter, and reprove

" or punish, as the fault or inadvertency may deserve; if it be neither

" of these, but either he who gave or he who executed the commission

" has committed wilful outrage, be it reported, that the people, on

" just information, may consider what ought to be done^"

An

' TavTx To'ivvt 'nro\ir(Wjj.riv tot' iya.—

—

* Here and fIsewhere the Hellespont

'Hta.niovii.7it, Kai vfoXiyut, xal StSa^Kut, /An includes evidently the I'roponlis. See also

Vfa'ficiat Tn'na, *iXi7r»r« luriMvi. Dcmoslli. Philip's letter, p. 539.

dc cor. p. 24£). 1 he first phrase seems to ' Demosthenes, in reporting this decree

contain an acknowlcgemcnt that the irregu- and that which followed it, appointing ani-

lar orders to lA'odaaias were from himself. bassadors, has shown his dissatisfaction

with
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An embassy was accordin<;-Iy sent to the king of Macedonia, who
returned by it a written answer, jircscrved also by the orator, appa-

rently at length ; thus: 'The king of the Macedonians, Philip, to the

' Athenian council and people, greeting: Your ambassadors have

' communicated with me concerning- the capture of the ships com-
' manded by Leodamas*. Altogether you seem very easy to be im-

' posed upon, if you think I can be ignorant that those ships, under

* pretence of carrying corn from the Hellespont to Lemnos, were

' sent to succour the Selynibrians, besieged by me, and not intitled,

' under th.e provisions of the existing treaty, to be considered as your

' allies. The instructions moreover to the commander I know were

* not authorized by the Athenian people : they were but hazarded by

* some men in office, and some now in private station, who desire, by
' any means, to urge the people to prefer war with me to the fricnd-

' ship actually existing; men Avho have their private advantages much
* more in view than any benefit to the Selynibrians. I am however

' of opinion that this would be beneficial neither to you nor to me.

' I will therefore release the ships; and, for the future, if you will not

' allow those at the head of your affairs to manage them dishonestly

' and injuriously, but will duly reprove and restrain them, I also will

' cndevor to preserve the peace.'

This letter, like all those preserved from Philip to the Athenians,

bearing nothing of that character of cunning, which has, more indeed

by modern than antient writers, been imputed to him, but on the

contrary dignified rather than conciliatory, yet indicates moderation

in purpose as well as openness in conduct. The ships' crews, Merc

released : complaint of the indefensible measure of the commander

Mas dropped : but the return M'as not of corresponding character.

^\'hercver an opening could be found for negotiation, Demosthenes

with tlicm iu the language of ill temper, tion of that o? Philocrates, who was in exile,

TJuTo j/tt, Toi»i/» TO iiti^is-ixa, he says, 'E,vSov>.oi are rather curious characteristics of temper

(y^a^(,i^. om iyu. To ^' ift^H; 'A^iro^ut, 'i5' or artifice.

'Hy^i7->7rn-o5, ?iT"A5irc9w»7ra.\iv, siTa *l^ox{aT>I{, ' It seciTis not easy to account for tha

IiT« Kri<ptao<pui, lira, irdnif oi a^^o^ iyu ^' au^u variation of names, in the copies extant of

fl-i^! TooTw»* >.£yi TO ^i(pi<riJ.x. The repetition Demosthenes, between the decree and the

of the name Aristophon, and the introduc- letter.

H z Z and
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and the war-party were inckfatigable in exciting hostility against j\Iacc-

doiiia. lucouragcd by them the Byzantines were sedulous in furnishing

support to the Perintliians : tlie best part of tlieir military force was

actually serving in Perinthus. When therefore the siege had already

been continued through the autumn and winter, and no prospect

of speedy success appeared, Philip, leaving a force sufiicicnt only

to blockade the place, marched suddenly with the greater part of

his army against Byzantium itself. The Byzantines, unable to defend

their lands, were distressed : but their town was too strong to be sud-

denly taken.

In these circumstances Demosthenes pronounced that called the

Fourth of his celebrated Philippic Orations'. It has been observed bj'^

the litterary critics that this oration is principally a repetition of former

topics, but for the political observer it has important characteristics of

its own. Throughout the orator shows an increased confidence in the

power of his party, and in the revival of his own favor with a majority

of the people : he resumes the discussion of the question of the theoric

revenue, with again a change of sentiments professed on that subject

;

apparently the price of his revived favor with the Many, for whose

gratification he now again vindicates the accustomed application of

Phil. 4.
t^^'^t levenue, which he had before demanded for public service. The

p. 139. purpose of alliance with Persia is openly avowed ; and in proof of a

disposition in the Persian government favorable to Athens, it is men-

tioned that a Macedonian minister, apparently commissioned to the

court, had been arrested on his way, by one of the satraps. Among
those great officers, however, we have already had occasion to observe

conduct sometimes very adverse to the purposes of the court, and in

some of them rays of the liberality of the great Cyrus and the first

Darius, in others all the barbarism of the modern east. But finally,

what will be not least important to remark, the orator, in conse-

p. 143. quencc apparently of the improved prospect of the aflPairs of the war-

party altogether, again holds out the claim of the empire of Greece

for the Athenian people, and indicates the probability of attaining it.

Laceda?mon, he observes, was unalde to raise her head; and Argos,

' ^PiKiirvtv —tut i»» Bu^amof wajiovlos. Pliil. 4. p. I49.

Thebes,
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Tliebes, Corinth, and Arcadia, formerly accustomed to arrange tliem- riiil. -v.

selves under the lead of either Laced?emon or Athens, now concurred

ovily in a general competition witii them and with oneanother.

This miserably divided and consequently weak state of the nation, he

then asserts to be the fortunate crisis, whence the Athenian people

should profit to establisli their authority over the whole.

SECTION III.

Philip's Letter to the Athenian People : Oration oj" Demosthenes

on the Letter.

The threats in this celebrated oration, baffled as the Macedonian

arms had been in 'llirace, were alarming to Macedonia; but still more

perhaps to every republic of (Jrcece, which desired to avoid subjection

to the war-party of Athens. Toward Macedonia however the tenor

was so hostile, that, coming from one who possessed a commanding

influence in the soverein assembly to which it Avas addressed, and who

was effectually fust minister of the commonwealth, it might be con-

sidered as hardly short of a declaration of M'ar. Nevertheless Philip,

knowing that a party still of great weight, whose leaders he highly

esteemed and respected, was very differently disposed, resolved

once more to address remonstrance to the good sense and justice

of the Athenian people. He sent it in the form, then usual,

of a letter; which, tho of considerable length, has been fortunately

preserved with the works of Demosthenes. Apparently wjth

reason it has been- generally supposed his own composition, since

Demosthenes informs us that, on important occasions, he Mas his o\vn

secretary, and iEschiucs that he Avas as capable ofthe business as Python

of Byzantium, or any other of the ablest Greeks in his service; and

the supposition receives confirmation from tlic striking conformity, in

style and character, between this and two shorter letters from Philip

to the Athenian people, preserved in the oration of Demosthenes on Demosth. de

the crown, which have already occurred lor notice. In the original it
*

has
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has been universally admired as one of the most perfect models of

a state paper ever published, singularlj' combining dignity with sim-

plicity, perspicuity with conciseness, civility of expression Avith force

of representation, moderation of phrase with triumph of argument. As

a historical document, it is perhaps the most curious, and certainly

among the most valuable, remaining from antiquity ; its value in that

view being greatly increased by the preservation ofthe oration of Demos-

thenes in reply to it, which, avoiding to contest, most effectually confirms

the exactness of its statements ; insomuch that there is hardly such an-

other series of important facts, throughout antient history, established

by evidence so unquestionable". In any translation it must suffer much
;

yet, in justice to tliis part of the subject, the reader should see it intire,

in words the nearest to the original that may be. It runs thus :

' Philip, to the Athenian council and people, greeting: Having en-

' devored repeatedly, by my ambassadors, to induce you to adhere to

' to your ingagements solennily sworn to, and those endcvors having

' proved fruitless, I have thought it best now myself to lay before you
' the matters in which I reckon I am aggrieved. 13e not surprized at

' the length of my letter; my complaints are numerous, and it appears

' necessary to explain all distinctly.

' I Mill begin with mentioning that, when Nicias my herald was

' carried off by violence from my territory, you did not call the perpe-

* trators of tliat outrage to account, but you imprisoned the injured

'" Some modern writers, in vclieinci.ee of

.nttaclimeiit to the politics of Demosthenes,

have not scrupled, what Demosthenes dared

not venture, to impute fal.-iehood to Philip's

statements in this letter. Thus the trans-

lator Auger, in wh.at he calls his ' summary'

of the letter: 'Dans cette lettre, melant
' adroitement le vrai avec le faux, il tire <le

' I'un tout le parti possible, donne a I'autre

* I'air de la verite, presente avec art des

' faits constants on douteux, dont il deduit

' h son avantage les consequences les plut

' justes & les plus precises,' &c. He has

done himself and the writer credit then in

noticing * le st}le simple, noble, & precis

' de cette lettre, la marche facile & I'en-

' chainement naturel des idees qui la com-

' posent.' In his ' summary' afterward of

' the oration of Demosthenes in reply, he

says, ' Sans s'amuser k ropondre a tous les

' articles de la lettre, il (Dcmosthene) prend
' le ton aflirmatif.'—So equally Auger him-

self, and all other writtrs, admirers of the

politics of Demosthenes, as far as my read-

ing among them has gone, have avoided

to • s'amuser' with answering any one of

the articles of the letter, and all, after the

great orator's example, have taken ' le ton

' aflirmatif.'

' person
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person ten months ; and my letters, of which he was the bearer,

you caused to be red in your general assembly ".

' Then when the Thasians, your suljjecls, admitted Into tlieir port

the ships of war of the Byzantines, my enemies, and ail privateers and

pirates, besides cruizing against my subjects, tliat would come there,

tho the treaty between us declares such conduct an act of hostility,

you would take no measures to prevent it.

' It was about the same time that Diopeithes invaded the country

under my protection, carried oflF the free inhabitants of Crobyie and

Tiristasis, and sold them to slavery, pliuidcred and wasted the bor-

dering lands of Thrace, and at length proceeded to that excess of

lawless violence, as to arrest my minister, Amphilochus, sent to nego-

tiate the release of the prisoners, and by treating liim with extreme

severity, forced him to pay nine talents (near eighteen hundred

pounds) for his ransom. And this conduct received absolutely the

approbation of the people in assembly ; tho among all nations to

violate heralds and ambassadors is held nefarious, and most among

you. When your herald, AnthemocriUis, was put to death by the

Megareans, you marked your sense of the crime by excluding the

Megarean people from participation in the mysteries, and by erecting

a monumental statue before your city-gate. What then is to be

said of a crime committed by yourselves, which you, Mhen com-

mitted against you, have so resented ?

' To proceed then
;
your general, Callias, took possession of all the

towns on tlie Pagasajan bay, connected by close alliance with mc,

and intitletl, by treaty, to peace from you : he seized all ships bound

•-to Macedonia, and condemning all found aboard as enemies, sold

them to slavery. And for these violences your decrees rewarded him

with applause. I am really not aware what you could do more con-

trary to habits of peace, if you were at declared war with mc. When

" Later writers have eulogized the polite- a little fartiier weakened by the frtilure of

ness of the Athenians, on tiiis occasion, in the authority of Demoslhciics lor tlic matter

returning the letters of the queen Olympias of politeness. It is indeed ohscrvabie that

unopened. They have however avoided Pliilip himself seems to have known nothing,

notice of the violation of the law of nations of the lettcis for the quoeu.

in stopping the herald ; and their eulogy is

' there

54S
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there was open war between us, you did so and no otherwise
; you

sent out your ships, you sold those M'hom you took sailing to my
kingdom, you assisted my enemies, you did all the ill you could to

my people. But now, you have proceeded to such an extreme of

unjustifiable malevolence, as to send an embassy to the Persian king,

to persuade him to make war against me. Surely this is conduct

most extraordinary. Before that monarch had recovered Egypt and

Phenicia, in apprehension of attack from him, you passed decrees,

proposing a confederacy against him, and inviting me, with all other

Greeks, to accede to it. Now, on the contrary, such is the extrava-

gance of your rancor toward me, you are treating w ith him for an

alliance against me. Your forefathers, as I am informed, held it a

foul reproach to the family of Peisistratus, that they led the Persians

against the Greeks
;
yet you are not ashamed to do those very things

which, in those you call tyrants, you condemn.

' Among other extraordinary matters then you require, in your

decrees, that I should allow Teres and Kersoblcptes to command

undisturbed in Thrace, because they are Athenian citizens. But I

know they were not comprized in the treaty of peace, made by me
with you ; their names are not to be found in tlie ingraved copies of

the treaty, and they have been disowned by you as Athenian citizens :

farther I know that Teres has borne arms with me against you, and

that Kersoblcptes, desiring to take the oaths to the treaty before my
ambassadors, was prevented by your generals, representing him as an

enemy to the Athenian people. How then is this fair or just; to

declare him an enemy to your state, if so your interest in the moment

requires; to claim him as your citizen, if you want to institute

a calumnious charge against me? Sitalces,' (the prince already

so often occurring for mention by the name of Cotys) * it is known

was admitted to the rights of your city : yet when he was assassinated,

his murderer immediately found favor with you ; and nevertheless

you would go to war with me in the cause of Kersoblcptes ; knowing

perfectly that none of those foreiners, on whom you have bestowed the

present of citizenship, care in the least for cither your laws or your

decrees. But, omitting much that might be said on this subject, to

5 ' come
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' come to a point, you gave the riglits of your city to Evagoras tlic

' Cyprian, and Dionysius the Syracusan, and their posterity. If you

' will persuade those who expelled these, to restore them to the autlio-

' rity they held wlen you made them Athenian citizens, you shall com-

' mand from me that part of Thrace over which Teres and Kersobleptcs

' reigned. But if you take no measure of any kind in favor of tliose

' your fcllowcitizens, and yet would give me trouble on a similar

' account, how am I not justified in resisting you ?

* Much more, which might be reasonably insisted upon, occurs on

these matters, but I will omit it, and proceed to speak of the Cardians.

1 must maintain then that I am bound to support them ; having

formed alliance with them before the peace made with you ; while

you have constantly refused the arbitration, to which I over and

over, and tliey not seldom, have earnestly urged a desire to have it

referred. Should I not deserve to be esteemed even profligate, if

I deseited my allies, and showed more regard for you, who have

been, with unremitted assiduity, exciting trouble for me, than for

those who have been my good and steddy friends ?

' With regard to theThracian princes and the Cardians, however, you

have confined yourselves to remonstrances; but, in a recent affair,

you have begun with serious violence; for upon simple complaint of

the Peparetliians that they had been injuriously treated, you immedi-

ately commanded your general to make reprisals against mc. Now
the truth was that my measures against that people were less- severe

than they deserved. In full peace they seized Halonesus ; and, on

repeated application from me, refused to restore either the iland or

my troops, whom they had made prisoners. Of the injury done mc

by the Peparetliians, you would take no account; you would look

only to the measures I took, in justice to myself, against them. But

you well know that I acquired the iland, by taking it, not from them,

not from you, but from the pirate Sostratus. If then you say you gave

it to Sostratus, you acknowlege yourselves patrons of pirates. If he

established liimself there by violence, against your consent, what

injury have you suffered from my taking it, and making the navi-

gation of that sea safe? Nevertheless having taken it, I showed

5i5
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so much regard for your state as to offer to give it you. But your

orators fl'ould not allow you to accept it as a gift ; they insisted upon

your reclaiming it as your right; that so, if I obeyed their requisition,

I might incur the disgrace of acknowleging that I had taken what

I had no right to lake, or, by refusing to surrender the place, I

might become obnoxious to the Athenian Many. Aware of their

purpose, I proposed to refer the matter to arbitration, upon the con-

ditions that, should the iland be decided to be mine, it should pass

to you as a gift from me ; should it be decided to be yours, then it

bhould pass as a restitution. Frequently as I urged this, you would

not consent; and meanwhile the Peparethians took the iland. What

became me then to do ? Not to require justice of those who, in viola-

tion of their oaths, did me that wrong P Not to make reprisals against

those who were so insultingly injurious? If the iland belonged to

the Peparethians, how can the Athenians reclaim it ? If it belonged

to you, how was it that you did not demand it of the Peparethians?

' But so far has the hostile temper now carried you, that, by your

decree, passed on the motion of Polycrates, you have warranted your,

colonists in the Chersonese to consider themselves as in a state of war

with me ; and your general on that station has sent formal notice to the

Byzantines, and others in those parts, that you have authorized him

to commence hostilities against me, whenever fair opportunity may
offer, and that you require their cooperation. Hence, wanting to send

a fleet into the Hellespont"', I was obliged to order an army for its

escort through the strait by the Chersonese '*.

' Nevertheless I have abstained from reprisals against your towns,

your ships, and your territories, tho it has been enough in my power

to make myself master of all or most of them, and I have not ceased

to solicit you to come to an amicable arbitration about all matters in

question between us. And I still desire you to consider whether the

trial of arms is preferable to the trial of reason, and whether it is

'* 'Ek 'i?Aicvoiitit, p. 163. evidently niean- not wholly without tloubt about the sense of

ng that afterward distinguished as the this passage, which I submit to those who
Propoiitis. have given their attention to th« naval and

** H»ay)'«<7-5»» aiHaf wawxwi'/ii}'*' J'« X'f military affiiirs of the antientt.

fitrirtv rn ffxrta. Ep. Phil. p. 163. I am
• really
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really fittest that j'ou should assume judgement in your own cause,

or commit it to othei-s; I desire you to reflect how utterly unrea-

sonable it must appear, to all the world, that the Athenians, wlio

compelled the Thasians and Maronites to abstain from arms, in their

dispute for the possession of Smyrna, anrl commit the matter to arbi-

tration, should themselves refuse a similar equitable discussion of

their claims against me ; with this addition to the inconsistency, that,

if judgement goes against you, no loss of what you now possess will

insue, and, if in your favor, you will gain what I now possess.

' But there remains yet to mention what appears to me more extra-

ordinary than all the rest. When I proposed last to treat with you

of the common interests of Greece, with a view to an accommodation,

upon equitable terms, of common advantage, to obviate jealousy I

procured embassies from all the Grecian states of my alliance to

attend, as witnesses to all transactions ; interested to oppose whatever

miglit involve common danger, and able to convict me of being the

unworthiest of mankind, if I proposed any deception. You refused

my ministers audience. Nor is the ground of this conduct difficult

to discover: for whatever benefit might have resulted to the people,

the proposed accommodation would not have suited the purposes of

some of your orators ; those traders in politics among you ", who

hold that war is for them peace, and peace war. If generals are

employed, emi)loyment for the orators also is certain ; for either

promoting measures or opposing them, defending and applauding

conduct, or arraigning it, their profits are sure. At the same time

calumniating, from the bema, the most respectable of your citizens,

those most known in other states and most esteemed, they acquire,

among the Many, the credit of being friends of the people.

' It would be easy for me, at small expence, to stop their invective, and

set them upon panegyric of us. But I should be ashamed of appearing

to purchase from such men your goodwill ; men who have had the as-

surance to bring into question even my right to Amphipolis. I trust I

can maintain that right on much juster grounds than any can dispute

it with me. If first possession is to establish the claim, the evidence of

4 A y ' the
•
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' the golden statue at Delphi, dedicated by my ancestor Alexander from

' the spoils, when he conquered the country from the Persians, what

* Grecian state can contest ? Should the right thus acquired be con-

' sidered as invalidated by later possession, the latest claim that can

' be asserted also is mine ; for I took the place by siege in open war,

' against the colonists established there by the Lacedjemonians, who
' had taken it, in fair and open war, from you. We all hold our respec-

' tive countries, either by inheritance from our ancestors, or by con-

' quest. Of Amphipolis then, you neither were the first Grecian pos-

' sessors, nor are the present possessors ; but having held it for a very

short time only, you claim it from me against your own most solemn

' pledge of faith in treaty made with me. Frequently I have men-

*, tioned it to youj and, on the other hand, your acknoM-legement of

* my right has been fully confirmed by the treaty of peace between us,

' leaving me in possession, and it has been farther corroborated by the

' treaty of alliance which followed. How then can any right be more

* strongly established ? It was originally conquered by my ancestors:

' It became again mine by the acknowleged laws of war : and finally

' my right has been solemnly admitted by you, who are so much
* accustomed to claim what you have no pretension to.

' These are the matters of which I complain ; and my past forbear-

* ancc, it is evident, has produced only incouragement for you to be

' more forward in such injurious conduct, and to prosecute it unceas-

' ingly to the utmost of your power. You then being the aggressors,

' with justice on my side, and calling the gods to witness it, I will

' resist your aggression, and put to the trial of arms the right you
' deny me.'

This letter having been red, in accustomed form, to the Athenian

people, Demosthenes ascended the bema. His speech on the occasion,

fortunately preserved, is, even among his speeches, of singular boldness

and extraordinary ingenuity. Evidently he felt the letter a refutation

of all his Philippics, not to be answered by reason and argument. He
came therefore prepared with another kind of artillery. Beginning

with a bold assertion, adapted to excite attention, he proceeded directly

to the mention of transactions forein to the purpose of the letter, but

adapted
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adapted to introduce the invective and instigation composing the rest

of the speech, in which not the least notice is taken of any one of tlie

king's complaints, or of any one of the facts stated by him as the

ground of them. But the speech, tho, like the letter, it must suffer in

any change of language, will deserve to be seen intire, and in words

following the original the nearest that may be.

' Athenians,' said Demosthenes, ' that Philip made no peace with

you, but only postponed the war, is evident to you all. For after he

had given Halus to the Pharsalians, and disposed of the Phocians, and

subdued all Thrace, feigning grounds Avhich had no existence, and

finding pretences founded on no justice, he immediately, in fact,

made war against the republic, and now, in the letter which you have

just heard, acknowleges it. That we ought not then either to fear

his power, or set ourselves with any ordinary exertion to oppose it,

but that M'ith our bodies and our fortunes, with our ships, and in

short with all we have, we should proceed unsparingly to vigorous

war, I will endevor to show.

' In the first place then, Athenians, it may be trusted that the

greatest of the gods will be our allies and assistants, whom he has

dishonored, unjustly violating the peace, sworn to in their names.

Next it is to be observed, that the arts, by which he has hitherto

prospered, continually deceiving some people or other with promises

of great benefits from his friendship, have now lost all their effect.

The Perinthians, the Byzantines, and all connected with them, are

aware that his purpose is to treat them as he has treated the Olyn-

thians. Even the Thcssalians now see that he means to hold autho-

rity among his allies, not at their choice, but b}' his own power.

The Thcbans are already highly jealous of him: his garrison in

Nicasa, and his surreptitiously acquired scat among the Amphictyons,

are enough to hold them in alarm. The Peloponncsians he requires

to attend him by their embassies, and to make their alliance with him

exclusive. Thus, of those formerly his confederates, some are now

at open war with him, and others are lukewarm in alliance; all sus-

pect and comi)lain. But there is another thing, of great im|)ortance :

the satraps of Asia have compelled him, by the force of mercenaries

' thrown
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' thrown into Perinthus, to raise the siege of that town. Hostility

' being thus actually begun, the consideration of the danger threaten-

' ing the Persian provinces, should he possess himself of Byzantium,

' not only mIU make the satraps our ready allies, but will induce the

' king of Persia himself to supply us with money. His power to do this,

' it is well known, exceeds that of all others ; and such altogether are

' his means to interfere in all the affairs of Greece, that, formerly,

' in the wars between us and the Lacedsemonians, his alliance gave

' the superiority to either side at his pleasure. Becoming then now
' our ally, he will easily overbear Philip's power.

' Nevertheless I will not say that Philip has not, during peace, pos-

' sessed himself of many towns and harbours, and various advantages

' of no small importance for war. But I observe that, when power

' is founded on goodwill, and all the states combined for war have one

' interest, such power is lasting. On the contrary, when it is held by

' intrigue, and ambition, and deceit, and violence, as now by him, a

' little appearance of a turn of fortune, the smallest failure of success,

' suffices to shake and overthrow it. And, considering often these mat-

' ters, Athenians, I am persuaded, that, not only among Philip's allies

' there is much mistrust and ill-will toward him, but that, even within

' his own kingdom, there is not quite that harmony and that attach-

' ment to him, which some suppose. The Macedonian power is

' become considerable by accretion. Of itself it is weak, and utterly

' unproportioned to support the authority which must ultimately rest

' on it. Philip, by his wars and his expeditions, and everything by

' which any might suppose he is become great, has made it only more

' precarious. For you must not imagine, Athenians, that the same

' things delight Philip and his subjects. You must recollect that he

* is ardent for glory ; their wish is for safety : he cannot acquire glory

* Mithout danger ; and they do not desire, while they have children

' and parents and wives at home, to perish or meet daily dangers for

' him. From these considerations anyone may gather how the greater

' part of the Macedonians stand disposed toward him. Those then

' called his companions, and the principal officers of his mercenaries,

injoy indeed distinction in some proportion to their merit; but they

11 ' live
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live in moie.appreheiision than those less distinguished. For those of

lower degree fear only the enemy ; but the man injoying high rank

has more to apprehend from flatterers and calumniators than from

battles. In the perils of war, liigh and low partake ; but tlie dread of

the king's temper is peculiar to the. great. JMoreover, those of the

lower ranks are punished only if they deserve punishment ; but those

of the higher often incur mortification and humilialion by merit too

conspicuous. Nor is this to be doubted by any man of sense and in-

formation; for Philip is so greedy of glory, as those who have lived

witli liim affirm, that he shows more dissatisfaction witli his generals,

when they do anything highly praiseworthy, than when they wholly

fail in a business committed to them. How then is it, if things are

so, that he has been so well served so long? Because, Athenians,

prosperily throws a veil over such things. Success is powerful to

overshadow and hide the faults of men. Should he once fail, then

all will be brought into clear daylight. For, as in our bodies, while

general health prevails, ailments in particular parts are little regarded,

but in sickness every sore is disturbed, old fractures, old strains, and

wliatcvcr is not perfectly sound; so in kingdoms and all governments,

while they are successful in war, defects are little observed; but, wlien

failure begins, such as may be expected for him, in jjrojects beyond

his strength, everything that has gone wrong Vv-ill become evident

to everybody.

' Nevertheless, Athenians, if any of you, seeing Philip successful,

I'eckon him therefore formidable, I think he judges well: for, in all

the affairs of men, fortune is much, or rather everything. And yet,

in a comparison of his fortune with ours, the advantage will be found,

in many ways, with us. For we have inherited from our ancestors

our superiority and command, transmitted from times, not only before

this man, but befoie any reigned in Macedonia. They formerly paid

tribute to the Athenians, but our commonwealth never to any. We
have many reasons then to expect superior favor from the gods,

inasmuch as our conduct has been more consonant to piety and

justice. Rut why then was he so successful against us in the former

Vol. IV. 4- 4A4 • war?
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war ? Because, Athenians, for I must be open with you, he is always

present with his army, bears all firtigue and every privation, faces

every danger, and, regardless of seasons throughout the year, never

misses an opportunity. On the contrary we, for the truth must be

spoken, sit here idling, procrastinating, decreeing, and inquiring for

news. For news ! what can be stranger news than that a Macedonian

man, holding the Athenians in contempt, should dare to send them

such a letter as you have just heard? But he has an army of mer-

cenaries in his pay,—and, the gods know, some of our orators besides;

who are not ashamed to live for Philip, and seem hardly aware that

they are selling the commonwealth, and themselves with it, for a

little pelf But we neither stir to excite elsewhere opposition to his

designs, nor will furnish the expence of a mercenary army, nor liave

courage to serve ourselves. It is not therefore wonderful that he

obtained successes against us in the late war; but rather that we,

doino- nothing that in war ought to be done, expect to prevail against

him, who does everything that can promote his superiority.

' These, Athenians, are the matters you have to consider; and so to

consider, as becomes those who cannot say they are injoying peace;

for now, after open acts of hostility, he has declared war. It be-

comes you therefore to spare neither public nor private wealth ; it

becomes all to dedicate their persons zealously to the service, when

occasion may be. Better generals than formerly should be appointed.

For let it not be imagined that those, through whom the affairs of

the commonwealth from better have become worse, are those who

from worse will make them better again. Nor have the weakness to

suppose that, if you are yourselves inactive as formerly, others will

be zealous to fight your battles for you. But, on the contrary-, con-

sider how disgraceful it is for you, whose fathers bore so many labors

and such extraordinary dangers, in war with Lacedicmon, to refuse

the exertion necessary for maintaining what they, honorably and

justly acquiring, have transmitted to you ; that a man of Mace-

donia should be so ready for danger, in his ambitious pursuits, as

to have been wounded in battle in every part of his body, and

1 ' Athenians
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* Athenians, whose inheritance is independency and victory, should,

' through softness and idleness, surrender the acquisitions of their forc-

* fathers, and the interests of their country.

' Not however to make many words, I insist that we should all pre-

* pare for war; that we should animate the other Greeks to join in

* alliance with us, not with words, but with deeds : for all argument,

* unsupported by actions, is vain, and so much the more from our

' government, as we are known to have readier means for acting against

* him than any other Greeks.'

SECTION IV.

JDefeat of Philip's Measures against the Hellespontine Cities. Dif-

ficulties remaining for Demosthenes. Measures of DemosthenesJ'or

an extensive Cotifederacy against Macedonia. Reversion of superior

Influence to Phocion's Party, and Tranquility insuing.

As it must have been assurance of a strong party among the Many B. C. sio,

that incouraged Demosthenes to answer such a letter with such a ^'- ^^^' ^'

speech, so it appears to have been good assurance of a strong combi-

nation agaiwst IVfacedonia, Mhich was gathering on the eastern

side of the iEgean, that incouraged him and his party in the line

of politics which they followed. The Chians, and Rhodians and Diod.l. 6,

Coans, whose political connection with Byzantium had not ceased ^' ^'''

with the Confederate war, took a xrarm interest in the danger of their

ally, and they were strong in marine. But, what was still more im*

portant, orders were sent from the Persian court for all the maritime

satraps to use their utmost exertions for preventing the progress of

the Macedonian arms, and the injury that might insue to the Persian

interest. Under direftion of the Athenian government, a powerful fleet Plui. v.

was assembled in the Hellespont, and Chares took tlie command.

Whether Demosthenes really considered him as the fittest instrument

still of the purposes of the party, or, taking himself the lead in poli-

VoL. IV. 4B lioal
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i-Ical business, he was unable to deny the first military situation to

Chares, neither his own speeches nor an}' other memorials furnish

Plut. V. satisfactory information. Chares, however, \vas defeated, near liyzan-

tiiim, by the JMacedonian fleet, vuider the orders of Amyntas. While

his insufficiency thus against the enemies of his country m^ide him

contemptible, his rapacity against its friends, of which experience

was old, made him odious ; insomuch that it became necessary to

recall him, and Phocioa was sent to supersede him in the com-

mand.

It were highly desirable to elicit all possible light from the narrative

of Plutarch, far more copious than any other extant, of the circum-

stances of the transactionsof this time, which were among the most cri-

tical of the age ; but he has so painted his hero Phocion in glaring colors

without comprehensible form, and so thrown PJiilip into smoke and dark-

ness, also without distinguishable lines, and altogether so wants support

from the historian, the orators, the Roman biographer, and jjroba-

bility, that, amid much obvious romance, it is difficult to say to

A\hat, among all his tales, reason should allow belief. The issue

Diod. 1. 16. however was, that Philip, abandoning the hope of reducing any of
«.'77. the adverse towns of the Thracian shore, came to a composition with

liis enemies. The historian, writing near three hundred years after,

and willing that Greeks only should be believed the defenders of

Grecian cities, imputes the principal effect to the interference of

the Chians and Lesbians : but M'hat Demosthenes indicates, in his

speech at the time, on tlie king of Macedonia's letter, was tlicn prO'p

bably too notorious to be concealed, and in his opinion perhaps matter

rather to boast of, as the advantageous result of his negotiation, that

Dcmosth. de the wealth of Persia, paying and plentifully supplying Grecian troops,

c«r.p.2o7.5. principally g-ave the strength from M'hich Philip thought it prudent to

witlidraw. It is possible alsOj and not wholly improbable, that some-

thing of that credit may have been due to Phocion, which Plutarch

gives,. but of which Demosthenes would avoid an account. Phocion

having the conmiand of the Athenian armament on the Hellespontine

station, Philip would respect him, and be ready for accommodation

with him. But, in an oration ofmany years after, Dcmosllienes assumed

the
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tiie merit for tlie Athenian people, tho more particularly for himself, as

the director of their measures : and, altlio so he flattered tlie Athenian

people much, and may have omitted what was owin^; to Phocion and

others, yet perhaps he arrogated Httle more to himself than he might

justly claim : the combination and direction of force, ami the success

insuing, may have been principally owing to his able management.

The triumph thus might appear great for Demosthenes, as the dis-

appoii\tment certainly must have been great for Philip; who since his

tlefcat by Onomarchus, and insuing distress and danger in Thessal}',

soon repaired by a splendid victory, had been accustomed to see all

the measures of his enemies turned to their own confusion and his

advantage; and, having earned the estimation of being the most for-

tunate, formidable, and glorious potentate of the age '*, was now com-

pletely foiled in enterprize, successively against three little commercial

states, which had before solicited his protection. But the success of

Demosthenes, tho much had been done, was yet so far from complete,

that he and his Avhole party remained as on the verge of a precipice.

He had been, in his public speeches, continuall}'- and vehemently

urging the republic to war against Macedonia, procuring measures of

positive hostility to be taken, and after great forbearance and repeated

remonstrances from Philip, contemptuously asserting the falsehood of

Ills pretence to desire peace, and the actual existence of war. In these

circumstances he and his party could not undertake conciliation with

Macedonia. If conciliation were proper or necessary, they must \ield

the lead to their opponents of the party of Phocion, who had alwaj's

desired peace, and with whom, it was well known, Philip was disposed

to friendship. Nothing therefore remained for them, if they would even

hold the lead in Athens, but still more, if they M'ould prosecute still

those ambitious purposes of extensive empire, which we have seen

Demosthenes so frequently avowing, but to persevere in urging war

against Macedonia, and in effort to form a confederacy able to support

it. Of the terms of the treaty concluded, when the Macedonian arms

'* Eti^«i;i»)> x«i fiiya; xa'i 7ro>.?v5» xiftof ysyotst. DeiTlOStll. Pllilipp. 4-. p. 143, aild

•g^in, p. 149. ivlaifLui xat iniya^ xat foCi^e; lr> itivt rtT^ 'E^^ti^i k»i Bo^tu^si?.

4 E 2 Mere
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were withdiawn from Byzantium, we liave no information : but the

pressure upon Maceiltrtiia was relieved ; the hope of farther cooperation

from the Chians and Rhodians, in the views of the war-party, was

ended ; and active hostility, even from the Persian satraps, perhaps

in necessary consequence, ceased.

.Such appear to have been the disadvantageous and discouraging

circumstances remaining for Demosthenes, after his success in pro-

curing so important a check to the ^lacedonian arms, the first given

since his acquisition of any share in the administration. lie had how-

ever yet before him advantages, which talents like his might use, and

ambition like his would not abandon. He retained still the agency for

the Persian court, the means aifordetl by which are not to be cal-

culated. In Euboea, his new system of liberality had been highly suc-

cessful. The able conduct of the brothers, Callias and Taurosthenes,

his agents, had made their party preponderant in all the towns of the

iland. In western Greece the Acarnanians were much disposed to

connection with the war-party of Athens, through enmity to the

Epirots on their northern, and the ^tolians on their southern border,

favored against them by Macedonia. In Peloponnesus the Achaians,

instigated like the Acarnanians, by enmity to the ^tolians, desired

Athenian patronage for their support against those who injoyed ]\Ia-

cedonian patronage. Corinth alfo remained under the lead of thofe

who held friendly connection with the war-party in Athens. But the

important speculation was in Thebes ; aad the interest there, adverse to

Macedonia, not only maintained itself, but was advancing in weight.

Beyond Greece the Chersonese was now the only dominion of

Athens ; but the neighboring cities of Byzantium, Selymbria and

Perinthus, commanding the coast nearly from the Chersonese to the

Euxine, were restored to her alliance. Among arrangements, made

there by Phocion, would be a restoration of some liberal participation

in civil power to the party adverse to war with Macedonia. It would

then be an object for Demosthenes, on the first opportunity, to reverse

this, and restore complete preponderance to the other parly ; whose

leaders, formerly connected with him, would not fail in zealous con-

currence.
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curreiice. How successful he was in this pursuit, follow ing circum-

stances show.

In Byzantium, as in Athens, political measures were, in regular

course, proposed iu a select council, and, after discussion there,

brought before the assembled people. A bill, regularly carried through Demosth. de

the council, was transmitted to the general assembly, and there passed

into a law, declaring the gratitude of the Byzantine to the Atlienian

people, for their support in the recent war with Macedonia. It more-

over directed that, in perpetual memory of the benefit, three statues, each

sixteen cubits high, representing the Byzantine people and the Perin-

thian crowning the Athenian, should be placed in a public part of

Byzantium. The decree for this purpose has been preserved by De--

mosthenes, in its original Doric dialect. Tiie temper and the policy,

of those who led in the business, are clearly marked by the preamble ;

which contains a direct libel upon those Byzantine patriots who, through

the Confederate M'ar, had emancipated their commonwealth from its-

former oppressive and degrading subjection under the sovereinty of

the Athenian people. It states, as the ground of the decree, ' that

' the Athenian people, in former times, had been always friendly to

' the Byzantines and their allies and kinsmen the Perinthians; and

' that recently, M-hen Philip the Macedonian made war with the

' purpose of exterminating them, they had done many and great

' services, assisting them with a hundred and twenty vessels, bringing

' corn and arms and heavy-armed troops, and thus delivered them
' from great dangers, and restored their antient form of government,

' their laws, and the tombs of their forefathers.' An extensive pur-

•

pose is indicated in what follows : to the whole Athenian people are

given freedom of both cities, right of marriage with citizens, right

of holding lands and houses in the Byzantine and Perinthian territories,

and with these common rights of citizens, the extraordinary privileges

of precedence at religious ceremonies and public spectacles, and im-

munity from those burdensome offices which were, in all the republics,

connected with the riohts of citizens. Afler this the statues are di-

lectedj and then follows the concluding clause, which is not the least

remarkable
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remarkable, inacting that embassies shall be sent to all the great

national meetings, the Ib.thmian, Nemean, Olympic, and Pythian, to

make there solemn i)roclaniation of the crowns, ' with which,' says

the decree, ' tlic Athenian people are crowned by us ; that all the

' Greeks may be informed of the merit of the Athenians, and of the

* gratitude of the Byzantines and Perinthians.'

The tenor of this decree fully shows that the highspirited and

successful assertors of independency, who had directed the n.easures

of Bvzantium and Perinthus in the Confederate war, no longer held

the lead, and that the connection, of those who had superseded them in

power, M'us not with the party of Pliocion, to wliom their cities owed

recent relief from a ruinous war, but with tlic Athenian v/ar-party,

whose instruments they submitted to be, in offering such grossly false

flattery to the Athenian people, and in promoting a new breach with

Macedonia. The influence then of that party thus prevailing there,

tlieir authority would not be likely to fail among the subjects of

Athens in the neighboring territory of the Chersonese. Accordingly,

Demosth. tic from that country, a decree was procured in these remarkable terms :

* The Chersonesites inhabiting Sestus, Eleus, Madytus, and Alope-

' connesus, crown the council and people of Athens with a golden

' crown of sixty talents ; and they erect an altar to gratitude, and to

' the Athenian people, who have done the greatest of all benefits to

' the Chersonesites, rescuing them from Philip, and restoring their

' country, their laws, their freedom, and their religious rites : where-

* fore they will not cease henceforth forever to be grateful, and to

' return the greatest good in their power. So it is in common council

' decreed.' This extortion of sixty talents from the Chersonesites,

gratifying to the Athenian Many, and therefore what Demosthenes

would boast of before them, was not what would gain favor to the

war-party cause among the other Greeks, and so was not proclaimed

at the national meetings, like the decree of the Byzantines ''.

" Sixty talents, if tulent was taken in its sand pounds sterling; if mpaiiirg wtiplit of

ordinriiy sense, dcnotin-; a sum of money, gold, it would be many times more; but the

"vould be between eleven and twelve thou- former probably has been intended.

;

The

cor. p. 256.
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The restoration of tlie Nvar-parry interest in Byzantium was an im-

portant step toward the completion of the political system of Demos-
thenes, whicli hatl two great points, to surrouiul Attiea with allies,

and Macedonia M'ith enemies. To prosecute this lie devoted him-

self, according to his own boast, to every kind of business. He
was elected an Amphictyon, or representative of Athens in the office Hrmosth.

of pylagore in the Amphictyouic assembly, and he went to Delplii.
"'^ ^"'''

It seems to have been a princijjal advantage of that situation and 'Esdi. de

office, that they concurred to give great opportunity for conmiunica-

tion with Thebes. He used moreover the opportunity of residence in

Phoeis for taking the duty of ambassador to the neigliboring people of

Acarnania, and he went in the same capacity into Peloponnesus. But

lie would not allow himself long absence from the debates and intrigues

of Athens. The prosecution therefore of negotiation, begun in Pelo-

ponnesus and Acarnania, he committed to Callias of Chaleis, whose

abilities had been so advantageously proved in Euboca.

Callias, returning to Athens, Avas introduced by Demo,6thenes to the ^sch. de

asseml)led peojjle, to report matters of important public concern. He ^"^'-P-*^^-

laad succeeded, he said, in negotiating a confederacy for war against

Macedonia: the Achaians and Mcgareans had ingaged for sixty

talents annually ; the Euboeans would furnish forty, and many other

Grecian republics would concui. He must however ilesire to be ex-

cused for withholding report of some very advantageous circumstances

procured by his mission, as they required secrecy ; but they were known

to some Athenians, who M'ould vouch for them, and he named De-

mosthenes. To this Demosthenes assented, adding that, of his own

knowlegc, the force ingaged for, by the Peloponnesiaus and Acar-

xanians together, was a hundred ships of war and ten thousand mer-
p ^gs.

cenary troops, beside native forces, two thousand from each country :

that the command in chief, it was agreed, should be conceded to the

Athenians, and that a congress of deputies from all the confederacy

should meet, at Athens, on a day not distant, which he named '".

Possibly (.."allias was deceived by those he trusted as leading men

"' For all these particulars jEschines refers to a decree of the Athenian people, passed

on the occasion, which, on Lis motion, was rtd before the assembly.

o£
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of the democratical party, in the governments with vhich he com-

municated ; or possibly, deceiving themselves, they undertook for

what they were unable to accomplisJi. There was however a general

failure of the promises : neither fleet nor army M^as assembled, no con-

gress met, and, whatever may have been agreed in secret, no confederacy

for war with Macedonia was acknowleged. To prosecute war then,

as Demosthenes had proposed, was impossible, and to maintain peace

was what he least of anybody could undertake. Thence evidently arose

Dcmosih. de the necessity for what, it appears, followed ; he conceded the lead in

cor p 27o.
pyijjic business to those who could consistently propose to maintain

/Esch.dt cor. r
_ _ .

friendly connection with Macedonia, and with whom the Macedonian

government might be not indisposed to friendly communication.

Under such circumstances, that he could quietly withdraw himself

from the leading- situation, and still hold the weight that inabled him

to interfere as a speaker in the general assembly, marks either very ex-

traordinary influence, M'hich he possessed among the Many, or very

extraordinary moderation in the opposite party, or rather both. The
B. C. S39. tranquilitv insuin"r from his retirement, during the 5'car following that
o\. no. 2.

1 ./
o

_ . .

Diod 1 i6
°^ *^^^ Hellespontine war, is marked by the historian by a complete

€. S2, 83. omission of notice of both Grecian affairs and Macedonian.

SECTION V.

l\^€zo Importance of the Office ofAmphictyon. Sacrilege of the Am-
phissians. Opposition of JEschi)ics to the Measures of Demosthenes.

New Sacred fVar, Second Epistle of Isocratcs to Philip. Election

of Philip to the Office of General of the Atnphicti/ons.

Is this season of comparative tranquility, M'hen nothing occurred

:>trikingly affecting the principal republics, a political leven wa*

working in a corner of the country, which quickly produced a fer-

mentation deeply interesting the whole. Formerly the office of

Amphictyon was of so little importance, that hardly, among all ex-

11 taut

4
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tant memorials, is to be found the name of any who held it, as repre-

sentative of any Amphictyonic state, before Demosthenes. But the

acceptance of it by one of his eminence, his cliaracter, and actually

holding the power of first minister of the Athenian republic, not lightly

indicates that it was become an office aftbrding, in existing circum-

stances, great opportunities. Accordingly, when his opponents acquired

the administration, iEschines was elected to the office. Athens, it

appears, now sent four representatives to the Amphictyonic council;

three pylagores, among whom was Jischines, but still only one hierom-

nemon. What had been foreseen, of importance enough to detach a

man of the powers of ^schines from the controversies of oratory at

Athens, docs not appear, but matter requiring his talents and experience

in' business soon showed itself

In tlie Sacred war, lately concluded, the Ozolian Locrians, the most

zealous and active allies of Thebes, had been the greatest suftercrs; and

the final success of their friends had mecrly relieved them from injury

and danger, without bringing any compensation. Their principal town,

Amphissa, hardly seven miles from Delphi, overlooked, nearly as

Delphi, the rich Cirrhtean plain; and its territory bordered on the de-

voted land, forbidden to the use of man. The Thebans, powerful

among the Amphictyoas, would be likely to desire gratification for

the Locrians, if it might be had without expcnce to themselves:

but allowance for what was coveted could- be only by connivance.

The Amphissians however not only used the devoted land, both for ^s'''- 1'''

'

.

''

_
cor. p. 505.

pasture and tillage, but ventured to occupy and even fortify the

accursed port; and, incouraged by permission of so much, they ad-

vanced in assurance, so far as to exact duties for goods and persons

passing to and from Delphi.

iEschines, from whom we have the account, in a speech of many years

after, asserted, before the Athenian people, that the Amphissians tam-

pered Avith the Amphictyons, and especially Demosthenes ; who took

from them a present of between sixty and seventy pounds sterling, as a

feeforhis interest innnediately in the Amphictyonic council, with a pro-

mise of a yearly sum nearly equal, for his regular support to their cause

at Athens : and Demosthenes seems to have confirmed this, by avoiding,

Vol. IV. 4 C hi
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in his reply, to contratlict it. Iiulccd it appears unquestionable that

the Athenian orators <jenerally, not less than the naval connnanders,

to whom we have seen Demosthenes himself imputing it, were in the

habit of taking such fees or benevolences. It was so they made

their fortunes ; as afterward the orators in the Roman republic ; so the

great Cicero acquired his immense fortune. But the purpose of

^schines, in that speech, was not to explain freely and fully the politics

of the times, but mecrly to inculpate Demosthenes. What he said of

his rival might be true; but the purpose of that extraordinary states-

man certainly went far beyond a little private lucre. Nor will it appear

wonderful, all the little that is laid open to us considered, that, from

Demosthenes, in his reply, scarcely any facts can be gathered : the

splendid coloring, which he could give to anything, he has given with

almost only vapor : the tangible matter, that has reached us, we owe

mostly to jEschines.

Soon after iEschines had taken his seat in the Amphictyonic council

(for so Demosthenes has shown) he noticed the profanation of the

Amphissians. Why this was not immediately followed by proceeilings

against them, does not appear. The crisis at length arose thus. There

was a temple newly built, probably to supply one destroyed in the late

troubles ; and, before it was regularly consecrated, some golden shields,

which had been dedicated by the Athenian people, after the battle of

Platcea, were placed in it, as if it was duly prepared to receive such obla-

tions. The shields bore an inscription reproachful to Thebes, in these

words :
' The Athenians, from the Medes and Thebans, when they fought

' against the Greeks.' This seems to have been done imprudently,

rather than with any purpose of offence ; for had there been any view

to disturb by it the intrigue of Demosthenes, for a connection between

the Athenian and Theban governments, which following circumstances

show to have been at this time prosecuting at Thebes, more care would

probably have been taken to avoid objectionable irregularity *'. Not

the Thebans then, but the Amphissian members of the council came

'* iEschines has avoided to say whether tion of Demosthenes, in his reply, that no

the Athenian accusation against the A lu- accusation had been brought against Alliens,

phissians, or the Ainphissian accusation by the Locrians, when.Eschines first brought

against the Athenians was first instituted, tlieir profanation into question,

aad of courfe credit will be due to the asier-

forward
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forward to notice the irregularity. They said it was impious ; and

they claimed damages against the Athenian people, for the fault of their

representatives, to the amount of fifty talents, nea.r ten thousand

pounds sterling. iEschiues rose to speak in defence of himself, and

his collegues, and his constituents. An Amphissian member inter-

rupted him, and went to the length of insisting, that the Athenian

people, as implicated in all the guilt of the Phocians, by alliance with

them in the Sacred war, ought to be excluded from the temple, and

deprived of Amphictyonic rights. iEschlnes however, obtaining at last

a hearing, defentled the suspension of the shields, and then proceeded

to urge against the Amphissians their sacrilegious profanation, in using

the devoted land and the accursed port.

Probably enough the Amphissian member, as iEschines says of him,

and perhaps others of the Amphictyons, representatiscs of the smaller

states, were men of no advantageous education. It is however evident

that, for the new or revived importance, to which the council was

raised, there was a great deficiency of established and suitable forms of

proceeding ; necessary, in every assembly, for insuring just deliberation,

and dignified conduct. The arguments of iEschines, or the weight of

the Athenian interest, prevailing, the council came so rapidly to a

decisive decree, on so dithcult and delicate a subject, that, on the same

evening, proclamation was made by the herald, for ' all Delpliians, of ^scb. de

* two years and upward above boyhood, free and slaves, to meet on ^°'^' ^' ^^*'

' the morrow at daybreak, at a place named, with hooks and spades;

* the hieromnemons and pylagores to attend ; e\ery state, M'hose re-

* prescntatives failed, to be excluded from the temple, as implicated in

' the profanation.'

This hasty communication produced its effect, so far that all met as

the decree required. Under command of the Amphictyons the crowd

descended into the plain, flestroyed the port, burned the houses, and

returned. But the Amphissians, admonished of course by their mem-
bers in the council, had assembled in arms ; and whether urged more

by inconsiderate passion, or incouraged by promise of powerful

support, tho too late to prevent, would revenge the injury to their

4 c s possessions
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iEsch. de possessions. The unarmed Delphians fled from their menacing ap-

Demosth^de P'^ach, but many were wounded, and some, even of the hieromne-

cor. p. 277. mons, were seized and stripped.
& 279

Such disgraceful irregularities abundantly mark the deficiency and

M'cakness of this national assembly. Nor were the following mea-

sures at all becoming the dignity which it ought to have maintained.

Kext day the president, Cottyphus'", summoned what was called a

general assembly of the Amphictyons. In such a general assembly

custom had established that all Greeks, at the time at Delphi, intitled to

admission to the common sacrifices, and to consultation of the god,

should have votes with the hieromnemons and pylagores. The very

resource of summoning such an assembly seems to mark deficiency in

the Ampliictyons ; and the result of its deliberations enough indicates

that they felt their dignity committed by their former hasty measures.

The necessary forms of justice, apparently, not less than a just con-

sideration of their own means, would have required notice to the

Amphissian.s, with a formal requisition to quit the lauds they had im-

properly occupied, before violence was used for ejection. Now mea-

sures were taken, which should rather have preceded those through

which their dignity and authority had been subjected to insult. It was

decreed, that the hieromnemons should meet, on a day named, before

the regular time for the next session of the Amphictyons (which in

course was to be held not at Delphi, but at Thermopyke) prepared with

a bill for bringing the Amphissians to justice, for their offences against

the god, the consecrated land, and the Amphictyons.

With this decree the Amphictyons concluded their session. The

Athenian members, returning home, prepared a bill, as the decree

required ; which, M'hether as a matter of duty, or only of supposed

prudence and expediency, they offered for the approbation of their

own government
;
presenting it first to the council of Fivchundred, and

then, warranted by their sanction, to the assembled people Demos

thenes opposed in vain, and the decree of the people gave it the force

of a laM'.

But
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But Demosthenes, superior to liis opponents in diligence, not less

than in acuteness, talking over the members of tlie council of Five-

hundred, procured a decree there, commanding, that the hicroninemon

and pylagores of Athens should go to Thennopylaj and to Delphi at

the times appointed by their forefathers ; thus virtually forbidding

their going at tlie previous time appointed by the Amphict3'ons.

Chusing then dexterously his moment, in an assembly of tlie people,

when the business appointed for the day was over, and iEschines, with

the other principal men of his party were gone away, he brought this

decree forward there ; and uncontrouled by the salutary forms, which

check insidious party-mcitsures in the British parliament, he procured

at once the complete ratification of it. Nor did he stop thus. Find-

ing the soverein assembly at his devotion, he added a clause, com-

manding 'that the hieromnemon and pylagores of Athens should

' not communicate with those of the other Grecian states, in words,

' or deeds, or votes, or act of any kind ".' The account of /Eschines,

imputing sinister management to Demosthenes in this bufinefs, does

no credit to himself or his party for diligence or vigilance.

The decree, thus carried, seems to have been effectual for its pur-

pose; which evidently' was to render any attendance of the Athenian

members in the council either nugatory, or embarrassing. Had the cor. p. 518.

Athenian Amphictyons been of the war-party they would probably

*' To» 'n^ijji))r,fi.»tt, Tur 'AirivuMt, xa> itxjhayL stitution that shoulfi insure it, was so much

•a; T»v; asi i!vhoiy''f<itJrra(i, ft)j ^LnUnt roTf UiT better understood. Taylor, accordingly, says

<ri.XX£7o/x«»oi5,^i>i Aoysjv, /xiT£'efy4,»,/niiT£ Jo7ji*ixTo», indignantly to this :
' Nihil prastermittitur.'

flint nfi^iui i^riiijxiccf. /Escli. de cor. p. 518. In what he adds I cannot equally agree with

' Sycophantice pru-termitlit quaruiii rcrum him: ' Decrevit Demosthenes eos non par-

* non debeant esse participes, belli Phocen- ' ticipare cum consiliis vel actis senatus

< sis scilicet.' There is something extremely ' Amphictyonici, qui exlia orditiem cu<j[eba-

curious in the disposition to democrulical ' tur.' Tlie additional clause of Demos-

barking, so extensively shown among the thenes had surely a further purview; for

critics of the continent, from the revival of the use of an inactmeut forbidding to the

letters onward to the French revolution ;
Athenian members concurrence in counsels

and more especially when coniptired with and deeds with the previous meeliMg, which

the greater moderation of those of our own they were, by the former part of the decree,

country, where real freedom, and the con- forbjddcB to attend, is not obvious.

have
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JEsch. de have attepded purposely to embarrass. But they avoided to go. The
cor. p. 319. 'pheban members also staid away. All the others however were pre-

sent, when the rer-olution was taken, that war be made against the

Aniphissians, and IJie command committed to Cottyplms. An army

accordingly was collected ; the Amphissians were brought to submis-

sion; and, as iEscliines seems truly to say, all things considered, they

were not severely treated. A fine was imposed on the Amphissian

state, to be paid in a limited time, to the god. Some of those who

had taken a leading part, in the late violence against the Amphictyons,

Avere banished, and some Amphissian citizens, who had been con-

demned to exile for opposition to tlie little politics of their state, were

restored. Thus, what had been very irregular and highly disgraceful,

was "put into as regular course as, according to all appearance could

be, and in a manner as little objectionable.

But no sooner Mas the force which had compelled submission with-

drawn, than the Amphissians returned to their former temper, and

proceeded to corresponding measures. They refused payment of the

fine, they recalled those whom the Amphictyons had banished, and

^sch. <le drove into banishmeait again those whom they had recalled. Upon
cor. p. 5 1 Q.

Demosthide this war was again decreed against them. But troops were not duly
cor.p,277. furnished by the states called upon, and the measures taken were of

little effect.

Such successful resistance of the people of the little town of Am-

phissa to the Amphictyons, the general council of the Greek nation,

would appear strange indeed, if it was not fully indicated in remaining

accounts, that their resistance was incouraged, and supported, by the

party of Demosthenes and Chares at Athens, in concert with a powerful

party in Thebes. Nor was the matter of light moment. It involved

the question, whether the party of Demosthenes and Chares at Athens

should command the Greek nation. In the fourth Philippic oration

of Demosthenes we have seen Corinth, Arcadia, Argos, Thebes,

and even Laceda^mon, threatened to be reduced under Athenian

empire. Perhaps this boldness, which may appear improvident, was

necessary for instigation to the Athenian people. Could Demos-

thenes
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thenes have carried liis purposes more secretlj', he might have suc-

ceeded in them.

At the next meeting of the Amphictyons, hcklat Thermopyhe,

and thence called the Pyla^^an meeting, the circumstances of Greece

vere taken into serious consideration. . How the people of the little

town of Aniphissa should he reduced to order, would have hcen even

a ridiculous question for such a hody, if the Amphissians were not

already notoriously secure of that support, which sonn after was openly

given them. It was evidently the notoriety of the divided state of

Greece (which Demosthenes himself has described as so inviting

for Athens) and the apprehension of being brought under the rule

of the conqueror of Sestus and his party, that induced a majority of
^Jj'^p'U'g

*

the members to turn their view to the king of Macedonia.

Demosthenes, in a speech many years after, told the Athenian people p. '276.

that the M-hole business of this little Amphissian war arose from the

intrigue of iEschines ; the ultimate object being to procure the election
/LiSO II* Qc

of Philij) to the command. Philip was all the time making war against cor. p. 519.

that powerful Scythian hord, occupying the coast of the Euxine sea,

from the Borystheues to the Danube or beyond it, and he was actually

in their country. Agents indjed might nevertheless be busy for him

in Greece, But, on the contrary, if Isocratcs is to be credited, Philip

was as backward to interfere among the republics, even on their invi-

tation, as Demosthenes desired to have him believed eager, indefatigable

and profuse. That however the little people of Amphissa would ven-

ture first to attack the Amphictyons, and afterward to resume and

persevere in war against them, without assurance of support from

some more pov/crful state, is evidently improbable ; and the disposition

of a powerful party in Thebes and of the war-party in Athens to favor

them is abundantly testified by Demosthenes himself. Toward an

estimate of Philip's politics, then this may deserve consideration.

At the conclusion of the Sacred war, a partnership in the presi-

dency of the Pythian festival had been committed to him and his

successors forever. When that great politician, Jason of Tliessaly,

proposed to make himself sovcrein of Greece, it was with him a

great
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great point to preside in person at tlie Pythian festival; insomuch

tliat he proposed to assume tlie situation by force, should it not

quietly be conceded to him. Cut Philip avoided the invidious honor,

vhen already his own, and sent his deputy. Tlie ingenuity of Demos-

thenes converted this into matter of reproach for him. Philip would

not condescend, the orator told the Many of Athens, to attend himself,

but sent his servant. Had Philip, on the contrary, used the oppor-

tunity open to him, as he was well capable of using it ; had he dis-

played at Delphi the elegant magnificence which had been so admired

at his Olympic festival in Macedonia; had he there, with advantageous

opportunity for communicating personally with principal men, espe-
,

cially young men, from every city of Greece, exerted his singular «

talent for conviviality and pleasant conversation, to extend personal

attachment to him in all parts, the ingenuity of Demosthenes, •!

tho he might have feared the consequences, would not have wanted

ground of invective to oppose them, or diligence in making the utmost

use of it.

B.C. S30. The second of the extant epistles of Iso crates to Philip fliows itself

^ ^^' ~'
to have been written about this time ; for it mentions Philip as recently

returned from the war with the northern people, in whose country he yet

jCsch.de was when the Amphictyons were deliberating about his election to

^°^'
the command in the Amphissian war. It marks a strong feeling

in tlic old patriot for Philip's safety ; it reproves him for risking his

person improvidenlly in battle, exhorts him to friendship with the

Athenians, admonishes him not to regard those who, informing him

of all the invectives and calumnies vented against him by a party

in Athens, would persuade him that the people generally were ill dis.

posed toward him, and concludes with urging him ' to connect his

* kingdom and his geod fortune with the happiness and concord of

' the Greek nation ".' The Amphictyons then, concurring in senti-

ment

**'Er» Tr» (Jao-.Xila* x<xi T«. Ji^Jaifio.iair Tnr to the oration to Philip and all ll)e three

iirafvivaat vftXt wafaxaTaTiSiffSaiT^" Ti» 'EWk?- letters of Isocrates : probably desiring not to

tut itJai/zoKi*. xa» Ji,»ciia. be understood tomcaii the same day, but only

Itseenis to have been in mecr idleness that time within whicli was no material change

theeditor. Auger, has assigned the same date of circumstance*. We have seen the ora-

] tiuii

J
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Isocrates and the party of Phocion, how far communicating with

them \rc know not, the Amphictyons came to the resolution of

JnvitiniT the kinsj of jNIacedonia to take upon himself the oflice of Demosth.de
cor. p, 27y.

their general, and they decreed that Cotty])hus, their president, should

go to him, as their ambassador, to request his acceptance of the

appointment.

tion marks its own date very exactly. There selves for dates very considerably differing,

seems littie hazard in affirming that the first to those who will take thr; troiil>le, which

epistle was sent before it, because it would Auger has desired to avoid, of adverting

have been absurdly nugatory after it. T!ic duly to the matter staled m iLcm.

second and third epistles clearly mark them-

Vol. IV. aD
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CHAPTER XLII,

Affairs of Greece, from the Election of Prriiip King of

INIacedonia to be General of the Amphictyons, till his

Death.

S E C T I a N I.

Extraordinary Policy of Demosthenes. Confederacy of Grecian States

under the Influence of the Athenian fTar-party. Hostilities against

Macedonia, zvithout declared JVar. Requisition of Forces for the

new Sacred, or Amphissian fFar, Conclusion of the new Sacred

War.

T H E election of the king of Macedonia to the office of general of

the Ampliictyons, making him the constitutional head of a great

confederacy of Grecian repuhlics, almost in the moment of failure of

the avowed project of the Athenian war-party for a great confederacy

against him and his Grecian allies, again placed that party in circum-

stances most discouraging. Opportunity thus was so opened for

establishing the prevalence of the peaceful, and for consolidating that

friend!}^ connection, of Athens especially, hut of all Greece, with Mace-

donia, which the j)caccful party, as the writings of Isocrates shoM', ear-

nestly desired, that ground of hope for the war-party again to obtain the

lead might seem hardly discernible. But as quicksightcdness, dexterity^

and boldness were never yet so wanted in the cause, so never before were

they equally shown. The very conception of the ideii, which De-

mosthenes next carried into practice, appears extraordinary. Having

reached his actual eminence by vehement and persevering assertion of

the most unlimited democratical despotism, yet, unable, in the moment,^

to command by the democratical, he applied himself to cultivate, not

an aristocratical party, hut a depressed relic of the aristocratical branch

of the constitution. A few years ago, Isocrates had proposed Restora-

tion of authority to the once powerful and venerable court of Areio- X
pagus, but he proposed in vain. Demosthenes now formed an interest

iu
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ill that court, siicli that he might use it as his instrument for controul-

ing tlie soverein ]\Iauy ; and, under his direction, it assumed power to

be an clHcacious instrument.

In tlie way which appears to have been, of late at least, usual, and

esteemed regular, iEschines had been elected, by the people, to the Demosth. de

office of syndic of the temple of Delosj-an office of high honor, and ^or. p. 271.

apparently lucrative. The court of Areiopagus, perhaps reviving some

old claim to interfere in the appointment to offices connected with the

religion of the state, not only annulled the election, but took upon

itself to substitute Hyperides, an orator of eminence, zealous in the

party of Chares and Demosthenes. Whether Phocion and his friends

thought this might be a salutary precedent for checking popular des-

potism, or why otherwise they did not or could not excite the soverein

assembly, generally so jealous of its authority, to support its own act,

we have no information.

The appointment to the syndicship, however, Avas, by itself, of small

consideration : its importance arose from its connection Avith other

matters. A man of eminence, Antiphon, respected i'ov his quality, for-

midable by his talents, adverse to the war-party, and, as far as appears,

M'ithout other crime, had been banished by a decree of the people.

Whether hoping for protection, and a reversal of the decree, from the

recovered influence of his friends, or under whatever of the various

inducements that might present themselves, he returned illegally, and Ibid.

was living in concealment in Peira^us. The vigilance of Demosthenes

obtaining notice of this, he judged that, at any hazard, the utmost

should be made of the opportunity. Unable to gain such information

of Antiphon's residence that the officers of justice might be directed

in regular course to apprehend him, he assumed to himself authority,

with sufficient attendants, to search private houses; and, having at

length discovered the delinquent, took him into custody and carried

hinj to the city.

The people then being assembled, the prisoner was brought before

them. 'J he notorious fact of his illegal return from banishment, tho

subjecting him to capital punishment, would not warrant the violation

of private rights in apprcheuding him. It behoved Demosthenes

4 t) 2 therefore
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therefore to be prepared with means to obviate accusation against

liimseli', or his own ruin might take place of Antiphon's. The men-

tion of a plot to "overthrow the democracy would at any time fire the

multitude. Of such a plot Demosthenes accused Antiphon; with the

addition that it was concerted with the king of Macedonia. The first

measure, he afith-med, was to have been to burn the naval arsenal, with

all the shipping there, and for tliis purpose it Mas that the prisoneu

was lurking in Peira;us. Tlie peace-party came forward, anxious to

defend Antiphon ; but, aware of the infiammable temper of the des-

potic soverein, they seem to have rested less on the total deficiency

of evidence to tlie charge, than on the opportunity open for directing

the popular passion to the notorious violation of the constitution and

the rights of citizens, in the act of apprehending the prisoner. Whethei*

however argument or influence or passion availed most, the charge was

voted groundless, and, as illegally arrested, Antiphon was set at liberty.

Defeat, in such a measure, could not but involve in great danger

those inorajjed in it. Demosthenes therefore, as little averse to aristo-

cratical despotism, if it might serve his purpose, as to democratical,

proceeded again to make the court of Areiopagus his weapon, for

defence and ofience. The security of an Englishman, in the imme-

morial rule of the common law, that no man shall be tried twice on

the same charge, was given neither by the principles of democracy,

nor of aristocracy at Athens. Antiphon, dismissed in pursuance of the

sentence of the soverein people, was arrested again, at the instigation

of Demosthenes, by order of the court of Areiopagus ; and, not con-

victed by evidence, but, under the pressure of torture, confessing, or

uttering what his tormentors asserted to amount to confession, of the

purpose of burning the arsenal, he was, by that court, so renowned of

old for the equity of its decisions, sent to the executioner. It might

be diificult to give credit to these facts, if they came reported on less

unau'^jticious authority than that of the great orator, the principal

agent. It may however, it should seem, be presumed, that the pro-

ceedings, so disgusting, even as he has related them, were not war-

ranted by the celebrated constitution of Solon, nor would have been

allowed under that court of Areiopagus which Isocrates desired to

restore

;
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•restore; for it were difficult lo say what just freedom, what security for

individual*,, could exist under a constitution that would tolerate the

practice of Demosthenes '.

But a measure of such violence, tho carried hy the authority of the

court of Areiopagus, against the declared will of the soverein multitude,

could be supported only by a recovery of prevalence among that mulr

titude ; and tliis was evidently never out of the view of Demosthenes.

Tlie ebb and flow of command, among the assembled Athenian people,

was not always produced by any change of popular favor. At this

very time, when the war-party failed of the votes wanted to carry one

important purpose, the maritime department appears to have been

decidedly under their influence: tlie fleets were actively, and pro-

bably lucratively, cnijdoyed in preying on the Macedonian commerce, Demosth. de

Avliile the orators at home, and especially Demosthenes, were asserting, ™^- P 275,

in the assembly, that Athens maintained faithfully the peace, which n(inost!i.

Philip, they exclaimed, had broken. While the nautic multitude were

so employed, the strength of the party might sometimes fail in the

general asseniljly, for want of their voices ; and yet, to hold their favor,

it would be necessary to allow them so to be employed. The incon-

venience then of a temporary defeat, resulting from their absence in an

unforeseen crisis, would be to be repaired by their zeal for the patrons of

their vocation, when ihey returned ; and it was apparently in reasonable

confidence that he could call in sufficient supjjort, that Demosthenes

ventured, in tiie absence of a large proportion of his friends, to use

the authority of the ct)urt of Areiopagus against the authority of the

general assembly, ami proceed to that extravagance of despotism and

cruelty, in the case of Antiphon, which surprized even Plutarch.

Thus, under the conduct of Demosthenes, most ably adapted to liis

own purposes and those of his party, that party recovered the ascend-

ancy in the general assembly, and the administration of the affairs of the

connnonwealth. Their views then w'erc directed, with not less ability or

' Even Plutarcli lias observed, of this widely otherwise than with the very credit-

affair, tluit it was o-^ajfa aptroxfarnily able int'aning which it bore in thu age of

sroAiTsy/i* (v. Dcniobth. p 8o2.) It is ob- I'lalo and IsocraRs,

vioub that he used tlie word afiro>;p«Ti)ti»

diligeiicej.
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dilioence, nor without lais^e success, to establish and extend its influence

in other parts of Greece. In Euboca, divided through all its towns,

betMcen factions long vehemently hostile to oneanother, yet with the

war-party generally overborne, the business must have been of great

nicety and difficulty. Nevertheless Demosthenes, attaching able

ajrents to his interest by their interest, and favored by the scru-

pulous moderation of the party of Phocion, succeeded so, that nearlj

the whole iland was brought under his command. In Megara he had

equally procured prevalence for the party there under his patronage.

Corinth, formerly the steddy friend of Lacedicmon, the vehement

eneniv of Athens, was fallen much from her antient importance among

the Grecian stales; her constitution altered, and the people oppressed,

after a long series of good administration, through that growth of

violent faction, of which an account has been formerly given after tlie

authentic narrative of Xenophon. In the following age, Diodorus has

noticed Corinth, only for her connection with Sicilian aft'airs, through

the expedition of Timokon. For her antient fame her political state

now would be an object of curiosity ; but Demosthenes has simply shown

that, when he was the minister, she was the ally of Alhens. From a late

writer, the jocular Lucian, we have the character of her government

and people ludicrously exhibited
;
yet, being in consonance with the

other more serious testimonies, the picture is probably not Avholly

unfaithful. The famous cynic philosopher Diogenes, at this time, it is

Lucian.de said, was inhabiting his tub at Corinth. There, as at Athens, to infuse

hxst.
' apprehension of attack from Macedoni.1, and to excite, if possible,

passion enough among the people to lead them to approve and be

active in ofl'ensive ^va.r, was the object of the leaders. All therefore

Avas set in motion : fortifications were repaired, arms fabricated,

^jrovisions collected. The whole city thus being in a bustle of

military preparation, the ])hilosopher began to roll about his tu'b

in vaiious directions. Being asked Why ? he answered, ' he would

' avoid, for once, the imputation of affecting singularity, and so would

* not be the only person in Corinth not absurdly cm]doye I.' Corinth

however was no unimportant addition to the Athenian i onftderacy.

Not only her situation was commanding, but her alliance carried with

4 it,
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it, or assisted much toward obtaining, that of Corcyra and Lcucadia,

which accordingly were among the allies of Atliens. Achaia and

Acarnania were also in the same interest; decided to it much by their

hostility to neighboring states, allies of Macedonia. Laceda^mon,

under treaty still subsisting, was an ally of the republic, ill disposed

toward IVIacedonia, for the support Avhich Macedonia gave to the

Argians and Messenians; but there M'as no friendshi]) between the

Lacedeemonian government and tlie Mar-party in Athens; and the

great si>eculation of Demosthenes, at this time, alliance with Thebes,

was incompatible with any friendly connection with Lacedtemon.

The effectual confederacy of x\thens, under the administration of the

war-party, consisted then of Megara, Corinth, with Leucadia and

Corcyra, Achaia, and Acarnania.

The acquisition of Thebes, for M'hich Demosthenes appears to liave

been perfectly willing to forego any advantage to be derived fiom the

connection with Lacedaemon, might seem, on a transient view, so to

abound \vith dithculty, and indeed so to be out of all ordinary course

of policy, that the purpose might appear even preposterous; yet, as we

proceed with the course of events, we find the keensightcd politician

had discovered no inconsiderable ground for it. A party once formed

in Thebes, in direct opposition to the party desirous of maintaining the

connection with INIacedonia, however aversion to Athens generally

might be a popular passion, was in tlie best manner prepared for

connection vith the war-party in Athens. According to the pro-

bable imputation of ^Eschines, Demosthenes held communication Mith /EscL. de

this party in Thebes, when it might have subjected any man to the ^r. p. 5^2,

charge of high treason. Yet so ably the intrigue was managed, that Dciiiosth. de

a powerful party there was prepared with zeal for connection with ^"'-P-^yy-

Athens, while not only th.c two republics were in a state of actual

war, but the general prejudices among the people of both were >'«ry

liostile toward each other.

Meanwhile nominal peace and nominal alliance remaining between

Athens and Macedonia, tlie war-party orators continued their com-

plaints that Philip had broken the peace, and the Athenian navy was

busy in maritime depredation, as if war had been declared. It is precisely

of
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Deniosth.de oF this time Demosthenes is speaking, v.-hcie he says, 'Philip was
le^at. p.27o, < without prospect of rehef from the hostilities he was sulfeiing from

"Athens, unless he could excite the Thehans and Tlicssahans to be

"'active in measures against us: for notuiihstaudiug the deficient

* exertion of our military commanders, he was suft'ering a thousand

' evils from the depredations on the maritime trade of his country.

Nothing could be exported, nothing imported for the activity of our"
-n

* cruizers\'

Such was the state of things, when Philip, invited l)y the euibassy

of the Amphictyons, came to their meeting at Thermopyhe, w here alone

they appear to have held their sittings, since Delphi wa^ become

insecure, through tlie open hostility of the Locriaus, on one si<le, ami

the uncertain disposition of Thebes, on the other. In pursuance then

of the duties of the oltice to which he had been elected, he issued

requisitions for the Amphictyonic states to send thiir contingents of

troops, for war to be waged under his command. The form of tl:e

requisition, sent to the Peloponnesians, is given by Demosthenes, lluis:

* The king of the Macedonians, Philip, to the magistrates of the Ptlo-

* ponnesians of the confederacy, and to all the confederates, greeting':

' AVhereas tlie Locrians, called Ozolian, inhabiting Amphissa, are acting

* olTensively against the temple, and, coming with arms, have plundered

' the sacred land ; it is my purpose, with your support, to assert the

' cause of the god, and oppose those Avho violate what is held sacred

among men. 1 rc(iuire you therefore to meet me, in Phocis, duly

armed, and bringing provision for forty days, within the present

month, called by us Loiis, by the Athenians Boedromion, by the

' Corinthians Panemus. Those who attend will be intitled to com-

' munication in council; those who fail of conforming to tlie decrees

* of the confederacy will be fined. Farewell.'

It docs not appear that any requisition was sent to Athens ; where

acknowlegement of the election of Philip, not only to be commander-

• Auroir- This word appears to have * nsAon-orHnriav tuk i» t? irupftax'? "'«

been used by the Greeks ciiually to signify Jii/xiotfyJi? xa) Tort antifoi; «ai Tor? a\Aon

a pirate, and a ship of war regularly com- o'l'^fiixx'"! Tcaat, Wiiat the distinctions were

missioned, whence it is often difficult to between these descriptions of people we

know which has been intended. »cem to fail of means for ascertaining.

ill-
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in-chief, but to be an Amphictyon, had been denied. To Thebes it Demosth. de

was not omitted; but so the Athenian party had advanced in power ^^'"•P-273.

there, that obedience to it was refused : Yet among those fluctua-

tions, to M'hich deniocratical government was so liable, the Mace-

donian party, afterward preponderating, at least for that question, the Dinaich. or.

Theban contingent, under the command of Proxenus, joined the
'" "^'""^"^ *

Amphictyonic army.

]\Ieanwhile, in Athens, between parties stimulated, one by ambition,

the other by fear of oppression, and of strength nearly balancing, the Demosth. de

contest of oratory was vehement. The war-party however prevailing, a '^°''" ^- ^^^'

measure was taken, of the most decided hostility toward all that part of

the Greek nation, which acknowleged the Amphictyonic authority,

and was disposed to abide by the peace, which had ended the Phocian

war. The Athenian republic had now in its pay mercenary troops, to

the amount, according to iEschines, of ten thousand men. All, includ- Msch. de

ing apparently those which had been serving in the Hellespont, were '^"'"- P- ^'^"*

fent, by a decree of the people, to assist the Amphissians, in their

rebellion against the authority of the Amphictyons. What states, or

what party in those states, had incouraged the obnoxious conduct of

tlie Amphissians, could then no longer be doubtful.

Of the war which followed, no particulars have been transmitted.

The remaining information shows only the general result. The Am-
phictyonic army, directed by the talents of Philip, quickly rendered

all the support furnished to the Amphissians vain, and reduced them to

unconditional submission. The power then being more in Philip's

liands, than when the Phocian war was concluded, severity against the

vanquished, notwithstanding the imputation of sacrilege, was so

avoided, that even the adverse orator has been at a loss for ground on

which he could venture to specify any complaint.

Vol. IV. 4 E
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SECTION ir.

Critical Situation of the Athenian War-party : Political State of

Thebes: Exertions of Demosthenes to gain the Alliance of Thebes:

Contest of Parties at Athens : Hostile Decree against Macedonia:

Letters of Philip to the Athenians and Thebans ; Elateia garri-

soned by Philip.

This new failure, in a cause so generally uncreditable, throughout

Greece, as that of the Amphissians, brought the war-party, practised in

critical situations, into a situation perhaps more critical than any

wherein they had yet stood. Weakened by the double defeat; military

and political, yet to retreat or retract would now, more than in any

former circumstances, be to surrender all their importance, and give the-

government of the republic to their opponents. Nor could they hope

to hold their ground without advancing : enterprize was, more thai*

ever, necessary to them. Neither were means yet wrested from their

hands, or opportunities, such as able and keen-sighted politicians might

use, failing before them. On the contrary, the confederacy under their

influence remained, apparently undiminished. To the party which,

through the dexterous management of Demosthenes and his agents^

prevailed throughout Euboea, the patronage of his party in Athens

was necessary, perhaps not less than the command of the iland

was, for them, desirable. Similar party interests and local inte-

rests continued to hold- Megara, Achaia, and Acarnania in their con-

nection; and Corinth, carrying with her Corcyra and Leucadia,

adhered to it. Nowhere their cause appears to have felt the shock of

the defeat in the Amphissian war so much as in Thebes. The Theban.

people indeed had never yet been of their confederacy ; but the progress

toward the acquisition had been large. Without Thebes, then, the

support of all the rest would hardly inablc them to maintain their

ground ; but could Thebes yet be gained, hope might again soar higL

The very name of Thebes, added to the catalogue of their allies, for

the
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the recent renown of that state, would be a great acquisition. But

the military force of Boeotia for its numbers, as well as for its re-

putation, was very considerable in the scale of the Grecian republics.

There was moreover another consideration of no small importance.

Could Thebes be gained, the rampart of friendly states around Attica

would be completed. The Athenian people would be relieved from

apprehension of a powerful enemy on their border, under ^hich

they had been long uneasy. Attica would be no longer to be

approached by hostile armies, but across the territories of allies,

. who must bear the first brunt of any war. This circumstance,

blazoned by the glowing eloquence of Demosthenes, appears to

have weighed much with a large portion of the Athenian people,

little capable of estimating what might be, in the existing cir-

cumstances, the probable efficacy of such a rampart. But perhaps the

orator himself depended more on another view, which Mould have been

disappointed by a premature declaration of it. Were Thebes gained,

the force of the confederacy at hand would be such, that Philip might

be blockaded in Phocis, or even attacked there with overbearing num-

bers, and compelled to seek personal safety, if so he could find it, by

flight over the mountains.

The alliance of Thebes, thus a great object for the war-party at

Athens to gain, was of course also a great object for INIacedonia to

preserve. In Thebes, meanwhile, with a weak government, the op-

position of parties was violent. The party generally ruling was that

M'hich, in pursuit of empire, had put forward the Phociau war. lu

<1istress, produced by that war, it had sought the Macedonian alliance.

Relieved, through the advantages of that alliance, from immediate

danger, it resumed its purposes of ambition : but upon these that

alliance was a check. The same party then, which had been most for-

ward to form that alliance, became most earnest to be relieved from

the intanglement. But another party, less desiring empire than just

government and domestic security, and fearing oppression to them-

selves from success in the ambitious purposes of tlieir fcUowcitizens,

cherished the newly formed connection with Macedonia, as the best

fltay of the peace, and even of the constitution of the commonwealth.

Between these two parties tlie Theban Many floated. But there were

4 t 2 circumstances
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circumstances tending to turn the flood rather in favor of the leaders

adverse to the Macedonian connection. The Many were very exten-

sively disposed to participate in the amhition of that part}', but espe-

cialh' in the ambition to command, as a sovcrein people, tlie people of

all the other towns of Boeotia. Indignation was thus ready among
them, when the king of Macedonia, with a liberal policy at least, tha

among the antients he had extensive credit for a nobler motive, huma-

nity, desired mercy for those whom the Thebans called their revolted

subjects, theOrchomenians and others, who had ingaged in confederacy

with the Phocians. Even after he had consented to the expulsion of

those unfortunate people from Boeotia, the charity he extended to them

within his own dominions, where he provided many M'ith settlements,

was, in the eyes of the Thebans, suspicious and offensive. On the

other liand that party in the Boeotian towns, consisting mostly of the

wealthier, who desired emancipation from the sovereinty of theTheban

people, or relief against its occasional pressure, looked, in common -with

most other Greeks in uneasy circumstances, to the king of Macedonia,

as a general protector: and this was a second, and a stronger cause of

jealousy for the Theban Many. But among the numerous states of

Greece, where, for their smallness, alliances must be numerous, a

kindness could hardly be done to one ally, such was the jealousy

among them, without offence to some other. Had Philip's purpose

been, like Jason's formerly, to hold Greece in subjection by force,

Kica;'a, placed iu his liands by the Phocian general Phalascus, would

have been, for its commanding situation against the strait of Ther-

mopyla?, a possession to be carefully held. Had he kept it by a Mace-

donian garrison, he would perhaps less have offended the Thebans; but

.«:scli. de lie gave it to their old allies the Thessalians, and thus he excited much

their envy and indignation.

These were all circumstances of advantage for Demosthenes, in his

purpose of detaching Thebes from the Macedonian alliance, and bring-

ing it to close connection with Athens. Still, however, such was the

inveterately hostile disposition of the Theban and Athenian people

toward each other, and sue h the strength of the party in Thebes, not

only in the highest degree adverse to such a connection, but earnest to

1

1

maintain

cor.
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maintain the existing connection with Thessaly and Macedonia, that

the project abounded with difficulty. The necessities of the war-party

however being urgent, and the object great, they were willing to hazard

much for it, and bid high. The liberality of a system resembling the

Olynthian, which had succeeded as a lure with the Euboeans and

Byzantines, would not suit the Thebans, Avho affected, not equality,

but sovercinly. To ingage to support the sovcreinty of Thebes over

the other Boeotian towns, of whose freedom it had been formerly the

boast of Athens to be the patroness, would be indispensable toward any

hope of success. But, beyond this, Demosthenes flattered the ambition

of the Thebans, leaders and people, with the intimation that Athens

would promote their decayed hopes of extensive empire, and consent

to hold a second place, at least in military command, under Thcban

leaders.

That it was the promising success of secret negotiation in Thebes, .Esch. de

which incouraged the war-party to persevere in vehement opposition 9°^-

to any accommodation with Macedonia, the contest of rival orators cor. p.2S5.

afterward gave to public knowledge. Meanwhile the party of Phocion,

perhaps suspecting the intrigue but little informed of it, and at any

rate not desiring the Theban connection for the purposes proposed

by their opponents, strenuously contended for abiding by existing

treaties, and maintaining peace. A decree, first debated in the council

and at the board of generals, and by them offered to the assembled

people, appears to mark, by its inconsistent tenor, the struggle with

which it was carried. It runs thus : ' Whereas Philip has taken cities

* in our near neighborhood, some of which he has laid waste, and now,

* setting at nought the treaty, and proposing to violate fuilh, publicly

' plighted, he is preparing to invade Attica; it is therefore resolved, by

' the council and the people, that a herald be sent with an embassy to

' confer with him, and especially exhort him to preserve the harmony

' established between us, and abide by the treaty; or, at least, to allow

' time for the state to deliberate, and, for that purpose, agree to a tiure

' till the month Thargelion.'

We owe tlie preservation of this curious document to Demosthenes;

but Philip's answer, to so strange a luiituve of invective and solicita-

tion,
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tion, the orator has evidently thought it not for his purpose to bring

forward. What however might be, at least in part, the answer, may

even now be gathered. He had taken no cities of their neighborhood,

and laid waste none. The Phocians had surrendered their cities to him

rather than to Grecian republics, under whose pov.er they would other-

wise have fallen ; and some had been laid waste, not by him, but by

the oldest and most venerable judicature known to the Greek nation.

He was not preparing to invade Attica, nor had any such purpo.se; but

he was already prepared, and well resolved, to defend himself and his

allies, against a party in Athens, adverse to the peace and freedom of

Greece.

But whether this decree passed with or against the consent of the

war-party, or rather partly M'ith and partly against their wislies, their

negotiation with Thebes, as the concurring testimonies of the rival

orators show, did not cease, but was rather prosecuted with increased

sedulity. This being not to be intirely concealed from Philip, and

communication with Thebes being yet open for him, as a state, liow-

ever showing a disposition to change, still formally his ally, he en-

Fp. Phil, ad (icvored to obviate the mischief by counter-negotiation. Nor was
Theb. ap.

. .

•' ^

Deinostli. de his succcss, it appears, inconsiderable ; for the Thebans, by a solemn
cor. p.. . ^^^^ renewed their former peace and friendship with him.

Such proof of the prevalence of the party in Thebes, adverse to con-

nection with Athens, alarmed Demosthenes and his friends ; and, five

End of Juno, weeks after the former decree for the embass}- to Philip, another was

l)rought forward, for a second embassy, in these terms: 'Whereas
' Philip endevors to excite the Thebans against us, and is preparing to

' come with his whole army to the places nearest Attica, in breach of

* the treaty subsisting between us, it is resolved, by the council and

' people, that a herald and an embassy be sent to him, to propose and

' solicit a truce, that the people may duly deliberate on the existing

' circumstances, not having yet taken, on their part, any hostile

' measure.'

To tliis decree, and the representations of the embassy, Philip

returned a written answer, which remains reported by Dcmostiienes,

thus; ' Philip, king of the Macedonians, to tl>e Athenian council

' and
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* and people, greeting : What your disposition toward us has been,

* from the beginning, I am not ignorant, nor with what earnestness

* you have endevored to gain the Thessalians, the Thebans, and the

' rest of tlie Boeotians to your party. But now you find them too

' wise to submit their interests to your direction, you change your

' course and send ministers with a herald to me to admonish me of

' the treaty, and demand a truce; having in truth been injured by us

' in nothing. Nevertheless I have heard your ambassadors, and I

' consent to all your desires, nor shall I take any step against you, if,

' dismissing those who advise you ill, you consign them to their

* deserved ignominy. So may you prosper V
At the same time he judged it expedient to address the Thebans, m

a letter reported also by Demosthenes, thus: ' The king of the Mace-
' donians, Philip, to the Theban council and people, greeting : I re-

' ceived your letter, by which you renew your friendship and peace

' with me. I understand however that the Athenians are urging

' everything that could induce you to concur in their purposes; and

' indeed I did apprehend that you had some disposition to yield to

' their hopes, and follow their lead ; but now I am assured that you

' prefer the preservation of peace, with me, to such submission of your-

' selves to the guidance of strangers, and I rejoice in it. I commend
' your conduct on many accounts ; but, especially, as it places you in

* security, and as it evinces goodwill toward me. I trust the advantage

' to you will be not small, if you persevere in it. May you prosper.'

Demosthenes, in^ the whok tenor of i.is orations of this period shows,

and all that has been transmitted by Isocratcs, ^schines, and the his-

torian confirms it, that he had. no view to peace : his purpose, and that

of his principal associates in polities, was only to gain time for esta-

blishing the superiority of their party in Thebes. Were that accom-

* "a» iri^ Toyj o^K ojSwj <rvy.Qov>.(uotlaf vfjXt Surely have us believe Demosthenes either

wa^«7r/fi4'«»Ti5.T?5 ir5oi7>ixoi;y)xaTifii«<«|i«a'>iTE. SO uninformed or so modest thiit he *ithcr

"EfjartrSi. This passage and another similar did not know, or among his numerous

to it, in a former communication, seem publiblied orations, would not ttll suoh a

the foundation on which has been built fact ; whicli certainly would have been often

the story of Philip's demanding ten orators ; to liis purpose, could he have obtained

the ingenious authors of which would credit for it.

pushed.
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plishctl, Philip's situation in Phocis might be highly critical. The

force of Boeotia might blockade him among the mountains there. The

Athenian navy commanded the sea; and his return into Macedonia

might be precluded. In Phocis the critical situation of a principal town,

Elatcia, has been already noticed : it commanded the pass, almost

the only May practicable for an army, between Delphi and Boeotia,

and also between Delphi and that part of Phocis itself v.hich stretched

toward Thcrmopyla?. These interesting circumstances of the place,

not likely to escape so able a soldier and politician as Philip, had cer-

tainly not escaped the war-party in Athens, nor even public notice.

t)emosth. Demosthenes, so long ago as when he delivered the oration called the

p.''o'y

'

Second Philippic, told the Athenian people that, the disposition of the

Thebans toward the Macedonian alliance being already become doubt-

ful, public rumor M'ent that Philip had in view to fortify Elateia.

The orator added that he did not think the pressure then such that the

measure would be immediately taken. But things were now altered.

Phocis and the M'hole Amphictyonic confederacy were in danger from

the growing connection of Thebes Avith Athens. Philip therefore

occupied Elateia with a garrison from the Amphictyonic army, and set

about restoring the fortifications, which had been demolished at the

conclusion of the Phocian war. That this was at all beyond his con-

stitutional power, or even his duty, as general of the Amphictyonic

army, bound by many obligations, to protect Phocis and give security

to the Amphictyonic confederacy, seems no Avay to appear; yet whe-

ther he was more then just in time to prevent the Athenian party in

Thebes from seizing, beyond all limit of any legal claim of theirs the

same important place, following events make utterly doubtful.
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SECTION III.

Shio-ular Decree of the Athenian People : Embassy to Thebes

:

Alliance of Thebes with Athens. Power of Demosthenes : Opera-

tions against the King of Macedonia and the Amphictt/onic Army.

Little as the occupying of Elatcia with a garrison could he a surprize

upon the Mar-party at Athens, Mho had so long not only foreseen hut

puhlicly spoken of it, and evidently as it appears to have been a mea-

sure ofjust precaution, injurious to none, they nevertheless found means

to use it, in argument among the Athenian people, as if it was an actual

beginning of hostilities, and to found public measures on it accord-

ino-ly. The curious detail remains to us from Demosthenes himself

* It was evening,' he says, 'when intelligence came to the prytanes, Demosth. c'e

* then at supper, that Elateia was occupied. Instantly rising from

* table, some of them went to the agora, dismissed the warcsellers, and

' burned their stalls : others sent to the generals and called the trum-

' peter: thcM-hole city was filled with tumult.' To what purpose these

hasty and violent measures were, but to excite the tumult, is not in

any degree indicated by the orator ; and as Elateia, a Phocian town,

within the proper district of the Amphictyonic general's command,

was separated by the width of all Boeotia, from the Attic border, by

the Avhole of the orator's brazen M'all untouched, no other seems within

the bounds of reasonable conjecture.

The following steps then were consonant to this outset. Next

morning the prytanes convened the council at daybreak. Meanwhile

the people, alarmed by the proceedings of the past evening, and uncer-

tain of the cause, so hastened to their usual place of assembly, that the

council had not had time to come to any resolution, when much im- P'^Si.

patience was expressed for communication from it. Whatever then

might be the impossibility of making regular and proper connnuili-

cation, the soverein, it ajjpears, was not to be irritated. The council,

unprepared with propositions attended the assembly. The herald pro-

claimed, in the usual form, that any who would advise the people mig-lit

Vol. IV. 4 F speak.
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speak. Nobody offered himself, tho all the generals and all the orators

(such is the phrase of Demosthenes) were present. Phocion and his

friends, of course, would wait to learn, from those who could tell, what

all the disturbance meant ; while Chares and his friends left the field

open for Demosthenes, M'ho at length gratified the universal impatience

by mounting the speaker's stand.

The theatrical efTcct, as itremainsdcscribed by the orator himself, must

have been great. His speech, of which we have only a short abstract,

appears to have been full of art, directed chiefly to reconcile the multi-

tude to the hazardous proposal of a close political union with the

Thebans, long feared and hated as their hereditary and most deter-

mined and injurious enemies. Invective against the king of Mace-

donia was a principal instrument. * Slavery,' he told the people, ' was

* the best lot they could hope for, if Philip succeeded in his ambitious

' purposes. But if they would form alliance with Thebes, there would

* no longer be anything to fear from Macedonia ; and the Thebans,

* notwithstanding past differences, had now every disposition to meet

* them, as in a common cause. To obtain so great an advantage,

however, it Avas absolutely necessary that their ministers should be

' unfettered by limitations and instructions: they must have free

* scope for making such conditions with the Thebans, as, under the

' actual urgency of circumstances, they might see most beneficial

' for the commonwealth.'

The speech being concluded, there Avas a pause. Councillors, generals,

archons, all whose official situations most intitled and required them

to offer propositions for public measures, were unprepared. Informa-

tion and time had been totally wanting, unless for those in the secret

Avith Demosthenes, Avho came himself everyway ready. He presently

offered a decree, very remarkable both for tenor and style, and pre-

D«mo«h.ae served to us by himself, as follows : 'Whereas it appears that Philip

cor, p.288. < king of Macedonia has, in past time, transgressed the treaty of

' peace, concluded Avith the Athenian people, disregarding the oaths,

* and whatever else, among all Grecian people, is esteemed just, and

has possessed himself of towns of no right belonging to him, and has,

* evtn by force of arms, taken some belonging to the Athenian people,

u ' without
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without any provocation of prior injury from them ; and whereas he

has recently proceeded to greater extremes in violence and cruelty,

placing garrisons in some Grecian cities, overthrowing the constitu-

tions of some, even destroying some to the foundation, and reducing

their inhabitants to the condition of slaves, in some establishing bar-

barians in the room of Greeks, introducing them into the temples and

among the tombs, thus doing nothing contrary to the character of his

country and his own manners, but using extravagantly his present

fortune, and forgetful that, from a small and low beginning, he has

risen to an unhoped for greatness: And whereas, while the Athenian

people saw him possessing himself of towns belonging to them

in the barbarian country, they judged it less necessary to proceed to

extremities against him, but now they see states in Greece itself, some

grossly injured, some annihilated, they think it unjustifiable, and

unworthy of the glory of their forefathers to look on while Greece is

inslaved.

' Therefore it is decreed by the Athenian council and people, pray- •

ing and sacrificing to the gods and heroes, protectors of the city

and country, and bearing in mind the virtue of their forefathers, who

were more earnest for the defence of the freedom of Greece than for

the separate welfare of their own state, that two hundred ships shall

put to sea, and that the admiral's station shall extend to ThcrmopyltB

;

that the commander-in-chief, and the commander of the cavalry

shall lead the forces, foot and horse, to Eleusis ; that ambassadors be

sent to the other Greeks, and first of all to the Thebans, because

Philip's present position is on the verge of their country,^ to exhort

them not to be dismayed by Philip, but to defend their own and the

common liberty of the Greeks; to assure them that the Athenian

people, dismissing all consideration of past diflcrences, will assist them

with their strength, their wealth, and their weapons, esteeming it

honorable for Greeks to contend for military and political supremacy

among oneanother; but to be commanded by a man of alien blood,

and allow the supremacy to pass wholly aAvay from themselves,

would be unworthy of the glory of the Greeks and the virtue of their

ancestors j that tliey do not esteem the Thebaus alien either in blood

4 F 2 'or
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' or race; that they hear in mind the good deeds of their forefatliers

' to the forefathers of the Thebans, vho restored the descendants of

' Hercules to their paternal dominion, of which the Peloponnesians

' had deprived them, 'and, conquering in the field those who opposed
' them, gave refuge to CEdipns and those expelled with liini ; and
' in many other instances, enough known to fame, have shown their

' friendship toward the Thebans : Wherefore the Athenian people M-ill

* not now be wanting toward the Thebans and other Greeks, but
' v'ill form conncctioi; \yiih them, by alliance of the states, by allow-

' ancc for intermarriage among individuals, and by the full admission
' of reciprocity of oaths for all purposes '.'

The decree concludes with naming five ambassadors, Demosthenes,

Hyperidcs, IMnesitheides, Democrates, and Calla?schrus*.

Tl;c proposal of such a Philippic, to be adopted as a decree of the

soverein assembly, seems to have been very contrary to the practice of

former times, when simplicity and precision characterized their lan-

guage, aijd argumentative and extraneous matter were utterly rejected.

But the purpose, being to overthrow the former system of Athenian

policy, and in a great degree new-model the government, associating

the Theban people with the Athenian, however carrying, to the modern

tyCj the. appearance of liberality, was so adverse to established and here-

ditary prejudices among the Athenian people, that it would be likely

to need the machinery with which it Mas introduced, to excite

popular passion suited to the occasion, the impatience especially, which

' In translating always I have adhered to dently the anxiety of Demosthenes to assure

my original plan, of being as close to the the Thebans that they were not considered

leUer as might be; and especially in this by ihe Athenians as such,

curious piece, ill his version of which Leland ' The French, who, in their late revola-

has outranted the original far more than tions have been quick and ingenious imita-

Auger, whose translation is perhaps gene- tors, but original scarcely in anything, have

rally as close as liis language, and its critics, set an example, which, it is to be hoped,

would readily allow. He has however will not be followed, of depraving the sim-

here, as elsewhere, unwarrantably rendered plicity and decency and dignity, formerly

ix^oip-jXoi barbate, which Leland has trans- characterizing European state writing, by
latcd, as nearly perhaps as any modern Ian- adopting, and puslung to greater extrava-

guagc can, ybrfiKcr. iEolian Greeks and gance, the manner of this libellous decree of

Ionian were to eacli other, in ordinary Demosthenes,

Grecian speech a?Ao^tX«i, and hence evi-

had
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had preveiitefl the usual previous discussion in the council. The

reference to fabulous antiquity, times before a republic was heard of,

and the introduction of Hercules and ffidipus, might appear to the

modern reader even ridiculous; yet the frequent occurrence of such

reftiences among the orators, and especially Isocrates, show that they

were found suiting the public taste of the age. The management of

Demosthenes accordingly was successful : Phocion and iEschines piut.v.piioc

opposed in vain: the offercil .decree was carried, and the embassy '^*'^^- ''^^

, , rr., ,
'^o'"- P- 536.

hastened to Thebes.

Meanwhile Philip, having provided some security for himself and

liis allies, by fortifying Elateia, neither took any hostile measures, nor

made any j)reparation for offensive war. Informed of what had passed

at Athens, he resolved, to send also his embassy to Thebes, to obviate

the effect of the Athenian negotiation ; and he employed again the

ministry of the eloquent Byzantine, Python ^ The Theban people

then were the sovcrcin to be courted ; and, in the agora of Thebes,

Python on one side, Demosthenes on the other (Python, for his talents,

as Demosthenes himself has indicated, a rival v/orthy of Demosthenes)"

exerted their utmost powers. The ready topics for Python were the

advantages of peace, generally, and the especial inducements to preserve

peace and alliance with a prince of the king of Macedonia's character,

such as it stood proved bj' his conduct, from the beginning of his reign
;

the respect he had shown for the religion and the general constitution

of Greece; his deference for the particular constitution of every state,

among.the Many in which he had an interest ; the fidelity and honor

with which he had always observed his ingagements; and the proof of

all this in the zealous attachment of so many republics^, his actual

allies. On the other hand Demosthenes, flattering the Theban war-

party, and reproaching the peaceful, invcycd against the king of

Macedonia, and all who adhered to him, with his usual fire and his

usual art. His speech appears to have been celebrated in its day^,

' The narrative of Diodoriis (b. l6. c. 85) already advanced as far a&Cha»roneia, within:

implies that, bel'ure the meeting of the cm- a few miles of Elateia; but the orators show

basbies at Thebes, the Athenian army had cempleteiy that it was oiheiwite.

eveiii
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even among the speeches of Demosthenes; perhaps for its effect;

for it seems not to have been extant in the time of Dionysius of

Halicarnassus ; and very likely it had passages adapted to the

time and place, but not adapted to answer the orator's purpose in

a more extensive publication, so that it never was edited.

But eloquence was not a weapon to which alone Demosthenes

trusted ; he came provided with authority from the Athenian people

to offer, at his discretion, whatever Athens could give; and he was

bold in his prodigal use of their confidence. If promises and

treaties could bind states, Athens was bound to continue its old patro-

nage and protection to the Boeotians generally, but especially to the

Platsans and Thespians, against the sovereinty over them, claimed by

the Theban people. If democracy, of which Athens boasted to be

the patroness, and Demosthenes the most zealous advocate, meant

equal rule for all under its influence, and not a most real tyranny in the

hands of one set of people over another set of people, and if the recent

liberality to the Euboeans and Hellespontines was not a meer time-

serving policy, Athens, even unbound by treaties and special promises,

should have contended for the equal freedom of all the Boeotians

against the claimed sovereinty of the Thebans, and Demosthenes

should have exerted his eloquence and his interest in support of it.

But Demosthenes, as if a preliminary step in his continually pre-

tended assertion of the freedom of Greece, now ingaged that thp

Athenian people, not only should allow the subjection of the Platasans

iEsch. (ic and Thespians, together with all other Boeotians, to the Thebans, but
cor. p. 5.3,

^Ij.^j. they should exert their utmost strength to assist the Thebans in

establishing that subjection. This carried with it to Athens loss of

honor only.. But Demosthenes ventured upon concessions likely to

be more felt. Allowing to Thebes an equal vote in directing, not the

p. 334, 535. military alone, but the naval measures of the confederacy, he ingaged

that Athens should furnish the whole expencc of the fleet, and two

thirds of that of the army, and yet that a Theban general should com-

mand in chief. Even for the political business he seemed to give a

decisive advantage to Thebes; for he stipulated that all the measures

of
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of the confederacy slioukl be concerted with the Boeotaics in the

Cailmeia'. In opposition to such liberality, recommended by the

glowing eloquence of Demosthenes, the talents of Python M'ere vain.

The majority of votes of the Theban people was in favor of the pro-

posed new alliance with Athens.

The importance which Demosthenes, in this negotiation, yielded for

the state he represented, he gained and even more, for himself. His

success, gratifying at least his own party, promoted and confirmed

his power in Athens. But what was perhaps still more, through the

intimacy of the connection formed with the leading Thebans, and the

constant need wherein they stood, of countenance from their new

ally, to support them against the opposition at home, he becam^

really prime minister of Thebes ; and, through the greater irregu-

larity of the democratical constitution there, he found scope for a bold,

and ingenious policy to exercise even a more despotic authority.

Thenceforward, accordingly, measures in Thebes corresponded with,

and were adapted to promote, his purposes in Athens ; and through

the means acquired for playing one stale against the other, it was a

wonderful autliority he acquired in both.

The object of the moment was to lead both republics to open M-ar

with Macedonia, before the forces which Philip had about him, for the

little war with Amphissa should be increased, or while he retained only

those deemed requisite for securing the order established by his success

against the Locrians. Thebes then M'as made to be tiic first mover

in the business. Solicitation was addressed to the Athenian people, in Demosth.de

the name of the Theban people, for an Athenian force to be sent into '^"'"- ¥-"-^9'

Boeotia, to support the Thebans in the Avar against the king of Mace-

donia ; no M-ar at that time having been acknowleged by either party.

The Athenian citizens nevertheless were called to arms ; the desired

support was voted, and a body of horse and foot marched. Mean-

while, zeal in the cause was so excited among the Thebans, that,

on the approach of the Athenian forces, a large body, horse and foot,

'• These matters, asserted by iEschines, being uncontr»dictc<J by-DemoBtLents in his

rt-.ply, must be considered ab admitted by bira.

marched
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liiarched out of the town, and incaniped, to leave commodious quarters

in their houses for their new allies.

B. C. 338. It was already late in autumn. No "troops were yet collected from
.

no. o.
jTyijoea^ Corinth, or other more distant members of the Athenian con-

federacy ; but the force of Boeotia alone, added to that of Athens,

vould probably be much beyond what Philip had about him in Phocis,

Moreover on account of the strength and earnestness of the peace-parties,

both in Thebes and Athens, and the weight of their leading characters,

at least in the latter city, and the necessary prevalence of their arguments

ivith the sober part of both communities, it was much an object to

have measures taken that should make war unavoidable. The united

forces therefore of Athens and Thebes inarched to the frontier of Boeotia,

against Phocis, and took their station at Ciia^roneia, a fev/ miles only

from Elateia.

Of what followed we have information only from the orator's cursory

notice of it. By his very silence however it is enough indicated that

offensive measures were not begun by the king of Macedonia. Never-

cvr^p^soo.'^ theless two battles were fought; the latter not till winter was already

.set in. Neither had any important consequences, or however none

favorable to Athens : yet Demosthenes, unable to boast of a trophy,

did not fail of the utmost use that united eloquence and policy could

make of the incidents. The Boeotian troops held still considerable

reputation in Greece, and were considered as formidable for their dis-

cipline as well as their valor: but Athenian citizens, accustomed,

for generations now, to avoid actual service, and usually finding

from part3-lcadcrs, or commanding for themselves, indulgence for

neglect of discipline and practice of arms, had lost much of their antient

estimation. To infuse therefore among them a confidence in them-

selves, and restore, if possible, somewhat of former opinion of them

among others, he assured the assembled people, anxious for informa-

tion, that their troops had gained high credit among their allies, both

for discipline and valor. The people were gratified with the flattery
;

and, so the influence of the part}- prevailed, the meritorious deeds,

vlijch apparently would not bear a detailed report, M-erc celebrated by

public processions, and thanksgiving sacrifices. Of this prostitution

of
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of honors the party of Phocion showed their ophiion by avoiding to

attend the ceremonies. The Avar-party revenged themselves by imputing

such conduct to disaffection toward the conimonAvealth, and especially,

where possibly the imputation might not be wholly ungrounded,

toward the democracy.

SECTION IV.

Repetition ofProposalfrom the King of IMacedoniafor Peace. Autho'

rity of Demosthenes at Athens and at Thebes : Final Detennination

for Jl'ar. Preparations during JVinter : Battle of Chceroneia.

It does not appear that Demosthenes himself could state any prepara-

tion made, even now, by Philip, for that offensive war against Athens,

on AvhFch he had been so long declaiming as that prince's purpose.

On the contrary, considering the open violence of the war-party, there

may seem to have been forbearance even beyond prudence ; unless Philip,

really desirous of maintaining the peace of Greece, hoped to succeed

through recovered prevalence of the parly of Phocion and Isocrates

at Athens. Had Isocrates been his adviser and principal minister, his

conduct could scarcely.more have corresponded with that venerable

patriot's published admonition. As general of the Amphictyonic con-

federacy, it was his especial business, in the spirit of the Amphictyonic

institution, to be the peace-maker of Greece. Accordingly, notwith-

standing all provocations received, he did not let the season of military

rest pass without renewing assurances, to the Athenian and Theban

people, of his desire still to avoid extremities. Nor did his proposals

fail of exciting much interest among both. The contest of oratory,

insuing at Athens, was vehement. The principal opponent of Demos- riut.y.Phoc,

thencs, according to Plutarch, was Phocion. But c\cry popular

passion, desire of gain, desire of power, lo\e of adventure, all was in

favor of tlie war-party cause, except fear. To obviate fear, therefore,

and to excite desire, Demosthenes exerted all his powers, ' Ai)i)re- Dpmosth. de

hension,' he told the people, 'on their part was groundless; for all
cor. p.aoi.

Vol. IV. 4G * Philip's
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' Philip's peaceful professions only proved his fears. On tlie contrary,

' witli them hope might reasonably soar high; for, Mhile provision

' had been made for the security of Attica, such that any apprehension

' was even absurd, a combination of force had been prcjjared, sufficient

* to give promise of success the most beneficial and glorious.'

The superiority pblained by Demosthenes, in this contest, placed

him in a situation very flattering for an ambitious mind. "With the

eyes of all Greece upon him, he M'as at the head of one of the causes

which divided that unhappy country ; the cause (wheLlicr properly of

democracy, the sanction given to the bondage of the Boeotians under the

Theban people, should perhaps make doubtful but) of democratical em-

pire. In Athens, through the circumstances in Miiich he had involved

his party, his abilities were so necessary to the other chiefs, that they

hardly dared refuse him their support for anything, ^schines seems, not

^sch. de unaptly, to have called it ' a dynasty that he had formed for himself.'

' Such was his power,' said that orator, speaking, some years after,

to the Athenian people, ' that here, upon the bema, he ventured to tell

' even you, that he would go whither he pleased on embassy, tho

' you should not appoint him ; and he threatened the generals, that,

' if any of them opposed his measures, he would move a decree for

* fjivina: rank and authoritv to the orators on the bema above the

Demosth. de ' board of generals.' Demosthenes, in his reply, rather gloried in these
tor. p. 301. . ... .1 1 • 1 .1

imputations than denied them.

The Athenian Many, then, bold behind the brazen rampart of allies

^,'^^^' ^ which Demosthenes boasted of having raised around Attica, refused

all treaty with the king of Macedonia. But the Thebans, exposed to the

first attack, and sore still from the evils of the Sacred war, so shrunk

from a renewal of similar sufferings, that a decree passed their assem-

bly for taking the proposals into consideration. Demosthenes was

alarmed: if the Thebans yielded, all was lost; and he was reduced to

the condition of a simple orator of Athens
;
probably in opposition to

those who would hold the government. He hastened therefore to

Thebes. The recent compact authorizing him to use his eloquence

there, nearly as at Athens, the Theban people were summoned, and he

addressed them. Flattering the war-party, he did not scruple violently

to

cor,
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to threaten the pacific, swearing ' by Minerva, that if any should dare /fesch. de

' to say peace ought to be made with Philip, he would liimself seize ^°^'P- "^^'

' him by the hair, and drag liim for a traitor to prison.' Little as we

know of the Theban constitution, the small addition to former infor-

mation, which may be gathered from the implication ofi its govern-

ment, in this crisis, with the Athenian, will certainly not tell in its

favor. The violent arrogance of Demosthenes, forbidding freedom

of speech to the Thebans in their own assembly, was successful : the

Theban people voted as he required.

This was a great triumph, but not a decisive victor}'. To complete

the immediate purpose of the party, in addition to the refusal of

negotiation for peace, measures must be taken for actual war. It

was already the season for military action, and the energy of Demos-

thenes had provided that a body of Athenian troops was at Thebes

or in the neighborhood. Orders for its farther movements, while

Avithin Bocotia, should regularly come from the Boeotarcs, heads of the

executive government of Bocotia, especially chiefs of the military de-

partment, and by the compact Mith Athens, managed under the di-

rection of Demosthenes himself, to be consulted on all measures of

the confederacy. Nevertheless Demosthenes, whether against their

consent, or without communication with them, procured that the

Athenians should march for the Phocian border. The Bccotarcs, sur-

prized and offended, countermanded them. Consulting then at their

own board, where neither popular eloquence could dazzle, nor popular

passion interrupt them, they concurred, or at least a majority of them

concurred, ui dissatisfaction with the present state of things. Whether

indeed com])aring the immediate evils, and the final hazard, of the

war they were provoking, with tlic advantages of tb.e proposals for

peace, to which the people had been persuaded to refuse consideration;

whether the breach with their antient allies of Thessaly, with any

advantages reasonably to be expected from their new alliance with

their old enemies of Athens ; whether the general moderation of the

king of Macedonia, and the respect lie had shown for the consti-

tution and for the people of every state within his sphere of com-

munication, with the arrogance of the Athenian orator, who assumed

4 G 2 to
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to himself to contioul their assemblies and supersede their own au-

thority as first magistrates, there would appear much reason at least

to pause, and look about them. Accordingly they came to a

resolution, that the people should be again assembled, and the king of

Macedonia's proposals again submitted to their consideration.

A very extraordinary contest insued between the proper supreme

magistrates of Thebes and the forein orator. It was evidently appre-

hended that a majority among the Theban IMany, brought to a juster

sense of their interest, and of what was due to the dignity of their

government, would support their own first magistrates. Demosthenes

>vas driven to extremity. Venturing so far as to call the Boeotarcs

traitors to Greece, he concluded a most violent speech with declaring,

that, ' if the Thebans, deceived by their leaders, so shrunk from the

' common cause, he would return immediately to Athens, and move
* for an embassy to Thebes, to demand a passage through Boeotia for

' the Athenian army, which would go alone against the common
' enemy.' ^Vhether the Boeotarcs were, as ^schincs says, frightened

with the charge, or in whate\er way induced or overborne, they yielded,

and the resolution was decidedly and finally taken for war'.

The M'ar, thus now impending, was not properly of Macedonia

against Greece, but of Greece divided within itself; nearly as in the

Peloponnesian and Theban Avars formerly, and recently the Phocian.

The proper contingent of troops from i\Iacedonia, as a Grecian state

of the Amphictyonic league, it may be supposed had joined the Am-

phictyonic ami}- ; tho so much is not said by any antient Avritcr. But

it is strongly implied, among the orations of Demosthenes himself,

that, beyond this, no Macedonian force had passed Thermopylae. It

Demosth. was not Philips way, the orator says, to bring his phalanx : he came

p. 123. attended with an escort of horse, and perhaps some light-armed foot,

and he found other troops as he wanted them. The greater part of

Greece, averse to the dominion of the Athenian and Theban people,

Diod 1 i6
°'" ^^ Demosthenes, ruling in their name, had ingaged in that alliance

«• 84' M'ith Macedonia, of which the Thessalians had given the first example;

* The conduct of Demosthenes, as here and not denied by him in liis reply, stands

related, having been stated by /Escliines, in on evidence fur more certain than is often

Lis presence, before the Athenian .people, found for such matters in antient history.

and
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and Philip was chosen general-autocrator of the confederacy '°. It Dcmosth. de

Avas his business then, daring the winter, to assemble, from the confe- ^'^''-
P- '"'•^'"

derated states, a force sufficient for the support of their common cause.

INIcanwhile the exertions of Demosthenes, as prime minister of

Athens and of Thebes, and principal director of the measures of their

confederacy, appear to have been very great and very able. From the

Euboeans, INIegareans, Corinthians, Achaians, Corcyrteans, Lcuca- Dcmosih. de

dians, and Acarnanians, he collected a mercenary force of fifteen
'""'' ''"^

thousand foot and two thousand horse, exclusively of their civic

troops, whose number is not stated. From the same people he ob-

tained subsidies, the amount unknown but probably not great, toward

the expences of the war. In addition to these were the Boeotian civic

lieavy-armcd, commonly reckoned about fourteen thousand, and the

Athenian. In what numbers the Athenians were prepared for the

field, or whether, since the defeat of their mercenaries in tlie Am-
phissian war, they had maintained any force of that description, is

not said. Gathering however as wc best may from the cotemporary

writers (for the round statements of those of later ages are little to be

trusted) the force at the disposal of Demosthenes, in the great contest

for the empire of Greece, vvas of hardly less than fifty thousand men.

According to iEschines, there was besides a large force of Arcadians - , ,=" ' » yEsch. decor.

ready, under willing leaders, if only nine talents, less than eighteen p. 633.

hundred pounds, which they either demanded as a bounty, or wanted

to inable them to take the field, might have been advanced to them

out of the Persian subsidy. Tiiis Demosthenes refused, while he ap-

propriated to himself not less than seventy talents. Possibly however

Demosthenes doubted tlie influence of the Arcadian leaders to secure

the services of the Many, whom he might believe disposed rather to

the Amphictyonic cause; and if the troops under Philip were onlv,

'°
'Axovetc Ji <l>»Xiwwi))',5i'jji Tw^aAayya; cw^i- tion is made of a Miicedonian force. It

Tul aytn, (Sa^»fo»S' osroi ^oiJAsTai, u?\>\a Tu •v)/!- seenis to have sufiiccd him tliat he had, ac-

>,'jvq, iVTTta;, To|oTa?, ^itovt, toiojItoii slu^r^ffSai cording to the historian, ingaged tlie fricnd-

r^snotrtht. Dciiiosth. Phil. 3. p. Iil3. 'Hytj>.uu ship of so large a proportion of the Greek

^i y.a> xiJ^io;
j)'f

f'S)) <l>iAi7r7ro5 a7r«»1a)i'. Demosth. nation: itiAiwwo? |3a5-i>>iU{ Toif 9rX;ir<it;?

dc cor. p. 295. Philip was elected com- tZ> 'EM^wv si; ^iAi«» 5r^o)i7/*sK){. Diod.

mauder-iu-chief of the Greeks, but no men- 1. 16'. c. SI,

as
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tis the historian says, thirty thousand foot and two thousand horse,

he might tliink the forces, of surer fidehty, so ample for the occa-

sion, that an addition of troops of less certain disposition, at any

expence, might not be desirable".

Demosthenes appears to have failed most in the choice of generals,

to command the great army he had assembled. But very probably,

with all the extravagance of power he sometimes assumed, he could

not wholly put aside Chares, the patron who had principally opened

the way for him to his actual eminence, and the beneficial patroa

also of so many others, that, with all his vices and failings, he was

perhaps yet the most popular man in Athens. It was however provided

that the command in chief should not rest wholly with one, whose un-

fitness had already produced so many misfortunes. In the preceding

autumnal campain, Stratocles had commanded the Athenian troops.

Lysicles now was joined in tlie command with Chares. But there

was likely to be, among the Theban oflicers, who had served through

the long war M'ith Phocis, far more experience of the warfare of heavy-

armed in the field, than among the Athenian ; and it seems not

improbable that a juster consideration of the great interests of the

cause of his party, than iEschincs would suggest, a view of the

general deficiency of the principal Athenian otficers, and of the par-

" iEscliincs aUributes the loss of anotlier xir t>i» Jii/^oxjariav uflr.t tXuht Ltps^ijAitu, xai

advantage also to the parcimony or cor- iJinritcyy.it si; ©liGa; li? m* KaJ^sIav, xmvutMt

rui)tion of Demosthenes: 'Ov Ji 'ithiat /*£» twj w^aliuj tok BmwTafjjjois o-i'kSs/iisi'o;. iEseh.

^^/if4.a.Tuv^ itixa. wtiTs TaT^atlaiv, 01 |/fo» Toi? ©«- de cor. p. 535. To such mistakes the most

Caio>5 T)j» ax^at ov •na.^iltira.ti. Ue cor. p. 6'33. learned maybe liable, if they will undertake

The learned annotator NVolf says to this, historical explanation without the previous

th KaJ;/ei«», a'f o'ftai, Iva MamJonirv xaTs- trouble of historical investigation. For my-

yof).ttr,>. (Note on ^I'.sch. de cor. p. 630.) self, I can hardly venture to say what jSifga

The learned annotator secuis to have for- may not hsive been intended by the orator,

gotten what he must have red in a preceding except the Cadmeia; but circumstances, as

passage of this very oration, that the Cad- far as they have been transmitted to us,

nieia, so far from being held by the IMace- would rather lead conjecture to some forti-

donians, was the very i)lace in which De- fied height of the I'hocian border, the pos-

moslhenes himself principally held council session of which might have led to better

with the Thebans, the pi ue to which, in the success in the autumnal campain under

phrase of his adversary, he had transferred Stratocles,

Ihe powers of the democracy of Athens,

ticular

i

:
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ticular impossibility of denying' higli command to Chares, assisted at

least to induce Demosthenes to desire that, if aThebandid not actually

hold the situation of commander-in-chief, yet in the council of war

the Theban scale should preponderate. The nine talents also, saved

by the denial of them to the Arcadians, might not be unwanted for

the purposes of the campain.

Such a force, as Demosthenes had now assembled, the scanty funds

of the Grecian republics could not long maintain : it must proceed to

quick decision. JMeauMhile Philip, persevering in his purpose of avoid-

ing aggression, remained within Pliocis, till the Athenians and Thebans

were already marching toward him. Then he advanced into the Boeotian

plain, and took a station near the hostile garrison of Chasroneia '\

Of the irreat and decifive battle that insued, no account remains 1 •'"'>'•

that can give any satisfaction to the muitary reader If any was piutarchi.

extant even in the time of Diodorus, it unfortunately escaped that
^'^'

writer. Equally the king of Macedonia, and his son Alexander, then

a youth of eighteen, whom neither any cotemporary, nor his own

historian Arrian, has mentioned to have been present, are described

by Diodorus and Plutarch like licroes of the Trojan times, whose per-

sonal prowess, rather than the mind of the consummate general,

directing the great machine under his command, produced the com-

plete victory which followed. We have formerly observed Thucydides

and Xcnophon cautious of answering for personal aclions in the tu-

mult of battle, and rarely undertaking to report words spoken among

individuals. Even how one, about whom universal curiosity would be

" The narrative of Diodorus seems to notice intervening transactions, necessary to

imply that, before the contention of oratory connect the parts of his story. It is clearly

between Python and Demosthenes at Tliebcs, indicated, by both ^schines and Demos-

thc army of the Athenian confederacy had thenes, that, in tlie autumnal campain,

taken that station, near Cha;roncia, which it the Athenian and Theban forces were at

occupied to the tinie of the decisive battle. Clia?roneia, and as clearly that they were

ButDiodorus, abridging greatly, and perhaps withdrawn before the meeting of Python

often writing from memory, not unfrequcntly and Demosthenes at Thebes. '1 he Latia

manages narration so that it is difficult to translator of Diodorus seems to have been

guess whether he intends the reader should aware of this, venturing to correct bis aullior

take what precedes or what follows as prior by giving, for i|iwf/x4-e», the preterpluijcrlect

in time ; and he still oftencr omits, ashpie, to miscrat,

I so
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so interested as Epameinondas, received his mortal wound, cr what

was his behavior and conversation in the awful interval till his death,

Xenophon, tho he must have conversed with many present in the field

of IMantineia, has not presumed to say. But public orders, marches

previous to a battle, ground occupied, -what part of a line Mas first

ingaged, what broken, what pursued, and what protected a retreat,

we find them frequently reporting. On the contrary, concerning the

battle of Cha:roneia, Mriters of centuries after have undertaken to

give, of the former sort much ; of the latter, almost nothing. It is

only generally said, and seems probable, that the contest was sliarp.

But of the result we have full assurance so far, that tlie victory of the

Demad. or. Amphictyonic army was most complete. The Athenians acknowleged

t'^'^^T'i .r to have lost more than a thousand slain, and two thousand taken.
Diod. 1. 11).

'

c. 83. Nevertheless the principal Ijrunt of the action is said, and not im-

probabh', to have been maintained by the Tiiebans. If then these,

and the other allies, suffered only in equal proportion with the

Athenians, the total loss must have been very great. What was

not destroyed or taken was so dispersed, that nothing remained to

obstruct the conquerors, whichever way they might direct their

march.

S E C T I O N V.

Consternation at Athens: Flight of Demosthenes: Condemnation

of Li/siclcs : Gcncrositi/ of Philip. Arrangement for Ba^otia.

Liberalitt/ to Athens.

JxFoiiMATiox of the total defeat of the allied forces at Chsroneia

produced, at Athens, consternation and tuijiult, such as might be ex-

pected where sovereinty rested witii the multitude, and the uninformed

and improvident were not to take but to give orders; and this in a

moment when great hope among them was suddenly disappointed,

security, which they had been taught to believe complete, through the

brazen Avail of alliances of which Demosthenes had boasted, was

12 wholly
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wholly overthrown, and dangers in kind and amount incalculable,

were, as by the shifting of a scene, substituted in their view. Waste of

Attica, siege of Athens, all the dreadful evils of ordinary Grecian

warfare, Avould be, in their apprehension, but preludes of those unheard-

of horrors, which the speeches of the war-party orators had represented

as to be expected from Macedonian barbarism and cruelty. This agi-

tation of the popular mind was, for those who had been leading the public

measures, far more dreadful than the approach of the victorious enemy.

Demosthenes had born arms at Cha:roneia ; whether, in confidence of

success, smitten with ambition to claim military merit, or, after all his

exhortations to others, ill able to excuse himself from that common

duty of all citizens. Escaping in the general flight, he did not scruple,

for safer haste, to disgrace himself by abandoning his shield. Under

all circumstances he would not venture to show himself in Athens : he jEsch.de

cor. p. 515.

went to Peirsus, got aboard a trireme, and, with the authority whicn he

could assume, or, from his friends in office, obtain, he put to sea, under

pretence of going on duty, necessary in the urgency of the republic's

affairs, to collect, among the ilands, tribute or loans for the treasury.

Chares remained, apparently the most obvious object for popular

indignation. But the whole party were in danger ; and, had the party

of Phocion come forward with the common temper and common views

of Grecian party, or of party in general, Chares and his associates

could hardly have avoided ruin. But Phocion and his friends, witli

their usual regard for the general good, and perhaps over-scrupulous

fear of appearing to press any separate interest, gave their attention

rather to remedy the evil situation of public affairs, than to punish

the authors. Yet that the popular anguish would be assuaged, and

the resulting anger appeased, Avithout some signal sacrifice, was hardly

to be hoped. With admirable policy then, the party of Chares resolved

to profit from the apparently extravagant liberality of their adversaries,

by hastening to take the invidious business of crimination into their

own hands. Thus they gained at once two great points: they could

chuse the victim ; and they preserved the advantage, which otherwise,

for aXime at least, they must have wholly forgone, of appearing still

to hold a lead in public measures, and even in popular measures.

Vol. IV.- 4H Lycurgus,
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Dioii. 1.1(7. Lycurgiis, an orator of celebrated talents, was famed, accordins^ to-

Pl'it' V orat
I^'odorus and Plutarch, for virtue generally, but especially for tlie inte-

giity, with which, during twelve years, he administered ti;e business of

the treasury. Possibly however it was only some branch of the trea-

sury-business; or otherwise his fame must have rested upon his party;,

for every older testimony shows the general busi-ness of the treasury to.

have been most scandalously mismanaged. Lycurgus however was cer-

tainly, as an oration remaining from him assists to prove, a most

zealous advocate for the high democratical cause ".

Of Lysiclcs, the collegue of Chares in the momentous command

at Chjtroneia, mention is found, among antient writers, only in regard

to that command and his fate which followed. Probably he had earned

reputation as an officer, but was little important to the party, as a maa
versed in politics, or of any popular interest. It was resolved that

Lysicles should be the victim, to be sacrificed for the safety of the

rest of the party, and that Lycurgus should conduct the prosecution.

Athenian justice, we have seen, was commonly quick, and not always

Ch. 0. f. 2.
"^'^'y formal ; of which the death of Lycidas, in what are called the

of this Hist, virtuous times of the republic, and the massacre of his family, will,

among other things, be remembered in proof. No crime appears to

have been alledged against Lysiclcs, but that he had commanded unsuc-

cessfully. Nevertheless, being told by the prosecutor, that ' he ought

Diod. 1, i6. * t&be ashamed to live,' (tho why more than Chares, unless as far the

less practised sinner, is not at all indicated,) the people condemned

him to die, and he M'as executed. Whatever may be thought of the

morality of the party of Chares and Demosthenes, whatever may be

thought of their patriotism, their policy must be admired. The death

of Lysicles had evidently all the eficct proposed from it. The popular-

•* Wesseling, after the usual temper of quoted, 'complete proof of Lyciirgus's high

the lettered of the continent, warm in zeal merit. Such a decree, the reader who has

for the honor of so keen an asserter of followed Greciaa history will be well aware,

democratical principles, would correct proves the prevalence of the party witU

Diodorus from Plutarch ; who, in the lives which Lycurgus was connected wlien the

of the orators, gives fifteen years to the decree passed, and his eminence in that/,

ministry of Lycurgus; and he would reckon party, but uothing more.

% decree of the Athenian people^ there

rage.

r. 68.
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rage was quieted, and the way was kept open for the party to come

forward still in the general assembly on public business, as they might

see convenient.

Meanwhile the king of Macedonia's conduct, after his great victor}',

was consonant to that high spirit of generosity and humanity, which

had shone in him from the beginning of his reign. No pretence was

taken, as by the Thebans, Avhen they were at the head of the Amphic-

tyonic confederacy, to mix the cause of religion with that of po-

licy, for extending the purposes of cither vengeance or ambition.

Even that severity, constantly observed in the practice of the repub-

lics, to compel the defeated to the humiliation of a formal acknow-

legement of their defeat, by a herald soliciting the bodies of the slain,

was studiously avoided. Information, that the bodies were at the Demad. or.

disposal of their friends, was forwarded before heralds could arrive.
"^°'"'

Demades, an orator of the first eminence, was among the Athenian

prisoners. Fragments of orations only remain from him; so that the

style, as well as the estimation of his eloquence may best be gathered

from what we are told Avas said in his day, that Demosthenes Mas the

orator made for the actual state of the Athenian republic; Demades

was above it. The Athenian people, amid the severest anxiety and

apprehension, deputed iEschines, as a person likely to be acceptable to

the conqueror, to learn his purposes, and obviate as far as might be, his Demo«tli. d*

just resentment. But, before iEschines could arrive, Demades had not .'j"^'
•'" '^'^'

only received his OM'n freedom, but was authorized to assure the

Athenian people that the king of Macedonia had all friendly disposi-

tion toward them. As soon after then as conveniently might be, all the

Athenian prisoners were released. Some, perhaps most, were deficient

in common clothing; for which the panoply would be an awkward sub-

stitute, and prisoners of war would be of course to be deprived of this,

as appertaining to their arms, and a portion of them. Philip generously

directed a supply of clothing to all.

From the field of battle the victorious army proceeded to Thebes.

Boeotia was so powerful among the divisions of the Grecian people, and

so critically situated for giving either protection or annoj-ancc, readily

and extensively, among other states, that to establish there a sure pre^

4 H 2 pouderancc
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ponclcrancc of the party friendly to the Aniphictyonic confederacy and

the peace of Greece, was most especially necessary to the welfare of the

Avliolc alliance. The modern reader, especially the English reader,

may have difficulty to imagine a worse constitution than that of

Athens, in this age, with all its advantage of Solon's laws, has been

described ; yet it seems probable that the constitution of Thebes was

greatly Avorsc. The government of Thebes had been changed, not

gradually, as that of Athens, but by a rapid and violent revolution,

nnd without any such intervening advantage as that of the legislation

of Solon, from a mixed aristocracy, to nearly a pure democracy. Under

this ill-defined government of their own, the people of Thebes claimed

a democratical dominion over the people of the other to\\'ns of Baeotia,

to which their aristocratical government had allowed a more equal par-

. ticipation of rights. Moreover many Theban ciLizeris were in exilf.

Probably many had found it adviseable to fly in consequence of the

victory of Demosthenes, in the contest of eloquence with P} thon. Yet

many less eminent men, friendly, with more or less zeal, to their cause,

remained, and many always adverse to the alliance with Athens, and

many rendered so by the ill success of the measure. These Avere ready

to receive the refugees, who would be not unprepared to profit from

the event of the battle of Chceroneia. Altogether the Athenian party

in Thebes found themselves so weakened, and their opponents so

strong, that no opposition to the reception of Philip was attempted.

The government of course passed into the hands of the Macedonian

party. Bccotia then was emancipated. The subjection of its people

to the dominion of the Theban people, confirmed by the treaty of

alliance with Athens, managed by Demosthenes, was abolished, and

the more liberal, system of the Boeotian confederacy was restored. All

the Theban, as well as all other prisoners, made in the battle of Chtero-

neia, were released without ransom. The common expedient of the

Grecian republics to provide tranquility and safety for the victorious

party, driving the disaffected into banishment, sometimes to the amount

of nearly half the population, was avoided. That it might not be neces-

sary, the Cadmeia was occupied by a garrison from the Amphictyonic

army, probably mercenary, or standing, forces. That any Thebans

were
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-were banished, that a single individual suffered in person or propertv,

is not said by any writer of better authonty than Justin: Plutarch

evidently knew notliing of it j nor is anything found to the purpose,

among all that remains concerning this critical period, from the hostile

pen of Demosthenes.

Boeolia being thus assured to the Amphiclyonic confederacy, liberality

might be more safely extended to Athens ; and Philip proceeded to show

a liberality, M'hich, in its day, excited the admiration of Greece, and

became, apparently with the greatest reason, a lasting theme of eulo"-y.

Few princes have ever had the opportunity to exhibit magnanimity and

generosity like that now before Philip, and none known to history ever

did equally show it. Punishment against his illiberal revilers, authors

of so much trouble and so many dangers to himself, and of so many evils

to others his friends, being at his command, he not only demonstrated

to the world the falsehood of their continual assertions to his disadvan-

tage, but disappointed even their own expectation, after all their

experience, of his forbearance. When they were in power, he had

recommended to the Athenian people to dismiss them, and commit

the direction of public affairs to better men; that the awful crisis, now
so alarming, might be prevented. Fallen as they were, he did not even

mention them. As soon as it was known at Athens, from the report of

Demadcs, that favor, beyond hope, might be expected, an embassy was

appointed to wait upon him. Meanwhile he had caused the bodies of

their slain to be burned, with the accustomed ceremonies of respect

for deceased friends, and the bones to be placed on carriages, to be

transported to Athens ; and he committed the procession to the charge

of his principal minister Antipater, whom he also appointed his ambas-

sador to the Athenian people. So far then from proposing any harsli

conditions, he freely offered renewal of peace and alliance upon the

former terms : but, farther, in manifestation of his disposition, as

general of the Amphictyons, while he fiivored Athens, to maintain the

antient order of things, and, as far as depended upon him, to do

impartial justice between state and state, he procured the restoration to

%he Athenian republic of its town and territory of Oropu.s^ M^hich in

spite
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eplte of the solicitude, and in contempt of the power of the Athenian

people, had been so long held by the Thebaus.

SECTION VI.

i

Persevering Scrupulousness of the Party of Phocion. Return of >

Demosthenes. Funeral Orationfor the Slain at Chitroneia. Third |

Letter of Isocrates to Philip. kt

To suppose Philip without a political object, in this liberal conduct,

'were to suppose him unworthy to be king of Macedonia, and still more

•unworthy to be general-autocrator, supreme head of the Amphictyonic

confederacy, or to have the illustrious Athenian patriots, Phocion

and Isocrates, for his friends. What his expectations may have been,

is not at all indicated in remaining accounts. Among them, however,

no douht, was to increase his popularity in Greece, and in this he did

not fail: but if he hoped in an}' degree to gain the adverse party in

Athens, who owed everything to his liberality, cextainly he was most

completely disappointed.

We are without information of any particulars of the conduct of

Phocion and his friends; but it appears that their moderation and

scrupulousness, emulating the king of Macedonia's liberality, were

excessive. The party of Chares, in consequence, began presently to

look about them with renewed hope. Their defeat at Chx-roneia, they

saw, was not followed up, as they expected, to the utter extinction of

their former prospects : they were not compelled, as jso many of their

betters had been, in better times of the commonwealth, to seek their

safety in flight: they were not reduced to a condition, ordinary in the

contentions of party among the republics, below that of any other

citizens; none of their former legal rights were denied them. ^Mean-

V'hile the power of the republic not only remained unimpaired, except

for the loss of a few lives, which the course of a year or two, bringing

toys to manhood, Mould recruit, but, beyond all hope, increased with

tlic
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the restoration of the town and territory of Oropus. Its comparative

importance, among the Grecian states, was even greatly increased, by

the depression of the power of Tliebcs, throngh the emancipation of

tlie Boeotian towns. But, what was to them far more important, the

constitution stood untouched, with all its convenient vices, by which

they had risen to power ; and nothing seemed to deny them hope, with,

diligent use of opportunities, again to rise.

A fortunate occurrence (so, without more explanation, iEschincs has ^sch.decor..

described il) afforded opportunity for Demosthenes to return to Athens

V ithout meeting popular indignation. It is evident that the large party

with vvhich he had been connected, tho there were able and celebrated

orators among them, felt now not less, but perliaps even more than

before, the want of his various superior talents, to direct their measures,,

and restore their fallen cause. Shortly after his return he was put for-

ward as candidate, to be elected one of the commissioners of aboard,

for carrying into execution the terms of the peace. In this he failed.

But neither himself nor his party were so discouraged. They presently

resolved upon a bold measure, singularly calculated to distress their

opponents, and give some new life to their own faded popularity. They

proposed, in the general assembly, that those slain at Cha;roneia should

be honored with a public funeral, as antient custom prescribed for

citizens falling in battle for their country. The rigid scrupulousness

of Phocion and his friends seems to have afforded such opportunity for

incouragement to the multitude, formerly at the heels of Chares, and

desiring still his profitable patronage, that they were obliged, or thought

themselves obliged, to let this motion pass without opposition. An

orator was then to be appointed to speak the funeral panegyric. It was

not an office for Phocion or his friends, -who had totally disapproved

the war. Thus Demosthenes was left to be chosen, according to his neraoMh. de

own boast, in preference to yEschines, Demades, Hegemon, Pythocles, cor. j.. 320..

and all others of their party.

An oration has been transmitted among his works, as that which he

spoke on the occasion. Some doubts about it have been entertained

by some eminent critics, not however agreeing in their objections-;

a,nd whatever partial injuries it may have sustained, in publication and

traoscription, the admirable ingenuity with which it has been adapted

to =
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to the (liriicuUies of the orator's actual situation, and to the necessities

and purposes of his party, in their depression and difticulties, speak

strongly and perhaps unanswerably to its general authenticity. In the

outset he soars into fabulous antiquity ; with the same view, appa-

rently, as Isocratcs has often resorted to the same artifice, to lead

away the minds of his hearers from party-distinctions, which now it

was as much his business to blend, as formerly to widen. Winding

then, rapidly down, through the Persian wars, to tlie immediate

objects of his speech, he connects his subject, by observing how

those, whose fall he was to celebrate, resembled the heroes, so

universally admired, of whom he had before been speaking. He
pcmosii.or.

^^^^^^ checks his course to remark, that he was aware of difference

p.7-)-7. cd. of political sentiments among his auditory ; and he would offend none;

for, no discourse, he observes, could have the desired effect, without

some harmonizing disposition in the hearer's mind. Nevertheless he

affected to consider the numerous citizens, not of antient Attic blood,

as those who alone could differ from him. Rushing then again into

the midst of his subject, he proceeds, ' It will be said we were defeated;

' but in defeat these departed heroes had no share. Those who fall,

* on cither side, are conquerors: the honors of victory are equally due

* to both. But look to the effect of these men's deeds. We owe to

' them that our country M'as not invaded. The very circumstances of

p. 748. ' the peace prove this. The lord of our adversaries was aware that the

* kindred of such men would be like themselves; and he chose rather

' to become their friend, than put all to hazard by farther contest.'

Having thus boldly asserted, to the Athenian Many, that they owed

nothing to his political opponents for procuring such advantageous

terms of peace, and nothing to the conquering prince for granting

them, he was aware that some softening was necessary. Eulogy of

Philip, which he had not scrupled in some of his most adverse speeches,

he would not scruple now; but he managed to put it rather into

the mouths of others ; and, v/hile he gave praise due to the Mace-

donian king, he combined with it flattery and instigation to the

Athenian peo])le. ' Let those who fought against us,' he says, ' be

' asked, and there is not one but will avow, that n(>t their superior mili-

' tary merit produced onr defeat, but our incalculable hard fortune,

1

1

• and
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* and tlie skill, the daring courage, the superior mind of their com-
' mander ". And tiiis must be evident to all, that the liberty of Greece
' existed in the souls of these men : they preferred a glorious death to

*a life of shame; and with them the dignity of the country has

' perished.' "What next follows, with extraordinary ingenuity imagined

and wrought, to win the attention and interest the fancy of the actual

auditory, will be felt by the reader of aftertimes, only in proportion as

his imagination may place him in the circumstances of lUe lower classes

of Athenian citizens. It is a catalogue of the wards of Attica, and the

heroes, their supposed founders, Erechtheus, Cecrops, A jax, and others

;

each name accompanied with a panegyrical apostrophe on their merits,

most ingeniously varied through the long roll ; with a reference to the

congenial virtues and merits of those, their successors, in whose honor

the actual ceremony was instituted. Hence is drawn, with great

advantage, a consolatory exhortation to the parents and other relations

of the deceased, with which the speech concludes'*.

This funeral ceremony, under all its circumstances, appears to have

been a triumphant measure for the party, and especiallv for Demos-

thenes. He no longer feared now to put himself forward again upon

the bema. He proposed decrees to provide for the security of the city, Demosth. Jt

by repairs of the fortifications and arrangements for the garrison, and
^"^Ij

''^°^'

those decrees were passed. He offered himself for an office, which

seems to have been important, that of providitor of the victualling of

the city, and he was elected. The effects of the victory of Chtcroncia

were, as far as the Athenian republic, standing by itself, was concerned,

almost done away: the principal powers of government returned into

the hands of the party of Demosthenes and Chares.

The disappointment and disturbance insuing to the peace-party,

from this reviviscency of the party of war and troubles, are in-

tlicatcd in the third and last of the extant letters of Isocrates to

Philip. In that letter Isocrates says, he had had much satisfaction in

conversing ^vith Antipater^ who had been sent as minister to Athens

" ^— ToS »r(>«ij->i««7tj uvTut ift»iipi» Ku) '* Some rem;irks on this oration are, for

ToV», Ku) •vj't;^)), more convenience, placBcl at the end of tin;

section.

Vol. IV. . 4
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after the battle of Chteroneia; but he proceeds to indicate that he

thoiiglit the king liad afterward rather neglected his friends in Greece.

He reminds him that, through the event of that battle, all was in his

power: he might, at his pleasure, carry into effect the great purposes of

the Amphictyonic institution, compel any refractory republics to the

maintenanceofpeace, and put an effectual check upon that mad ambition,

which had produced such destructive contentions among them. He
professes to consider Philip still a-s the only person capable of saving-

the country; and he urges the expedition to Asia, in which the restless

might find employment to their mind, as necessary toward providing

for the peace of Greece. So bent was he upon this, his favorite project,

now, he observes, for a great number of years, that if extreme age^

did not absolutely disable him, he would not content himself witlv

•writing, but would wait on the king, to exhort him to the measure.

The execution, he proceeds to observe, and justly, as events after-

^vard showed, would be far easier, with Philip's present means, than

the acquisition of his actual power and glory, with the strength of

the distressed kingdom inherited from his ancestors. He concludes

with an observation, which will appear extravagant to the modern

reader, unless much observant of the ways of antiquity, that nothing-

greater could then remain for Philip, unless to be made a god. But

for those of his age, even for one of the general Avisdom and moral

rectitude of Isocratcs, such a sentiment must not be estimated by the

measure of the juster notions which Christianity, giving them to

Mahometanism, has made the common feeling of men, now, so a\ idely

over the earth. The popular belief, among the Creeks, that Hercules,

and perhaps others, from mortal men, had actually become immortal

gods, may M'arrant the expression of Isocrates ; Si'hich is modest in

comparison of the vanity and flattery, not less absurd than immoral and

impious, soon after beginning to prevail among the Greeks, and, after

them, carried by the Romans eveii to greater extravagaace '^

'»
I have had occasion formerly to ob- to prefer testimony to it, very indirect nnd

serve that some critics, of very respectable everyway tiuestionable, from writers living

learning, have taken the fancy to slight not till some centuries after him. It seems

Xen{>phon's iudicatiun of his own «ge, and indispensable here to advert to the fancy of

11 • some
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some other critics, also of respectable learn-

ing, to set aside the testimony of Isacrates

to liis own existence, and to reckon him
certainly dead, at the time to which his

letter, commonly intitled Lis third to Philip,

is in the text attributed. lu that epistle the

name,Ch<Broneia, indeed does not occur; but

the battle of Chreroneia seems as clearly indi-

cated, as if the name had been added. Re-

ferring to his oration, formerly sent to

Philip, and professing adherence still to the

opinions there professed, the \vriter adds

that, what he then proposed and recom-

mended, was now in large proportion acconi-

plislied, through the recent battle, by which

the state of Greece nas greatly altered. This

could apply to no battle but that of Cha;-

roneia, After that battle then Philip sent

Antipatcr (so Polybius assures us) as his

minister to Athens. Isocrates accordingly,

in liis third epistle, e.xpresses satisfaction at

the large opportunity he had had for con-

ferring with Antipater. It may then be

added that, before that battle, the hyper-

bole, with which the epistle concludes,

must have appeared extravagant, even to

minds tinctured as those of the Greeks

mostly were ; but, after the battle, it would

harmonize with popular notions.

But in the zeal of the schools, in following

times, for the cause of Demosthenes and de-

mocracy, a story was propagated that Iso-

crates, oppressed with anguish at the view of

the ruin brought upon the liberty of Athens

and of Greece, by Philip's victory at Chxro-

ncia, destroyed himself by a voluntary absti-

7ience from nourishment. Dionysius of Ma-

licarnassus has noticed the story, as if he

desired it should have credit ; but in way-

faring phrase onl)', so little circumstantial,

that it might be difficult to report it after

him, without help from the more explicit

account in Plutarch's lives of the orators.

It was however impossible to establish the

credit of Demosthenes as a patriot, without

invalidatingeither the character of Isocrates,

•r the authority of his written opinions, and

especially of thisletter.^ Against his charac-

ter for honesty and ti-uc patriotism notliing

has been ventured. His character for wis-

dom lloUin and some otlior niodewis have

questioned, on the modest supposition that

Ihey understood the interest of Athens

and of Greece better than Isocrates and

Phocion. But whatever may be thought of

the judgement of Isocrates, nothing, among
the politics of all antiquitj', is clearer than

the evidence in his extant writings th<U, for

himself, his friends, his republic and all

Greece, what he most dreaded was the suc-

cess of the party of Chares and Demos-
tiienes in the battle of Cba;roneia. The
story therefore of his destroying himself on
account of the victory of his friend, the

king of Macedonia, is evidently an absurd

fable; and yet it must be allowed, seeing

the success it has met with, its propagators

calculated well, what might seem not easy to

calculate, the reception it would obtain froin

the understandings of some and the disposi-

tion of others, altogether a large portion

of what has been called the republic of

letters, through many generations, to late

posterity.

The learned translator and editor Autreri

in a note on the third epistle of Isocrates,

makes this remarkable observation : ' De
' quo praelio hie agatur, non satis liquet:

' non de illo certe quod ad Chajroneiam
' fuit commissum, ct post quod Isocrates

' statim e vita excessit. I'orte loijuitur

' orator de pugna ilia per quani belluni

' Phocicum confectuni est.' Where the

learned critic found an account of any battle

by which the Phocian war was ended, he has

not said, and I must own I cannot tell.

Concerning the death of Isocrates there

remains notice from writers of high autho-

rity. The oldest that has fallen within thp

scope of my observation, is that of Cicerw.

That very eminent Roman lived near three

hundred years after the illuatiious Atliie-

nian. Writing a treatise upon old .age, iie

mentions the death of .Isocrates amon^ iii-

4 I 3 stances
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stances of plucid elderhooil, qiiieil)- and de-

sirably Lomijlfted, in liis ninety-ninth year:

' Est ctiani quit-tc et pure et elejjanter act«

' iBtalis placida ac lenis senectiis : — quiilem

' Isocratis, qui eurn libruni, (jui Panalhenai-

• cus inscribitnr, quarto et noilagcsimo anno

' scripsisso dicilur, vixitque c|uitiqucniuni

* postea.' Cicero evidently either was un-

informed of the story of the fatal anguish of

lacerates, or thought it unworthy of attention.

Next is nionysius of Ilalicaruassus, about

half a century later, but witiiin which half

century a prodigious change had taken place

in the siiuation of the civilized world,

through the establishment of the Roman

empire on the ruin of the Roman republic.

Dionvbius says that Iso<rates died a few

days after the battle of Chaeroneia, at the

age of full ninety-eight, ' having resolved

' that his life should end with the good days

' of the republic, while it was yet uncertain

' how I'hilip would use the fortune which

' placed him at the head of the Greeks.'

^vyuccTxXvrai rev iccvlov 0iojif a^tj^.^y it* ot/c;

wuf ^fr.irtrai T» Ti/'%ii OiXnTTTof, frccfuXciQ^t t>i»

Ti» i.M.itut atyj.i. The expression of Dio-

iiysius here may seem to imply a violent

death. How far it necessarily implies so

much I leave to the learned to determine.

Philostratus wrote about a century after

Dionysius, ;unl he gives an account of the

death of Isocrates thus: 'ATrsGaie ^i» ci»

'Aiitricrnit a/x^< Ta ExaTw iT>). "E>« ii ivlot

riyiilttfiic Tu» « vcXtiAii ei'TnSatotlut' Iwii^yi jiiTsi

Ta xaTu TCaifuysixt T£?.£t/I», ^>j xafrt^rio-a^ T>:r

ixficcTiy Tov A6ttiata> •alxi^it.a.Tt;. I'hiloStratUS

seems to have heard of no violence beyond

the meer shock from ijitelligence of the

event.

In the Life of Isocrates, attributed to Plu-

tarch, but rather supposed of some other,

not earlier, but ratlier later author, we find,

at kngth, the story of the death of Isocrates

grown into fuller size; the very words he

spoke, of which there is no appearance that

the earlier writers knew anything, being now

reported ; tlio the whole bears still but an

incongruous and uncertain shape. ' Iso-

' crates died,' says that author, in conse-

' quence of intelligence of the battle of Chs-
' roneia, which was commuiiiealed to bim
' in the pala-stra of Hippocrates. Exclaim-

' ing, in the words of three verses from
' three detached passages of Euripides,

Aettali TrfiWJiKoyla ^vyetnpuf varitf»

' He abstained from food four days, and

' then expired ; not bearings to see Greec*

' a fourth time subjugated.' Proceeding

through various other matters then the

author comes again to his death :
' Some

' say he died on the ninth day of his ab-

' stinence from food, others on the fourth,

' the day of the public funeral of those wUo
' fell at Chajroneia.'

On a view of this account, the questions

occur. Did the learned writer mean to

compare the aged orator's case to those

of Danaus, Pelops, and Cadmus, as if he

was to expect banishment from the ty-

ranny of the conqueror ? or did he mean

to compare Philip himself to those antient

heroes, who came from afar and acquired

honor with dominion in Greece? Has the

expression, ' Greece the fourth time sub-

' jugaled,' been intended to imply that, under

the prior empire, successively of Laceda:-

nion. Alliens and Thebes, Greece was as

eflectually subjugated as now under Mace-

donia ? Or what should we take to be the

value of that expression ?

After all these four writers comes Suidas,

who, following some author differing from

all, reports that Isocrates reached bis hun-

dred and sixth year.

\\'ith the revival of learning, in Leo the

tenth's age, was revived, and with nev/

violence, the passion of its cultivators for

the political principles of Demosthenes,

which involved a desire to represent the

great orator himself as a model of the

purest patriotism, and to scandalize his great

opponent;

I
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opponent, the king of Macedonia. But * Sed ilk gcnium et statuin uliiis nijxiblix

CIS

among denials to these purposes, two were

glaring, and might seem insuperable ; the

coublant connection of Demosthenes with a

person of character so universally repro-

bated as Chares; and the opposition to

Demosthenes, and connection with Philip,

of two persons of characters so universally

allowed excellent, as Isocrates and Pliocion.

Men of learning and ingenuitj- however had

' parum iiitcllexit, cum ista sciipserit. In
' civitate administranda Atheniensium. Par
' hoiniinim, rhetor scilicet et inipcrator,
' quorum hio auctoritate et reljus geslip,

'
illc lingua et ore, pra:ceUuit, sibi inviccm

' mutu.is semper operas pra;stabant

:

AW fxlv up ^vGoiffni, d iyntV 7roA^c^ IviKx.

' Huic rei abunde favet, & receptam ^Eschinis

' Icctioneni luetur, insignissimus P]utarc!)i

their resources; and among favoring cir- ' locus, de frattrno amore, quern exscribo :'

cumstances may be reckoned, what has

always been a great hindrance to the ex-

tension of Grecian litterature, its inaccessi-

bility but through the medium of another s;; Au.ao^ijJi; xai Xapr.i;, y.xi 'Ai3-;i^i»r,c xal

dead language. In treating of the cir- EtlSot/Xcj, x»i "HffsjiJvj; xxl Aiui^hr,^, oi jjAv

cumstances wiicre the connection of De- ^iyovlts s» tu J»f4y xa> y^a^ojlEj, ii Js ,-/jaTiiyo?»Iij

raosthenes with Chares would come in view, x-xt irpuTlovlii.

antient authority has been shoved aside or i.cland has shown that, when he would

veiled; in treating of those where the oppo- venture to think for himself, he could some-

sition of Isocrates and Phocion to Demos- times think well; blithe has given himself

thenes is most manifested, a step farther has up far too much to his French predecessor

been ventured, and antient authority has in the history of Philip, Olivier, whose autho-

been boldly superseded by modern fancy, rity, (juoted in his margin, appears even ridi-

The probity and patriotism of Isocrates and culous. in company with the names ofThu-
Phocion, have, indeed, not been questioned

;
cydidcs, Xenophon and the orators ; and ibr

but, as before observed, it has not been the politics of Isocrates and Phocion, he

scrupled to impute to them ignorance of does not risk any opinion of his own, but

the interest of their country, the modern bows to Rollin, whom he has quoted at

sages modestly undertaking to know it better great length. It should however be ob-

than they. served, for the credit of the fcUowcountry-

Such extravagances, whether resulting nian of Rollin, the learned translator and

from misjudgement or artifice, have not editor, Auger, that, with his very abundant

equally obtained among our own fellowcoun- negligence and wildness, he has sometimes

trymen. A note of Taylor's on a proposed cor- shown great fairness. With the earnest zeal

rectionofjEschines, by II. Stephens, both for of the continental lettered of his day for

the explanation it affords and the presumption deniocratical principles, he will have De-

it reproves, has so mucli merit, that I would mosthenes a perfect patriot ; yet at the same

not risk injury to it by giving it otherwise moment, with the spirit of a Krench gentle-

than in his own words. The passage speaks man of the old school, he admits tho, with

of generals cTvinfyivtrn;, ' acting in concert professed regret, in a phrase, quoted in a

« with,' some of the orators. On the word former note, that the deficient probity of

evftfyZvuliq Taylor says, ' ZvinyofttHii habes, Demosthenes, in his private character, rc-

' mi lector, e.\. divinatione }1. Stephani

:

mained too clearly proved.

' quod nollein. Facilius cnim fuisset et To return for a liioment to Isocrates then,

' CNpcditius, immo Icvissimo clinamine a I will own myself satisfied with the testi-

* reccptis defiexisoet, proponendo ?v»sf!v>li{. mony in his third epistle, that he outlived

some
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some time the battle of Chsroneia, and also

whh the testimony there, consonant to the

whole tenor of his writings, that he I'ejoiced

in the event, as favorable to what had been,

for a long course of years, his views for the

good of Athens aiid of Greece. For that

then of which he could leave no account, I

would give most credit to Cicero, and believe

that, after a fortunate, and, as Cii ero calls

it , a placid elderhood (not without anxiety,

the lot of all, but without great misfortune)^

he died in the course of nature.

Some remarks on the funeral ouatiox

of Demosthenes, too long for convenient

inserliim where the subject occurs in the

text, may perhaps best find a place here.

In the epistle of Dionysius of Halicarnassus

to Ammanis, the funeral oration of Demos-

thenes is twice mentioned ; in one place, with-

out any doubt expressed of its authenticity
;

but, in the other place, as what he desired to

consider as spurious. On this the question*

occur, Did Dionysius mean to speak of the

•ration, which has been transmitted to us as

the funeral oration of Demosthenes, on the

first occasion, or on the second, or on both.

Or on neither ? I will venture to own my
opinion that lie meant it on both. On the

first occasion he is considering the kinds, or

genera of orations, among which he reckons

the funeral a distinct kind. Givingthe names

then of illustrious orators who had left ex-

amples of such, he mentions Demosihenes

among them. It sufilccd him, on that occa-

sion, that a funeral oration was extant among

the generally allowed works of tliat orator.

But on the second occasion he is discussing

the various merits of the extant works of De-

mosthenes. His particular opinion of the

funeral oration would be then of course to

be given. There then he says, not possi-

tively that the funeral oration is spurious,

but Ihat he was unwilling to believe it

genuine ; adding his reason in three epi-

thets ; he could not bring himself to think

a composition so ^»^ixo?, xncf, waioajiwfj;;,

as the funeral oration, could be the work of

Demosthenes.

To appreciate this kind of criticism of

• Such a work, so connected with, and neces-

sarily to be influenced by, the politics of

the moment, it may be expedient to con-

sider what Dionysius was, and in what

times he lived. Dionysius himself, and all

other Greeks, and their fathers and grand-

fathers, had been living under Roman des-

potism. Possibly his youth might see the

last convulsions of the Roman republic,

when it most despotically commanded the

civilized world ; but no free government

was ever within the .scope ofhis conversation.

Hence apparently that very limited direc-

tion of his mind to politics, which is seen

in his judgement on Thucydides, and, still

more remarkably, on Polybius. A learned,

discerning and elegant litterary critic, ht

looked on the funeral oration willi the eye

of a litterary critic only, except as he shared

in that theoritical zea! for liberty, and par-

tiality for democracy, which were almost

universal among the lettered under the

Roman empire. Little allowing therefore

for the extraordinarily difficult situation of

Demosthenes, when he spoke the fimeral

oration, he was disappointed not to find the

orator's usual torrent of eloquence, for

which the subject might seeui peculiarly

to call, flunce his epithet xitit, the tor-

rent's channel appeared to him, compara-

tively at least, empty. Equally he would

allow little consideration for the arts neces-

sary to obviate jealousy, while tlie orator

endevored to conciliate the attention, not

of his distressed party only, but of his audi-

ence as widely as miUit be, and convey, as

by a fable, the meaning which could not

prudently be f'ebvered in plainer terms.

Thus that large portion of the composition,

which runs into fabulous r.nliquity, might

cam, with Dionvsius, the epithet itaiia^iuhifi

It is true that in no other of the extant ora-

tions of Demosthenes, episodical matter Of

that kind if found ; tlio with his cotempoFafy

Isocratcs



critic would contest, with Horner^ the name
of the mother of one, whoso own name is not
very, familiar in Grecian history, Acamas ?

Any sophist between the times of Demos-
thenes and Dionysius, or even between Dio-

Sect. VI. FUNERAL ORATION OF DEMOSTHENES.
Isocrates it is very ordinary. But it may
deserve observation that in a decree, for-

merly noticed in the text, a decree on a

most momentous occasion, that which im-

mediately led to the battle of Chjeroneia,

tliis very artifice has been resorted to by nysius and Photius again, probably mi'jht

Demosthenes himself. Such references to have learnt the order observed by the crier in

remote and fabulous times would be surely calling over the Attic wards, and the titles of

less generally congruous in a decree than in the daughters of Erechtheus,and thename of

an oi-ation. But the orator has evidently the mother of .4camas, as well perhaps as

thought it for his purpose to give to that Demosthenes lijmself, but surely as well as

decree the style and effect ofan oration ; and any modern critic j and a sophist, fabri-

with that view has introduced what would be eating an oration, with the purpose of pas-

ihere truly waioajiJ&sj, if it was not suited^ sing it for the work of Demosthenes, would

through the circumstances of the times, to be the more scrupulously attentive to such

produce an important effect. One part of insignilicantmatters, clearly within his reach,

the oration thus appearing, to the critic of as he must be conscious of his deficiency for

the court of Augustus, childish, and the rest many of more importance clearly beyond it.

empty, tlie whole would of course become, A sophist, also, of afterlimcs, would be

with him, iutitlcd to the remaining epithet likely to be less heedful of the arland caution,.

foplixlf. so remarkable in the oration, and he would

Having ventured so far to declare ray be especially desirous to give tlio torrent all

opinion of the criticism of Dionysius, on the the impetuosity, the failure of which so riis-

lupposition, whicli I think probable, that appointed Dionysius. But hardly any so-

he had in view the oration in question, phist, of times when republics were no more.

Glo

it will be the less necessary to add any-

thing upon the far less autlioritative opini-

nions of Li'.anius and Photius, because they

seem to have had little consideration among

hardly Demosthenes himself, in a later age,

could have so adapted his choice and ar-'

rangement of matter, or even his choice

and turn of phrase, to those very critical

modern critics, who have generally avoided circumstances of the moment, which

notice of any doubt about the authen-

ticity of this oration. The learned John

Taylor however is an exception to rciiuire

some attention. And yet I must own the

greater part of his objections, stated iu his

Lectiones LysiacM, appear to me futile.

For why was an orator, proposing, with

•Q political purj)ose, to amuse the Athe-

nian people with a panegyrical catalogue

Demosthenes himself, with jSischincs, and

Isocrates, and others, have laid open to us.

But Taylor lias stated objection of an-

other kind, in which I have found concurrence

from fomc whose opinions on such sub-

jects, as well as Taylor's, I respect iiiglily.

' Multa praiterea,' says Taylor, ' contra pu-

' ritatem Atlicitm dicta, multa inveunste

oppbsita.* Lect. Lysiac. p. 236. cd. Reiske.

of the several wards of Atiica, to confine The first tiling that strikes, in regard lo thcEe

himself exactly to the order of the crier's objections, is that ihcy are not found among

roll? His intention evidently required a kind those of Dionysius : they are described bj'

of poetical freedom. What then is that none of his tliree epithets. Nevertheless,

' authority of history,' which denies to the not desiring tliat they should not carry iill

daughters of a prince of the fabulous ages, the authority that ought lo be allowed to

Erechtheus, the title, which the oration has modern criticism on anlient language, I will

given them, of Hyacinthids ? And wh.rit is venture to offer some suggestions,

that other unfpecified authority, on which the Considering the e.\traortlinary cirtuni-

&tancea
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stances under wLicli Demosthenes undertook

to speak the funeral oration, which he cer-

tainly did s]-)cak, it seems likely that he would

think it not prudent for himself to publish

in writing what he did so venture to speak.

But an oraiion on such a subject, delivered

under such circumstances, by Demosthenes,

xvould be, in its day, an object of the most

extensive curiosity: it would hardly fail to

be published by some person, more or less

perfectly; nor could such a publication be

indifferent to Demosthenes. lie would de-

sire tliat the matter and arrangement should

be such as might produce all the efiect of

liis spoken oration; but he might rather

chuse that the diction should be what l)e

might deny. 'I'lie Alexandrine lil)rary be-

came afterward the great depository of the

litterature of antiquity. Possibly the learned

men who superintended that library, in

collecting the works of Demosthenes, find-

ing the diction of the funeral oration less

perfect than could be satisfactory to them,

yet thinking it otherwise fit to be received

as a work of the great orator, may have

ventured to polish some parts, leaving

others untouched ; whence might arise

ground for Taylor's two objections, the

' contra puritatem Atticam dicta,' and the

' invenuste opposita.' Nevertheless, lei some

phrases be less graceful, and some less purely

Attic, and even none from the pen of Demos-

tlienes, yet the whole oration may have

come from the age of Demosthenes, differing

scarcely in substance, scarcely in arrange-

ment, and perhaps liitle even in diction,

from wliat he spoke.

i

SECTION VII.

B. C. 337,
Ol. 110. 4.

Ceiigress of Grecian States at Corifith. The King of Macedonia

elected Autocrator-gcneral of Greece for Jl'ar against Persia.

Preparations for ITar against Persia. Assassination of the King

of Macedonia.

TVnitE things were in this disturbccl stale at Athens, what was passing

elsewhere in Greece we have scarcely any information. Some conten-

tion of parties however there would be everywhere. Among those

republics, which had begun their connection with oMaccdonia by voting

golden crowns and brazen statues to Philip and inviting him to hos-

pitality in their cities, and throughout the numerous states in whose

forces he had trusted for opposing the armies of the confederacy

managed by Demosthenes, there would still exist an anti-Macedonian

party. But that party was so depressed by the result of the balUe of

Cha^roneia, and so wanted a head capable of showing itself and openly

offering patronage, that the winter passed without any event for tlie

historian's notice.

In
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In the next spring, Philip, whether more stimulated by the instances B. C. 338.

of liis Athenian friends, or by the ambition within his own mind, by '

views coinciding with those of Isocrates, for the good of Greece, or

of any interests of tlie Lfacedonian kingdom, or principally of his

own power and fame, resolved to give up the glorious case which, by

his able and successful, but laborious and hazardous exertions, during

near four and twenty years, -he had at length brought apparently

vithin his command, and to postpone the improvement of the king-

dom which he had already so advanced in extent and power, to the

purpose of conquest in Asia. From the orators, beyond what has been

already stated from Isocrates, hardly anything remains to indicate

either his purposes or his measures. The historian's account then,

resting as -w€ must upon it, will perhaps best be given as nearly as

may be in his own words. ' Philip the king,' says Diodorus, ' incouraged ^'g^-
'• ^^"

' by his victory at Chteroneia, by which the most renowned of the

* Grecian states had been checked and confounded, was ambitious of

' becoming military commander and head of the Greek nation. He
* declared therefore his intention of carrying war, in the common
* cause of the Greeks, against the Persians. A disposition to concur

' in his purpose, and to attach themselves to him as their chief, pervaded

'the Grecian people. Communicating then with all, individuals as

' well as communities, in a manner to conciliate favor, he expressed his

' desire of meeting the nation in congress, to concert measures for the

' great object in view. A congress accordingly was assembled at

* Corinth. His explanation of his intentions excited great hopes,

' and so produced the desired concurrence, that, at length, the Greeks

' elected him general-autocrator of Greece. Great preparations for

' the Persian war were put forward, and the proportion of troops for

* every state to furnish was settled.'

Successful as Philip thus was, in ingaging the Grecian republics to

his purpose, it is nevertheless shown, by the same historian, that his

power, acquired by the victory of Chaeroneia, if reiilly sufHcient, was^

not used to prevent free debate in the congress. The measures were Died. 1. 17.

not carried without opposition; in which some of the Arcadian mem-

VoL.IV. 4K bers
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bers distinguished themselves by their M'armth '*. Bat the majority of

tlie Macedonian party appears to have been great. All was finally

settled to Philip's satisfaction, so far that, presently after his return

into Macedonia, he took preliminary measures, -wljich were a decisive

Dior). 1. 15. beainninc: of war with Persia. He sent his f'enerals Attains and Pap^

TOcnio into Asia, in the historian's phrase, ' to give liberty to the

' Greeks ;' the obvious meaning of whicli is that the force was sent to

incourage and support revolt against the Persian dominion. .

Scarcely anything remains to us on the very interesting subject of

Philip's administration Mithin his own kingdom. Numerous anecdotes

of liis private and domestic life have been transmitted; but mostly by

writers ignorant, or careless of public transactions, which, in their day,

were open to the knowlege of all who would observe and inqidre, yet

bold to relate secret affairs, of Avhich -whether they were real or not

few could tell, and rarely even the few who knew would tell any truth.

riut. V.Alex. It seems however too well ascertained that he was not fortxmatc in his

nuptial connection. Tales of private vices, whether of the wife or of

the husband, are less olyects for tlie historian than for the anecdote-

writer; a description of men beginning to abound in Philip's age, and

long continuing under the Roman empire, who, in proportion to the

grossncss of their imputations against exalted characters, and the con-

fidence with which they asserted what, if none could confirm, few could

refute, excited extensive curiosity, and made their business lucrative.

It may suffice here that the lemi)cr of the queen, Olympias, is, with

Pkit. utant. probability, said to have been irascible, suspicious and vindictive.

After long disagreement, Philip repudiated her, and married Cleo-

patra, daughter of one of the most eminent men of his court and

kingdom.

** Diodorus says the Aicadiar.s alcnie op- part of Lis narrative, an anti-Macedonian

posed the king of Macedonia's purposes, writer, v.lio, according to what wc have

We learn however from much higlier autho- before noticed to have been the common

rity, that the .Orcadians were much divided, praciice of Grecian party-writers, would

and that a large proportion of thcin was call thp Arcadians of his party ' the Area-

most zealous in the Macedonian party. ' dians,' as eminently, a:id, in liis politics,

Diodorus seems to have followed, in this almost e.Kclusivcly such.

Olympias,
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Olvmpias, beside one son, Alexander, had borne him one daughter,

also named Cleopatra. After liis return from Corinth his uew queen

brought him another son, and soon after that event he gave his

daugliter in marriage to her uncle, Alexander, king of Epirus, brother

of Olynipias. It xras usual, as v/e have formerly observed, among the

northern principalities, tho not peculiar to them among the Greeks,

vhercver means were not Manting, to be splendid in festive ceremony

on such occasions. Philip seems to have proposed to use the oppor-

tunity for advancing his already great popularity among the Grecian

republics, by uncommon splendor and a magnificent hospitality.

He inviled i'rom every city some eminent men, omitting none who Diod. 1. 16.

Avere personally known to him or to any ])rincipal persons of his

court. Among the entertainments the theatrical, so erpecially the

deligl:t of the Greeks, were provided with care; the most celebrated

actors and musicians being ingaged from all parts. For the ceremony,

not Pella, but Edessa, or jEgcc, the antient capital of the kingdom, was

chosen. The festivity was very numerously and most respectably

attended ; not only eminent individuals coming from all part.s of

Greece, but deputations from tlie principal cities, even from Athens,

brinaina' congratulations in the name of their communities, accom-

panied Milii tlie present, which was become common on great occa-

sions, of a golden croNvn. In the midst of this joyful solemnit}', as

Philip was entering the tlieater, Pausanias, a young Macedonian of high

rank and great connections, stabbed him, and he fell dead. The assasin,

flying toward a horse prepared for him, was overtaken while mount-

ing; and by a stroke, whether necessary to prevent his escape, or

urged by the ill-judging vengeance of the pursuers, his life was in-

stantly ended.

The possibilit}' of gathering anything from him who best could tell,

l)eing thus precluded, various stories were circulated of the provocation

to tins atrocious deed; some most disgusting in their tenor, all impro-

bable in many of the asserted circumstances, and altogether confuting

oneanother by their disagreement. In one improbable assertion only

they mostly concurred, that it was simply tlic private revenge of the

4 K 2 individual:
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individual ; but this was contradicted by the only account of any

known authority, Mhich ascribed it to the base policy of the Persian

court. In uncertainty tlius of the reality, public suspicion of

course was busy, and several exalted characters were involved

;

the divorced queen Olympias especially ; and the prince Alexander

did not escape the liorrid imputation; which he endevored to

repel, by asserting he had proof against the agents of the king of

Persia.

The always avowed principles of Demosthenes, combined with his

political relations, and his public conduct, seem to have afforded no

light ground for supposing that he was, in some degree, privy to the

plot. Persia was still the ally of Athens, and Demosthenes v/as the

orator principally employed, as agent of the Persian court for public

communication with the soverein people, and for the management also,

it is said, of the distribution of money. He had, at the Macedoniaa

court, apparently among tlie visitors at the celebrity, a confidential

friend, Charidenms. From this man, by a special messenger, he received

information of Philip's death sometime before any others in Athens.

The people being assembled, he ventured upon a measure adapted

to raise his importance among that numerous description of men

on whose favor his power rested; he toUl tlieni that Juj)iter and

Minerva, appearing to him in a dream, had given him assurance that

Philip was dead ; and this assertion he corroborated by an oath. When
information of acknowleged authenticity afterward arrived, the people

were again assembled. Demosthenes and the orators of his party then

did not scruple to propose honor for the memory of the deceased

assassin, such as formerly, by a decree of tiie Athenian people, had.

rewarded the living assassin of the kins of Thrace; and thev added a

motion for performing the evangeiian sacrifice, vliicli, in better times

of the republic, was the ceremony of thanksgiving, on receiving news

of a great victory. The people decreed both the measures ; and

Demosthenes, tho he had recently lost his daughter, his only child,

and custom, among the Athenians esteemed not only decent but sacred,

forbad persons under such circumstances to show themselves but in

4 mourning.
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niourning, put on a festal robe of white, and, \vith a crown of flowers

on his head, made himself conspicuous at the ceremony '\

SECTION VIII.

Anecdotes illustrating the moral and political Character of Philip

King of Macedu7iia.

If ever, after the early age of Agamemnon, there was any fair prospect

that the Greeks miglit become a united and happy nation, secure in

person and property against oppression and distinhance from onc-

anotlier, and powerful to resist assault from forein nations, it seems to

have been when Philip, tlie popular king of a free people, was, by the

apparently free and even zealous choice of a large majority among the

republics, vested with that supreme military command, and with that

superintending civil patronage, which had formerly been conceded to

those wlio had shown themselves abundantly unfit to hold it, the Lace-

dEGmonian, successively, the Athenian, and the Theban people. What
was his plan for managing the intricate business, (for such a mind as

his would not be without a plan,) and equally, in the great undertaking,

imposed with it, of m ar with Persia, what were his views, his premature

death, and the deficiency of history, have deprived us even of founda-

tion for conjecture.

P<ut the very silence of antient writers, on some topics, is.not wholly

without indication of the spirit of his government. It is remarkable

that, among all the abundant remaining invective against iiini, injury

to the civil rights of the iNIacedonian people, or the purpose of it, is

never imputed. lu the few instances then in which we find it asserted

that he interfered, with a strong hand, in the government of Grecian

'* This story of llie conduct of Demos- to tlie publu: iiitaswrcs. Au ideii of giati-

tliencs jiltogrther might socm extravagant, tude due from the Athenian people to

but that, in his reply to ilischines, he has Philip, for his generosity after the battle of

avoided in any degree to contrndict it. Chseroneia, has struck him. Otherwise he

Even Plutarch's zeal for democracy and appears to have reckoned all as it sljould

admiration of tyrannicide could not carry have been,

him so far as to give his inlire approbation

states
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states, as, according to the imputation of Demosthenes, among some of

the Thessalian cities, on inquiry it becomes evident that the violence

has been tliat of one parry of tlic Tliessaliatis against another, rather

tlian of Philip against any ; fcr, to his lasting po])nlarity, among
a large majority of the Thcssalians, testimony is ample. In Macedonia,

the frequent contentions for the croun, necessarily disturbing indivi-

dual security at the lime, and preventive of public prosperity, never-

theless probably contributed to the preservation and improvement of

general freedom. For policy would require competitors to vie in

ostentation of regard for the constitution. To Philip, on his accession,

sucli policy would be especially necessary. His three opponents were

supported each by aforcin power. His own cause rested wholly on the

Macedonian people ; and their attachment, which finally secured him

the throne against a confederacy, otherwise apparently overbearing,

appears to have attended him through life. Demosthenes has evidently

been aware that it would be too much, even for his ingenious policy,

to separate the interest of the Macedonian people from that of their

king. Despairing of means to set them against him, he has reviled all

together. Once we lind him telling the Athenian people that the

^Macedonians were not reiilly so attached to their king as was generally

supposed. By this very expression he conveys the most unsuspicious

assurance that Philip's general reputation for popularity among his

subjects was high. Nor could he, even on this occasion, assign a

ground for the dissatisfaction of which he was desirous of impressing a

belief, but the frequent calls of Philip upon his people for military

service, which would interrupt their domestic injoyments.

Violent as the spirit of party was among the Greeks, it was but in

the course of things that a prince highly, and perhaps in some instances

extravagantly, the favorite of one party, M'as the object of the most

rancorous libelling for its opponents. Demosthenes, in one of his early

speeches, has cndevorcd to obviate the extensively prevailing f;^vorable

opinions of Philip, by describing him as even contemptible; a daily

drunkard, abandoning himself to amusements, the most frivolous at

the same time and vicious, among companions the lowest and most

unwoithy ; envious of superior merit, and driving it equally from his

armies,
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annies, froin liis councils, rind from his society. r)Ut llie orator seems

to have found this bokl experiment fail ; for we find no instance of liis

repeating it. He -would afterward call Philip faithless, cruel, a barba-

rian ; but never more a drunkard, or the companion of fools : he would

represent him as an object of fear and hatred, but never again of con-

tempt. Sometimes he would even propose him as an example for tlie

Athenians to emulate, and sometimes, for his united advantages of regal

rank and universal talent, an example beyond their reach. His abilities

he acknowleges were extraordinary and his activity wonderful. He
alone could unite in his own person theoflliees of king and miniiter, of

treasurer and secretary, of general and soldier. Even in tliat very

oration where he ventured to represent liim as an object of contempt,

he had before been hoklinq- him out to admiration. * The love of ^f""",^"'' ^... . . .
0;yuih.p.22.

' glory,' he said, ' is Philip's ruling passion. For this he 3-iclds to no

'fatigue; for this he will face any danger; preferring a great reputa-

' tion to all the gratifications of pleasure, in quiet and security.' What
led the orator to such contradiction seems not readily imaginable.

Whether then any occasional excess in the pleasures of the table, any

less decorous amusements of the court, or any kind of extravagances

of youth in power, may have afforded any decree of just ground for the .'Uhpn. 1.6.

scandai, already noticed, following in the same speech, all remaining p" /"

information is too doubtful and imperfect to give foundation even for

any fair conjecture.

Among the extant obloquy of Philip, after that of Demostlienes, a

story related by Diodorus nuiy j)rincipally deserve notice, and perhaps

not the less because the honest historian speaks of it as of doubtful

authority; for so it marks the fame and popularity, in his time, of talcs

at which even his judgement revolted; and the probability is the

greater that he gives it, as appears to have been sometimes his way,

much in the very words of some earlier author. After the battle of Diod. 1. i6.

. c 87
Cha-roneia, he says, Philip gave a feast, as was usual on occasion of a " *

victory. Not rising from table till he had drunk to inebriety, his fancy

leil him then to go out among the prisoners, and joke with them insult-

ingly on their misfortune. Among them was the Athenian orator

Dcmades, who did not fear to reprove the victorious king, even while

he
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lie was (liunk. ' The story goes,' says the historian, ' that he said to

'him, "O king! fortune has put it in your power to be an Aga-

" inemnon : are you not tiien ashamed to act the part of a Thersites r"

' Philip, struck with the justness and elegance of the reprimand, inune-

' diately changed liis whole conduct. Throwing from his head the

* chaplet' (usually worn by the antients at their feasts) ' he put an end

* to the revel, applauded the man who had used such freedom, and

'received him ever after among the companions he most honored,

' Becoming then, through communication with Demades, familiarized

' with Attic graces, he dismissed all the prisoners without ransom, and,

' wholly laying aside the pride of victory,, sent ambassadors to Athens,

' to make peace and alliance.' It would hardly be supposed it could

be a prince, who, according to accredited report, was bred under Epa-

meinondas, Pclopidas and Plato, who certainly corresponded with

Isocrates, entertained Leosthenes in his court, and Aristotle in his

family, and having already attained the mature age of forty-si.v, was

^cknowleged the man of the most informed understanding and the

politest manners of his time, whose acquisition of the Attic graces, and

of the humanity which produced (what does not appear to have been

an Athenian practice) the free discharge of prisoners of war, is thus

attributed to the accidental meeting with an Athenian orator. Had
the historian himself been of less remarkable simplicity, it might seem

vith the purpose of exposing the preposterous vanity of tlie Attic

schoolmen, under the Roman empire, from whom the story apparently

originated, that he proceeds immediately from this talc to a more

authentic exemplification of the Attic graces, by reporting the speech

of the orator Lycurgus, in accusation of Lysicles, and the condem-

nation and execution of that unfortunate general. But Demades, as

we have formerly observed, was of the most eminent orators of the

party of Phocion and Isocrates, and most decided in opposition to the

political principles and projects of the party of Demosthenes and

Chares. The same spirit then which led to the fable making the victory

of Cha'roueia produce the death of Isocrates, seems to have led also to

that which put reproof of Philip into the mouth of Demades ; the pur-

pose being to gain crerlit to the cause of Demostheoes and democracy,

by
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by infusing the opinion that men of the high characters of Isocrates

and Demades were friendly to it.

A story is told on the other hand, exemplifying the arrogance and Plut. vit. or.

levity of the character of the Athenian many in that age. M'hen it was

announced to the prisoners, made at Chteroneia, that they were all free

without ransom, presuming upon Philip's celebrated generosity, they

accompanied their thanks with a petition that he would give tlicm

clothes to go home in. Philip said to those about him, ' These people

' seem to think we have been fighting for joke:' but he nevertheless

gave what they asked for. And whether the account of their pre-

sumption be strictly true or no, his generous supply of their wants is I'ol-.b. 1.9.

satisfactorily confirmed.

Testimony is ample that, under Philip, the Macedonian court became

the greatest resort of the polite equally and of the learned, in that age

probably in the Avorld. Aristotle did not refuse his invitation, as it is

said Socrates did that of his great predecessor Archelaus. His letter

to that celebrated philosopher, has been preserved, in all appearance

with fidelity, by Aulus Gellius, whose remarks on the occasion may

also deserve notice. ' Philip,' says that writer, tho almost continually Aul. Gel.

' ingaged in the business of wars and victories, yet never was inat-
j^{i^^ ^'a

' tentive to polite learning, and the studies that adorn human nature, c. I5.

* ^lany of his letters have been published, replete with elegance,

' pleasantry and sound sense. That which, on the birth of his son, he

' wrote to Aristotle, I think worth transcribing, because it is so adapted

' to e.xcite parents to care and diligence in the education of their

* children.' Reporting then the letter first in his own language,

the Latin, he proceeds to say, ' Philip's own words are these,' and he

adds the original Greek, which may be rendered in English thus:

' Philip to Aristotle, greeting: I desire you should know I have a son

'born. Greatly I thank the gods for it; and yet less for the meer

* circumstance that I have a son, than because it happens in the age

* wherein you are living. I trust that, being put under your care and

' instruction, he will become worthy of his birth, and of the inheritance

'awaiting liim.' It is here fully indicated that the king had not then

to make his first acquaintance with the philosopher: they were already

Vol. IV. 4L in
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in habits of comnninication, and it seems that Aristotle had already

ingagcd iiimself to undertake the oHice proposed for liim, of superin-

tending the education of the child, who became afterward the great

Alexander. Collateral evidence also is here afforded, tending to confirm

the reports transmitted, of Philip's correspondence with Plato, Tlieo-

phrastus and others, eminent in the philosophical schools of Athens.

With Aristotle, as a native of Stageira, a Grecian colony on the Mace-

donian shore, he is likely to have had previous personal acquaintance.

Aristotle however, it is certain, passed many years at the Macedonian

court, in the office of tutor to the prince, Alexander.

The admiration which we find Cicero expressing of Philip's pub-

lished letters, must assist to increase the regret that, excepting the one

preserved by Gellius, all have been lost '*. But, in an age when anec-

dote was in vogue, the words of a prince of such singular talents, and

singular fortune, and so especially celebrated for quickness and plea-

santry in conversation, would be likely to be observed and recorded.

Numerous sayings, ascribed to him, have accordingly been transmitted.

From Plutarch we have a collection of them, among those intitled his

morals ; where fortunately instigation to go beyond authentic docu-

ments did not equally press as in his lives. Words spoken, however,

must always be liable to be incorrectly reported, and to receive different

coloring from the interest, the feeling, the fancy or the recollection of

different reporters. But, of those attributed to Philip, it is observable

that liberality, generosity, gratitude, benignity, good temper, in extra-

ordinary amount, are prominent features. Some are too good and too

strongly indicate their origin from the occasion, to be, in any probabi-

lity, wholly fictitious. Such are his celebrated compliments to his

minister, Antipater, and his general, Parmenio. Having made his

council wait one day for his coming, he apologized on entering: ' I

* have overslept myself," he said, ' this morning. But it is uo matter;

•» Extant epistolae Pliilippi ad Alexan- animos ad benevolentiam, militcsque blande

orum, Aiitipatri ad Cassandrum, ct AntU appellandu, dtliiiiaiit.

goni ad PLilippum filium, triuin prudentis- Prsclare, epistola quadam, Alexandrum

simorum (sic enim accejiimus) quibus pra> filirnn I'hilippus accusa*, quod largiiione

L'ipiunt ut oratioDd beiiigaa multitudinis bnievoleuliain .Macedouumcou6ectetur,&c.

M. T. Cic. de Off. 1. 2.

' for
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' for Antipater was awake.' At another time, conversation turning upon

the election of generals at Athens, ' The Athenians,' said Philip, ' are

- * a fortunate people, who can find ten generals every year. For myself,

' in all my life, I could never find but one, Parmenio there.'

Plutarch, from whom we have these anecdotes, has shown himself so

inclined to the reverse of flattery to Philip, that it can hardly be sup-

posed lie meant to report them favorably beyond the truth. But

Athenajus, who has preserved some good and many curious things,

among much ineptitude and much profligacy, wanting to swell a list

of royal and noble drunkards, was fortunate enough, it seems, to find,

in the historical memorials published by Carystius, one of Plutarch's

anecdotes of Philip otherwise told, and in a way exactly to his purpose.

We have already observed it asserted by Demosthenes, to tiie Athenian

people, that Philip was daily drunk. When the hour of revelling came,

according to Athena;us, he used to say, ' Come, let us drink : it is

enough that Antipater is sober.'

Among the frequent calls of military business, and the increased

variety and magnitude of the political affairs of the Macedonian king-

dom, during Philip's reign, it would almost as little be possible, as,

according to the better civil theory of modern times, it were little

desirable, that the monarch should preside in the principal court of

justice. Nevertheless, throughout antiquity, prejudice seems to have

obtained in favor of the early system, and the execution of the judicial

ofiice by the prince in person. An old woman of Macedonia, it is said,

having a cause in the king's court, urged Philip's personal attention to

it; which he did not refuse, but excused delay, by alledging want of

leisure. The woman, who may have been of high rank and large for-

tune, for antient language does not always distinguish such by title

nor antient writers by description, provoked at length, replied, * If you

'cannot find leisure to do justice cease to be king!' Again, it is

said, an old woman pleading her own cause before him, he, witli a

mind always full, annoyed by the inanity of her lengthened narrative

or inept arguments, ingaged in conversation with some one near him;

upon which the woman indignantly exclaimed, 'I appeal!' Philip,

surprized, said, * Appeal ! to whom ?' ' From the king inattentive,'

4 L 'i she
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she anfwered, ' to the king giving just attention.' But this story also

has been otherwise told, after the taste of Athena^us. Philip, it is said,

vent to preside in his court of justice after hard drinking; and, obvi-

ously afiected by it, decided the cause. The old woman, against

wlioni the judgement was given, in such case more justly indignant,

tho in circumstances less likely to profit from her remonstrance, being

asked to M'hom she would appeal? 'From Philip drunk,' she replied,

' to Philip sober.' But it is not said that the united stimulation of

reproach and wine at all deranged Philip's temper ; nor does there seem

to be anywhere imputed to him the purpose of denying justice or stop-

ping the course of law.

Among Plutarch's anecdotes, Philip's expression of gratitude to the

memory of Hipparchus of Euboea, is of a kind not likely to have been

invented. Discourse turning upon the death of Hipparchus, some

one observed that he died at a mature age. ' Mature for himself,' said

Philip, ' but too early for me; for it was before I could make him a

just return for the kindnesses he had done me.' Of similar character is

the speech reported of him to Philon of Thebes, to whom he had had

obligations in his early youth, for which, with the large means afterward

within his power, he desired to make grateful recompense. Pliilon per-

severingly refused everything. Philip, vexed at his pertinacity, yet

giving him credit for his generosity, exclaimed, ' Why will you so mar
' my reputation for superiority in beneficence, by keeping me so much
' your inferior.'' At the great Olympian meeting, it seems, amid the

amusements, party would show itself; and, whether Philip had horses

running, or whatever furnished the ojjportunity, aversion toward him,

in some part of the numerous assembly, was expressed by hisses. The

matter being afterward mentioned in his presence, some one observed,

' that it was extraordinary behavior for the Peloponnesians, who were

' beholden to him for important kindnesses.' 'Oh,' said Philip, 'we

* must not mind such thing's ; for what would their behavior have been

' if I had done them ill turns?' The malignant calumnies of the Athe-

nian orators being mentioned before him, ' I reckon,' said Philip,

' that I have great obligation to the Athenian orators, for so com-
' pelling me to be careful of all I do and say. It must be my business,

'by
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' by my whole conduct, to prove them scandalous liars.' After the

battle of Chteroneia, when measures w ere to be taken for profiting from

the victory, and giving secure repose to Greece, some of the more

violent party-men suggested, that garrisons might be put into the

citadels of the adverse states, and so their quiet obedience would be

insured. 'Such harsh mea-su res,' said Philip, ' might perhaps be most

' certainly effectual, but I prefer the reputation of being beneficent to

' that of being powerful.'

Consonant to these from Plutarch, is an anecdote related by Seneca, Sonecude

in his treatise on Anger. In the distress of Athens, after the battle of
''

Chjeronteia, occasion requiring a mission to the king of Macedonia,

Demochares, one of the coarse popular orators, v/as appointed, with

Demades and some others of a different character. What they were

Instructed to desire was readily granted ; and M'hen they were taking

leave, I'hilip politely asked, ' If there was anything more he could do

' for the Athenian people?' Demochares abruptly answered, ' Yes :

* hang thyself.' Indignation broke out among those around, and

among his collegucs mixed with alarm. But Philip calmed them,

saying, ' Let him alone; and only assure your fellowcountrymen that

' those who use such petulance are far less disposed to peace and mode-
' ration than he who forgives it.'

The extreme profligacy, among the Grecian republics of his age, to

which we have observed Demosthenes himself giving the most direct

testimony, is very likely to have furnished occasion for a saying attri-

buted to Philip, which seems to have been a favorite among anticnt and

modern writers: some fortress being spoken of as impregnable, ' Could
' not an ass,' said Philip, ' laden with gold, get into it?'

What he may himself have done by force of gold, must ever remain,

as formerly has been observed, utterly uncertain. On the other hand,

that Demosthenes was the agent of Persia for the distribution of gold

among the Grecian republics, in the cause adverse to that of which

Philip became the patron, seems fully ascertained, by his own omission.

to answer ..'Eschines on that subject ; and it may seem likely that he

would be occasionally met witli his own weapons. But his assertion

simply, obvious as the interest is which would urge him to it, cannot

reasonably
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reasonably be allowed more weight than the denial of Philip himself,

with expressions of magnanimous scorn, in his celebrated letter to the

Athenian people. As far indeed as may be gathered from documents

bearing any appearance of impartiality and authenticity, Philip's

passions and his policy would both be rather adverse to such a mode

of succeeding in his projects. He who, with all his military power, all

his military talents, all his personal courage, all his military successes,

and all his desire of glory, still professed to prefer conquering by his

talent for popularity and persuasion, could surely have no equal grati-

fication in conquering by secret corruption. Nor does it seem easy to

discover his want of it. On the contrary, if we should trust his own

declaration of his sentiments, as they were expressed and urged, not

only in his public letter to the Athenian people, where his own testi-

mony in his own favor will of course be Hable to exception, but in

M.T.Cic, de written advice to his son Alexander, (and it is to Cicero's approving

admiration of them we owe the account) they were very adverse to

such a policy.

Some modern wrllers, admitting, not only the liberal words, but also

the generous deeds ascribed to Philip, have not simply followed the

adverse orator, but outgone him, in imputing all to sinister purposes.

The policy, for the orator, is obvious; the fairness, or the reasonable-

ness, for his followers, not so; unless they would avow themselves

careless of the praise of good, and the reproach of evil deeds, the credit

of which such practice goes directly to confound, and indeed to make

all virtue among men suspicious and doubtful. Its evil tendency, both

in morality, and in politics, is glaring.

It has been liberally observed, by some French writers, to the credit

of the English character, that, tho nowhere party contentions have

been more continual, or civil wars more frequent than in England, yet

nowhere has the violence of such contest been equally kept within

the bounds of reason and humanity. Nevertheless, even in England, the

violence of party divisions led the excellent Addison, not writing with

party but M'ith moral and pliilanthropieal purposes, to some observa-

tions which, as applicable wherever party rages, and not least to

Greece in Philip's age, may well deserve notice here. ' A furious party

5 ' spirit,'
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* spirit,' he pays, * even when under its greatest restraint, breaks out Spectator,

* in falsehood, detraction, and calumny: it fills a nation with spleen "• '^?-

* and rancor, and extinguishes all seeds of goodnature, compassion and
* humanity.—A man of merit, holding different political principles, is

* like an object seen in two different mediums, that appears crooked or

* broken, however strait and intire it may be in itself. For this reason

* there is scarce a person of any figure in England, who does not go by
' two contrary characters, as opposite to oneanother as light and

' darkness.—There is one piece of sophistry practised on both sides

;

* and that is the taking any sc&ndalous story, that has ever been
* whispered or invented, for a known undoubted truth, and raising

' suitable speculations upon it. Calumnies, that have been never

' proved or often refuted, are the ordinary postulatums of these infa-

* mous scriblers, upon Avhich they proceed as upon first princi[)les,

* granted by all men ; though in their hearts they know they are false,

' or at best Aery doubtful.'

An exemplification occurs in a debate before a congress in Greece,

reported by Polybius, in which the character of Philip king of Mace- Polyb. 1.9.

donia is introduced. One orator begins with stating, as a manifest P-^*^^-

truth, on which he might safely found his reasoning without danger

of contradiction, that Philip, beginning with the Thessalians, reduced

Greece to servile subjection. His opponent replies, as confidently,

that Philip was notorioufcly the vindicator of the liberties, of Thessaly

especially, but of all Greece. The former, in proceeding with his

argument, unable to deny Philip's magnanimous liberality to Athens,

after the battle of Chaironeia, nevertheless, with the malignity of

party-spirit, so justly reprobated by Addison, denies him all credit for

virtuous purposes : the will, he asserts, was bad, tho the deeds were all

beneficent and praiseworthy. For better foundation, however, for

invective, he hastens from Athens, to seek evil deetis elsewhere; and

in Laconia, he says, lands were wasted, houses demolished, and even

towns and territories taken from Lacedajnion, under Philip's direction.

But even here the admission follows, that those towns and territories

were not taken by Philip for himself, but given, (or, perhaps, rather

restored,) to the Argians, Tegcans, Megalopolitans, and Messeniaas;

Vol. IV. -*- 4 L 4 and
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and toward all these, it seems allowed, Philip's purposes, as well as his

deeds, were beneficent. 'I'he other orator then replies triumphantly

thus: * Granted; Philip did send an army into Laconia '". But it is

* enough known, the Lacedaemonians here present know ", that it was

* not his desire to interfere : on the contrary, invited, and repeatedly

* urs^ed, by his friends and allies in Peloponnesus, he with difficulty

' yielded in any degree to their solicitations and remonstrances. Nor,

' when at length he did take up the business, was it to use his power,

' tho ample, to subdue or to injure any ; but, as a beneficent mediator, to

* repress the violence of his friends, Avhile he struck awe into their

' enemies, and so brought both to submit their controversies to a

' peaceful arbitration. Even then he did not assume to himself the

' decision, but he referred it to a congress of all Greece j and such

' was the conduct which it has been proposed to stigmatize, as matter

' for complaint and reproach among the Greeks 1

'

There is a remarkable passage of Cicero, not in the torrent of an

oration to the Roman people, but in the sober course of his great

moral work, where wanting, for illustration of his argument, a cha-

racter alike illustrious and worthy, he has chosen the prince M'ho has

M T Cic. heen now so long here the subject of discourse. ' Philip, king of

de Off. 1. 1. < Macedonia, he says, in magnitude of exploits, and splendor of glory,

* was excelled by his son ; in affability and humanity he was far

* superior. Hence Alexander's conduct was often most shameful, but

* Philip was always great.' By this splendid eulogy, of few words,

Cicero certainly meant to refer the recollection of his own son, whom
he was addressing, to historical memorials, then extant, tho now
unknown.

But the judgement of Polybius, for his double advantage, of having

lived among the dying republics of Greece, and conversed afterward

in friendship with the greatest men of Rome, may be reckoned ev6n

above Cicero's. That, in his report of the controversy about Philip's

" Uafiyinrt ftna. t?{ ivta.ft.tuf. p. 566. ** 'Yfurj fri. The speech was especially

Tlie import of this phrase has been con- addressed to the Lacedxmouian members ol"

{•idered in a note at tliu end of the fourth the congresE.

section of tlie thirty-eighth chapter of this

history.

conduct,
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conduct, his own sentiments vent with the argument of the replying

orator, seems sufficiently evident; but, might there be doubt, it is

obviated in another passage of his history, whcrC, hke Cicero, wanting

the example of a great and worthy character, he speaks, in his own

person, of Philip; thus: 'The victory over the Athenians, at Cha;roneia, Poiyb. l. 5.

* promoted Philip's greatness, and the power and splendor of his king-
^"

' dom, less through the deed of arms, than through the humanity and

' generosity which he displayed after it. By the former he overcame

' those arranged in the field against him. By the latter he conquered

' all the Athenians, so that their republic became in a manner his own.

' Not allowing resentment to influence his measures, he carried the

* w^ork of war so far only as to command opportunity for using clemency

'and goodness. He released all his prisoners without ransom; he

* clothed most of them; he did honor to the slain, sending their bones

* in procession to Athens, with Antipater commanding. Altogether he

* so astonished and captivated the minds of the Athenians by his gene-

* rous magnanimity, that, from enemies, they became allies, devoted to

* his service. The experienced statesman-historian, it is evident, here

uses the term ' the Athenians' in the common manner of Grecian writers,

calling those 'the Athenians,' and even 'all the Athenians,' M'honi he

thought most deserving the title, without notice of the powerful oppo.

sition, under the lead of Chares, Lycurgus and Demosthenes.

Under the shadow then of these splendid testimonies, of such high

authority, the humbler wordof the annalist, whose assistance, in failure

of others, it has been so often necessary to use, not always judicious,

but always apparently to the best of his judgement just, may not ill

conclude this part of the hi.story. Having related the death of Philip, Djofji -^q^

he proceeds, ' Thus fell the greatest potentate of his time in Europe, c.95.

' With very small resources in his outset, he acquired the most power-

' ful monarchy that had ever existed among the Greeks. His great

* success arose, less from the force of his arms and the greatness of his

* victories, than from the studious exercise of his extraordinary talent

' for communication among men, and his obliging disposition and

* conduct. He is said to have reckoned the valor of the fighting

* soldier, often as he had made it conspicuous in himself, not matter for

Vol. IV. 4 ^I * the
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* the superior officer to glory in. Military science and the power of

* discourse, the general's skill and the talent of discussion, persuasion

* and conciliation, he esteemed together princely. Upon the latter he

* chiefly valued himself; for he used to say, " the merit of success in

" battles he could only share with those who fought under him, but his

" victories by argument, affability and beneficeace, were all his own."

END or THE roUBTH VOLUME,
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133. 137. 139. 143, 144. 14j. 149- 152.

16'2. 167. 175, 176", 177. 179- 181. 183.

185. 1S7. 189. 1.91- 193. 195. 200,201,
502, 203. 205. 207. 213. 216'. - p. 217.

Cyreni in Africa, i. 255, - - - p. 256.

Cyrus k'wgoi Persia, i. 315, 3l6, 317. 321.

Cyrus younger son of Darius II. ii. 499.
iii. 108. 110. 113.119- - 11.129—131.

Cythera, ii. ------- p. 184.

Cyzieus, Spa-fight off, ii. - - - - p. 473.

Damon ; friend of Pcriclet, ii. - - p. 2.

Dandus, i. -------- \). 23.

Daphnwus general of the Syracusaus, iv. p. 26".

Dardanus, i. --------p. 55.

Darius, i. 326". 330, 331. 338. 350. 355.

357. 36'5. p. 379-

Dariut II., ii. 404. iii. - - - p. I06.

Diiurisct a Persian gfaieral, i. - p. 349-
Deceleia in .Xttica, ii. - - - - p. 356.

Delium, battle of, ii. 197. 199. - p. 201.

Delp/ii, i. 140, 141, 142, 143, lb. 144. 226'.

231. 288. 31s. 391. 401. 419. 447. iv.

316". 319. 36'S. 452. - - - - p. 479.
Delphiun, iii. - - . . _ . p. 363.

Demaratus, i.
------

j). 492.

Democracy, i. ------ p. is6.

Demosthenes, ii. 145. 148.. 150. 153. 155.

195. 350'. 370. - - - - - p. 392.

Demosthenes the orator, iv. 384. 389. 3.96.

403. 421. 445. 493. 501. 509. 521. 525.

5.31. 533, 534. 540. 549. 555. 559, 560.

570. 580. 591. 594. 601. 607, 6O8. 614.

note. --------- y. 620.

Dercylliias, iii. 226. . - - - p. 229.

Dermot, '\. -------- p. 6'3.

Deucalion, i. 147. iv. - - - - p. 310.

Dexipjius, iv. 25. ------ p. 28.

Dicxarehia, i. - ----- p. 505.

Diitrephes, ii. ------- ]). 36'2.

Diodes, iv. ----- • - - p. 7.
Diodurus historian, iv. - - - - p. 2.

Diogenes, iv. ------- p. 57 1.

Diomedon, ii. ------- p. 514.

Dion, iv. 132. 135. 137. 139- 141. 145, 140.

148, 149. 151. 153. - - - - p. 155.

Dionysius of Syracuse, iii. 391. 443. iv. 31.

39. 44, 45. 47. 49. 51, 52. 54. 71. 91.

98. 101. 106. 114. 123, - - p. 124.

Dionysius the younger, iv. 132. 135. 142.

146. 158. 170. p. 193.

Diopcithcs, iv. ------- p. 519-
Diphridas, iii. -------p. 323.

Dodona, i. - -..--.p. 131. -

Dorieus, ii. - -.-... p. 475,

Doris, i. 9- - - p. 50'8.

Doris daughter of Xenetus ; married to

Dionysius, iv. ------ p. 71.

Ducetius king of the Sicels, ii. 291, p- 292.
Dym'e, i. -.---..- p. 10.

Earth and Water ; given as an acknowlege-
ment of subjection, i. - - - - p. 387.

Earthquake, ii. - ----- j). 407.

Eclipse of the moon; cO'ect of, ii. - p. 377.

Ecspondi, ii. - - - - - - - p. 131.

Edessa, iv. - ------ p. 206".

Egesta in Sicilv, ii. 302. 304. - p. 328.

Egypt, i. 5. 20. '66. 322, 323, 324, 325. 564,

p. 565.

Eira, i. 234. p. 237.

Eiateia, iv. -------- p. 5S4.

Eleia, i. 1 56. - - - - - - - p. 19j.

Eleimiofis a province of Macedonia, ii. p. 27.

Etis, i. 10. ii. 239. 258. iii. 241. 243. 424.

485. 490. 495. p. 503.

Enspondi, ii. ------- p. 131.

Epameinondas, iii. 37p. 432. 435. 439. 442.

460. 502. 507. 511. 513. - - p. 518.

Eparites; Arcadian militia, iii. - p. 49'.

Ephialtes, i. - - - - - p. 56l, 562.

Ephors, ii. ------- p. 243.

Epidamnus, i. 193. ii. - - - - p. 15.

Epidaurus, i. 10. ii. 261. - - - p. 273.

Epimeneides Cretan, i. 26s, - - p. 269,

Epipolce, ii. ....... p. 273.

Epirus, i. 8. iv. - - . - . p. 350.

Epitadas, ii. 172. - - - - - p. 174.

Epyaxa, tjueen of Cilicia, iii. - - p. 115.

Eratosthenes librarian of Ale.xandria ; his

clironological system, i. - - - p. l63.

Erectheus, or Ercchtlionius ; soverein of At-
tica, i. -------- p. 37.

/^4-n« ; his migration noticed, i. - - p. 12.

F.lconicus; Laceda-monian general, ii. p. 531.

Eubaa, i. 251. 587. 5S9. ii. 403. iv. 26 1,

262. 265. 406. p. 409.

Euetes Athenian, ii. - - - - p. 205.

Endamidas LacedxMnonian, iii. - p. 351.

Eupiiaes king of Alessenia, i. 225. p. 227.

4 N 2 Euphrates,
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Euphrates, i. - - - - - - - p. 4.

Euphron of Sicyon, iii. 461). 471- p. 474.
Euripides, ii. -------- p. 5.

Euro/as, i. -------- p. 10.

F.urybiades, i.-- - - - - - p. 41 '2.

Eun/rfiVc queen of Macedonia, iv. - p. 21-3.

Eur^mcdon, battle of the, i. - - p. 5.S7.

EuriimcdonA\.hc\n,\\\, ii.l40. l63. 1S2. p.3o().

Eunjptolevius Athenian, ii. - - p. 521.

Eurystheus king of Aigos, i. 25. - p. 27.'

Eragoras prince of Salamis, iii. 2S3. 525. 58|L
Ftife, i. p. 74.

France, iii. ----- p. 41. vote.

Gallei/, i. 40S, note. ii. . - p. 36'9. 7ivfe.

Games of Greece, i. 162, 153. 157, p. 158.

Cela, i. 4S0. iv. 35. 42. - - - p. 44.

Gcllias of Agrigentum, iv. - - - p. 21.

Gelon of Syracuse, i. 483, 484. 4SS. ii. 286".

p. '2h9.

Congi/lus, ii. - - r - - - - p. 347-

Gcvcnuncnt of the early Greeke, i. 83. p. 1 S7.

Gyges Lydian, i. ------ ]>. 30.9.

Gi/lijiptis, ii. 338. 348. - - - - p. 384.

Ha/icaniassus, i. - - - - - P- 254.

llalone.sus, iv. 50.9,
-
" ^ - - - p. 527.

Hamihal Cartliaginiau general in Sicily, iv.

9. 13. 18. - - - - - - - - p. 25.

Flatiiio, iv. .-----. -p. i6'7.

Harmodius and Aristogeiton, 301. p. 376.

Ilarmu.st, ofiice of, ii.. - - - - p. 4iy.

iffCu/o-Ks of Milet'js, i. l6l. - - p. 311.

Hegesiitrutus, i. - - - - - - p. 471.

Helicon, i. -------- p. <).

Helvs, I. p. 214.

Helots, i. 214. 556". ii. - - - ]>. 1.91.

Ileraclein, iii. - - - - - - p. 41.9.

Jlrracleides of Syracuse, iv. 135. 137. 142.

146^ 147. -.-..-- - p. 152.

Jleracldds, i. 27. 132, 153. - - p. 151.

Hercules, or Heriieles, i. 25. - - p. 27.

Hermoerates of Syracuse, ii. 298. 481, 48?.

iv. 13. 15, I6, ----- - p. 17.

Herodotus, i. l6l. 174. 304. note. 331.

note. 388. p. 590.

Hesiod, i. 6.9. 88. p. 1()8.

Hieron of Syracuse, ii. - . '.

p. 237.

Hieromnemon, i. - - - ' " P- 14.9.

Hmicra, battle of, i. 487. 4.90, no/c iv. p. 12.

Hipparc/iHs sonof Peisistratus, i. 300, p. 301.

Hijipius son of Peisistratus, i. 2%. 301, 302.

346. .p. 3()6.

Hipparinus, iv. 3.9. • - - - p. 157.

Hippocrates Spariiin, ii., - - - j). 420.

Hippocrates .-\tlienian, ii. 194. - p. 1.98;

Hisliieus of iMiletns, i. 338. 341. p. .j.i().

Homer, i. CS- 87. 128. note. 12.9- 168. 173
note. - - - - - - - - p. CC)1.

Horsemanship, i. - . . - . p. 107.

Hyperbolas Aliicnian, ii., - - - j). 303.

Idolatry, i. --------p. 75.

Idomcn'e, battle of, ii. - . - . p. 155.

Idomeneus Crftan, i. - - - - p. 183,

Illyria, iv. 504. 218. - - - - p. 225'.

/7«(7co« Carthaginian general in Sicily, iv. 19.

30. 42. SO. 83, 84. - - - - p. 91.

Immortality, doctrine of, among the Greeks,
i. p. 81.

Inarus Egyptian, i. - - - - p. 504.

lo, \. - p. 21.

Innia, i. ----.-.-p. 300.

Ionic, i. - -------p. 253.

Iphicrates, iii. 304. 306. 311. 313. 328.

3.93. 397. iv. 213. 249. 251. - p. 298.
Ivhigeneia, i. -------p. 5<).

Ireland, \. -------- p. 62.

Isadns, iii. - - - - - - - p. 511.

Isriienias, iii. 352. - - - - - p. 355.

Isocralcs, iv. 302. 357. 380. 46.9. 568. p. 609.

Isthmian, ii. 409. iii. - - - - p. 310.

Itali/,. i. 256. 492, 493, 494. 4.96. 499. 501.

505. p. 507.

Ithome, i. 226. p. 228.

Jason, i. - - ------p. 31.

Jason of Phera;, iii. 414. 4l6, 417, 41S,

41.9, --------- p. 420.

Jupiter, i. ----,--- p. 72.

Kersobleptes king of Tlirace, iv. p. 287.
Knights at Athens, i. - • - - p. 57£\
Laceda-mon, or Sparta, i. 2S.—The principal

fiicumstanccs of Laccdxmonian history

are indicated ia the heads of chapters and
sections.

l.aeedirmonius son of Cimon, ii. - p. 22.

Laches .Aliienian, ii. - - - - p. \.%<2,

I.iiconia, i. - - - - - - - - p. 10.

Lais, ii. -,--.-.- p. 329.
Lamac/ius Athenian, ii. - - . p. 305.

Language, i«- - -----p. 93.

Lurtssa, iii. - - - - - p. 155. note.

Lelcgcs, I. - ------ p. 251,

Leonidus, i. 400. 406, - - - - p. 407.

I.eontiades, iii. 352, - - - - - p. 370.

Leonlinu ii. 2.94, 295. iv. 59. - - p. .93.

I.cotychidiis, i. 471. 473. - - - p. 475.

I,f;)//Hfs brother of Dionysius, iv. 76. p. 113.

Lesbos, i. 335. ii. .-'-.. p. 4i>.\

Letter.., i,91.94. p. .i,»6.

Linime, i. -------- p. 2.'.3.

Locris, i. 9. iii. ------ p. 204.

Lucaniaus, iv. 103. - - - - - p. 104*.

Liiciseut Mes?pinan, i. - - - p, 226.

Liicomedcsi.A'SV.uw.wxev.x, iii. 4+1.445.4/8,47 9.

Lycurgus of Snartii, i. 1.9.S, 1.99, '^00, 201.

202, 203, 2()4, 205, 206, 207, 208, 20.Q,

210, 211. 213. 215. 221. iii. - p. 52,9,

Li/curgus son of .Vristolaides, i. 2y0. p. 295.

I.ucurgiis orator, iv. - - - - p. 602,

Lydia, 1.307, 308, 309. 313. - p- 31^.
J.yncus,
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Megabuziis. i. -

ilcgaclcs, i. 26i.

Limcus, 01- Lj^iceslis-, ii. Q". 190. iv. p. 209.
Lysolider, ii.SOO, 501. 503. 533, 53+. p. 58.0-

Li/.-iic/cs, i-'. ------- p. (l02.

Lvtius, iii. --------p. 35.

3'lacedonia, i. &. 405. ii. 26". Cp. l.QO. iv.

193, 1<J4, 19-5- 197. 203. 205'. 207. 209,

210, 211, 212. 215. CIS, 219. 221.

5223, 224, 225. 247, 248. ''(19. 271. 273.

27S. 356". 351, 352/370, 371. 40b. 413.
42i. 429. 430. 433. 443- 449. 451. 45(),

457. • 46"7. 478. 480. 4S5. 487. 504.

507. 515. 537-. 539. 576". 592, 593. 596".

59<). G17, 618.' p. 619.

^Ifn'ion Coiiiithi;in, ii. - - - - p. 98.

ilagun Cartliaoiiiian, kv. - . - p. 113.

Jl/(/,j(rt siitrupi ss uf jEolia, iii. - p. 227-

Maka pioinoutoiy, i. - - - - p. 10.

Maimers of the early Greeks, i. 117. 120.

122. 124, 125, 126, 127- - - p. 129-

Maiitincia, ii.26"9. iii. 345. 424. 497. p. 515.

Minn t /mil, i. - - - - . . . p.37l-
Mardunius, i. 357- 445. 449. 451. 456'. 458.

p. 460.

Masistiim Persian, i. -+52. ---]>. 454.

-Vrtjowcy of the eailv C; reeks, i. - p. 104.

Miiinilia, or Marseille, i. - - - p. 32.

Media, i. -------- p. 315.----- p. 574.

- - - - p. ^95.
Megaliipulis, iii. 429. '^'- • " "

I'-
•'9'5-

Megarn, i. 2fo. ii. 195. 560. 566, 567.

ii. 70. 1S7. 193. iii. 539- - - p. -'519-

Mellon of Tliebcs, iii. - - - - p. ,069.

Junius, ii. 280. p. 28 1

.

Mel-iill uciicial, i. p. 4.38.

Mciir\tli<u.<i, i. ------- p. 52.

Meiioii 'I'liefsalian, iii. II6. - - p. 125.

^hrcurics, inmilation of, iii. - - p. 75.

Mcf'ciia ill Sicily, i. 1^69- iv. fia^SS. p. 9G.

Mes^inia, 1. 10. 222, 223. 225, 226". 227, 228,

229, 230, 231, 2.i2. 235. 2+0. lii. p. 14i.

Mitlmiic in i'Vi':_sseiiia, i^ - - - p. 23-1.

Mrthnii'e ill Macedonia, iv. 3(52. - p. 37".

Migration, i. - - ----- p. 3.

Mile/11.1, i. 309. 312. 33S. 342. 3.">0. .355.

ii. 10. p. 417-

Niltia.lc.i, i. 354,355. 36"8. .^71.377- p. 378.

Mililarji ncrvice, i. - - - - - p. 285.

Miiidarii-i Sparlaii, ii. 456". 469. - P- 478.

Miitcrra, \.3o. ''i). li. - - - - - p. 62.

Minos, i. 15. - ------ p. -17.

Mihileiie, ii. 1 ('9- U 1 . 1 1 8. 1 24. 5 1 2. p. il 7.

jlJv;i/v'/^/;«.vLucccliv:nKHuan, iii. 392. p. 395.

Moiiaix/ii/, i. 181, 182. - - - - p. 184.

Mondic liishtry, i. ------)). 9.

J^/«.^((• of the eaiiy Cireclis, i. - - p. 102.

.?l/ycff/r, battle of, i. p. 473.

Myceiie, i. 558, p. 559.

Myronidcs Alliciiian, i. 566, 3l.i7- 571. 575,

p. 57G.

Naples, i. p. 505.
Naral at7i0« ; manner ofamong thcGreeks, i.

p. 429.
Naiigafiuii, origin of, i. 5. St it;: of, among'

the (Ireeks, i. ------ p. 409.
Naxos, or Nnxiis, i. 339. 340. - - p. 535.
Naxus, i. 258. iv. ----- p. 133,
Nicias, ii. 122. 144. 178. 305. 328, 329.

375. 392. ii. ------- p. 64.

Nicumcdcs, i. ------- p. 563.
Nicoslrattui, ii. - ----- p. 136".

Nicophemus, iii. - - - - - - p. 65.
Nicjleks, iv. 56. ------ p. 57.
Notiiwi, sea-fight ofl", ii. - - - p. 503.
(£ta, i. - - . p. 9.

(Eiiop/ii/ta, biiltle of, i. - - - - p. 571.
Ogi/ges, i. 34. - p. 1()5.

Oligarch)/, i. )>. 185.
Olpoe, battle of, ii. - -. - - - p. 153.
Olpmpia, battle of, iii. - - ^- - p. 153.
Olympiad, Ohinipiaii games, i. 151., 155. 157.

174. - - - -----p. 175.
Ohjinjiias, iv. ------ - p. 350.
Oli/mpm, i. ------- - p. p.

Oii/nt/ii/s, i. 443. iii. 347. 349. 351. 357.
366. iv. 207. 243. 245., 246", 247. 26"9.

273. 419. 424. - - _ - . p. 42.').

Oiiomare/ius, iv. 347, 348. 371- - p- 373.
Omc/es, i. 136. 138, 139, 140, 1-1.1. p. 318.
Orchonieniaits, iii. - - . - - p. 333.
Orestes son of Agamemnon, i. - p. 131.
Orestes satrap of Sartiis, i. - - ^. 335.
0;T.vfM kmg of Thessaly, i. - - p. 575.
Orphic piiiins, i. ----- - p. 6p.
Orthographij, i. - - - . p. 10. note.

O'Ri.irk king of Leitrini, i. - - - \i. 60.
Osinieisin, i. ------- p. 429.
Ozolinn Loeris, ii. 149. iv. - - p. 338.
/\/(7ic.s y\tl.pnian, ii. 118. 120. - ]>. 127.
Prti7oA«, bailie of the, iii. - - - p. 258.
Factpas, i. 317, 318. - - - - p. 3iq.
PcMii, ii. p. Mi3.notc.
Ptcdaritivi Luccdnini' nian, ii. 4i;). p. 437.
larstuni, or i'usciduiiia, in Italy, i. 501. note.

p. 505.
Pagnndas Tlx ban, ii. - - - - p. ig(j_

Pallc/i'e, or I'elleiie, city of Achaia, iii. 441.
note lii. ----t-.-p. 4.is.

Pallene town of Laconia, iii. - p. 441.
I'd/leiie peninsula, iv. - . - - p, 4.35.

Pail, i. - p. 367.
PitiKcnus, ii. ------ - p. .ij.

Paris, i. ---.... - p, .57.

Pariiieiiio, IV. - - - - - - p. 406'.

Parnassus, i. ------ - p. .9.

Pariies^ '\. -.-..... jij.

Pnrrhfisiiis, ii. ----- - p. 5.

Paiisanias commantlcr-iii chief of the Gre-
cian army, i. 45 1 . 526, o:>7. 530, 5.1 0. p. 542.

Fausanias king of Lucedxinon, iii. 49. 50 267.

Fausaniai 1
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Pnusanius Macedonian, iv. - - p. 619.

Pcisialiaius, i. 290, 291- 293, 294, 295, 29f),

297, 298, p. 299-

Fchunder, i'..431. 433. 435.439. 441. p. 442.

Pelnsgians, i. - ------p. 20.

Pelion, i p. .*)•

Pella capital of Macedonia, iv. - ]>. 200'.

Pclopida.i, iii. 379. 44S. - - - - p. 451.

Pilopoiinesiis, i. - ----- p. 9-

Pehps, i. 25. p. 127-

Pencius, i. P- 29.

Perdiccas I. ii. P-
20".

PerdkcasU. ii. 29. 32. 72. 108. 19O. 202.

215, p. 216".

Perdiccas IU.\\'. 'il'2 p. 215.

Pericles, i. 501, 562, 56"3. 588, 589. "-2.

7, 8. 13. 46, 47. 61. G6. 6S, 69. 73. 79-

81, 82, 83. 86, p. 87.

Perseus, i.
------- - p. 24.

Persia, i. 315. 322. 326, 327- 337- 349-

353. 357, 358. 365. 369- 371. 379- 3S1.

383. 385. 402, 403. 405. 407. 415.

431. 435. 443. 453. 463. 465. 532. 537-

ii. 405. 413. 423. 437. 498. iii. 106". 223.

226. 259. 262. 316", 317. 338. 421. 525.

527. iv p. 411.

Pestilence at Athens, ii. 75. - - p. 143.

Piicfiicia, i. -------- p. 84.

P//«/./r/« general of Pliocis, iv. - p. 379-

Phallus, ii. - - p. 15.

Pharnabuzus, ii. 406. -452. 480. 482. 488.

491.273.291.301. - - - p. 302.

Pharsalus, iii. -------p. 414.

Plini)llu.s general of Phocis, iv. 377, 378, 379-

Phcidias, ii. -------- p. 5.

Phei'icia, i. 6. - ----- p. 477-

Pliialda, iii. -------p. 537-

Philip ion oi .\n\yTitns, iii. 449- King of Ma-
cedonia, iv. 218. 226. iwte. 271. 278,

279, 280. 350. 353, 354. 370, 371. 373.

375. 415. 443. 449. 451. 467. 469.477.

485. 488. 497. 539. 541. 553. 569. 583,

5S4. 589. 593. S99- 603. 604. 6I8, 619.

p. 621.

Philippi, iv. p. 278.

Philisciis, iii. ------- p. 447.

P/iilintiis of Syracuse, iv. 21. - - p. 143.

Philocratcs, iv. p. 499.

Phihmelus general of the Phocians, iv. 3OS.

333. 336". 341. p. 342.

Phihauphii, Vu. 1'. 91-

Phlius, ill. 305. 345. 36l. 363. 305. p. 461.

P/iocia, i. Z\% p. 320.

Phucion, iv. 381. 409. 533. - - p. 606.

Phocis, i. 9. 568. iii. 264. iv. 311. 324. 327.

328. 33"l. 335. 337. 341. 317. 340. 371.

373. 377, 37s. 399. 437. 442. 455, 456.

479- P- 485.

P/uibidas, iii. 352. p. 385.

Phormion, ii. 13.32. 85. 95. 99, 100. p. 105.

Phortmciis, i. ------- p, 19.

Pliriiiiicltus, ii. 417. 431. - - - p. 462.

Phi/llidas, iii. p. 369.

Ph'i/sic, i. p. 118.

Pindar, i. 194. note. - - - - p. 313.

Platita, i. 463. ii. 52, 53. 56. 89. 115. p. 129-

Plato, iv. p. 121.

Plcistoanax, i. 558. ii. - - - - p. 231.

Plutarch, iii. 373. note. iv. - - - p, 3.

Poetri), i. p. 100.

Puh/biadi-s, iii. - - - - - - p. 366^

Poij/cralcs, i. 332, 333, 334, - - p. 335.

Poli/danuit, iii. ------ p. 414.

Pohidiiniidas, ii. ------ p. 215.

PolJ/theism, i. ------- p. 70.

Potidiea, i. 443. ii. 29, 30. - - - p. 85.

Praxifas, iii. p. 298.

Prupertii, i. -------p. 124.

Proxcnus, iii. - - - - - - - p. 112.

Prytanes, i. - ------p. Q79.

Psammcnilus, i. ------ p. 324.

Psammilichus, i. 323, - - - - p. 324.

Ptjlagore, i. - ------p. 149.

Piilus, ii. 158, 159. 161, 162. - p. 175.

Pijlus, iii. - - - ----p. 486.

Pythagoras, i. 259. ----- p. 496.

Pi/fheii, ii. - - - p. 346.

Pi/ihian games, i. - - - - - p. 143.

lialcigh, i. - - p. 338.

Rhegntm, ii. 239. i^'- 65. 97. 105. p. 108.

Rhetoricians, iii. ------ p. 59-

Rhodes, i. 254. ii. 424. iii. 322. 544. iv. 259.

307. -- p. 401.

Rome, i. - -------p. 4o5.

Rousseau, i. - ------p. 220.

Sacrifice, i. 77. ----- - P- 78.

Sula?nis iland, i. 265. - - - - p. 431.

Salamis in Cyprus, i. 255. ii. - - p. 234.

Samos, i. 253. 335. 471. ii. 10, U. iv. 247- 297,
p. 298.

Scione, ii. 213. - p. 242.

Scythia, i. 309, 310. iv. - - - p. 384.

Seafight; the first recorded in history, i. 194.

Helinus, ii. 301. iv. 10. - - - - p. 15.

SfuMc* son of Sparadocus, ii. - - p. 108.

Seuthcs son of Ma;sades, ii. 209. - p. 213.

Sicihi, i. - p. 257.

Sicyun, I. 17- 19- 194. iii. 467.469-473. 539.

S(Vfl/cTi king of Thrace, ii. 72. 106, p. 108.

Sithonia peninsula, iv. - - - - p. 425.

Slavery, i.
-------- p. 182.

Snee:^ing, iii. - - - - - - - p. 151.

Socrates, ii. 250. iii. 95. 98, 99- - P- 103.

Solon, i. 266. 270, 271. 277. 279, 280. 284.

289.293,294, p. 295.

Soothsayers, i. -------p. SO.

Sophists, iii. ---.----p. 94.

Sophocles, ii. ------ - p. 5.

Spenser's
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Sjiciiser's description of auticnt Britain, i.

l^.il. note.

Sphncteria, ii. \6l, 173. - - - p. 17.5.

Sphodrias, iii. 3S0. p. 40.9.

Stheneluidas, ii. - - - - - - p. 41.

Stratonict; ii. - - - - - - p. 108.

Stratus, battle near, ii. - - - - p. 97.

Strombkhides Athenian, ii. - - - p. 412.

Sword, two kinds of, i. - - p. 40. note.

Sybaris in Italy, i. ----- p. 4.05.

Sybota, seafights oft", ii. - - - p. 23.

Sycophaiicii, iii. - -----p. 18.

SVenneiM king of Cilicia, iii. 1 14, - p. 115.

Synomosics, ii. ------ p. 434.

Syracuse, i. ------- p. 25.0.

Tactics, i. 287. note, iii. - - p. 158. 7iote.

Tagus a Thessalian title, iii. - - p. 4l6".

Tamyncr, battle of, iv. - - - - p. 409.

Tanagra, battle of, i. - - - - p. 56g.
Ttcnurum, i. ------ - p. 10.

Tarquinius Prisais, i. - - - - p. 492.
Taygetus, i. ------- p. 10.

Tearless battle, iii. ----- p. 448.
Tegeaiis, i. 455. 46"4. ii. 427, 428, 429. 501,
502 p. 509.

Teleutias, iii. 323. 333. 357. - - p. 2i().

Telecles, 1. -..-.--p. 223.

Tempi; '}.-- P- 29.

Temples, i. ------ - p. 7.5.

Ten, iii. - ------- p. 46".

Tent/wusand, iii. 145. See Cyreian Creeks.

Teribuzus, iii. 1C7. ----- p. 308.

Tliales, i. 200. p. 469.

T/itiles, iii. ------- p. rjo.

T/iasus, i. - ------p. 553.

Theocles, i. - - ----- p. 231.

Thebes in Boeotia, i. ----- p. 32.

Thera, i. --------p. 255.

Theramenes Laced;Bnionian, ii. - p. 418.
Theramenes Athenian, ii. 46O. 4(j3. 550. iii.

31. 37. p. 39-

Thermopylce, i. 398. p. 407.
Theron of Agrigentum, i. 485. ii. p. 28G.
Theseus, i. 40. 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49. 52.

Thespix, ii. 220. iii. p. 386".

Thessaly, i. 9. 29. 146, 14". 247. 3.9(),

397. 575. ii. 229. iii. 414. 420. 449. 488.
iv. 205. 280. .371. - - - - p. 505.

Thimbron, iii. 225, 226. - - - p. 317.
Thirty, ii. 550. iii. 27. 41. 43. - p. 45.

Thrace, i. 53. ii. 7 J, 72. 19O. 202. 217-—

226. 283. iii. 209. iv. 276. 279. 282,
285, 287. 289, 200, 29I. 363. p. 365.

Thrasybulus of Syracuse, ii. - . p. 038.
Thrasybulus son of Thrason, ii. - p. 505.
Thrasybulus son of Lycus, ii. 448. 470. 506.

iii. 51. 324, 325. p. 327-
Thrasyllus Athenian, ii. 470. - - p. 484.
ThrasymcUdas Ve\o'poimes\a.n, ii. - p. 163.
Thucydidcs the historian, i. 161. ii. 6. 207,

208. p. 474.
Thucydides son of Melesias, i. 584. p. 5.90*
Thurium, i. 499. ii. 420. iv. 104, - p. 105.
Thyrea, ii. p. igj.
Timocrates, iii. 262. ----- p. 476.
Timocreoii, i. - - - . . . - p. 521,
Timoleon, iv. 163, I64, l65. l67. I69, 1/0.

172. 174, 175. 180, 181. 183. 185. p. 1S8.
Timophancs of Corinth, iv. - - p. 162.
Timotheus, iii. 388, 389. 393. iv. 240', 247.

249. 254. 265 p. 299.
Tinian, a remarkable piece of antiquity in, i.

p. 76. note,

Tissaphernes, ii. 404. 406. 417. 419. 423.
426. 4.^6. 456. 473. 487. 503. iii. 107.
129. 139. 114. 252. 254. - - p. 259.

Tithraustes satrap of Lydia, iii. 259. p- 262.
Tolmides, i. 573, ----- p. 586.
Tournefort, iii. - - - '-

p. 172. note.

Treason, law of, iii. ----- p. 24.
Trcezen, i. p. 39.
Troy, i. 54. 56, 57. 59, 60. - - p. 63.
Tuscans, ii. 291. iv. . - - . p. n2.
Tuscany, i. - ..-.--p. 4g2_
Tyndareus, i. jj. nQ,
Tpidarion, ii. - - . - . - p. 290.
'i'yn; i. p. 329.
Tynint, i. 182.184. - - - - p. 292.
TyrtcBus, i. --..-. -p. 232.
Vases, i. - - - - - - p. 491. note.

IVar, art of, i. 105, 106, 107. 10,0. 11!.

122. iii. "p. 304.
IVotnen, i. 127. ii. - - - - - p. S.

World, the age of, i. - - r - p. 90.
Xenophon son of Euripides, ii. 85. p. 94.
Xcnnphon the historian, ii.474. «o/c. iii. 112.

145. 149. 201. 212—217. - - p. 540.
Xerxes, i. 379- 381. 385. 393. 40?. 431.

435. 455. 463. 473. 475. - - p. 532.
Zancle, i. --------p. 239.
Zarc.r, i. -------- p. 10.

ZeitxiS) ii. .--..-.- p. 5.

FINIS.



ERRATA.

vol,. IV.

p. 'JC. 1. IS. for beside read beside.?.

.'iS. 1. 1. '/be he rcfu/ Dioiiyi-ius.

103. 1. '11 .after h;i(l liceu innert made.

135. ill Uie note. /or enimnirorcfli/ enim ne e.

Ijj. 1.26. efface the Kords deatli of the widows of Dion and of the eifier

Dionysiiis.

159 1. 7. after single chiefs insert death of the widows of Dion and of i!ic

elder Dionysius.

1()7. 1. IS. for Me/apontiuin read Me^apontium.

131. iu the note, _/"/" «;(;afiroTa to» read ax^'firorocTtt.

18.5. last line, /or afiord* read alVord.

186". in the note, /or obsliiieret read obtineiet.

!<).'). in the note, lor Aaxri^ji read Aio*!.^!^.

21(). in the notej^br questio able read questionable.

24-0. 1. 34. for /nterprize read fnterprize.

2SS. 1. 4. for I'erintluis read Alopeeonuesus.

292. 1. 16. for let/dily read readily ; and 1. 19- for Aaiodocus read .'\in«doci!3.

29,3. 1.12. ybr rer/diness rear/ readiness.

294'. 1. 22. for rcrfdy read ready.

300. 1. 13. for rerfdily lead readily.

30.3. 1. 12. for Tcddy read ready.

310. 1. 6. for these read those.

317. 1. 8. "/cir Ir.ibiliaments reaii habiliments.

333. in the note, I'or aecusaveruniprorsus rearf accusaverunt : prorsus.

346. in Ihe'note, ybr ephor read ephorj; and _ybr successio;* read successor*.

3PS. 1. 23. after But read the.

413. 1.26. /or government* read government.

422. in the note, for *,* read Note 5, referred to this place from p. 420.

423. 1. 17. of the first colunul, /or n'u read n'a.

433. in the quotation from Horace, in the note, for ?iu?«eribus read jnune-

ribus.

439. 1. 27. for Porirasus read Peiraeus.

454. in the note, for (xi9ou{ read fti^fioJ?.

457. 1. 4. for to Macedonia read from JMacedoiiia.

511. 1. 4. /"or Amyntus read Aniyntas.

515. in the note, /or etrincelle read etincelle.

516". 1. 20. for pursuing of their own read pursuing their own.

a IS. 1. 18. for Orcus read Orcus.

51.9. 1.15. /"or occu red read occurred.

528. 1. 9. for Phocian"s read Pliocion's.

56j. in the note, /or iayiiaTot read i>yjji.a.Tut.

i68&!)69.for concurring in sentmient Isocrates read concurring in senti-

ment with Isocrates.

584. 1. 3. from the bottom, /or then read tlian.

612. 1. 7. of the first column, /or quinquciiium read quinqueuwium.

613. 1. 1. of the second column, /«r reipublix riad ieipuhlic;e.

— 1. 3. after the uord .Atbtniensium, lor a full stop a comma.
614. 1. 23. of the second colunm,y"or thcoritical read theoretical.

GJ9. 1. 25. ybr assasin, read assassin.

Ptinfrd by I.uke llaiifurd & Son,
uLU'Liucoiu't-lim Fields,
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